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Introduction 

 

The individual ought to endure--for a life rightly lived is never rightly 

ended. And life can be rightly lived, I will maintain--which involves 

much more than a simple release from pain or burdens. Rightly lived, 

life must offer positive value, a preponderance of satisfaction over 

dissatisfaction,[1] a meaningful experience that calls for something 

beyond immediate interests. There must be a growth process in which 

the prospect of constructive change and the mysteries to be solved are 

inducements to continue and progress. Living can then become an 

end in itself, as it should be, and we can shape our philosophy ac-

cordingly: Life is fundamentally good, and death, consequently, is a 

detriment. We can look forward, with joy, to a future with joy. On-

going developments lend support to this position and call for a reas-

sessment of life‟s deeper issues. 

 This book considers the problems of death and the hereafter and 

how these ages-old problems ought to be addressed in light of our 

continuing progress. A materialistic viewpoint of reality is assumed, 

denying the likelihood of supernatural or other superhuman assis-

tance. Death, however, is not seen as inevitable or even irreversible; it 

is maintained that the problem can and should be addressed scientif-

ically in all of its aspects. The book thus follows recent, immortalist 

thinking that places hopes in future advances in our understanding 

and technology. A common ground is sought between two inde-

pendent strands of this scientific immortalism that so far have been 

largely separate. There is the cosmological camp that sees immortal-

ity, including resurrection of the dead, as a distant future possibility, 

though outside our present control. There is another, transhumanist 

group, however, that maintains that our immortalization is much 

nearer at hand and supports such ongoing efforts as aging research 

and cryonics--freezing people at death for eventual reanimation.  

 Here I offer a philosophical system that incorporates and harmo-
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nizes both points of view. A functionalist, reductionist argument is 

developed for the possibility of resurrecting the dead through the 

eventual creation of replicas and related constructs. Meanwhile, it is 

urged, medical advances leading to the conquest of aging and bio-

logical death should be pursued. An advisable interim strategy is 

cryonics or some other means of biostasis--having one‟s remains 

preserved for reanimation when, in the relatively near future, tech-

nology will arguably be available to accomplish the task. The twin 

possibilities of eventual, universal resurrection and abolition of death 

starting from currently available means are not seen as competitive 

but complementary. Both have a vital role to play in the future that 

appears to be opening. Our resulting philosophy, encompassing both 

past and future, is directed toward the long-term interests of each 

sentient being. It thereby acquires a moral dimension. The immor-

talization of humans and other life-forms is seen as a great moral 

project and labor of love that will unite us in a common cause and 

provide a meaningful destiny. 

 The general plan of the book is first to lay groundwork, then treat 

the main topics, the Philosophies of Assurance, Aspiration, and Ac-

tion, in greater detail. The book is intended for a general audience, 

and I have tried to make it reasonably self-contained. Interest and a 

willingness to do some hard thinking are more important than ad-

vanced learning in one specialty or another. Concepts and relevant 

details are introduced as needed, with references, and a glossary is 

included. The treatment will, of course, be far from exhaustive--many 

more questions are raised than are answered or can be at our present 

state of knowledge. I hope that brevity here, whether remedied in 

existing sources or not, will serve as a catalyst for more thought and 

action. I invite the reader to take part. The philosophical tradition I 

would establish needs much development. 

 Some starting familiarity with the ideas of modern physics and 

computer science will be helpful. A perusal of the glossary may be 

useful as a starting point (and will introduce philosophical as well as 

scientific concepts). The following references are also recommended 

for a general background, to be consulted as the reader finds appro-

priate.  

 For quantum mechanics--the most important part of physics for 

purposes here--a short, readable reference is Quantum Reality by 

Nick Herbert. For additional background on the important 
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many-worlds hypothesis, which is somewhat inaccurately treated in 

the otherwise excellent book by Herbert, I recommend The Fabric of 

Reality by David Deutsch. A good, short introduction to computer 

science is The Pattern on the Stone by Daniel Hillis; a useful longer 

reference is The Turing Omnibus by A. K. Dewdney. Other pertinent 

references are The Physics of Immortality by Frank Tipler, Engines 

of Creation by Eric Drexler, and The Prospect of Immortality by 

Robert Ettinger. 

 Occasionally in the text there is a need for large numbers, and 

standard scientific notation is used. Therefore, thirty-one million 

(31,000,000) is written 3.1Ч10[7]. More generally, 10[n] with n a 

positive whole number means 1 followed by n zeros or 10 multiplied 

by itself n times. More generally still, m[n] (m to the n or nth power) 

means m multiplied by itself n times; n itself is rarely a number that is 

also expressed in this way, that is, as p[q], so that we have m[p[q]]. In 

addition, subscripts are occasionally used in the usual way, that is, 

with no special mathematical meaning but only to distinguish one 

object or thing from another: persons P1 and P2 (“p-one” and “p-two”) 

for instance. 

 Superscripts are also used in a nonmathematical sense to indicate 

endnotes; the distinction should be clear. Endnotes are essentially 

referential; I have made an effort to incorporate all relevant, exposi-

tory material in the main text. 

 Following this Introduction, immortalization is presented as a 

scientific and technological problem, and a more detailed overview is 

given of the main topics covered. Next is a summary of related ideas 

stretching back to ancient times. A discussion then follows of the 

surprising resistance that is often seen to the idea of immortality, 

particularly to achieving it scientifically, with some thoughts on how 

the objections might be answered. The philosophical system of the 

book, which is given the name Yuai, is then outlined in detail. An 

important issue is that of personal identity. I offer a theory, based on 

functionalism, in which psychological connectedness with the past 

self is crucial, but continuity, whether physical or psychological, is 

not essential. This is further developed in later chapters. 

 A discussion of scientific perspectives then leads to a chapter on 

Unboundedness--that in some reasonable sense, all the possible his-

tories are real. One physical theory that strongly favors Unbound-

edness is the Everett many-worlds formulation of quantum mechanics. 
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It also has interesting scientific support and has been endorsed by 

some leading physicists, including most quantum cosmologists, 

though I do not think the case for it is closed. But it does furnish 

significant evidence that the viewpoint developed here is valid, and I 

have devoted extra space to it, while not overlooking alternatives. A 

chapter then follows on Interchangeability--that like objects share 

“identity.” This is the link between the ideas on personal identity and 

those of physics, and it supports the possibility of resurrections of 

past individuals under general conditions. 

 Next is a chapter dealing with persons as digital phenomena, 

supporting psychological reductionism and functionalism. Chapters 

follow on nanotechnology, theological implications of immortality, 

the ultimate prevalence of good over evil, resurrection, the desirabil-

ity of preservation or biostasis after death, and immortality. A more 

detailed treatment then follows, in three successive chapters, of the 

Philosophies of Assurance, Aspiration, and Action. Some deeper 

ontological issues are addressed, with an eye toward tying loose ends 

and forming a unified whole, and matters of a more practical nature 

are then considered. 

 Nanotechnology and other advances, I argue, offer a coming age 

of immortality and place it near the present, perhaps within decades, 

and also require active participation. A program for one‟s personal 

immortality is indeed a realistic and advisable course to follow. 

Morals, logic, basic physics, and our advancing capabilities all play a 

part in what I advocate as a Philosophy of Action. Along with sensi-

ble, benevolent conduct and the fostering of research I make an ap-

peal for the practice of cryonics or some other strategy of biostasis. In 

these ways a bridge can be formed between our present condition and 

a wonderful Apocalypse that surely is coming. A concluding chapter 

contrasts the present world situation with what the future might and 

ought to bring, with a final appeal to take seriously the prospect of a 

transition to a more-than-human status. 

 Today the thinking is often far removed from the viewpoint that a 

beneficent Apocalypse is soon to happen, one that will be engineered 

by our own civilization. In fact, swaying opinion in the direction of 

seeking immortality through science will no doubt continue to prove 

difficult, as it has during the several decades that the cryonics 

movement has been in existence. A good part of the problem, no 

doubt, is that advances are required that have not yet been made. 
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Scientific research--always of a constructive sort--should accordingly 

be commended and encouraged. It will be the ultimate arbiter. But it 

will not happen unless it is seen as worth pursuing. 

 In this book I have attempted to offer at least some new possibil-

ities for trying to influence public opinion in the right directions. With 

acceptance of the right outlook, necessary progress will be fostered, 

and something better subsequently will be made of the situation that 

confronts us today. Hopefully some who have not otherwise been 

interested will find what is said here reassuring and decide to make a 

bid for whatever science can offer them toward personal immortality. 

In addition to the humanitarian aim this would serve, if the quest for 

extended life should prove successful, a more favorable public will 

benefit the existing immortalist movement, promoting progress and 

creating a better world for all. 

 On a personal level, I hope you, the reader, will think over the 

ideas offered here and be assured, despite any initial misgivings. 

Resolve to stay as healthy as possible and be optimistic about the 

prospects of research that will lengthen the life span. But do not hes-

itate to go further. Choose a biostasis program for yourself as a 

backup if you have not already done so. Try to influence others into 

habits favoring life extension, along with other good behavior, and 

remind them of the biostasis option too.  

 We have a world to gain, the like of which has not been seen. It is 

in no sense improper that we should seek this immortal habitation on 

our own. Such an outcome is good and proper and to seek it morally 

exemplary. Anything less is both inadequate and unworthy. We will 

have to make it happen ourselves--and there is reason to think we can. 

It is comforting, once we are past the initial barriers, to approach this 

great and beneficial project in the best way possible. An important 

part is to do what we can to further our own participation. We need to 

plan and act, as far as possible, for our continuing presence in this 

world. 

 

CHAPTER 1. 

Heaven by Design 

 

Science, technology, and other rational pursuits are making unprec-

edented strides in our time, conferring great and growing powers to 

achieve desired aims. The potential for misuse abounds, and is trag-
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ically realized from time to time, yet overall the trend can be viewed 

with optimism and hope. For an Apocalypse is looming, one of our 

own choosing and making, that will radically transform life as we 

know it. Handled correctly it will bring no catastrophe--except to the 

minions of tragedy itself--but will instead herald the fulfillment of 

many ancient dreams, and furnish the gateway to a glorious, 

more-than-human future. 

 It is fitting and proper that we pursue an inspired course of de-

velopment and seek to transform ourselves into greater beings. Many 

may think it unlikely, but the means to accomplish this--literally re-

making ourselves as higher creatures--appear within reach, if not yet 

realized or guaranteed. Much remains unknown and undeveloped, yet 

by serious estimates the prospects are awesome. Such fundamentals 

as human biology and physiology could be greatly enhanced or by-

passed, and life could advance in ways now scarcely imaginable. 

 Many approach such possibilities with foreboding, conjuring up 

nightmare visions of technological horror, as if only bad could ever 

come from sweeping change. This, I submit, is unduly pessimistic 

and one-sided. Surely a more sensible reaction is first to reflect upon 

our current status and then ask if reasonable improvements could be 

made and ought to be pursued. A basic question then arises: what 

ought we to want? What ought to be that we should be devoting our 

best efforts toward bringing it about and resting our hopes and aspi-

rations in the successful outcome?  

 It is no small matter to address the question of what ought to be, 

especially when we try to look beyond immediate concerns to a larger 

and more meaningful picture. Here, however, we are in good com-

pany: The great question has been contemplated through the ages, and 

there is something to gain by studying opinions both ancient and 

modern from an objective standpoint. One of the things that strikes 

the inquirer is how fantastic are many of the common notions of what 

ought to be and how seemingly remote their possibilities of realiza-

tion. 

 The reason seems simple enough. Many would agree that there 

are shortcomings in the human condition that one might like to 

overcome--but the means are not at hand. The main shortcoming of 

this sort is the finite life span. People seek something more than this 

present existence. They would instead prefer a reasonable immortal-

ity, a good life beyond the death that up to now has been the lot of 
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living things on Earth. That immortality in some form is our rightful 

destiny is, to such a viewpoint, no idle thought or daydream but a 

deep-seated conviction of the most serious sort. This conviction has 

been arrived at often and independently, as the records of numerous 

cultures attest, and in it people have seen fit to rest and defend their 

hopes, in the face of formidable obstacles. Indeed, many have will-

ingly faced death rather than renounce their particular ideas and 

practices regarding a hoped-for immortality. This is all the more re-

markable in that no shred of material, verifiable evidence exists that 

anyone has ever achieved immortality or a life after death. Something 

so problematic and challenging, a hope up to now unsubstantiated, 

has been a necessity to many; among them I number myself. 

 Increasingly we face a challenge to such a hope: Scientific evi-

dence casts doubt on the possibility of supernatural or other super-

human assistance in our quest to overcome death. Without such as-

sistance, many have assumed that our chances of success must be nil. 

This has never been demonstrated, however; the limits to what are 

achievable scientifically and technologically, by ourselves, are un-

known. Astonishing advances have already occurred, particularly 

over the last century, and appear to be accelerating. Moreover, any 

assessment of our ultimate potential must take into account possible 

enhancements we could engineer in our own physical makeup, in-

cluding improvements in intelligence. Arguably, such enhancements 

will become feasible as our knowledge increases and will then help 

further both understanding and progress. Where it will lead will de-

pend on the values and aspirations that come into play as the advances 

are made. Immortality is not precluded; even self-engineered, eternal 

salvation must be regarded as a possibility. 

 The recognition of this possibility, and, more generally, of both 

the promises and the perils of the developing technological picture, 

becomes a vital issue in its own right. It is something we must un-

dertake, to reassure us and to help inform and guide our deci-

sion-making, and it calls for an appropriate philosophical outlook. 

Such an outlook--in which scientific methods, generally yet to be 

developed, are to be employed to accomplish what had been thought 

to be the prerogative of mystical forces or higher powers--attaches to 

what may be called a scientific teleology.[1] More generally I would 

define scientific teleology as the branch of philosophy dealing with 

the possible role of sentient agents in shaping the reality they inhabit 
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to suit their own, long-term needs and purposes. Specifically it con-

cerns our efforts to become immortal and more-than-human through 

scientific means and to create habitations and develop lifestyles 

conforming to this sought-after status. Some works devoted wholly or 

in part to scientific teleology in this intended sense are John Barrow 

and Frank Tipler‟s Anthropic Cosmological Principle, Freeman Dy-

son‟s Infinite in All Directions, Hans Moravec‟s Mind Children, 

Tipler‟s Physics of Immortality, and David Deutsch‟s Fabric of Re-

ality. Somewhat older works exploring interesting areas of scientific 

teleology are Robert Ettinger‟s Prospect of Immortality and its sequel, 

Man into Superman. 

 Among these writers, Tipler in The Physics of Immortality offers 

an explicitly theological, if still scientific, vision of the future and also 

has the most elaborate and daring scenario for a life beyond current 

limits. His viewpoint is that “theology is nothing but physical cos-

mology based on the assumption that life as a whole is immortal.”[2] 

He offers “a testable physical theory for an omnipresent, omniscient, 

omnipotent God who will one day in the far future resurrect every 

single one of us to live forever in an abode which is in all essentials 

the Judeo-Christian Heaven.”[3] He proposes to define all his theo-

logical terms, including God and Heaven, as “pure physics concepts,” 

and in all arguments to appeal only “to the reader‟s reason.” 

 The present work, though related in scope and purposes, is more 

conservative scientifically and more skeptical theologically than 

Tipler‟s, a position that seems warranted by both the extent and lack 

of our knowledge and by the way the world seems to work. I offer a 

scientific teleology but with the emphasis on philosophy rather than 

hard science. There is no attempt to encompass the whole in a testable, 

physical theory. Such efforts as Tipler‟s are useful and even com-

mendable but also hazardous given present uncertainties and the dif-

ficulties of trying to do so much in one mighty swoop. Instead, I think 

there is need for a more general, more robust if less scientifically 

ambitious approach. Our hoped-for scenario should be realizable in 

more than one version of reality and adaptable to a variety of “the 

shafts of impartial evidence”[4] that scientific probing may present. 

As for the theological issue, along with some others and contrary to 

Tipler, I will argue against the existence of God as traditionally un-

derstood, though not against all possible conceptions of what can be 

considered divinity. But the focus is on our developing selves as the 
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rightful shepherds of our own future, and the scientific methods by 

which we will arrive there. 

 Though the emphasis is to be philosophical, the position I wish to 

articulate is to have a rational, materialistic basis--something that 

may be reducible to a testable theory when more is known. There are 

real prospects for solving the problem of death and other human 

limitations through scientific means, as the authors cited and others 

have ably argued. We will explore these arguments, which are in-

teresting enough, though often remote from everyday experience. A 

case will be made that immortality for all who have ever lived is at-

tainable and quite possibly inevitable. But I will argue, additionally, 

that there are things we can and should be doing now to further our 

cause in eternity, though much that now engages the popular imagi-

nation is excluded.  

 Thus there will be no appeal to the possible utility of supernatural 

powers, paranormal abilities or mechanisms, violations of generally 

accepted physics, and such fantastic occurrences as visits by space-

faring aliens. Mysticism, in the sense of belief or trust in a reality that 

is not accessible through reason, is not accepted as a valid approach to 

solving problems, including the problems of death and the hereafter. 

Wonder, awe, fascination, and reverence for the majesty and mystery 

of existence are not at all precluded by the rational approach I propose 

as a substitute. Instead, we can feel a keen and even enhanced ap-

preciation of the reality that surrounds us as we strive to attain a 

greater presence within that reality through our own, rationally 

guided efforts. In place of the God of tradition, I echo the thought that 

we are becoming a sort of deity ourselves--and we must help our-

selves. Progress now demands a fresh, new viewpoint. A supreme 

privilege and opportunity is presenting itself--but it also carries an 

awesome responsibility. 

 We must put our trust in material reality and the rules that govern 

its properties, but I do not mean by this to suggest a light or superfi-

cial treatment of the issues at hand. As for personal survival, I firmly 

discount a reinterpretation such as “survival” through works, off-

spring, reputation, or an essence or “further fact” that carries no 

memory of an earlier existence. The requirements of survival can 

only be met by a functioning individual with characteristics reason-

ably connected to, and who identifies with, some previously extant, 

actual person. There must be authentic recollections of an earlier self, 
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a genuine and accepted feeling that “I was there and I am now here.” 

 Infinite or unbounded survival becomes immortality, a state that, 

as will be understood here, does not preclude the possibility of death 

or a cessation of vital functions. But if death comes it must be tem-

porary, to be terminated always by a suitable reanimation or resur-

rection, with consciousness, recollection, and self-awareness. The 

problems associated with immortality are challenging ones, at least if 

they are to be treated scientifically, as I propose here and others have 

attempted. Conventional approaches involving familiar things are 

inadequate. There must be some appeal to extraordinary means, 

though I insist that it need not transgress the bounds of scientific 

plausibility, if we use a reasoned approach and allow for extrapola-

tion beyond our present level. 

The Paranormal versus the Scientific 

 Some clarification of terminology will be useful. By supernatural 

I refer to any phenomena that are incomprehensible through a scien-

tific approach. I mean by this that not only is scientific understanding 

lacking now, but that it is impossible in principle. Something signif-

icant must be involved that is inherently beyond our powers, even 

allowing for reasoned advances we may make in the future, including 

the improvement of our intellect. Typically the significant something 

is a mind or sentient agent, for example, a God, angel, or ghost, which 

is not subject to the usual scientific laws and cannot be understood on 

those terms. This then is a kind of animism, or belief in extracorporeal, 

largely unseen, intelligent agents. It is probably the principal super-

natural belief, though other forms are possible too. Synonyms for 

supernatural, in this intended sense, are parascientific and mystical.  

 Paranormal, on the other hand, will have larger scope and refer to 

such additional effects as alien visitations, which might indeed, if 

they occurred, have a scientific explanation but appear highly un-

likely for other reasons. Included also are the more “usual” para-

normal effects, such as clairvoyance, telekinesis, and (literal) 

out-of-body experiences--all of which do, at present, seem scientifi-

cally untenable. Logically, there could be a scientific explanation of 

these effects and others, including even a sentient God, but all would 

still qualify as paranormal in the intended usage. The paranormal thus 

will be inclusive of all the commonly alleged features of reality that I 

feel are doubtful and thus not to be taken seriously, whether we regard 

them as within the scope of understandable science or not.  
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 Many claims of the paranormal, of course, are advanced by sin-

cere advocates who are convinced of their truth. These claims are 

deserving subjects of rational inquiry and should not be dismissed out 

of hand. A few organizations, such as the Committee for the Scien-

tific Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal (CSICOP) have taken 

up the challenge and tested such claims as best they could. So far, no 

paranormal effects have been scientifically verified or demonstrated.  

 It is worth noting too that some scientific possibilities seem re-

mote but perhaps are not to be dismissed lightly, an example being 

backward time travel. Strictly speaking, I think it is ruled out by the 

“grandfather paradox” in which the time traveler changes histo-

ry--family history, in this case, say, by kidnapping her infant grand-

father--thus preventing her own existence! However, something close 

to backward time travel may be possible (and there may even be ways 

a traveler could avoid the grandfather paradox, if careful). Such pos-

sibilities, though, I have conservatively ruled as unlikely and not to be 

relied on. Other projected advances such as nanotechnology (the 

controlled manipulation of matter at the atomic scale, demonstrated 

to a limited though impressive extent already) do seem feasible and 

will be important. In any case, claims today of having traveled back in 

time or visited distant galaxies will and should be classed as para-

normal, and are discounted accordingly. 

 “Extraordinary claims require extraordinary evidence,” astron-

omer Carl Sagan was fond of saying,[5] following Enlightenment 

philosopher David Hume.[6] This is a good principle always to keep 

in mind; I will try to heed it here. Many extraordinary claims, of 

course, lack the corroborating, extraordinary evidence they ought to 

have and thus may be discounted, but not all. One well-known ex-

traordinary claim, for which extraordinary evidence was found, was 

that stones fall from the sky--meteoric impacts have been well 

documented. Another is that species originated by evolution, which 

has been backed rather spectacularly by the fossil record and other 

biological clues. Another still is that material objects are made of 

atoms, a hypothesis that much physical and chemical evidence now 

supports, including direct inspection with scanning probe micro-

scopes. Still another, that a moon landing is possible, was established 

beyond dispute by doing it, though in this case we had good evidence 

it could be done before it actually was. The list goes on. 

 The position that the problem of death is solvable by ourselves, 
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scientifically, certainly makes some extraordinary claims and indeed, 

is one itself--though not about things that have been seen or that are 

outside rational understanding. Instead it is about things that could 

happen, and hopefully will, and certain, observed features of reality 

that are understandable through reason. It thus does not fall within the 

scope of the paranormal as I have defined it, though this, of course, is 

not by itself a vindication. Evidence for and against the position and 

its supporting claims must be considered. Extraordinary and, I will 

maintain, interestingly favorable and confirming evidence comes 

from an appraisal of reality as it appears to be, something that is 

subject to empirical testing, with the possibility of falsifying cher-

ished hypotheses. Some of this evidence, amply tested already, is 

simply the incredible things uncovered in our scientific investigations 

and our dazzling technological achievements, both of which point to 

things even more amazing.  

 Still, the picture is incomplete. Ideally we would hope that the 

scientific principles on which we base our projections would be 

thoroughly tested and verified first. Someday this may be so, but for 

now some compromises are necessary if, in our philosophy of what is 

to come, we are to arrive at anything approaching a satisfying com-

pleteness. Although it might then be objected that we are building 

castles in sand, I think that the evidence, such as it is, is enough to 

warrant the sort of optimistic synthesis I have attempted.  

 Some of the scientific underpinnings I will rely on, then, are 

presently controversial and lack anything approaching full verifica-

tion. I expect that evidence increasingly favorable to them, and to the 

overall case to be made, will be obtained over time through research 

and development. Yet there is also the possibility of contrary and 

invalidating evidence, or continuing, unyielding uncertainty. Care is 

needed to make the arguments as sound as possible in the face of 

these difficulties. 

 Toward this end I will call upon, and present arguments for, two 

principal hypotheses about reality, the “UI” assumptions, as follows: 

(1) Unboundedness--in the whole of existence, all possible, finite 

histories actually happen; and (2) Interchangeability--like entities 

share “identity,” or a variant of the pattern or form theory of identity. 

How these principles are to be understood will become clearer as we 

proceed.  

 Unboundedness is a claim about physical reality. It asserts that, in 
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the whole of existence, not necessarily confined to the visible uni-

verse, a very wide variety of conditions and happenings must occur 

and recur. So wide are the possibilities that beings like ourselves must 

also occur and recur, accompanied by essentially all variations of 

events, including but not limited to the happenings we have actually 

observed. Though it may seem farfetched, Unboundedness is not at 

variance with some of our present physical theories, which postulate a 

profusion of universes besides our own, opening the door to alternate 

histories. These theories are straightforwardly materialistic, invoking 

no supernatural or paranormal elements. 

 Interchangeability is a philosophical position that is a strong 

version of the “Identity of Indiscernibles.” Based on a theory of 

mental processes known as functionalism, it is intended mainly to 

apply to persons as they perceive themselves--self-perception seen as 

of primary importance in defining a person. Interchangeability will 

open the possibility of resurrecting a person by creating a copy. 

Unboundedness meanwhile will ensure that the necessary conditions 

for creating the copy occur. Taken together, the UI assumptions im-

ply Tipler‟s conclusion that life “as a whole” is immortal--and, very 

significantly, that each of us individually is immortal. 

 Naturally, such sweeping conclusions call for substantial sup-

porting arguments. The two assumptions, in any case, must not be 

taken as dogmas but instead are to be viewed as working hypotheses. 

More will be said later that bears on them, and relevant scientific and 

philosophical arguments will be examined at length. More generally, 

the whole system developed here will rest on various working hy-

potheses, as must any system claiming a scientific grounding. These 

hypotheses can be questioned and possibly, though not necessarily, 

modified, discarded, replaced, or supplemented. Meanwhile, and 

always provisionally, they can furnish assurance about life and its 

meaning. 

 In this work the assurance will depend, in large part, on a claim 

about what we can accomplish for ourselves with a rational approach 

and continuing, dedicated commitment. This claim itself, that we can 

engineer our own, meaningful, immortal existence, is most extraor-

dinary, and requires extraordinary evidence, which I will try to pro-

vide. Yet it is a limited claim, calling upon nothing beyond our own 

efforts using reason, critical inquiry, scientific methods, and tech-

nology--though generally at levels not yet achieved or even, in many 
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cases, remotely approached. Thus I imagine a vast project, starting 

with ourselves of today and all our limitations, but expanding, 

adapting, developing, over unlimited reaches of space and time. The 

desired, happy outcome should be achievable, given enough time and 

dedication, and provided we do not destroy ourselves instead. The 

realization of this project will no doubt involve many new scientific 

discoveries, but I will emphasize only what is already known at the 

fundamental levels. 

 And indeed, a vast potential already exists, even if, as a few have 

predicted, we are approaching the “end of science.”[7] This pessi-

mism I do not share, but it is clear that much could be done that ought 

to be feasible, based on existing science only, so that there is much 

room for optimism. But we must work with diligence, courage, and 

enlightenment and not shrink back from what has hitherto been, at 

best, only fantasy. The philosophical system I will develop to support 

this view will argue for certain attitudes and actions on our part.  

 The system is transhumanist--concerned, as suggested, with 

ourselves becoming more-than-human through our own efforts. Thus 

it is strongly meliorist--holding that the world can be made a better 

place through rightly directed human effort, and, as it becomes pos-

sible, more-than-human effort. Going beyond this, it is immortal-

ist--advocating and placing hopes in the abolition of death through 

scientific means. It is naturally also extrapolative--based on antici-

pation of things to come; eschatological--concerned with an ultimate 

outcome; and teleological--dealing with the possible role of design 

and purpose, in this case our own, on a (future) cosmic scale. Yet it is 

scientific--grounded, as far as possible, in what is known and under-

stood and relying on scientific methods to extend this knowledge and 

our capabilities. Finally, the system is apocalyptic. It advocates a 

radical transformation of life and even of the very sort of physical 

creatures we are and argues that on the scale of history this sweeping 

change must also be soon and swift. There is a call for action now and 

the prospect of a great adventure. The change, as I have indicated, is 

not to be one of destruction or violence but quite the contrary, 

something of the greatest benefit. Still it is a very radical change and a 

challenge many will find hard to approach. Yet approach it we 

must--for it is our rightful destiny. 

 We need not--must not--rest our hopes in unseen powers and their 

putative plans for us, or other outside help. Instead we must do for 
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ourselves. Heaven will not be provided to us--every beam and rivet, 

so to speak, we will have to shape and hammer into position from the 

plans we have made. Such assumptions, as usual, are not offered as 

dogmas but working hypotheses, though in this case they are based on 

what I think is especially sound evidence. We have only ourselves to 

depend on, to blame most assuredly if we fail or praise and congrat-

ulate to the skies if we succeed. 

 So we will have to develop our standards of what ought to be and 

act with our growing powers to bring it about. We thus should always 

adhere to our own best judgment as to what ought to be done and how 

we should go about doing it. We must not despair that there are no 

realized perfect standards or standard bearers. The perfect standards 

do exist in principle, I maintain, and can and should inspire us. But 

perfection--the full understanding and flawless application of those 

standards--is a potentiality not an actuality, as it always has been and 

will be. This is true of ourselves and, we may confidently conjecture, 

all other sentient beings. Perfection can only be realized and fully 

understood over infinite time, that is, approached as a mathematical 

limit. During this process we must increasingly serve as the standard 

bearers, as we grow in the ways that count toward personal survival 

and meaningful existence. We must increasingly approximate the 

imagined Deity we might otherwise worship and petition for help. We 

must achieve immortal self-sufficiency and a harmonious whole of 

interacting, individual selves so that our lives can become something 

of unprecedented value. 

 Our task thus calls for the highest standards of integrity, morality, 

compassion, and virtue of which we are capable--as well as un-

flinching devotion to a cause that, by way of compensation, is the 

most rewarding possible. And that in turn is only a beginning, for our 

lives--rightly endless--will always have only just begun. We must 

always seek and be willing to accept improvements, both in the 

means to reach our goals and in the refinement of these goals as our 

deepening understanding demands. We must continually try to better 

our standards even as we progress in other ways. We thus have a lot 

of hard yet tremendously exciting work to do. In the course of our 

progress we will transform ourselves unimaginably--yet not unintel-

ligibly--and secure our eternal future, if all goes well. 

Apocalypse, Singularity, and Immortalization 

 I claim no priority for the thought that immortality can and should 
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be won scientifically. Advocates have been proclaiming this message 

or something like it for centuries, and particularly since the Enlight-

enment era of the eighteenth century. Benjamin Franklin speculated 

in 1780 that one day, “all diseases may by sure means be prevented or 

cured, not excepting even that of old age.” Our lives might then be 

“lengthened at pleasure” beyond all previous records, including the 

legendary near-millennium claimed for early biblical figures.[8] 

 By now the idea of a scientific Apocalypse--a radical transfor-

mation and reformation of human life--has become commonplace 

among forward-thinking persons. Indeed “Apocalypse” may be put-

ting it mildly. In the 1940s, mathematician John von Neumann fore-

saw technology and society advancing to a demarcation point or 

“Singularity” beyond which current rules and standards will no 

longer apply.[9] More recently, science fiction writer Vernor Vinge 

sharpened and popularized the theme, focusing on one anticipated 

achievement--the development of superhuman, artificial, or artifi-

cially assisted intelligence.[10] Such an advance, it should be em-

phasized, would not be limited to one specialty such as computing but 

should have application in many domains and bring tangible benefits 

to all, even as it radically transforms and sweeps away all that came 

before. Understandably, people who contemplate this are nervous 

about the “sweeping away,” but the potential for good cannot be ig-

nored either. A group of enthusiasts now searches and researches as 

far as opportunity allows, eager for results that signal the approaching 

Singularity and expecting great rewards through the wise manage-

ment of unprecedented opportunities. 

 Central in this thinking is the idea of progress. Humanity can 

achieve things never known before, using rational, orderly means. 

Not all progress is good, of course, but overall the good will pre-

dominate and make the whole worthwhile. Reasons for thinking this 

include the strong wish of people for individual improvement and the 

amazing power of the scientific method to continually provide new 

ways of reaching goals, many of which had seemed impossible. In 

this way benefits have accumulated, and many more seem in the 

works. 

 True, there have also been tragic regressions. Violence in our 

society is inflicted by misguided ideologues, troubled schoolchildren, 

and adult terrorists. Dislocation, poverty, and despair continue to 

plague our cities. Misery, starvation, and overcrowding have not been 
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eliminated in less developed parts of the world. Environmental de-

pletion is a problem. But overall trends have been positive. Living 

standards have improved. Medical treatments have advanced dra-

matically. Access to information of all sorts is becoming widespread. 

Science is offering a lengthening list of achievements that promise 

further tangible benefits and new and revolutionary insights. We thus 

find cause for assurance and hope. The human enterprise is far from a 

zero-sum game in which the gains of some must be equally offset by 

the losses of others. Constructive change--good progress--has instead 

benefited the whole of humankind and can be expected to bring fur-

ther betterment. As the means and frequency of communication im-

prove, there is more and more realization of this among the “unlet-

tered masses,” who are thereby enlisted to help the process even as 

they better themselves. Happily, there are indications that our further 

good progress will not be minor but will extend to the deepest levels 

of life. 

 Advocates of progress have long imagined that, perhaps many 

centuries from now, aging and death will be conquered and our 

then-immortal successors will develop into superior life-forms. To 

the more conservative progressives, the estimated time interval 

stretches to cosmological dimensions. At an opposite extreme, a 

transhumanist group--of which I am a member--has hopes for greatly 

speeding up the timetable, to the point of its affecting them personally. 

Continuing progress in the biological sciences helps nurture such 

hopes. Increasingly, once-intractable diseases are yielding, wholly or 

in part, to our growing knowledge and expertise. Some modest suc-

cesses in aging intervention have also been reported both in animals 

and humans and promise greater success with further effort. Research 

into the underlying mechanisms of aging is now offering results that 

could translate to more radical improvements, including a reversal of 

senescence and the indefinite extension of the human life span.[11] 

As yet, of course, aging and death still take their usual toll, and those 

who hope for immortalization must base this hope on some sort of 

extraordinary claim, preferably a scientific one. 

  In any case, the immortalization of our species is coming, ac-

cording to reasonable indicators. Here I use the term immortalization 

somewhat loosely, to signify primarily the end of the biological aging 

process. (The more exacting demands of true immortalization are 

treated later, mainly in Chapters 14 and 15.) It is a challenge to ad-
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dress the issues that arise in connection with this possibility. One 

issue is that those who are then living will be in a different, stabilized 

position from those who have already died. Another is that as we 

approach the time of immortalization certain options will open, and 

arguably have already, that may offer benefit and thus must be con-

sidered.  

 A major philosophical difficulty arises. On one hand, hope is 

offered, for all who have ever lived, of eventual resurrection and 

eternal happiness. On the other, as technical means become available, 

we may act to gain advantages that were not open before--provided 

we can accept the idea that even the prospect of eventual paradise 

could leave some room for additional betterment, depending on the 

choices made. As a simple illustration, persons of today desiring 

longer, happier lives are advised to stay as healthy as possible, not 

just for the primary benefits but also for the increased chance of sur-

viving until breakthroughs that would personally affect them occur. 

For it cannot be ruled out that aging could be cured within the life-

times of many now living, and the chance of living long enough is 

increased by better health.  

 We may imagine, then, the dilemma faced by a hearty gourmand 

who is overweight. Dieting might increase his life expectancy, thus 

the chance of survival to the cure of aging. Perhaps he takes this 

possibility quite seriously, yet is also firmly convinced of an eventual, 

universal resurrection, which, unlike the cure of aging, will also re-

store those who are no longer living. So he may decide that it does not 

really matter if he survives in a direct sense and may then continue his 

bad habits. Dealing with this sort of issue will be one major theme of 

this work, particularly in connection with the cryonics option, dis-

cussed below. I contend that, despite the eventual, anticipated im-

mortalization of all who have died, more direct forms of survival are 

preferable, if possible. 

 One possibility in particular is now available for counteracting 

death when it occurs. This is to have one‟s remains preserved so that 

further deterioration is virtually halted. The rationale is that the body 

is not necessarily “dead” when so pronounced in the hospital but, if 

maintained in a state of arrested biochemical activity, or biostasis, 

might one day resume its functioning when necessary repairs can be 

made. Such superfine repair work is not feasible today but should be 

within the compass of future technology, provided the preservation is 
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good enough. Of the possible methods of biostasis the one that ap-

pears to have the greatest promise is cryonics, in which persons are 

frozen after death and stored in liquid nitrogen. Several dozen people 

have already been frozen in this manner and await reawakening with 

all their ailments cured. An alternative strategy is high quality 

chemical preservation, and it may offer some advantages though it 

has not been as well researched as a possible route to eventual re-

animation and is more difficult to arrange for this purpose. I will 

emphasize cryonics here. 

 Today cryonicists--myself included--form the most serious and 

committed group of immortalists, meaning those who feel that life 

spans can be greatly extended through scientific means, and who look 

forward to such developments. We are hoping that, in the event of 

death, our preservation will be good enough so that identity-critical 

information, such as memories stored in the brain, can be recovered 

through future technology. In this manner, and again with means that 

should become available, we may be returned to a fully functioning, 

healthy state with mental faculties intact. Whether this will in fact 

prove true must be considered unknown. Perhaps there is too much 

damage with today‟s freezing methods to undo, even with the best 

that future technology can offer, though some interesting evidence we 

will consider suggests otherwise. But I will argue that there is reason 

to pursue cryonics--or some form of high-quality preservation--even 

if important information is lost. In a proposed reanimation the proper 

course would then be to fill in missing information from outside 

sources or educated guesses. The revived patient then will not have 

unwanted impairments and will retain a reasonable set of past mem-

ories and other characteristics. Minimizing the necessity for such 

creative guesswork is a priority, however, and this, if nothing else, 

calls for the best preservation possible. Thus cryonics is a current 

practice the would-be immortal must take seriously. 

 More conventional approaches to life extension also deserve at-

tention, of course. Known extenders of life and health such as exer-

cise, good nutrition, and not smoking can be recommended. Again, 

more is at stake than just a few extra years of relative fitness. Exciting 

new research that explores the possible role of telomeres in cell se-

nescence, for instance, may lead to the radical extension of life span 

and good health, even within a few years, though certainly there is no 

guarantee. But support for such research is encouraged and com-
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mended, and opportunities to apply the results must be sought. Yet 

biostasis at the personal level should remain an option. Despite the 

uncertainties, I feel strongly and will argue that one should make 

arrangements to be frozen or otherwise well preserved in the event of 

death. The reasons are not limited to considerations of personal ben-

efit but extend to the health of society and life as a whole. 

Immortality in Thought and Practice 

 Cryonics, other biostasis procedures, curing aging, future resur-

rections, and any other means of substantially extending life will not 

make sense unless their goal is accepted as reasonable and desirable. 

This goal, to take part in a more advanced future, reflects a higher 

purpose: to realize the ancient dream of becoming more-than-human 

with a meaningful existence beyond what is now possible. Immor-

tality itself, or at least a life significantly expanded in length and 

scope, must then be regarded as a goal worth striving for. In keeping 

with this I hope to convey a sense of the wonder we immortalists feel 

in anticipating the good things we think will come. 

 In some ways, however, the present work goes beyond the atti-

tudes and dispositions usually found among immortalists, whose 

philosophical perspectives leave many questions unaddressed or 

treated only lightly. I feel it is time to try to fashion, out of this rather 

disorganized hodgepodge, a sounder and more unified structure. I 

wish to construct a satisfying philosophical system that upholds an 

immortalist worldview and does not gloss over the tougher issues. It 

should be reassuring on a deep level yet also realistic. It should sketch 

out a reasonable pattern of aspirations for the would-be adherent. It 

should offer a course of action to achieve goals that themselves be-

come reasonable in light of what we can do and become. 

 This I have attempted. In keeping with immortalism, my philos-

ophy will value the individual, whose existence is to be extended 

indefinitely through rational means. In other respects, however, I 

have drawn on certain traditions and interpretations to fill out what I 

consider essential in a well-rounded philosophy, one deserving of 

acceptance and trust. This has demanded treatment of the whole 

problem of death, and I have assembled arguments as to how this 

problem may be solved in its entirety, again by rational means, to be 

perfected by our future civilization. 

 Again I claim no priority in these thoughts, which, for instance, 

require a stance of psychological reductionism based on functional-
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ism: A person is essentially a computational process, which could be 

restarted, at a remote time and place, by constructing and activating a 

duplicate body or replica. In this manner persons of the past could be 

resurrected even if their remains were not preserved merely by the 

chance creation of a double. Though I will argue, again, that use of a 

straightforward preservative method such as cryonics is better, other 

factors being equal. Traditionally such reductionism, denying the 

existence of a “soul” or other component of personality that exists 

independently of matter, has signified the abandonment of hope in the 

possibility of resurrection and life after death. More recently, how-

ever, the exact opposite opinion has been maintained, as in the work 

of physicist Frank Tipler.[12] In fact, the very possibility that the 

reductionist stance is correct, and the evidence favoring it, seem now 

to provide the strongest arguments that our dreams of immortality can 

be realized. 

 Tipler in The Physics of Immortality lays much of the ground-

work for my ideas on physical mechanisms of resurrection, including 

a defense of Unboundedness (through the many-worlds formulation 

of quantum mechanics) and of what largely amounts to Inter-

changeability. I should mention too that Unboundedness is somewhat 

anticipated as a philosophical principle in David Lewis‟s idea of 

modal realism.[13] Another related concept is Robert Nozick‟s prin-

ciple of fecundity,[14] which is actually more general than Un-

boundedness and thus more powerful than is needed here. The idea of 

Unboundedness has other antecedents; for example, the suggestion of 

A. N. Whitehead that all logically possible universes exist,[15] 

though this too is a stronger claim. 

 Tipler, on the other hand, offers a possible cosmological scenario 

that would support immortal existence. (I offer here what I think are 

stronger arguments for such an eventuality, including resurrection of 

the dead, based on the more general UI assumptions.) Most important, 

Tipler argues that the resurrection of every person who ever lived will 

one day occur, not merely could occur, orchestrated by advanced 

beings of the future. These beings will find themselves disposed, for 

one reason or other, to carry out such a project and to treat their 

charges with kindness. This too I accept and will advocate from a 

somewhat different perspective, emphasizing the anticipated role of 

former humans (hopefully including immortalists of today) who, 

having advanced beyond the human level, then play the role of en-
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lightened resurrectors. 

 Tipler‟s testable theory, known as the Omega Point Theory, is an 

attempt to reduce to physics the suggestive philosophical system of 

Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, which dates from the 1930s. Resurrection 

scenarios much like Tipler‟s, though less developed, have also been 

formulated by Hans Moravec and Robert Nozick. These in turn were 

somewhat anticipated, a few years earlier, by an alternate theory of 

Freeman Dyson, which is the first detailed model of eternal life based 

on modern physics.[16] Cryonics pioneer Robert Ettinger also noted 

how the basic resurrection ideas had been expressed by 1972.[17] 

Earlier than all of these, a scientific resurrection theory along New-

tonian lines was developed in the nineteenth century by Nikolai Fe-

dorov,[18] and the idea has still earlier antecedents.[19] 

 What these visionaries offer is a radical departure from the tradi-

tional, pragmatic view, though still within the confines of materialism. 

Life, not death, is the ultimate inevitability. This is so, not merely in 

collective terms but at the level of the individual, suitably understood, 

and by means amenable to our comprehension and control. Again I 

emphasize that this is a materialistic conclusion, requiring only forces 

or processes within the purview of science, making due allowance for 

future advances. 

 So we can master our own fate--if this view is correct--and of 

course we should. Each individual, as a consequence, can look for-

ward to no less than personal, eternal life and an ultimately rewarding, 

happy state. Hardships along the way are certainly not ruled out, 

however, and the path one chooses is significant. The notion of “in-

dividual,” I will argue, can be extended to life-forms less than hu-

man--all sentient creatures, in some sense, will eventually benefit. 

These thoughts I suggest as the cornerstone of a Philosophy of As-

surance. It will assure those whose lives are directed toward the high 

calling of immortality, an orientation that I hope those with misgiv-

ings will find increasingly attractive on further consideration. 

 It means that nothing of value is ever finally lost, that all can be 

regained with sufficiently diligent effort--though it may require a 

large effort. It becomes important, then, to so manage one‟s affairs as 

to reduce the likelihood and extent of difficulties, which are by no 

means precluded by an ultimately favorable outcome. Modern tech-

nological developments, in particular, offer considerable hope for 

improving the quality of our lives as we approach our transhuman and 
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posthuman future. 

 We thus must accept that we ought to want and at least some part 

of us does want to become more-than-human. This means that, as 

individuals, we aspire to become immortal, transcendently wise and 

accomplished, and supremely, meaningfully happy. Anything less 

would be unworthy, and we must set our sights unreservedly on these 

goals and devote ourselves to their full realization--a task that is 

without end. Such a Philosophy of Aspiration hopefully should guide 

us in the coming transition to more-than-human status.  

 This could be difficult. Aspirations to a superhuman existence are 

hard for many to take seriously, and uncertainties plague even those 

who do consider themselves well-disposed. Hard questions come 

easily to mind. Should the would-be immortal have an overall goal or 

mission, and if so, what should it be? In becoming 

“more-than-human,” which attributes of humanness would we want 

to abandon and which should we retain and enhance? Should basic 

drives such as sex and hunger be modified--and how? And what about 

society at large? Many of these questions, of course, can only be ad-

dressed when we are further along in “getting there,” but we need to 

begin to formulate some answers now. 

 I will offer some starting suggestions, building on the work of 

others. I imagine that creativity, exploration, discovery, and learning 

will be of considerable importance, as will interactions with others 

involving mutual benefit. Such activity will not lose its savor with 

advancing intelligence and other capacities, but our increasing pow-

ers should open ever-new vistas, much as we observe today, for 

example, in young children. This should hold even when we are far 

more advanced than our present selves, particularly inasmuch as we 

should then have considerable control over our own drives and emo-

tions. We will always be growing; we will always, in a sense, be 

children. The supply of mysteries to be explored and the wonders to 

be found are, to the rightly disposed, inexhaustible--enough to keep 

each of us happily occupied, literally forever. 

 Supreme, meaningful happiness, for the individual, is a goal that 

must be approached through the efforts of that individual. It is not 

imagined, however, that these efforts should happen in isolation. 

Interactions with others will surely enhance one‟s experience in the 

future, as they do now. Thus the individual stands to gain from a 

benevolence that arguably, to be most effective in promoting en-
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lightened self-interest, will ultimately extend and deepen toward all 

beings. I advocate, then, a middle ground between a narrow egoism 

and a self-effacing altruism. The self, a separate, distinct, and de-

veloping entity, is to be valued--and so are other selves--likewise 

separate and developing--so that all in time may reap the greatest 

benefits. 

 So, the question then arises, What ought we to do to best further 

the goal of becoming more-than-human? What Philosophy of Action 

should guide our steps? 

 Certain things are apparent immediately. We ought to continue 

and support the course of technological development, emphasizing 

those advances that tend toward lengthening life and improving its 

quality. We ought to be good, kind, considerate of others, loving, 

compassionate, caring, and assisting for that will best further the 

long-term goal of a happy immortality for each of us individually. 

(Some circumstances also call for firmness--often the best choice is 

only the lesser evil, not an absence of evil--however, an overall stance 

of benevolence can be defended and encouraged.) Also, we ought to 

take good care of ourselves and try to maintain the best state of health 

at all times. We need to value ourselves, for that is the road to greater 

meaning in our own lives. It will also help us recognize the value of 

others‟ lives and of sentient life in general. 

 More generally we should at all times pursue enlightened 

self-interest. The concept acquires new meaning if an immortal future 

is taken into account. Enlightened self-interest, extrapolated to the 

time scale of eternity, can, I maintain, fully reconcile egoistic and 

altruistic behavior and appropriately resolve conflicts of interest 

among individuals or groups. 

 And for now we ought to both advocate and practice cryonics or 

some rational strategy of biostasis as the best means of dealing with 

the immediate problem of death. Going further, I propose biostasis as 

a “common task” to unite the world in preparing for our posthuman 

future.  

 In such a future this particular issue will lose its force, if all goes 

well, as it should when we have sufficiently advanced. No doubt this 

will involve many changes in ourselves and our physical makeup. But 

for an unknown time before this, we may have to contend with sudden 

catastrophes and thus need rapid means of stabilizing a person‟s 

condition for later repair work: biostasis or something like it will be 
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required. It is likely too that such a need will never completely dis-

appear, though it may diminish very substantially and otherwise un-

dergo great modification. In any case, a basic feature of each of us, 

our memory, or more precisely, the fund of significant, identi-

ty-critical information, must persist or recur through time some-

how--for it is indispensable in defining who we are. 

 

CHAPTER 2.  

A Brief History of Immortalism 

 

As a scientific enterprise aimed at conquering death, the modern 

immortalist movement is largely a product of the twentieth century, 

but it has far earlier precedents. These reveal the persistence of a 

dream, an enduring vision of life‟s potential, which must be realized 

by whatever means will work. The findings of modern science do not 

destroy this dream, but, as we have seen, may at last furnish the 

means of its realization. 

 Humankind wants to be immortal. Roots of immortalism stretch 

well into prehistoric times, as is suggested, for example, by the burial 

of artifacts such as hunting implements with the dead. In more recent 

though still ancient times, the feeling flowered into major religions 

that promised the sought-for immortality and a happy future existence. 

More advanced thinking resulted in Universalism--the opinion held 

by some that all would be saved and restored in the end, evil natures 

being cured and rendered benevolent without altering them into 

“different” identities or subjecting them to eternal punishment.  

 Such was the view of the remarkable ancient Iranian seer and 

religious founder Zarathushtra (Zoroaster), who lived perhaps around 

600 b.c.e. Many details of his life are uncertain, but he started a 

movement that still exists as the religion of Zoroastrianism. From this 

it is possible to reconstruct something of his teaching. 

 Zarathushtra imagined that the dead would be resurrected and 

rewarded or punished according to their deeds in this life. The res-

urrection would restore past memories, not just a general state of 

awareness as some other traditions contrastingly held. The punish-

ment of the evil, however, would not be eternal, but would serve a 

curative purpose and then would terminate, so that all would even-

tually coexist in a state of affection, harmony, and joy.[1] Zoroas-

trianism seems to be the main source of the ideas about resurrection 
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and an afterlife that appeared in Judaism around the middle of the first 

millennium b.c.e., and propagated to Judaism‟s later off-

shoots--Christianity and Islam. The exalted Universalism of Zara-

thushtra was often forgotten or vehemently denied, yet it reappeared 

from time to time, one prominent supporter being the speculative 

Christian theologian Origen (third century c.e.).[2] In recent times 

Universalist sentiment has become more commonplace among reli-

gious adherents.[3] 

 Another remarkable idea can apparently be credited to Zara-

thushtra. Zoroastrian doctrine holds that the conquest of death will be 

no piecemeal process but will occur at a specific time, a Last Judg-

ment or Apocalypse, this being the putative source of similar ideas in 

Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. All these religions assume divine 

intervention will be required--Zoroastrianism is no exception. But it 

also predicts, as one of the signs of the approaching Judgment, an 

astonishing increase in human capacity. We are to become so skilled 

in medicine that by degrees death will be overcome--a clear antici-

pation of today‟s immortalism.[4] 

 Here it is appropriate to mention the ancient Egyptians and their 

well-known practice of mummification. Preserving the physical re-

mains of the deceased was thought to be important for future life, an 

idea with a parallel in the modern cryonics movement. Unfortunately, 

the ancient practice had a fatal flaw--the brain was not recognized as 

important and was not preserved--but at least we see a forerunner of 

much later thinking that a preservative process is needed.  

 Other cultures besides the Western also developed approaches to 

the problems of immortality and in some cases an elaborate philos-

ophy with interesting affinities to modern immortalism. As one ex-

ample, Jainism, an Indian movement dating back more than 2,500 

years, denies a Godhead but holds that an immortal, blissful state is 

possible to each separate individual through personal effort.[5] 

 In the Western, scientific tradition, the problem of death has long 

held interest too. Until recently, to be sure, there was little support for 

the doctrine that the problem can be solved scientifically, in the sense 

of providing for resurrections of the dead and personal immortality. 

Yet such immortalist thinking in some form has been with us quite 

awhile, sometimes from critics whose rejection of the idea suggests 

that some even long ago must have wondered if it had substance. 

 One such critic was the Epicurean philosopher Lucretius (ca. 
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98–55 b.c.e.), whose thoughts come down to us in his great poetic 

treatise, De Rerum Natura (On the Nature of Things). Epicureans, 

who originated with Greek philosopher Epicurus around 300 b.c.e., 

thought that material substances were composed of tiny, indivisible 

units, or “atoms”--a point of view that, in broad outline, has been 

spectacularly confirmed by modern science. (Epicurus in turn derived 

his atomistic theory from his predecessors Leucippus and Democritus, 

who seem to be the true Western founders of physical atomism.)[6] 

Make no mistake--Lucretius, a thoroughgoing materialist in the tra-

ditional mold, firmly discounted the possibilities of an afterlife and 

endless survival. Yet in one passage he suggests a possible means of 

resurrection by reassembling the atoms that had once composed the 

body. 

 Life and consciousness might return, Lucretius tells us, providing 

the exact pattern of the person is recreated, though he is skeptical of 

the possibility because he recognized that to reasonably qualify as a 

resurrection memories of a past life would have to reappear. He al-

lows, nonetheless, that we apparently have had past existences: 

“[Y]ou will readily credit that these same atoms that compose us now 

must many a time before have entered into the selfsame combinations 

as now.”[7] But we have no recollection of these earlier incarnations; 

they are not part of our existence and never will be. Similarly, he 

doubts that future reappearances of our selves could retain the nec-

essary memory links to qualify as resurrections (a position I will 

challenge later). 

Immortality through Progress 

 Missing from the thought of Lucretius is any concept of progress. 

Actually, the idea of progress had already been current in the West for 

centuries,[8] but it generally was overshadowed by more conserva-

tive thinking: What was will be again; what has not previously hap-

pened is unlikely to happen in the future. This point of view would 

predominate for at least another 1,500 years, but significant chal-

lenges did finally emerge after the Renaissance with the rise of 

modern science, with its emphasis on empirical testing and inde-

pendent thinking. One philosophical milestone of this later time was 

John Locke‟s 1690 treatise, An Essay Concerning Human Under-

standing. In one place Locke discusses the problem of personal 

identity and tentatively articulates a version of Interchangeability in 

which “two thinking substances may make but one person.”[9] 
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 Later thinkers would take aim at more practical issues. During the 

eighteenth-century Enlightenment, the feeling that something might 

be done, scientifically, to address the problem of death was endorsed 

by such well-known figures as Benjamin Franklin, William Godwin, 

and Antoine Condorcet, all of whom foresaw great prolongation of 

life through the elimination of aging.[10] But their world of 

near-immortality was a world of the future, which they realized was 

not imminent. Except for the eventual divine intervention that was 

widely believed in, there would be no immortality for those of their 

time. 

 This position, personally pessimistic but collectively optimistic, 

was echoed more starkly in the following century. In the 1870s Brit-

ish explorer-philosopher Winwood Reade, in The Martyrdom of Man, 

saw a coming age of immortality through the scientific control of 

biology but denied a personal God or the possibility of resurrection or 

other escape from death (hence the “martyrdom”). Similar sentiments 

were expressed a generation later by American physician and neu-

rologist C. A. Stephens, whose book, Natural Salvation, elaborated a 

philosophy of the same name. Stevens too believed that all those then 

living must be lost forever--an especially painful thought in view of 

what would be open to future generations. 

 A contemporary of Reade and Stephens with a more optimistic 

outlook was Russian moral philosopher Nikolai Fedorov 

(1829–1903). Fedorov was a self-taught itinerant schoolteacher who 

became librarian of the Rumyantsev Museum in Moscow. His man-

ner of life was ascetic, and he regularly turned down more lucrative 

but distracting employment while taking pains to assist needy stu-

dents with the funds and provisions he could spare. To his own stu-

dents he freely rendered his services without charging fees. His most 

famous pupil was pioneering space flight scientist Konstantin 

Tsiolkovsky. As librarian Fedorov had access to considerable mate-

rial for research and lively contact with thinkers of the time.[11] 

 Fedorov was among the first to seriously consider the possibility 

of a physical resurrection of the dead through scientific as opposed to 

supernatural means. And, unlike contemporaries with a similar out-

look (physiologist Emil Du Bois-Reymond, for example[12]), he 

based his entire life and work around his ideas of resurrection and 

developed them into an extensive philosophy. Living at a time when 

science was too primitive to offer much more than a distant future 
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hope, he addressed the more fundamental issues likely to prevail 

throughout time. 

 Fedorov keenly felt the burden of the universal sentence of death 

and the need for a reprieve, not merely for the living but for those who 

had already perished. Children should resurrect their parents, he 

taught, even as they once received life through them. When one 

generation is resurrected it can join in resurrecting the previous gen-

eration, and so on, until every single human being who ever lived is 

restored to life. It was not necessary, of course, that literal ties of 

kinship exist to justify bringing someone back--all people are spir-

itual kinfolk. The resurrection, if carried out in full, as Fedorov be-

lieved it should be, would restore the bad along with the good. An evil 

nature, however, is a curable affliction. So when all diseases and 

disorders, physical or mental, had been cured, all would live forever 

in a state of love, harmony, and unity. This, then, echoed the Uni-

versalist sentiment expressed long before by Zarathushtra and recur-

ring tenuously in the Western traditions. 

 But there was something new, not part of the thinking of earlier 

ages. It was necessary, Fedorov believed, for the resurrection to be 

engineered by humanity, through rational, scientific means, rather 

than by a supernatural or transcendent intervention, and to be realized 

here, in the visible universe, and not some mystical elsewhere. His 

arguments in this case were moral ones. Fedorov was no atheist but a 

committed Christian, believing in a transcendent Godhead. He felt, 

however, that a resurrection brought about by such a power would 

render humanity‟s God-given gifts superfluous. Similarly, if the res-

urrection must occur somewhere outside this world then this world is 

a mistake. The proper role of the Christian Trinity then was to inspire 

or admonish our species, not solve our problems for us. It would serve, 

in particular, as the model of perfect love and harmony toward which 

human efforts must strive and that must ultimately bear fruit in the 

universal resurrection. 

 The supernatural in Fedorov‟s scheme of things thus has a sig-

nificance that must not be overlooked. It serves as a proof of principle 

that immortal existence is possible. Moreover, in the three persons of 

the Trinity it proclaims that proper immortal existence must involve a 

coexistence of separate individuals who are nonetheless united in 

love. One of these persons, Jesus the Christ, or Anointed One, is di-

vine but also fully human, and thus can serve as our model, meaning 
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that we too both can and should become immortal. In our immortality 

we shall not sacrifice our individuality in a “world soul,” but instead 

approach a perfection of harmony in which all are highly valued, 

individually, by all. 

 But we must do this on our own, Fedorov taught, whatever the 

status of superhuman agents. For this reason the role of the super-

natural is really not critical, despite its suggestive allusions and ap-

pealing allegory. It can be carefully excised, and the functions it 

serves assigned to other components of reality. This I have attempted 

in the present work, whose moral outlook is modeled on that of Fe-

dorov. In doing so I have followed a precedent set by Taras D. 

Zakydalsky in his careful 1976 study.[13] Fedorov can be credited 

with the first philosophy of life in which the important promises of 

traditional religion, including resurrecting persons of the past, were to 

be realized through nonmystical means. Some further details of his 

proposed approach are of interest. 

 A person is made of atoms, and at death these particles are scat-

tered. Through recovery and repositioning of the particles that make 

up the body, a resurrection of the person would occur. Fedorov 

thought this could be accomplished through a scientific technique. If 

accurate enough measurements of the positions and momenta of 

particles in the world are made, it should be possible to extrapolate 

the motions backward in time and retrodict all of human history. As a 

consequence, the particles necessary for each resurrection could be 

identified and their correct configuration determined. Means could 

meanwhile be developed for repositioning the particles to assemble 

whole, resurrected humans. Atoms seemed indestructible and un-

changing, so the task should be able to be carried out with enough 

time and effort. (Fedorov also considered other possibilities; for 

example, that atoms, though apparently identical for the same 

chemical element, in fact contained distinguishing marks or features, 

like scratches on pebbles, that made each atom unique and would aid 

in the task of repositioning.) 

 Despite its fantastic character, the resurrection Fedorov envi-

sioned was not inconsistent with what was known about the world in 

his time. Newton‟s laws of motion yielded a clockwork universe 

where both the past and the future could be deduced, given good 

enough observations. Apparently there was no limit on the precision 

to which observations could be made, though it would require de-
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veloping new and better instrumentation. Just as astronomical cal-

culations could give the times and positions of ancient solar eclipses, 

a sufficient refinement ought to allow a retrodiction on the much finer 

scale that would be needed for resurrections. 

 Fedorov was not greatly concerned with how the universal res-

urrection would be brought about, beyond noting its apparent, ulti-

mate feasibility. He seems to have overlooked some obvious diffi-

culties, such as the likelihood that the same particles were present in 

different individuals who lived at different times. These matters, after 

all, could be worked out with time. (It is easy to see how this latter 

problem could be solved under Interchangeability--like atoms would 

simply be substituted to make an identical copy of an individual.) The 

emphasis instead was on the implications for the meaning and pur-

pose of life and the ordering of society. Fedorov saw the resurrection 

as the “common task” that would unite all humankind in a final, ev-

erlasting era of peace and brotherhood. People, in effect, would create 

their own Heaven, and all would obtain a deserving share. 

 In general Fedorov believed that science and technology were of 

vital importance, despite the potential for abuse, and must be used to 

the fullest extent for the betterment of humanity. One of his favorite 

illustrations involved some American experiments in the 1890s to 

cause rain by firing cannons into cloud banks. The taming of nature 

was the road to betterment, and that we must learn to train our 

weapons on natural phenomena rather than each other was an easy 

extension of the argument. This was no act of disrespect, however, 

and eventually nature too would become our friend and ally. 

 Fedorov‟s philosophy of the common task, which became known 

as Supramoralism, was dismissed as impractical or nonsensical. The 

decades following his death witnessed the bloodiest human con-

frontations that have ever occurred, the turmoil being especially vi-

olent in his homeland of Russia. A widespread horror and distrust of 

technology (which has never lacked its vocal critics) was nurtured, 

and many in the turbulent twentieth century longed for a “simpler 

time” or went so far as to champion the view that there is something 

necessarily evil about our species and our works. 

 Here it is appropriate to mention another nineteenth-century 

philosopher, Friedrich Nietzsche (1844–1900). Nietzsche had con-

siderable literary talents in addition to a penetrating rational intellect 

and was powerfully affected by the great problems of life, including 
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mortality. Nietzsche rejected belief in God and the paranormal and 

instead sought solace in what was possible in this world but also re-

jected the notion that death is the end. Instead, his science-based 

doctrine of the Eternal Return, or recurrence of events, provided what 

he thought was an escape hatch: in the unlimited stretches of future 

time, our particles must eventually come together exactly as before, 

and over and over, so we would live again--a proposition that has 

some grounding in physics. (Later however we shall find reason to 

reject this as a possible pathway to immortality. The idea itself can be 

traced back to the ancient Greeks. Epicureans had a version of it, as 

we have seen with Lucretius. Flawed though his argument was, 

Nietzsche must be given credit for trying.) This, then, is a fore-

shadowing of our UI assumptions, though there are differences, 

which will be examined in Chapter 14. It is worth noting that this 

Eternal Return is automatic, meaning it does not call for or require 

conscious interaction, which is also contrary to the thrust of ideas 

here. 

 Aside from his proposed solution of the problem of death, Nie-

tzsche advocated a transcending of human limits, leading to the Su-

perman. “Man is a rope, fastened between animal and Superman--a 

rope over an abyss.”[14] Nietzsche‟s fictionalized mouthpiece here, 

who interestingly is Zarathushtra, also announces, “God is dead!” But 

we, at least collectively, are also destined for more-than-human status, 

though the idea of humans progressing to such status as individuals 

seems to have escaped notice entirely. Zarathushtra continues, “…I 

love those who…sacrifice themselves to the earth, that the earth may 

one day belong to the Superman.…I love him who works and invents 

that he may build a house for the Superman and prepare earth, ani-

mals, and plants for him: for thus he wills his own downfall.” In 

general Nietzsche rejected any notion of individual, endless progress 

but instead advocated a “will to power” through which the self would 

advance but eventually be superseded and discarded for what was 

seen as a greater good. This called for a new morality, not the “slave 

morality” of Christianity but a “master morality” that would empha-

size such virtues as individualism and self-reliance over conformity.  

 Unfortunately, it also led to misunderstandings, willful or other-

wise, with sometimes horrific consequences. Nazis in particular 

based some of their thinking on a twisted parody of Nietzsche‟s ideas, 

and through their “will to power” inflicted violence that poisoned the 
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minds of many against the constructive uses of technology. 

Technological Optimism and Cryonics 

 Not everyone succumbed to pessimism, however, and some even 

saw in technology a road to salvation that was otherwise lacking. One 

such optimist was Robert C. W. Ettinger,[15] who grew up around 

Detroit, Michigan. As a boy in his father‟s store he would read the 

pioneering science fiction periodical, Amazing Stories. The July 1931 

issue contained a story by Neil R. Jones, “The Jameson Satellite.” In 

it, professor Jameson‟s body is chilled at death and placed into Earth 

orbit, to be revived millions of years later by an alien race, which has 

also conquered aging and other ailments. To the twelve-year-old 

Robert, the resuscitation of a human in a future without aging and 

illness held a fascination that would not be forgotten in the decades to 

come. 

 In 1944 Ettinger was wounded, ironically, while fighting the 

Nazis in Germany and spent several years recuperating in an army 

hospital in Battle Creek, Michigan. This offered him the opportunity 

to write a science fiction story of his own. Published in the March 

1948 Startling Stories, “The Penultimate Trump” is about a wealthy 

man, H. D. Haworth, who is frozen at death and eventually resusci-

tated, with youth and health restored. In two important respects Ha-

worth‟s reanimation differs from Professor Jameson‟s: (1) it is 

planned for by Haworth himself (Jameson simply intended to be 

well-preserved, not eventually brought back to consciousness); and (2) 

it is carried out by humans and not through a chance encounter with 

aliens. To Ettinger this seemed a plausible, real-life approach to 

personal life extension and betterment. He expected that others with 

better scientific credentials would soon be working on the freezing 

idea. 

 In fact the idea was not new but had a venerable if somewhat 

checkered history. Ancient Roman writers such as Ovid and Pliny the 

Elder noted that fish trapped in ice and apparently frozen and dead 

could sometimes return to life. Experiments in the controlled freezing 

of organisms were carried out as early as the 1600s, one researcher 

being English scientist Robert Boyle. He reported the successful re-

animation of fish and frogs after brief exposure to subfreezing tem-

peratures, though he was unable to achieve the same results after 

longer exposures. In the next century English surgeon John Hunter 

also thought that human life might be extended by this method. In 
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1768 he reported his experiments on reanimating frozen fish by 

simple thawing--but these had failed. Still there was progress, both 

with freezing and with the related technique of desiccation. Both 

could achieve a limited sort of reversible suspended animation, or 

anabiosis. By the early 1900s many small creatures such as worms, 

tardigrades, and rotifers had been revived from an inert and “lifeless” 

state induced by extreme cold or drying. A Russian experimenter, 

Porfiry Bakhmetiev (1860–1913), started research with hypothermic 

mammals, and successfully revived bats cooled below 0° C, but he 

died before the work had progressed very far.[16] 

 By the 1940s some modest additional progress had been made. 

An important innovation with deep freezing was the addition of a 

protective agent such as glycerol beforehand to reduce the severity of 

damage. Single cells could then be frozen and cooled to very low 

temperature with successful resuscitation much more likely, though 

still not guaranteed. Larger organisms, including mammals such as 

hamsters, would soon be partly frozen and recovered. A new field, 

cryobiology, was born. 

 But beyond such initial success, progress was slow. Little serious 

attention was paid to the fantastic possibility that Ettinger and others 

before him had envisioned, of cryogenic storage as a means of de-

feating death. So in 1960 Ettinger, who had by then earned master‟s 

degrees in both physics and mathematics and become a college pro-

fessor, set to work again. His first, modest effort was to circulate a 

short summary of his ideas to a few hundred people in Who‟s Who. 

Response was minimal, so he then set out to write The Prospect of 

Immortality, which advocated the idea of freezing people and storing 

them for later reanimation. The first draft of the book was completed 

in 1962, and an expanded version was offered commercially in 1964. 

Many thus became aware of the freezing idea. Eight years later 

Ettinger produced a sequel, Man into Superman, that explored some 

possibilities for becoming more-than-human. During this time the 

first freezings of humans for intentional reanimation occurred, a 

practice that became known as cryonics. 

 Meanwhile another immortalist pioneer, Evan Cooper, had also 

hit on the freezing idea and in 1962 had written a short book of his 

own, Immortality: Physically, Scientifically, Now. Never commer-

cially published, the typed, mimeographed manuscript was privately 

circulated to a few. Ettinger responded enthusiastically, noting the 
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similarities with his own just-completed book. Cooper‟s independent 

effort contained some original thinking too, drawing inspiration from 

The Bedbug, a 1928 play by Russian Vladimir Mayakovsky in which 

a man is frozen by accident and resuscitated decades later using new 

technology. Another of Cooper‟s sources was The Human Use of 

Human Beings, a nonfictional study by cybernetics pioneer Norbert 

Wiener in which the human personality is compared to a computer 

program. The program representing the living person might be 

transmitted to another body or, in more recent parlance, “uploaded.” 

The new body could be a natural, biological product or an artificial 

device, opening considerable vistas for shedding old limitations and 

entering upon new modes of existence. This, let it be added, is among 

the possibilities Cooper considered without claiming dogmatic cer-

tainty that any of them would come to pass. More generally, a cau-

tious, if optimistic, scientific stance became a hallmark of the de-

veloping immortalist movement. 

 In December 1963 the Life Extension Society (LES) was founded 

in Washington, D.C., with Cooper as president, to promote the 

freezing idea.[17] The September 1965 issue of the LES periodical 

Freeze-Wait-Reanimate carried stirring headlines: ASTOUNDING 

ADVANCE IN ANIMAL BRAIN FREEZING AND 

RECOVERY…. Dr. Isamu Suda and colleagues, at Kobe University 

in Japan, had detected electrical activity in a cat brain that had been 

frozen to -20° C (-4° F) for more than six months and then restored to 

body temperature. The cat had been anesthetized and the brain re-

moved. The blood was replaced with a protective solution of glycerol 

prior to freezing; the glycerol was again replaced with blood on re-

warming. Not only did the brain revive and resume activity, but the 

brain wave pattern did not appear to differ greatly from that of a live 

control. Here, then, was dramatic evidence that cryonics might work, 

especially if possible future advances in repair techniques were taken 

into account. 

 But despite such successes and widespread media exposure, 

cryonics was a difficult practice to get started. Ettinger and Cooper 

played pivotal roles, and critical contributions were made by others, 

yet the problems were great. Few who were dying wanted to be frozen, 

nor did their healthier contemporaries show much interest; support 

and funding were meager. As for the activists, there was a steady 

turnover among those initially eager who later lost interest and quit. 
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The casualties even included Cooper himself. Active for a few years, 

his LES could never complete a primary mission of establishing a 

cryonics facility, though others succeeded. Cooper left the movement 

and, indulging a passion for sailing, was tragically lost at sea in 

1982.[18] 

 Progress in actual human freezings, the all-important end product, 

was slow and uncertain. In April 1966, after several years of failed 

promotion, a success of sorts finally occurred. An embalmed body 

was frozen--but only after weeks of above-freezing storage, which 

was highly damaging to any prospect of reanimation. Relatives 

maintaining this preliminary suspension gave up after a few months, 

and the body was thawed and buried. A much better freezing occurred 

in January 1967 by a team organized by a California businessman, 

Robert F. Nelson. In this first, true cryonic suspension, an elderly 

cancer patient in Glendale, California, was placed in dry ice shortly 

after death and transferred to liquid nitrogen a few days later. Nel-

son‟s group, the Cryonics Society of California, would freeze several 

more people over the next few years. But his operation did not meet 

expenses; nine cryonics patients thawed and were lost, and when 

relatives sued, Nelson and an assistant were ordered to pay nearly $1 

million in damages.[19] Another operation, the Cryonics Society of 

New York, also folded, though without legal recriminations and de-

spite the heroic efforts of its principals, Curtis Henderson and Saul 

Kent.[20] Bitter though they were, these failures inspired greater and 

more careful efforts. 

 Alcor Foundation was started in 1972 by Fred and Linda Cham-

berlain after they broke with Nelson‟s group.[21] In coming years it 

would establish a strict funding policy so that suspensions no longer 

depended on the financial backing of relatives and would also pioneer 

head-only freezing. (The rationale is that technology that could repair 

a brain and resuscitate frozen tissue could probably also recreate the 

missing body from DNA and other clues. Human heads or “neuros” 

are less expensive to maintain, and none to date has been lost through 

thawing.) 

 Progress also brought a new level of effectiveness to the proce-

dures used in cryonic suspension, which must go far beyond simple 

freezing to protect the tissues as far as possible from the damage of 

cooling to low temperature. Jerry Leaf and Michael Darwin pio-

neered better techniques of perfusion with higher concentrations of 
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glycerol prior to freezing. Work by Leaf, Darwin, and Hugh Hixon of 

Alcor,[22] and Drs. Paul Segall, Harold Waitz, and Hal Sternberg of 

rival Trans Time,[23] demonstrated the reversibility of the early 

stages of such procedures. (This was a follow-up of similar work in 

the 1960s performed by noncryonicist Gerald Klebanoff.) Test ani-

mals, chilled to near the freezing point and left cold and apparently 

lifeless for hours (though not actually frozen), were revived without 

ill effects. Confidence increased that deep-frozen large organisms, 

including humans, could also eventually be recovered. 

 Then suddenly a crisis loomed over legal issues. In December 

1987 Saul Kent had his eighty-three-year-old mother, Dora, frozen as 

a head-only. The woman, in fact, had died at Alcor‟s facility in Riv-

erside, California, which prompted a coroner‟s investigation. When 

the frozen head was demanded for autopsy and could not be located, 

several Alcor officials were taken into custody but were later vindi-

cated in court. A judge ruled that the head was not needed to decide 

the cause of death and there was no evidence of foul play.[24] A few 

months after this there was an attempt by the California Health De-

partment to have cryonics declared illegal--also eventually rebuffed 

in court.[25] The legal challenges cost the small and privately funded 

Alcor dearly. But cryonics gained respectability both in and outside 

the state, and it was clear that some were willing to struggle very hard 

to keep the practice going and keep individual patients frozen. 

 The legal battle over Dora Kent involved a personal confrontation. 

I was one of the six Alcor employees placed in handcuffs on January 

7, 1988, and taken to the local police station. There we remained 

some hours until an attorney determined there was no proper legal 

ground to hold us--whereupon our restraints were unlocked and we 

were set free. (One of our number, Carlos Mondragуn, alerted the 

media during the arrest and helped manage this crisis.) There would 

be anxious days, weeks, and months, however, before the matter 

would finally be resolved in Alcor‟s favor. In general, cryonics has 

been fortunate to escape the fierce persecution that has often ac-

companied the more unusual, freethinking movements of the past. 

But this incident and the subsequent struggle over legality in Cali-

fornia were sobering events. Cryonics, a heroic, rational attempt to 

save and extend the lives of human beings, was not well received in 

certain “mainstream” quarters. Opponents tried to stop it through 

legal sanctions rather than recognize its life-affirming potential. 
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Thankfully, their efforts did not succeed. 

 Another legal battle of a different sort concerned the wish of one 

person to be frozen. Thomas Donaldson, a Ph.D. mathematician, was 

diagnosed with a brain tumor in 1988. The tumor, an astrocytoma, 

was a particularly virulent sort that is usually fatal within a few years. 

Donaldson had been active in cryonics for many years and wanted to 

be frozen before he sustained substantial brain damage, though not 

immediately--radiation treatments had brought at least a temporary 

remission. But the freezing procedure, when needed, would have to 

be started while he was still alive. By current legal criteria it would be 

deemed assisted suicide or perhaps homicide. Donaldson went to 

court. Unfortunately, narrow legal definitions prevailed and he did 

not get his wish. (Thankfully, the tumor stayed in remission and 

Donaldson is still alive and active at this writing; other cryonicists 

with brain malignancies have not been so lucky.) The case also gen-

erated much favorable publicity for cryonics and helped dramatize 

the plight of those who wish to choose, without interference, the 

circumstances of what others consider their death.[26] 

 A tiny yet vigorous and growing cryonics movement now exists, 

and several organizations, most based in the United States, offer their 

services. Robert Ettinger was instrumental in starting one of these, 

Cryonics Institute, and remains active as do others whose involve-

ment stretches back decades, though some, like Jerry Leaf, have 

“fallen asleep” and been frozen. Rivalries and contention have 

sometimes been fierce, as might be expected among the 

strong-minded individualists that cryonicists typically are and have 

split more than one organization, including the largest, Alcor. Still 

there is consensus that facing the common enemy--death--requires 

respect for others and a willingness to tolerate diverging views. 

 Research continues, though still privately funded due to contin-

uing public disinterest in anything so radical. The ambitious “Pro-

metheus Project” was organized in 1996 by Paul Wakfer to unite the 

various factions in work toward a common goal, in this case a 

demonstrated technique for full, reversible suspended animation 

through low-temperature storage. The project faltered before any 

research could begin,[27] but a parallel effort at California-based 

Twenty-first Century Medicine, financed by Saul Kent and Bill Fa-

loon and endorsed by “Prometheans” and others, reported significant 

progress in 1998.[28] 
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 James Bedford, the first person cryonically suspended, remains 

frozen, along with Dora Kent and approximately four-fifths of the one 

hundred or so that have been preserved at low temperature. Almost 

everyone, in fact, who was frozen after 1973 was still frozen in 2000, 

when about seven hundred were signed up for the procedure.  

 Through cryonics a small part of Fedorov‟s great project of res-

urrection may actually be completed in the relatively near future 

(thoughtful estimates allow anywhere from 30 to 150 years). It seems 

clear, to those of us who have accepted it, that cryonics offers a better 

approach to death than the conventional one of allowing or causing 

the remains to disintegrate. But as yet very few of the many thousands 

who die each day are frozen. Concern with the welfare of humanity 

demands that cryonics--or some form of biostasis--become universal, 

at least until the happy time that death is no longer a threat. Thus 

cryonics itself could become a “common task” to reorder society 

along the lines of peace and life rather than war and death. Though it 

would take a large investment of resources to maintain many millions 

of people in frozen storage, it does not appear beyond the productive 

capacities of the world, particularly if the less-expensive neuro option 

is used. (Lower-cost possibilities such as high-quality chemical 

preservation may also offer benefit.) The outcome of such a program 

could be far more beneficial to humanity than, for example, the di-

version of resources into technologies of destruction, something that 

has occupied a fearful world for a very long time. 

 Along with cryonics are some related developments that help 

make its case more credible and offer support to those who might be 

interested. Eric Drexler‟s 1986 book, Engines of Creation, argued the 

case for nanotechnology. This atomic-scale manipulation violates no 

laws of physics and seems perfectly feasible, in principle, to many 

thoughtful people, though it has critics too. But it also has many po-

tential applications, among which would be a kind of minute ar-

chaeology of a frozen organism. Damaged cells or subcellular 

structures should be repairable, missing parts replaceable, and the 

whole restorable to a functioning state, through swarms of tiny, in-

telligently controlled devices or other tools capable of acting at small 

scales of distance. A more technical book by Drexler, Nanosystems 

(1992), offers mathematical arguments for the feasibility of atom-

ic-scale manipulators. An ambitious effort has since been undertaken 

by Robert Frietas to explore the prospects for curing diseases and 
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extending human life span through developing nanotechnology. The 

first, massive volume of his projected, three-volume work, Nano-

medicine, was published in 1999. Meanwhile the case for nano-

technology is continually being strengthened by the progress being 

made, particularly with devices such as scanning probe microscopes 

that can track and position individual atoms and alter individual 

chemical bonds; more will be said about this in Chapter 9. 

 The Foresight Institute was organized by Drexler to promote 

nanotechnology and publish the latest developments. Drexler himself 

is a cryonicist, as is another Foresight member, Ralph Merkle, who 

has done the most detailed theoretical study of the feasibility of re-

suscitation from cryonic suspension.[29] These and other nanotech-

nologists are among those whose work reflects a deliberate intention 

to bring about a beneficent Apocalypse, leading to a technological 

Singularity. 

 Other notable developments are cryonics-leaning organizations 

such as Extropy Institute and the Society for Venturism--both 

U.S.-based--and the Russian Vita Longa Society. There is also a 

proliferation of cryonics-related communication through the rapidly 

burgeoning electronic mail services. Philosopher and cryonicist Max 

More, who co-founded Extropy Institute, completed a dissertation, 

The Diachronic Self, that explores issues of personhood and favors 

cryonics as a means for extending life. The First Immortal, a novel by 

Jim Halperin, realistically explores the idea of resurrecting people 

who were frozen, and shows how a coming age of immortality would 

make life happier and more meaningful. 

Beyond Cryonics 

 Whatever promise it may offer, however, cryonics can never be 

the full solution to the immortalist‟s problem. The causes of death 

themselves must be eliminated, chief among them being normal, bi-

ological aging. Aging has not been an easy problem to address, 

though progress has been made. In work beginning in the late 1920s, 

Clive McCay of Cornell observed that rats and mice on calo-

rie-restricted diets lived considerably longer than more amply fed 

controls; maximum life spans could be increased more than 50 per-

cent.[30] Human life expectancies in the succeeding decades have 

also progressively advanced. Much of the increase is due to a drop in 

infant mortality, but some is attributable to better understanding and 

treatment of the ailments of the elderly. Beyond such limited ad-
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vances, moreover, aging is now showing signs of yielding its deeper 

secrets. Recent work suggests that the root causes of aging are certain, 

progressive changes at the molecular level that occur in the course of 

normal cell functioning--more on this in Chapter 17. 

 Here it seems appropriate to mention a book that appeared in 1969 

(updated in 1977), The Immortalist by Alan Harrington, with its 

stirring opening : “Death is an imposition on the human race, and no 

longer acceptable. Men and women have all but lost their ability to 

accommodate themselves to personal extinction; they must now 

proceed physically to overcome it.” Indeed, Harrington‟s book can be 

said to have given new meaning to the otherwise rarely used word 

immortalism--as a philosophical stance that death might be or can be 

overcome scientifically.  

 The book has a chapter on cryonics, though it concludes that “[a]n 

intensified drive to control the aging process seems far more prom-

ising.” This underscores the fact that overcoming death itself is the 

real goal. Cryonics or other preservation is at best only a holding 

action until such time as a course of effective treatment becomes 

available. Its outcome meanwhile is uncertain. Yet I object strongly 

to Harrington‟s implied dismissal, which for him ultimately had 

personal consequences. (He died in 1997 with no apparent interest in 

cryonics or biostasis and was conventionally buried.) The idea of 

something to assist those dying today--the preservation op-

tion--seems to have escaped attention, along with the thought that 

there would be value in preserving the newly deceased, even if the 

best processes are still imperfect. 

 Harrington indeed seemed resigned, in the manner of Reade and 

Stephens before him, to forfeiting his own survival even if immor-

tality is near on the scale of history. His book is of interest, however, 

for its philosophical treatment of the ages-old human yearning for a 

world free of death, and of what might transpire when we get there. 

Other “mainstream” writers have not expressed much personal in-

terest, so far, in a strategy for life-extension such as cryonics, though 

their works contribute usefully to immortalist thinking. 

 One such book, Millennium Myth by Michael Grosso (1995), is a 

survey of thought, beliefs, and practices relating to the possibility of 

immortality, with the coverage extending from earliest times to the 

technological present. Space is devoted to modern immortalism with 

its emphasis on the conquest of biological death and the use of cry-
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onics to bridge the time gap from now to then. Grosso notes how the 

sweeping change that seems about to happen by design, what he calls 

a “technocalypse,” is being taken more seriously by more people all 

the time. It may indeed bring final salvation--or ruin--depending on 

our handling of it. 

 Other books are even more focused on the near-term possibilities 

for immortalization through technology. Cheating Death by Marvin 

Cetron and Owen Davies and Immortality by Ben Bova (both 1998) 

take seriously the idea that the human life span is about to be sub-

stantially lengthened and consider some of the consequences. Sig-

nificantly, an explosion of nursing home populations and other de-

mands for health care are not foreseen. The anticipated life extension, 

after some preliminary progress, will allow a true rollback of aging 

and a return to a state of youthful vigor and health. Doctors, hospitals, 

and care facilities should be less and less needed. However, there 

could well be serious difficulties, such as unrest caused by 

still-primitive living conditions in some countries alongside the in-

credible advances and benefits in others. Overall, the authors seem 

optimistic about the outcome, though they note it will certainly re-

quire enlightened thinking and action. 

 Another 1998 book, Last Flesh by Christopher Dewdney, sug-

gests that we are nearing the end of our tenure as carbon-based 

life-forms, and a change to more-than-human status is at hand. “What 

is relatively certain is that we are about to enter the transition period 

between the human and the posthuman eras--the transhuman age.”[31] 

The choice of terminology seems particularly appropriate and has 

been in use for years among immortalist-leaning people, who may 

fancy themselves already transhuman to a degree. 

 The Spike by Damien Broderick (1997) is a still more ambitious 

book, arguing that progress that will change our lives beyond recog-

nition is accelerating in such crucial areas as computers and nano-

technology. A Singularity--the “Spike,” when the curve of progress 

measured by reasonable indicators goes off the charts--is projected 

for some time between 2030 and 2100, after which (if not earlier) we 

will become a new family of life-forms.[32] The book also offers a 

survey of a fledgling establishment devoted to forward-thinking and 

action. There are nanotechnologists, such as Drexler and Merkle, who 

are actively pursuing work leading to a technological Singularity, 

which is also suggested by trends in the computer industry. On the 
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philosophical end are Extropy Institute and other transhumanist or-

ganizations. Prominent extropians such as founder Max More, Robin 

Hanson, John K. Clark, and Anders Sandberg have devoted much 

attention on the Internet to the problems we must overcome in be-

coming more-than-human, including social and conceptual issues. 

 Another book that interestingly forecasts a Singularity (though 

not named as such) is The Age of Spiritual Machines by Ray Kur-

zweil (1999). Computers, it is predicted, will within decades exceed 

human intelligence, as humans are presently constituted. On the other 

hand, what does it mean to be “human,” or should it mean, when our 

basic characteristics are mutable, as they clearly are becoming? “The 

primary political and philosophical issue of the next century will be 

the definition of who we are.”[33] A parallel effort by cryonicist and 

fuzzy logic expert Bart Kosko in The Fuzzy Future (1999) forecasts 

“heaven in a chip” when computing devices are sufficiently advanced 

that our mental processes can be transferred or uploaded to them.[34]  

 This survey of immortalist writings is by no means exhaustive, 

and more are appearing all the time. But a clear trend can be seen in 

which expectations are slowly rising for a better life than human bi-

ology can furnish unassisted. People increasingly are adopting a 

scientific approach to problems that formerly seemed entirely beyond 

the reach of such methods. The thought then occurs that the scientific 

approach is the right one for the whole range of our problems. To 

make this approach workable, though, will require more than the 

conquest of biological death, however great such an achievement 

would be for those then living. 

 Indeed there is a far more difficult problem, inescapable to any-

one who values what is good and right, than can be addressed even by 

future advances in aging control or possible, present successes with 

freezing or other forms of biostasis. If life is fundamentally good and 

death a detriment to be overcome, then lost individuals of the past 

must be considered too. We have seen how Fedorov was concerned 

about this and proposed a way of restoring the dead to life through 

means that seemed possible in his day. The feasibility of his detailed 

approach now seems highly doubtful; modern physics (most in the 

field are convinced) denies the possibility of recovery of arbitrary 

past information through simple measurements. Means other than 

those envisioned by Fedorov would be essential. Such means, how-

ever, are not impossible if the full implications of the modern per-
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spective are taken into account. Some, like Frank Tipler, have inves-

tigated this issue, with most interesting conclusions.  

 Tipler‟s 1994 book, The Physics of Immortality, makes what I 

think is a convincing case for the possibility of resurrecting the dead 

through a scientific procedure, even in the absence of the detailed 

information that would seemingly be necessary. As a last resort, the 

missing information is simply filled in by guesswork. There is a 

nonzero, though generally very tiny, chance that any finite pattern can 

be recreated by such a random “throw of the dice.” In an appropriate 

context this seemingly unimportant possibility has considerable sig-

nificance--more on this later. For now it is worth noting that, even 

though Fedorov‟s physics has been superseded, his dream of a uni-

versal resurrection has some modern defenders and, I would say, a 

strong scientific argument in its favor. 

Summary of Immortalist Philosophies 

 We have now seen how immortalism, a modern, science-based 

approach to the problem of death, developed from precedents dating 

back to much earlier times. The number of immortalists, past and 

present, is small but the thinking and sometimes the action lively. 

Several distinctive immortalist philosophies have emerged. A brief 

summary of these will help clarify what has just been said about 

immortalist history and place the present work in context. 

 First, we can distinguish two basic variants of immortalist phi-

losophy, which I will call biostatic and nonbiostatic. A biostatic 

philosophy advocates putting human remains into some form of ar-

rested activity or biostasis following clinical death, with a view to 

eventual reanimation when technology to do this becomes available. 

Cryonics-based philosophies (and there are several, as we will see) 

are certainly biostatic in this sense. Some other philosophies are 

clearly immortalist but do not emphasize any preservative approach 

and are nonbiostatic. Advocates of nonbiostatic immortalist philos-

ophies include the precryonics immortalist Fedorov and more recent 

thinkers such as Alan Harrington, Hans Moravec, and Frank Tipler.  

 As a cryonicist, my bias is naturally toward the biostatic group, 

which is particularly oriented toward doing something now, but the 

others deserve inclusion for completeness. There is a subdivision of 

the nonbiostatic group that we have already considered. They are 

“cosmologicals,” like Frank Tipler, who see immortalization as only 

a distant future possibility, though still a real one. There are also 
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transhumanists who hope for immortalization in their natural life-

times yet also are nonbiostatic. They are strong advocates of aging 

research and even take nutritional supplements and the like to in-

crease the chance of living to a cure for aging but have not made 

arrangements for any special preservation at death and do not intend 

to. Cryonicists too, who can be characterized as transhumanist, often 

try to extend their lives through dietary supplements or calorie re-

striction and hope that aging will be cured in their lifetime, but they 

have taken this additional precaution in case it is not. It is worth a 

reminder here that views change with time and especially with con-

tinuing progress. Perhaps the nonbiostatic, nontranshumanist camp 

will dwindle soon through migrations into the more optimistic group. 

 In addition to the subdivisions we have just considered, there is 

another bifurcation into “one-chance” versus “resurrectionist” phi-

losophies. Basically, a one-chance philosophy holds that once a 

person is dead--in the sense that the physical basis of identity, the 

brain, is destroyed--that person cannot and will not ever be resur-

rected or reanimated. The resurrectionist viewpoint is more optimistic 

and holds that physical mechanisms exist that permit the eventual 

recovery or recreation of the person even under such adversity as 

physical destruction. Probably most cryonicists are one-chance in this 

sense, whereas Fedorov was a resurrectionist, as are Hans Moravec, 

Frank Tipler, and some cryonicists, including Robert Ettinger and 

myself. 

 Within the one-chance camp, I would make a further distinction. 

There are pessimists who feel that true immortality is not attainable, 

though life might be greatly extended, or who lean toward this view, 

and optimists who lean toward the opposite view, that true immor-

tality might be attainable scientifically. (Some of the division con-

cerns the disputed possibility or inevitability of the “Heat Death” of 

the universe, which will be addressed in Chapter 14.) I do not sense 

such a division among resurrectionists, who seem pretty uniformly 

optimistic, but there are some other interesting varieties within this 

group. 

 Fedorov, for example, a nineteenth-century resurrectionist, ad-

vocated what might be called accessible determinism. Under this 

view, the universe is deterministic, and, moreover, the “hidden 

past”--lost historical information--can be recovered in full detail, 

enough to restore to life every person who ever lived. A modern ac-
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cessible determinist is Robert Ettinger,[35] who, however, also 

strongly advocates cryonics--being the movement‟s principal founder. 

Tipler in The Physics of Immortality, also presents a possible sce-

nario for accessible determinism based on his idea of a collapsing 

universe. This is not the only resurrectionist philosophy, however. 

 An alternative is based around the pattern theory of identity, in-

cluding the variant I will develop in this book that I call Inter-

changeability. In this case the hidden past is not necessarily recov-

erable--though determinism could still hold. (In fact many-worlds 

physics provides an inaccessible determinism, as we shall see.) Re-

covery of personal identity depends not on specific structure or even 

informational continuity with the past but on recreating an identical 

pattern. In this way, then, through the chance creation of duplicates, 

persons could be resurrected without our initially knowing anything 

about them. Among the advocates of this view are Moravec and 

Tipler--and some cryonicists, including myself. Cryonicists who ac-

cept Interchangeability, as I do, differ from noncryonicists in that 

they also feel that preserving the remains to facilitate recovery of the 

person is desirable, even if not essential in an absolute sense.  

 The immortalist philosophy I offer here, then, is both biostatic 

and resurrectionist. The resurrectionist component is ultimately the 

more important of the two, but the biostatic side must not be over-

looked. Committing oneself to a biostasis program is something that 

can be done, here and now, to further one‟s immortal future. It is a 

better choice, I feel emphatically, than passively accepting one‟s 

physical destruction, whatever future prospects may still remain 

open. 

 

CHAPTER 3. 

A Matter of Attitude 

 

When the cryonics movement began in the 1960s, there was consid-

erable optimism among the handful of proponents. Here at last was a 

new and positive development, something that ought to be of interest 

to many. Many, it was true, had other approaches to the problem of 

death, and the case for cryonics, though not scientifically refuted, was 

certainly not proved either.  

 But the case for a mystical afterlife was also not proved, yet many 

had placed their hopes in just such an outcome. In fact, many others 
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would agree that the scientific evidence for cryonics was stronger 

than any evidence of a supernatural hereafter. Arguments, extrapola-

tive and speculative but rational nonetheless, favored it seriously. 

Cryonics might perform poorly but there were signs it might do well 

too. And it should do better as more interest was shown and more 

research was done. On this basis it was thought that cryonics might 

quickly become widespread, but instead, and despite the fairly ex-

tensive and generally positive publicity, proselytizing proved slow 

and difficult. More than three decades later, only a few persons per 

million in the United States, where the movement has always had its 

greatest strength, have chosen this option, and the worldwide total is 

barely more than one hundred per billion. 

 Why are there so few immortalists, and especially cryonicists? In 

part the reason is simply that no one has been resuscitated from a 

frozen state. (Though I emphasize here that only more research will 

overcome this deficiency.) People who are frozen are, by usual 

standards, “most sincerely dead” even if they do not decay. Many 

simply find it impossible to believe that such “corpsicles” could be 

restored to a functioning state. Others allow a slim possibility, but one 

they can safely discount. Yet such skepticism, though widespread, 

seems unable alone to account for the pervasive lack of interest. 

Again, interest in various religious forms of an afterlife has always 

been strong, though no one sees people rising from the dead. Yet 

science has achieved spectacular things, and though many people 

grant it could one day score another triumph in resuscitating the 

frozen, they are “not interested in it personally.” 

 Scientists, in fact, might be expected to be more disposed than 

others toward the possibilities of biostasis, and a few of some repute 

have indeed endorsed the idea--but not many. It is expected, of course, 

that many of a scientific outlook who might otherwise be attracted by 

the rationalist approach of biostasis, would scorn the idea of con-

quering death and disparage any thought of either the feasibility or 

desirability of survival beyond the biological limits. Such people, 

rejecting traditional faiths that promise immortality, have found a 

different resolution of the problem of death through acceptance. They 

are not looking for a way out but cling to their views no less tena-

ciously than many a believer in personal salvation. Still, it has often 

seemed that people with scientific backgrounds should show more 

interest than they have. 
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 Overall, the very limited interest in cryonics has surprised and 

worried some of us who do endorse the idea. Too small a movement 

jeopardizes any chance of it working for us since a stable organization 

is needed to preserve those in suspension. There is, of course, the hard 

fact that frozen people cannot be resuscitated by known methods, 

which means that serious damage is being inflicted by the freezing 

process; despite any positive evidence, there is no certainty this 

damage can be reversed. We would like to have the greater certainty 

that would come from better freezing methods, which in turn could be 

expected if there was more interest leading to more support for re-

search. Often too we have friends or loved ones outside of cryon-

ics--we would like them to survive along with us. To this can be 

added a more general altruistic motive of saving as many as possible 

from death and assisting them, as far as possible, to what ought to be a 

glorious future life. (As suggested in Chapter 1, this position will be 

justified on grounds of enlightened self-interest, not just “altruism.”) 

 So we are left with questions. Why such monumental apathy? 

Why the uniform willingness to yield, without struggle, to an im-

personal force whose outcome is one‟s physical destruction? How 

can people be so little interested in scientific approaches to eliminate 

death?  

 Here I think we should suspect a selection process--natural or 

biological selection coupled with social and cultural tendencies that 

favor certain attitudes and behavior over others. Paradoxically, it 

would seem that indifference to the prospect of physically addressing 

the problem of death has historically promoted survival of the human 

species, and of certain cultural subgroups especially. Research in 

social psychology supports this conclusion, particularly the “terror 

management” theory of Sheldon Solomon and associates.[1] This 

theory, on which some of the following discussion is based, explains 

a wide variety of social behavior and has interesting experimental 

support.  

Knowledge of Mortality and Management of Terror 

  Humankind, among all species, has unique talents but also special 

vulnerabilities that must be compensated if the species is to flourish. 

Intelligence is nature‟s great gift, but it is also a two-edged sword, 

balancing its awesome advantages by immense liabilities. The power 

it gives us for benefit can be used for destruction and abuse, which is 

a more obvious sort of liability, but there is another liability of a 
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subtler sort, at least as pervasive, and possibly posing a greater threat. 

 All creatures struggle to survive, employing their faculties as best 

they are able. With creatures other than ourselves there is no partic-

ular threat to the species as a whole in the fact that their struggles, 

individually, always end in failure. They do not know they are mortal, 

and they happily replenish their numbers, undisturbed by deeper 

thoughts of where it is all leading. There is no conflict if they also 

possess a fierce will to survive, and this indeed is what nature pro-

vides them under the selection process. They struggle to avoid death 

in the short term but are indifferent to death in the long term, both 

characteristics that further survival at the species level.  

 Humans had more intelligence, however, and could not remain 

indifferent but were able to draw disturbing conclusions early on. 

Death seemed inevitable and final, a grim promise of doom. The 

struggle to survive seemed ultimately, invariably, a hopeless, useless 

task. Faced with such a devastating prospect, the mind recoiled, 

seeking an outlet, a reason to continue the struggle, an assurance that 

life was not just an exercise in futility. A problem thus arose that 

might have been ultimately fatal. It had to be dealt with if the ad-

vantages of intelligence were not to be negated by the very perceptive 

capacities it conferred. It is hard to play at your best if you are certain 

you will lose the game, that your defeat must be so total and final you 

will never play again. It is especially hard when the game is no 

passing fancy but is literally the whole of your existence. The 

knowledge of mortality thus became a major stumbling block for the 

human species, a unique problem created, paradoxically, by the most 

powerful instrument for survival that ever evolved, the intellect. As a 

problem it transcends the powers of the individual, so that forces 

outside oneself must be brought to bear. Historically these involved 

surrounding society or culture. 

 Throughout their lives, people are constantly interacting with 

their culture, which plays a sustaining and nurturing role. In infancy 

and early childhood our culture is most strongly represented in our 

parents. Material benefits and--most important--a sense of 

self-worth--follow from doing “good” or what is expected of us by 

those who provide for our needs and protect us against possible harm. 

Dependency and bonding are strong. In later life surrounding socie-

ty--our culture, including family and friends--plays somewhat the 

role of parents. Dependency and bonding change character but still 
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remain substantial. Culture provides our sustenance in such forms as 

entertainment, employment, the necessities of life, a search for 

meaning, and help in times of special need, such as medical crises. On 

the other hand, culture is nothing but the combined effects of indi-

viduals--each person forms part of the cultural web that surrounds 

and helps sustain any other participant. Conforming to the values and 

expectations of one‟s culture is perhaps the most important source of 

a sense of self-worth, and it is natural that this dependency would be 

fostered by a selection process. 

 People especially turn to their culture in times of crisis when the 

problems are too serious to deal with individually. Among the prob-

lems of this sort are natural disasters, medical emergencies, and major 

threats or harm from groups or individuals. The death of a loved one 

is such a problem too--authorities must be notified, if not already 

involved in rescue attempts or medical treatment--and grief must be 

managed, which generally calls for outside help. Finally, culture 

plays an important role in the problem of anticipating one‟s own 

death, establishing an anxiety buffer to shield against terror and de-

spondency. 

 The cultural anxiety buffer--the shielding sense of self-worth 

provided by participation in one‟s culture--typically draws on reli-

gious or philosophical systems. These offer survival--in some 

form--beyond the biological limits, or a worldview in which one‟s 

endless survival is not so important and death is not to be feared. With 

such a psychological bulwark, people are relieved of much of the 

burden of concern over their own mortality. When the unpleasant 

subject does intrude, a natural response is to strengthen the anxiety 

buffer by defending or upholding one‟s culture. 

 The anxiety buffer in particular becomes a means whereby the 

culture maintains control over the individual and thereby fosters its 

own survival. In the case of a religion, for example, the culture serves 

as an authority figure to legitimize and lend confidence to whatever 

beliefs and practices must be assimilated. This is especially important 

for beliefs of an arbitrary character (belief in specific deities for in-

stance) that vary widely from culture to culture. Belief can be more 

strongly held within a group than by a lone individual--consensus 

obscures the arbitrary nature of many beliefs and helps reduce doubts. 

Thus most people are strongly dependent on their culture for the 

anxiety buffer that guards them against the terror of death and makes 
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life worth living. 

 In submitting to and participating in their culture, people take part 

in a cultural drama--an unfolding of events as seen from the vantage 

point of the worldview their culture provides. Such participation 

conveys a reassuring sense of self-worth--again, the cultural anxiety 

buffer. Participants must meet two main requirements: (1) they must 

accept the worldview of the culture, along with the standards of value 

inherent in that worldview; and (2) they must feel that they are living 

up to these standards and thus have a significant role in the cultural 

drama. The resulting feeling of self-worth, with its sense of partici-

pation in something meaningful and protection against the terror of 

death, offers great benefit, and people are willing to pay the price of 

conformity that their culture demands. The nature of the cultural 

drama, the worldview, and the standards of value will, of course, 

depend on the culture and differ in detail from one culture to another.  

 Cultures vary but have certain features in common, dictated by 

the state of knowledge and belief over the time they have flourished 

and the logic of the selection process that has operated in their own 

survival and evolution. In dealing with the short-term problem of 

death, there was certainly much that could be done in physical terms, 

even in ancient times, through common sense strategies, medical 

practices, and the like. Yet it was recognized that there were certain 

insurmountable barriers. Aging, with its eventual termination of the 

life process, could not be forestalled, nor could a person be restored to 

function if too much time had passed without vital signs, as would 

always happen eventually. These long-term problems were both in-

tractable and universal and could be clearly distinguished from ail-

ments of a more special nature (short-term problems), which often 

could be remedied. For the long term it was necessary to focus on 

terror management rather than unobtainable physical solutions.[2] 

 Cultures accordingly grew up that, for example, favored medicine 

and even medical progress but did not waste effort on more radical 

life extension, such as alleviating aging or reversing clinical death. 

Such cultures might stress either a religious concept such as an af-

terlife or an attitude of stoical acceptance. One way or another the 

things we cannot change would be granted a status that discouraged 

any thought or effort spent changing them. There would be com-

pensating rewards of course. The sense of self-worth would follow by 

conforming to the values of the culture. The adherent could feel that 
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he or she was a meaningful component even if individual extinc-

tion--temporary or permanent--must follow. 

 In the Christian tradition, for example, mortality is the deserved, 

universal penalty for sin according to the divine plan, and only an act 

of divine mercy can rescind it and restore life. To think of overcoming 

death by a physical process is an unwarranted presumption and to 

attempt it futile. (Fedorov‟s opinion was a rare exception and cer-

tainly not part of the Christian mainstream.) To those of stoical bent, 

on the other hand, death is part of the enduring natural order and thus 

to be accepted without complaint. Either way the cultural anxiety 

buffer discourages the thought of physical, purposeful human inter-

vention, and adherents find they are not interested in such an idea. It 

is easy to see how such cultural attitudes, by deflecting wasteful 

preoccupation with impossibilities, would be favored by the selection 

process, so that now they dominate. Such a heritage, with the asso-

ciated cultural bonding and commitment to conformity, appears to 

account for the present apathy about cryonics and other approaches 

for physically forestalling death.  

 Some interesting evidence seems to support the terror manage-

ment theory, both inside and outside cryonics. In assessing such ev-

idence we have to keep in mind the worldview of the subject, which is 

set by a particular cultural affiliation and will vary from subject to 

subject. 

 For the case of cryonics some claim disinterest on religious 

grounds, as we just noted with Christianity. When the possibility is 

raised of a scientific solution to the problem of mortality they are 

resistant, telling us that “God has provided the means to overcome 

death, through faith in him.” Reminded of death, then, they 

strengthen their anxiety buffer by defending their culture. 

 Others disavow religious objections but tell us instead that “death 

is natural” or “one life is enough.” Again it seems that they are 

strengthening the anxiety buffer by defending the values of their 

particular culture, which here advocates a simple acceptance of death 

without theological overtones. (Ancient Stoics and their modern 

sympathizers, many atheists, secular humanists, and the like, have 

expressed such views.) Sometimes the reasons given are less obvi-

ously tied to the terror management paradigm, but further questioning 

shows a deeper connection. 

 For example, someone may not want to consider it until the pro-
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cess is perfected. He may note that large, frozen organisms cannot 

now be resuscitated. This person too has no religious objection, ap-

parently just a rational, technological one. If, however, you point out 

the technical arguments favoring the possibility of eventual reani-

mation (through nanotechnology, for instance) and ask what has he 

got to lose, he promptly raises other objections--perhaps to claim that 

“death is natural,” as one such person told me. Again it appears he 

was defending his culture all along, using whatever “rational” means 

were at hand. (This culture no doubt valued rationality, to a point.) In 

truth, people‟s responses to cryonics, as for other challenges, are of-

ten to rationalize without being particularly rational. Once again 

though we see that, when reminded of mortality, people defend their 

culture. 

 Other evidence for the terror management theory, not involving 

cryonics, comes from controlled experiments in which subjects de-

fended their culture more if reminded of death beforehand. In one 

such experiment college students were asked to set the amount of bail 

bond for a hypothetical arrested prostitute. Subjects were chosen who 

think prostitution is bad and deserving of legal sanctions. Some of 

these filled out a high-anxiety questionnaire beforehand that ques-

tioned attitudes toward death, while others filled out a low-anxiety 

questionnaire about television. Those who were reminded of death 

assessed a substantially higher bond than the others. A third group 

was given a high-anxiety questionnaire dealing with exams. Its re-

sponses resembled those of the television group rather than the death 

group, suggesting that defending the culture is a specific response to 

being reminded of death and not just a general anxiety reaction.[3] 

 The terror management theory seems to account for such human 

behavior as the large-scale conflicts that have often erupted over 

ideological or cultural differences. In these struggles people are re-

minded of competing worldviews. Being reminded of a worldview 

different from your own raises the possibility that yours is incorrect 

and threatens your cultural anxiety buffer. It thus not only raises the 

issue of death, it calls into question the manner in which you have 

resolved the problem. Such a challenge could provoke a violent re-

sponse in defense of one‟s culture. Some of the bloodiest confronta-

tions in history have resulted over such causes. (Particularly glaring 

examples can be seen in the many religious wars of past centuries, 

and the ideological and cultural contention that has figured so 
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prominently in the twentieth century‟s gargantuan violence.) Even 

when it does not lead to warfare, the proximity of different cultures 

often gives rise to hostility, disparagement, or, at best, apathy be-

tween the different groups. 

 Once again, we should not be surprised at the generally unen-

thusiastic response we have seen so far to cryonics. For most people it 

offers a competing worldview and thus, we should expect, will be 

seen as a threat and a call to defend their culture. To persuade such 

people to accept cryonics would apparently require full conversion to 

a different worldview--a difficult task. On the other hand, some 

people do choose cryonics. We might ask what characteristics make 

them different from the more numerous ones who do not. 

Characteristics of Cryonicists 

 There are certain unusual individuals who contemplate life apart 

from ties with a culture and insist on living, first and foremost, by 

inner lights. They may value contacts with others but do not feel that 

the sum of these contacts is what makes the crucial part of their 

identity. Regarding the issue of death they appear not to require an 

anxiety buffer that is enforced by group consensus. Perhaps instead 

they have a noncultural anxiety buffer that is mainly their own crea-

tion or otherwise does not depend on the constant group reinforce-

ment that most people seem to need. They form, I think, the bulk of 

the cryonics movement to date. Their scarcity is probably selec-

tion-based; with their unconventional views and disposition they 

would tend to be ostracized, which would limit their influence both 

socially and genetically.  

 A simple analogy may help to visualize this. Imagine humanity as 

masses of soapsuds, each single bubble a person. Most bubbles are 

contained in the interior of a large mass of suds (culture), entirely 

surrounded by others with boundaries in common, so that each bubble 

consists entirely of interfaces. Less common are bubbles on the sur-

face, partly exposed but still rooted in interfaces (cultural ties). These 

outer bubbles perhaps represent “leaders in thought” or other au-

thority figures to those in the interior. They have some independence 

but still are tied to their society and lack the motivation to stand alone 

when necessary. (Imagine, for example, a prominent scientist who 

deplores cryonics for emotional reasons or even favors its possibili-

ties but shuns any personal involvement.) Finally there is the very 

rare free-floating bubble who is not sustained by interfaces but in-
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stead manages a lasting self-containment, seeking close encounters 

perhaps, but never the ties that compromise by creating strong de-

pendencies. 

 A word is appropriate here, concerning value judgments. Our 

“hierarchy” of bubbles seems to favor those with fewer interfaces, 

especially the free-floaters with none. It might then seem that, by way 

of analogy, we are commending outcasts and hermits of every de-

scription, if sufficiently alienated from the rest of humanity and sur-

rounding culture. This is not the intent. I count interfaces important 

too, and indeed, in the next chapter and later we will find reasons for 

especially valuing the “Interface”--one‟s ties with reality as a whole. 

Such ties are meaningful, and not every free-floater is to be ranked 

highly, but I think, only those of good will and behavior with the 

courage and strength to stand alone when necessary. 

 At any rate, the soapsuds analogy clearly has other limitations too 

and must not be pressed too hard, though I think it does convey the 

basic picture. And one additional refinement seems useful: we could 

allow small, free-floating clumps of bubbles to model people who 

cohere into small, self-sufficient groups--for example, a husband and 

wife who are otherwise independent. I also think we can press the 

analogy a little further to suggest other attributes we actually observe. 

A large mass of suds is more stable and longer lasting than a smaller 

one, and free-floating bubbles and bubbles near the surface are more 

vulnerable than bubbles in the interior. In the social parallel, a large 

society of conforming individuals is more enduring and is conse-

quently favored by the selection process. It may be too that the leaders 

in thought are more exposed to stresses than their more conservative 

following and thus are subject to some negative effects from selection, 

which, it is reasonable to conjecture, are more pronounced still with 

the free-floaters. 

 In any case, it is important to keep in mind that in the real world 

the social structuring we observe and the associated attitudes and 

practices are maintained not by some strange accident or the inscru-

table workings of an unknown power but by the selection process. As 

long as the same underlying features are present, we should not be 

surprised if the selection process continues to yield up a similar 

structuring, with the same prevalent attitudes and behaviors. It is 

possible then that attitudes favoring scientific life extension will not 

gain much currency for a very long time--but this seems unlikely. The 
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pace of change is swift in our modern society, and many old givens 

are increasingly being challenged. 

Toward a Change in Attitudes 

 With advances in the state of our knowledge, new possibilities of 

a physical nature are emerging that, we might expect, will alter the 

very nature of what constitutes viability both for the individual and 

for entire cultures--if indeed the latter will continue to have a separate 

existence at all. The individual “bubble,” we hope, will no longer be 

so vulnerable, whether free-floating or deeply embedded. In fact we 

may conjecture that with time all will become free-floating while in 

another sense also embedded, as all become enduring, not transient, 

beings. The standards and logic of the selection process must shift as 

new discoveries and their applications open new doors. Different 

modes of thinking and behavior will be favored and be induced to 

develop further, while others that formerly flourished must wither. 

Appropriate to these changes, whose beginnings are seen today, we 

can advocate a wonderful new worldview with a new and superior 

anxiety buffer.  

 In doing this, though, we must confront a world in which the most 

important features of this glorious promise are still unrealized and 

unrecognized. A part of the progress that must be made is a change in 

attitudes--an interesting chicken-and-egg problem: proper attitudes 

would further vital technical progress and its application, which in 

turn would further proper attitudes. Clearly, barring miracles, we 

cannot expect any attitudinal phase shifts overnight. This we have to 

accept stoically, even if we do not always agree with the Stoics (on 

death acceptance in particular). Generally such cultural inertia has 

survival value, as protection against the sort of shifts that might be 

deleterious, and thus itself is favored by the selection process. The 

good changes must come, then, as a gradual interactive effort, 

spearheaded by research that produces the advances that are hard to 

ignore and tend to change old worldviews. 

 But benefits can still follow from a better understanding of the 

situation that now confronts us. A better understanding in fact seems 

fostered through the terror management theory we have just consid-

ered. It appears to explain puzzling features of the resistance to the 

idea of extending life span through the new technological possibilities 

that seem to exist. Understanding this resistance should improve our 

success, even if only marginally, which will have value even if only a 
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few additional lives are saved as a consequence. 

 Immortalism and cryonics, it seems reasonable to conclude, are 

widely seen as violating the conformity that most people value. Some 

have wondered if that alone might be the whole explanation for why 

the two have not become more widespread, at least among thinking 

people, but the terror management theory suggests that this would not 

explain the observed effects. Instead it tells us that the conformity 

violation is of a particularly disturbing and serious nature, calling into 

question existing worldviews and their associated cultural anxiety 

buffers. 

 Remarkably, all this occurs in a context of acceptability. Most 

agree that there is nothing wrong with the practice of cryonics, such 

that it ought to be suppressed through the legal system. (At least this 

is the prevailing view in the United States where the movement 

started and still has the largest following and despite the bureaucratic 

challenges reported in the last chapter.) That this much acceptance 

can coexist with the denial of personal involvement shows how cul-

tural ties are stronger than logic--a situation that is reflected in the 

selection process. 

 In our enlightened society, toleration of opposing views and 

practices is widespread. This too we must imagine is favored by the 

selection process, as indeed is suggested in the collapse of Soviet 

communism and the victory of nontotalitarian systems that outper-

formed it economically. But society, for reasons again governed by 

the selection process, has not elaborated a worldview that favors 

newly available technological means for possible life extension, ex-

cept when it can be seamlessly integrated into existing, culturally 

approved channels. This occurs in the case of nutritional supplements 

and medical advances of a more conventional nature, which indeed 

have much broader support than a “radical” approach like cryonics. 

 The immortalist position (generally) is that there is no 

all-providing superpower but that humanity must elevate itself. There 

is as yet no tangible miracle to convince a child or a skeptical adult. 

(Resuscitation of someone from cryonic suspension would be such a 

miracle, one would think, but as is often pointed out, by the time that 

happens the need for cryonics itself may have passed into history.) 

Thus the premise of immortalism--that science can provide the solu-

tion to the problem of death--is hard to understand and accept, both 

for the eager child and the skeptical adult.  Other attributes of the 
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human psyche, no doubt, are at work. People usually come in pairs. 

One person may be predisposed to join a movement but will probably 

hold back if a lover or spouse is opposed. People generally will not 

endorse something unless experts have pronounced in its favor, 

which has not yet happened on a sufficient scale. 

 Some objections relate to perceived biological roles. A commit-

ment to the reproductive process is strongly ingrained in most people, 

as indeed is to be expected from natural selection. In a sense, repro-

duction and immortality stand at cross-purposes; the one obviates the 

need for the other. “I will survive through my children!” is a com-

monly voiced rationale. Related to this is the idea of surviving 

through works, which appeals to some creative individuals. (The 

immortalist replies, “Your children are not you, nor is a book, 

painting, or some other creation of yours.”) 

 Finally, the question can be raised whether many people really 

want to live. Much of the desire for immortality may simply be a 

visceral fear reaction against death. This aversion seems ingrained at 

the deepest levels of sentience; frogs and fish will struggle to save 

their lives. “I do not want to die” is equivalent, in some logical sense, 

to “I do want to live forever,” but many do not accept this logic. 

Wanting to live forever requires an entirely different mental appa-

ratus, one not open to fish or frogs. On the other hand, not wanting to 

live forever may be just an artifact of the cultural anxiety buffer that 

could be alleviated by adopting a better worldview. One‟s worldview 

and one‟s assessment of the value of life, it would seem, are closely 

interrelated. If it seemed feasible to attain immortality in this worldly 

existence, perhaps the desire for it would grow in step, especially 

when it was recognized that certain handicaps of being human (lim-

ited intelligence and joy in living, for instance) would not apply in-

definitely. 

 When the cryonics movement began there was hope it would 

grow rapidly. Millions or even billions of people might have been 

preserved for an immortal future, but it did not happen. Part of the 

reason was simply the instability of the earliest cryonics organiza-

tions and the lack of adequate provisions for long-term storage of 

patients. In the 1970s some stronger organizations were formed, and 

they established a better track record. Available information suggests 

that the number of people seriously involved in cryonics grew from a 

few dozen in the mid-1970s to six or seven hundred two decades later, 
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for an average annual increase around 15 percent.[4] Though actually 

an impressive expansion, the number of cryonicists can be expected 

to stay small for a long time to come. In fact, at this rate, the growth 

will double only about every five years, which would yield a few 

hundred thousand cryonicists in fifty years, only a small fraction of 

the projected earth‟s population. It would take more than a century for 

the figure to approach the current world total of six billion. 

 Such projecting is hazardous: many things both plus and minus 

could happen to confound expectations. Still an argument might be 

made that cryonics, regardless of its potential, is unlikely to save most 

of those now living. This, if it proves true, is certainly sad, particu-

larly if cryonics does work for those who do make the arrangements. 

On the other hand, the pace of progress often astonishes even those 

who are laughed at for over-optimism. Today we have ongoing de-

velopments in such fields as biology, nanotechnology, and computers, 

which could lead to much faster progress than most would predict. 

Maybe in a few decades immortality will be upon us, and cryonics 

will not be an issue. 

 In the meantime, what can be done, beyond providing the phys-

ical means to be frozen when the need arises--a not inconsiderable 

chore--and as always, supporting research? The best course seems to 

be to try to present a sound, positive philosophy of scientific im-

mortalism that as many as possible can have confidence in, or at least 

take interest in, even if the actual number of devotees turns out to be 

small. It should, of course, provide an anxiety buffer to shield against 

the fear of death. It must be based on rational principles and not just 

arbitrary beliefs. This is what is being attempted here. We thus pro-

claim a new “good news.” Death, in all its aspects, can be overcome 

and will be overcome scientifically--of this you can be certain enough 

(if not absolutely certain) to make it the foundation of your hopes. But 

we must do more than hope. The best path to follow is not one of 

passivity. Instead, for each of us a course of action is called for: to put 

in place a personal plan of biostasis, to carry out a reasoned and 

caring promotion of our ideas, and to lend whatever support we can to 

research and development. 

 It is also expected that as the end of mortality is increasingly seen 

as attainable, a considerable adjustment will be needed for the many 

who must then confront possibilities they did not dare hope for before. 

It would be well to have as much in place as possible, by way of 
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something in which to rest one‟s hopes, for the profound changes that 

are likely to happen. For now, though, death is still very much with us. 

Only one approach exists, preservation through such means as cry-

onics for possibly defeating death before it can take its usual effect.  

Cryonics Acceptance: a Hypothetical Case 

 To promote an idea, the likely audience must be kept in mind, of 

which the most important subgroup consists of the fence-sitters who 

have not fully accepted the idea but might do so with reasonable 

encouragement. In the case of scientific immortality, and cryonics in 

particular, the fence-sitters might be expected to be independ-

ent-minded individualists who are culturally “mobile”--willing to 

consider a switch in allegiance or lacking strong ties. They would not 

believe strongly in mystical concepts but still would long for some-

thing beyond life‟s current limits. In another sense, almost everyone 

of the converted who reads this--those who already accept cryon-

ics--is probably no better than a fence-sitter since a philosophical 

system going beyond cryonics is being argued. For now, though, I 

want to address the more basic problems relating to acceptance of 

cryonics for the potential convert. Such a person, whom we will call 

Fred, is not a cryonicist but might become one with reasonable en-

couragement. He will have a certain mind-set, which we must con-

sider before trying to present the arguments for cryonics. 

 Fred then is independent and open-minded, with at least some 

feeling that life does or can hold things of value. He might like to see 

the future, but might also feel some dread. Fred is a scientific mate-

rialist, not attracted to doctrines of the supernatural or paranormal, 

not convinced by fantastic claims of assistance through space-alien 

visitations, backward time travel, or other possibilities that so far 

have lacked reasonable verification. He is, however, willing to con-

sider even very unusual claims on their own merits, trying at all times 

to be objective. He need not be a physicist or scientist, but should 

have an appreciation for science and the reality it is revealing to us, as 

well as the methods and standards it uses. The majesty and mystery of 

the world should hold some serious fascination, though he may have 

no small uncertainty as to what it really means. In our soapsuds 

analogy, he is at least close to a free-floating bubble. 

 Deep down, Fred is uneasy about the thought that, by straight-

forward appearances, he is going to die in at most a few decades, and 

will perish eternally, or just possibly reawaken, after his death, in 
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some strange setting, by some unknown process. He may have tried to 

accept his demise as inevitable, but if so, is at least uncomfortable 

about it. Death, certainly, does not seem wholly and self-evidently a 

good thing, though he may have misgivings about the prospect of 

greatly or infinitely extended life. These misgivings could involve 

only personal issues or might extend to more general social and moral 

concerns. Whatever his feelings about death, he is not strongly 

committed to any of the solutions offered by the more prevalent re-

ligions and death-accepting philosophies. 

 Finally, we suppose Fred has encountered cryonics and is con-

sidering it. I will now try, in turn, to consider the possible questions 

he might raise, and how these might be answered in preliminary 

fashion (more on this will follow in later chapters). 

 The first issue might be one of efficacy: Will cryonics work? Is it 

likely that persons frozen by today‟s technology (or what can con-

servatively be estimated to be available by the time Fred will need it) 

will eventually be resuscitated as intended? Related is the question of 

whether there would be crippling deficiencies, in case only imperfect 

recovery of the patient is possible. There is a deeper question: 

whether, with imperfect recovery, the result would be the “same” or a 

“different” person. 

 But first let us consider these questions: (1) is it likely that some 

resuscitation of a frozen (cryopreserved) individual would take place? 

and (2) is it likely, in the event that perfect recovery is not possible, 

that a resuscitee would experience crippling or debilitating deficits 

causing suffering? The two questions, despite the attempt to keep 

them simple, already raise a further issue: technological capability 

versus willingness to apply the capability one has. Thus it is possible 

that future society will be able to resuscitate a cryonics patient, but 

unwilling to do so--though I doubt this, for reasons considered later in 

the chapter. For now, let us assume that future society would be 

willing to apply whatever technology it can in resuscitating persons 

who might be helped and consider the technological issue alone. 

 Here the evidence, if still circumstantial, is reasonably solid and 

suggestive. Scanning-probe microscopes regularly image structures 

at the atomic level, and they can also manipulate individual atoms. If 

information in a piece of material is there, it should be recoverable in 

principle, and ultimately in practice, when a mature nanotechnology 

is developed. This applies to a frozen organism just as much as to a 
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rock or a piece of plastic. (Recovering information from materials at 

low temperature should not be prohibitively difficult because the 

energy to power scanning probes could be localized to avoid general 

heating. In the same way, molecular-scale repairs could also be made 

at low temperature.) Is the information likely to be there? 

 Here the outlook too seems generally positive, though there is a 

question as to how much information will survive. There is certainly 

enough information to infer the genome--copied trillions of times 

over in the DNA of our cells--which ought to make it possible, at 

minimum, to produce an identical twin or clone of the original. What 

then about the brain, which contains information such as the memory 

that delineates the individual personality and distinguishes one twin 

from another? Here the uncertainty is greater, though still, I think, 

there is reason to be hopeful. It is still unconfirmed, but frozen brain 

structure appears well enough preserved that it is reasonably likely 

that memory and other critical information survives also. Some of the 

evidence comes from such studies as Suda‟s revival of partly frozen 

cat brains, which we considered last chapter.[5] 

 The case for nanotechnology will be examined in more detail later, 

along with cryonic resuscitation itself, which could proceed along 

rather different lines than suggested above. In any case it seems a 

reasonable bet that, if sufficient information survives in frozen tissue 

to infer the healthy state of the organism--here a human being--then a 

procedure can be developed for repairing all the damage and restoring 

that person to consciousness and health. 

 Similarly, to whatever extent information does survive in frozen 

remains, a functioning organism possessing those characteristics 

should be constructible, either from entirely new but atomically 

identical material or by reconditioning the original material. This 

could result in deficits if the original information is only imperfectly 

preserved, but there is good reason to think that there would be no 

deficits whatever, beyond possible amnesia. A deficit-free organism 

could be created merely by creating a twin, which could be done from 

DNA alone. Beyond this, the newly created/repaired brain could be 

conditioned or “programmed” as necessary to reflect, as far as pos-

sible, the known attributes of the original person. 

 Amnesia might seem inevitable if the brain is absent or heavily 

damaged--for where are we going to obtain replacement memories? 

Later, however, I will argue that even replacement memories are a 
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likely possibility. (I realize too that some may prefer to be missing 

some of their memories and just start out afresh; these cases also will 

receive their due.) For now I hope it will be provisionally accepted 

that a resuscitation from cryonic suspension, to the extent of being 

free of crippling deficits, is a reasonable likelihood. 

 We can then raise the question whether, even if no such deficits 

are present, the resuscitee is really the “same” person or a different 

person from the original. Will we have rescued a person of the past or 

simply created a new, fantasy individual with some similarities to the 

old--a being with false memories who never existed? The signifi-

cance of this question will be seen if we consider the viewpoint of 

someone like Fred, who is considering cryonics. “Will I come back,” 

he worriedly wants to know, “or just some other, newly created 

person who may resemble me in some degree?” 

 The question has a particularly straightforward, reassuring answer 

in view of the UI assumptions, which will be examined later. We 

cannot be sure Fred is ready to accept them, however, so here we want 

to be more conservative. 

 We will consider the case of someone else, Ned, who suffers 

severe head injuries in a car accident. Ned is very close to death and a 

decision must be made whether to take him off life support and give 

up, or go on. The decision is made to continue treatment. At first it 

seems doubtful Ned will regain consciousness, but finally signs of 

awareness do appear, and the extent of his deficits can be assessed. 

 There has been a lot of brain damage, but with therapy, Ned 

gradually recovers faculties such as speech and motor skills. Let us 

say Ned was highly educated--much of that knowledge and skill is 

now garbled or erased but is reinstated or refurbished through further 

effort on his and others‟ parts. A great deal of Ned‟s past too is now 

hazy to him, but this problem is helped by his talking with those who 

remember some of the details. Further help comes from research that 

Ned carries out himself when he is stronger and from his gut feelings 

about what some earlier experiences must have been like. In time, 

Ned feels “normal,” is fully functional, and seems reasonably the 

“same” person he was before both to others and to himself. Clearly 

the recovery has not been perfect, but all things considered it was not 

bad either--in fact it seems little short of miraculous. Ned is no less 

happy to be alive than before and is glad of the decision to try to re-

habilitate him. Although we could still raise the issue of whether he is 
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really the same person, I think most would agree that the initial de-

cision not to give up was the right one. 

 This conclusion follows, in large part, because we assume Ned is 

fully rehabilitated and functional. In other cases in which the victim 

has lasting deficits, the issue is more complex. But, in view of the 

foregoing discussion, such cases should not be relevant to cryonics 

since our future capability should guarantee a full restoration to 

functionality. So Fred, like Ned, should be able to view the future 

prospects with reasonable confidence. 

A Future of Wonder 

 Given, then, that cryonics ought to work to some desirable degree, 

we can consider whether one should opt for the procedure. This is 

really a question about whether life in the future would be worthwhile, 

and here the answer seems clear enough: The future should offer 

wonders beyond anything yet possible and anything yet imaginable. 

For the wonders will not merely be of the external sort--things we can 

see and do, but of the internal sort as well--our very capacity to ex-

perience wonder will grow in step as we develop beyond the human 

level. 

 We should be able to free ourselves of aging and diseases, and 

drudgery as well. Automated devices capable of handling most of 

their own maintenance, including repairs, should eliminate most 

work as we understand it today. We should then be free to pursue 

more creative and personally rewarding work. Far from being idle, 

we will be busier than ever as our own bosses and enjoying life far 

more too. And yet, we will still have responsibilities, as I will argue, 

and will not lose our importance or become superfluous or outmoded. 

 Today many may feel they are not particularly creative or capable 

of much sense of wonder. Such people often are not much interested 

in longer life--it would be too “boring.” That will change. The mys-

teries of the functioning brain should become known to us, much as 

for the far simpler devices we understand today. It should then be-

come clear how to enhance the brain‟s performance, and, proceeding 

with due caution, we can expect to further our own developmental 

process more generally. Our future progress will see increased intel-

ligence as well as greater capacity to appreciate the wonders we now 

behold with more limited understanding. On the personal level, then, 

there is reason to expect great rewards indeed. 

 Once this is accepted, other possible objections become easier to 
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manage. For one thing, we expect very great changes in how life will 

be lived. Old issues may lose their meaning even as new ones surface 

and must be dealt with. This thought can be used to answer certain 

social objections that are sometimes raised to the idea of overcoming 

death. 

 One objection is “Death allows society to change.” True, older 

people today suffer from rigidity and narrowness of interests, which 

can lead to stagnation, given the influence such people are often able 

to exert. But the future should free us from the deadening effects of 

the aging process, which clearly is so largely responsible for the in-

flexibility, loss of inspiration, and unreceptiveness to new possibili-

ties that is seen in the elderly. People will no longer be categorized as 

“elderly” as we understand it, but as bright, energetic individuals with 

more or less experience in different areas, and, generally, more ex-

perience than younger people, due to having lived longer. This, cou-

pled with all our new capabilities, should well resolve the problem of 

stagnation. 

 “Wouldn‟t it lead to overpopulation?” is another commonly 

voiced concern. The reasonable answer, I think, is that it is hardly 

likely. Birth rates have been falling worldwide for decades now, even 

in the absence of any hopes of immortality.[6] As such hopes become 

more accepted, the trend can only accelerate. As technology improves, 

birth control will become easier and more convenient--as one possi-

ble check. Other curbs should become increasingly important too, as 

we pass beyond the human level. In effect, we will simply outgrow 

the preoccupation to reproduce, as it becomes less important to us and 

more of a liability. 

 The possibility of building habitats in space to relieve population 

pressure is sometimes raised too, and certainly this can be accepted, 

yet it seems clear that space habitats could not be the main answer. 

We must instead eliminate the exponential or geometric growth in 

which population doubles over a fixed time interval--an increase that 

no technology, by most indications, could support indefinitely. This 

should not be difficult however; after all, we are talking about be-

coming more-than-human. As this takes effect, we will naturally find 

it easier to curb and redirect our more primitive urges, even as we no 

doubt undergo changes in our physical makeup. In due course, 

overpopulation, or, more generally, creating new sentient beings at 

too high a rate should become a non-issue, along with such problems 
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as jobs and many other difficulties of limited resources. 

 One positive change will involve an attitude toward fellow beings. 

Today the thought is often expressed that we are primarily machines 

to perpetuate our genes. The concerns of such beings are focused in 

rather obvious ways by natural selection, with the emphasis on im-

mediate survival needs, mating, and progeny. This we have carried 

with us, thus far having no choice, even though our lifestyles have 

been modified greatly by our creation of civilization. Even so, the 

outlook is not so bleak--the roots of an immortal lifestyle can be seen 

in our world today, where we are still as we biologically evolved. 

Despite the pressures to develop a narrowness of interests and an 

unconcern for strangers, we have formed into societies. We at least 

pay nodding respect to such concepts as the rights to life, liberty, and 

the pursuit of happiness. Nature has, in fact, prepared us somewhat 

for the great leap we must now make, though we will have to take the 

initiative and work beyond the easy answers. 

 For the posthuman future we can imagine that consideration of 

others will intensify, for simple reasons of self-interest. When we are 

no longer focused on creating progeny during a brief struggle for 

existence that must soon end in our demise but on leading rich and 

hopefully endless lives, our perspectives will broaden. Among other 

things, we may conjecture that any two individuals must encounter 

each other again and again, or develop some pathological mutual 

aversion that will detract from both lives. It should become increas-

ingly clear that there is much to gain, personally, through considera-

tion for others and acts of benevolence. In this way, then, I foresee a 

postmortal society that is a harmonious whole, strife and violence 

having given way to more reasoned interaction. 

 The increased consideration for others should carry over to others 

of the past who might be resuscitated from a preserved state. It is easy 

to feel a certain fascination with such an idea even now. I think this 

feeling will be strong, at least for some people in the future, and 

probably for most if not all. The generally increased valuing of life 

must surely translate to concern for those who cannot now participate 

but could be helped to participate, given the means available. Persons 

of the past would have unique contributions to make in the lives of 

those then living, which should hold a special interest. This should be 

true even if such persons would initially be out of place; they could 

offer their own perspectives and perceptions in exchange for the new 
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learning they would receive. 

 I think too that resuscitating frozen people, to the extent that it 

becomes possible, will also be inexpensive by future standards. This 

seems particularly likely when the possibilities for automation are 

taken into account. With operations directed by devices that are 

largely self-repairing and self-maintaining and can proliferate com-

ponents in vast swarms as needed (though only as needed), even very 

complex procedures should become feasible and fast. Included, I 

imagine, will be whatever is required to repair and resuscitate a fro-

zen human. This should not be a great resource drain, though even if 

it is the chances are good that it will be carried out anyway. It will be 

done if it can be done, much as great effort is expended today to re-

store ancient texts or monuments, or, for that matter, to scale moun-

tain peaks or put people into space. 

 Once again, the future should have many wonders--not the least 

being an overall increase in friendliness. Still, many find this vision 

disturbing. A world beyond procreation and death is something they 

would rather not think about. However, such visions are nothing new 

in the history of thought, but recur throughout the major religions. 

Christianity, for example, is noted for promoting the ideas of resur-

rection and eternal life. It was well recognized that everlasting life 

would differ from its mortal counterpart. 

 Jesus, we are told in the Bible, was confronted by some Saddu-

cees who denied the possibility that the dead would be raised. Their 

reasoning was thus: Suppose a woman had married, then her husband 

had died, then she married again, and so on--up to seven husbands in 

all. At the resurrection, whose wife would she be? (Polyandry being 

culturally disallowed, an impasse seemed to have been reached.) 

Jesus answered, in effect, that they had asked a stupid question. At the 

resurrection, he said, people would no longer be simply men or 

women, but something more--they would live “like angels.” The 

question of marriage would become irrelevant.[7] 

 Happily and incredibly, modern science is coming to grips with 

ancient wishes for a more-than-human existence. We now approach 

these old but vital dreams with renewed seriousness and hope. Cry-

onics, in particular, as a reasonable way of making a bid for extended 

life, then presents us with a choice having moral consequences. To 

opt for cryonics is to choose life over death. In this way we send a 

message to others that this choice is available through a rational 
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procedure and, moreover, that it is a better choice to make. 

 This issue will be considered in greater detail, along with the 

problem of how resurrections could occur even without the biostasis 

option and why reactivation of a past individual, under one set of 

circumstances or another, is even inevitable. Loved ones who have 

perished, then, will not be gone forever but will one day reawaken, 

though once again the biostasis route is better. The next chapter, after 

summarizing the larger picture, will go further into reasons why, as a 

preliminary to the more detailed treatment in Chapter 13. 

 

CHAPTER 4. 

A Philosophical System 

 

The philosophical system offered in this book, as suggested in 

Chapter 1, is no bolt from the blue but has precedents that are rec-

ognized under various names. There is the Supramoralism of Fedorov 

and the “natural salvation” of his American contemporary, C. A. 

Stevens, both of whom have anticipated, in important ways, much of 

the moral philosophy and eschatological outlook offered here. These 

writers of a century ago have been echoed more recently by a small 

band of modern physicists, a principal exemplar being Frank Tipler, 

with his Omega Point Theory. 

 Essentially, the stance of these and others, which I have adopted 

also, is to recognize the great strengths contained in traditional reli-

gious views of the significance of life and of what ought to be our 

destiny. At the same time, however, we also acknowledge the 

weakness of the religious position on how the vision of our destiny, so 

extravagant yet so necessary, is to be realized. What their writings 

suggest, and I affirm more boldly--paraphrasing Gerald Gruman in 

his study of the prolongevity hypothesis[1]--is to replace the im-

portant promises of traditional religion with equivalent promises 

based on science and progress. The two most important such prom-

ises are the resurrection of the dead and a happy eternal life. It is 

customary, of course, to consider these as quite beyond the powers of 

science to approach, but careful consideration shows otherwise (as I 

think has by now been established) for an outlook based on modern 

physics. 

 This does not mean we are claiming dogmatic certainty about the 

fulfillment of these promises. Science cannot offer guarantees but 
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only possibilities and probabilities based on experiment, observation, 

and rational thought. Yet this is no insurmountable obstacle to a firm 

foundation for hope. Uncertainty is actually a healthy thing. The re-

duction of uncertainty, in the domain of science, is no one-time act of 

affirmation, as in dogmas accepted without question, but proceeds 

over time. In this manner, one is either reassured by progressively 

confirming evidence, or, if not, one can try to correct any errors in 

views by formulating new hypotheses and testing them. The princi-

ples one lives and hopes by, then, take on the character of working 

hypotheses. 

 Of the working hypotheses assumed here, three are predominant: 

(1) life, fundamentally, is good; (2) death is an imposition on life and 

ought to be alleviated and eradicated; and (3) rational means, rightly 

inspired, are the proper tools for understanding all things and solving 

all problems of interest. These, we should note, will not be the only 

working hypotheses. The UI assumptions are also important working 

hypotheses introduced in Chapter 1, along with the rejection of the 

paranormal--to take some examples. But these principles are subor-

dinate to the three named above, which will serve as our guidelines. 

Other working hypotheses will be added later as seems fitting. For 

instance, I will elaborate the first principle into “The life of each in-

dividual sentient being, fundamentally, is good,” and offer supporting 

arguments. 

 For the system offered in this book, it will be convenient to have a 

name; I will call it Yuai. This is derived from Universal Immortal-

ism--a good descriptive title--and also from the UI assumptions. A 

little more whimsically, the word can be formed from the Japanese 

syllables yu (“friendship”) and ai (“love,” “harmony,” “peace”). Yet 

another rationale that some have suggested is “You-I”--all beings 

everywhere, as they relate to the individual. As still another possi-

bility, in computer-speak UI can mean “user-interface,” which is 

relevant if we imagine a User--the hopeful immortal--seeking a good 

Interface, or connection with surrounding reality and eternity. (These 

two concepts, and particularly the Interface, will be discussed more 

later.) 

 Yuai, then, is about a friendly universal community, a mode of 

existence in peace, love, and harmony, that hopefully all can share 

endlessly, and a fitting “user-interface” with the ultimate operating 

system, the world at large. Ultimately, all means all people and even 
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all other sentient beings who have ever existed, now exist, or will 

exist. I anticipate that quite literally all will be resurrected, in the 

manner suggested before of creating either a functioning duplicate or 

a more advanced version, that is, a continuer. This is something I do 

not expect to happen anytime soon and almost certainly not until long 

after such preliminaries as the advent of a mature nanotechnology and 

many of its consequences, including any resuscitations of people in 

biostasis that prove feasible. I also, of course, discount any claimed 

resurrections of people in the past through supernatural or other 

paranormal means; on scientific grounds it seems most unlikely. Such 

a possibility as resurrecting the dead must await a more advanced 

future, when we are well into our posthuman existence and our ho-

rizons have expanded greatly. Yet again I think it will happen even-

tually; for it is not ruled out logically or scientifically, and some at 

least in the future, whose powers must far exceed ours today, will 

recognize that it ought to happen and will work diligently to make it 

happen.  

 In particular, evil beings will be resurrected along with everybody 

else and cured of their unfortunate tendencies, to join the others in 

advancing to unlimited heights. (For I regard propensity to evil, rather 

than being an innate or identity-critical property of certain “lost” 

natures, as a treatable ailment.) Beings with other shortcomings can 

be similarly assisted and can then join the advance. Yuai, then, is a 

form of Universalism--proclaiming that all shall be saved in the end 

and enjoy an eternal reward. It is a Universalism that rests its hopes 

fully in the natural world and upon individuals whose existence is 

explained by physics. These individuals--ourselves, past, present, and 

future, and ultimately all to be living again--are the ones who must 

care about and solve all the problems that are meaningful. 

 We are the ones who must shape the future. We thus must supply 

the standards for determining what ought to be, both in the large and 

the small details, as well as find the means to bring it all about. 

However, it is not the we of today through whom these problems will 

take their more definitive forms and find their better solutions. These 

matters will fall to our developing future selves, who, we imagine, 

will progress in various directions as needs and interests require. 

There is important preliminary work that we ought to be doing today, 

however. The future, then, is a growth process for the individual, who, 

starting here and now, with passing time will more closely approach 
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perfection and fulfillment. 

 The extent of this future advancement is something we can 

scarcely imagine now in our only-human state, yet it will not render 

our life and work of today superfluous. Even with the greatest ad-

vances, a link is to be maintained, through remembered experiences 

and other personal information, with the past self, which thus is al-

ways of significance. This link I conjecture will--as it 

should--continue to be important as we master the secrets of our bi-

ology and psychology and transform ourselves into beings higher 

than human. Any being, then, can develop or be developed to any 

level intellectually and in other ways. The perception of the advance, 

through reflection upon the earlier stages in one‟s life, will add to the 

appreciation of the progress that has been made. No level of ad-

vancement, on the other hand, is ever final, but further progress is 

always possible and desirable. An essential in this will be an ad-

vancing, future technology to free us of mortality and enable us 

endlessly to progress. People of course are imperfect and must not be 

rated higher than they deserve. But the highest abilities and motives 

can be linked to the individual here and now, even if immediate at-

tribution is withheld, through anticipation of the advancement that 

someday should come. People are to be valued not merely for present 

attributes and accomplishments but in terms of future potential. 

Reductionism, Materialism, and the Problem of Survival 

 Questions often are raised about what sort of future life the 

would-be immortal should be interested in. It seems essential that (1) 

the person should survive, in some reasonable sense; and (2) the one 

who survives, a person from an earlier time with suitable “updating,” 

should experience a meaningful happiness. The challenging issue of a 

future, meaningful happiness will be considered later; the problem of 

survival will now be examined in preliminary form. This is a matter 

on which many who favor immortality, even among cryonicists, have 

expressed disagreement. Here I outline the viewpoint on survival that 

will serve as our guide. 

 We are concerned with a person as a whole, regarded as an entity 

persisting over the entire time of life or, in the terminology of Max 

More, a diachronic self. We will also need to consider a per-

son-segment, which is the portion of the person that can be said to 

exist over a particular time interval, long or short. Finally, it will be 

useful to allow the time interval to approach zero, so that we obtain a 
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person at a particular time, or person-stage. The most general concept 

then is the person-segment. If the time interval for the segment ex-

tends to the whole of life, we obtain the diachronic self, while, at the 

other extreme, with the interval very tiny, we get a person-stage. It is 

not necessary that all existing personality characteristics play a part in 

this activity during the time interval in question, unless it is the whole 

of life. A memory of a past experience could be dormant or latent and 

only make an appearance later.  

 I will use the term person somewhat informally, often meaning a 

diachronic self, but sometimes other concepts such as a person-stage 

or a physical, functioning body and brain. The intended meaning 

should be clear from the context.  

 By rough analogy we can compare the diachronic self with a 

movie; a person-segment with a sequence, long or short, of consecu-

tive frames of the movie; and the person-stage with a single frame. 

(For an immortal person, then, the movie has infinitely many frames.) 

The diachronic self thus is made up of a sequence of person-stages 

corresponding to the person at different points in his or her life. It will 

be useful to consider this in more detail. 

 Suppose that we have a person-stage P1, extant at some time t1, 

and some other person-stage P2, extant at some later time t2. It is 

possible that P2 is a later stage of P1 and thus, that both are part of the 

same diachronic self, though of course this is not guaranteed--P2 

could simply be (from) a different person entirely. But in case the 

relation holds, we may say that P1 survives in, or through, P2. For 

such survival to occur, it is clear that some substantial connections or 

affinity must exist between P2 and P1. Opinions vary widely, how-

ever, as to just what connections are, or ought to be considered, es-

sential. 

 The two major divisions of opinions are the reductionist and the 

nonreductionist views, as discussed by Derek Parfit in Reasons and 

Persons;[2] a short summary will be useful here. For a reductionist, 

the question of the survival or nonsurvival of P1 in P2 is reducible to 

certain other facts about P1 and P2 that can be described in an im-

personal way. Such facts, for example, may include the different 

psychological and physical characteristics of both P1 and P2 and the 

process involved (if applicable) in the formation or development of 

P2 out of P1. 

 It should be clear that physical characteristics of a person can be 
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described in an impersonal way, for example, by resorting to physics, 

if we think of a person as amounting to a collection of particles in 

motion. For the case of psychological characteristics, the argument is 

more involved but similar; we can, for example, think of the person as 

a type of computational process, a program running on a machine 

consisting of a body and brain. The body, brain, and program could in 

turn be described impersonally, at least in principle. For a nonreduc-

tionist there is some “further fact” that counts, something that cannot 

be reduced to the impersonal level, for example, the presence of a 

“soul” in P2 that was formerly resident in P1. 

 Since I reject mystical or paranormal elements in favor of scien-

tific materialism, I discount such a further fact and accept the reduc-

tionism just outlined. Reductionism, however, is a term that is widely 

used and abused in philosophical circles; further clarification is 

needed. My intended usage can be understood, in the first place, as an 

acceptance of materialism over other possibilities in accounting for 

reality. Materialism is a kind of reductionism in its own right, but I 

will adopt an additional reductionism to apply at the level of persons. 

 A brief remark is needed here, because materialism can mean 

different things, which can mislead. There is scientific materialism, a 

viewpoint about reality, which is important in the philosophical po-

sition we are considering. There is also what can be called valuational 

materialism--an attitude toward what is important in one‟s life, ex-

tended perhaps, to life more generally. A materialist in this second 

sense is one who is focused on material possessions or comforts, and 

not on such supramundane issues as whether immortality is possible. 

The narrow concern with the material aspects of this present life, 

however, is not what I wish to signify by materialism, but rather the 

scientific viewpoint, which has wider scope. 

 Scientific materialism holds that everything can be explained in 

terms of matter and void--particles and their interactions in space 

over time--there is no need to invoke “higher powers” or a super-

natural realm. On the other hand, modern physics has substantially 

altered our ideas of the material world. As one example there is Ein-

stein‟s famous equation, e=mc[2], equating matter and energy. Pho-

tons, mesons, neutrinos, and a host of other particles now supplement 

those involved in more usual material objects: the electron, the proton, 

and the neutron in their familiar combinations known as atoms. On a 

deeper level, attempts are under way by theoreticians to reduce all 
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particles to something like vibrating strings, membranes, or some 

other concept to explain what can be observed. There is also the in-

triguing possibility, suggested by certain scientific inquiries, that our 

universe is not the only material domain but is accompanied by many 

separate and largely noninteracting universes, that together form a 

“multiverse.” 

 Still, despite such new insights or conjectures, modern, scientific 

materialism, in its approach to explaining reality, has much more 

affinity with ancient ideas on the subject--like the materialism of the 

Epicureans--than it does with any concept of a spirit world. Most 

important, it holds that the real world is comprehensible through a 

systematic process of investigation and thought, rather than allowing 

supernatural or irreducibly mystifying elements. Materialism thus is a 

form of naturalism, holding that the natural is all that exists and that it 

is to be studied and understood by methods appropriate to the natural 

world, that is, rational, scientific inquiry. 

 The world is thus reducible to interacting, elementary compo-

nents. Happenings are explained by mathematical theories that have 

been developed to describe such interactions. These theories have had 

remarkable successes, and the search for even better theories con-

tinues. Modern, scientific materialism thus embodies a reductionism 

that has great power in accounting for reality as we know it. Still, our 

great mathematical theories are inadequate. Many things important to 

us are not well addressed, such as what constitutes a person and what 

is a good life. This does not mean materialism is invalidated--it is 

not--but theories that apply to one aspect of reality need supplemen-

tation so we can make sense of things at other levels. Thus we do not 

want to push reductionism too far. As examples, politics and psy-

chology are not explained, in any practical sense, as simply the in-

teractions of subatomic particles, even if they do depend, ultimately, 

on these very interactions and the laws that govern them. But forms of 

reductionism can still be useful in dealing with various aspects of 

reality, though there is sometimes confusion as to which form of re-

ductionism, if any, should properly apply. 

Physical versus Psychological Reductionism 

 At the level of persons there are two main, competing theories 

known as physical and psychological reductionism. These employ 

different criteria to decide when a later person-stage should be re-

garded as the “same” person as an earlier stage. The notion of 
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sameness itself is more complex than it may appear. I will follow 

generally accepted usage, in that at a later time we could still have the 

“same” person despite differences. It then remains to determine what 

sort of differences are permissible, or conversely, what similarities or 

affinities are necessary, to say that an earlier person-stage survives in 

a later one. The two reductionist theories are further subdivided; they 

and their subdivisions need to be considered carefully to arrive at a 

viewpoint that seems right. 

 Physical reductionism uses the physical criterion, which focuses 

on the body as a whole, or possibly just the brain, since by itself the 

brain arguably contains the whole personality. P1 survives in P2 just 

in case there is physical continuity between the two. The notion of 

physical continuity (which actually exists in several versions--I will 

explore the simplest first) can be regarded as a generalization of the 

case for inanimate objects. 

 An inanimate object--a building, say--might be at a fixed location 

and (ideally) persist in unaltered form over a period of time. Further, 

it could be observed continuously during this time to verify that the 

original building was not destroyed and replaced with an exact copy. 

We thus would first have a building-stage B1 at time t1, then a 

building-stage B2 at a later time t2. By the physical criterion, given 

our continuous observation, the two building-stages would be iden-

tified, said to correspond to the same building, and to be one and the 

same. It should be clear that, in principle, we could establish this 

without invoking the notion of a building at all. We would simply 

focus on the various structural components, including suitable in-

terconnections or other relationships among the different parts and 

note that they individually persisted in unchanging form. In this way, 

the reductionist premise would be satisfied. 

 In practice, of course, all physical objects change with time, but 

the principle of physical continuity can still be applied--at least to a 

point. If the building has some minor damage, repairs or alterations, 

for example, we would probably still regard it as the same building 

because the successive changes were small and more-or-less con-

tinuous. This could apply, for instance, even if the building was 

moved to a new location. In fact there could be considerable altera-

tions over an extended period of time, yet, if done in such a way that a 

building was present at all times, we might still consider it the same 

building. (Jefferson‟s home Monticello comes to mind; throughout 
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the many alterations its builder carried out during his lifetime it ar-

guably remained “Monticello.”) Similarly, if the various components 

were replaced gradually, as in the “ship of Theseus” that is substituted 

plank by plank, we might regard it as the same building even when 

every part had finally been replaced with something new. 

 In such cases it is critical that a building (more properly, a 

building-stage) be present at all times, which does not differ much 

from the building at nearby times. This requirement for physical 

continuity would clearly rule out some possibilities. For example, if 

the building were to be demolished, even slowly, the physical crite-

rion would be violated since a building would no longer be present. 

Even if we constructed an exact replica on the same spot, it could not 

be the same building as before--the necessary continuity is now 

broken and unmendable. 

 Applying the physical criterion to persons, we would regard P2 as 

the same person as P1 if there is a continuous transition, starting with 

P1 at time t1 and ending with P2 at t2, such that a person is present at 

all intervening times. Such a requirement is reasonably met in the 

case of actual persons and accords with our intuition. For example, it 

implies that at all intervening times ti there must be a person-stage Pi 

that is also the same as both P1 and P2--in the one case, there is a 

continuous, person-retaining transition from P1 to Pi, in the other a 

similar transition from Pi to P2. If P2 is a later stage of P1, then, there 

must have been a person living during the intervening times who can 

be identified both with P1 and P2. It should then be clear that, despite 

the intuitive appeal, I would not want to have to accept the physical 

criterion--resurrections of the dead, by whatever means proposed, 

must be forever ruled out. If a person has died, it is no longer the case 

that a person is present. Thus a later person-stage could not be the 

same person as an earlier stage. But I think there are good reasons to 

reject the physical criterion and physical reductionism in favor of a 

psychological reductionism. 

 Returning to the building example, we could ask if the same 

building persists under the following conditions. The building is 

carefully dismantled and the components stacked and stored in a 

warehouse for some time. Clearly the building is not present, in the 

form of a building, during this time. But then the parts are reassem-

bled in their original arrangement so that, by all appearances, the 

same building is extant once again. (In a simple case the building 
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could be made of prefabricated parts to make this easy.) By the 

physical criterion it cannot be the same building because no building 

was present at all times. We could modify our criterion and insist that 

only the components of the building--at some appropriate level--must 

always be present. This, however, would raise other questions--such 

as what level of component is appropriate or whether the components 

can be replaced with different but interchangeable components before 

reassembly. In the case of a person, we certainly must allow for re-

placement of components; this is going on in the body, at the level of 

molecules and cells, all the time. 

 Another difficulty concerns the nature of the allowed alterations. 

Suppose we gradually transform a circus tent into a train depot, re-

taining a usable shelter at every intervening stage. Do we still have 

the same building? For an analogous case of persons, we could im-

agine the scenario of Derek Parfit in which, using advanced tech-

nology, he is gradually transformed into an exact copy of Greta 

Garbo.[3] We assume that during the entire process a “person” is 

always present. This entity at the intervening stages would have some 

characteristics of both Parfit and Garbo, including alternate sets of 

memories, but would still be fully functional, able to perform tasks 

and answer questions. If asked, Who are you? he/she might answer, 

“Well, I have characteristics of both Derek Parfit and Greta Garbo, 

but however you judge it, I am certainly a person, an „I‟.” Nearer the 

beginning there would be more characteristics of Parfit, nearer the 

end, more of Garbo. Is the Garbo copy that results from this, con-

vinced she is the actress whom she resembles in all respects, and not 

at all Derek Parfit, still Derek Parfit? I would say definitely no, and 

there is something wrong with the physical criterion that forces us to 

conclude that the end stage must be the same person as the beginning 

stage.  

 While the above difficulties might be remedied if we modify the 

physical criterion sufficiently, I think this would introduce unneces-

sary complications. Moreover, I think that the viewpoint is misplaced 

that strongly identifies a person with a particular body and brain, or 

more generally, with some particular, material construct, even if we 

allow for gradual alterations. Instead, I see a person as an ongoing 

process for which the body with the brain is important as an enabling 

agent or means of expressing identity but is not important in a more 

fundamental sense. The body and brain--or something like them--are 
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necessary so we can be alive. But they do not constitute the person 

that experiences. In particular, most of the body‟s substance (in-

cluding most of the brain) is being exchanged with the environment 

anyway, at the molecular level. New, equivalent substance and 

structure comes into being and assumes the functions once performed 

by other matter. 

 Some of this happens rather rapidly. Substantial changes in the 

body‟s water content occur over a twenty-four-hour interval, for in-

stance, and more sweeping changes can be expected over longer pe-

riods. If a person is in a coma for many years and is finally awakened, 

there will be a near-total replacement of the matter of the original 

body. This, we might say, is comparable to simply substituting a new, 

duplicate body while the person was asleep.[4] Yet I would not con-

sider that a new and different person exists or that the old person has 

died. The waking person could still be reasonably considered original. 

More extravagantly, if we imagine advanced technology able to dis-

assemble a person into small components after placing him in bio-

stasis and then reassemble those components in the same arrangement 

so that an entirely similar person results, I would regard that second 

person as the same as the first. Even in the case where the components 

were replaced by similar components before assembly, yielding a 

person similar in all respects to the original but lacking the original 

material, I would conclude that the original person had been restored 

and was living again. This restoration could happen many years later 

using detailed information about the original but again, no original 

material.  

 Thus I reject physical reductionism in favor of psychological 

reductionism. This employs the psychological criterion, explained 

below, to decide if two person-stages correspond to the same person. 

The emphasis is on mental characteristics rather than physical ones. 

The problems we noted with physical reductionism do not instantly 

vanish, as we will see, but they certainly seem more manageable. 

Psychological Connectedness versus Continuity 

 For the psychological criterion there are two main properties, 

psychological connectedness and psychological continuity. De-

pending on the version of psychological reductionism, both of these 

may be regarded as necessary, or one or the other may be dropped as 

inessential. Roughly speaking, psychological connectedness refers to 

the extent that affinities in personality characteristics can be said to 
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exist between P2 and P1. (In particular, this would cover the im-

portant issue of whether P2 is a more developed version or continuer 

of P1, as “continuer” will be understood here.) Psychological conti-

nuity refers to whether there was a smooth transition of person-stages, 

psychologically speaking, from P1 to P2. It is easy to see that the two 

are not equivalent. 

 If Derek Parfit eventually becomes just like Greta Garbo, but only 

gradually, there could be a high degree of psychological continuity. 

Earlier we imagined this transition taking place without any sudden, 

large physical changes, and now we can imagine it with no large 

mental jumps either but only small changes that accumulate over time. 

The later person-stage (Garbo) is very different from the earlier one 

(Parfit), so that psychological connectedness is violated, but psy-

chological continuity is maintained. On the other hand, a copy of 

someone, say a person who has died, could be created by a lucky 

accident, with no causal connection between the two, as we usually 

understand causality. In this case, there would be strong psycholog-

ical connectedness but no continuity. We are then left with the ques-

tion of whether and how much one or the other property is important 

in deciding if P2 is the same person as P1. 

 It is clear that psychological connectedness is necessary. Other-

wise, if psychological continuity alone is sufficient, we are forced to 

conclude that the Garbo copy is still Derek Parfit, which is something 

we have discounted. We then ask if psychological continuity is nec-

essary. This is more controversial. Both Derek Parfit and Max More, 

along with others, argue that it is; I shall claim, again echoing some 

others, that it is not. My position will be that what a person-stage is, 

including any identification with past person-stages, depends entirely 

on the presence and functioning (or at least eventual functioning) of 

components that make up that person-stage at that point in time. It 

will not depend on how those components came to exist and function 

as they do and, in particular, on what the process of transition from a 

past person-stage (if any) may have been. For other reasons I will 

argue that, nevertheless, this process of transition is normally im-

portant, and so is history more generally. But identity, I will maintain, 

can be considered in isolation from how a particular construct phys-

ically came into being. Viewed in this way, the process of develop-

ment or formation of a particular person-stage is not critical--it is the 

end result that matters. 
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 This view is an aspect of a position known as functionalism.[5] I 

will argue the case for functionalism, including a functionalist ver-

sion of psychological reductionism, with the implication that psy-

chological connectedness but not continuity is necessary for survival. 

The argument, however, involves a metaphysical position that needs 

to be carefully stated and defended. This will occupy several chapters, 

during which the issues connected with identity and survival will be 

explored. Some important parts of the argument are left to Chapter 15; 

some useful preliminaries will be covered now. 

The Functionalist Viewpoint 

 Functionalism is a materialistic theory of mental states. A person 

(or other sentient being) is regarded as a mechanism that can be in one 

of a number of physical states, to each of which corresponds some 

mental state (with unconsciousness as one of the possible mental 

states). The correspondence, however, is generally not one-to-one but 

many-to-one; that is, more than one physical state could produce the 

same mental state. In general, there will be many ways, physically, 

that a given mental state can be realized. On the other hand, two 

different mental states cannot be realized by the same physical state. 

(Mental states then are supervenient upon physical states.) What dis-

tinguishes one mental state from another one is not the difference in 

physical states but the functional role played by each mental state in 

the conscious experience of the person. 

 A word should be said here about the relation between a per-

son-stage as defined earlier and the functionalist notion of person 

considered here. The idea of a mental state is related to that of a 

person-stage, but the two are not equivalent. The notion of per-

son-stage is intended to allow for past information not currently ac-

cessed, that has no present effect on consciousness but is to have 

effect in the future. Indeed, for a person-stage corresponding to a state 

of unconsciousness all such information is in this category. In general, 

more than one person-stage of more than one diachronic self could be 

in the same mental state at a given time.  

 In the course of living, the person will interact with an environ-

ment, producing behavior (output) that depends on both the envi-

ronment (input) and the mental state the person is currently in. In 

addition to output, the mental state will (possibly) change to another 

mental state. Two mental states are equivalent if, under all relevant 

environmental conditions, they yield equivalent behavior and transi-
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tion to other states, in terms of the effect on that person‟s conscious 

experience. They are then treated as one, single state.  

 In fact this point of view is very machinelike. A Turing machine, 

a kind of theoretical computer, will be defined in much the same way, 

producing output and undergoing state transitions in response to in-

put--even though we are not normally concerned with a Turing ma-

chine‟s “conscious experience.” On the other hand, a Turing machine 

can perform any computation a digital computer could perform, 

which raises the possibility that a Turing machine could model or 

emulate a person if made sufficiently complex. This conclusion in-

deed seems inescapable if we are allowed any finite complexity, for 

then we could model the whole visible universe down to the quantum 

level. Moreover, a single Turing machine of appropriate type, a 

“universal” machine, could model different systems, including per-

sons, with a change in its input symbols, or program. Most digital 

computers in fact are also universal in this sense. Under the func-

tionalist paradigm, then, a person is equivalent to a computer program 

(albeit a very complex one, far more complex than any that has yet 

been written) that is “running” on some sort of machine, or hardware.  

 One consequence of a materialist outlook, which applies to func-

tionalism, is that different, finite constructs can be duplicated. In 

principle this could be extended to persons. Two such constructs 

representing identical persons or person-stages could be placed in 

identical (finite) environments and might then undergo the same state 

changes for a short or possibly even a long period of time. From the 

functionalist perspective, it would be reasonable to regard them not as 

separate persons but as multiple instantiations of one and the same 

person. This in fact is the position I take, expressed in the principle of 

Interchangeability. We are not concerned so much, then, with each 

individual instantiation but with the properties they have in common. 

 It is worth noting that functionalism is not the only materialistic 

theory of mental processes. A major rival is the mind-brain identity 

theory, also known as central-state or reductive materialism. It holds 

that physical states are identical with mental states and thus denies the 

possibility of the same mental states recurring through similar but 

different material constructs. Multiple instantiations of one person, 

for example, would have to be regarded as separate individuals even 

though their thought processes were identical and they could not tell, 

individually, which instantiation they were. But I think this theory is 
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too restrictive. There is no compelling reason to reject the pattern 

theory of identity that leads to Interchangeability, and it has much to 

offer as we shall see. Thus I choose functionalism over the 

mind-brain identity theory.  

Personal Identity and Destiny 

 Returning to the problem of identity--when an earlier and a later 

person-stage would correspond to the same person--the functionalist 

position means we are concerned with characteristics presently re-

tained by the later stage. What is there now may be part of the per-

sisting personality, the diachronic self; what is not there, is not. (It is 

entirely possible and even highly desirable, however, that features 

never present before and not now present will eventually appear and 

become part of the diachronic self.) But again, it is psychological 

connectedness that is important, not continuity or, more generally, the 

process whereby the later person-stage comes into existence. 

 This position must contend with some major difficulties. What do 

we do, for example, about forgetting and false memories? Such 

problems will be considered in Chapter 15. I believe they can be 

satisfactorily resolved if we accept an immortalist viewpoint--that a 

“person” is best seen as part of an ongoing process of development 

leading to an ideal self, a kind of infinite being enduring forever. Such 

a viewpoint means we can, in some degree and with due precautions, 

overlook the difficulties on smaller scales. All will be well, it turns 

out, if certain properties hold in the limit of time. Remembering in 

particular should predominate over forgetting, and truth over falsi-

ty--and there is reason to think that both will. 

 Remembered experiences or episodic memories thus assume a 

particular importance, though they are certainly not the only im-

portant or even the most important characteristics. For example, 

valuing these experiences can be viewed as having more importance 

than the experiences themselves; experiences could not have im-

portance otherwise. More generally, a person‟s values might be 

conceded to be of greater importance than such details as specific 

memories. But with the proper values--valuing life‟s experiences in 

particular and the ongoing, organizing process that hopefully will 

continue to one‟s immortalization--memories and other personal in-

formation assume an honored place and a necessary role. 

 Life is made up of experiences--happenings of which we have 

some awareness at the time of their occurrence. Experiences in 
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turn--which we cannot avoid if we live at all, as conscious or partly 

conscious beings--ought to be worth having. An experience worth 

having is worth remembering. This simple argument (to be elaborated 

in later chapters) says much, I think, in favor of the value of memories 

and of having a high level of commitment to preserving them. This in 

turn takes on new significance given the possibilities of biostasis and 

our future prospects more generally. 

 Overall I think it is fruitful to view the life of an individual as, 

largely, a process of creating an assemblage of valued memories. (For 

those uncomfortable with this I include other information besides 

episodic memories--more on this later.) This has two important 

components: (1) having new experiences that will, in due course, take 

their place in the memory archives; and (2) reviewing the archives 

from time to time, to in some measure relive or recount older expe-

riences. Both these things I hope to be able to do indefinitely, building 

an increasing archival record much as civilization has been doing, as 

a whole, since the invention of writing. And I hope others will join me 

in this, so that each of us builds our own individual archive as we all 

live, interact, and develop. The archiving and review of older material 

would not overlook other features of mental activity that also are 

vitally important, such as acquiring new knowledge and skills. The 

approach I take is to emphasize episodic memories but incorporate 

other kinds of acquired information under the same paradigm. Skills 

and other information are “memories” of a sort that are also added to 

the archives of our past experiences and are “reviewed” as they exert 

perceptible effects on our conscious states. 

 Each of us, properly, is a civilization in miniature. To achieve our 

rightful destiny we must become more-than-human and approach 

infinite beings in the limit of time. But we have the technological 

potential to do this, or at least go a substantial distance, as I think 

good arguments attest. In time all of us ought to, and hopefully will, 

individually surpass all of our present civilization, in many and fas-

cinating ways. In this developmental process, even the humblest early 

memories should have lasting value, much as the most primitive an-

cient history and prehistory continues to hold interest today. 

 Meanwhile, we must not be daunted. Certainly we are far from 

perfect, and so are our present achievements and institutions. This 

should be no cause for despair but--in view of the possibilities for 

progress--reason for optimism and hope. In the first place, imperfec-
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tion (including incompleteness) is necessary if life is to have lasting 

meaning since there must always be a reason for new accomplish-

ments. (With an infinite amount of time, however, it should be pos-

sible to have an infinite amount of progress so that one is never finally 

completed but always has reason for further, meaningful activity.) 

Second, the course of our progress should witness some truly 

astounding achievements, and life, I think, will become rewarding in 

ways beyond the grasp of our present minds. Finally, I will wager, the 

game of life for more advanced beings will no more be zero-sum than 

it is today but a better state for some will tend, as a rule, toward a 

better state for others.  

 In fact it is reasonable to speculate that our capacity to experience 

happy states of mind will develop along with our means to realize the 

goals that produce the better states. What that will lead to can scarcely 

be fathomed, but some of the possibilities ought to be marvelous 

indeed. Our growing capacity to make better choices should, on the 

other hand, make happier outcomes increasingly likely. 

 I do not imagine that happiness will prove intractably elusive 

because, fundamentally, states of pleasure or enjoyment do not seem 

particularly hard to produce and should become easier as knowledge 

progresses. But it will be left to the individual to arrange life so that a 

deeper significance attaches to the feelings that are enjoyed, whatever 

the proximate causes of these feelings may be. Trivialization could 

result. The individual could choose something resembling eternal 

drunkenness, but I will argue that this will not produce the most re-

warding states and thus is to be rejected in favor of a progressively 

developing consciousness. 

Yuai, Resurrection, and the Multiverse 

 Something should now be said about the differences between 

Yuai as developed here, and other related systems such as Fedorov‟s 

Supramoralism or Tipler‟s more recent Omega Point Theory--though 

more will be said later. Largely, these differences stem from differing 

perspectives and commitments. As the last decades have run their 

course, marvelous vistas have opened, both from new cosmological 

insights and, closer to home, from certain options of a biological 

nature. 

 On one hand there is the universe at large, the place that will 

hopefully be our eternal home. Fedorov, in the nineteenth century, 

imagined a universe along Newtonian-Laplacian lines--fully, acces-
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sibly deterministic--whose events could be retrodicted by future 

generations. This had immediate implications for the problem of re-

storing the dead to life. His resurrections involved tracing the motion 

of atoms backward in time, as we have seen, to find out which living 

bodies were present and what were the characteristics of the beings 

who had them. But this idea was severely challenged, in the early 

twentieth century, by the finding of quantum uncertainty, which ap-

pears to put sharp limits on what can be known about the past. 

 The immediate reaction, when the problem of resurrection was 

pondered scientifically, was pessimistic. Barring supernatural means 

or assistance, persons of the past, once dead and decomposed, were 

surely gone forever--that was that. This position is reinforced by 

straightforward examination. 

 A person, viewed at the physical level, is an almost unimaginably 

complex assemblage of atoms that engage in an intricate, interactive 

balancing act for the decades of one‟s natural life. Materials are ex-

changed with the environment, and many changes occur. Yet the 

structure as a whole, including the mind and memories of the brain, 

maintains a certain integrity that allows us to say that, in some rea-

sonable sense, the person persists or lives on. But at death the whole 

process comes to a halt and the structure is reduced, through de-

composition, back to simpler substances.  

 More important, information is destroyed, particularly that of the 

brain, which is the principal repository of the elements that are critical 

to identity and personality and which is especially vulnerable to de-

composition. Resurrection of the person, by any process conceivable 

scientifically, would require, at minimum, recovery or recreation of 

this missing information. Recovery seems out of the question, in view 

of quantum uncertainty, which leaves only recreation--an excruciat-

ingly uncertain process--since vast amounts of information would 

have to be filled in by guesswork. 

 On the other hand, I will argue that, if a sufficiently accurate de-

scription of the person can be obtained, then resurrection of that 

person is always possible in principle. The method would involve 

making a functioning duplicate, or a continuer, of the original using 

the information at hand. Based on the functionalist version of psy-

chological reductionism just outlined, in Chapter 7 I will present the 

case for Interchangeability--that this replica is, for all intents and 

purposes, that original person, restored to conscious existence. 
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 The metaphysical position that a person would survive in a copy 

is crucially important for the philosophy that is to be developed, and it 

deserves some comment. That a copy of you is you may not seem at 

all intuitive--for example, it raises the issue of what would follow if 

there were two or more functioning copies in existence. Do we have 

several individuals or one? The position I adopt, as suggested above, 

is that exact copies (more generally, equivalently functioning copies) 

constitute one individual only, though in multiple instantiations. (I 

hope the longer term instantiation will be clearer than instance, which 

is sometimes used in philosophical discussions of objects that are 

separate but alike or equivalent.[6] I will use instantiation mainly to 

refer to a person-replica or, more generally, any physical process that 

emulates the person for an interval of time. Such a process will be 

considered equivalent and interchangeable with other similar or rep-

lica processes.) If significant differences arise, however, then dif-

ferent individuals are involved; thus it is possible for one person to 

fission into more than one, all of whom would share a common past. 

 A person, on the other hand, could be described (a person-stage 

could be specified) by some digital record of finite length, encoded, 

say, as a long string of bits. In principle then, it would be possible to 

guess an arbitrary, finite bit string and thus arrive at a description of 

any person who ever lived. Technology of the future, and particularly 

a mature nanotechnology, could presumably, working from this de-

scription, then bring the corresponding living person into existence 

by creating and setting in motion an appropriate instantiation. This 

then is a way that a vanished person of the past could be resurrected. 

 This scenario, however, offers difficulties if we contemplate its 

actual implementation, a major one being the problem of authenticity. 

The number of actual persons who lived on the earth must be very 

much smaller than the number of possible persons. Thus the vast 

majority of persons created by guesswork, in the manner just outlined, 

would seem to constitute unhistorical fantasies, people who never had 

real existence. A constructed person then, in keeping with objectivity, 

would have to conclude, “almost certainly I never really lived and my 

memories et cetera are just a recent fabrication,” even in the rare cases 

where this was not so and the guessing was lucky enough to create a 

real person. 

 This projection, however, is based on a worldview that, while it 

seems to accord well with ordinary experience, is also easy to chal-
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lenge if we take a larger view. What, I ask, is the totality of all that has 

ever happened, is happening, or will ever happen--that is, the multi-

verse? (Strictly speaking, the idea of time precedence breaks down in 

the multiverse and needs to be restricted to the domains, or individual 

universes, where it really applies--but I hope the concept of the mul-

tiverse, which is to encompass all that actually happens, is reasonably 

clear.) This question is not one for which I will claim a definitive 

answer, but there are certain features that, I conjecture, the multiverse 

ought to have that will shed light on the issue of resurrection. 

 

 The main feature of this sort, I maintain, is Unboundedness--that 

space, time, and events are so structured that, within large limits, all 

conceivable, finite histories actually happen. This does not mean, 

necessarily, that the universe we observe will last forever or has al-

ways been present but that the totality of all happenings is unlimited. 

Every person, then, must occur somewhere at every possible stage of 

development so that there are, essentially, no unhistorical fantasies, 

but innumerable individuals appear in alternate histories. 

 The question must then be raised whether the notion of Un-

boundedness could have a basis in reality. Though it may seem 

farfetched, I submit that rather simple properties could guarantee it. 

Mainly, if space and time really are infinite, we could reasonably 

expect that all finite patterns, in a suitable sense, would be created 

somewhere, and not once but infinitely often, along with the attendant 

processes. It is a big universe, and many things are happening more or 

less at random. Clearly a large variety of objects is being produced 

with imposed patterns and parcels of information, and many kinds of 

processes are unfolding. 

 Our observations suggest, on the other hand, that the observable 

universe has finite spatiotemporal extent, having started some billions 

of years ago in a Big Bang and that it could also come to an end 

(though it is not known that it will). But these properties do not rule 

out other universes, so that reality as a whole would consist of a 

multiverse that contains innumerable individual universes. So, in all, 

the requirements of Unboundedness could still be met even if our own 

universe is temporary and finite.  

 In fact there is a physical theory, with interesting scientific sup-

port, that appears to offer a solid case for Unboundedness: the 

many-worlds formulation of quantum mechanics, with its associated 
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ontology. Many-worlds challenges our usual intuition, in which we 

think of history as having a single timeline, that is, one and only one 

authentic way that things happen. Not so, says many-worlds, but in-

stead, equally authentic, alternate versions of history have happened 

and are happening all the time, in parallel. Moreover, our one world is 

constantly splitting into alternate worlds, whose histories then di-

verge. 

 Many-worlds, with its parallel universes, provides that all phys-

ically possible, finite, alternate histories are real and happen-

ing--essentially a guarantee of Unboundedness. I think it also offers 

the best explanation of what is happening at the level of deep reality, 

and that it is likely to be true, for reasons we will consider in the next 

chapter. Yet, and especially with so much at stake, I think we should 

exercise caution in our acceptance of this wonderful theory and 

acknowledge the possibility of its not holding after all. In fact, there 

are competing theories, which also make correct predictions, in which 

the worlds do not proliferate so readily and Unboundedness is not so 

clearly favored. But even here there are arguments supporting it, as 

we will explore. Overall, I think we can have confidence in Un-

boundedness, even if some of our ideas about it should prove un-

tenable. 

 Interchangeability is, in broad brush, the idea that things that are 

sufficiently alike share identity or can be considered not as separate 

entities but as instantiations of one and the same single item. (The 

different instantiations are “interchangeable.”) Thus, for example, in 

physics we are constrained to regard gas molecules--and different 

systems in general--as a single object (system) if they are in the same 

quantum state. As a philosophical principle, however, Interchangea-

bility is to have wider scope than to identify two objects with exactly 

the same characteristics at the subatomic level. As mainly used here, 

it will apply to instantiations of persons. Each such instantiation is a 

person restricted to one material object or functioning device (body 

and brain)--which is indeed how we normally imagine “persons.” 

Hypothetically, two such instantiations--functioning devices--could 

exhibit the same or equivalent behavior--so that the persons in ques-

tion have the same conscious experience and in effect are one being. 

 Such identical constructs have not been observed, of course--the 

likelihood of the necessary coincidence, involving myriad corre-

sponding events in two functioning brains, is small indeed. (Some 
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approach to the condition is provided, however, by computer pro-

grams, which can be run on different machines and/or at different 

times, yielding equivalent behavior.) The value of the Interchangea-

bility principle, then, is not in any imminent practical application, but 

in its philosophical implications--in providing for the possibility of 

resurrection, for instance, by identifying an original person with an 

exact copy made at a different time under different circumstances.  

 Although, as we noted, it is unlikely we will observe any two 

different but like instantiations of the same person, such multiple 

possibilities quickly come into play when we consider our basic on-

tological stance. Unboundedness should provide an endless supply of 

instantiations: somewhere in the multiverse are copies of you or me, 

exact in all essential respects, and these copies must be found over 

and over. (“You,” of course, have no way of knowing which of 

“your” instantiations “you” are, so effectively “you” are distributed, 

evenly and redundantly, over all of them.) These copies, on the other 

hand, are by expectation constantly undergoing independent changes 

that distinguish one from another--in effect, one individual constantly 

splits into many. The many begin to have diverging experiences--in 

effect, their worlds become different. 

 This, then, is a version of many-worlds in its own right, that is an 

echo of the physics (Everett) version but is really independent and 

could follow from some other model of reality entirely. Here though 

we must distinguish between an observer-world, which is reality as 

perceived by a given observer, and a world, as delineated by physics. 

Though the two differ, and our intuition is to call the physics-world 

the real world, an observer-world is certainly “real” too--and also 

rests, ultimately, on principles of physics that determine the charac-

teristics of observers and their perceptions, along with everything 

else. 

 We can then see that the UI assumptions, if accepted, offer a 

strong case that immortality is possible, even in the face of such dif-

ficulties as a collapsing universe that annihilates the life-forms within. 

(This then provides a more robust possibility of immortality than 

Tipler‟s Omega Point Theory, which depends rather heavily on a 

specific cosmological model.) The constant splitting of worlds (ob-

server-worlds at any rate), and related occurrences, in fact constitutes 

an enabling mechanism comparable to the workings of the super-

natural in traditional religions. This “miracle,” however, is thor-
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oughly materialistic and rests on principles of physics that are subject 

to observational testing and verification. Though indeed much is still 

unknown, so far the outlook seems encouraging, and this carries over 

to the long-term prospects for every sentient individual, whatever the 

more immediate circumstances that accompany one‟s life or death. 

Shorter-Term Also Important 

 It is not just the very long term that has interest, however; matters 

of more direct concern to persons living today must also be consid-

ered. It seems very likely that, soon on the scale of history, and pro-

vided as always, our species does not annihilate itself or our civili-

zation, means will be found to halt and reverse aging and end other 

now-terminal conditions. At minimum, then, very long life spans will 

be the rule, and possibilities will open for unprecedented modes of 

existence. Options should include redesign of the human body and 

modification of psychological characteristics, always subject, one 

hopes, to the wishes of the participant (and also, one hopes, in some 

sense conserving the participant). Another possibility is to upload the 

personality into a computational device, thereby virtually eliminating 

all physical encumbrances. These, it should be stressed, are possibil-

ities only at this point. I think, however, that some incredible options 

can be considered likely--more will be discussed in later chapters. 

Properly exercised, our options should open the gateway to a paradise 

every bit as marvelous as the afterlife concepts of traditional religions 

and very likely surpassing all that our present minds can imagine. 

 The problem is that many of us now living likely will die before 

the great breakthroughs that will end aging and intractable illnesses. 

Thus I advocate biostasis as a form of holding action. Those dying 

today or in the more immediate future would have a reasonable 

chance, in my view, of surviving biologically, as preserved speci-

mens, so that they can be awakened in the future. Biostasis thus will 

orient us toward this material life and the things that are possible now 

and in the relatively near future and not just in a remote, more ad-

vanced future. Moreover, it offers a practical course of action that 

does not require great power or wealth. 

 There is an interesting dilemma, however. Under the system de-

veloped here--Yuai--all can and should eventually be resurrected. 

Does this not make biostasis, even if it does work, superfluous? This 

issue is an important one and is treated in Chapter 13, but some in-

troductory remarks are worth stating here. 
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 There are two aspects of one‟s existence, which we earlier re-

ferred to, a bit whimsically, as the “User” and the “Interface.” The 

User, what really makes “you” what you are, requires only the right 

information--an appropriate description from which a functioning 

replica can be made. This follows from the functionalist paradigm 

and is why resurrection could happen through guesswork; psycho-

logical connectedness with the past self, in the final analysis, is all 

that matters. But the Interface, your ties with reality and the world at 

large, though not strictly a requirement for your existence or reap-

pearance, is still very important to make life meaningful and re-

warding. In general, in the course of our lives we try to cultivate the 

proper Interface--doing so helps minimize the harsher features of the 

unknown--and this involves favoring life over death and what is more 

conserving of life rather than less.  

 There is much uncertainty about what would transpire in the event 

of our death, if one is not dogmatic, and we must cope. By dis-

counting the paranormal, I also dismiss any cosmic sanction, or 

sanctification, of this present life with its usual terminal processes. 

We do not “owe a death” to any force or power. Yet the life of the 

individual should consist of an orderly progression in which disrup-

tive events arguably are minimized. Biostasis is important as a means 

of minimizing a potentially very disruptive event--one‟s clinical 

death. It is thus a means of coping, and this is to be sought, despite the 

prospect, if it should fail, of an eventual resurrection by other means. 

In this latter case the unknowns are greater, despite whatever assur-

ances can be argued.  

 A point worth making here is that it is expected there will be in-

dividuals in the future who are interested in resurrecting persons of 

the past. This should hold even in the relatively near future in the case 

of biostasis patients--contrary to the fears that some have expressed, 

that no one would care to bring them back. I will argue that resur-

rected individuals will be able to make interesting, unique contribu-

tions to the lives of others then living, thus the latter will stand to gain 

in terms of enlightened self-interest. (On this ground let it be said that 

I have a strong interest myself in resurrecting persons of the past, 

under whatever circumstances and using whatever methods may be 

feasible and appropriate. I hope others will agree with this position 

and also wish to be involved.) This is not, however, a guarantee that 

all will go well for the resurrectee, especially at first; again, a serious 
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unknown must be faced in the prospect of one‟s death. 

 I should add that the advantages of biostasis are not negated if it is 

not fully successful, that is, if there is insufficient information to fully 

reconstruct the patient from preserved remains, so that some infor-

mation must be recreated by guesswork. The less extensive the 

guesswork, the better the reconstruction--since more information is 

part of the historical record. I will also conjecture that, with more 

information to go on, the resurrection will happen sooner, even if the 

preservation was imperfect. Biostasis, then, is the clearly favored 

course to follow over alternatives that do not attempt to preserve 

identity-critical information.  

 In taking this position, however, I do not want to go to an extreme 

that would compromise the viewpoint that wrongs of whatever sort 

can eventually be righted. The philosophical stance of Yuai, in fact, 

will favor the prospect of overcoming all disadvantages one might 

incur, in the limit of time. (There are conceivable adverse circum-

stances, too, in which self-sacrifice is called for, that is, even saving 

one‟s life is not always, necessarily, the preferred course; more on 

this later.) This is not to suggest that the choices one makes are a 

matter of indifference. A choice, of whatever nature, that would lead 

to unhappiness or to less happiness, can be resisted on that ground. 

But if a wrong choice is made, as time progresses the extent of the 

resulting disadvantage will lessen with the right effort.  

 In general, actions favoring the perpetuation of life--one‟s own 

and others‟--and benevolence overall, will result in greater benefits to 

the individual and lesser penalties or misfortune. As time progresses 

this should become increasingly clear to increasingly many, which 

should further diminish inequities. In the plenitude of our hoped-for 

destiny, all beings should approach a condition of unlimited benefit 

and joy, with past wounds healed and differences resolved. 

 

CHAPTER 5. 

Some Scientific Perspectives 

 

Those who yearn for what ought to be must come to grips with what is. 

Historically this problem has not proved easy to assess, let alone ad-

dress, and in fact perspectives on “what is” have altered greatly over 

the centuries. Once the world seemed to be ruled by intelligent su-

perhumans. Then it seemed to be a clockwork mechanism, in which 
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events could be predicted or retrodicted with arbitrary accuracy. By 

now the picture has changed again, with older viewpoints called into 

question once more but with some new and wonderful possibilities to 

take their place. 

 Models of reality shape the philosophical approaches that are 

developed for addressing the tough problems of life. At present, in 

fact, there is no unique, accepted model, but very many out of all the 

ones we have ever had are still with us, each with its circle of advo-

cates. The supernatural ones we will consider more fully in Chapters 

6 and 10--Unboundedness has an interesting perspective on these. 

Here instead the focus will be on scientific theories. In the early days, 

however, they too were often entwined with beliefs about higher 

powers. 

 Origen, for example, was convinced that the stars were intelligent 

beings, based on their regular, apparent motions (mostly due, we now 

know, to the turning of the earth underfoot). “[S]ince the stars move 

with such majestic order and plan that never have we seen their 

course deflected in the slightest degree, is it not the height of stupidity 

to say that such order, such exact observance of rule and plan, is ac-

complished by things without reason?”[1] More than 1,400 years 

later, however, Isaac Newton offered a mathematical explanation of 

the motion of objects. The universe was seen to obey knowable laws. 

The new approach both refined the ability to predict events and ac-

counted in detail for what could be observed. No longer were the 

regular motions attributed to intelligent guidance, any more than for 

the periodic swaying of an earthly pendulum or the graceful fall of 

stones from a tower. The same gravitational force that affected ob-

jects on Earth explained the motion of things in space. Nothing be-

yond such measurable quantities as position and momentum was 

needed to deduce the future configurations of objects, and the past 

could be calculated as well. 

 The technique worked best for the large, ponderous objects seen 

in space. Eclipses of the sun and other celestial events could be 

forecast to the minute, centuries in advance, or similarly retrodicted 

to reconstruct what had happened long ago. On Earth the objects were 

smaller and their motions more erratic and harder to second-guess. 

Other forces came into play besides gravitation, such as electro-

magnetism. But theories resembling Newton‟s were developed by his 

successors to explain and predict these effects too and generally were 
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quite successful. It appeared, then, that perhaps all effects might 

eventually be understood in this manner. 

Reproducibility versus Unpredictability 

 A basic principle seemed at work that could be verified over and 

over by performing experiments in which a set of initial conditions 

was established, after which events were allowed to run their course. 

In any such experiment, the principle asserted, when the initial con-

ditions are the same, the outcome is also the same. Thus, in dropping 

stones from a tower, if the same stone or another just like it is dropped 

from the same height each time, the time for the stone to hit the 

ground is the same, as well as the speed and direction of the impact, et 

cetera. (Other conditions affecting the motion such as wind speed and 

direction must also be the same.) True, there were often small varia-

tions in the outcome of different experiments, but this seemed ac-

countable by variations in the starting conditions. 

 It was hard, maybe impossible, to have exactly the same starting 

conditions over again--there had to be some allowance for error. In 

general, though, the more nearly alike the starting conditions of two 

experiments, the more similar the outcomes would be. Insignificant 

enough starting differences could only yield insignificant differences 

in the outcome. The reproducibility of experimental results was ver-

ified countless times, in widely varied settings, with only small dis-

crepancies that seemed well accounted for by the slight but una-

voidable variations in the starting conditions. 

 The apparent reproducibility of results had tremendous philo-

sophical consequences. In the clockwork world, effect followed cause 

automatically. No more did gods or other incomprehensible agents 

have to be invoked to explain happenings--except, perhaps, the initial 

“winding of the clock” in remote antiquity that had started it all. In-

creasingly, belief in supernatural powers began to weaken, though for 

other reasons many still clung to such beliefs. 

 Along with the reproducibility of results there was 

time-reversibility: specifying the ending state of a system in enough 

detail made it possible to determine the starting conditions. Thus if 

we knew the speed and direction of a rock striking the ground after 

being dropped from a height, by taking account of the earth‟s known 

gravitation and other factors we could determine from what point the 

rock had fallen and also how long the fall had taken. Generalizing this 

idea, the future or the past might be calculated to any desired accuracy 
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from sufficiently accurate measurements of the present state of things. 

Such a physics characterizes a deterministic universe. In this case, we 

have both forward and reverse determinism--we can deduce both the 

future and the past from the present. (In general, however, it is pos-

sible to have forward but not reverse determinism, and vice versa, as 

computerized, toy universes easily demonstrate.) Moreover, the de-

terminism here is accessible: the necessary information to deduce the 

past or future is available to the observer inside the universe. 

 Yet some phenomena resisted this reducibility to cause and effect, 

particularly when small objects were involved. It is easy to guess that 

this might be so, when we consider that observations are necessary 

before deductions can be made. Observations will tend to disturb the 

system being observed, particularly in the case of tiny objects. This 

disturbance introduces uncertainty: we can never be quite sure about 

the state of the system before we tried to observe it, nor what we have 

changed it into in the course of trying to observe it. We would natu-

rally want to use the least invasive observational technique possible, 

to minimize uncertainties of this sort. (Actually, the problem with 

minute observations goes beyond this simple disturbance mod-

el--disturbance-free measurements, to high approximation, are dif-

ficult but not impossible[2]--but unavoidable uncertainties still per-

sist for other reasons.)  

 Among the least invasive methods, which works well for many if 

not all cases of interest, is to use light. Light is useful for astronomical 

observations--planets are easy to track and not appreciably affected in 

their motions by the reflected sunlight that makes them shine. Nor are 

the sun and other stars affected much by the light they constantly 

beam into space, though it does result in a very gradual loss of mass. 

And even on Earth we can observe many systems quite adequately, 

for the amount of information we want to extract, through illumina-

tion that has negligible effects otherwise. 

 This becomes increasingly difficult, however, when we go down 

to small scales. In general, the smaller the scale, the less light we want 

to use for illumination since things are more sensitive to disturbance, 

so we attenuate our light source. But light cannot be arbitrarily at-

tenuated because it comes in tiny, discrete packets called photons: a 

single photon is as far down as we can go. (True, we can use low-

er-energy photons to achieve a kind of progressive attenuation, but 

this will limit the information we can recover and so will defeat our 
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purpose.) And photons themselves are objects we might want to study, 

to determine their past or future actions. We might then attempt to 

bombard a photon with other photons, as a means of observing it. But 

here we immediately encounter another major obstacle: photons do 

not bounce off other photons--they pass right through as if nothing is 

there. Using other techniques, however, we can extract information 

about individual photons but this information is limited. It is so lim-

ited, in fact, that it destroys the notion of reproducibility. Two ex-

periments with, as far as we can tell, the same initial conditions yield 

different outcomes. 

 A simple example of this can be seen by merely shining a beam of 

light at metal foil or another opaque barrier into which a small hole 

has been made and placing a detector behind the barrier to record the 

passage of light through the hole. When a light source is turned on, 

light passes through the hole to the detector in back, and the detector 

responds. A sophisticated detector will be able to tell us how much 

light gets through the hole in terms of the number of photons striking 

the detector per second. (Actually, not every photon that strikes the 

detector surface is actually detected--only a percentage of them are; 

this can be taken into account and the results interpreted in terms of 

individual photonic impacts.) 

 For example, let us assume that a lamp with a 100-watt bulb (rated 

at 1,750 lumens) is placed 1 meter (39 inches) from a piece of alu-

minum foil with a pinhole 0.1 mm in diameter (0.004 inch, the 

thickness of a coarse human hair). For best results, the lamp should be 

carefully shielded so that only the light passing through the pinhole 

reaches the detector. Then, when the light is switched on, about 10 

billion (10[10]) photons will pass through the hole to the detector 

each second. When the detector is very close to the hole, the incoming 

photons form a small dot of light on the detector surface approxi-

mately the size of the hole, 0.1 mm. If the detector is moved back 

some distance, however, and kept perpendicular to the beam, the dot 

spreads out so that, at 1 meter away, it will be a fuzzy, round spot, 

reddish around the edges, whose brightest part is several millimeters 

across. Actually, closer inspection will show more interesting details, 

such as a bull‟s-eye pattern of fainter, concentric rings surrounding 

the central spot and more color separation, the reds and blues con-

firming that white light is a mixture of different wavelengths that 

spread out by differing amounts.[3] 
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 One interesting effect can now be observed if we assume a de-

tector sensitive enough to record a single photon and attenuate the 

light source so that individual photons striking the detector can be 

recorded. For example, by shielding the light emerging from the 

pinhole with a filter made of stacked panes of lightly silvered glass 

we could reduce the intensity by a factor of ten billion, so that, on 

average, only one photon per second strikes the detector. What we 

then notice is that successive photons do not fall at the same place on 

the detector but strike at random over an area several millimeters in 

diameter, occasionally straying farther afield. In fact, these individual 

photon detections are just building up the same spreading spot pattern 

seen with the unattenuated light, only much more slowly, as can be 

verified by making a cumulative record of the detections. The inter-

esting thing, however, from the standpoint of reproducibility, is that 

the photons fall at random within the spot. There is no known means 

of predicting just where a given photon will land, or exactly when. 

 Two successive photon events, then, have the same set of starting 

conditions, as far as we can tell, yet produce very different outcomes. 

There is no known convergence of the outcomes that results from 

making the starting conditions more similar, but irreducible ran-

domness prevails. In general, this variability is observed with any 

sufficiently small particles, such as atoms or their constitu-

ents--electrons, protons, and neutrons. (This is true whether, like 

photons, the particles always move at the speed of light or, like atoms 

and their subatomic constituents, always move at slower speeds and 

can be at rest relative to the observer.) It is even more a fact of life on 

small scales than the clockwork predictability is on larger scales be-

cause it ultimately affects that very predictability, rendering it im-

precise. It has given rise to an entirely new physics--quantum me-

chanics (named after the quantum, or particle, that in different forms 

dominates things at small scales). In many ways quantum mechanics 

resembles its Newtonian precursors, yet it retains the irreducible 

randomness. 

 In quantum mechanics, events such as photon detections are not 

strictly predictable, but only their probabilities, which still obey de-

terministic laws. For example, in the above experiment, a photon has 

a 50 percent chance of landing above rather than below the center of 

the fuzzy spot or a 25 percent chance of landing in the upper right 

quadrant. (Similarly, the time that a photon strikes the detector, also 
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inexact, is described by a law of averages.) With different starting 

conditions--for example, if we used mirrors or lenses to change the 

path of the photons--different probabilities would apply. Predictions 

can be made with confidence even though the exact outcome of any 

one experiment is unknowable. Something then can be salvaged of 

the old trust in the ability of science to explain events. 

 Still, the randomness is disturbing. If two experiments with the 

same starting conditions can yield substantially different outcomes, 

then different effects must follow from the same causes, so the sci-

entific explanation of events is inadequate. This does not necessarily 

mean that intelligent, supernatural agents must be introduced--the 

randomness of the photons, for instance, does not require a hidden, 

conscious manipulator--but it does raise a difficulty. By now there are 

a number of proposed remedies, of which more will be said later in 

the chapter, after considering more experimental evidence. 

 Photons, which are as easily produced as turning on a light, fur-

nish a convenient pathway for investigating the strange world of the 

quantum. For more sophisticated experiments, it is often useful to 

have a single wavelength or monochromatic light source; today this 

can easily be achieved to very high accuracy using a laser. The fa-

miliar and inexpensive helium-neon laser, for instance, emits an in-

tense, narrow red beam of wavelength 633 nanometers (nm; 1 nm is 

one billionth of a meter or a millionth of a millimeter). It is bright 

enough that we can easily see the glowing beam as it travels through 

the air. (A few of the photons in the beam, in this case, bounce off 

particles in the air and find their way into our eyes or elsewhere, il-

luminating the path of the light, while most of the photons continue 

unhindered along the path.) If such light is passed through a pinhole 

to a detector behind it, as in the experiment just described, the light 

emerging from the aperture is still monochromatic, but the beam is no 

longer so tight. A pattern forms on the detector as before, but it now 

assumes a clearer, bull‟s-eye appearance with a central disk sur-

rounded by alternating bright and dark concentric bands, all of the 

same, red color. 

 This result can be explained, when large numbers of photons are 

involved, by the wave nature of light. The conditions of the experi-

ment, it turns out, alter the direction of motion of the various photons 

in the beam causing multiple, overlapping waves of light to strike the 

detector. Where waves constructively interfere, reinforcing each 
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other, bright bands are formed; where they destructively interfere, 

there is darkness. Interference effects can be more easily seen if we 

make certain refinements in this apparatus. 

The Two-Slit Experiment 

 If we pass the laser light through a very thin slit rather than a 

pinhole, it spreads out beyond the slit in a cylindrical wave front, 

which is still monochromatic though, again, no longer a narrow beam 

like the original. (For good results we would want a slit on the order 

of 1 micrometer or .001 mm in width, 100 times narrower than our 

pinhole but still technologically feasible; the length of the slit can be 

several millimeters or more, so that overall the opening is comparable 

in area to the pinhole.) The cylindrical wave front itself can then be 

used as a light source. If we shine it through a carefully placed barrier 

with two parallel slits similar to the first, we obtain two cylindrical 

wave fronts similar to the first, which can then be projected onto a 

detector. (The two slits, that is, must be parallel to and the same dis-

tance beyond the first slit, which can be achieved by fine adjustment.) 

Interference effects between the two wave fronts will show up as a 

corduroy pattern of parallel stripes or bands on the detector surface. If 

we close off one of the two slits admitting only one of the cylindrical 

wave fronts, the interference pattern goes away leaving only a bright, 

fairly uniform swath. 

 This then is a rough description of the famous two-slit photon 

experiment, a version of which was performed as early as 1801 by 

English scientist Thomas Young (using equipment more primitive 

than lasers, but capable of similar effects).[4] It has interesting things 

to teach on the level of classical (nonquantum) physics. By measuring 

the distance between successive interference bands, taking account of 

other factors (mainly the distance between the two slits and the dis-

tance of the slits from the detector), we can determine the wavelength 

of the light, for example. If the slits are 0.1 mm apart (the same as the 

diameter of the pinhole) and the detector is 1 meter away as before, 

the bands for our wavelength of 633 nm will be an easily visible 6.33 

mm (about ј in.) apart. However, the quantum effects are more in-

teresting still.  

 These are shown if we attenuate the light source so that there is 

almost always at most one photon at a time in the system. This is easy 

to achieve using a filter such as that described above, made of a stack 

of silvered glass panes. Light travels 300 million meters per second. 
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Thus, if on average only one photon per second is detected, and we 

assume a 2-meter path from the laser source to the detector, for only 

about one 150-millionth of the time will there be any photon in the 

system at all. The chance of two or more photons being present is 

about one 150-millionth of that, or about once in five years, a per-

centage that can be ignored. (Actually, we could greatly increase the 

rate of photon detections and still safely assume that only one photon 

at a time was in the system. Even at a million photons per second, 

each passing photon will be unaccompanied more than 99 percent of 

the time.)  

 What happens if only one photon at a time goes through? As 

before, we detect the photons individually, and they fall at random 

building up a pattern over time. The pattern is found to be exactly the 

same as with many photons at a time, it just takes longer to build. 

Thus with both slits open, we obtain the same corduroy pattern as 

before, indicating interference. With one slit closed, we get a 

spreading swath indicating the absence of interference, just as be-

fore.[5] 

 How can one photon at a time cause interference? If we place 

detectors just behind both slits, we can look at how each photon goes 

through, to see if there is something peculiar. For instance, maybe the 

photon does not pass through just one slit or the other, the way intui-

tion would suggest. For all we know, a photon may be a squishy, 

spread-out object capable of going through two slits at once. If this 

happens, we would hope to be able to verify it by getting a response 

from both detectors. What we find, however, is that there is no mul-

tiple response. There is nothing peculiar about a photon‟s passage 

through the slits, beyond the fact of unpredictability. One detector or 

the other may be triggered, but never both. When the photon goes 

through one slit, the other slit, we would think, might as well be 

closed. In fact, we can do two versions of the experiment that intui-

tion suggests ought to produce the same results. 

 In the first version we keep one slit closed and allow the photons, 

one at a time, to pass through the system, detecting those that pass 

through the other, open slit. For definiteness let us say we do this for 

one hour, giving about 3,600 photons at our rate of one per second. As 

expected, we get the bandless swath indicating no interference. We 

then close the second slit and open the first one and again run the 

experiment for an hour. Again, there is a bandless swath in a slightly 
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different position on the detector surface. Add the two together, and 

we obtain a combined, slightly fuzzier swath representing about 

7,200 photons, with no interference pattern. Or alternately, we can 

open one slit and close the other at random and send a photon through. 

As long both slits are never open at the same time, we again get the 

bandless, fuzzy swath. 

 In the second version we keep both slits open and run the ex-

periment two hours, again giving about 7,200 photons. In each case 

the photons pass one at a time through the slits, one slit or the other. 

For each individual photon, intuition suggests that, if we knew in 

advance which slit the photon would go through, we could just close 

off the other slit so that the photon would zip through unhindered, as 

it “intended” to do anyway. On this basis then, the outcome should be 

the same as before, when one slit at a time was closed. Yet this time, 

we get an interference pattern. Each photon then, manages somehow 

to interfere with itself. 

 This strange phenomenon has numerous interpretations, ranging 

from “this is what the mathematics predicts, and you just have to 

accept that” to the preposterous but wonderful many-worlds theory, 

in which reality quite literally splits into alternate versions, with 

parallel photons that really do interfere with each other. Meanwhile, 

the mathematics of quantum mechanics, whatever interpretation you 

attach to it, does make the correct prediction, that is, the probability of 

a photon striking at each point on the detector surface. But that still 

leaves open the question of what it means. 

The Riddle of Quantum Reality 

 Quantum mechanics is a way of describing interactions at very 

small scales of distance, the level of individual atoms, for instance, 

nuclei of atoms, or subatomic particles such as electrons or photons. 

At these minute scales, matter--atoms and other particles--behaves in 

ways that seem very strange by comparison with ordinary objects. 

Quantum objects do not have definite boundaries, and two experi-

ments conducted under conditions that are identical, as far as we can 

tell, do not produce identical results. We have seen how photons 

behave unpredictably in the experiments above. Another experiment 

involves firing a photon at a “half-silvered” mirror in which a thin 

layer of metal is plated onto glass. At the right thickness, 50 percent 

of the photons with some particular features (wavelength, polariza-

tion) will reflect off the mirror upon striking it at a certain angle, say 
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45°, and the rest will pass on through, both outcomes being verified 

by appropriately placed detectors. (Such mirrors can also be stacked 

into filters to attenuate a beam of photons, as suggested above.) Again, 

there is no known way to predict which outcome will happen; all we 

can predict is the probability of each of the two possible outcomes. 

 In general, quantum mechanics provides a statistical descrip-

tion--the probability that, when an experiment is done, the outcome 

will be some particular alternative out of several. All versions of 

quantum mechanics exhibit this statistical character, and all make 

nearly the same predictions differing, at most, only in more subtle 

details. Many of the predictions have been tested and found very 

accurate--quantum mechanics is probably the most successful scien-

tific theory yet devised. (It and relativity, which governs happenings 

at speeds approaching that of light, together constitute the state of the 

art in our present-day physics. These two theories account for all 

ordinary phenomena of observation and many more esoteric effects, 

though not everything is satisfactorily explained, leaving exciting 

unknown territory for the future scientist.) 

 In particular, quantum mechanics allows accurate, statistical 

predictions in cases where small objects behave in seemingly con-

tradictory ways. Individually, such an object often acts as if it were 

hard and sharp, in other words, it conforms more or less to our notion 

of a particle. This is what happens when a detection event occurs. 

Between detection events, though, in which many such objects may 

be interacting, the particle is better described as a wave. In fact, each 

particle has associated with it its characteristic wave, whose mathe-

matical description can be manipulated to give the probability of 

detecting the particle under various circumstances. 

 Waves corresponding to different particles are added together to 

determine the probability of a successful detection in a situation 

where several particles are involved. In general, any physical system 

has a wave function that gives the behavior of the system over time in 

terms of the probabilities of the possible outcomes. Quantum me-

chanics successfully sorts the particulate from the wavelike cases and 

assigns the correct probabilities for the different particle events. An-

other feature is that in a system of many particles, the probabilistic 

effects are usually averaged out so that, to a first order approximation, 

the system behaves deterministically, and accessibly so. This is why 

planetary motions are predictable and also retrodictable; re-
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verse-determinism holds in the same, approximate way. More gen-

erally, classical physics--as it existed prior to quantum mechan-

ics--follows from this large-scale averaging. So actually quantum 

mechanics applies at all scales, not just the very small. (Classical 

physics is still a useful approximation at the larger scales, of course.) 

 The different, successful versions of quantum mechanics (there 

have been failures too) all achieve accurate predictions for the ex-

periments that have been conducted so far--and there are many. The 

ways that the versions differ are subtle, yet still profound. The subtle 

differences become important when deep questions about reality are 

considered, in particular, whether Unboundedness may hold. For this 

reason we need to examine these different versions. As a start we 

need to consider how much confidence we can place in each version 

as a description of reality and whether one version might be preferred 

over the others; this is the subject of the rest of this chapter. 

 We have noted that different versions of quantum mechanics 

make the same predictions as far as we can tell by experiments. 

(Better experiments, however, that might distinguish some versions 

from others will be considered later in the chapter, including what is 

arguably one such experiment that has already been performed.) So 

we must then ask what criteria are to be used in arriving at preferences. 

As it turns out, there is one important criterion, based on the problem 

of locality, to be discussed shortly, plus some other considerations 

such as determinism, simplicity of the formalism, and believability of 

the metaphysical implications. These will be addressed in turn. My 

conclusion will be that many-worlds offers the best model of reality, 

when all known, relevant factors are taken into account, but that the 

case for many-worlds cannot be considered closed. So other view-

points must have their due too, and we must consider different pos-

sible realities, any one of which might be true (or none of them), as 

we approach the issue of Unboundedness. 

Relativity and the Problem of Locality  

 Let us go now to the problem of locality. This comes up in con-

nection with that other great theory of physics, relativity. Quantum 

mechanics must square with relativity if both are to be correct de-

scriptions of reality at the levels they address. So far there is trouble: 

most versions of quantum mechanics do not agree with relativity in 

one important respect, and we have reason in this case to trust rela-

tivity. The disagreement is over locality: relativity says that events in 
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one part of the universe cannot instantly affect events in another part. 

(Actually there is another disagreement that we will consider in 

Chapter 8; it appears to be resolvable without fundamentally dis-

turbing quantum mechanics, though the difficult work is still not 

complete.) Instead, anything that happens here, any process that gets 

started whatever, can only propagate at speeds not faster than light, so 

there must be a time lag before the spreading process can affect an-

ything over there. Quantum mechanics, in most versions, allows that 

some effects propagate instantly, so that locality is violated. The one 

significant exception is many-worlds; here the locality property is 

preserved. How this can be so, and why it is important, is an inter-

esting story. 

 Locality concerns the possibility that an event in one part of the 

universe could exert a causal effect on an event in another part of the 

universe. Say we have two events, E1 and E2; these may be separated 

by a small or large interval in space and/or time. For E1 to exert a 

causal effect on E2 means, at minimum, that E1 must happen earlier 

than E2. For instance, if I start out on a journey (E1), my arrival at the 

destination (E2) certainly is causally affected by my departure, and 

my departure is certainly earlier than my arrival. In this simple case 

the order of time precedence is easy to establish because I observed 

both happenings directly--at the times and places at which they oc-

curred. The problem becomes more complicated, however, when 

there is no observer on-site at both happenings, and the order of 

precedence must be inferred from information collected at some 

distance away. 

 For this case the problem is not in the information itself but in 

how it should be interpreted. This is not so simple, even with perfect 

information. Thanks to relativity, space and time behave strangely, 

and different observers can get different results. 

 A simple illustration, going back to Albert Einstein (1879–1955), 

who founded the theory of relativity, will show the nature of the dif-

ficulty.[6] We consider a train in uniform, straight-line motion. On 

such a frame of reference the laws of physics are just the same as in 

any other such frame of reference, for example, on the “stationary” 

ground. We ignore minor effects such as the earth‟s rotation, which 

are not in a straight line and do induce small discrepancies. Aside 

from such effects it will be clear that “stationary” is a relative concept; 

the train could just as well be considered stationary while the ground 
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is moving past it.  

 One property that holds in such a frame of reference is that the 

speed of light, as measured by the observer, is always the same, about 

300,000 kilometers (186,000 miles) per second. (Strictly speaking, 

this speed must be measured in a vacuum; the presence of the at-

mosphere will introduce another small discrepancy, which we can 

ignore here.) This is a very remarkable property indeed--a train 

speeding at constant velocity, for example, will not show the same 

velocity relative to some other moving or stationary point of refer-

ence. We might have a car running alongside that just keeps up with 

the train so it appears stationary or a car moving faster so the train 

moves backwards relative to the car. But this is impossible with light 

(that is, it is not possible for any material object to travel as fast as 

light or faster, as far as we know). Moreover, certain subtle effects are 

necessary so that observers moving at different rates in different di-

rections will all get the same results when they measure the speed of 

light. These effects--clocks that run at slightly different rates and 

distances that minutely change (more so at greater speeds)--have all 

been verified experimentally. 

 But to return to our example, suppose that, as the train is moving 

down the track, bolts of lightning strike both in the front (E1) and in 

the rear (E2), leaving visible marks on both the train and the ground. 

(The visible marks are important as a way of determining, experi-

mentally, exactly where the lightning struck.) An observer on the 

ground, standing by the track midway between the two points where 

the lightning strikes, sees two flashes of light at exactly the same time 

and concludes that the lightning struck at both points simultaneously. 

An observer on the train, however, also standing midway between the 

two flashes, will see something different. 

 A small interval of time must pass for the light from the lightning 

to reach the two observers. During this time the train moves forward. 

The observer on the train thus must see the light from the front before 

the light from the rear. The speed of the light, on the other hand, is 

exactly the same measured on the train as on the ground. (Again we 

are ignoring small effects, such as any side-to-side rocking of the 

train, and also assuming very high precision in all measurements, 

which, as we noted, should be done in a vacuum. The precision we 

would need, in fact, is unlikely under the conditions described but 

could be achieved with a special “train” and special instruments.) The 
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light from the front must travel the same distance as that from the 

back, yet it arrives before the light from the back. The observer on the 

train concludes that lightning struck in front before it struck in back or, 

in other words, that E1 preceded E2. In a similar way, if the train had 

been going in the other direction, the observer would “see” that E2 

preceded E1. 

 The conclusion is that the notion of simultaneity simply does not 

apply--there is no absolute simultaneity. We are unable to say 

whether E1 or E2 happened first or whether they both happened at the 

same time because different, equally valid frames of reference give 

different, conflicting results. It might then be asked whether this is 

true in general, that is, maybe we can never establish the precedence 

of any events because there could always be some observer who 

could refute the claim--but this is not so. 

 

 As one example, clearly there is no ambiguity if lightning strikes 

in front soon enough that the flash would be seen in the rear of the 

train before the lightning strikes there. Any observer, whether on the 

ground or in the train, must then see the flash in front before the one in 

the rear, and all must agree that the event in front happened first. 

(This, it will be seen, must be true even for a train traveling in the 

opposite direction, so that E1 is now in the rear. By reaching the site 

of E2 first, the light from E1 gains a head start over the light from E2 

that this other flash, traveling at the same speed, can never overtake.) 

We then say that E1 and E2 have timelike separation, and it is pos-

sible for E1 to exert a causal effect on E2. The light from E1, for 

example, could trip a detector at the (future) site of E2, which could 

trigger the deployment of a lightning rod to intercept the second bolt 

when it did strike. 

 We can extend this notion of time ordering and causality to the 

case where light from E1 arrives just as E2 is happening. Clearly here 

too E1 could exert a causal effect on E2, though the options are more 

limited. So in this case, which is known as lighllike separation, E1 

still precedes E2. But further than this we cannot go: E1 unambigu-

ously precedes E2 if and only if there is time for a light signal sent out 

from the site of E1 at the time of its occurrence to reach the site of E2 

not later than when E2 happens. 

 Otherwise, if E1 and E2 are too far apart spatially and too close in 

time to signal in either direction, their separation is spacelike and 
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there is no order of precedence. It is impossible in this case for one 

event to causally affect the other. For this reason a good case can be 

made that faster-than-light travel is impossible. If we could go faster 

than light, our arrival at our destination could not be causally affected 

by our departure or be said to occur definitely later--yet obviously it is 

causally affected and does happen later. Signaling faster than light is 

precluded for the same reason. 

 That faster-than-light or superluminal effects are not possible is 

basically the locality property. We have seen how it rests on simple 

assumptions, mainly, that the laws of physics must be the same in 

similar frames of reference so that the speed of light must also be the 

same. These assumptions (in a refined but basically similar form) 

underlie the special theory of relativity, which has wide applicability 

in accounting for what we observe in the world.  

 Of wider scope still is the general theory of relativity, which in 

addition accounts for the behavior of objects under gravitation. (The 

latter causes warping, or curvature, of space, normally only a very 

small additional effect.) Though the special theory precludes fast-

er-than-light signaling or travel, there is still uncertainty about the 

general theory. Some have tried to argue that it could allow super-

luminal effects, though such effects have not been observed.[7] The 

only exception--of a sort--occurs in the expansion of the universe; 

space itself may expand faster than the speed of light. Indeed, this is 

conjectured to have happened in an early, inflationary phase of our 

universe.[8] But it would not permit one to travel faster than light, as 

we usually understand it, that is, choosing our destination at will and 

going there, or sending messages faster than light. In general it seems 

that relativity never violates the locality property, even with inflating 

space or such exotic, conjectured possibilities as wormholes, which 

will be considered in later chapters. 

Quantum Interpretations and Locality 

 Enter quantum mechanics, where strangeness abounds even more 

than in relativity. In fact, there are weird effects that seem very close 

to signaling and also seem to happen faster than light, in violation of 

the locality assumption. This is one place, though, that many-worlds 

parts company with rival versions of quantum theory--it offers an 

explanation of events that preserves locality. How it can do so is part 

two of our remarkable story and is also important evidence favoring 

this theory over its rivals, given the confidence we have in relativity. 
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To tell this part of the story we need a little background, including 

some consideration of the alternatives to many-worlds. We will start 

with the Copenhagen interpretation, which is the earliest historically 

and, despite the inroads of many-worlds and other theories, still has 

the widest acceptance. 

 The Copenhagen interpretation is named in honor of Danish 

physicist Niels Bohr, who with Werner Heisenberg developed it in 

1927.[9] The virtues of this interpretation, the first of its kind to enjoy 

substantial success or acceptance, are that it is firmly rooted in what 

can be observed, and it does make accurate predictions--for just about 

every phenomenon it is intended to address. (The possibly excep-

tional cases, so far, can be defended.) But it fails an important litmus 

test too, in that it offers no good explanation of what is going on. 

Instead, the observer must be treated as a special class of object not 

subject to the same rules that govern everything else. Things evolve 

entirely deterministically until observed. (Satisfactory definitions of 

observed and observer have never been given, however; appeals to 

intuition are necessary.) At this point, random events can and do 

occur; the photon bounces off the half-silvered mirror, for instance, 

rather than going through. A random event causes a collapse, or re-

configuring, of the wave function, after which it again evolves de-

terministically, or without collapse, until another observation is 

made. 

 Though accurate in its predictions, the Copenhagen interpretation 

is unsatisfactory. Accurate predictions alone are not enough, as David 

Deutsch well notes in The Fabric of Reality, a book that explores 

some philosophical implications of the many-worlds hypothesis. A 

major point is that although predictions are important, science is even 

more vitally concerned with explanations.[10] True, an explanation, 

to be correct, must not make incorrect predictions and preferably will 

make correct ones--or otherwise, like Darwinian evolution, avoid 

specifics and confine itself to useful generalities. In any case it must 

offer more than predictions. The geocentric model of the solar system, 

which preceded the heliocentric system of Copernicus, was accurate 

in its predictions, especially with the adjustments to planetary orbits 

known as epicycles that were added to compensate for discrepancies 

that had been found. But nevertheless it was a poor explanation of 

what was going on and is no longer taken seriously, while the helio-

centric solar system--with the planets revolving around the sun rather 
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than the earth--is the mental picture we immediately form when we 

think of the planets. The heliocentric model, then, is a superior theory 

and not simply an alternative to an “equally valid” means of pre-

dicting effects. 

 Again, the Copenhagen interpretation fails to offer a satisfactory 

explanation. Why should the observer be a special class of object? 

Are observers made of different stuff from everything else? (No 

differences have been found.) In fact the observer must be assumed to 

be a “classical” object, subject only to the prequantum version of 

physics. Other objects (including very complicated systems) do not 

cause collapse of the wave function. What if an observer observes 

another observer, at the quantum level? What if two observers ob-

serve each other? Since the observer, an integral part of the theory, 

must be a classical object, it means that classical physics is not simply 

derivable from quantum physics--it has to be there to begin 

with--though in other respects it is derivable, as noted above, through 

the averaging of small-scale effects. And, of course, the idea of ran-

dom events is scientifically objectionable. In general, the Copenha-

gen interpretation has to make a distinction between particlelike and 

wavelike behavior. The one is not a consequence of the other, but 

both must be included separately. 

 The Copenhagen interpretation is clearly a single-world theo-

ry--the observer, a classical object whose role is critical, never splits, 

nor does the world that observer sees. Other attempts at a sin-

gle-world formulation of quantum mechanics have been made. One is 

quantum logic--special rules of logic applied in special situations. 

There are also hidden variable theories, in which randomness is ex-

plained deterministically by assuming information exists that is not 

available to the observer. There are nonlinear theories, in which wave 

functions do not add together as they experimentally appear to do. 

Another approach is John Cramer‟s transactional model that uses 

interactions going backward as well as forward in time. There are 

others. Some of these single-world theories have had some success 

and in particular have overcome some of the problems with the Co-

penhagen interpretation, but all have problems of their own. One of 

the problems with all single-world interpretations is that they violate 

locality. This will be seen shortly. 

 Let us go on now to many-worlds, which was originated by 

American physicist Hugh Everett III in 1957,[11] and is also known 
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as the relative state or Everett interpretation or formulation. The un-

derlying assumptions are very simple--indeed, this is the simplest of 

all the quantum theories in terms of postulates. In many-worlds, there 

is no irreconcilable duality between waves and particles, as is usual 

with other theories. In reality, there are no particles, and the observer 

is not a special case but is subject to the same rules as everything else. 

(“Particles” then are explained as virtual effects resulting from wave 

interactions.) In fact, there are no irreducible classical objects; clas-

sical physics is fully deducible from the quantum variety. Waves, 

however, have an objective existence, independent of the observer 

(not always a feature of quantum theories), and a wave function never 

collapses. 

 The strangeness of many-worlds, and what gives this theory its 

name, occurs because it still must explain apparent randomness. The 

explanation that follows from the underlying assumptions is that each 

apparently random, observed event causes splitting of the system in 

question (including any observers) into copies in which the event 

occurs in all its possible variations. After this the now-differing 

worlds do not (usually) interfere further with one another but go their 

separate ways and generally will split additionally. (Under certain 

conditions, however, separate worlds can fuse--something with im-

portant philosophical consequences that will be considered shortly.) 

So, in the case of the photon and the half-silvered mirror, the initial 

observer and associated system would split into two or more. For 

some of these, the photon would bounce off the mirror; for (nearly all) 

the rest, it would pass through. It can be seen that this splitting pro-

cess avoids any true randomness--we know in advance exactly what 

is going to happen in all its variations--but to each observer-copy it 

appears that a random event occurred. 

 Once the worlds have split, they do not usually affect one anoth-

er--except in subtle, though sometimes still detectable, ways. One 

such detectable scenario occurs with the photon in the two-slit ex-

periment. In this case the splitting of worlds generates multiple real 

photons, some of which go through one slit and some the other. It is 

the interference of the photons with one another that produces the 

corduroy pattern on the detector surface and makes this pattern come 

out the same whether we start with one photon at a time in the system 

or many. In a similar way, interference effects can be generated by 

firing a single photon at a half-silvered mirror or involving it in other 
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processes in which there is a significant probability of more than one 

outcome. 

 Something now needs to be said regarding common misinter-

pretations of many-worlds. For example, it is widely thought that the 

splitting of worlds propagates instantaneously and irreversibly--but 

this is not the case. The splitting is never faster than light, and under 

special conditions it can be reversed. The splitting in fact is parsi-

monious, only happening when it has to, that is, when two systems 

become different at the quantum level (have different, distinguishable 

quantum states), and it will also reverse itself, or heal, and the dif-

ferent worlds fuse again if the quantum states become the same or 

indistinguishable. In fact, much confusion and malignment of 

many-worlds has come from misunderstanding the parsimonious 

nature of the splitting that occurs. 

 Nick Herbert, for example, writing in Quantum Reality, a gener-

ally fine book about the different interpretations of reality at the 

quantum level, claims incorrectly that many-worlds violates locality. 

“Any model of reality,” he concludes, “in which a tiny event in the 

Andromeda galaxy can instantly split my reality into thousands of 

Xerox copies cannot by any stretch of the imagination be called „lo-

cal.‟”[12] In fact, with the splitting constrained not to propagate faster 

than light, events in another galaxy would not affect us until many 

millennia after their occurrence. Things in our size range can split 

quickly, but eons are required on the cosmic scale. 

 A final interesting property is that, as with determinism, re-

verse-determinism must also hold with many-worlds (though also of 

the inaccessible variety) by virtue of a basic principle known as CPT 

(“charge, parity, time”) symmetry. Any possible process can proceed 

backward if we change the particles to their corresponding antiparti-

cles (reversing all electrical charges) and change left- to 

right-handedness. CPT symmetry applies to all quantum theories and 

states, in effect, that determinism in one time-direction implies it in 

the other time-direction (though it says nothing about whether de-

terminism holds, this being a feature of some theories but not others). 

This too has been a source of confusion for some, who think that the 

splitting in many-worlds is irreversible and thus is inconsistent with 

CPT symmetry.[13] This is not the case, though for sizable (macro-

scopic) systems, fusion would be a most unusual occurrence given the 

very small likelihood that two different systems would so evolve as to 
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become exactly alike at the quantum level. 

The Aspect Experiment and Many-Worlds 

 Let us now consider how many-worlds saves the day for locality. 

First we will look at an experiment in which the locality assumption 

seems to be violated then show how it is not, given the possibilities 

opened by many-worlds. 

 The experiment in its main essentials was first performed in 1982 

under Alain Aspect at the University of Paris and has often been re-

peated.[14] A pair of photons is created according to a certain pro-

cedure. At creation they are momentarily together, but they zoom off 

in opposite directions at the usual speed of light. The headlong flight 

continues until each photon encounters a detector or is otherwise 

altered or stopped. The two photons may thus be far apart when fi-

nally detected, and the detection events will generally have spacelike 

separation so that according to relativity, one event is causally inde-

pendent of the other. This should preclude the possibility of one 

photon in any way signaling the other--yet that is just what seems to 

be happening under suitable conditions. 

 A special kind of detector responds to the polarization, or pattern 

of vibration, of a photon and detects one of two states, either up or 

down--one or the other, never both. The detector is oriented; it can be 

pointed up (to the 12 o‟clock position), to the right (3 o‟clock), et 

cetera. (The two detectors must also be facing each other, so that 

clock directions are actually reversed in mirror-image fashion. It 

turns out that the two photons are mirror imaged too, having opposite, 

circular polarizations so each detector effectively “sees” an identical 

photon.) It is found by repeated trials that, whenever a photon is 

measured, it will be up or down with equal probability, like a coin 

toss. The exact pattern of ups and downs is unpredictable and inde-

pendent of which way the detector is pointed. (This then is another 

case of an apparent effect without a cause, which needs to be ex-

plained to defend determinism. Many-worlds would explain it, as 

usual, as a deterministic split into different worlds in which each of 

the different possibilities is realized.) However, if another detector is 

used to look at the other photon, remarkable correlations emerge. 

  For example, if both detectors are pointing in the same direction, 

both will detect the same polarization states (both up or both down) 

even though the states themselves are random. This occurs inde-

pendently of the direction the detectors are pointing. If, on the other 
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hand, the two detectors are misaligned or separated by 3 hours or 90є 

(say one is pointing at 12 o‟clock and the other at 3 o‟clock) the de-

tections will be perfectly anticorrelated, with one up and the other 

down--a 100 percent mismatch. Again, though, which detection is up 

and which down will be random. This effect too is independent of 

which direction either detector is pointing, so long as the other one is 

separated by 90є; for example, the 100 percent mismatch would occur 

with one detector pointing at 4 o‟clock and the other at 7 o‟clock. At 

other separations we find both matches and mismatches, but by av-

eraging over many trials a physical law emerges: at each fixed sepa-

ration (again, independent of the absolute direction of each detector) 

there is a characteristic mismatch. For example, at a 1 hour (30є) 

separation there will be a 25 percent mismatch, or a 25 percent chance 

of discrepancy on each trial--but at a 2 hour (60є) separation there 

will be a 75 percent mismatch. Seemingly one detector and/or photon 

“knows” something about the other detector and/or photon. Is there 

some sort of instantaneous signaling going on? 

 One thought is that the two photons, which were created together, 

have somehow been imprinted with the same information. Perhaps 

this could convey the necessary effects without instantaneous sig-

naling. By analogy, I can type a message on a piece of paper using a 

typewriter, also making a carbon copy. I can keep one copy of the 

message and give you the other copy; suppose you then travel a great 

distance away. I can look at my copy, and you can look at yours. Our 

two detection events, then, can have spacelike separation. Instantly 

they inform us about each other‟s message, yet despite our distance 

apart there is no faster-than-light signaling. However, the message we 

both see was created beforehand and not in the detection process. 

 In contrast, the photon experiment raises the possibility that some 

or all of the message was created in the detection process and not 

beforehand. The “message” of up or down is certainly not “written” 

into the photon in anything like the usual way we inscribe a message, 

even on a minute scale. If the detection process contributes to the 

message--in particular if the detection at one end can affect the 

message at the other end--then we are faced with what seems like 

superluminal signaling. But to arrive at such a conclusion we must be 

careful in assessing the observed effects. 

 For instance, the fact that we get the same polarization states 

when both detectors are pointed the same way does not by itself in-
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dicate any contribution of the detection process to the message, even 

if the detected states are unpredictable. Both photons might be im-

printed randomly but equally at creation--but in a complicated pattern 

that our detectors can only “see” to a limited extent on any given 

encounter. What a detector sees, an up or down, could depend on how 

the photon is presenting itself as well as the detector orientation. 

When the two detectors are equally aligned, both twin photons would 

be seen equally, though unpredictably, but misalignment would cause 

discrepancies. Could some such message scenario account for what is 

seen? In particular, it would be reasonable that a small misalignment 

might cause less (or less frequent) discrepancy than a greater misa-

lignment--and this is certainly observed, at least in many cases. (It 

would not always have to be observed, though; depending on just 

how the photons are imprinted, a large misalignment could again 

swing equal features into view and reduce the mismatch.) But there is 

one, rather subtle property that is inconsistent with the experimental 

results and thus rules out this message scenario.  

 This property is reproducibility: we must assume that whatever 

detection process is applied to one photon, if that same detection 

process is or had been applied to the other photon, the result must be 

the same. Thus, for example, if one detector, pointed at 12 o‟clock 

and seeing one photon, gets an up, the other detector seeing the other 

photon would also have gotten up if it had been pointed at 12 o‟clock. 

This must follow regardless of whether the other detector really was 

pointed at 12 o‟clock or was active at all. For clearly this is a con-

sequence of the standard locality assumption: unless there is some-

thing like fast signaling between photons or detectors, detection of a 

property of one photon cannot change that property for the other 

photon. Since the paired photons are identical in their detectable 

properties, we can independently measure these properties, and the 

measurements must match. This, I emphasize, is an assumption that 

follows only if the twin photons are each carrying a message im-

printed beforehand that is read in the detection process--something 

that is not a foregone conclusion but that instead must be examined in 

more detail. 

 In particular it means that, for a detector pointed at 1 o‟clock, 

there must be a 25 percent mismatch between the polarization states 

that would have been measured had that same detector been pointed 

at 12 o‟clock. It is worth noting here that this cannot be verified di-
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rectly because measuring the polarization state alters the photon‟s 

properties. Instead, we would have to use the other photon, but this is 

straightforward: we simply note that we do indeed get a 25 percent 

mismatch when the other detector, pointed at 12 o‟clock, looks at this 

other, similar particle. Once again, this follows if we assume that 

standard locality holds and our detections are a type of message 

reading. The 25 percent mismatch, as we have noted, does not depend 

on the particular orientations involved but only on their separation. 

Thus there is also a 25 percent mismatch between what a detector 

would have seen at 11 o‟clock and what it would have seen at 12 

o‟clock.  

 But here, finally, is where we run into trouble, in the form of a 

result known as a Bell inequality, named for physicist John Stewart 

Bell, who obtained his famous inequalities in 1964. For the above 

scenario, we ask what is the maximum mismatch we could have 

between a detector pointed at 11 o‟clock and one pointed at 1 o‟clock. 

It is not difficult to show that, with a message-reading scenario, the 

mismatch could not be more than 50 percent--the sum of the mis-

match as we go from 11 o‟clock to 12 o‟clock and then from 12 

o‟clock to 1 o‟clock. This maximum mismatch will occur in the un-

likely event that each mismatch in the measurements between the 12 

and the 1 positions happens to fall on, and disrupt, a successful match 

that occurs between the 11 and the 12 positions. For otherwise it 

would have the effect of undoing the mismatch between the 11 and 12 

positions‟ measurements, reducing not increasing the total of mis-

matches. More generally, the Bell inequality tells us that successive 

misalignments in our process of reading a message could not produce 

a worse discrepancy than the sum of the misalignments taken sepa-

rately. Again, here it means we could not have a worse mismatch for 

measurements differing in orientation by 2 hour-marks, or 60є, than 

25 percent + 25 percent or 50 percent. 

 Yet we find experimentally, despite Bell and his inequality, that 

the actual mismatch is 75 percent, or in other words, a double misa-

lignment gives a whopping triple mismatch. It would seem that the 

photons, or detectors, though separated to great distances, know what 

each other is up to and arrange the extra mismatch on purpose. 

Seemingly, it is clear evidence of a superluminal connection. It is odd 

that it comes about by a mismatch rather than a match, but the im-

plications are the same either way. To mismatch, as here, by more 
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than we would expect to happen by simple misalignment must, by 

appearances, require some shared knowledge of the detection process, 

knowledge that would only become available as each detection is 

done. We seem to have no choice but to regard this as a form of 

nonlocal interaction--something that flies in the face of relativity. 

 Here it is worth noting that such interactions do not threaten our 

scientific edifice as much as, for example, straightforward fast-

er-than-light travel would. There are really no contradictory facts 

involved. If necessary relativity might be “bent” to accommodate this 

rather fleeting nonlocality, though it would be awkward to do so, and 

something we would like to avoid if possible. (That relativity could, 

apparently, be bent to resolve this one difficulty is one arguable 

reason to consider the case not closed for many-worlds; however, it 

certainly complicates our explanation of things to have to make this 

accommodation.) But in particular we have not discovered any way to 

use the polarization results to transmit messages back and forth faster 

than light. Each observer, in detecting the polarization state, sees only 

what is, to all appearances, a completely random event. There is no 

intelligible information about a faraway place. It is only when the two 

observers compare notes through conventional signaling or a 

face-to-face meeting that the remarkable correlations can be verified. 

Thus the verification does not happen at superluminal 

speed--something that will be important for the rescue of locality by 

many-worlds. 

 A little more needs to be said first, though, about the creation we 

have accomplished in the act of reading the message. We have pro-

duced information--that required for a mismatch--in the detection 

events. Each such event, the recording of up or down, is different 

from what it might have been. Moreover, it happened in one partic-

ular way only. The property that a measurement comes out different 

from what it might have been is known as counterfactuality (or con-

trafactuality), while that of happening in one particular way only is 

definiteness. Together they add up to counterfactual definiteness, 

which in turn plays a pivotal role in the challenge this entire exper-

iment poses--or seems to pose--to locality.  

 In fact, with counterfactual definiteness we see that there must be 

some sort of superluminal connection. Each detection happens in one 

way only, and could have happened differently, yet the two events are 

correlated. So there must be some special way of ensuring that the 
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correlation will hold--certain, necessary information must be trans-

mitted or shared between the two events. 

 This, on the other hand, is why we do not have to assume a su-

perluminal connection in the case we considered of a typed message 

and its carbon copy. There the message can only come out one way 

because it has been created beforehand and we do not make any 

changes or add anything at the time the messages are read. There is 

definiteness but not counterfactuality, consequently, no threat to lo-

cality. The information that must be transmitted to correlate the two 

detection events is transmitted, but in the subluminal (not fast-

er-than-light) process of separating the two copies of the message 

before the messages are read. 

 Many-worlds, it turns out, violates counterfactual definiteness too 

but in the opposite way: there is counterfactuality but no definiteness. 

When the polarization state is detected, we cannot predict whether it 

will be up or down, though we know it must be one or the other. Here 

then is counterfactuality: the detection could come out either way, 

and the message is created in the detection process, not beforehand. 

However, when the measurement (detection) is made, we cannot say 

“it could have come out different but it did not” because it did come 

out different. The act of measurement splits the observer into two 

observers--one of whom sees up, the other, down. As it turns out, this 

counterfactual indefiniteness allows many-worlds to preserve locality. 

Again, certain necessary information is transmitted between the two 

detection events to establish the observed correlation. But the in-

formation is transmitted, after the detection process, by the splitting 

of the worlds, which happens subluminally and does not violate lo-

cality. 

 Remember that the correlations can only be verified at subluminal 

speed, something that is intimately tied in with the splitting of the 

worlds. When the observer measures one photon, he splits and the 

split begins to propagate into the surroundings, though again only at 

subluminal speed. Similarly, the other observer makes a measurement, 

she too splits, and the split begins to propagate from her location also 

at subluminal speed. Eventually the spreading splits join, and this 

occurs before the observers can meet and compare notes (or possibly 

in the very act of comparing). The way the spreading splits join de-

termines the correlations that will be found between the different 

measurements. 
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 In fact, in the joining of the splits--or equivalently, the separation 

of the worlds--all the possibilities will be realized that are observed. 

Up will be matched with up in one of the worlds, down with down in 

another--or mismatches will occur, with the correct, observed fre-

quencies. For example, in the case that the detectors are correctly 

aligned, the splitting will ensure that up is always matched with up 

and down with down. The absence of mismatches in this case accords 

with our observations, yet the correct correlating occurs as the 

spreading splits join and not at the earlier times that the measurements 

were made. There is no instantaneous signaling. Many-worlds, 

moreover, will assign the correct “thickness” or “weight” to each 

world created by splitting, to correspond to the probability of our 

finding ourselves in any of these worlds. All this, again, is achieved 

without invoking superluminal effects. Many-worlds, then, is tri-

umphant where single-world interpretations fail, and it offers no 

challenge to the well-verified theory of relativity. (Indeed it is worth 

remarking that the main reason we have confidence that relativity 

could be bent to accommodate other, nonlocal interpretations, is be-

cause they agree with many-worlds experimentally--so far.) 

 Besides squaring with relativity, many-worlds has other attractive 

features we have already noted: it is deterministic, it makes no special 

case of the observer, and it is the simplest in terms of postulates. 

Another interesting (and, in this case, unique) property is that 

many-worlds predicts quantum gravity, that is, that the gravitational 

force is transmitted by particles, or gravitons.[15] This is expected to 

be important if we are to arrive at a “theory of everything” uniting 

quantum mechanics with relativity. (For the other interpretations 

quantum gravity would have to be added as an extra postulate. As yet 

quantum gravity has not been verified or refuted; evidence is being 

sought through astronomical observations.) Indeed, such a theory 

might help decide whether many-worlds should be accepted over its 

rivals, but for this we will have to wait. There is still another line of 

argument favoring many-worlds, which relates to quantum compu-

ting--this is considered briefly below and again in Chapter 8. 

 The problem with many-worlds--for those who do not subscribe 

to it--is its metaphysical claims: on the face of it, it does seem pre-

posterous that over short intervals of time, gigantic conglomerates of 

people and things are splitting into near-identical copies, all but one 

of which--our own, observable world--are undetectable. History, then, 
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has multiple timelines, in which alternate versions of events occur. 

There must be versions of history in which Napoleon won the battle 

of Waterloo, or for that matter, neither Napoleon nor any other hu-

mans ever existed, and intelligent birds, not mammals, peopled the 

earth after the extinction of the dinosaurs. Going back further, there 

must be versions (and perhaps very many) in which life never evolved 

at all on Earth or took forms completely alien to what we find on our 

Earth. Going back still further, there are many histories in which the 

Earth and our solar system never appeared in the first place, though 

something else very interesting occurred--or perhaps did not. All 

these possibilities are real, though we only see one of them. A sub-

stantial portion of our explanation of reality, then, must rest on un-

observables, and some rather gaudy ones at that. 

 Thus it is sometimes objected that many-worlds violates Ock-

ham‟s razor. William Ockham (1285–1347) was an English thinker 

who advocated parsimony in philosophical theories. This principle, 

that unnecessary complications should be avoided in all explanations 

of things (though advocated by others before him, including Aristo-

tle), became known as Ockham‟s razor.[16] It is seemingly violated 

when we require the splitting of the world into copies of which we 

can have no ordinary perceptions. But alternatives to many-worlds 

have difficulties too, suggesting that it is, in fact, a better exemplar of 

Ockham‟s razor than its rivals. Many-worlds is long on universes, but 

short on postulates, that is, it is the simplest of all the quantum theo-

ries, as we have noted. And, for similar reasons of parsimony, its 

easier fit with that other great theory, relativity, must also count in its 

favor. 

 Deutsch in The Fabric of Reality notes an interesting case of 

where many-worlds provides a simple, straightforward explanation of 

what is going on, one that alternate theories do not seem able to match. 

A variation of the two-slit experiment uses two additional, outer slits, 

one on either side. What we see with this four-slit arrangement is 

bright interference bands as before, except that every other band is 

almost entirely missing. This pattern, of course, is observed with one 

photon in the system at a time, just as with many photons. When the 

two extra slits are covered up, the missing bands reappear. Something, 

then, is nudging the photons away from places they land when only 

the two slits are open. What? we ask, and many-worlds tells us, 

matter-of-factly, that it is “ghost” photons from parallel universes. 
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These in turn are real enough, though not part of our everyday reali-

ty.[17] 

 It is interesting to note too that, according to many-worlds, the 

ghost particles are themselves organized into their own whole uni-

verses--each universe is a ghost to the others and has structure com-

parable to ours--rather than all ghosts being amorphously lumped 

together. (This idea of separate, equal universes leads to predictions 

that have been confirmed experimentally.) So there are many other 

universes much like ours (though they can be very different too), 

which provides for histories like ours though differing in detail.  

More on Alternatives to Many-Worlds 

 Alternatives to many-worlds, that is, single-world theories, come 

in numerous varieties.[18] All deny the splitting into real, alternate 

histories that is specifically provided in many-worlds. (The possibil-

ity of other worlds generated by other means is not ruled out, however, 

and in fact is considered in the next chapter, where it too plays a part 

in supporting Unboundedness.) Otherwise the important alternatives 

form two major groups, based on how they explain apparent ran-

domness. Some, like the Copenhagen interpretation and Cramer‟s 

transactional interpretation, are based on a rejection of unobservables. 

Apparent randomness, then, is real--an effect without a cause--and 

something that must be accepted, usually without explanation. Other 

versions explain the apparent randomness through “hidden” variables, 

which are unobservables at very small scales rather than the grander 

ones of many-worlds. 

 Unfortunately, it is not possible to decide at this point, experi-

mentally, which of all the interpretations (if any) is true. I think 

many-worlds has more in its favor than the alternatives, for reasons 

we have considered, and I accept it myself but will stop short of 

discounting these others entirely. It is worth noting, however, that 

many-worlds is overwhelmingly favored by physicists who specialize 

in the deep scientific study of reality--that is, the quantum cosmolo-

gists. Tipler, one of their number, says it is “simply because the 

mathematics forces one to accept it.”[19] Many-worlds provides an 

explanation of things that is unmatched by alternatives, and denying it 

puts one in an awkward position of having to proceed as if it were true. 

This could be sufficient ground for adopting it over its rivals, yet I 

think we should be cautious. Many-worlds, with its support of Un-

boundedness, would open wonderful possibilities; yet I feel uneasy 
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resting so much hope on one particular theory of unobservables, at 

least until there is more experimental confirmation.  

 It is also worth noting that, while one argument for many-worlds 

is that it upholds the locality property demanded by relativity, there 

are other ways that relativity seems to clash with quantum mechanics 

that apply more or less equally to single-world versions as well as 

many-worlds. Interesting work toward a possible a reconciliation will 

be considered in Chapter 8, where it will be seen to have additional 

importance. 

 In this book, then, I have given priority to many-worlds but have 

also tried to respect the possibility that it is not true after all, so that 

we must confront some other, possibly quite alien reality. Where this 

leads will become clearer in the next chapter where we consider 

Unboundedness in more detail. It will turn out that a case can be made 

for something much like many-worlds, enough to ensure Unbound-

edness, even if the Everett interpretation itself is called into question. 

The argument is much easier, however, if we can simply accept Ev-

erett‟s version, so it is still of interest to try to establish this as far as 

we can. To what has been said already, then, it would be desirable to 

add more, particularly from the observational end. Although, as I 

have noted, the experimental evidence is still inconclusive, there is 

actually some interesting experimental work that seems to shed fur-

ther light--and there are interesting future possibilities too. Some of 

the experimental work concerns the possibility of distinguishing 

many-worlds from what is still its chief rival (because so many 

physicists still endorse it), the Copenhagen interpretation.  

 Ideally, what we would need is a carefully constructed observer, 

able to do a controlled experiment involving reversible learning. Such 

an observer would make a measurement--causing collapse of the 

wave function, according to the Copenhagen interpretation--then 

reverse the entire procedure, forgetting the measurement in the pro-

cess. 

 According to many-worlds, the system under observation should 

always be restored to its original state; in this case, the split in worlds 

that momentarily occurred will have healed. According to Copen-

hagen, the system will not always be restored because making a 

measurement irreversibly collapses the wave function, regardless of 

what happens afterward. (This means that sometimes the original 

state will be restored, but sometimes it will not be, at random.) 
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Whether the restoration always happens or sometimes does not will 

be detectable, and thus will distinguish between the two formulations. 

It is expected that, with enough progress in nanotechnology and 

computers, the necessary means will become available to do the ex-

periment, perhaps sometime in the twenty-first century. 

A Telling Experiment? 

 In fact an experiment suggesting reversible learning has already 

been done,[20] and it supports many-worlds over Copenhagen. It is 

another variation of the two-slit experiment. Again the photon can 

take one of two overlapping but nonidentical paths to reach a back-

stop detector. An interference pattern occurs if we do not know which 

path the photon took. By an ingenious technique, however, the photon 

can be reversibly tagged in transit to determine which path it takes. 

That is, the photon in transit exhibits polarization, or vibration in a 

preferred direction, which can be altered. With the proper apparatus 

we could then test the polarization of the photon to see whether it had 

been tagged for path 1 or 2. (In practice, tagging for path 1 involves 

changing the polarization while for path 2 it is left unchanged.) On the 

other hand, it is possible to erase the tag in such a way as to destroy 

this information before it can be permanently recorded. 

 What we find is that, if the in-transit tagging is done and not 

erased so we could, in principle, tell what path the photon took, there 

is no interference pattern--it is just as if we had one path closed off all 

the time. This result is not surprising; it is predicted both by Copen-

hagen and many-worlds. With Copenhagen, the tagging causes col-

lapse of the wave function, which means the photon cannot produce 

the interference pattern. With many-worlds, the tagging causes a split 

in the worlds (in the alternate world, the photon took the other path 

and received the other tag) after which there is no further interference 

from the alternate world, hence no interference pattern. 

 A much more interesting case can be tested, however, because the 

tagging can be reversed at a later point in the path, while the photon is 

still in transit. The information as to which path the photon took, 

which is momentarily present, is then erased. When this is done, the 

interference pattern appears. According to Copenhagen, the presence 

of path information should have caused collapse of the wave function. 

Collapse is irreversible; once the wave function collapses, it must stay 

collapsed. (This irreversibility, it will be noted, conflicts with CPT 

symmetry which must hold for quantum objects, but a way around 
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this for Copenhagen is to say that it must be accompanied by an ob-

servation--and the observer, we remember, is not a quantum object.) 

Thus we should not get an interference pattern. According to 

many-worlds, however, tagging the photon causes the worlds to split, 

but erasing the information makes them rejoin. The “wave function” 

goes back to being what it was, and interference occurs. Since this is 

what is observed, we can accept this remarkable result as one tenta-

tive vindication of many-worlds, at least over the Copenhagen inter-

pretation. 

 It should be noted that such a result, suggestive though it is, does 

not really refute even the Copenhagen interpretation let alone prove 

many-worlds over other rivals. Acceptance of such a theory as 

many-worlds, with its startling implications, can only come with the 

passage of time and the accumulation of more scientific evidence--if 

enough evidence mounts in its favor. With Copenhagen, it is obser-

vation that collapses the wave function, and “observation” has never 

been precisely defined. The committed Copenhagenist might say that 

no true observation occurred in the experiment because the infor-

mation was lost before an observer could memorize it, so the wave 

function did not collapse after all. 

 But at least we see that a record was made of past history--this is 

what happened when the photon was tagged to indicate which flight 

path it took. If this is not the same as an observation it is not clear in 

what the latter must consist. If we say that perception by an observer 

is required, we must define observer and distinguish perception from 

a simple act of recording information. This has not been done, and it 

seems doubtful it can be done in a reasonable way, such that erasing a 

perception could not similarly restore an interference pattern and 

thereby support many-worlds over Copenhagen. 

 The Copenhagen interpretation has dominated physics now for 

most of a century, and it will probably be some time longer before 

many-worlds--or possibly some other rival--can win out. Certainly, 

the simple logic behind many-worlds, that the observer must not be 

treated as a special case and that all things can be accounted for as 

wave phenomena alone, is appealing. The popularity of many-worlds 

seems to rest with certain of those, like cosmologists, who are most 

concerned about the grand design of reality and who are willing to be 

daring in their search for unifying explanations. In addition to Frank 

Tipler and David Deutsch, the distinguished roster of endorsing 
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physicists includes Richard Feynman, Stephen Hawking, and Steven 

Weinberg, all three Nobel winners.[21] This of course is not proof of 

validity, but it is something to think about. (Einstein, it is worth re-

marking, died two years before Everett completed his formulation 

and never had a chance to tender his judgment. Would he too have 

been attracted to many-worlds, despite its outlandish character, since 

he was disturbed by unexplained randomness or “God playing at 

dice”?) 

 We can look forward to more experiments that might clarify 

matters. One would involve the possibility of quantum computing, in 

which alternate worlds are to be used for segments of a computation 

that happen in parallel. Certain problems can be solved in this way 

much faster than if only one historical timeline were involved (unless 

other peculiar properties hold for the single timeline). Successful 

quantum computing, then, would be another piece of evidence fa-

voring many-worlds, if not by itself a proof. Failure, on the other hand, 

would not refute many-worlds; the alternate timelines could still exist 

even if they do not collaborate in all the ways we might like. 

 Returning briefly to the data-erasing experiment, one important 

further consequence is worth noting, if we accept many-worlds. First, 

let us consider what happens if a photon goes through the system 

without being tagged. Though it is reasonable to say, for each detec-

tion event, that the photon took one path and not the other, we cannot 

say which path it took. It is ambiguous in a fundamental way, which 

is reflected in the interference pattern we observe. That is, it is not 

correct to say that in “our” past history there was one particular path 

taken, only we just do not know which. Instead, both alternatives 

must be considered equally part of “our” past--the past is therefore 

ambiguous. Let us now consider what happens when tagging and 

erasing occurs. 

 When a photon is tagged in transit, an ambiguity is removed; at 

least we can know in principle which path was taken. When the in-

formation is erased, however, the ambiguity reappears, as demon-

strated by the interference pattern. So it is no longer correct to say that 

the photon took one particular path in “our” past, rather than the other 

one. Loss of information makes the past ambiguous. 

 This principle in this instance depends on many-worlds, but it can 

also be based on the more general UI assumptions. Doing so will be 

highly useful, along with the closely related principle, also implicit in 
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the UI assumptions, that absence of information makes reality am-

biguous. These latter we will consider in Chapter 7; for now we take a 

closer look at Unboundedness. 

 

CHAPTER 6. 

Unboundedness 

 

As stated in Chapter 1, Unboundedness is the principle that “in the 

whole of existence, all possible, finite histories actually happen.” 

This is a most important principle, a cornerstone of the entire system 

developed here. Some pertinent issues need clarification, such as the 

meaning of “possible, finite histories.” It also qualifies as an ex-

traordinary claim of a certain sort, so the relevant evidence needs to 

be considered carefully. Preliminary attention to both points has been 

given already, mainly in the previous chapter, where we noted that the 

many-worlds formulation of quantum mechanics supports Un-

boundedness and the reality of alternate histories. Many-worlds has 

some attractive scientific features and has gained the support of 

quantum cosmologists. It may be true, but alternatives to 

many-worlds are not yet ruled out and are worth considering too in 

our assessment of how much confidence we can place in Unbound-

edness. So we need to take a closer look. 

 First, some general thoughts. One motivation for considering 

Unboundedness is simply to provide for the possibility of immortality. 

That immortality should follow if “all possible, finite histories” are 

real requires a bit of argument, but such an argument can be made 

(and will) under the additional assumption of Interchangeability. 

Another important motivation is an “authenticity” issue. We want to 

consider the possibility of resurrecting persons of the past in a more 

advanced future. If, in some future resurrection project, a possible 

past person is created, the UI assumptions will imply that the person 

is real and historical and not simply a manufactured fantasy. The 

implications of the possibilities of immortality and a meaningful 

resurrection of the dead are, of course, profound. They suggest that 

life and existence as a whole, even (and especially) from the stand-

point of unsupernatural materialism, are anything but pointless but 

instead contain deep reservoirs of meaning. Other issues too will be 

illuminated by Unboundedness, such as how the world came to be 

made as we see it. 
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 Here we want to be clear about what is being claimed before 

proceeding to the question of whether the claim might be true. Thus 

we need to consider what should be understood by “possible” and 

“finite” histories. It is easiest, I think, to proceed in reverse order and 

consider finite histories first. 

History: Process versus Description 

 We must proceed with caution, for there is much opportunity for 

confusion. History could refer either to a physical process that un-

folds over time, which process itself can be regarded in different ways, 

or to a recounting or description of that process in more or less detail 

and at one level of abstraction or another. The same underlying pro-

cess, then, can give rise to a multitude of separate histories. 

 Consider what can loosely be considered a “history”--recognizing 

the ambiguities in the term, especially at this stage. Our history in any 

case will be very highly detailed, and pertain to an individual. A 

collection of atoms making up a human body will undergo a physical 

process over time that could, in principle, be described at the quantum 

level for completeness. (During this process, many of the atoms that 

make up the body will be expelled to be replaced by other atoms 

and/or will take many complicated paths within the body and/or par-

ticipate in various physical or chemical interactions, et cetera.) A 

complete description of this process covering, say, a time interval of 

years, would be most voluminous but still finite. On the other hand, 

another, very different interpretation of the process would confine 

itself to the conscious experience of the person during this time. This 

too might be quite voluminous to describe (and would certainly in-

volve things we are not aware of at present but will arguably under-

stand in the future). Yet a complete description of this too must also 

be finite, and probably less extensive than a description of the full, 

underlying process at the quantum level, though certainly there are 

many unknown complexities with consciousness, and we are uncer-

tain how much information would be involved in adequately char-

acterizing it. 

 In any case, we have one underlying process but two distinct 

histories corresponding to the different interpretations (particle in-

teractions versus consciousness). Each interpretation, moreover, has 

its own description, making four histories in all. In actuality there 

would, of course, be very much more than this if we considered all the 

possible, equivalent descriptions, plus abridgments, further interpre-
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tations, and so on. A forest of complexity thus springs up. Yet I think 

we can successfully navigate this dense, tangled thicket, for reasons 

that should become clearer as we proceed. It should pose no funda-

mental difficulty at the level that is important for us, which is con-

cerned with underlying principles. Other details, even ones so basic 

as the distinction between events and their descriptions, here play a 

subordinate role. 

 We must, of course, insist that the admissible descriptions be 

clear and accurate in what they describe. This alone may seem to 

involve no small difficulty, concerned as it is with the role of lan-

guage as a descriptive tool. I will not try to deal with all the possible 

ways a language might be constructed, used, or misused but insist 

only that as a minimum an appropriate language providing a de-

scriptive format for historical events and processes is possible, 

something I think is reasonable. (The discussion in Chapter 8 of the 

possibility of a universal language is relevant here. In particular, a 

description of any finite historical process reduces, in a uniform way, 

to a finite string of bits.) With this in mind I will accept the position 

that a particular underlying process can give rise to many histo-

ries--by way of different interpretations and their descriptions--and 

treat them all on a more-or-less uniform footing as the permissible 

elements of a large class. 

 A finite process, one involving a finite amount of space, time, and 

energy (as is true of all of human history and all of known cosmo-

logical history as well), will give rise to finite histories, including 

appropriate, finite descriptions. This follows specifically from 

quantum mechanics and is considered in more detail in the next 

chapter. The possibility of reducing processes to the quantum level 

offers a way of speaking of an underlying process, and I will assume 

that all processes of interest are thus reducible. (This, at least, cer-

tainly seems true of processes that would be important at the level of 

human interaction. It should be noted too that the quantum mechanics 

I am referring to here is generic--independent of the different versions 

or interpretations considered in the last chapter.) This does not mean 

that every process would be fully elucidated if we only had a de-

scription of it at the quantum level--far from it. But I do think it could 

be elucidated, in principle, from such a description. 

 To put it differently, if two histories are the same at the quantum 

level, they are the same period; other levels are supervenient upon the 
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quantum level. Any history, then, whether a process or a description, 

will have at least one--generally more than one--associated, under-

lying process at the quantum level. Each finite history‟s underlying 

processes will also be finite, or, put still differently, the finite histories 

are histories (including descriptions) that correspond to finite un-

derlying processes. 

 There is one further important property that follows from the 

thought that a finite history has a finite description. Quantum me-

chanics, and the ability we have to describe the processes that follow 

its rules, makes it possible to assign a specific size to a history, in 

effect, to measure the quantity of processing or “eventing” that is 

going on. Events themselves are discrete, and only a finite number 

can be going on in any history of given, finite size. But what is more 

interesting, for our purposes, is that the total number of possible 

histories of given size or less must be finite, though generally very 

large. 

 This follows because all possible histories must be realizable 

under quantum mechanics, and the number of realizable histories in 

this case is finite. (We must still consider whether all the realizable 

histories in this sense should be included among the possible histories, 

as we shall do shortly, but this will not affect our conclusion here.) 

This does not mean that all the possible histories are finite in number, 

just the histories that are bounded by a fixed size, which, for example 

would be guaranteed in a structure such as the visible universe, with 

its finite spatial volume, age, and energy content. But this limit on the 

number of possible histories will be of use later in the chapter. 

What Are the Possible Histories? 

 Let us now consider what we ought to regard as the possible 

histories, which we limit to finite histories for purposes of Un-

boundedness. (The case of infinite histories must be considered in 

addressing the issue of immortality but need not concern us yet.) In its 

generality this is a difficult subject philosophically.[1] Part of the 

difficulty is illustrated in the position of modal realism advocated by 

David Lewis, in which the possible is simply that which is actualized 

somewhere, though “somewhere” could well include other universes 

than our own. With this rationale, of course, all possible 

things--including the finite histories--are actualized by definition. Yet 

it says nothing about which of those things are really possible, beyond 

the evidence we have about our own world. The position of Un-
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boundedness will be that the possibles (finite histories at least) really 

are actualized, affirming modal realism, but it will be important to 

arrive at a notion of possibles that is independent of any a priori as-

sumption that they are actualized. To accomplish this I appeal to basic 

intuition supported by a scientific argument. 

 A large variety of thinkable historical events and episodes will 

accordingly be included among the possibles--while the not-possibles, 

if not precisely delineated, should be clear enough not to cause con-

fusion. Roughly, then, we shall identify a possible (finite) history, 

with a physically possible history, something our usual intuition tells 

us can or could have happened, though it is not guaranteed a priori to 

have happened, either in our visible world or anywhere else. To make 

this precise, I will consider as possible any happening that is physi-

cally realizable under the laws of quantum mechanics. Such a hap-

pening, then, is reducible to an underlying process involving inter-

acting particles, which process in turn could be assigned a nonzero 

probability or likelihood relative to other processes of a similar nature. 

This seems to be a sound approach based on the experimental evi-

dence, which strongly supports quantum theory, though I think it is 

important to keep in mind that notions of what is physically realizable 

are not, in principle, tied to any particular theory. In any case, in as-

sessing the significance of different possible, alternate versions of 

history, we will have to consider probabilities as well as bare possi-

bilities.  

 As a simple illustration of some of these ideas, consider a coin 

toss. Usual intuition tells us the toss can end in heads or tails. After 

the toss, if the coin comes up heads, we can say that the alternate 

outcome of tails was possible, so that both occurrences must be re-

garded as possible histories. This conclusion is reasonable, based on 

our knowledge. True, our state of knowledge, including lack of 

knowledge, will affect our estimates of the likelihood of different 

outcomes, on occasion making some possibilities very remote and 

others virtually certain. If we know enough about the physics of a 

just-tossed coin while it is still spinning in the air, as we might learn 

from a rapid computer analysis of video data, we may be able to 

predict the outcome of the toss with high confidence. In this way we 

might all but rule out one of the two alternatives, rendering it, for 

most purposes, impossible. On the other hand, quantum uncertainty 

works against absolute certainty in very many cases, so the supply of 
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happenings that are at least barely possible is a rich one that is not 

easily reduced. Differing amounts of knowledge, then, will change 

our estimates of the likelihood of one or another of the alternatives 

happening, but not the bare possibility. 

 The domain of physically possible histories is quite large and 

includes the sorts of happenings people have been speculating about 

through the ages. It is possible, in this sense, that Napoleon could 

have won the battle of Waterloo. On the other hand, there clearly are 

some outright impossibilities. Napoleon could not have proved that 1 

is greater than 2 or drawn a round square. Such cases are excluded 

because they are logically impossible, but there are other thinkable 

cases that I would exclude from the possible, though they need not 

involve a logical contradiction. One would be that Napoleon in some 

way was able to violate the laws of quantum mechanics--this I ex-

clude on grounds of physical impossibility, based on the experimental 

evidence supporting quantum theory. We must be careful: too great 

an insistence on the physically possible begs the question of how do 

we know what is physically possible--even the soundest-looking 

conclusions could eventually be overturned. So I offer no rigorous 

formalism but think that intuition, once again, will serve our needs. 

 It is instructive here to consider the possibilities provided by 

physics at the quantum level since, as we noted, experimental evi-

dence suggests these are truly possible. But despite this endorsement 

we must proceed with caution since probabilities are also important. 

In fact, a great many unobserved events are, while unlikely, not at all 

impossible but would happen with calculable frequency. One simple 

example would be that, in a series of experiments involving photons 

striking a half-silvered mirror, 100 consecutive reflections are ob-

served (the photon bounces off rather than passes through the glass, 

with an equal likelihood of the other alternative). The odds of this 

“jackpot,” though tiny, are not zero, but 1 in 2[100] or about 1 in 

10[30]. (With a billion automated workstations, each doing a million 

sets of 100 trials per second, a jackpot would be expected about once 

in 40 million years.) Similarly there are far more improbable events 

that still have a nonzero chance of happening. 

 Water could freeze solid in the broiling summer sun, for instance. 

This would require that the water molecules, individually, behave in 

certain ways. The hot environment would render it most unlikely that 

any sizable number of the molecules would mutually cooperate in this 
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manner, yet the possibility is not ruled out. At the microscopic level 

we see that particles are darting to and fro, jostling and vibrating in 

constant, random motion. Generally, the higher the temperature the 

faster and more disruptive is this movement, which is called 

Brownian motion after English botanist Robert Brown, who first 

observed it in 1827,[2] but this is only an average effect. A given 

particle (water molecule) could move less energetically than average 

and so could a large number, enough to coalesce and arrange them-

selves into a sizable, frozen mass, even under conditions of high 

surrounding temperature. But it would not be something we would 

expect to observe even in many billions of years--and it is no surprise 

we have not seen it. 

 But with this in mind, we see that incredible histories ought to be 

at least among the remotely possible. The dead could rise from their 

graves, that is, exact living replicas of the original people could form 

by the appropriate, unlikely motions of atoms. In the same way, much 

more prosaic variations would be possible--a history in which a battle 

went the other way, for instance, or where the main street of your 

town was thirty feet wider or narrower than it actually is. In fact, these 

more prosaic possibilities will hold much greater interest for us 

simply because they are much more likely; again, we will have to give 

consideration to probabilities. Very unlikely possibilities, though still 

within the bounds of reality, are treated as virtual impossibilities and 

will have correspondingly minor significance. 

 This caution in turn, though, must be viewed with some caution 

itself--more will be involved in deciding whether something is likely, 

in particular, likely to be observed by us, than may at first be apparent. 

We will have to consider, for example, what sorts of universes are 

likely to have observers in the first place. But when such cosmolog-

ical issues are not at stake, the more important cases of the possible 

can be reasonably identified with what we think of as typical. These 

more likely possibilities will be legitimized, on more-or-less equal 

footing, by the claim of Unboundedness. If something we know of 

happened in some particular way, there will be alternate versions that 

really happened too, in other parts of the multiverse. If there is 

something that happened but the details have been lost and cannot be 

recovered from surviving records or artifacts, then, with Inter-

changeability, alternate possibilities must be considered equally real 

to us. There is not one special version only that really happened and 
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others that could have happened but did not. Again, the validity of 

Unboundedness, on which these conclusions must rest, is still to be 

examined. 

 One issue that comes up here is time precedence. In our everyday 

experience history seems to have a single timeline. Although some 

events may be so close in time that we cannot decide which are earlier 

or later (as in the relativistic case of the train and lightning bolts in the 

last chapter), generally we can order events based on when they occur. 

This might be much less so, however, if we consider the possibility of 

different histories happening in parallel, alternate universes. There 

could be no meaningful time precedence at all. (And, more generally, 

a case can be made that time does not “flow” at all, as David Deutsch, 

for example, does in The Fabric of Reality. Perceptions of the passage 

of time are explained as correlations between certain “snapshots” of a 

fundamentally static reality.[3] This will be considered in Chapter 15, 

where it helps resolve a problem connected with causality.) On the 

other hand, sometimes it would be reasonable to claim an order of 

precedence, even when different timelines are involved in different, 

parallel universes. This we expect, in fact, when the timelines can be 

said to converge. 

 Suppose we are considering alternate versions of our past that all 

fit the surviving records. These different but converging timelines we 

want to regard as equally real; thus they should be equally in our past, 

and we ought to be able to assume this, based on our formulation of 

Unboundedness. This actually seems to follow easily, without any 

modification of our definition: if a given (finite) history is consistent 

with our past, that is, if it is a possible past for us, then there is a 

possible (finite) history that incorporates both it and our known his-

tory. By Interchangeability, as is argued in the next chapter, it will 

then follow that this possible past is one of those that is real to us, that 

is, can be regarded as “our” past. This, once again, will open the 

possibility of resurrection by creating a copy of a deceased person. 

But the notion of time precedence gets slightly complicated, with the 

consequence that a finite but growing multiverse can be considered 

equivalent to an already-infinite multiverse. (Again, this is a milder 

version of the idea that time really does not flow at all; it will be 

considered later in this chapter.) 

 Another matter connected with resurrection should be briefly 

mentioned; it ties in with the possible but unlikely histories. My 
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stance, to be argued more fully, is that resurrection could occur by the 

creation of copies of previously deceased persons. The resurrection 

scenario we considered above, where the dead are restored by 

Brownian motion, would be a most unlikely occurrence, requiring 

just the right coalescence of atoms into bodies having the necessary 

structure and other properties. This sort of purely accidental resur-

rection, then, does not deserve much consideration, it is too im-

probable relative to other possibilities, as I will argue later. These 

other, more realistic scenarios for resurrection (and more favorable to 

the resurrectee too) ought to develop in the future through the pur-

poseful actions of advanced beings. 

 A final point worth making, in regard to possible histories, is that 

arbitrarily long, finite histories ought to be possible. There is nothing 

we know of, physically, to preclude this, and I will assume it so, as 

one consequence of Unboundedness. This has a special signifi-

cance--immortality will require it. 

 In summary, then, the principle of Unboundedness asserts that the 

physically possible, finite histories really happen, but in addition we 

see that the more likely scenarios deserve proportionally more con-

sideration than the barely possible ones. This in particular will rule 

out serious attention to claims of the paranormal, in which events are 

said to happen that would be most unlikely, though barely possible, 

by our accepted physics and knowledge of the world. Histories that fit 

our own past, on the other hand, can be linked with ours to form larger, 

possible histories, and thus must be accounted part of our real past, 

which must be seen as involving multiple timelines. 

The Plausibility of Unboundedness 

 We have now considered what is involved in the claim of Un-

boundedness and will go on to the question of whether it might be 

true. We need to consider negative as well as positive arguments. The 

arguments that best apply will, of course, depend on what our view of 

reality should be--an unsettled question. Nevertheless, I think we 

have something significant to go on, even if physics and other sci-

ences cannot decide the matter yet. I will reach optimistic conclusions. 

Unboundedness has at least a reasonable, fighting chance of being 

true and is something in which we can put our confidence, though 

uncertainty remains. We have noted how many-worlds, with its re-

assuring profusion of alternate histories, also has scientific arguments 

in its favor. Many-worlds essentially guarantees Unboundedness, but 
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there are fall-back possibilities in case it fails. 

 But first let us consider the negative arguments. Mainly, these are 

observational and certainly not to be taken lightly. We do not see any 

direct evidence of alternate histories. We have never even seen un-

equivocal evidence of life from anywhere but planet Earth (notwith-

standing numerous claims). True, it is a big universe, and there must 

be many things going on out there that we have never observed. If the 

universe were infinite that would furnish an argument for Un-

boundedness, based on probability considerations. Even though it 

might be unlikely that, for instance, a solar system would form very 

much like ours, with intelligent beings almost or even exactly the 

same as us, the probability would be nonzero. It thus must happen 

over and over, if there are an infinite number of settings where it 

could happen, each with roughly equal likelihood. In this way, then, 

we could get the different histories in all their possible variations. 

 But the universe--at any rate what we have seen--while large, is 

certainly not infinite, and this limitation turns out to be fatal for the 

exacting requirements that would have to be met. To illustrate, we 

consider a simplified version of the histories problem. 

 Instead of the more general possibilities, we will limit the al-

lowable processes, and their corresponding histories, to computer 

programming of a certain sort, whose purpose is to make an image on 

a computer monitor screen. Image making can now be done routinely 

through draw programs, as well as scanners that convert photographic 

images or printed pages to screen images. Again, we will ignore many 

details and focus on just the patterns that are created, rather than what 

programming steps were performed by which particular programmer 

(human or otherwise) or what type of monitor or computer was used, 

and so on. Our histories, then, are highly abridged and only tell us the 

main, end result in each case. Although monitors come with different 

capabilities, we will assume our monitors produce black and white 

images in a square array of 1,024Ч1,024 picture elements, or pixels. 

Each pixel itself is a number from 0 to 255 that records a gray level: 0 

is solid black, 255 solid white, and intermediate values yield shades 

of gray. 

 These requirements are well within the capabilities of many 

computer monitors today, which have other features, such as a color 

capability. The numbers chosen are not that special, but do occur 

frequently in real computer applications because they are powers of 2, 
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or nearly so, which makes them more convenient to work with. In fact, 

it turns out that each picture intensity can be represented by an 8-bit 

byte of 0s and 1s. Each such byte, interpreted in the base-2 or binary 

system, is a number. 00000000 is 0 or black, 11111111 is 255 or 

white, and a value like 01110010 is intermediate (in this case, 114), a 

shade of gray. Each pixel, then, is represented by a byte. A picture is a 

square that is 1,024 or 210 pixels on a side. A picture will thus contain 

2[10]Ч2[10] or 2[20] pixels. Since each pixel is 8 (2[3]) bits, the total 

number of bits in a picture is 8 times the number of pixels, that is, 

2[23] or 8,388,608. For convenience, we will call a picture like this, 

which shows on a monitor screen, an M-picture. 

 M-pictures provide a way to represent a large variety of inter-

esting information in a simple way. Highly detailed images are pos-

sible. Included among the possible M-pictures, for example, will be 

good-quality photographic images of every human being who ever 

lived on Earth, even those for whom no trace of evidence survives. 

On the other hand, an M-picture could show a printed page to high 

resolution. In this way, every page of every book ever written could 

be represented (with possibly a few exceptions where superfine res-

olution is required), though it would not be a particularly efficient 

way to do so. (For greater efficiency we could simply use the bytes 

directly and encode the text in ASCII format, which would also be an 

allowable M-picture.) Very many of the M-pictures, too, would 

simply be uninteresting, just random jumbles of pixels making a fi-

ne-grained, smoky smudge, but included among the enormous col-

lection would be an occasional item that, for one reason or another, 

was highly meaningful. 

 As a thought experiment let us now suppose that somewhere in 

the multiverse is a Babel Picture Gallery that has every one of the 

M-pictures on file. (This idea is based on the Library of Babel of 

Argentine poet Jorge Luis Borges, which is noted in Daniel Dennet‟s 

book, Darwin‟s Dangerous Idea.[4]) How many pictures would this 

be? Each picture, we noted, takes 2[23] bits. Any two pictures are 

different if any one of these bits, anywhere, is different. (Here we are 

being exacting in the interest of simplifying the calculation, treating 

as different those pictures that are the same except for rotation by 90°, 

for example. But for our purposes the numbers would not be changed 

much if we used such symmetries to identify as many of the pictures 

as we could and reduce the overall number.) Suppose we number all 
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the bits 1, 2,…, up to 2[23]. For any picture we have 2 possible 

choices for the first bit, 2 for the second, and so on. Each additional 

available bit, in fact, doubles the number of possible pictures--for 

each picture that has some particular bit set to 0, there is another 

picture exactly like it, except that this one bit is set to 1. The total 

number of possibilities, then, will be 2 raised to the power of the 

number of available bits, or 2[2[23]]. This is certainly a very large 

number; nevertheless, it is finite. Next, we can obtain the number of 

bits taken up by all the M-pictures by multiplying this large number 

by the number of bits per picture, 2[23]. The total number of bits for 

all the M-pictures, which we will call the M-number, thus is 

2[2[23]+23], which is a number with 2,525,230 digits. 

 So now let us ask if the Babel Picture Gallery could be anywhere 

in our visible universe. The answer, most clearly, is a resounding no. 

The universe may be large to us, but is nowhere near the size needed 

to contain such an archive. To see this quantitatively, we can use the 

size estimate provided by Jakob Bekenstein of 10[122] bits for the 

visible universe,[5] a number of 123 digits. Though big enough by 

everyday standards, it is minuscule compared to the M-number. It 

should be pointed out, too, that this conclusion is by no means 

strongly dependent on this size estimate of the universe, which is 

uncertain. Make the universe a trillion trillion (10[24]) times larger, 

and the count of its bits has 147 digits, still woefully short. 

 What it means is that, no matter how compact our representations 

of information might be, even if we went down to the level of indi-

vidual atoms or (if possible) beyond that, we could never represent 

more than the minutest fraction of all the M-pictures in any con-

ceivable format. There simply is not enough matter, energy, or space 

in the universe to do it. (The only remaining possibility, within our 

visible universe, is that its information-carrying capacity could in-

crease over time and eventually become much larger than it is now. 

This, which is not ruled out, will be considered later, mainly in 

Chapter 14.) 

 At this point the possibility of data compression might be raised. 

Certainly there would be ways of reducing the storage requirements 

for many of the pictures, which would contain much redundant or 

repetitive information. However, it is easy to see that no mere data 

compression, however efficient, could reduce the storage requirement 

to anywhere near the available size limit of the universe, if we insisted 
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on representing each picture individually. For then we must use one 

or more bits per picture. At only one bit per picture (though this 

would hardly be adequate), the new M-number would be millions of 

times smaller, yet still “almost” as large as before, with 2,525,223 

digits. 

 It is out of the question, then, to think that our present visible 

universe, despite its size, could serve as a repository for the Babel 

Picture Gallery, which in turn contains only simple abstractions of 

some small fraction of all the possible histories. To satisfy the re-

quirements of Unboundedness would be much harder still, numeri-

cally, since we must consider the underlying historical processes and 

not just simplified descriptions created from them. It is even more out 

of the question, then, that every possible finite history is happening or 

has happened somewhere in the visible universe. We must look be-

yond it, or consider its state in a remote future, for any hope of real-

izing Unboundedness. 

 The future universe has not happened yet--whereas our main fo-

cus and reason for the Unboundedness assumption is to assert that the 

possible histories are real or have happened, already. (So, for example, 

in the resurrection scenario we have considered, a copy of an au-

thentic person of the past is to be created.) This issue is not so simple, 

however, as has been suggested in our discussion of time precedence. 

The possibility of future, exact repeats of our (finite) history will 

complicate our notions of before and after--but this we will consider 

later. For now the focus will be on domains, if they exist, that are 

outside the visible universe. 

 Immediately we are reminded of many-worlds, which asserts that 

such domains are constantly being formed. In fact, we appear to get 

exactly the Unboundedness property we want. Not only does 

many-worlds provide the usual variations of history, such as, for 

example, a world where the dinosaurs never died out or the Aztecs 

defeated Cortes, but whole alternate universes with different physical 

laws from ours, which were formed in the early stages of our own 

universe.[6] Moreover, and most important, many-worlds assigns the 

correct weight, or probability, to all these alternate worlds. Thus we 

are not forced to consider all histories on an equal footing, but the 

more likely scenarios are given due prominence.  

 Another desirable property of many-worlds is that its universal 

profusion is on the deepest (the quantum) level. Later we will have 
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reason to distinguish two notions of reality, observer reality, the 

world as individuals experience it, and underlying reality, the world 

from the standpoint of physics. The two are not to be taken as con-

tradictory or separate, but one follows from the other, that is, observer 

reality follows from underlying reality. (And this, in fact, is explicitly 

provided in the Everett interpretation where, we remember, the wave 

function that describes everything is to have an independent existence, 

apart from any observer.) Many-worlds, then, gives us Unbounded-

ness at the level of underlying reality, which is the deepest level 

possible, but it would be adequate if Unboundedness only applied at 

the observer level. (The distinction between underlying and observer 

reality will be considered more fully in the next two chapters. The two 

realities are certainly not the same, but the differences, as they relate 

to Unboundedness, should not be critical because observer reality 

should be able to model underlying reality.) 

 In any case, many-worlds, with its fantastic proliferation of sep-

arate realities, has cut the Gordian knot in one immense swoop. If we 

could accept it as true, we could end this chapter right here, but in fact 

we do not know this, so we must also consider single-world possi-

bilities and whether they too might provide something similar. Cer-

tainly, there is no requirement that they must do so, yet I think an 

interesting case can be made that they would--or to put it more ac-

curately, that Unboundedness holds whatever may be the nature of 

underlying reality. 

 As a start we may consider whether the multiverse is finite or 

infinite. We can accept that the visible universe is finite, with a size 

limit around 10[122] bits. If that is all there is to reality--if the mul-

tiverse is simply the universe--then at best the multiverse is only 

potentially infinite. (Under many-worlds, of course, the multiverse is 

not just the universe but much more, an exhaustive plenum of uni-

verses.) It must be at least potentially infinite if we are to have im-

mortality, according to the computational viewpoint of immortality 

that is developed in Chapter 14, following the ideas of Tipler and 

Moravec. This, of course, does not establish that it must be so, but it 

does underscore the importance of having an infinite amount of room 

or territory in which to operate if we are to have eternal life.  

 The multiverse could, of course, fail this litmus test and not even 

be potentially infinite. This would invalidate Unboundedness since 

arbitrarily long, finite histories must be possible, as we have noted. 
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We must then ask whether any evidence can be adduced to shed light 

on the question--in addition, of course, to the ever-present possibility 

of many-worlds. 

 We could start by asking whether any histories are really possible 

other than what we actually see. If the photon strikes the half-silvered 

mirror and bounces off, in what sense was it possible that the photon 

could have gone through the glass instead? Up to now we have been 

content to let our usual intuition decide the matter. In this case, 

though, we have something more: our intuition is solidly backed by 

experimental results. The photon is alternately seen to reflect off and 

to travel through the object in question, even when the starting con-

ditions are exactly the same, to all appearances. Both alternatives are 

possible, we say. We know of no reason they would not be possible, 

and this is true more generally when it comes to historical events. 

These in turn must rest on quantum interactions, so overall the same 

considerations, we might think, would apply to arbitrary historical 

events. Thus, even if we had the most complete knowledge possible, 

alternatives to what we actually observe would seem, always, to be 

possible. 

 If, as far as we can tell, these things are possible but never actu-

alized, we can ask why. What mysterious forces, properties, powers, 

or conditions, if there are such, choose the particular things that 

happen and forbid those that do not? Needless to say, we know of no 

such controlling mechanisms, which is one more argument for Un-

boundedness: if there is nothing to limit the actualized happenings, 

then other things than what we see must occur. This brings up an 

interesting argument of a quasi-theological nature. 

Our Existence As Extraordinary Evidence 

 We exist, and we are complicated--so complicated, in fact, that 

we do not yet fully understand the workings of our own physical 

bodies or especially the most important part, the brain. How did all 

this complexity come into existence? Clearly it constitutes extraor-

dinary evidence--evidence, that is, of something, but what? What 

extraordinary claims are best suited to the rather remarkable evidence 

at hand? In the past, especially in the Western tradition, it was as-

sumed that a cosmic Intelligence, or God, was involved in shaping the 

human and other species on our planet. Surely, it was argued, the 

incredible intricacies shown in living things in form, function, and 

interactions must have required a conscious Designer, a Being of 
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stupendous powers. But there were also reasons to question the ex-

istence of God, to credit the creation of species to other, insentient 

mechanisms--biological evolution, for instance. The theological issue 

will be taken up in Chapter 10. The upshot will be that, contrary to 

traditional intuition, our creation rests on insentient mechanisms--no 

intelligent Designer, or Artificer, need be invoked. Instead, its ab-

sence--in other words, the nonexistence of anything approaching the 

more traditional concepts of God--seems likely. 

 With this in mind, then, we must account for our very existence. 

One simple way would be through Unboundedness: if all possible 

histories are real, then those histories that bring beings like ourselves 

into existence must be real too. (This idea in turn is closely related to 

the Anthropic Principle: that the observable universe must provide for 

the presence of the observer--more on this in Chapter 10.) 

 True, we might resolve much of the problem without Unbound-

edness. Once life got started on Earth, the course of natural history, 

through Darwinian evolution, gave rise to all the known life-forms, 

including ourselves. No other “Earths” with other evolutionary pro-

cesses, or more generally other historical timelines, need be invoked. 

The existence of a place like Earth, moreover, may not be so re-

markable in the cosmos as we see it. In all the trillions of planets that 

could exist in the visible universe, the possibility of some earthlike 

environments where life could flourish must be credited, supposing it 

had gotten started. To be sure, in this appeal to a vast profusion of 

planets there is a faint echo of Unboundedness--but the visible uni-

verse is grossly inadequate to support Unboundedness on its own, as 

we have seen. Perhaps, then, the visible universe can well account for 

our presence without requiring an additional, vast profusion of actu-

alities that escape our detection. 

 To do this though, it would not be enough that life simply could 

evolve somewhere else in the universe but that the evolution of life is 

something that is reasonably likely to happen, given a universe such 

as ours. This itself is something we do not know, and some arguments, 

considered in Chapter 11, oppose this conclusion. But even if life in a 

universe like ours is likely, it still raises the issue of how likely it is 

that a life-sustaining universe would form in the first place. Here in 

particular we see some features suggesting an improbability.  

 How, for example, did there happen to be such a thing as carbon 

chemistry, which is basic to life and not explained by the mere pro-
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fusion of stars and planets? For, as far as we know, physics and 

chemistry are the same everywhere in the universe we see. We find 

the same chemical elements whether close to home or in distant 

galaxies--this much can be verified by spectroscopic analysis and 

other tests. We can explain this in terms of the fundamental parti-

cles--electrons, protons, and neutrons of which atoms are made, and 

other subatomic species--but are left with explaining these particles, 

and it does not seem simple. 

 A proton, for example, has an electrical charge exactly opposite 

that of an electron but is some 1,836 times heavier. Another particle, 

the positron, has the same charge as the proton and exactly the same 

mass as the electron. It is a true anti-electron, while the proton is a 

rather odd beast, electrically like the positron but with that strange 

added weight. Atoms use electrons and protons, not electrons and 

positrons, for which the “atoms” are known but are highly unstable. 

The fact that protons are much heavier (and also neutrons, which are 

useful in binding the protons together in nuclei, and form a third 

constituent of most kinds of atoms) means the relatively light elec-

trons are free to participate in electrochemical events. Among other 

things, this chemical versatility is vital to life as we know it. 

 Life thus rests on some unexplained properties at the level of 

fundamental particles. We do not know, in particular, where the 

“1,836”--more accurately 1,836.1527--comes from; attempts to ex-

plain this number (and other important dimensionless constants) have 

so far failed. A little headway has been made, to be sure. The proton, 

according to modern theories, is a composite particle made of three 

principal constituents known as quarks. The mass of the proton, and 

thus the weight ratio, can be explained in terms of the three quarks,[7] 

but these masses in turn must be explained, which has not been done 

yet. All protons from anywhere are alike, and all electrons are alike. 

On the other hand, there are not that many kinds of fundamental 

particles, and especially the more important ones that are involved in 

atoms and their chemical interactions (electrons, protons, neutrons, 

photons--four kinds of particles only). The ways conscious beings 

can be formed are limited, and this must especially apply when un-

conscious formative processes are responsible. It seems as if we just 

“got lucky” to be here (viewing it optimistically of course), or, that 

our being “lucky” has a more rational explanation. 

 In the absence of a Designer, the simplest rational explanation for 
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luck is profusion: more than one universe exists, more than one fam-

ily of particles with their associated properties, which again raises the 

possibility of Unboundedness. Indeed, if we suppose an infinity of 

universes to choose from, it does not seem so remarkable that some of 

these domains might generate life-forms as we know them--and 

perhaps many other strange and wonderful things. A multiverse 

consisting of multiple universes sounds like the many-worlds theory, 

of course, but there are other possibilities for such multiple domains 

besides the Everett model.[8] Lee Smolin and Andrei Linde, for 

example, have argued that universes can form out of collapsing black 

holes, which could offer myriad possibilities without invoking Ever-

ett‟s idea at all.[9] 

 Earlier we raised the issue of whether the multiverse is finite or 

infinite. An infinite multiverse--notwithstanding the finiteness of our 

own, visible universe--would provide a simpler route to Unbound-

edness, but a finite though growing multiverse might also do the trick. 

Such a domain could allow that every finite history would eventually 

happen and happen over and over. In particular, copies of our own, 

recorded history would happen over again, with interlacings of all 

possible histories that fit our surviving records. In the different, exact 

copies of our history, exact copies of ourselves would appear. Exact 

copies of a given person (or person-stage) must be identified by In-

terchangeability. The different possible histories, then, are all part of 

our real past, which thus has multiple timelines. An interesting 

property can be seen to follow. A multiverse, finite but growing as 

indicated, is really equivalent to an already-infinite multiverse. Both 

guarantee Unboundedness. The equivalence occurs because, with the 

possibility of the same finite history happening over and over, the 

notion of time precedence is blurred enough to remove any distinc-

tion. 

 This, then, is one more possibility for Unboundedness. In all, we 

might perhaps regard it as a toss-up whether Unboundedness holds, 

supposing many-worlds is not true, while with what we presently 

know it is another toss-up (at least no worse than that) whether 

many-worlds is true, with its strong support of Unboundedness. 

Although we have little to go on in estimating actual probabilities, I 

will conjecture that the two mutually exclusive possibilities, each 

rated a toss-up, add up to something better--I would call it a good, 

fighting chance. By this estimate, then, I think we can have confi-
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dence in Unboundedness, and accept it as a working hypothesis. We 

need to acknowledge that uncertainty remains, that we could be 

wrong and Unboundedness may fail. If it does fail, it is still not the 

end. Both resurrections and immortality are conceivable by other, and 

even materialistic means, though a considerably different outlook 

may be called for. But we can be hopeful that it holds and also that 

further research will shed more light on this question and, perhaps, 

tell us how it holds. 

 With Unboundedness, then, history exists both in multiple ver-

sions and in multiple, equivalent forms. The latter means in particular 

that persons are multiply instantiated. This, I maintain, calls for an 

interesting philosophical stance, whose properties and consequences 

we will now examine more closely. 

 

CHAPTER 7. 

Interchangeability 

 

The scientist and the philosopher are rightly engaged in a search for 

the truth. (This eternal quest, of course, is a worthy preoccupation of 

others too, and should become more meaningful as we progress. With 

future enhancement all of us can become scientists and philoso-

phers--at levels more-than-human and well adapted to our quest, if all 

goes well.) Such a search should proceed, as far as possible, un-

hampered by preconceptions of how things are thought to be or of 

how we might want them to be. It should fearlessly and objectively 

confront reality, so the truth--good, bad, or indifferent--can be 

brought forth undistorted. 

 From this it might seem that we must discipline our hopes se-

verely. On any cosmically significant scale, reality, cold and uncaring, 

must be beyond our control entirely--but we have grounds to think 

otherwise. As we progress, our power to make changes, modifica-

tions affecting what would otherwise occur, grows and with it, we 

hope, the wisdom to make the right changes. Yet at some fundamental 

level it seems that the nature of reality must forever be unchangeable 

and something we can best only examine, understand, and accept. 

One instance of this is the fossil record, which has solidly supported 

Darwinian evolution over divine creationism. Creatures--including 

ourselves--have been made by unconscious forces, the evidence 

proclaims, and no controlling mind or spirit is needed to explain this 
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or other effects we see. This is something I think we must accept and 

live with, and doing so is not easy for many, who see their hopes of a 

meaningful existence undermined. 

 Reality is what it is, of course, and not necessarily what we would 

like to believe. We have a wide latitude for making changes, partic-

ularly over long periods of time, but other things really are beyond 

our powers. Another unsolvable problem, of a very different sort than 

proving divine creationism, is squaring the circle (construction on a 

flat surface of a square with area equal to that of a given circle) with a 

ruler and compass. This was proved impossible in 1882 by mathe-

matician C. L. F. Lindemann.[1] Yet that is not the end of that story 

because there are simple, approximate methods for doing the task 

with accuracy beyond the limits of our sharpest instruments. In effect, 

we can square the circle with a ruler and compass, evaluate irrational 

numbers on a computer, and do countless other things that are in some 

sense impossible. 

 In such cases we find that a problem that cannot be solved, in the 

way it has been stated, can be redefined. The new problem is not quite 

the same, but, if the new definition is well-chosen, it will not only be 

solvable but capture, in essence, what we set out to do originally. So, 

with squaring the circle, the problem is perfectly solvable so long as 

we can accept a tiny, insignificant error, which we would have to 

accept anyway, in a practical application. (Only those interested in a 

purely theoretical, perfect solution must remain disappointed.) For a 

difficult problem, then, how the problem is defined may have an 

important bearing on whether it can be solved. We may have to look 

beyond one plausible formulation if that should prove unworkable. A 

reformulation may both satisfy our intuitions about what we really 

want to do and allow a means for doing it. 

A Difficult Problem: Life after Death 

 Let us now consider a difficult problem, whether a person does or 

can survive death. Among other things, we have to ask what we mean 

by a person and what it should mean to survive. Our answers will 

depend significantly on our definitions, or, in short, how the problem 

as a whole is defined. For instance, with the “day-person” concept 

(see below) we are forced to conclude that a person cannot survive 

even brief periods of unconsciousness, let alone death as usually 

understood. With a different definition we find our person becoming 

more durable, and we then must face the question of what definition 
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may be appropriate. 

 This itself is a most important question, inasmuch as it concerns 

possible life after death. As for the latter, we can ask if the truth about 

things that we pursue so earnestly--as hopeful scientists and philos-

ophers--is any more important. If death is the inevitable end, does 

anything really matter? What, if life must end forever, is the value of 

science, philosophy, knowledge, good times, or anything whatev-

er--and is the benefit worth the cost? It does not make much sense to 

struggle hard for something we will only be able to enjoy briefly. But 

briefly is a relative term. Any finite period is brief when contrasted 

with eternity. If life ever comes to a permanent end, it does, in an 

overall sense, make all struggles fruitless, all points pointless, all 

truths no better than lies. 

 True, with the prospect of the future elimination of aging and the 

possibility of survival to that time through biostasis or perhaps even 

simple endurance, we can finally question whether death must be 

inevitable to all of us presently living. But this does not nullify the 

seriousness of the problem. Death has been the inevitable fate of all 

persons up to very recent times, and it may well strike any one of us 

regardless of any advances that are made or means we may use to try 

to defeat it. In any event, even if we can prove so fortunate as to es-

cape its clutches forever through one strategem or another, there are 

so many others who did not--and these we cannot simply forget. So in 

what follows I accept that death continues to be a very serious issue, 

as it has been through the ages. 

 Our problem--whether there can be life after death--must then be 

approached very carefully. We must ask if there is a reasonable way 

of defining the problem, including the associated notions of person 

and survival. Our definition must be acceptable as the problem in 

essence, and if possible it must also allow a solution. We must con-

sider how we ought to think of ourselves--how to obtain the best 

advantage, in some sense--given, as is the case, that we have some 

freedom to pick and choose. The choice we make must not violate 

certain, basic intuitions but should also, we hope, leave room for an 

optimistic worldview--in this case, one in which death is not the end.  

 In recognizing the need to properly formulate the problem, we are 

going beyond the level where we simply ask whether a given hy-

pothesis is true or not. We must instead deal with different possible 

hypotheses that can all be said to fit the facts and try to choose the 
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best. As an example we can consider the day-person concept noted by 

philosopher Thomas Nagel, which claims that a new person replaces 

us each time we awaken from unconsciousness, as in the morning 

after a night‟s sleep.[2] There is nothing about it that is contrary to our 

observations. How do we tell that we do not become different persons? 

The fact that we feel we are the same is certainly not proof that we are 

the same and would not rule out the possibility of other constructs, for 

example, duplicates of ourselves, who also felt they were the same 

and the real person in question. If, then, the day-person concept is 

granted equal standing with the more normal view, the true or false 

dichotomy simply does not apply to the claim that we die each time 

we lose consciousness. This gloomy hypothesis can be made to fit 

reality and justified. On the other hand, hardly anybody takes it se-

riously. Somehow we know better. This we might attribute to a se-

lection process. 

 As the human brain developed under evolution, people became 

aware (or more aware) of a self and formed certain ideas about it. 

Selection pressure would have favored some ideas over others. A 

serious day-person advocate, I imagine, would have felt much less 

stake in the game of species propagation since this involves a lengthy 

process (raising offspring, involvement in social institutions, and so 

on). Such persons, if and when they existed, should have instead been 

extreme advocates of the maxim “live for the moment”--which would 

surely be selected against, even if part of this living, for example, 

involved reproductive acts or impulses. So instead today you find that 

most people are not overly concerned about dying every time they fall 

asleep. They have accepted that uninterrupted continuity of con-

sciousness is not the important thing for survival. They might instead 

accuse a day-person advocate of having an inappropriate attachment 

to the idea.  

 People still have had to face mortality, however--the kind we 

usually mean, not just temporary loss of consciousness--and it has not 

been so easy. Certain ancients, well aware of the difficulties, dealt 

with them as best they could--one result being Buddhism, which 

teaches a doctrine of nonself. This calls for an extreme detachment 

from things that are usually considered important: possessions, status, 

even personal details such as one‟s memories. One can then reach a 

state where, it might be said, one is immortal--there is nothing of 

substance that can still be lost, even through death. But the price paid 
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is a heavy one, in terms of what I think is any reasonable idea of 

survival. “[F]inal liberation,” we are told, “…can only happen if the 

ignorance of regarding oneself as a substantial permanent ego is 

dispelled.”[3] In effect, one is required to give up ambitions of any 

ordinary notion of survival which would, in particular, involve re-

calling one‟s past. 

 It is worth adding that various ideas of non-self are by no means 

uncommon. Some people do genuinely feel there is no substantial, 

personal self that even persists from moment to moment, let alone 

over a full waking period. But usually such people do not behave as if 

they must experience oblivion in the next instant. They may say their 

behavior is not entirely reducible to logic. In any case, the position I 

take is that it is reasonable to say that I persist from moment to mo-

ment, even granting that certain changes are possible (brain injury for 

instance) that would sometimes, hopefully rarely, make this claim 

dubious. This I can justify on both experiential and certain logical 

grounds: I feel the persistence of myself, plus I retain information 

about my previous states that can reasonably justify the conclusion 

that there is a “me” that persists over time, at least a short time. A 

reductionist argument that there is a persistent self under these con-

ditions seems possible in principle, though precise details are intricate 

and still lacking. It also happens that I value this persistence--it adds 

an element of meaning to life that I consider important, and many 

others value their persistence too. 

 So to me it is unsatisfactory to give up a notion of survival that 

depends on recollections of past experiences--but also, it turns out, 

unnecessary. Regarding oneself as a substantial permanent ego is not 

simply ignorance but can be defended through a modern, materialistic 

argument, and it can also be seen in a positive light. (At the same time, 

the ideals of Buddhism are in many ways noble and inspiring ones, 

and I commend its stance of detachment from material goods and 

status. Also it is worth noting that different ideas of nonself are found 

in Buddhism and other traditions. I make no claim of definitiveness 

here; the version I have cited is mainly for purposes of illustration.) It 

is not necessary--or desirable--to so detach oneself from ordinary 

reality that past details of one‟s own life are no longer valued and can 

then be forgotten or obliterated with indifference. Such details can be 

valued, both in oneself and in other sentient beings, and one can have 

assurance that these details are not impermanent as traditionally 
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supposed--this being a consequence of the UI assumptions. In this 

way the material world itself is also seen in a more positive light. But 

all this calls for an appropriate concept of Interchangeability, to be 

applied at the level of persons. 

 With this approach (details will be given shortly) there are certain 

things we will have to give up too. One is the idea of being made out 

of a specific, unique collection of particles. (The mind-brain identity 

theory that we considered in Chapter 4 thus will not do.) Another is 

that one‟s memories necessarily form part of the surviving historical 

record (though of course they might). A third is that survival involves 

a unique, “closest” continuer. None of these three, I maintain, is es-

sential for survival. But considered as information, the memories, 

dispositions, et cetera must still be there--and they will be. They can 

still be retrieved and you can know them for what they were and are. 

To me that is the important thing about personal identity--you might 

not want to sacrifice other properties, particularly the connections 

with the historical record. But even if maintaining such connections 

were impossible “you” could survive. 

 So I advocate a middle ground between the more exacting ideas 

about what survival should mean, and the too-weak, in my view, idea 

of nonself that denies altogether the importance of one‟s past. I would 

say that the pattern that describes or characterizes the person must 

recur but that extra connections (for example, historical ties through 

informational continuity or even the original material of the body), 

though possibly desirable, are not essential. Survival occurs, in the 

worst case, through a construct created in ignorance of, but with 

suitable similarities or psychological connections to the original. 

These connections require an appropriate information content though 

not informational continuity. This idea I will call pattern-survival. 

Exact replicas will have the necessary properties, which amount to 

psychological connectedness, and also continuers, so that exact rep-

licas of continuers, however formed, are also continuers and the in-

dividual can survive through them too. 

 Something further should be said about the notion of continuer, 

by way of clarification, before turning again to pattern-survival. As 

outlined in Chapter 4, the person as a whole, the diachronic self, is a 

phenomenon developing over time and is represented at a particular 

time by a person-stage. The changes in a person that occur over time 

involve the assimilation of experiences and a learning process. A later 
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person-stage thus will be a more developed version, or continuer, of 

an earlier stage. Forgetting or erasure of past information can also 

occur, of course, and strictly speaking does not yield a continuer of all 

that was present in an earlier stage, though it may still be a continuer 

of what was important--this matter is addressed in Chapter 15. 

 Strictly speaking, moreover, a person-stage, including a continuer, 

is not a physical construct, which instead I have called an instantia-

tion. The person-stage instead is a higher-level entity, “what the in-

stantiations instantiate.” Meanwhile it is important to make clear that 

the notion of continuer, like that of survival itself, depends purely on 

psychological connectedness, not on how the person-stage in ques-

tion came into existence. My concept of continuer thus differs from 

Robert Nozick‟s in Philosophical Explanations, in which physical or 

psychological continuity between present and past person-stages is 

also important.[4] 

 It will be useful to extend the idea of a continuer to cover the case 

of person-segments whose time intervals do not overlap. The con-

tinuer (segment) will then consist of person-stages, all of which are 

continuers of the person-stages that make up the original segment. A 

person (person-segment) during the year 1950 would be (approxi-

mately, allowing for forgetting, et cetera) a continuer of that person 

(again, person-segment) during 1949, or during 1945–49, and so on. 

 Pattern-survival in turn accords with the notion of person based 

on functionalism that was considered in Chapter 4. In this way of 

thinking, it is the interactive functioning of various components that 

make up an individual, not some other entity or “gestalt”--the whole 

is the combined effects of the parts. The parts themselves, however, 

have no significant intrinsic properties--it is just the way they interact, 

how they function in the whole individual, that is important. These 

parts, it will be argued in the next chapter, can be equated with the 

components of a digital or computational system--and their func-

tioning will resolve into discrete events, or state changes, in the sys-

tem in question. One system can be duplicated in its functioning by 

another system. 

 The position of Interchangeablity, and pattern-survival in partic-

ular, is to regard two such similarly functioning systems as one and 

the same, that is, their differences, of whatever form, are unimportant. 

It thus accords with a time-honored mathematical practice of con-

sidering two things or systems the same when they are isomor-
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phic--when one system can be reversibly translated or disguised as 

the other through a “renaming of the parts.” In general, though, there 

is more than one isomorphism--not all will be valid for the purpose 

intended. In the case at hand, we must be sure that the parts we relabel 

do not contain intrinsic components that would preclude the neces-

sary equivalences and that the system obtained by relabeling is func-

tional.  

 To use an analogy, a given make and model of new car will 

properly correspond with identical, factory-made copies of that make 

and model but not with other cars. An automobile isomorphism might 

be defined that identified one car engine with the other car engine, 

right and left headlights with right and left headlights, and so on, but 

overlooked finer details, such as whether the engines were four, six, 

or eight cylinder, which brands of headlights were used, or even 

whether the car would start. So one car could be the “same” as the 

other under this correspondence but still far from identical. With a 

finer correspondence though, going down to individual, inter-

changeable parts, we could achieve the necessary exact correspond-

ence--still not really exact, of course, but close enough for most 

purposes, and close enough that different, intentional variations, 

however minor, could be distinguished. (We might have to go to 

uncommon lengths, however, to ensure that the microchips many cars 

now use for control functions were programmed identically.) If this 

level of correspondence in turn was not sufficient, we could go all the 

way down to the molecular, atomic, or subatomic levels. 

 In any case, we would have to identify a level at which the cor-

responding parts could be considered truly interchangeable and 

equivalent. For persons, we clearly do not know the full details. But 

the level of information processing must be adequate, whatever that 

translates to in terms of material components. It is not these material 

components that seem significant intrinsically, but how they function, 

and, in particular, what sort of interactive process they sustain in the 

mind. Again, as a last resort we could go all the way down to the 

quantum level where the parts are subatomic particles or things that 

behave like them. (This could, in fact, be necessary to capture the 

subtleties in conscious experience induced by the complexities of 

brain chemistry.) Some further issues connected with the notion of 

the right isomorphism will be addressed in Chapter 8. Though some 

questions remain unanswered, it seems reasonable that there is some 
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level at which equivalent functioning must give rise to identical ex-

perience. Identical constructs at the atomic level would produce 

identical consciousness, as one example. We are thus led to the idea 

of pattern-survival, in which the same person re-emerges whenever 

an equivalent system becomes functional.  

 It seems to me that pattern-survival is the best possible notion of 

survival. Any weaker concept is too weak to constitute survival in any 

reasonable sense--though pattern-survival itself is reasonable in this 

respect--and any stronger notion is unlikely to be generally feasible. 

Such ideas as occur in Buddhism are too weak--you have to have past 

information, to reasonably define and distinguish a specific person. 

Otherwise survival can only be through a “further fact”--a violation 

of psychological reductionism. Any stronger concept, on the other 

hand, is unlikely to be achievable, in the general way that would be 

required, to be satisfying to me. 

 I would like to think that anybody--even someone who perished 

in the distant past has a prospect of eventual resurrection; otherwise I 

have to allow that the world contains major, unrightable wrongs, or 

that eternal death is acceptable--neither of which I am prepared to do. 

Instead I will give up what is necessary to make the notion of survival 

as robust as it needs to be, confident that I will not have to give up so 

much as to make the desired result untenable. A person could be re-

instated, if you are lucky enough to guess the description, even if it 

has been lost. (Reasons to think that guessing of this sort by advanced 

future beings will not only occur but be successful will be considered 

in later chapters.)  

 A stronger notion of survival that has been advocated is that the 

historical connections must persist--there must be informational 

continuity with a past self. This, in fact, is what is aimed for in bio-

stasis. From the preserved remains we hope to completely recover 

what constituted the person, information-wise, at the time of death. 

This would include all memories, dispositions, et cetera, plus bio-

logical information such as the DNA (which in turn will specify other 

organs of the body, glands, hormones, and so on--or perhaps these too 

are preserved directly). In fact, biostasis, especially whole-body 

cryopreservation, offers an even stronger possibility of survival, 

through object continuity. The original object is preserved and, if 

possible, eventually will be reactivated, though perhaps with certain, 

desired modifications. But in general I see little prospect for the re-
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covery of the “hidden past” that would be needed to resurrect 

someone who died and was not preserved. (And, of course, we do not 

know if those who died and were committed to biostasis will be 

well-enough preserved for resurrection from their remains, though it 

seems a definite possibility, at least for the better cases.) The histor-

ical connections are worth it--up to a reasonable point and so far as 

obtainable. That is why I think we should stick with cryonics or some 

form of biostasis (though I am not similarly attached to stronger 

forms of survival such as object continuity, except as a practical 

means of achieving informational continuity). But whatever the state 

or lack of preservation--yours or someone else‟s--there is a guaran-

teed fallback position that allows “coming back” in some form. 

Interchangeability in Physics 

 We are now ready to consider Interchangeability in more detail. 

As stated in Chapter 1, this is the principle that like entities share 

identity or can be considered the same thing. It is mainly to apply to 

persons; however, it will be instructive to consider how it also applies 

in physics. Indeed, there are situations where ostensibly different 

physical objects or systems must be treated as one and the same. 

 A very exhaustive mathematical description of a physical system 

is possible. Though generally very voluminous and most impractical 

to deal with directly, it is finite, under the assumption that the system 

must have finite spatial extent and energy content. (The physical 

system thus could include the whole visible universe.) The descrip-

tion, effectively, is known as the quantum state, and it is so complete 

and perfect that, as a basic principle of modern physics, two systems 

in the same quantum state must be one and the same object. (More 

accurately, a finite number of distinguishable energy states, also 

known as eigenstates or quantum states, can be associated to each 

bounded region in space and each finite amount of total energy. Since 

the visible universe is bounded in spatial extent and energy content, 

no two distinct or distinguishable systems in the universe can be in 

the same quantum state.) This has profound consequences because, in 

particular, there are situations where our intuition insists that more 

than one object is present. 

 Tipler in The Physics of Immortality considers such cases,[5] one 

of which goes back to nineteenth-century American physicist J. 

Willard Gibbs. We have two chambers filled with gas at the same 

temperature and pressure. A channel is opened between the two. If the 
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gas molecules in both chambers are the same, both oxygen, for in-

stance, essentially nothing happens. True, the molecules will begin to 

intermingle, but there is no energy gained or lost in this process. (And 

we cannot really tell, directly, that the molecules have intermingled 

because identical molecules are involved in the exchanges.) But if the 

gases are different, one oxygen, say, and the other carbon dioxide, 

energy is released as one type of gas diffuses gradually into the other 

and the two become uniformly mixed. This energy is no minute effect 

but may be considerable. If the two chambers each have a cubic meter 

of volume (264 gallons) and the gases are at atmospheric pressure and 

room temperature, enough energy is released in the diffusion process 

to light a 40-watt bulb for an hour. 

 Such a release of energy occurs for any two gases, so long as they 

are different. If the two gases are the same, all made of one type of 

molecule, for instance, or of different molecular types that are already 

uniformly mixed, no release of energy is possible. It is easy to see 

why this must be so, for if we could still derive usable energy when 

the two gases were the same, we would have an unlimited energy 

source that could be turned into a perpetual motion machine. At the 

quantum level, energy extraction is possible because one type of 

object is concentrated in one chamber but not in the other. As long as 

one container‟s contents differ in some way, however small, the 

mingling with the other container‟s contents will release energy. 

 With most gases at normal temperatures and pressures, nearly all 

the objects (molecules) will be in the lowest energy state, or the 

ground state--meaning that there will be very many molecules in the 

same quantum state. (In this ground state, electrons in a molecule are 

in the lowest allowable configurations or orbitals. In a higher energy 

state, one or more electrons are pushed into higher orbitals that gen-

erally are more distant from the atomic nuclei of the molecule.) This 

does not mean all the particles are alike in all respects. They will, for 

example, have positions, momenta, and spins, all of which will vary 

from particle to particle. But what it means is that the state of the 

system as a whole provides no information to distinguish one particle 

from another; we cannot tell which particle is in which of the allowed 

conditions. Each particle is just as much here or there as any other 

particle, and just as much in one condition or another.[6] So with all 

the particles on an equal footing and indistinguishable, we are forced 

to consider each individually as one and the same object. 
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 Yet intuition cries out. Many billions of molecules are a lot of 

things to be considered one and the same. Yet that is what the laws of 

physics demand we do. Quantum mechanics in particular requires 

this, or certain fundamental relations would fail. Besides the one 

above that rules out a perpetual motion machine, there is the Law of 

Mass Action, which determines what amounts of different chemical 

substances remain after a reaction has gone to completion and equi-

librium is reached. More fundamentally, without the exact identity of 

systems in the same quantum state, matter would be unstable and all 

solid objects would collapse into black holes. “In summary,” notes 

Tipler, “quantum mechanics has a criterion for the identity of phys-

ical systems [the equality of their quantum states] and this criterion 

allows--indeed, often requires--us to identify two systems existing at 

the same time.”[7] 

 We must then allow that one system can occupy more than one 

place at once. Seemingly different systems--including whole 

worlds--can share identity and be merely different instantiations of 

one and the same object (though strictly speaking we do not have 

different instantiations, though certainly it can seem that way, as with 

the gas molecules). So this is a kind of Interchangeability, or what is 

often called the pattern or form theory of identity. Like objects indeed 

share identity, regardless of their apparent separateness. (It should be 

noted, too, that this viewpoint has its philosophical opponents. They 

would deny that even objects indistinguishable in principle, like the 

gas molecules in our example, are one and the same, and thus deny 

the Identity of Indiscernibles, a principle considered later in this 

chapter. I do not go so far, but will accept Tipler‟s arguments at face 

value. In any case, whether the molecules are truly identical or not is 

not so important, in regard to our notion of Interchangeability, as that 

they have the same physical attributes.[8]) 

 This property of being the “same,” as we have considered it, de-

pends on a very stringent criterion: that the different objects must be 

in the same quantum state. For objects of any appreciable size, there 

are very many possible quantum states, and it is most unlikely we will 

encounter two such objects that happen to be in the same state--two 

planets, trees, or even tiny grains of dust. It is only with much tinier 

objects still, such as individual gas molecules, that the range of likely 

states is much smaller, so that it is feasible for ostensibly different 

objects to be in the same state. But this Interchangeability, which 
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applies mainly to inanimate objects, is not the one we are mainly 

interested in. It depends on something noted by an external observ-

er--while what we are interested in is that observer, and how that 

observer perceives him-/herself. This gives rise to a different, 

stronger version of Interchangeability. 

Interchangeability As Applied to Persons 

  Two persons, I submit, should be considered one and the same if 

they can be said to experience the same events at the conscious level. 

Clearly this will happen if the two could be in the same quantum state, 

for then everything about them must be repeated as far as we know. 

But the same events at the conscious level might be expected under 

other circumstances too. If persons are basically computer programs 

running on hardware, as seems to be the case, we expect that more 

than one hardware device, or computer, could “run” the same person. 

The progression of conscious events pertaining to a person is then 

reducible to a progression of information-processing events in the 

device in question. That two such devices could execute the same 

such events is a straightforward possibility. The “running” of a person, 

by whatever physical process or system, is what we should under-

stand as an instantiation of that person. 

 Here something should be said in relation to the three concepts of 

personhood introduced in Chapter 4: the diachronic self, the per-

son-segment, and the person-stage. A person-instantiation, which is 

to cover the person‟s conscious activity over a period of time, can be 

viewed as an implementation or realization of a person-segment 

which, as we noted, was the most general concept of the three, the 

others (diachronic self, person-stage) being viewable as special cases. 

In particular, as the time interval becomes short the instantiation ap-

proaches a realization of the mental state of the person at a particular 

moment, that is, that of a particular person-stage. An instantiation, of 

course, should not be considered identical to the person-segment; 

many instantiations of one person-segment should be possible in the 

multiverse, all of which will exhibit equivalent performance sup-

porting equal states of consciousness. In addition we must remember 

that the instantiation is not required to exhibit all features of the 

person that apply during the time interval in question but only those 

that would actually, in some way, affect that person‟s state of con-

sciousness. A “normal” instantiation such as a functioning body and 

brain will, however, have these extra features latent, that is, stored in 
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informational form, even if the subject is not consciously aware of 

them. 

 Here it will be useful to introduce an additional concept: a prin-

cipal person-segment will refer to a person-segment in which the time 

interval extends over the whole of a person‟s life up to some point in 

time but not beyond that point. Similarly, an instantiation of such a 

person-segment will be called a principal instantiation. An interesting 

property then must hold. In general, an instantiation does not reca-

pitulate all the features of the person-segment, as we have just noted. 

But a principal instantiation will recapitulate all these features, as far 

forward in time as it extends. Again, this must follow because con-

scious events are what are important in defining the person. Whatever 

has had no effect on one‟s conscious experience up to a given point in 

time is not part of oneself up to that point. 

 Now, to return to our problem of comparing two instantiations: 

we wish to know if we should regard them as representing different 

individuals. Is one person present or two? The instantiations are to be 

compared on the basis of the progression of conscious events, that is, 

the conscious experience, that the two are emulating (supposing, of 

course, that this concept admits of a reasonable definition, as I shall 

maintain). Properly speaking, to achieve a correct comparison we 

should consider principal instantiations only, for as we have just 

noted, these alone will completely characterize the person or persons, 

up to the point that the comparison is made. If the two instantiations, 

both principal, agree, then we have just one person not two--at least 

up to that point. But, except for improbable cases (or those that we 

may imagine being contrived through advanced technology of the 

future) it should not be necessary, in distinguishing two distinct 

persons, to consider their conscious states over any great interval of 

time. Two different persons should have thoughts and experiences 

that very quickly diverge, that is, distinguishing person-segments 

should be of short duration, approaching person-stages in waking 

states. Instantiations that emulate the same conscious experience, on 

the other hand, can reasonably be said to exhibit a shared con-

sciousness. This, I submit, follows solely by the fact of the duplica-

tion itself--a duplicate consciousness is a shared consciousness. For 

otherwise the sharing of consciousness must depend on a “further 

fact,” which can be discounted on the basis of reductionism.  

 The agreement of the instantiations must occur if each instantia-
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tion runs through the same progression of quantum states, but then 

they are not really separate processes at all but one and the same. 

However, I think it is clear (as Tipler and Moravec, for example, both 

argue[9]) that substantially different processes could emulate the 

same conscious experience too. Very numerous changes at the level 

of atoms or their constituents should be possible without any dis-

cernible effects at the conscious level. Equivalent instantiations with 

a shared consciousness thus could be quite different processes phys-

ically. Ostensibly, two or more persons, with physically different 

bodies, then will be interchangeable or really not plural but one--a 

single being, though with multiple instantiations. In terminology used 

by Derek Parfit and others, I am advocating that persons are “types” 

not “tokens”--but a person-instantiation is one example of a to-

ken.[10] 

 It should be emphasized that this interchangeability requires an 

identity of the states of consciousness: make the smallest difference, 

and the single person splits--the different instantiations becoming, 

through a kind of speciation, truly separate and distinct. Thus it would 

be impossible to have two interchangeable instantiations that were 

aware of each other‟s specific differences. You could inform each, 

“You have a double and one of you is wearing a blue hat and one a red 

hat,” but you could not tell them which color hat each one was 

wearing. 

 Here I am overlooking difficulties of how we might evaluate 

conscious experience except to note the previous suggestion that it 

should be reducible to information processing--more will be said as 

we go along. (There are other difficulties too, such as the problem of 

forgetting that we have noted. For now we assume the memory is 

functioning well--well enough that two persons once distinguished 

are not later merged by their mutual amnesia.) 

 It is conceivable, of course, that two distinct individuals, repre-

sented by different instantiations, could briefly have the same con-

scious experience, then diverge. The two instantiations would behave 

equivalently for awhile, then act differently. In terms of the conscious 

experience of the two subjects, the divergence could occur by new 

and different perceptions of external reality but also by recollections 

of different past experiences, the latter being possible from the as-

sumption that two different beings are present from the outset. So, 

though the two are different, for a moment, before the differences 
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appear, each person has a “subpersonality” that is one and the same as 

the other‟s. It is conceivable that the differences would not make an 

appearance for a protracted period, and the identical subpersonalities 

might so express themselves as to constitute a complete, developed 

individual in its own right. But again, two different persons should 

normally diverge quickly, and this must apply in the case of the in-

fluence of past information, where there should be many differences, 

either subtle or more obvious. 

 Some additional consideration to this issue will be given later; for 

now let it suffice to note that there are many and varied conditions 

under which ostensibly different persons are properly regarded as one 

and the same individual, multiply instantiated. Such conditions in fact 

must occur, unavoidably and over and over, in the multiverse under 

Unboundedness. Among the possible histories are those that are ex-

actly similar to ours up to some point, say to when a coin is tossed. At 

this point a bifurcation occurs: our world, in effect, splits in two. Two 

authentic histories then apply: one in which the outcome of the toss is 

heads, the other, tails. The same, of course, applies to any other 

process whatever that has unpredictable outcomes, except that more 

than two possibilities may be involved, so that multiple splitting must 

be considered. The splitting of worlds, of course, is explicitly pro-

vided in the many-worlds scenario, but other versions of Unbound-

edness must also have it. (At the philosophical level that is important 

here, it thus is not critical whether Unboundedness is enforced by the 

Everett model or some other mechanism.) As worlds split, individuals 

within them could still retain enough similarity that they would not 

split--as individuals--at least for awhile. 

 To keep things in perspective: we are considering features that are 

far removed from ordinary experience but are important philosophi-

cally nonetheless. We are most unlikely, for instance, to observe 

identical human bodies that behave in identical ways and thus contain 

what we should regard as one person spread over multiple instantia-

tions. There are innumerable differences even between “identical” 

twins who may be able to look and sound quite alike to us. We do not 

have to confront the issue of whether a person we know is resident in 

more than one body that we can see. Moreover, the main question 

before us is not a scientific but a philosophical one, as we have noted. 

We cannot prove that Interchangeability holds or even amass evi-

dence that would distinguish it from other logically consistent hy-
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potheses about personal identity, even such extremes as the 

day-person concept, or worse. However, the issue we are considering, 

concerning the nature of personal identity, is a life and death matter. 

In fact it will open the door to the possibility of resurrection without 

compromising a strictly materialistic stance, or invoking any “further 

fact” about the nature of persons.  

Opposition, Rebuttal, and Illustrations 

 To give the opposition some of its due, the pattern theory of 

identity, the foundation for Interchangeability, while being favored 

by famous philosophers such as Locke, has also had its share of dis-

tinguished critics. A modern critic is materialist philosopher Antony 

Flew, who is opposed to the idea that a replica of a person could be 

the person.[11] 

 One objection Flew raises is a legal one, which he applies to the 

idea of justice after a putative resurrection. “To punish or reward a 

replica, reconstituted on Judgment Day, for the sins or virtues of the 

old Anthony Flew dead and cremated, perhaps long years before, is as 

inept and unfair as it would be to reward or punish one identical twin 

for what was in fact done by the other.”[12] An “identical” twin, 

however, is hardly a close enough copy to be considered a replica by 

the standards that are to apply for Interchangeability. Moreover, as 

Tipler points out, even the legal system today sometimes equates a 

thing with its (sufficiently exact) replica, as in the case of copyright 

laws. Another example might be said to occur when someone is tried 

for a crime committed decades earlier, when he was very largely 

different matter, so that he has now become a replica. 

 However, the objections of Flew and others are not limited to 

legal issues. John Locke‟s memory criterion of personal identity, 

which in essence is our criterion of psychological connectedness, is 

taken to task for a number of reasons, among them the problems of 

forgetting and false memories, which will be treated in Chapter 15. 

Again, for now we assume the memory is reasonably foolproof and 

focus on issues connected with persons functioning in a normal 

manner. 

 The memory criterion or pure psychological connectedness then 

becomes a more reasonable one for personal identity: each per-

son-stage is linked with past person-stages by memories of past ex-

periences. Two person-instantiations will be identified as pertaining 

to the same person if they agree in those features of their information 
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processing that are relevant to their states of consciousness. Precisely 

what this would amount to is still unknown. However, we can im-

agine, by analogy, two computers running the same program in 

lockstep, or even running at different times and different speeds. The 

computers could differ in not-so-minor ways; their circuitry might be 

quite dissimilar, both in materials and construction, as long as the 

same computation was being performed at the bit level, 

say--including all intermediate steps. If, in the future, persons were to 

be emulated on advanced computational devices, this analogy would 

become more meaningful. 

 One way to think of this is that the person is like a radio broadcast 

and each construct--the body with the brain that expresses or 

“broadcasts” the person--is like a radio receiver. Two or more re-

ceivers can both be tuned to the same station; in this case there is one 

program but multiple instantiations. (Or, it is possible that, through 

delayed broadcast, one receiver would play back the same program at 

a different time.) Of course, there are significant differences too, and 

the analogy must not be pushed too far. I do not imagine, for instance, 

that the brain-with-body that “broadcasts” is literally controlled from 

some outside source, a signal from afar. (This theory actually does 

have its advocates,[13] but it is one I reject along with psychic and 

other paranormal possibilities; if proven out, however, it could still 

support Interchangeability.) The brain is not simply a type of receiver 

but a self-contained mechanism though capable, in principle, of un-

usual correlations or convergence with other, similar mechanisms, 

other brains.  

 Nonetheless the radio analogy is useful. For one thing, it under-

scores how our notions of identity for persons can differ substantially 

from that for impersonal objects. We think of the different radio re-

ceivers as truly and substantially different or numerically different 

even when they are broadcasting the same program. Similarly, bodies 

(including the brain) would be numerically different even when all 

are “broadcasting” the same consciousness, except in the case of the 

same quantum state. Just as we could have many radio receivers 

playing one program, then, we imagine, many instantiations could be 

“playing” one person. 

 The radio analogy is useful in another way: to help clarify dif-

ferent notions of the “same” person. We have been considering in-

stantiations: different constructs with the same conscious experience, 
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which can be regarded, from a functional viewpoint, as exactly alike 

and interchangeable. However, another, more usual notion is to con-

sider different person-stages as the “same person”--a person at age 

twenty-five and that “same” individual at fifty, say. These, however, 

are not at all like multiple, equivalent instantiations; we would not 

expect someone, starting at her fiftieth birthday, to simply repeat the 

exact sequence of thoughts and perceptions of twenty-five years be-

fore. Yet a later person-stage is not simply a “different person” from 

an earlier stage but what I have called a continuer. This has a special 

significance that will be explored later. For now we return to the case 

of instantiations, in which numerically different constructs are iden-

tified.  

 Is this identification reasonable--or does it violate common sense? 

I submit that it is reasonable because it accords with the vantage point 

of the person in question. A person--an observer--by definition could 

not be directly aware of different instantiations: each different con-

struct must perceive alike. It would be reasonable for an individual, 

then, to make the identification with all similarly functioning con-

structs, whatever and wherever they may be. I would extend this even 

to whenever--there is no way we can know, aside from what we are 

consciously aware of, such details as when we may exist or even 

which direction time is flowing. It is possible, for instance, that one 

instantiation could be time-reversed from another one, getting 

younger as the other became older. Such concepts as direction of time 

or spatial and temporal location are meaningful only in some partic-

ular frame of reference, which by hypothesis here is hidden, that is, 

perceived as the same, whether it really is so or not. 

 Interchangeability, then, introduces an element of ambiguity in 

the world as experienced. Essentially, what is not known to the ob-

server to be some particular way (and cannot be self-inferred from 

that person‟s memories, perceptions, or past states of consciousness) 

is not specified, at least for that observer. Examples are easy enough 

to imagine from everyday experience. 

 There is a great deal we do not know about one another. You may 

have had a dog once--suppose I do not know that. Under Unbound-

edness, then, we expect identical versions of me to exist in domains in 

which you had and did not have a dog; that is, there are possible 

histories in which both alternatives occur. At present, from my point 

of view, it is ambiguous whether or not you had a dog. My identical 
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instantiations occupy worlds with the two different versions of 

yourself. These differences in you do not affect my instantiations, so 

Interchangeability requires me to simultaneously occupy the different 

locations where these differences hold. In this case, however, I can 

easily clarify matters, assuming you do not mind telling me if you had 

a dog. As soon as I learn the answer, a split in my instantiations oc-

curs: I become two individuals. In some of the many domains, you 

answer yes, in others, no, thereby creating two versions of me. In the 

same way, further versions of you will be created the more you learn 

about me. 

Underlying and Observer Reality 

 The splitting of individuals is a scaled-down version of the di-

vergence of more general histories that progresses as events unfold. 

More and more possibilities come up and are realized in different and 

mutually exclusive ways, which splits and multiplies the historical 

timelines. On the other hand, convergence of timelines can occur too. 

If past information is lost, individuals could be identified or merged 

who might otherwise have been distinct (the problem of forgetting). 

In general, loss of information will make the past ambiguous, as in the 

data-erasing experiment in Chapter 5. There the loss and consequent 

ambiguity occurs at the most basic, quantum level, or--to use the 

terminology introduced in Chapter 6--at the level of underlying real-

ity. 

 We made a distinction between this level, which depends on basic 

physics and is observer-independent, and what was called observer 

reality. This in turn will depend on the perceptions of the individual 

and has different properties, for example, allowing an easier con-

vergence or merging of timelines. Once again, loss of information 

makes the past ambiguous. More generally, absence of information, 

at the level of the observer, makes reality, to that observer, ambiguous. 

Observer reality is particularly important in view of Interchangeabil-

ity and its implications; some additional remarks are called for. 

 Observer reality, we noted before, is not to be regarded as sepa-

rate and distinct from physics-based underlying reality but instead 

must derive from it in full. (Observer reality, then, is supervenient 

upon underlying reality.) It thus must have a basis in the materialism 

that, as assumed, undergirds reality as we know it. The details of this 

origination, depending as they must on the complex phenomenon of 

an observer, are unknown at present and may never be reduced to 
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anything like a physical theory. (Indeed, there are definite limits to 

how much mathematics can do, despite its success with such fields as 

physics; the mind of the observer, it seems, must considerably 

transcend these limits. Gцdel‟s results, discussed in the next chapter, 

show one way in which mathematics is limited.) Moreover, the de-

tails of observer reality are obviously observer-specific--there in fact 

is no single observer reality but as many different realities as there are 

observers. This, on the other hand, is not so different from underlying 

reality, which resolves, under Unboundedness, into many histories. In 

either case, when we speak of a “reality” we are necessarily speaking 

in generalities.  

 At any rate, it seems necessary to have both realities, even if one 

is derivable in principle from the other. Underlying reality is theo-

retically simpler and more tractable; observer reality is attuned to the 

individual experience and thus is more crucial from the standpoint of 

life and its meaning. As one illustration of differences between the 

two, multiple instantiations of one individual must be joined or united 

at the experiential level, that is, from the standpoint of Interchange-

ability, but must still be physically separate. We can imagine, as a 

thought experiment, two or more different bodies that support the 

same consciousness being present in the same world and even within 

plain sight of each other--however unlikely. But supposing it did 

occur, it would be possible for the one individual to split--by differ-

ences developing in the initially unified consciousness--though all 

resulting persons would still occupy the same world. On the other 

hand, it is possible that instantiations of the same observer could 

occupy different worlds. Worlds could split while the instantiations, 

though also splitting from the standpoint of physics (becoming dif-

ferent in their quantum states), remained identical in consciousness, 

and thus still united by Interchangeability. 

 This last conclusion is strengthened if we consider the fact that 

consciousness clearly comes in varying strengths and degrees. It is 

absurd to expect that an observer-instantiation would be fully aware 

of things at the quantum level, so that every change at that level 

would split the observer just as the instantiation would split, for 

example, under many-worlds. Indeed, for the case of an unconscious 

person, in which, we could say, the “null observer” is active as a 

subperson, no amount of difference in the quantum state will be de-

tected. All null observers, then, are mutual instantiations--all are one 
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(though not a very interesting one). By similar reasoning, we expect 

that subpersons that are nearly unconscious will have many instanti-

ations that differ in many ways materially and may have quite dif-

ferent surroundings. But surely there will also be many instantiations 

even when a full and lengthy conscious experience is involved. 

 The notion of Interchangeability is a variant of a long-recognized 

principle known as the Identity of Indiscernibles: any two things that 

cannot be distinguished in some way are one and the same. Stated this 

way, it is simply a tautology: by definition, two things are different if 

and only if they can be distinguished in some way or exhibit some 

difference. (German seventeenth-century philosopher Gottfried 

Leibniz can be credited with originating this principle, though in a 

nontautological form that requires intrinsic differences for two things 

to be different.[14]) For the case at hand I propose the following 

variation: any two things or possibilities that are not distinguished in 

some way by the observer are one and the same for that observer. This 

seems reasonable, though it is not a tautology since the observer 

might choose to regard indistinguishably different things as different 

nonetheless. So I should replace “are one and the same” by “ought to 

be considered one and the same.” 

 This in turn I think should hold for a reasonable observer, even in 

cases where clearly more than one different, observed object is in-

volved. Thus we have considered the case of me, the observer, con-

fronting you, who may or may not have had a dog. The “you” that I 

see seems to be a single, definite individual but in fact encompasses 

the two possibilities. Until I am aware of which particular possibility 

is present in my reality, the latter is ambiguous, and my different 

instantiations remain unified in their confronting of the two un-

knowns. Some nonzero probability attaches to each alternative, and 

both possibilities must be taken into account. 

 In general, ignorance about the state of the world leads to ambi-

guity: more uncertainty results in more possibilities, all of which are 

simultaneously real as superimposed features of observer reality. The 

observer, then, is defined by self-perception: what the observer is 

aware of, over time, determines what that observer is, at the most 

meaningful level. Any two observer-instantiations that cannot be 

self-distinguished or, in other words, that have the same conscious 

experience, must belong to the same person. Such a viewpoint will 

need some attention later, again to address such problems as forget-
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ting and false memories (and also mortality). For now I provisionally 

accept that the observer is self-defined, with the necessary conse-

quence of Interchangeability. 

The UI Assumptions 

 Interchangeability then takes its place beside Unboundedness, so 

that the two principles, the UI assumptions, will serve as the founda-

tion for our ideas of reality and of what should be possible for the 

future. In the last chapter we confronted the issue of whether Un-

boundedness in fact holds in our domain of reality, the multiverse, 

concluding that the likelihood, while unknown, seemed better than a 

toss-up. A similar question can now be raised; we may ask if Inter-

changeability really applies, but here the same issue is not at stake. 

Interchangeability, as I have indicated, is not a falsifiable proposition, 

dependent on a property of external reality, but a point of view, de-

pendent on one‟s attitude. Like the day-person hypothesis, we can 

accept or reject it without contradicting any empirical evidence. I 

have offered what I think are good reasons for accepting it. It is 

worthwhile now to explore a few consequences of the UI assump-

tions. 

 One consequence is that the worlds occupied by the instantiations 

of one individual will differ from those occupied by instantiations of 

another individual. If the two families of worlds have a world in 

common, the two individuals may be acquainted to some degree; 

otherwise they will not be. 

 Another consequence, about which there is more to say, is the 

splitting of worlds. This could occur, more or less independently, at 

both the underlying and observer levels of reality, as we have noted. 

The splitting of worlds is a stumbling-block for many, particularly at 

the underlying level, for those who find the claims of many-worlds 

hard to believe. Certainly an objection can be raised in the endless 

process of generation that seems to be involved. One observer and 

environment divides into two or more, over and over, an explosion no 

physical process in our universe could sustain for long. Where does 

the extra material and the space come from for all this creation, if that 

is what is happening?  

 A better tack, however, is to take the splitting more literally and 

indeed regard it as a process of division. The observer and sur-

roundings are rendered into thinner and thinner slices of smaller 

volume or weight while the total volume remains constant.[15] A 
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single slice can be thought of as representing the probability that we 

will find conditions just as they are in that particular slice and not as 

in some other slice--so that thicker or heavier slices correspond to 

greater probability. The slices can be divided indefinitely, provided 

each can retain the characteristics distinguishing it from other slices. 

Otherwise--if the distinguishing characteristics are lost--different 

slices fuse into a single, thicker slice. 

 The division model seems a good one, in general, for under-

standing what is happening as events unfold according to 

many-worlds. (For non-many-worlds scenarios supporting Un-

boundedness the picture is less clear, but something of the same 

considerations might still apply, with different outcomes weighted 

according to likelihood, even though all are actualized.) The genera-

tion model has its uses too, despite difficulties. Both can be ration-

alized--indeed, each rationalizes the other. It is important to recognize 

that different interpretations of reality, or some aspect of it, may be 

describing the same thing observationally, that is, may not differ in 

their predictions, though they differ in an explanatory sense. Some-

times the differences are deep and irreconcilable. At the philosophical 

level this occurs, for example, with the day-person concept versus the 

more usual idea of survival after unconsciousness. But other times the 

differences seem deep but are resolvable, and the different ways of 

looking at the same thing are complementary and help us understand 

the overall picture better. The wave-particle duality we encounter 

with objects at the quantum level is an example of this complemen-

tarity. There is a third way of looking at the proliferating worlds that 

is in this class too; it will complement the two other interpretations. 

 This third possibility is speciation, in which there is neither gen-

eration of new things nor dividing of old things, but the number of 

things remains the same at all times. The effect of splitting is ac-

complished when things initially similar enough to be considered 

equivalent become significantly different or divergent. Equivalent 

(though not identical) things together form a class known as an 

equivalence class. Within each equivalence class different items or 

objects are considered instantiations of one and the same thing, 

sharing identity rather than possessing a separate individuality (thus 

showing a form of Interchangeability). With speciation the initially 

single equivalence class splits into more than one equivalence class, 

or species. Items within each class are still equivalent, but items in 
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one class are not equivalent to items in another class. The equivalence 

classes could be infinite in size so that splitting could occur over and 

over without end. The splitting could be deterministic or nondeter-

ministic. With the right changes, things initially divergent could be-

come equivalent too, allowing a joining together. It is, of course, a 

matter to be decided just what differences between things are signif-

icant and what are not.  

 Speciation seems especially appropriate to model the splitting of 

individuals as their (multiple) instantiations diverge. One complica-

tion is that objects that are treated as identical should form an equiv-

alence class, a mathematical requirement. This will follow, in the 

main cases of interest to us, because the objects in question (per-

son-instantiations) are finite-state machines--more will be said in the 

next chapter. 

 In Chapter 5 we considered how the many-worlds formulation, 

rather than violating Ockham‟s razor as some would claim, can be 

regarded as upholding it by its formal simplicity. A case can be made 

that Interchangeability too is in agreement with Ockham‟s razor--by 

way of a rather different argument: we simply take a parsimonious 

view of when we should declare that different persons exist. Two 

physical systems that support conscious, functioning individuals, 

when sufficiently alike, do not define separate persons, but the per-

sons in question are one and the same. If one of the constructs is de-

stroyed, the person does not die but lives on in the other construct. By 

the same token it is only necessary to make a replica of a deceased 

individual--even accidentally--to resurrect that very individual. 

  We can then see how, in important respects, a many-worlds on-

tology is actually independent of the modern physics version of 

many-worlds and could rest on different premises entirely. For the UI 

assumptions generate their own version of many-worlds, at least at 

the level of observer reality. This must hold whether underlying re-

ality ever truly splits or not. Each person, through multiple instantia-

tions, occupies a world that splits whenever an event occurs that 

causes some instantiations to diverge from others. 

The Problem of Actualization 

 Let us now consider an interesting application of the UI assump-

tions, to resolve a paradox about probabilities. Suppose I am about to 

toss a coin (assumed unbiased, and guaranteed to land either heads or 

tails). It is reasonable to conjecture that there is a 50 percent proba-
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bility that heads will turn up. Next, suppose I toss this coin, but look 

away so I cannot see the outcome. I think to myself, there is a 50 

percent probability that heads has turned up. According to some 

philosophers, this is not reasonable because I am referring to an 

event--the coin toss--that has already happened. If the coin came up 

heads, the probability that heads has turned up is 100 percent; oth-

erwise it is 0 percent; in no case can it be 50 percent. Yet I can check 

this too by experiment, and I find on repeated trials that half the time 

heads turns up--the result is the same as before. 

 This problem of actualization can be resolved without resort to 

the UI assumptions. I can say, for instance, that my probability es-

timate: “heads has turned up”--referring to a past event--is really 

about a future event after all--that I will find that heads has turned up. 

However, it is instructive to see how the problem could also be re-

solved using the UI assumptions. 

 Under these, we suppose that my instantiations occupy all possi-

ble domains consistent with my perceptions. I have tossed the coin 

and it has landed, but I do not know yet whether heads or tails is 

showing. Some of my instantiations are in worlds where heads has 

turned up, and others where tails has turned up, with an equal pro-

portion or frequency of both (supposing, for this, that a random 

sampling of instantiations could be polled to establish the relative 

frequencies). Before I look and see whether heads or tails is showing, 

my interchangeable instantiations are united in the ambiguity of not 

knowing which alternative has happened. As I look though, I split 

into two camps--my instantiations diverge into those who see heads 

and those who see tails. 

 Here the probability that “I” will find heads is 50 percent--but this 

would not be true of an observer who has already looked and knows 

which alternative has turned up. That person‟s instantiations are al-

ready split--each one knows the answer already and thus the proba-

bilities that apply are different--strictly 100 percent or 0 percent. We 

see then that the probability depends on the state of knowledge of the 

observer. This principle applies more generally, as in the following 

example adapted from an essay by Robert Ettinger.[16] 

 We have three observers, all of whom are trying to estimate the 

probability that team A will win an upcoming football contest against 

team B. The first observer is a visiting Bantu who knows nothing 

about football and does not read American newspapers. He estimates 
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that A will win with 50 percent probability. The second is a reporter 

who has access to statistics that show, over the past several years, that 

A has won against B 65 percent of the time--so the reporter guesses 

A‟s chances at 65 percent. The third is B‟s coach, who, despite his 

best efforts, has to rate his own team as a two-touchdown underdog 

and makes a note to that effect in a ledger he keeps. Looking back 

over several years of such notes, he sees that the opposing team won 

in four out of five cases when he felt obliged to assign such a rating, 

and accordingly he estimates A‟s chances at 80 percent. 

 All three observers, it turns out, are right--despite the apparent 

contradictions in their probability estimates. The Bantu has simply 

picked a team at random, and such a team will win about half the time. 

With more knowledge, the likely winner can be chosen with more 

confidence, which is why the reporter and the coach are also right in 

their estimates. Probability again depends on the state of knowledge 

of the observer. But the UI assumptions offer an interesting explana-

tion of how this can be: again, because each observer is multiply in-

stantiated, and the instantiations in each of the three cases occupy 

different collections of worlds in the multiverse. 

 The Bantu instantiations, being ignorant of the strengths and 

weaknesses of A and B, occupy some worlds where A is stronger and 

some where B is stronger, in equal proportion. The coach instantia-

tions, in contrast, are mainly limited to cases where A is stronger. 

(Rarely, B could actually be stronger--or just lucky; even the coach 

will not be a perfect prophet.) The reporter is intermediate between 

the two. So the observer‟s state of knowledge determines the mix of 

worlds that the observer will occupy. 

 In general, the UI assumptions, with the speciation model of 

splitting, allow us to justify a kind of hidden variable theory. Two 

instantiations of a person, we could say, are identical up to hidden 

variables--which are unperceived. In this case, the hidden variables 

are whatever properties may distinguish one instantiation from an-

other. By definition these properties are unknown to both. One in-

stantiation, for example, may have different pocket change from the 

other (where we imagine the instantiations are extended to include 

such peripheral elements)--so long as neither is aware of the specific, 

distinguishing details. More generally, any variation in the quantum 

state will distinguish two instantiations. This brings up the issue of 

what, precisely, are the physical boundaries of an instantiation. Do we 
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include peripheral elements such as clothing and contents of pockets, 

as we just did? On the other hand, should we be much more con-

servative and even exclude all body parts except the brain or just the 

portion of the brain that is involved in consciousness and recall? 

 Actually, it seems feasible to include all of the above examples, 

that is, many constructs could be instantiations, including nested 

constructs, though this may seem confusing. At least we must include 

all that is directly involved in consciousness, which puts a lower 

bound on what could be an instantiation. But extras that go beyond 

the lower bound do not invalidate the principle, though this would 

ultimately include the possibility of a construct--a whole environment 

or universe say, that instantiated many individuals at once. One in-

stantiation of a person, then, could have a component that is also an 

instantiation of the same person, along with other components that are 

not. Any difficulty in this idea, I submit, is manageable in view of 

Interchangeability. What is important is that we have a reasonable 

idea of what the observer is. I think a robust concept of observer can 

be based around the idea of Interchangeability. It will be insensitive 

to what precisely we single out as an instantiation, so long as certain 

elements are included. Once again, it is not the details of instantia-

tions that make the person, but what the different instantiations have 

in common as an embodiment of that person. 

 But it does bring up another issue that should now be addressed. 

Earlier we considered the notion of a subperson, which, we noted, 

might qualify as a person in its own right; certainly a (nonempty) 

subperson must be considered a sentient agent. An instantiation of a 

subperson will, in general, have to meet less stringent criteria; two 

different persons, or more properly, their instantiations, could both be 

“running” the same subperson, at least momentarily. This suggests, in 

another way than we just considered, how the boundaries of instan-

tiations can overlap. But I think this need not threaten our notion of 

instantiation, if we keep in mind that, in general, there will be more 

going on with an instantiation than just the “running” of a specific 

person or subperson. In the case at hand, various entities will be in-

stantiated that we should regard as subpersons but which, even taken 

as a whole, may not be sufficient to distinguish the given person from 

all other persons. Or, from another perspective, one instantiation will 

instantiate more than one person, though in this case the multiplicity 

of these extra people will diminish with the passage of time and the 
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occurrence of distinguishing events at the conscious level. 

 So, on one hand we have the process of splitting: a single person, 

multiply instantiated, becomes more than one person because per-

ceived, external events happen differently in the different instantia-

tions. But on the other hand, we have a process of differentiation, in 

which multiple persons initially perceive themselves the same (their 

active subpersons are the same) but progressively recognize 

pre-existing differences as the different instantiations progress. To 

distinguish a given person requires some occurrence at the conscious 

level that conflicts with, or mismatches the corresponding occurrence 

in some other person. In this case, it is not the perception of a new 

event, but of a previous event that is recalled or otherwise affects 

consciousness in some perceptible way. One person will remember 

he had a dog, say, while another, a “feel-alike” to this point, will 

remember he did not, and so on. In general, with a longer time in-

terval the person in question will be better distinguished from the 

feel-alikes who progressively drop out of the instantiation as mis-

matching perceptions from the different pasts occur. 

Person, Brain, and Mind 

 We are now ready to examine in more detail the sort of mecha-

nism that a person is, or, more properly, what sorts of mechanisms 

there are, that support or run the activity involved in consciousness. In 

keeping with materialism and our functionalist viewpoint, we shall 

see that there is nothing special about such mechanisms, except in the 

details. The familiar example is the brain, a computerlike device that 

is assisted by the body that in turn furnishes peripheral devices. The 

brain in turn can be said to instantiate the mind of the person, thus the 

person as well. Here it will be useful to have a concept of mind as 

distinct from both the brain and the person but as a sort of interme-

diary between the two. Once again, this approach, based as it is on 

functionalism, differs from mind-brain identity theory, in which the 

mind would be identified with the brain. 

 The mind, as we shall understand it, will be a mechanism in the 

abstract, a type of which the brain is a “token.” The mind thus will be 

instantiated by the brain, not identical with the brain. Two identical 

brains, as physically similar though different constructs, would in-

stantiate one and the same mind. The mind in turn will be, in a more 

direct sense than the brain, the mechanism that runs the person. In-

directly, through instantiating the mind, the brain will also be said to 
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run and thus to instantiate the person--so our discussion of instantia-

tion up to this point will continue to apply. The mind, on the other 

hand, will not be the person but rather a sort of tool used by the person. 

The same mind might thus in theory be used in different ways to de-

lineate different personal experiences, thus in effect to run different 

persons--notwithstanding that this sort of multiplicity is unlikely to 

occur except across parallel universes. (Different people, that is, even 

twins, have really different brains, and, consequently, different 

minds.) 

 These conventions will, I think, be useful enough to offset the 

additional complexity of an intermediary between the brain and the 

person. We can then address some problems of the mind that have 

long puzzled philosophers.  

 Though a complex entity, the brain-with-body is something in a 

physical universe, a system subject to the same laws as everything 

else and understandable as such. In the next chapter we will consider 

how the brain--and consequently the mind--can be regarded as a 

digital device, something that can be in one of a finite number of 

discrete states that in turn define the states of consciousness.  

 This is not to claim anything beyond a rough similarity between a 

human brain and any present-day computer. Instead it will underscore 

a property of mechanisms more generally and the processes they 

sustain. For all processes, in effect, are computational: it is a digital 

reality. And, though materialism holds and can be reasonably upheld, 

the deepest substrate of reality, I shall argue, is not matter after all but 

information, though the two are inextricably linked. 

 

CHAPTER 8. 

The Digital Substrate 

 

We have likened a person to the running of a program on a “com-

puter”--the mind. This in turn is realized or instantiated in hardware 

consisting of the brain supported by the rest of the body. In effect, 

minds are digital devices, and the persons they run are digital pro-

cesses. You get people out of numbers. This is sometimes called into 

question, particularly by persons who are uncomfortable with the 

reductionism it implies. Some, for example, cite a mathematical re-

sult known as Gцdel‟s incompleteness theorem as proof that a re-

ductionist explanation of the mind is necessarily faulty and inade-
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quate. But this argument can be rebutted in an interesting way, as we 

shall see. 

 More generally, we find confirmation that everything we see--the 

whole visible universe--is simply a type of computational process or 

digital system. This can be shown to follow from the laws of quantum 

mechanics.[1] Despite its complexity, the universe operates in a 

manner that is in a deep sense analogous to the much simpler devices 

that are our computers, or other such machines, simpler yet, that can 

be emulated (exactly simulated) by simple computer programs. (We 

must make allowance for the unpredictability that is inherent in nat-

ural events. Computers are generally designed to be predictable; the 

same computation, done over again, comes out the same, but incor-

porating unpredictability is feasible too, a topic considered in this 

chapter.) Conversely, a sufficiently vast computer could emulate the 

entire visible universe (a finite construct) for any finite period of time, 

accounting for the interactions of all particles and thus for all hap-

penings within.  

 There is, of course, no such sufficiently vast computer, at least not 

in the very universe which is to be emulated. Someday, we may hope, 

it will be different; the expanding universe could develop into a much 

larger processing system in its own right, and our horizons would 

broaden accordingly. To a computer and outlook of that time, emu-

lating our world of today in all its complexity may be feasible or even 

trivial--it remains to be seen. But for now, and in this chapter, we 

must often deal with properties that hold in principle only. This has its 

own significance, however. 

The Principle of Large Quantity 

  A principle can be useful and valuable from a philosophical 

perspective even though its practical demonstration is infeasible. In 

particular, a Principle of Large Quantity will be seen to apply in much 

of what is presented here--and elsewhere in the book as well. For a 

property to be realized in a certain type of functioning system, the 

system may need to be enhanced or scaled up considerably beyond 

anything in our present experience. Such a scale-up, however, should 

be possible in principle and may be carried out in a more advanced 

future. This must be kept in mind whenever a claim is being made of a 

sort that many find untenable. 

 One illustration (or close parallel) of the Principle of Large 

Quantity, a natural one, is seen in the evolutionary process. If enough 
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time is allowed--billions of years--we do not have to invoke a God or 

other sentient agent to account for the features of seemingly intelli-

gent design seen in living things. The time intervals required, of 

course, are outside immediate experience and thus evolutionary the-

ory is still contested by those who are uncomfortable with it, though 

enjoying scientific support that rival explanations lack. Similar 

skepticism in the computational field can, I think, be met in a similar 

way, by considering larger quantities of basic resources.  

 For example, that a person could be emulated in a stored program, 

digital device seems highly doubtful to many. Certainly no computer 

we have built so far could accomplish this, but again a sufficiently 

vast computer--one not yet constructed but still in essence a com-

puter--should have that capacity. Depending on the details of its 

construction, it might require enormous amounts of time and extra 

space too, or, with suitable sophistication and speed, might operate 

compactly in real time or even faster. That such a thing would be 

possible in principle is no idle conjecture but rests on the basic 

graininess that reality seems to present at an underlying level, again 

implied by quantum mechanics.  

 Quantum mechanics, as noted in Chapter 5, is probably our most 

successful scientific theory. It is seen to apply at all levels of ob-

servable reality, from subatomic particles to the universe as a whole. 

So far, no exceptions have been found, and, moreover, at a basic level 

it is digital, despite some appearances to the contrary. The march of 

events, traced out in the interactions of particles, could be modeled in 

a computer, though such a modeling, using today‟s computers, would 

be impractical except for very small numbers of particles and/or tiny 

intervals of time. Indeed, there are limitations in our current, “clas-

sical” computers that seem to make such modeling inherently ineffi-

cient and impractical, though still possible in principle. Greater suc-

cess could be had with quantum devices themselves, including a 

universal quantum simulator which we will consider. But the seeming 

universality of quantum mechanics, coupled with its basic computa-

tional nature, lends some confidence in our Principle of Large 

Quantity. 

 This of course is not a guarantee. Theories that once seemed 

rock-solid, like Newtonian gravitation, were found slightly inaccurate 

and in need of supplementation. Though there is no strong indication 

of it, this fate could be in store for the quantum theory too, and it 
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could drastically change our perspectives. The Principle of Large 

Quantity involves a large amount of extrapolation beyond known 

experience. Any slight inaccuracies in its theoretical underpinnings 

might be greatly magnified in domains where the theory has not been 

tested. 

 One area of controversy concerns fuzziness. Fuzzy computational 

systems are now finding important uses, one example being in au-

tomobiles to help provide a smoother ride. A fuzzy system decides 

the finer details of shifting gears or applying brakes or accelerator, 

and is able to modify its responses in small, incremental amounts to 

improve its performance, based on feedback. Fuzzy programming, on 

the face of it, is a far cry from digital but instead contains imprecise 

instructions such as “if the stopping time was a bit longer than it 

should have been, next time push down a little harder on the brakes.” 

More generally, fuzziness is seen to apply in the world at large, where 

uncertainty and imprecision are facts of life.[2]  

 We note in particular that uncertainty prevails at the quantum 

level, and this may seem to threaten our claim of the basically digital 

nature of processes. But the problem, I think, is resolvable by ap-

pealing to the multiverse. Uncertainty, it is true, denies the crisp 

definiteness that is often convenient in the processes that are im-

portant in our lives. Even conventional computing, which is highly 

reliable, has a small chance of behaving differently than expected, or 

making errors. The chance of making errors is not simply a proba-

bility, however. In view of the multiverse and Unboundedness (or 

many-worlds, if this is accepted), there are actual universes where the 

contrary behavior occurs. The occurrence of the behavior or its con-

trary, seen in isolation, is non-fuzzy and digital. This holds more 

generally, of course, whenever there are contrary possibilities, as in 

the photon encountering a half-silvered mirror. Fuzziness is ex-

pressed in the fact that contrary conditions occur simultaneously but 

does not rule out the basically digital character of the different pro-

cesses that are going on in parallel.  

 It is also appropriate to mention a problem between quantum 

mechanics and the other great physical theory, relativity. Apparently, 

they do not agree and cannot both be right, even if we choose the 

many-worlds version of quantum mechanics which, as we saw in 

Chapter 5, harmonizes with the locality property that relativity calls 

for. The reason for the still-persistent discrepancy is that relativity is a 
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classical theory, predicting a continuum in space and time and calling 

for smooth variations in the finer details of processes, while quantum 

mechanics deals in sudden jumps. It is also worth noting that quantum 

mechanics is mainly applicable to smaller scales of distance and time 

and relativity to larger scales. Thus, when it comes to the locality 

property, which involves large distances, we might on the face of it 

expect that relativity would prove correct, and it is fortunate that there 

is a version of quantum mechanics, the many-worlds formulation, 

that agrees. 

 At small scales, however, we observe the graininess that quantum 

mechanics predicts, and thus expect it to prevail over anything to the 

contrary that relativity may forecast. Work on harmonizing the two 

theories has centered around such exotic extensions as string theory. 

“Particles” (virtual effects anyway, under many-worlds) are ex-

plained in terms of tiny, vibrating, extensions, or strings, or more 

recently and inclusively, membranes. Space and time do not make 

four dimensions but ten or eleven, with the extra dimensions tightly 

“rolled up” and reduced to a minute scale. String theory is very much 

still on the drawing boards at this point, but the upshot seems to be 

that on a sufficiently small scale the familiar continuum of time and 

space breaks down and discreteness prevails. In the hopeful recon-

ciliation of quantum mechanics and relativity, then, the discrete, ba-

sically digital nature of processing appears to be favored.[3]  

 So for now the outlook seems favorable. Quantum mechanics 

may be reconciled with its great and mostly complementary rival, 

relativity, without disturbing its essentially computational nature. A 

new, inclusive, “theory of everything” may even emerge. Meanwhile, 

quantum mechanics is sound enough, as far as we know, to explain 

such phenomena as people, who possess awareness, emotions, and 

volition. Each human body in turn consists of some 10[28] atoms that 

behave and interact in most complicated ways in the course of our 

lives. The complexity in this case is so great that we really cannot be 

sure it is all explained by quantum mechanics--but we do not see any 

substantial reason to think otherwise. So, provisionally as always, I 

will accept the universality of quantum mechanics with its implica-

tions for the digital nature of all processes and its support for the 

Principle of Large Quantity. 

Strong AI and Materialism  

 The digital view of reality, in its full strength, is known as strong 
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artificial intelligence, or strong AI. It will be useful to us in several 

ways, though in view of the still-present uncertainties I will exercise 

caution in applying it. Strong AI tells us that feelings and con-

sciousness are reducible to digital processing,4 something many find 

especially hard to accept. While I think strong AI can be justified and 

will offer supporting arguments, it is also worth considering ways in 

which it might be toned down without sacrificing what is most im-

portant. 

 In particular, when it comes to the possibility of restoring de-

ceased persons to a functioning state, either by outright guesswork or 

by a process of refurbishing preserved remains or extracting infor-

mation from them, strong AI seems inessential, though digital con-

siderations still play a part. A person should have a finite description, 

which would furnish a digital basis for a restoration. If we produced a 

replica that was atomically perfect or sufficiently close, including a 

brain with memories, and induced it to function as did the original, 

that should qualify as a resurrection. Whatever is the basis of con-

sciousness, it must be captured in such a material construct. We 

would, in effect, recreate a person-stage that existed before death. By 

activating this new construct we would obtain an instantiation of the 

original person, based on Interchangeability. This would follow, ir-

respective of whether consciousness itself is entirely a digital phe-

nomenon. (More generally a resurrection will not require, as a start-

ing point, a construct exactly matching the original; continuers will 

do.) But actually this very possibility, that persons could be restored 

from some form of digitally encoded record or digitizable object, can 

be turned into still another argument for strong AI--more on this later. 

 In any case, I think consciousness is entirely digital too; this 

conclusion seems unavoidable, again based on quantum mechanics. 

On the other hand, it is a happy conclusion--facilitating the possibil-

ities of resurrection and immortality, among other things, by easing 

the physical requirements of survival. A person could survive as a 

computer program rather than a “meat machine.” Such an existence 

might offer considerable advantages in terms of freedom from disa-

bilities and options to develop as one wished, assuming an appropri-

ate scale-up in computer capabilities is possible. Arguments for 

strong AI will be considered in the course of our exploration of digital 

processes. One precursor of strong AI is materialism, the view that 

things are made of matter or comprehensible constituents rather than 
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containing additional, mystical, or unknowable elements or features. 

 A materialist viewpoint seems adequate to account for all we 

observe. On the other hand, and contrary to more traditional thinking, 

materialism can offer the hope of an afterlife, as we have seen, es-

pecially if digital considerations are taken into account. This suggests 

a new worldview, grounded firmly in science and the natural world 

but soaring to aspirations and ideals that have heretofore been the 

province of mystics. Some further discussion will help clarify this 

viewpoint and how it applies to such matters as the nature of sen-

tience. 

 Scientific materialism holds that the world and its phenomena are 

reducible to material effects, thus comprehensible. To say that things 

are reducible in this way does not mean that an explanation of all 

effects is already contained in, for example, our theories of subatomic 

particles, but that such an explanation could be developed from a 

foundation consisting of a materialist theory of reality. Reality, we 

say, is supervenient on a material substrate. Immaterial things, and 

particularly information, certainly do play a role, a very important 

one, but they have no existence apart from matter in some form. In-

formation, for instance, must be recorded in some sort of physical 

system or object, though it can also be copied. More generally, ma-

terialism is a form of reductionism, and it opens a door to under-

standing. Happenings of a complex nature can be comprehended in 

terms of simpler, underlying causes, prior phenomena, and secondary 

effects, all of which are accessible to our observation and intellect. 

 Basic explanations must be sought in the physics of the very small 

or the very large and temporally remote--the opposite but connected 

poles of subatomic particles and cosmology. Large-scale effects can 

be understood as involving aggregates of particles in varying degrees 

of organization. There are statistically amorphous masses such as 

gases and liquids, highly organized functional systems such as living 

organisms, and objects intermediate between the two such as stars, 

crystals, and artifacts of our own making. Very large-scale effects, 

such as the curvature of space under gravitation, exert a subtle effect 

requiring adjustment, not repudiation, of previous theories. There is 

no reason to assume a controlling mind or other inscrutable force with 

humanlike characteristics to account for any of these phenomena, 

their origins, or their interactions. Materialism accounts well for the 

phenomena of our immediate experience and seems to go far in ex-
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plaining the origin of the world as we know it. No phenomenon that 

refutes it has been found, and there is an objective mechanism, the 

scientific method, for testing, adjusting, and adding to its doctrines. 

Mind As a Digital Phenomenon 

 One of the more difficult tasks of materialism is to explain the 

phenomenon of mind. In earlier times especially, it was doubted that 

the mind could be understood in purely material terms. Origen, for 

one, was highly skeptical. “But if there are any who consider the mind 

itself and the soul to be a body, I should like them to tell me how it 

can take in reasons and arguments relating to questions of great im-

portance, full of difficulty and subtlety. Whence comes it that the 

power of memory, the contemplation of invisible things, yes, and the 

perception of incorporeal things reside in a body? How does a bodily 

nature investigate the teachings of the arts and the meanings and 

reasons of things?”[5] Locke nearly fifteen centuries later had similar 

doubts: “For it is as impossible to conceive that ever bare incogitative 

matter should produce a thinking intelligent Being, as that nothing 

should of itself produce Matter.”[6] But a materialistic explanation of 

the mind now seems more reasonable and likely, one ground being an 

analogy with a modern invention, the digital computer. 

 Like a computer, the brain, though differing greatly in detail, is an 

information processing system. A computer stores, retrieves, and 

modifies information and can be equipped with sensory and motor 

devices to provide it with input and the ability to physically affect its 

environment. Its abilities include the possibility that its own pro-

gramming or software can be modified and adapted based on its ex-

periences, and not simply put in from the outside, as by a human 

programmer. The program that controls the computer, then, is not 

simply an entity that does what it is told but in the right circumstances 

is capable of what we should call volition and independent action, 

thus exhibiting a form of free will. The brain by analogy is able to 

detect information through its sensory apparatus. It stores and re-

trieves information through memory. It modifies information by 

thinking, based on knowledge and experience. Finally, it controls the 

physical motions of the body that contains it. The personality it 

“runs” in the course of instantiating a person is analogous to an in-

teractive computer program--it is a time-varying body of information 

interfacing with the surrounding world. This personality too, of 

course, is capable of voluntary actions and not just doing what it is 
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told. 

 One reason this analogy, though still controversial, does not seem 

so farfetched is that both brains and computers are made of matter and 

consequently their behavior must be determined by the same physical 

laws. It is even possible in principle, as we have noted, to simulate the 

behavior of matter, under these physical laws, on a computer. Thus a 

computer, given enough resources, could precisely simulate a brain 

and with it the workings of a mind, though possibly only at very low 

speed. (Again, such a precise simulation, an emulation, would have to 

take unpredictable events into account, so an exact reproduction of a 

given experience or complex of mental events would not be ex-

pected--though it would at least be one of the possibilities. Instead we 

would expect only as close an approximation as what would be ex-

pected if an initially atomically exact replica of the original brain 

could be started off in the same way.) 

 This I think could overcome one possible objection to the com-

parison between a computer and a brain. A computer (the modern 

digital variety, at any rate, which is now standard) is a stored program 

device. There is a clear separation between hardware--the physical 

apparatus of the computer--and software--information manipulated 

by the computer, which is generally stored in a transient, rewritable 

form such as patterns of magnetization in certain materials. In the 

brain there is no such clear separation. Hardware--structure that re-

mains largely the same as we learn and acquire more experienc-

es--blends more or less seamlessly with software--other structure, 

generally on a fine scale, that changes. 

 For example, the brain seems to store long-term memories by 

changing its physical connections, by increasing its synapses to pro-

vide more connections between neurons,[7] something very unlike a 

manufactured computer. But again, the brain is matter and interac-

tions of matter could be emulated at the quantum level in a computer, 

though it used a stored program. It should thus be possible in principle 

to emulate a brain in a computer, if very slowly. Indeed, it is worth 

emphasizing that computer hardware (and software too) must im-

prove very radically before anything like a brain emulation would 

ever become practical. For now we must invoke the Principle of 

Large Quantity to justify our claim. The point is still important at a 

philosophical level, something that is independent of whether an ac-

tual implementation would be hard or easy. 
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 Still there is one attribute of mind--emotion, or feeling--that many 

would argue is inevitably missing from a machine. Emotion requires 

consciousness, so its absence, if established, calls into serious ques-

tion whether a machine could exhibit true consciousness, and thus, 

whether an important part of the reductionist argument holds. One 

answer to this is a brute force argument: simulate behavior at the 

quantum level and you would inevitably capture interactions at higher 

levels, including all responses of organisms, such as consciousness, 

feeling, seeing of colors, hearing of musical tones, whatever--this is 

the position of strong AI. For such an argument we must, for now, 

appeal to the Principle of Large Quantity, and ask additionally 

whether even an advanced system that perfectly imitated conscious-

ness would really be conscious. But we can also ask about our more 

immediate prospects. Does it seem likely that any artificial construct 

we are likely to build, even in the next one hundred years, could ex-

hibit emotions? More to the point still, could some machines or pro-

grams of today be said to exhibit at least rudimentary emotions? 

 A possible reply to the doubter is, How do you know they do not? 

Generally, since we are unable to become the entity in question, we 

must judge its internal experience, or state of mind, by its behavior 

and our knowledge of how it works. Existing computers and the 

programs that run on them generally do not seem emotional. Even if 

some quasi-emotional traits are shown, say, by a program that con-

verses with a human subject, usually these responses can easily be 

exposed as only a rough parody of the feelings they mimic. A pro-

gram can be made to answer “I feel lonely” or “I am optimistic!” in 

response to a typed question--that is easy enough. But making it re-

spond realistically to a wide variety of conversation and convincingly 

mimic a mentally healthy adult has not been achieved and certainly 

seems difficult. Still, the convincing mimicry of human feelings does 

not seem inherently beyond the capabilities of machines, particularly 

in view of successes with modeling systems resembling intercon-

nections of neurons, the basic cellular components of the brain.  

 As computers become more brainlike in their complexity, with 

vast parallel architectures reminiscent of the hundred billion or so 

neurons of the brain that all fire concurrently, we can expect more 

brainlike behavior. This will include reasoning (another area where 

computers now are weak or “artificial”) as well as something in-

creasingly akin to emotion. When the range of responses becomes 
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enough like a human‟s it will be natural to describe it in human terms. 

That the machine thinks this or feels that should then be conceded 

with a literalness not granted today. There may always be room for 

doubt. A perfect imitation of emotional responses could occur, yet 

someone may object, How do I know it is not just an imitation? Such 

doubts perhaps can never be finally laid to rest--any more than the 

solipsist argument, that I am the only real person in the world or, 

similarly, the day-person hypothesis we have considered. But I think 

the doubts will be seen as increasingly untenable, both in terms of 

artificial systems whose behavior seems increasingly to involve real 

feelings, and by our deepening understanding of natural brains, which 

we credit with feeling. 

 In fact, if we try to consider what is actually involved in feeling 

and consciousness (though this is a large, complex topic that can only 

be touched on here), the position of strong AI seems more reasonable. 

The ability to experience feelings must have evolved in response to 

natural selection. An organism had to be able to make decisions of 

certain kinds to further the aims of survival. Feelings, we might say, 

are a way of simplifying this complex decision process by reducing 

the amount of processing needed to arrive at a choice. Charting a 

course can thus be done that would otherwise be infeasible. We eat 

because of a feeling of hunger and not because of a complex, rea-

soned analysis of our metabolic needs, which would be hard enough 

for us and quite out of reach for other creatures that must also eat to 

live. 

 Simplifying procedures, at least roughly analogous to the feeling 

that is seen in living animals, have been built into machines. A suit-

ably programmed robot becomes “hungry” and seeks an electrical 

outlet to recharge its batteries.[8] Some might deny that it possesses 

any real awareness at all, that instead it is totally unconscious and just 

responds because it is programmed that way. But I think--along with 

other advocates of strong AI--that such a device possesses rudimen-

tary feelings and awareness, which could be deepened to the human 

level and beyond by making a much fancier machine along the same 

lines. (A “fancy” machine that emulated a human at the quantum 

level could base its decisions on that very person‟s feeling.) Again, 

there may be no way ever to finally prove that a machine could have 

feeling (and that some, in a limited way, do already) but I think our 

understanding of relevant factors will make this increasingly tenable 
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to doubters. 

Information and Personal Survival 

 In general, an information paradigm seems adequate to account 

for the mind and personality, and this has far-reaching consequences. 

No mystical soul or incorporeal entity is needed to explain the ex-

istence and behavior of thinking beings or to approach the questions 

of the meaning of life and death. Instead, a computational model 

suffices. In this model, functionalism, with its implication that the 

mind is essentially a computational device, is implemented in a par-

ticularly straightforward way. The whole is fully determined by the 

parts--parts, in this case, that are simple enough to be comprehensible, 

though numerous and organized most intricately. This, on the other 

hand, is no reason to despair--instead, it points the way to salvation. 

 There are certain requirements connected with the survival, in 

reasonable mental health, of a human or humanlike personality. There 

must be a continuing sense of identity, and a grasp of the properties of 

the world and of the passage of events, all of which involve compli-

cated processing. Storage and preservation of information must occur. 

Over a period of time, information must accumulate, which will re-

quire increasing amounts of memory, though the physical structures 

that are ultimately involved could take many forms. Dreamless sleep 

amounts to a temporary halt in program execution. There is no con-

sciousness or interaction with the outside world in this dormant state, 

but since the pattern of information inherent in the personality is 

preserved, execution can be restarted at a later time. The subject then 

will “awaken” and resume the activities of consciousness. 

 Death, on the other hand, entails loss of information through de-

struction of the body‟s “hardware” or possibly other erasure. The 

subject cannot simply be awakened. Thus, though there are grounds 

for not regarding death as an absolute, it has a finality that transcends 

the more usual, reversible loss of consciousness. Recovery or recre-

ation of information is necessary for any plausible resurrection. Once 

the information is extant, the information paradigm and the possibil-

ities of future technology suggest that an actual resurrection would be 

straightforward. Embodying the information in a suitable, running, 

interactive system should be feasible, as one of the possibilities of 

future technology, including a mature nanotechnology. The person, in 

a reasonable sense, would then be alive and functioning again. In the 

next chapter we will consider in more detail, if still mainly in prin-
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ciple, how it should become possible to literally create people with 

preassigned specifications, including memories, abilities, disposi-

tions, and other features. 

 One possible objection to the information paradigm concerns 

personal identity. Normally a computer program, resident in a par-

ticular machine, is not considered to have an identity as such. Instead, 

since identical copies of the program would perform identical func-

tions, to all intents and purposes they have no existence as separate 

entities but are like works of literature or music. Identical copies are 

interchangeable. It does not make sense to identify Homer‟s Iliad or 

Beethoven‟s Ninth Symphony with any particular copy of these 

works but to regard the works simply as bodies of information. 

Copyright laws pertain to copies, not to the works themselves. 

 But a person, rather than being a static body of information that 

may exist in multiple copies, is a particular, ongoing process that 

evolves over time. At any given time this process is resident in a de-

vice that stores information, but cannot be identified either with the 

device or its momentary configuration. Other physical structures 

could be pressed into service for memory or abandoned as the case 

may be, and new information could be stored or old information 

copied or lost. The process does not remain static but changes, as does 

the information that describes it. Considered as a whole, then, the 

person is neither a material object nor a specific pattern of infor-

mation. 

 Normally personal identity is traceable by close observation of 

the ongoing process. We observe the material structures involved, 

such as the whole body, and note that changes in these are gradual 

enough that there is no confusion about which person we are dealing 

with. The memory, which normally confirms our assessment, is rel-

egated to a subordinate role in defining identity. We speak of the 

“same” person being able to suffer amnesia, or even delusions about 

being someone else. More difficult questions arise when confronting 

the issue of death or the hypothetical question of whether the same 

person could exist in multiple copies. 

 In general, it can be asked whether the same person would be 

recovered by recovering the program that was resident and active at 

some point in the past and restarting it in a similar device. Would it be 

the same person or merely someone else very similar? In the last 

chapter we answered this question: based on Interchangeability, in-
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deed it must be the same person, whenever the same program is made 

to run. We would need to say more, of course, about what it means for 

the same program to be running, but this question too should be 

answerable in principle. We need to keep in mind, of course, that a 

person is not the same from moment to moment but is updated pro-

gressively. At best what we have is a continuer of a past person, not 

the original. Identifying a person involves linking a process active at 

present with one that was active in the past. Although this can pose a 

difficult philosophical challenge, the nature of the active process in 

each case must still be the same. It will still be consistent with the 

information paradigm. But this paradigm that seems able to account 

for the mind also has wider applicability. A look at this wider domain 

will shed further light on the issue of identity and have application to 

such issues as resurrection and immortality. 

Information, Understanding, and Reality As a Whole 

 A principal function of the mind is understanding. Understanding 

involves building up a description of reality that allows inferences to 

be made without the necessity of direct observation. It is not neces-

sary to drive a car over a cliff to perceive that bad effects would fol-

low. Anticipating such effects results in safer driving, thereby 

providing incentive to increase the level of understanding. In a similar 

way, rewards may be increased by a better understanding of how to 

obtain them. There are good, practical reasons to have a high level of 

understanding, and our evolution has made the means of acquiring 

it--the learning process--enjoyable in its own right. 

 Understanding requires a body of information, or database that is 

stored somehow in the brain. This database can be regarded as a map 

of reality. In the usual viewpoint of materialism, reality is simply the 

material world. It is the territory that is mapped by the understanding. 

This division between the map and the territory seems reasonable as 

long as we stay within the confines of everyday experience. 

 A very different viewpoint, however, seems necessary for a larger 

perspective. The material world is transient. It is not well defined. 

Objects are subject to alteration and destruction. The fundamental 

particles things are made of disappear and reappear, resist measure-

ment or definition of their properties, and generally evade any char-

acterization of their identity. It is expected that any lump of matter 

will eventually disintegrate through chemical reactions, simple 

evaporation, other molecular dislocations, proton decay, or some 
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other, possibly exotic physical process. At no time can we be really 

sure what reality is, even a small part of it, if its definition must rest 

wholly on material artifacts and detectable events. And the observer, 

a part of reality, must continually alter some of that reality in the act 

of updating a map of reality. 

 On the other hand, consider the world of information. Information 

can be encoded in standard formats, a convenient one being as strings 

of bits. Looked at in this way, information has an absoluteness not 

possible in the material world. The pattern 011 all by itself may not 

mean much, but it is not subject to decay or alteration. I can specify it 

with an exactness not possible for material artifacts. I can never know 

what the earth or even a single, specific proton or electron is with the 

exactitude possible for patterns of information. Though the simpler 

patterns may not be too interesting, more complexity will introduce 

worlds of meaning, everything from symphonies to mathematical 

treatises to the details of a happy childhood. Such information will 

need to be interpreted but can also contain instructions for doing so.  

 This leads to a bold thought: information could embody universal 

units of meaning that would be decipherable to any reasonable, suf-

ficiently intelligent entity. We could devise a universal language that 

all smart folk from anywhere could read. This is not so apparent at the 

simple level for, in fact, the meaning of a specific string of bits is 

highly context-dependent. Thus it is hard to say what universal 

meaning would attach to 011, considered all by itself. But for longer, 

suitably chosen messages (bit strings) the idea of an inherent meaning 

seems more plausible: the message as a whole provides a context for 

the smaller strings (submessages) contained within, which then ac-

quire meaning in reference to the whole. For the parts to acquire such 

meaning, however, will actually impart meaning to the whole. 

 As a simple example, consider the twenty-bit sequence: 

01011011101111011111. This we see is made up of five substrings of 

increasing length: 01, 011, 0111, 01111, 011111. In fact we simply 

have each number from 1 through 5 represented in “unary” notation 

(as a string of 1s), preceded by 0 so we can tell where the number 

begins. This should be apparent to an intelligent alien even with no 

prior knowledge of humans or their civilization. Within the longer 

string, our pattern 011 occupies the position it should, representing 

the number 2. It thus has acquired some meaning in relation to the 

whole, and the whole in turn has a meaning in view of the arrange-
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ment of its parts. This sort of rudimentary meaning is not to be taken 

too seriously, but it does suggest how messages might be designed to 

communicate with an alien intelligence. Longer messages will open 

more possibilities. 

 We could, for example, consider 8-bit strings or bytes that rep-

resent the numbers 0 through 255 in binary. A square array of such 

bytes could define a picture, with each byte corresponding to a 

brightness value or pixel at a specific location within the picture. Our 

picture might, for example, be in the M-picture format of Chapter 6: 

an array of bytes dimensioned 1,024Ч1,024, making a picture having 

2[20], or just over one million, pixels. A sequence of such pictures 

would form a movie. The first few pictures could be devoted to 

providing clues as to the format of the whole, for example, a few 

simple patterns such as all-black (0), all-white (255), and simple 

geometrical shapes to establish the dimensions of the pictures and the 

use of 8-bit pixels. 

 The movie proper could start with something easy to recognize, 

say a scene from space. Astronomical events, covering sizable 

amounts of space and time, might then be depicted as a long sequence 

of video images. It should not take much imagination or guesswork 

on the part of an extraterrestrial unfamiliar with human culture (but 

equipped with eyes) to recognize, for example, that stars against a 

black backdrop were being shown, or planets in gravity-bound mo-

tion. With other simple cues other sorts of information could be de-

picted, such as earthly life-forms in interaction or mathematical rela-

tionships. One important property to note here is that the relation 

between information--an encoded picture, say, and what it stands for, 

the scene depicted--is not arbitrary but there is an intelligible, intui-

tive connection between the symbolism and what it symbolizes. This 

property, I think, is not sufficiently recognized by those who imagine 

that language is necessarily limited because the meanings of words or 

expressions have to be assigned by us. Instead, in certain important 

cases, a potential meaning is natural and resident already. 

 If we want to imagine really strange aliens (blind for instance, but 

highly intelligent and technologically advanced) it might get more 

difficult to provide suitable cues. However, creatures of high intel-

ligence should be able to bridge gaps created by the lack of suitable 

sensory organs. In fact, any advanced intelligence that found itself in 

our universe must surely be aware of so basic a component as the 
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photon and, we may conjecture, would have long since created eyes 

for itself if it originally lacked them. On the other hand, in trying to be 

intelligible to the most alien creatures imaginable, we could empha-

size such basics as computer programming and mathematical rela-

tionships. Mathematics would furnish a good foundation for the ex-

pression of other ideas too, which could then be developed in turn.  

 A stream of bits encoding the prime numbers 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, and so 

on might be a good start, to signal that we were an intelligent species 

with something to say.[9] One important practice, the use of symbols 

or certain expressions to stand for other expressions, generally longer 

and more complex, could be carefully introduced. With the help of 

such symbolism, ideas that would otherwise be prohibitively complex 

can be economically indicated, as mathematicians are well aware. 

From there we could go to programming concepts, leading to a gen-

eral purpose computer language, and then proceed to other fields. 

Perhaps the first choice after computing would be physics, then 

chemistry, biology, psychology, and, ultimately, history, politics, 

culture, and so on. Aliens intercepting our message and wanting to 

talk back could respond in similar ways to tell us about their world. It 

could, of course, require a great deal of time and patience, especially 

if the aliens were far out in space--no obstacle to dedicated immortals. 

 

 So, in short, information could be suitably encoded so that the 

process of unraveling its meaning could be carried out by intelligent 

beings who have no acquaintance with us except through the mes-

sages themselves. It does not seem farfetched, in view of this, to re-

gard information as possessing intrinsic meaning independent of who 

or what is trying to make sense of it. 

The Material World As Information 

 It seems natural to think of the material world as the territory and 

information as the map, but an alternate view is possible. The world 

as we know it is made up of matter and energy subsisting in a 

framework of space-time. Matter is actually a form of energy, as 

Einstein showed us, energy contained in a holding pattern. Matter is 

needed to record information. Matter thus serves as the map for ter-

ritory composed of information. (The analogy can be pushed a little 

further: mathematical tables are limited in accuracy, so the matter 

map, true to intuition, need not contain as much detail as the infor-

mation territory.) Since information can be copied, it can survive the 
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destruction of the matter that records it. If it fails to survive, however, 

it can eventually be recreated. This we would expect to hold even if 

the laws of physics alter with time so that the “same” matter is no 

longer possible. If information processing became impossible due to 

changing physical conditions, even including a change in physical 

laws, the situation might be salvaged if once more the processing 

could happen again, even if in another universe entirely. 

 Information thus has a permanence that makes it more real, in an 

ultimate sense, than the material world that is needed to map it. In-

formation, we might say, is the ultimate, enduring substrate of reality. 

This point of view, it will be seen, in no way contradicts materialism. 

Information always requires a material substrate for its expression. 

No mystical essence is needed that is outside the reality that physics 

reveals to us. Yet I think we can see, in the information paradigm, the 

basis for a deeper meaning in life than was suspected traditionally by 

materialists. 

 The notions of map and territory are complementary. Seemingly 

they are opposites, but we have seen how their roles can interchange. 

Information can map matter, which in turn can map information. 

Thus information can map information. This self-imaging can extend 

to many levels of complexity, and, indeed, such high-level structuring 

seems necessary for high-level understanding. It may be difficult to 

acquire such understanding, but it is also rewarding. Thus in one 

simple way we are impelled to seek meaning in life, and from the 

unlimited intricacy of the relationships that by all appearance are 

knowable, we can be confident of reasonable success. 

 The notion of the world as information may appear unduly fo-

cused on static entities. The world of experience, in contrast, is not an 

artifact frozen in time but a process in motion--as perceived by us. 

Within this dynamic framework we observe many phenomena. Most 

are transitory, but a few, such as biological evolution (through DNA 

sequences) and human civilization (through written records), attempt 

in various ways to stabilize and maintain a growing body of infor-

mation. These then are growing processes, which undergo a pro-

gressive development. The information accumulated by such a pro-

cess offers a recapitulation of the events involved in its own, ongoing 

development; it is a map of its history. As such it is more than a mere 

collection of patterns. The march of events is reflected and has an 

honored place within the world of information, though information is 
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also concerned with static relationships, as in mathematics. 

 If information is to be regarded as the real, enduring substrate of 

reality, as our argument suggests, it lends further confidence to the 

principle of Interchangeability. Different instantiations of persons 

may be materially distinct, but if they are identical on informational 

grounds, they can rightly be regarded as redundant images, as mutual 

backups of a single mentality. 

 On the other hand, the idea of information as a map of history 

suggests an ideal model: a person too (a diachronic self) is rightly a 

growing process that accumulates and stabilizes an increasing body 

of information, a map of history. This history will in fact resemble the 

record of events that is accumulating in civilization at large--but be 

more limited and personalized, with assertions in the database such as 

I did this or saw that. Up to now each such personalized process has 

suffered an inevitable interruption and dissolution in death. The 

course of our progress now offers hope of an indefinite continuation 

of the process that is each person. 

 In such an endeavor, it should not be overlooked that we have 

existing models to go by; earthly life and human civilization can be 

regarded as growing processes, as we have noted, and this extends to 

subprocesses, to individual human cultures, say, or to more limited 

entities, such as universities. In short, we can recognize a multitude of 

growing processes already. When we take our place among them (in 

some cases thereby rendering them obsolete and superseding them) 

we can be reassured by their precedence: our immortality need not 

seem strange or unnatural. It goes without saying, however, that many 

changes in ourselves and our perspectives must take place, though I 

think the challenges will be exciting and enjoyable and increasingly 

so as we advance. 

 An issue of consciousness is worth addressing briefly here. In our 

zeal to proclaim information as the ultimate, enduring substrate of 

reality, we do not intend to go so far as to say that information is 

“everything.” In fact, it is only part of the recipe of living. An equally 

important, complementary part is activity--what we do in our mo-

ments of wakefulness. This is how we experience consciousness. 

Activity could involve physical actions or simple contempla-

tion--what is important, from the individual perspective, is the con-

scious experience. (In case this seems unduly selfish, note that one‟s 

conscious experience includes the possible awareness and approval of 
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acts of charity that one is performing for others.) Without this activity, 

we would not be alive--at least not psychologically, which is the 

important sense. But without information, we would not be 

alive--information defines which person is conscious. So information, 

we can say, is necessary for the conservation of identity, but activity 

is needed for the expression of identity. Both are indispensable if we 

hope to continue our existence.  

Digital Systems and Their Powers 

 It will now be useful to take a closer look at digital systems. The 

computer we have already encountered makes a good starting point. 

 What can a computer do? Computers nowadays are used for a 

wide variety of tasks, but the underlying task can be expressed quite 

simply: to transform strings of symbols into other strings of symbols 

according to specified rules. This ability, limited though it may seem, 

conveys great power. A parallel is provided by considering the human 

species in relation to other life-forms. Humankind has been gifted 

through the evolutionary process with an unprecedented capacity for 

symbol manipulation. Originally through spoken language, later ex-

tended through various written forms, it fostered the near-miraculous 

in the creation of civilization as we know it. (In the process, despite 

all the problems, life advanced into something of greater meaning.) 

 In general, computers work with descriptions of things and pro-

duce descriptions of procedures or other things. (The descriptions can 

be interpreted by other devices as commands to act, so in effect the 

computer is capable of directing physical operations as well or serv-

ing as the “brain” of a robot.) Almost arbitrary rules can be employed. 

Almost arbitrary things can be described. Computers can describe 

themselves, or other computers, and moreover can deal with proce-

dural knowledge. Thus one computer can emulate the behavior of 

another one. (This is used to test new computer designs before they 

are ever implemented in hardware, which results in great overall 

savings in cost and time, despite the time-lag in the emulation.) 

 The orientation of computers toward descriptions leads to a strong 

association, in the mind of the computer scientist, between certain 

ideas and their descriptions, which serves as an aid to understanding. 

Thus we have the notions of procedure, program, task, and algorithm, 

which all are (loosely at least) synonymous with “a sequence of in-

structions a computer is asked to perform,” and the associated de-

scription that is actually loaded into a computer‟s memory. This de-
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scription takes the form simply of a long string of bits, though there is 

usually an equivalent, shorter description for human programmers, 

using letters of the alphabet and other symbols. Among other things, 

associating a program with a description makes it possible to operate 

on programs as data, to speak of the computer constructing programs, 

or to have a program that, through the computer that is running it, 

answers questions about other programs or even about itself.  

 Computers can model, essentially, any physical system for which 

definite rules can be specified. Since the time of Newton it has been 

recognized that the universe at large obeys such computable rules (or 

appears very convincingly to do so), even in the face of such proper-

ties as unpredictability. Thus, for example, by incorporating laws of 

physics, it is possible to model the behavior of systems down to the 

atomic level and beyond. In principle any finite system could be 

modeled for any finite amount of time, a possibility with tremendous 

implications. 

 It is most natural to think of modeling a system that is completely 

predictable since computers, by and large, are predictable devices 

themselves. Unpredictable behavior, such as that encountered at the 

atomic level, can also be modeled however. (As noted in Chapter 5, 

the unpredictability could be perceived as “true” randomness even if 

the universe is deterministic overall.)  

 The modeling of unpredictability can take several forms, in-

cluding: (1) predicting the probabilities of different events whose 

individual occurrence is not predicted; (2) simulating an actual se-

quence of events, using a random number generator; or (3) using a 

deeper modeling to describe hidden variables that explain the (ap-

parent) randomness deterministically. A fourth possibility, in princi-

ple at least, would be a computer working over eons of time to ex-

haustively model all the possible behaviors of a probabilistic system. 

In this way we could replicate the full course of events under the 

many-worlds formulation. A quantum computer or, especially, a 

universal quantum simulator, if perfected, might speed this process 

considerably, however. On a more practical level today, simulations 

of some of the possible behaviors would be quite feasible by iterating 

(2) (as noted above) several times to get a better idea of the different 

varieties of behavior and their respective likelihood. Such simulations 

call for choices to be made of which versions of the unpredictable 

events are to occur. These choices can be fully authentic--using truly 
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unpredictable hardware to generate a random bit sequence. Or we can 

use a procedure that generates sequences that, though predictable in 

theory, are sufficiently random for most purposes. 

 By modeling a physical process we obtain a means for answering 

questions about it. But even if this is not feasible, the possibility of 

doing the modeling in principle can shed light on whether certain 

speculations about it might be true. Thus, while a computer could in 

principle furnish us a detailed prediction of a large physical system 

such as a cryopreserved human down to the level of atoms, this would 

be wildly impractical with anything like our present computing de-

vices. Still, the theoretical possibility, if accepted, sheds light on what 

to reasonably expect in the way of future advances. 

 Computer science, as a theoretical discipline, took shape in the 

1930s. Its chief early exponent was English mathematician Alan M. 

Turing.[10] Among his creations was a kind of simplified, theoretical 

computer that became known as the Turing machine. 

 In its basic form a Turing machine is limited to computations 

done by reading, erasing, and writing symbols on a strip of tape that is 

divided into squares. Each square is printed with a symbol or left 

blank, with “blank,” for formal purposes, being treated as just another 

symbol. The machine stops by (or on) a square, reads its symbol, 

optionally changes that symbol to another symbol, and either moves 

one square to the right, moves one square to the left, or halts and does 

nothing from then on. 

 Actions of the machine all occur at discrete instants of time, or 

“time steps.” The machine at all times is also in one of a finite number 

of “states.” On each time step the machine has the option of changing 

its state to another one. What symbol the machine writes, whether it 

moves right, moves left, or halts, and what state it changes to, all 

depend entirely on the symbol it is now reading and the state it is now 

in. The alphabet of possible symbols is finite. The tape can be as-

sumed to be infinite in both directions or can be marked with chosen 

symbols to indicate termination on the left or right. An infinite tape is 

simpler, theoretically, but is then assumed to be all blank except for a 

finite portion, or inscription. (A finitely inscribed tape thus remains 

finitely inscribed as the machine operates, an important theoretical 

consideration.) A complete description of the machine‟s actions un-

der all possible circumstances can thus be written down in a finite 

table (the state transition table). In practice, the effect of the infinite 
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tape could be simulated by starting with a finite tape and adding 

squares to the right or left as needed. 

Machines with Universal Powers 

 Although a Turing machine would be too inefficient to be worth 

implementing directly in hardware, nevertheless it is capable of doing 

anything a more advanced computer can do, in terms of the basic task 

of transforming strings of symbols into other strings. Its very sim-

plicity, moreover, makes it an illuminating object for study. One 

special variety, known as the universal Turing machine, is capable of 

performing any computation that any other Turing machine, and thus 

any computer, can do. To accomplish this we supply the universal 

machine with a description of the machine we wish to emulate (a 

program) together with the data (the tape inscription) that the emu-

lated machine is to start on. (It may be necessary to use encoding to 

reduce the alphabet of the emulated machine to that of the universal 

machine--no major obstacle.) The universal machine is then able to 

correctly interpret what amount to instructions in its program, to 

transform its data, step by step, as would the machine it is mimicking. 

To make it behave like some other, entirely different machine, we 

merely change the program. 

 In fact, most modern-day computers are also universal in the same 

sense as a universal Turing machine--if augmented by unlimited da-

ta-storage capability to achieve the effect of an infinite tape. They are 

thus known as general-purpose machines. Like the Turing machine 

operating from a description of the machine it is emulating, they use a 

stored program to behave in a desired fashion. 

 It was a conjecture of Turing, now widely known as the 

Church-Turing thesis, that any effective procedure of the sym-

bol-manipulation variety could be performed by a Turing ma-

chine--and thus by a universal Turing machine or a computer. (This 

honors American logician Alonzo Church, who independently ad-

vanced an equivalent formalism and conjecture slightly earlier than 

Turing. Turing‟s approach, using the simple computers now known 

as Turing machines, is more accessible to the nonspecialist and is 

more widely cited.) This would include any task of the computational 

variety that a human might do, such as numerical calculations, de-

vising moves to a game such as chess (such moves are describable in 

strings of symbols), and, in short, any well-defined operation that 

produces a description of something from another description. 
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 The Church-Turing thesis cannot be proved in a mathematical 

sense, since the notion of effective procedure is not reduced to a 

formal definition but left up to human judgment. However, in the 

more than fifty years since it was formulated it has never been refuted. 

When it comes to devices we can build, as well as other finite con-

structs--including ourselves--the Church-Turing thesis seems to ap-

ply. 

 For the record, there are some operations one might like to per-

form that are not Turing computable, and this can be shown mathe-

matically. This should be kept in mind in any anticipation of future 

technology, including technology that we hope will make us im-

mortal. One concerns the famous halting problem. It is a recurring 

nuisance to computer programmers that sometimes the programs take 

inordinately long to run. This particularly is a problem with programs 

designed for intelligent behavior, such as mathematical theorem 

provers. In fact, it is possible for the program to find itself committed 

to a task it will never be able to complete; instead, it would just run 

forever unless halted from the outside. 

 This could occur if it is given an impossible task, such as “find an 

exact method of squaring the circle with a ruler and compass”--the 

program itself may never “know” that it is pursuing a hopeless task 

and may never stop running. On the other hand, some tasks are not 

impossible but merely take a long time; thus the rewards could be 

great in allowing the program to continue to run, or a great deal of 

resources could be spent for nothing. In short, what we need is a 

computer program that will examine each task beforehand to decide 

which ones can be completed and which cannot. 

 Unfortunately, no such program is possible; that is, it is not pos-

sible to decide consistently, in advance, whether a given task can be 

finished. This is shown by a fairly simple argument: basically, if a 

program could solve the halting problem, then another program could 

be written that would emulate the first program under special condi-

tions, determine its prediction, and violate that prediction. Instead the 

best we can do, in the tough cases, is to recognize when a computa-

tional task can be completed by observing that the computer eventu-

ally finishes it. If the task cannot be completed, we may never be able 

to tell. (This is unfortunate in one sense, but it also means that life has 

deep mysteries and is more interesting than it would otherwise be.) 

 In addition to unsolvable problems, there are some that, while 
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solvable in theory, are intractably difficult. An example might be to 

break a modern encryption algorithm. Typically this would involve 

guessing a string of up to several thousand random digits or letters to 

find the key that when supplied to the program will cause it to cor-

rectly unscramble a message it has previously encrypted. This may be 

possible in principle, but in practice, billions of centuries may not be 

enough time, even at the rate of millions of guesses per second. (On 

the other hand, there could be surprises. Quantum computing, which 

we will consider shortly, may allow previously intractable encryption 

algorithms to be broken in a feasible amount of time, as well as great 

speedups in other operations.) 

 Finally, there are the tasks that can be done not only in principle 

but straightforwardly, in a manner that is reasonably efficient and 

practical. Among these are many of the usual operations one would 

like a computer to do, ranging from routine numerical calculations to 

limited modeling of the behavior of molecules or (processing the 

information needed for) making the sounds of speech. Included also 

is the task of instructing a universal Turing machine to behave like 

some other Turing machine. Similarly, to emulate one computer on 

another requires tedious but not particularly imaginative program-

ming, provided one is not overly concerned about the speed of the 

emulation. In general, it is not too difficult to come up with a system 

exhibiting universal behavior, that is, able to emulate any other sys-

tem. 

 One particularly simple system with universal power is the Game 

of Life invented by English mathematician John Conway and popu-

larized by Martin Gardner in Scientific American.[11] Life is more 

like a rudimentary universe than a computer as we usually think of it, 

but it is easy to emulate in a computer and, on the other hand, can 

emulate a computer itself. Imagine a two-dimensional grid of squares, 

laid out on a flat, level plain, extending to the horizon in all directions. 

High overhead is a cosmic clock that ticks off seconds. At each tick 

the squares, which are black or white like those of a checkerboard, are 

able to change. Some black squares remain black, some change to 

white, and so on. All the squares obey the same rule, which has to do 

with the state of the square (black or white) and that of its eight 

nearest neighbors (the adjacent squares on its four sides and the four 

squares touching its corners). If a white square has two or three 

neighboring white squares, it stays white, otherwise it turns black. If a 
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black square has exactly three neighboring white squares, it turns 

white, otherwise it stays black. That is all there is to it. 

 One thing to note is that the rules are not symmetric between 

black and white. In fact, computer simulations, in which the changing 

squares (a large finite subset, that is) can be shown on a video screen, 

often start with most of the squares black, suggesting empty space. 

Within the void small patterns of white may be seen--shrinking, ex-

panding, darting here and there, or disappearing and reappearing like 

strange life-forms. (It is not necessary to assume only one clock tick 

per second, of course; the pace can be speeded up considerably, 

which greatly enhances the impression that some form of living 

process is going on.) Despite the simplicity of the rules, very complex 

behavior can be sustained or can evolve. Information can be encoded 

in patterns of white and black squares, leading to the possibility of 

devices processing descriptions, or, in other words, computers. In fact 

it has been shown that a general-purpose computer, capable of all the 

computations a Turing machine or any modern computer can do, and 

self-replication in addition, is possible. 

 Using variations of the state-transition rule, and expanding to 

three dimensions, allow processes that more closely resemble bio-

logical activity.[12] We can also increase the dimensions beyond 

three, or shrink them to one. These cellular spaces, as they are called, 

sometimes allow a “universal computer-constructor”[13] capable of 

constructing any possible, finite object in the space, including itself, 

according to specified instructions. Here an “object” is just a con-

figuration of cells in certain specified states. (In general, we allow 

more than just the two states of black and white, but one is still sin-

gled out as the quiescent state corresponding to empty space. An 

empty region remains unchanged until invaded from the outside by a 

nonquiescent or active pattern.) If the number of dimensions is three, 

we can obtain spaces that rather resemble our own, and, in fact, a few 

physicists have seriously considered the possibility that our universe 

is just a three-dimensional cellular space.[14] (This interesting pos-

sibility, however, is ruled out by the nonlocality of processes at the 

quantum level that we would have to assume unless we accept 

many-worlds, and many-worlds is not easily accommodated in a 

“single-world” cellular space.) 

 Once again, systems having universal computing capacity are 

numerous and varied. Some of them, as we have seen, resemble bi-
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ological ecosystems, and, indeed, our own, natural ecosystem is one 

such universal computer, made of interacting atoms. All such systems 

are equivalent in the sense that any one can emulate any other one, 

that is, the emulating system can create an evolving description of the 

emulated system as it develops over time. Sometimes, though not 

always, the emulation can be done efficiently, that is, the number of 

events needed to emulate a process is bounded by a polynomial in the 

number of events being emulated. The prevalence of universal sys-

tems will be worth bearing in mind when we consider nanotechnol-

ogy in the next chapter. 

 A cellular space allows many cells to change state on each time 

step, that is, in parallel. A Turing machine, on the other hand, operates 

serially on its data, one cell at a time; yet a Turing machine can em-

ulate a cellular space of any finite dimension (and within a polyno-

mial event bound) provided we require that all but finitely many cells 

of our cellular space are blank or quiescent at the start of execution. 

This suggests that there is nothing critical about such details as the 

geometric configuration or physical proximity of features in a given 

space or, more generally, of serial processing versus parallel pro-

cessing. If two blobs of material in a cellular space collide, for ex-

ample, the collision may be represented entirely differently on a Tu-

ring machine‟s tape, and events that were nearby in space and/or time 

may be considerably more spread out--yet a basic equivalence will 

persist. The world of the Turing machine is just as real as that of the 

cellular space and may have the same details, only differently en-

coded. The encoding and more general features will seem important 

to an outside observer but not to a process within the system. Such a 

process would have no way of “knowing,” for example, whether it 

was really in a three-dimensional cellular space or was being serially 

emulated by a Turing machine on a one-dimensional tape. 

 The same considerations apply if we go to more powerful digital 

systems. Indeed there are, theoretically at least, systems more pow-

erful than a Turing machine with a finitely inscribed tape, one being 

the Turing machine with an infinitely inscribed tape. Clearly this can 

do anything a finitely inscribed system can do and more. We could 

solve the halting problem, for instance, by exhaustively describing all 

the relevant cases on our infinite tape and using a lookup procedure 

for any particular case of interest. (This would require an infinite 

amount of data to be written down beforehand, which is impossible in 
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practice. But even if it could be done, the lookup procedure would 

take an impractical amount of time for most cases.) A similar sort of 

system would be an infinitely inscribed cellular space. Again, the two 

systems will be equivalent and can emulate each other within a pol-

ynomial bound on events. In general, such infinite systems are not 

accessible to us--we must be content with finite approximations such 

as our computers, though life as a whole may confront us with 

something more. 

 Going in the other direction, there is one system, the finite state 

machine, which is less powerful than a Turing machine even limited 

to a finitely inscribed tape, but which still has much significance. The 

finite state machine comes in many equivalent forms, one being a 

Turing machine constrained to move in one direction only, say, al-

ways to the right. Here we restrict the system to include only the 

machine, not the tape, which could be finitely or infinitely inscribed. 

On each time step the machine reads a symbol on the tape, which 

becomes its input, and replaces it with a symbol, its output, before 

moving on, always forward (to the right), to the next square, and 

changing state. We are not concerned, really, with where the input 

comes from or with what happens to the output once it is produced. 

The machine can never look directly at either again--though it may 

“remember” them in its state configuration. More generally, a finite 

state machine does not need a tape--just some source of input and a 

place for output. We see, then, how a computer becomes a finite state 

machine if we accept it “as is,” as a device of fixed size and do not 

seek to augment it by adding memory.[15] Going beyond this, the 

concept applies to happenings in our world. 

Physical Systems As Digital Mechanisms 

 Any physical system whatever that is bounded in spatial volume 

and energy content is a kind of finite state machine, if also restricted 

to a finite amount of time. It exists in one of a finite number of states, 

and it changes state at discrete instants in time, not continuously, in 

response to its surroundings (input) and in accordance with the state it 

is currently in. (These states amount to distinguishable quantum 

states, which we considered last chapter, and they set a bound on the 

amount of information the system can contain.) The state changes, in 

fact, are described by known laws--the laws of quantum mechanics. 

A human being, in particular, is such a device, as is a city, a galaxy, or, 

in fact, the whole visible universe. The behavior of a finite state 
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machine over a finite interval of time, including its input, state 

changes, and output, can be described by a finite record. By com-

paring two such records, we can decide if two finite state machines 

have behaved equivalently over the time they have been running. 

 Of course, when it comes to describing natural processes as finite 

state machines, the basic interactions are going on at the level of tiny 

particles, and there are myriads of these. The Principle of Large 

Quantity applies: the numbers of states and state transitions, for any 

sizable system, are very large. These numbers are governed by 

Bekenstein bounds--named after physicist Jacob Bekenstein--which 

limit (1) the maximum number of (distinguishable) states the system 

can be in; and (2) the maximum number of state transitions that can 

occur per second, the “going rate” of the system. The maximum 

number of states for a human, for example, is in the neighborhood of 

10[10[45]] (much bigger, in fact, than the number of M-pictures we 

encountered in Chapter 6) and the maximum going rate is around 

4Ч10[53] state transitions per second. These actually are very gen-

erous upper bounds--the real effective numbers are likely to be much 

smaller, though by no means small. Moreover, there are special fea-

tures of such a system, involving quantum interactions, that do not 

occur with classical computational devices, which we will consider 

shortly. But the main point is that a human, like other things in our 

reality, is, at the root, a digital device--nothing more.[16] 

 We have now considered several digital devices of differing 

computational power. At the lower end is the finite state machine; 

then comes the Turing machine with a finitely inscribed tape, along 

with equivalent cellular spaces; and, finally, the Turing machine with 

an infinitely inscribed tape, again with equivalent cellular spaces. For 

our purposes the differences between the three are not that great--all 

are digital systems, and all behave as finite state machines over finite 

stretches of space and time. Moreover, all can be regarded as inter-

connections of finite state machines since, for example, two such 

machines could communicate by one machine passing its output to 

the other as input, and vice versa. Two such machines interconnected 

form a third finite state machine, and, more generally, any finite 

number of interconnected finite state machines is a finite state ma-

chine. With an infinite number of interconnected machines, however, 

we obtain something more--a Turing machine with a finitely or infi-

nitely inscribed tape, or equivalent. In all cases though, we again 
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retain a digital system, in which the basic components (finite state 

machines) carry out all their operations in discrete jumps and not as 

continuous processes. This fundamental property--discreteness of the 

events--will not be affected even when correlations between distant 

events have to be enforced, as in the nonlocal-seeming effects we 

considered in Chapter 5. 

 The latter, however, does pose a problem for our basic computa-

tional model, though one we can deal with. In fact, interconnections 

of finite state machines would enforce a standard locality--a signal 

could only propagate from machine to machine at a finite speed, with 

nothing exotic such as splitting of worlds. (This is why a 

three-dimensional cellular space would not be a good model for the 

universe.) This is not a fundamental problem; we noted, for instance, 

how a serial device can emulate a parallel one, albeit at a considerable 

cost in efficiency. In such a case there will be many correlations that 

must be enforced between events that are distant in space or time. In 

addition, we saw how the locality property is upheld by one inter-

pretation of quantum reality, many-worlds, in which reality does split 

repeatedly into alternate copies that pursue different behavioral paths. 

 A theoretical device, the “nondeterministic” finite state machine, 

accomplishes this also and could be used to model physical systems. 

It also generalizes to nondeterministic interconnections of machines, 

Turing machines with finitely or infinitely inscribed tapes, and cel-

lular spaces. (It is worth noting that this “nondeterminism” is actually 

a form of determinism if the splitting itself is deterministic; hopefully 

no confusion will follow.) Such devices really have no more overall 

computing power than their deterministic (single timeline or sin-

gle-world) counterparts, which can emulate them, but for obvious 

reasons they can accomplish a lot more, computationally, in a given 

number of steps. Indeed, though it is not known for sure, there seems 

to be no way to emulate them efficiently, that is, in a polynomial time 

bound, using only the usual deterministic devices that cannot do the 

many-worlds trick of splitting into copies. 

Quantum Devices and Digital Consciousness 

 Here it is appropriate (if not overdue) to note that a new type of 

device, the quantum computer, also seems capable of doing more, 

efficiently, than the conventional Turing machine and its related 

family of devices, including those that operate in cellular spaces. Its 

powers, in fact, seem intermediate between conventional computing 
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and the full-blooded but unrealizable (as far as we know) nondeter-

ministic devices.[17] And, unlike the latter, a quantum computer 

seems achievable, based on physics as we understand it, though as of 

this writing it has not been implemented at a practical level. 

 The quantum computer will not be simply a better computer but, 

if it can be perfected, will also furnish an interesting argument for 

many-worlds. This is because it explicitly makes use of processes 

happening in parallel in different universes, at least according to a 

straightforward interpretation. A quantum computer, that is, can 

simultaneously be in many different states. (But the total number 

states, though very large, is still finite as usual.) As one example, it 

can, according to theory, factor large numbers more efficiently than a 

conventional computer. Here it exploits parallel worlds to arrive at a 

correct “guess” much more rapidly than any serial machine or even 

cellular space could produce using any known technique. This could 

spell trouble for encryption algorithms, which often depend on this 

very problem being hard enough not to be solvable over a practical 

time scale. However, it happens that by using other quantum effects a 

secure communication channel can be created that would allow users 

to detect any eavesdropping and thereby obviate the need for en-

cryption in the first place.[18] 

 More generally, quantum devices promise unheard-of capabilities 

as well as vastly increasing our understanding of what ought to be 

possible. In particular, theory predicts universal quantum computers 

and universal simulators analogous to the universal Turing machine 

but with more relevance to real-world applications.[19] Among many 

other things this would, by appearances, nicely resolve the problem of 

how to model unpredictability in a computational device.  

 In general, it turns out that quantum systems can only be emulated 

inefficiently on classical devices such as computers and the Turing 

machine. The universal simulator, however, should be capable of 

doing this efficiently, that is, within a polynomial time bound of the 

original system. With this in mind, a universal virtual reality gener-

ator should even be possible to run efficiently, which suggests the 

idea that our future selves, uploaded as programs in a quantum 

computer, may find interesting options--and challenges--for life as 

immortals. Nevertheless, at the quantum level, all processes that go 

on are describable digitally. They could all be emulated, at the de-

scription level, albeit inefficiently, by conventional computers, and 
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even the humble Turing machine, patiently scratching and erasing 

symbols on its one-dimensional tape over eons. 

 As one consequence, finite histories are simply progressions of 

states through which a system passes over time--or finite descriptions 

based on such sequences. The number of possible histories that can 

occur in a finite time, starting, as usual, with a finite volume of space 

and finite energy, is finite. This clearly supports the plausibility of 

Unboundedness. The finite histories, in effect, become throws of a 

big, but finite, sackful of dice. Though it might happen with consid-

erable rarity, we expect any possible combination to turn up eventu-

ally, and not once, but over and over, in our postulated multiverse. 

 We can even go a little further and say that any device that emu-

lates an object at the quantum level, with the corresponding state 

changes, in effect becomes that very object, even if the states and 

their transitions are represented very differently from the original and 

the time and space requirements too are very different. It is not the 

specific representation that counts but the behavior of the system as a 

whole--equivalent behavior yields an equivalent system. This is a 

bold assertion, essentially a restatement of strong AI, and is stoutly 

resisted by some. It means, for instance, that all events are, at root, 

equivalent to discrete changes of bits in a computer or other similar, 

sudden jumps. This includes whatever is involved in feeling and 

consciousness, something that may seem preposterous. I think, 

however, that the difficulties are resolvable if we are not daunted by 

the scale of operations that might be required.  

 For example, a living human replete with all emotions, percep-

tions, thoughts, and actions should be able to be modeled by an un-

thinking, unfeeling device, a Turing machine, say, making and eras-

ing marks on a very, very long strip of tape over a period of time. 

(Once again there must be an appropriate provision for unpredicta-

bility.) To say that the full range of human feelings could somehow be 

expressed this way seems silly until it is remembered that we are 

positing no theoretical limit on the amount of time and materials in-

volved. The Principle of Large Quantity must be taken seriously. 

(And, of course, the exact nature of the materials is not important as 

long as they perform certain basic functions, such as allowing in-

formation to be recorded in retrievable, modifiable form.) In other 

words, we could well be committing resources far beyond the known 

age and size of the universe.  
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 In practical terms, we need not take this scenario seriously at all. 

Surely it will all but never happen, even if we grant an unlimited 

future--there will be better ways to spend our time and treasure. But 

the philosophical implications are still meaningful and worth con-

sidering since they apply to emulations more generally. Thus, unless 

we allow that atomic constituents themselves are tiny homunculi with 

undeciphered emotions, a system that models a human subatomically 

should be capable of supporting true, humanlike emotions. The whole 

known universe could be modeled in this way, right down to the 

quantum level, so that genuine emotions could be supported by 

thoroughly unemotional text editing or symbol-changing operations. 

 If this is hard to swallow, it will perhaps seem more plausible if 

we think in terms of the possible interactions that could take place 

between a hypothetical outsider and a modeled entity--someone, say, 

whose behavior is being traced out in very great detail but at slow 

speed on a computational device. Along with this behavior, let us say, 

is a sizable, surrounding, virtual environment that could involve 

many other emulated individuals along with objects and numerous 

processes. A person on the outside would be “running” at a much 

faster pace. To synchronize the running speeds, our hypothetical 

outsider could be put into a long sleep after each message is sent to 

the insider, who in turn may take a very long time to respond but 

otherwise is observed to respond in an entirely normal manner. So an 

exchange like this may occur: (Outsider): “How are you today?” 

(Insider): “Fine, though I have a slight cold, I think--the thermostat 

was turned down, it is a little chilly outside. How is the weather where 

you come from?” and so on. 

 In general, we can imagine a situation in which a person, emu-

lated in a computer and using nothing but nonbiological computa-

tional elements, responds in all respects like a human being and 

seems in every way capable of feeling and consciousness. Such a 

being might be running slower or faster than a normal human, and be 

strangely represented inside its emulating device, but would other-

wise seem normal in every way. The emulated being could then pass 

the Turing test, first proposed by Turing in 1950,[20] of answering 

questions in such a way as to be undetectably different from a human 

and thus possess intelligence. This would satisfy the requirement of 

weak artificial intelligence (weak AI)--meaning the emulation could 

at least convincingly imitate a human, though it might be lacking in 
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true emotions and consciousness. But we are also assuming not just 

an arbitrary program to carry out conversation but a fully modeled 

human being whose internal workings, including brain activity, are 

being accurately represented as an ongoing process. So I think a 

stronger conclusion would apply; the true feelings would exist. This, 

then, would meet the demands of strong AI--that a suitably pro-

grammed computer must support mental states comparable to those 

of humans and not just an intricate, convincing imitation. The possi-

bility of strong AI (or even the weak version) must still be considered 

controversial; to me the arguments for it seem convincing.[21] (More 

will be said near the end of the chapter, in connection with the prob-

lem of isomorphism.) Again it must be remembered that we are pos-

iting no limits on the size and time requirements of the emulating 

device, beyond finiteness. 

 So what insight is to be gained from this? Simply that there is 

good reason to think of reality in computational terms. History is a 

computation-like process, as are its constituents, including individual 

persons. “Things,” in the sense of eternally enduring, unchanging 

objects, exist--but they are chunks of information--no more, no less. 

Such objects are recorded in various, temporary configurations of 

matter and in general are multiply recorded. Similarly, a process can 

be multiply instantiated--if the same exact computation is run on two 

different computers, there is a reasonable sense in which just one 

process, not two, is executing, though in multiple environments. In 

short we arrive at the position that like entities or constructs share 

identity--which is our principle of Interchangeability. 

 There is one issue connected with Interchangeability we left 

hanging in the last chapter, where we noted that person-instantiations 

share identity when they can be considered equivalent. The precise 

delineation of when this equivalence would occur is well beyond our 

present powers. But the general idea is that a person is a type of 

computational process, so that the equivalence we are seeking is a 

similar notion to the equivalence of two running computer programs, 

which at least is a meaningful concept. In general, the digital model of 

events should allow us to decide, in principle, when two per-

son-instantiations can be considered equivalent. 

 Given some finite limit on the time, space, and energy involved, 

all processes are replicated by finite state machines, and, in fact, only 

a finite number of processes fit any finite bound. If such processes are 
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expressed in a standardized form recording the input, state transitions, 

and output, there is an effective procedure for deciding when two 

such processes are equivalent, so that equivalent processes indeed 

form sharply bounded or well-defined classes. (The equivalence 

classes could then be extended straightforwardly to more gargantuan, 

slower processes that mimicked the faster ones but seemingly re-

quired more states.) Once again, we are benefited if events can be 

regarded as happening in discrete jumps rather than by continuous 

changes. Here the benefit is that the notion of person-instantiation 

gains coherence, lending plausibility to the main form of our concept 

of Interchangeability. 

Answering Objections: the Chinese Room Experiment 

 Something should now be said in response to critics of the in-

formation paradigm and strong AI, who sometimes go to considera-

ble lengths defending their various positions. (Possibly they are un-

comfortable with materialism and the idea it favors of reducing peo-

ple, in one way or another, to purely physical processes. But I think 

they have not taken account of the wonderful possibilities this opens.) 

Feeling, consciousness, understanding, and intelligence, they would 

tell us, are forever closed to digital devices such as computers and 

consequently cannot be understood in purely digital terms. Strong AI 

counters that such effects are complex, emergent properties that can 

and do rest on a digital foundation, invoking only sharp, individual 

state changes. The notion of an emergent property, in fact, furnishes a 

powerful reply to critics of strong AI. 

 One such critic is John Searle, a University of California phi-

losopher, who proposes a “Chinese room experiment” as an argument 

against strong AI.[22] A man who understands no Chinese is given a 

very elaborate set of rules for conversing in Chinese. Persons who 

understand the language pass a note written in Chinese characters 

under the door of the room where the man works. He consults various 

references, copies and arranges symbols, and ultimately arrives at a 

message in Chinese that is an intelligible reply to the first. This he 

passes under the door to his audience on the outside. After a series of 

exchanges the outsiders conclude that whoever is in the room under-

stands Chinese, yet in fact the man has no idea of the meaning of the 

messages he is writing--he has simply been obeying a set of rules. In a 

similar way, it is argued, a machine, even if it passed the Turing test, 

would not truly understand what it was doing--it too would just be 
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obeying rules. 

 As it turns out, a good rebuttal to this argument can be based on 

some simple considerations.[23] We noted earlier that the task of 

conversing in a natural language is quite difficult computationally 

and has not yet been accomplished at the level of a normal adult. In 

short, no machine can yet play the Turing imitation game. Machines, 

on the other hand, process information very fast. Deep Blue, the ex-

pert chess program that defeated world champion Garry Kasparov in 

1997, could examine twelve billion moves a minute, very far beyond 

the human level.[24] (A human chess grandmaster, however, is much 

better at determining which moves to examine.) A set of rules ade-

quate for intelligent conversation would, by indications, be most ex-

tensive and moreover take a very great amount of processing. If im-

plemented as suggested in the Chinese room experiment, we might 

have to wait eons for replies to messages. Again we must appeal to 

the Principle of Large Quantity to argue that a suitable rule book 

would be possible at all--though in view of the information paradigm 

it does seem true. 

 Better than one person doing all the processing, however, would 

be a vast army of, say, a billion people, all connected electronically, 

all patiently working away at transforming the incoming message. 

(Again, we lack any suitable set of rules, but it seems possible in 

principle.) Much of the transforming might involve simple acts of 

voting on the part of large numbers of people--this could be one way 

of finely partitioning the overall task so that many could take part at 

once. Or other techniques might be used, many of them presently 

unknown to us but all, we may presume, feasible computationally. If 

we assumed all the workers were ignorant of Chinese, no one person 

would understand either the incoming message or the reply, yet the 

system as a whole could be capable of meaningful conversation. Each 

worker would then resemble a neuron in a brain, which also, by in-

dications, does not understand such tasks as conversation, yet the 

brain as a whole does. We could then argue that the system as a whole 

understands Chinese, even if the workers do not. 

 Finally, if the rules the workers obey are suitably adapted, we can 

imagine a single human, George, doing the whole task sin-

gle-handedly (and granted immortality as a small compensation). To 

do this would require keeping track of the tasks of all the billion 

workers, who, let us say, are housed in a vast complex of offices 
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stretching over a sizable territory. At some point George is informed 

he is to replace all the workers. On each day thereafter George dials 

up a different office on his computer terminal and does the work of 

that person. If the billion workers can together respond to a message 

in one day, then George takes a billion days or 2.7 million years. 

George, who has been stunted at a fixed level of development all this 

time for purposes of the experiment, never understands a word of 

Chinese. Yet again, the system as a whole does.  

 It is worth noting that the Chinese room argument is an attempt to 

discredit strong AI in favor of weak AI, not in favor of no AI. The 

Chinese conversationist--identified (mistakenly) with the man in the 

room--is assumed to be competent at performing the task at hand, just 

lacking in understanding. By implication, a machine might be simi-

larly capable, yet lack any real understanding. The fallacy here, I 

think, is one of misattribution: the conversationist in this case is not 

the man in the room, as we should reasonably understand it. A similar 

consideration would apply to a machine capable of conversing. If 

such a machine were a collection of silicon chips or similar uncom-

prehending hardware, it might be tempting to deny that the conver-

sationist has understanding. But there is a subtle distinction between 

the machine that runs the program, and the program--the conversa-

tionist--itself. The latter may reasonably have attributes not possessed 

by the former, especially if some extraordinary feature is involved, 

such as a very large amount of complex processing. We will return to 

this topic after considering another interesting attempt to discredit 

strong AI, in this case, an argument leaning toward no AI at all.  

The Gцdel Incompleteness Theorem 

 A human, it seems, must have capabilities no computing machine 

can ever have, however sophisticated its programming. This claim is 

based on a result known as Gцdel‟s incompleteness theorem. Kurt 

Gцdel (1906–78) was an Austrian-born, American mathematical lo-

gician. Starting in the late 1920s he obtained a number of startling 

results, including the famous incompleteness theorem. Some con-

troversies of several decades‟ standing were settled. Some unsus-

pected limitations were found in mathematics--but some exciting new 

possibilities were opened too. The story a fascinating one, worth 

telling in some detail, after which we will consider its implications for 

AI. 

 Gцdel‟s findings have to do with properties of formal mathe-
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matical systems, in which results are expressed as theorems that are 

proved. More specifically, these systems are the comprehensive sort 

that can express all of ordinary mathematics including such topics as 

the arithmetic of whole and decimal numbers, Euclidean geometry, 

algebra, and the various mathematical ideas that are used in physics. 

Such systems, moreover, can also describe themselves. (Another 

topic, the theory of computation, is also expressible in these systems, 

and its development was furthered by Gцdel‟s work.) It is both re-

markable and beneficial to have a more-or-less all-inclusive system 

of this sort, in which so many different ideas and results can be ex-

pressed and developed. It is pushing toward a mathematician‟s “the-

ory of everything.” 

 But there is a big danger in pushing too far. Your theory, whatever 

it is, must be based on starting assumptions or axioms that cannot be 

proved but must simply be accepted at the outset. (Other, outside 

evidence can be consulted in selecting the axioms, but they cannot be 

derived from prior principles within the system, for they are the prior 

principles.) More or less, the more comprehensive or powerful you 

want your theory to be, the more axioms you have to assume. If you 

assume too much, however, you find that, following one train of 

reasoning, you can prove some proposition P, but with some other 

reasoning you prove not-P, that is, your system is inconsistent. A 

basic principle of logic, which essentially all useful mathematical 

systems incorporate, is “P implies that not-P implies Q” where Q is 

any other proposition whatever. In other words, in an inconsistent, 

formal system, any proposition that can be stated in the system can be 

proved, which reduces everything to triviality. Anything you can 

prove you can also disprove. For a system to be useful, then, it is very 

important that it be consistent. Something of the seriousness of this 

problem can be gathered by considering a little mathematics histo-

ry.[25] 

 In the nineteenth century there was great interest in putting 

mathematics on a firm logical footing, which involved finding simple 

underlying principles from which it was hoped that all or a very large 

part of mathematics could be derived. One of the pioneers of this 

effort was German logician Gottlob Frege (1848–1925), who worked 

for twenty years to construct, in essence, the first comprehensive 

mathematical system, a near “theory of everything.” It was all based 

on a few relatively simple concepts, an important one being the no-
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tion of set. Almost everything in mathematics, it turns out, can be 

defined as some sort of set. For example, one definition of the number 

one is “the set of all singletons,” where a singleton is a set having just 

one member or element. (This is not a circular definition, because “x 

has one member” means “there exists y such that y is a member of x, 

and for all z, if z is a member of x then z=y”; that is, x‟s having one 

member can be defined without already having a definition of “one.”) 

To make your theory as comprehensive and powerful as possible, 

then, it is desirable to have as many different sets as possible. 

 Frege boldly rushed in: his theory essentially allowed a set to be 

associated to every statable, mathematical property whatever. How-

ever, it had a fatal flaw. Consider “the set of all sets that are not 

members of themselves.” This set is a member of itself if and only if it 

is not a member of itself. Frege‟s system was inconsistent and, as it 

stood, mathematically worthless--a magnificent airplane that would 

not quite fly. There was too much generality. Efforts at fixing the 

problem thus centered on how to restrict the notion of set and still end 

up with essentially all of mathematics. Frege himself tried to devise 

such a fix, but his new system was again shown inconsistent. The first 

real success (we think) was had by Alfred North Whitehead and 

Bertrand Russell, whose system, Principia Mathematica or PM, was 

published in three volumes, 1910–13. PM can derive all of ordinary 

mathematics, though it is cumbersome. Later some other, simpler 

systems of mathematical logic were devised that better met the in-

tended needs and have not been shown inconsistent. In what follows I 

have used PM as a representative of these systems, following the 

practice of Gцdel himself; his results apply to all of them. 

 PM has not been shown inconsistent, but that does not guarantee 

it is consistent. Mathematicians such as David Hilbert, early in the 

twentieth century, worried over this problem. What you would really 

like is to prove such a system is consistent. Then (maybe) you could 

quit worrying or at least not worry as much. Ideally, you would start 

with PM and prove within PM itself that PM is consistent. This would 

avoid the problem that, if you had to use some more comprehensive 

system, say PM*, to prove PM consistent, it would still leave open the 

question whether PM* is consistent. (If PM* were inconsistent, then, 

as noted, anything you like would be provable within it, and conse-

quently its theorems would be untrustworthy.) On the other hand, 

even if you did prove PM consistent, within PM, it still would not 
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really show PM is consistent. The reason is that PM is comprehensive 

enough that “PM is consistent” is one of the statable propositions 

within PM. Thus if PM is inconsistent you can prove “PM is con-

sistent.” Still, mathematicians agreed, it would be interesting if you 

could prove consistency, even if you could not quite trust the result. 

 Gцdel showed, however, that if PM is consistent, it is impossible 

to prove that within PM. Gцdel‟s proof is closely related to another 

result, his incompleteness theorem, which started off our discus-

sion.[26] Within PM there is a class of statements, the “closed 

well-formed formulas” or CWFFs, essentially just the statable prop-

ositions, expressed in a formal way, that is, according to specified 

rules. An example is “for all x there exists y, such that y is a member 

of x.” This statement happens to be false, since if x is the empty set (a 

permitted construct) there is no y that is a member of x. Let us call this 

statement S. Then not-S has the form “there exists x such that for all y, 

y is not a member of x.” Not-S is true. In general, if S is some CWFF 

then either S or not-S is true. One important class of CWFFs is the 

theorems, which are statements obtainable by applying allowed rules 

of inference to initial statements or axioms. Basically, every theorem 

is a true CWFF, provided your system is consistent. This means that, 

if S is a theorem, then not-S is not a theorem. The system is said to be 

complete, on the other hand, if, for any CWFF S, either S or not-S is a 

theorem. The complete logical system, then, is able to decide the truth 

or falsity of all applicable statements we can make within it. 

 If we had enough time, in fact, we could start with any CWFF S, 

and search exhaustively for proofs, of both S and not-S. PM and the 

other systems are constructed so that this process can be mechanized. 

In this way a computer must eventually find either a proof of S, which 

would establish that S is true within the system, or a proof of not-S. 

(Any such proof would be expressible as a finite string of symbols 

and could then be checked for correctness, a process that can also be 

mechanized.) If the computer ever found a proof of S, on the other 

hand, this would be a guarantee that it could never find a proof of 

not-S, and vice versa. All this would be the case, however, only if PM 

is both complete and consistent. If PM is consistent but not complete, 

for instance, there would be some CWFF S such that neither a proof 

of S nor of not-S could be obtained by exhaustive searching. 

 What Gцdel showed was that, in fact, PM and related systems, if 

consistent, are all incomplete. He did this by constructing a statement 
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S for which he could show that both S and not-S are unprovable. S, 

the “Gцdel sentence,” has the form “this statement is not provable 

within PM.” If S actually is provable, the contradiction leads to the 

inconsistency of PM, while if not-S is provable, that amounts to 

proving “S is provable,” which means that S really is provable after 

all, which again leads to inconsistency. It is worth remarking that this 

result establishes the impossibility of proving the consistency of PM 

within PM. Such a proof would prove that neither S nor not-S is 

provable, for the reasons we have just considered, and thus that S is 

true within the system, which would amount to a proof of S. Another 

point worth making is that Gцdel‟s argument establishes that it is S, 

rather than not-S, that is true in PM. To establish this, however, it is 

clear we must use arguments not entirely formalizable within PM or 

otherwise S would be a theorem. However, these extra arguments can 

all be reduced to the one property, that PM is consistent! This, really, 

is all the extra knowledge we need, beyond what is in PM itself. 

 So, for instance, we could expand PM slightly, adding one more 

axiom, “PM is consistent.” In this way we would create a new system, 

PM*, from which we could prove the Gцdel sentence for PM, but it 

would be inadequate to decide the truth or falsity of an analogous 

Gцdel sentence, “This statement is not provable within PM*.” Of 

course, we could iterate this process, adding another axiom, “PM* is 

consistent,” but that would just create a slightly bigger system, PM**, 

with the same problem all over again. In general, any reasonably 

comprehensive formal system--unless we make it too powerful and 

therefore inconsistent--must have this sort of defect. We can always 

construct a Gцdel sentence that is true, but the system can never 

“know” that. A human, on the other hand, who has sufficiently 

studied the matter, does know that the Gцdel sentence is true. A 

computer must always use some sort of formal system--a program--in 

anything it does, including mathematics. From this it may seem that 

the human must have capabilities that are forever out of reach of a 

computer, no matter how well programmed, and, in fact, this is the 

gripe of the critics of AI who base their argument on Gцdel‟s work. 

 Their criticism amounts to calling in question whether a computer 

could even really imitate things such as thinking and understanding, 

that is, achieve the same effects but by a different process, let alone 

actually “do” these things. (As an illustration of the significance of 

this issue, the chess playing computer defeated the human world 
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champion by exhaustive but unimaginative searching rather than 

anything approaching human deliberation. Thus it successfully imi-

tated human thinking, though in a limited domain and arguably 

without actually thinking.) So, as we have noted, it is a criticism of AI 

in general, not just strong AI. However, the criticism has a simple and 

powerful rebuttal, well noted by Daniel Dennett in Darwin‟s Dan-

gerous Idea, that I have adapted here.[27] 

A Simple Rebuttal 

 Suppose you have a computer programmed with PM, or, more 

likely, one of the later improvements. The computer, then, has a su-

perb system for answering questions of a mathematical nature, which 

extends to questions about the real world, since mathematics is im-

portant in physics and other sciences. If we assume the computer‟s 

system is consistent, it will answer our questions infallibly--if it 

answers at all. On the other hand, there are certain questions it cannot 

answer--and, moreover, some of these, at least, a human can. The 

human can also answer any question the computer can--by doggedly 

emulating its program if necessary--and thus has additional ability 

that the machine, in this case, is lacking. So we then ask, what is the 

nature of the human‟s extra ability? Would we say that it too is in-

fallible? No one would seriously maintain this--humans are certainly 

fallible. 

 True, in the case at hand, where we consider the simple statement, 

“the system is consistent,” that the system itself can never prove, 

mathematically minded humans may know it is true (provided it is 

true), even if unprovable. But, more generally, humans certainly 

disagree on matters of judgment and certainly make errors too, 

though human intelligence is still impressive. What then is the nature 

of the “programming” people have that enables them to make deci-

sions outside of a formal system like PM, though the method is not 

foolproof? 

 The answer, as Dennett, myself, and other proponents of AI think, 

is heuristics, which are procedures to obtain answers that are not 

guaranteed to be correct or the absolute best; heuristics are used 

simply because they are found to be useful. We can imagine, in par-

ticular, that natural and social selection have equipped human minds 

with many and varied heuristics and, in fact, a far better apparatus 

overall than anyone has managed, so far, to code into any computer 

program. Indeed, this seems to be what makes us humans 
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smart--certainly it is not some formal system like PM that has found 

its way into our brains and that we use for most of our thinking. In-

stead, a few, exceptional individuals may construct formal systems 

like PM, using good heuristics in the process. Such a system may then 

serve as an aid to thinking for them and a few others--but the real core 

process is elsewhere, even for such thinkers. 

 It is worth noting too that when actual attempts have been made to 

endow computers with reasoning powers based on systems like PM, 

the results have, by and large, fallen far short of human performance. 

Computerized theorem provers have not replaced human mathema-

ticians, although computers have been found to be useful drudg-

es--doing mountains of calculations and special testing that would 

otherwise be far out of reach for people. True, a computer, suitably 

programmed, will always solve a mathematical problem it can 

solve--if it is allowed to run long enough. The problem is that, for the 

really interesting cases, it usually takes an impractical amount of time, 

even at the superhuman speeds of electronic computing. On the other 

hand, computer performance is steadily improving. As one illustra-

tion, in 1996 a computer solved an important problem in symbolic 

logic, the Robbins Problem, adding a major contribution to the pre-

vious efforts of human mathematicians.[28] Such performance de-

pends somewhat on advances in hardware, such as faster processors 

and bigger memories, but better programming is vital too. Better 

programming often means better heuristics, especially on problems 

humans find intellectually challenging; computers have been using 

heuristics for decades now. 

 Heuristics are vital in many tasks for which we do not know an 

optimal approach, even tasks involving problem solving using sys-

tems like PM. For example, a computer may be asked to decide the 

truth of some mathematical statement. It can search exhaustively for 

proofs as well as disproofs. Exhaustive searching, however, is gen-

erally very inefficient and impractical. Some streamlining of the 

search procedure may be possible, but in the end we are confronted, 

in our searching, with numerous forks in the road, or branches in the 

search tree, where it is not clear which path is most promising. Here is 

where heuristics can greatly assist and make a huge difference in how 

fast an answer is found--if it can be found. 

 Beyond this issue is one of reasoning outside of a formal, infal-

lible, but limited system. Consider the sentence, “This statement is 
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false.” It is true if and only if it is false. Natural language allows such 

sentences, thus natural language is inconsistent. But somehow we 

manage with it anyway, and, despite “P implies that not-P implies Q,” 

are not constantly fooled into thinking that day is night, rivers run 

uphill, or everything is free at the grocery store. In particular we have 

our senses, and our heuristics tell us to trust them (on occasion) and 

other such indicators, rather than arguments, however fine-spun. But 

more than this, we find language a most useful tool, despite its in-

consistency. Again, our heuristics tell us how seriously to take sen-

tences such as the above that asserts its own falsity and, more gener-

ally, how to make language the useful tool it is, while navigating the 

pitfalls.  

 Similarly, if on a presently simpler level, heuristics assist com-

puters in all sorts of decision-making, in fields such as game playing, 

medical diagnosis, traffic control, and natural language processing. 

Heuristics enable the computer to break out of the rigid constraints of 

a formal system--with the price to pay that sometimes they do not 

give the right or the best answer. Humans, to be sure, have better 

all-around heuristics, but our heuristics too are subject to the same 

sort of fallibility, as we well know. The difference between a com-

puter‟s capabilities and ours, in areas calling for “intelligence,” seems 

to be one of degree and nothing more fundamental. The claim of the 

anti-AI advocates, that Gцdel‟s results demonstrate a fundamental 

inadequacy of machine performance relative to human, that machines 

can never be “intelligent” in the same way people are, is a doubtful 

one. I think it can be discounted unless more substantial evidence is 

found. 

 Only time can decide the matter, of course. But we can expect 

computers to perform better as they are designed and programmed 

better, until--it seems reasonable--the human level is equaled and 

surpassed in more and more areas traditionally associated with intel-

ligence. (Meanwhile, though, humans themselves will have unprec-

edented opportunities for self-improvement. In time we will be get-

ting smarter too, right along with our machines, so that the threat of 

being outclassed by artificial devices is not what it may seem.) Much 

of this better programming will no doubt involve heuristics, with 

powers not open to rigorous, error-free methods. One is reminded of 

the old problem of squaring the circle. There the rigorous methods 

fail too--but not the heuristics--in this case, approximate procedures 
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that give the correct answer within practical limits. In short we have 

to accept the possibility of inconsistency, of error, of some wrong 

answers, if we want to do our best--and this applies to automated 

devices too. Our machines can very likely acquire our mental 

strengths, but along with these come unavoidable weaknesses. 

 As long as we are considering Gцdel‟s results, another observa-

tion is in order. The incompleteness theorem, looked at in one way, is 

disappointing because it says that mathematics must forever be in-

adequate to delineate all truth, or even the somewhat limited truths 

expressible within a particular, abstract theory. But this is actually a 

great advantage. The fact that we can never reduce all deci-

sion-making to a rule of thumb--a single, effective procedure--means 

that there is always room for novelty, that even the restricted domain 

of pure mathematics is inexhaustible in its riches. (A similar conclu-

sion was noted earlier in the case of the halting problem, to which 

Gцdel‟s results are related.) Science, so much of which is founded on 

mathematics, is not reaching an end, nor will it ever. Immortality, if 

we can achieve it, need not be boring, as critics have complained, but 

should have wonders unlimited for the rightly disposed. It is left to us 

to become the rightly disposed as we progress beyond our historical 

limits. 

Consequences of the Digital Model 

 We have now considered digital systems and the evidence that 

fundamentally, everything as a whole, including all the parts, is such 

a system. In particular, it means that human intelligence and under-

standing can be duplicated in a digital device such as a computer, 

though it might be difficult. It means that even such a “nondigital” 

quality as emotion must also have a digital basis. It argues that sys-

tems such as humans that experience emotions and consciousness do 

so only as a result of the discrete state changes that go on within them, 

that is, the changes at the quantum level that we know occur in sudden 

jumps. (Not all these changes, of course, and probably not most, will 

be significant at the level of consciousness, but the quantum events 

underlie those events that are significant.) It seems then that what 

happens between the jumps is not significant--it is only the progres-

sion from distinguishable state to distinguishable state that counts. I 

think this is a strong position and a good reason for favoring strong 

AI. 

 It is to the superstructure that we must then look for such features 
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as feeling and consciousness, and not the substrate. As in the details 

of a photograph, these features are emergent properties depending on 

the arrangement or interrelationships of finer elements, but not in-

trinsically on these finer elements. In both cases, there are a great 

many finer elements. Once again we see the Principle of Large 

Quantity at work, and also the possibility of duplication of the effect 

in a different medium, which demonstrates functionalism. Thus a 

black-and-white photograph could be formed of dark and light peb-

bles on a large, flat beach; dots of light on a computer screen; or in the 

more traditional way, with silver particles on film--and still be the 

same picture. Functionalism is shown in the way that the system‟s 

defining properties come from the way the myriad components 

function as parts of a whole but not on more detailed properties of the 

individual components. But, extending this property of photography 

to digital systems, it carries a sweeping implication: two systems that 

are equivalent in terms of their basic behavior (input, output, and state 

transitions, or similar digital processing) are equivalent in other ways 

too. 

 So once again, a human should be equivalent, in theory, to a Tu-

ring machine patiently writing out a sufficiently detailed description 

of that human‟s functioning on a very long piece of tape. In principle 

we could interact with such an emulated human on a personal level, 

we noted, which made it plausible that our machine-being would have 

“real” feelings despite being the product of an emotionless and un-

conscious automaton. Such an imaginary scenario has value as a 

thought experiment even if its actual implementation would be im-

practical.  

 On the other hand, it is worthwhile to raise the question of what 

sort of artificial devices might be able to emulate humans in a prac-

tical way, so that the emulated persons, for example, could converse 

with flesh-and-blood humans in something approaching real time. 

Here, of course, the answer is unknown. It is possible that a quantum 

device would be required with the extra efficiencies we noted relative 

to present-day classical computers. Or perhaps a classical device, 

with such extra features as massively parallel, interconnected pro-

cessors to act as neurons, would be enough. In any case, it seems 

inevitable that our artificial devices will equal and exceed the per-

formance of the human brain, whatever properties are required. Like 

them, the brain is a material object with no mysterious, vital element 
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beyond what our scientific theories can account for. But the possi-

bility of emulating a human in a device (and the human brain, at least, 

is one such device already capable of such an emulation) brings out a 

subtle distinction. 

The Chinese Room Revisited  

  In general, the emulator and the emulatee are two different things 

with different properties, something we noted in connection with the 

Chinese room. In this thought experiment it is possible that the em-

ulator is unconscious but the emulatee is not or that both are con-

scious but differently conscious. George, for example, could have 

been emulating, at the quantum level, a person who understood 

Chinese. (Probably he would then take far longer even than the 2.7 

million years we estimated for one day‟s work.) You would then, in 

effect, have two entirely different, conscious persons in the Chinese 

room, neither of whom was aware of the other‟s existence, though 

one of them was actually generating the other‟s existence. Persons on 

the outside would be communicating with this other, never George, 

who in fact might be replaced by a far simpler device.  

 It should be noted that here we are assuming a set of rules that 

accomplishes a dual purpose. The first is to converse in Chinese, the 

main requirement, and the second is to do it in a particular way, by 

mimicking, at a deep level, the brain functions of someone who un-

derstands Chinese and is human in other ways. It does not follow, of 

course, that every set of rules that could successfully converse would 

do it in this brain-imitating way, but I do not see any way to rule out 

the possibility. The extra, brain-mimicking property is telling because 

it both fits the basic paradigm of the Chinese room experiment, and it 

explicitly performs in a manner that suggests consciousness, some-

thing the Chinese room should not be able to support, according to 

Searle. Again, one straightforward reason for thinking the emu-

latee--the Chinese conversationist--is conscious is that it interacts 

with others in a way that seems conscious. In this case, it could be 

verified by its own internal workings, which in principle we could 

monitor and compare with those of humans. I have emphasized the 

need for suitable internal workings to be as certain as possible that 

true understanding, as an accompaniment of consciousness, must be 

present at least in this version of the experiment. But it is also 

worthwhile to consider the matter from the standpoint of the external 

behavior alone. Thus we may ask whether a program or system that 
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can converse at a human level and pass the Turing test would, on the 

strength of that by itself, be conscious and have feelings. 

 Here the issue is less clear-cut. The ability to converse is no 

guarantee that any feelings that might be expressed are genuine. A 

human correspondent, for example, might imitate another human 

with very different feelings from her own. Still, a human must have 

some feelings, and I am inclined to think that a similar property would 

follow in the case of a human imitator, even if “only” a very complex 

computer program. Such a program, presumably, would have to 

present a convincing, consistent persona that, under suitable ques-

tioning, must confess to certain goals, interests, and so on, to seem 

fully and normally human. Perhaps the scope of the interaction would 

need to be broadened slightly to allow the program to initiate its own 

conversation, again, with the requirement of passing the test by 

showing characteristics that would seem to be those of some normal 

human. So over time the programmed persona must become ac-

quainted with a human interrogator--the two would begin to share 

their lives. Then, in response to “How‟s it going?” the persona might 

answer, “Oh, not bad, though my cold seems to have gotten worse. 

Did you get your car fixed?”  

 Though natural language has its limits, it is also very powerful 

and versatile. It seems reasonable that a human conversationist could, 

in a case like this, demonstrate at least some attributes of sentience in 

our hypothetical persona, such as goal-seeking, learning, and adapt-

ability--all being required by the premise that a human must be con-

vincingly imitated. So again, I opt for the position that there would 

definitely be some sentience or consciousness here, and particularly if 

we regard our persona, in keeping with the Chinese conversationist, 

as the emulatee.  

 But in a case such as this, the capacity to interact seems important 

and should not be passed over lightly. In some way it seems crucial, if 

we are to regard a system as conscious, that it be able to interface 

adaptively with other processes and, in our usual experience, at least 

some other systems we already accept as conscious. This, for exam-

ple, would seem to firmly rule out movie characters as being con-

scious, even if we assumed a hyperdetailed movie of the future that 

showed all happenings right down to the quantum level. Such char-

acters, whose moves and thoughts are all predetermined, could not 

interact with an outside world, at least as we usually imagine an in-
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teraction. (More will be said on this in Chapter 15, however; the sit-

uation is not so simple if we assume, as again we must, a scale of 

processing and level of detail that is far beyond present experience. 

The Principle of Large Quantity could yield unexpected effects.)  

 But on this basis we can, it would seem, even more firmly rule out 

consciousness in a static record, such as a book or reel of movie film, 

however detailed a description they might provide of a person and 

that individual‟s behavior and thoughts. Again, there is no capacity to 

interact with an outside observer (or with anything else). Such ex-

amples do raise a difficulty, however, and I think it points to a deeper 

insight. According to the tenets of strong AI, a system is conscious 

that is suitably isomorphic to one we already accept as conscious. It is 

clear that not every isomorphism is suitable--in a book, for instance, 

time can be modeled by page number. A very detailed “book” could 

store, on successive “pages,” an accurate description of the brain state 

of a person at closely spaced points in time. (Each “page,” then, 

would be much larger than the pages we are familiar with, though 

once again, still finite.) A mapping between the recorded brain states 

and the corresponding brain events in the real person could be set up 

(after the fact at least)--an isomorphism between the conscious ex-

perience of the individual and the inert, unchanging descriptions in 

the book. Yet the book would not be conscious nor express con-

sciousness in any active sense. The isomorphism would not be suit-

able. But if some isomorphisms are not suitable, just which ones are? 

 Again, the difficulty here seems resolvable if we require that the 

system in question be capable of meaningful interactions with a 

conscious outsider. Putting ourselves in the place of such an outsider, 

we can base our judgments about consciousness on reasonable intui-

tion, which will lead to the conclusions that were reached in the 

thought experiments we have considered.  

Modeling Time 

 The suitable isomorphisms, it would seem, must model time as 

we perceive time and not as some other variable such as order of 

occurrence in a collection of records. Perhaps this will seem inade-

quate because in the multiverse at large we expect noncommunicating 

domains, each with conscious beings. The notion of consciousness in 

our world, involving mutual interactions as a kind of verification, 

need not apply to these other domains, or more properly, across their 

boundaries. Our time is, in general, not the same as theirs, even if the 
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two can be put in correspondence. However, this difficulty is coun-

tered somewhat, and perhaps decisively, by the UI assumptions, 

which require a profusion of instantiations of ourselves, in effect 

linking domains, including alternate universes, that otherwise would 

be widely separate. 

 Still, in general, in deciding whether a system should be consid-

ered conscious, we ought to consider in what domain it might be 

conscious, which involves a frame of reference and, once again, how 

time is modeled. This actually is not so strange from the point of view 

we have noted, that time does not flow in the multiverse anyway, 

except as a local effect that is universe-dependent or otherwise rests 

on a frame of reference. As long as our isomorphic image of a con-

scious being is some active process somewhere and acceptably con-

scious from that frame of reference, the attribution of consciousness 

in a more general sense seems reasonable too. We can say that 

“consciousness happens here” whatever part of the multiverse “here” 

may refer to. This still seems to rule out a static record in and of itself 

being conscious. For we must ask where the record is situated to 

conclude it is static, and the answer, we should think, is part of the 

definition of the record. Again, though, the issue is not perfectly 

clear-cut. No record is truly static--the dance of Brownian motion 

goes on, and each page of a book, we might say, is actively asserting 

its contents whether it is being read or not. More relevantly, I think, 

we may ask in what ways a static (for most purposes) record in fact 

corresponds to an active process from some other frame of reference 

in the multiverse. For it follows by Unboundedness that to every 

static record of a possible historical process there corresponds some 

isomorphic, active process in the multiverse. Perhaps this would 

change the way we ought to look at the static record--or perhaps not.  

Another significant issue, from our perspective, is immortality. It is 

here, I think, that the inadequacy of a static record modeling is shown 

especially clearly, at least from a theoretical standpoint. This is be-

cause any physically realizable record must be finite, and immortality 

must require an infinite amount of subjective time--an infinite record, 

in effect. It would be impossible to isomorphically model an immortal 

being with a finite body of information. 

Further Thoughts on Consciousness and Strong AI 

 The subject of consciousness, even limited as we have been to the 

broader philosophical issues, is a deep one that is certainly not ex-
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hausted by the foregoing discussion. Many questions are left unan-

swered, though we may hope that some useful insights have been 

offered too. We have, for example, tried to clarify what consciousness 

is by considering hypothetical cases of isomorphic systems, one of 

which is already accepted as conscious but that still begs the question 

of what consciousness is in the first place. Perception in some form is 

essential, and such other features as goal-seeking, learning, rein-

forcement through rewards or penalties, and adaptability also seem 

important--but this is only a starting point. Much has by now been 

written on the subject of consciousness, and studies are continuing, 

but again there is much uncertainty, with philosophical issues con-

tributing a significant share. I see no compelling reason, however, to 

think that consciousness cannot be explained as basically a compu-

tational effect, when we allow a sufficiently large and complex sys-

tem for its expression. 

 With this in mind, strong AI has an appealing simplicity that lends 

itself to the sort of ontological position we have been arguing for all 

along. If persons are fundamentally discrete-state devices, and if 

equivalent devices can be constructed out of disparate elements, it 

renders more plausible the principle of Interchangeability. Personal 

experiences, in particular, are equivalent to behaviors of finite state 

machines as we noted. Such behaviors in turn form a denumerable set, 

in one-to-one correspondence with the whole numbers 1, 2, 3,…, and 

there is an effective, non-terminating procedure to list them all, which 

would allow us, in principle, to resurrect every person who ever lived. 

(Otherwise--without strong AI--each personal experience might be 

unique and unrepeatable, which would make the matter of resurrec-

tion more problematic.) Similarly, Unboundedness is favored by 

strong AI. A finite history--which covers a bounded region of space, 

time, and energy--can be described as the time-bounded behavior of a 

finite state machine. The number of possible histories within a fixed 

time bound is finite too, and each, by appearances, has a nonzero 

chance of happening. Without some unknown restraining mechanism, 

then, all must happen over and over in an infinite multiverse. 

 For all that, I have stopped short of claiming that the validity of 

strong AI is absolutely essential to the goals of resurrection and 

immortality. But in certain ways strong AI would be hard to get along 

without, and, with the scientific support it seems to have, I will as-

sume it as a working hypothesis. Still another argument in its favor is 
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the following. 

 Earlier we noted how it should be possible to restore a person in 

conscious form from a digital record such as would be contained in 

well-preserved remains, irrespective of whether consciousness itself 

is reducible to digital processing. But this possibility means that what 

endures about a person, the memories or identity-critical information 

that is shaped by conscious experience, can be created by a digital 

process. A quantum-level simulation of the person, say, in a large 

computer, could tell us the exact positioning of atoms in the remains 

and thus obtain the same digital record through entirely digital means. 

(I refer to the process as simulation, not emulation to allow for the 

extra element, consciousness, that for the sake of argument we as-

sume may not have been fully captured.) Any other attribute or ele-

ment of consciousness, anything that would not be found in the digital 

simulation, would not endure in the original person and so can ar-

guably be discounted. In short, if there is something nondigital about 

consciousness, we can have no recollection or awareness of this extra 

element in our past experience. At best it is something momentarily 

present that instantly fades. A case might be made that indeed there is 

some instantaneous presence in a biological brain that could never be 

captured in a purely digital device. But it is difficult to see what this 

“presence” would be, or how it would differ from a mystical soul. So, 

while certainly not conclusive by itself, this is one more suggestive 

argument for strong AI. 

 It is worth mentioning that, even though strong AI favors Inter-

changeability as we have seen, it does not thereby dissolve our reality 

in total ambiguity. Yes, it is not possible for us to tell that we are not 

in the sort of universe we seem to be in but only an in an emulation of 

that universe carried out by a slow-moving Turing machine, which in 

turn must be in some other universe. But such alternatives can be 

virtually ruled out. 

 Consider a universe much like ours, containing a Turing machine 

that emulates what in fact is our world but in gargantuan slow motion, 

scratching out symbols on a one-dimensional tape. Our world then is 

only a toy universe within this larger universe. At the quantum level, 

an event in our world would require an enormous number of similar 

events in this real world, each time the Turing machine makes one 

mark on its tape, let alone models some complex happening. If, on the 

other hand, we are a primary process and not some strange emulation, 
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there is a one-for-one equivalence between the events in our world 

and in the emulating world and no complicated, underlying process 

that must also contribute. Probabilistically, in this case, it seems the 

primary process must be far more likely than the complicated emu-

lation which, in turn, must be based on a primary process. Both, of 

course, will be found in the multiverse but again, hardly in equal 

proportions. The simpler, primary possibility thus takes center stage 

and we can, with a deft stroke of Ockham‟s razor, rid ourselves of the 

complicated alternative. More generally, I think we are justified, for 

practical purposes, in accepting things as they seem to be, until con-

trary evidence tells us otherwise. 

 Let us go on now to consider nanotechnology, which, it can be 

hoped, will help us in many ways to transform our dreams into reality, 

and in the not-too-distant future. 

 

CHAPTER 9. 

Nanotechnology: Gateway to the Future 

 

In preceding chapters we have considered how the essential goals of 

resurrection and immortality might be achievable scientifically, 

subjects we will also return to in later chapters. But it is also appro-

priate to look into actual mechanisms for betterment through tech-

nology, as we will do in this chapter. Many details of workable future 

technologies, of course, remain unknown, and certainly we are in no 

position to second-guess all that must come to pass, for much of 

which we will simply have to wait and see. Yet there is much under 

way right now that lends confidence for the future and makes the 

issue of immortality a far from academic one. 

 Indeed, the principal features of a beginning, immortal lifestyle 

should be in place very soon on the scale of history, perhaps well 

within a century. These include the elimination of aging and 

now-terminal diseases and options to develop ourselves indefinitely 

beyond the human level. One of the main reasons for such an opti-

mistic conclusion is the continuing progress in nanotechnology--the 

controlled manipulation of matter at the atomic and molecular levels. 

Nanotechnology, if it lives up to the promise it seems to hold, will 

remake our world and completely transform life as we know it. It has 

relevance, moreover, to more esoteric issues considered in this book, 

such as resurrections. It should enable us, for example, to design and 
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manufacture living persons with chosen personality characteristics, 

including memories. 

 Nanotechnology--a term popularized by Eric Drexler in his 1986 

book, Engines of Creation--is nothing new. Long before humans ex-

isted it was carried out on an impressive if still limited scale by bio-

logical organisms, an enterprise that is still ongoing and vigorous. 

Everything, from bacteria to sequoias, whales to humankind, uses 

what amounts to nanotechnology for growth, reproduction, and basic 

metabolism. (In this case it was not arrived at artificially, that is, by a 

thinking process, but in other ways fully qualifies as technology.) 

Marvelous though biological nanotechnology is, the underlying 

principles are well understood, even if many details still elude us. 

Nothing more is involved than chemistry, which firmly rests on 

quantum physics. 

 As one example of such technology, there are the tiny molecular 

machines known as enzymes. Enzymes basically are catalysts--they 

participate in chemical reactions but are not consumed in the process. 

Instead, their function is to greatly speed up reaction rates. In this way 

processes occur that otherwise, for practical purposes, would not 

happen at all. Enzymes are used in cells and by an organism as a 

whole for operations that are necessary to life. Pepsin, for example, is 

one of a family of enzymes in the stomach that makes digestion of 

food possible. Each pepsin molecule, one tiny machine or “nanite,” 

speeds the breakdown of proteins into their constituents--amino acids 

in this case--for further processing by the body to obtain energy. 

More generally, enzymes are used throughout the body--within a cell, 

for instance--to carry out the myriad operations involved in metabo-

lism, growth, and repair. Not only do they speed reaction rates but 

they can operate in elaborate, cooperating chains to allow a specific 

sequence of reactions to proceed, excluding other processes that are 

not catalyzed.[1] 

 A biological organism supports many enzyme systems, each a 

family of molecules devoted to a particular reaction sequence. Such 

systems may be employed by other molecular devices within the 

organism. An example of such a device is the ribosome, a molecu-

lar-scale constructor that has a family of enzymes in its “toolkit.” 

Ribosomes play a crucial role in building tissues of all kinds from the 

molecular level up from instructions coded in DNA, and, more gen-

erally, in manufacturing proteins that have many functions in living 
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systems. (Even enzymes themselves are proteins, which in turn are 

manufactured by ribosomes.[2]) Overall, enzyme systems accom-

plish the near-miraculous in the complex balancing act that an or-

ganism‟s body must carry out to remain functional throughout its life. 

Progress in Nanotechnology 

 Nanotechnology, though not called such, was anticipated in a 

1959 lecture, “There‟s plenty of room at the bottom,” by American 

physicist Richard Feynman: “The principles of physics, as far as I can 

see, do not speak against the possibility of maneuvering things atom 

by atom. It is not an attempt to violate any laws; it is something, in 

principle, that can be done; but in practice, it has not been done be-

cause we are too big.”[3] Today we are still bigger than we would like, 

but progress has been made, and no inconsistencies with physics have 

been shown. Although still in its infancy, man-made nanotechnology 

has already achieved startling results, if still less spectacular than the 

biological variety. Actually, some of the most remarkable achieve-

ments have been hybrids of the two. Consider some highlights. 

 In 1997 the successful cloning of a sheep named Dolly was an-

nounced, and the world took notice. The wooly creature looked per-

fectly ordinary--but was the genetic twin (in most respects) of an 

older, adult animal, something previously unknown in mammals. The 

feat was difficult, and doubts were raised as to whether it really oc-

curred as reported.[4] But other adult mammal clonings soon fol-

lowed, and the feasibility of the approach was demonstrated.[5] (An 

easier goal, cloning of mammals from fetal cells, had been accom-

plished earlier and presently is more common.) The tech-

niques--implanting genetic material in cells and inducing the cells to 

develop into adult organisms--most definitely were a successful use 

of technology at the molecular scale. Typically a cell from an or-

ganism to be cloned is embedded in another cell whose own nucleus 

has been removed. The new, hybrid cell then divides repeatedly, first 

becoming a fetus, which is then implanted in the womb of a suitable 

host or surrogate mother. In time the developing infant creature is 

born and matures into a genetic twin or clone of the original organism. 

Creation of a human embryo from an adult cell using similar methods 

was announced in 1998, though no effort at implantation was 

made.[6] 

 Other, perhaps even more promising, developments involved 

inducing not whole organisms to grow but individual tissues and 
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body parts. Tissue engineering includes making replacement organs, 

parts of organs, skin, or other body structures by allowing cells to 

develop in culture, as well as implanting cells to strengthen existing 

structure through proliferation. The field is still in the experimental 

stages, but indications are that clinical applications could soon be 

forthcoming. A major advance was the successful creation of many 

different human tissue types from embryonic stem cells, announced 

in 1998;[7] there are other ways too of getting different tissue types. 

This raised exciting possibilities of new medical strategies for healing 

and repair throughout the body, including the brain. Indeed, manu-

factured neurons have been implanted as a possible treatment of 

strokes and reportedly yielded improvements in speech, feeling, and 

motor control.[8] Another important milestone, the creation of im-

plantable mammalian organs (canine urinary bladders), was reported 

in 1999. In a series of experiments, a few cells from donor organs 

were “seeded” into plastic, preformed molds. The cells then prolif-

erated and filled out the molds, resulting in replacement organs with 

the desired structure and function.[9]  

 Also related to cloning, and again with great potential for benefit, 

is genetic engineering. One example is gene therapy, which involves 

modifying tissues at the genetic level to counteract problems. The 

first clinical use of gene therapy began in 1990. A child with a weak 

immune system caused by a deficiency of the enzyme ADA was 

helped by an infusion of genetically altered T-cells, which increased 

the level of the enzyme. Another, and very promising application is 

“pharming”: organisms are modified genetically to produce some 

needed substance in quantity, say an otherwise scarce pharmaceutical. 

In 1978, for example, a single dose of highly impure interferon, an 

infection fighting agent produced in small quantities in the body, cost 

$50,000. But in 1980 Swiss researchers modified the genes of bacte-

ria to produce human interferon. Within a few years, proliferating 

colonies of the transgenic bacteria brought the per-dose price of pure 

interferon down to $1.10 Other transgenic organisms, including cattle, 

look promising as candidates for producing valuable medicines in 

quantity through pharming.[11] Still another advance in genetic en-

gineering may obviate the need for bypass surgery. A gene inserted 

into heart cells prompts them to manufacture a protein that promotes 

the sprouting of new blood vessels.[12] In another application, a virus 

is rendered harmless and genetically modified to produce a muscle 
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growth factor. When injected into muscle tissue, the virus can then 

reverse the loss of strength and mass that normally accompanies ag-

ing.[13] Genetic modification has also increased the intelligence of 

mice.[14] 

 The dangers of tinkering with our biology must not be minimized, 

however. One well-publicized death, that of eighteen-year-old Jesse 

Gelsinger in 1999, resulted from a “low-risk” gene therapy experi-

ment that might have led to a cure for his rare, inherited metabolic 

ailment. It goes without saying that attempts to improve our lot 

through unperfected means carry an element of risk. We must be 

grateful to those willing to accept such risks, sometimes even at the 

cost of their lives, so that such means can be made effective and safe. 

This must not blind us to the dangers, nor induce a policy of reck-

lessness. In Gelsinger‟s case there was special concern since he was 

not seriously ill at the start of his experimental procedure. Others, 

however, have undergone such procedures when more conventional 

approaches have failed and thus had less to lose. In general the po-

tential for benefit seems great enough to offset the risk--if experi-

mental subjects are suitably screened and procedures are carefully 

managed.[15]  

 Related to all genetics-based advances are efforts to determine the 

structure and functioning of the human genome. Here there has been 

substantial progress though much remains to be done, as is so often 

true when practical benefits are sought from scientific advances. In 

2000 two rival groups announced the nearly complete mapping of the 

human genome consisting of approximately three billion chemical 

bases or “base-pairs” that make up human DNA.[16] The task re-

mains of identifying the many thousands of important subunits of the 

genome, or genes, and determining their function--no doubt it will 

prove more difficult to complete.  

 Genes are made of thousands of chemical bases each and carry 

information for making all the proteins, including enzymes and 

hormones, that are needed by an organism. The information is used 

by the ribosomes in their work of protein construction. The proteins 

in turn operate at the molecular level to impart basic characteristics to 

the organism, such as its form and size, how its food is metabolized, 

its ability to resist infection, and much of its behavior. The precise 

sequence of chemical bases is very important in the overall effect that 

a gene will have. Mapping the human genome should thus provide 
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insight into the way specific genes work and greatly aid our efforts to 

treat many disorders.[17] Indeed, benefits are already starting to flow. 

As one example, the gene for producing the enzyme telomerase was 

identified using data obtained in the mapping effort.[18] Telomerase 

in turn has the ability to reverse some of the effects of aging in cells at 

the molecular level, a topic we will return to in Chapter 17.  

 

 What may be a more significant breakthrough in aging research, 

announced in 1999, involves the use of DNA chips, or microarrays. 

These are small glass slides containing thousands of genes (which are 

fragments of DNA) in a regular array or pattern. The microarrays are 

exposed to messenger RNA, or mRNA, a molecular type that im-

prints or “remembers” the base-pair patterns of DNA. The fragments 

of mRNA then attach themselves wherever they can find a match. 

Genes “express” themselves by producing match-seeking mRNA. As 

an organism ages there are variations in gene expression resulting in 

variations of mRNA that show up when this new mRNA is matched 

with an older genetic sample from the same organism. In this way, 

then, we obtain a sensitive indicator of molecular changes in the or-

ganism with aging--more about this too in Chapter 17.[19] 

 In 1997 a functioning nanite, a biosensor “with applications 

ranging from disease diagnosis to environmental monitoring” was 

announced by a group in Australia. Bruce Cornell, head of the team 

that developed the device, explained: “This biosensor is a unique 

blend of the ability of biology to identify individual types of molecule 

in complex mixtures, with the speed, convenience and low cost of 

microelectronics.” The main component was a tiny electrical switch, 

1.5 nm across, that acted as an ion channel. The sensor was inserted 

into a simple, hand-held unit that held a sample of material for anal-

ysis and also electronically interpreted the results. So sensitive was 

the system that it could measure the rise in sugar content if a single 

cube of sugar was thrown into Australia‟s famous Sydney Harbor. 

More practically, it should be able to detect a range of substances 

such as drugs, hormones, viruses, and pesticides and also identify 

gene sequences. Moreover, its results are gotten quickly; diagnoses of 

diseases that previously needed days were expected to take only 

minutes, using a small sample of saliva or blood.[20] 

 One of the interesting products of molecular research is the 

“buckyball,” a hollow, round structure made of sixty linked carbon 
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atoms that form a tiny, geodesic cage. (The name honors engineer R. 

Buckminster Fuller who pioneered this design for architectural domes; 

another term for this sort of compound is fullerene.) Buckyballs, it 

turns out, have medical uses. The little cages can mop up damaging 

molecules called free radicals that cause nerve damage after stroke or 

trauma. To make them effective, however, the normally insoluble 

hollow spheres must be made to dissolve in water, a feat that has been 

accomplished by adding carboxylic acid groups to their round sur-

faces. One study found that better results were obtained if acid groups 

were attached on one hemisphere of the buckyball rather than dis-

tributed along the equator. Sticking them on one side in this way 

appears to make the buckyballs able to slip through cell membranes 

more easily. This, then, shows one way that tools with specific and 

potentially valuable functions are now being crafted at the molecular 

level, and, more generally, how the puzzles of molecular engineering 

are gradually being worked out.[21] 

 Another significant research area is artificial enzymes, in which 

some modest progress has been reported. One series of experiments 

shows how catalytic activity can be induced in an otherwise noncat-

alytic protein by suitable incorporation of molecular groups into its 

structure.[22] 

 Other, molecular-scale devices are being developed with a view 

toward more general-purpose construction and modification of ma-

terials. In one such line of research, tiny “trains” made of segments of 

microtubules--protein filaments that crisscross the insides of nerve 

cells--speed along on matching Teflon tracks. “We are learning how 

to engineer a monorail on a nanoscale,” says researcher Viola Vogel. 

“We want a molecular shuttle that moves from point A to point B and 

which can be loaded and unloaded.”[23] 

 Nanotechnology is also showing promise in helping to solve in-

tellectual problems that are hard for humans. A general-purpose 

molecular computer has been developed that uses fragments of DNA 

to explore computational paths in massively parallel fashion. In this 

way, with refinements, problems in artificial intelligence that involve 

lengthy searches might be handled much faster than is feasible to-

day.[24] 

 Results outside the biological field are also encouraging. Images 

of surfaces are routinely obtained showing individual atoms standing 

in neat rows like billiard balls, and there is a growing array of tech-
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niques for forming and modifying structures at the atomic level. We 

can now, to paraphrase Feynman, “maneuver things atom by atom,” 

in fully controllable ways. Atoms can be positioned individually into 

precise patterns or excavated a few layers at a time. In 1990 IBM 

researchers achieved an early success at this by spelling out the 

company‟s initials in 35 xenon atoms on a nickel substrate using a 

scanning tunneling microscope (see below) as the positioning 

tool.[25] It is also possible to alter chemical bonds molecule by 

molecule.[26] Giant, dendritic molecules have been created to precise 

specifications, and researchers have studded their surfaces “with 

chemical units that could do specific jobs, including analytic and 

medical tasks.”[27] “By controlling precisely the structure and 

composition of layers of materials only an atom or two thick, scien-

tists are proving they can program the electronic characteristics they 

want into a compound.”[28] 

 A basic research tool in this kind of work is the scanning probe 

microscope, or SPM. An SPM uses a probe whose tip is one or only a 

few atoms across. In the scanning tunneling microscope, or STM, 

which was the first form of SPM developed, the probe is made of a 

durable, electrically conducting material, such as tungsten. The probe 

tip is moved close to another conducting material. The electrical re-

sistance across the gap from probe to target suddenly starts to di-

minish when the tip is very close. This provides a sensitive indicator 

of the exact contours of the target‟s surface and also a way of nudging 

atoms from one position to another. In another form of SPM, the 

atomic force microscope, or AFM, the probes do not require an 

electrically conducting target either for imaging or nudging.[29] 

 Nanotubes--tiny, long, thin pipes of carbon atoms--are now 

finding use as SPM probes.[30] The possibility is opened of greater 

precision and reproducibility of properties than was feasible with 

older probe tip technologies. The new probes themselves are spring-

ier and more durable, and, by imparting a twist (changing the wrap-

ping angle) of the carbon atoms, the tubes can be fabricated as good 

conductors or, alternately, as semiconductors that block low voltag-

es.[31] Indeed, nanotubes, with their varied electrical properties and 

overall strength and durability, may see many future uses both as 

structural components and in computational devices.[32] 

 Other technology besides SPMs shows promise in certain 

small-scale applications. There are, for example, the optical tweezers, 
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in which particles as tiny as a single molecule are grasped and held by 

finely focused laser beams. The optical tweezers have been further 

refined into an optical spanner that can impart spin to a particle or 

stop and reverse its spin. Such a device could be useful in building 

tiny machinery or powering it.[33] 

 Recently there have been other interesting successes. A transistor 

has been built out of a single molecule--a nanotube in fact. An abacus 

has been made, with buckyballs--single molecules--as the sliding 

beads, and an STM tip as the moving “finger.” A rotating molecule 

has been fabricated, a propeller-shaped nanowheel that spins on a tiny, 

molecular bearing.[34] Quantum sculpting--reshaping an atom‟s 

wave function using laser pulses--can now be used to prepare atoms 

in desired states and appears to have applications ranging from 

quantum computing to controlling chemical reactions at the atomic 

scale.[35] Such accomplishments, of course, do not lead to the inev-

itable conclusion that all we would like to be accomplished will be--in 

particular, the unbelievably delicate and numerous operations that 

might be necessary for resuscitation of a long- but well-preserved 

human. Nanotechnology is not a guaranteed panacea, and we are not 

in a position to assess what its strengths or limits will prove to be, 

except in very broad outlines. But despite the seeming confusion of 

sighting down the time tunnel and trying to second-guess the future, 

there is solid ground for optimism, even if a large part of it must still 

come from indirect sources.  

 One such source of optimism is computer science, which has 

interesting things to say about what is possible and impossible under a 

wide variety of conditions, as we saw in the last chapter. Indeed, the 

computer programmer is forced to be a futurologist since he is con-

stantly trying to do what has not been done before--writing new 

software--and, incidentally, succeeding. His world is a microcosmic 

analogue of the larger world that we inhabit. The laws of physics are 

set by the environment or operating system he works under. Though 

restrictive, in fact it has great generality and power because the be-

havior of materials under the real laws of physics, as far as we un-

derstand them, can be modeled. Considerations that apply to com-

putation, including what is possible and not possible, thus extend 

naturally to the world at large.  

 In the last chapter we noted the existence of general-purpose 

computing devices, which take varied forms. These in turn can be 
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instructed to mimic the behavior of any of a large class of more spe-

cialized devices and thus can perform a wide variety of tasks. The 

problem of designing instructions for such a device is not a formi-

dable one. In the world we inhabit, the computer is a well-known 

general-purpose device that can direct machines to perform physical 

operations as well as process information, or “think,” or turn de-

scriptions of things into other descriptions. But, though computers are 

described as “general purpose,” they are not sufficiently general for 

all we would like to do, especially at the nanoscale. 

 One of the devices nanotechnologists forecast is the “assembler,” 

something that would be able to make any chemically stable structure 

out of its constituent atoms. This would be very much like the uni-

versal computer-constructor, a well-known theoretical possibility in 

cellular spaces,[36] though it would also have to apply in the real 

world at a small enough scale that quantum effects would be im-

portant. A closely related device, the “disassembler,” would be able 

to unstack any structure into units of a small number of atoms each, 

recording the structural information and, if desired, storing and 

keeping track of the pieces. 

 Such devices, for all their marvelous abilities, would be of mo-

lecular dimensions, which does not seem a prohibitive constraint. 

There is enough complexity in the possible chemical arrangements of 

a few hundred atoms of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, to easily de-

scribe a universal Turing machine, for instance. The quantum level 

might pose additional problems, though it seems likely that unhurried 

construction or deconstruction would not be unduly affected--a topic 

we will return to shortly. Our devices should also be self-replicating 

(or be churned out in large numbers by automated factories capable of 

geometric growth in productive capacity). Though one assembler 

would be slow, an army of many trillions of them, working in concert, 

could accomplish a great deal in a short time. 

Difficulties and Objections 

 Nanotechnologists are sometimes criticized for the way they think 

processes would happen at the tiny dimensions they imagine. Thus 

Simson Garfinkel warned, in a 1990 Whole Earth Review article: 

“The problem with these people‟s ideas is that they envision working 

with atoms the same way a model-maker might work with wooden 

sticks and stryofoam balls, breaking a bond here, moving an atom to 

the other side, and forming a new bond.…But atoms don‟t work that 
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way.”[37] Atoms and molecules are not rigid, inert mechanical 

components, but they vibrate and stick to one another. Thus a tiny 

robot arm might find it much easier to pick up an atom than to put it 

back down again in a desired location. Another problem would be 

that of “seeing” or otherwise sensing which atoms or molecular 

fragments to grab and where to put them. Visible light gives much too 

poor a resolution at these distances, and x-rays would be too hard to 

produce and focus. 

 To these objections Eric Drexler replies in the same issue: 

“Everything vibrates, everything bends, and machines work regard-

less; the differences here are more quantitative than qualitative. On a 

very small scale, the vibrations associated with heat itself become of 

tremendous importance, and are a crucial issue in nanomachine de-

sign and operation.” (More will be said shortly about this vibration 

problem.) As for the difficulty with “seeing,” Drexler argues that 

instead tomorrow‟s molecular-scale robots would act more like to-

day‟s industrial, macroscopic varieties, picking up “pre-positioned, 

pre-oriented parts off something like a conveyor belt, rather than 

rummaging around in a bin.” 

 As he envisions it, assemblers will not do all the work directly but 

will create more special-purpose machines to handle the details. As 

for their complexity, it will be on the order of industrial robots and 

small-size computers of today, “because they will contain similar 

numbers of parts performing similar functions.” After more discus-

sion Drexler concludes, “I have yet to encounter a major technical 

criticism of the core concepts of nanotechnology that does not evap-

orate once it is examined.” Garfinkel himself qualifies his skepticism, 

denying absolute unbelief but insisting that nanotechnology is not yet 

an “engineering discipline.” 

 And certainly there are real difficulties that need to be addressed 

in any fair assessment of nanotechnology and its prospects. Just as 

with the halting problem, there are impossibilities that might at first 

seem feasible in principle. One of these, and long a topic of theoret-

ical interest, is Maxwell‟s Demon, named after British physicist 

James Clerk Maxwell, who proposed it in 1871.[38] 

 

 Maxwell‟s Demon is a hypothetical nanodevice that could give us 

perpetual motion. It sits inside an observation booth watching a 

nanotube of suitable bore that connects two chambers filled with gas. 
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With its nanoeyes it can observe the gas molecules flying back and 

forth at random in the tube. Each individual molecule, if not re-

strained, will eventually, through its random motions, travel through 

the tube from one chamber to the other, and back again, over and over. 

On average there is an equal swarming of molecules everywhere in 

the two chambers: to our macroscopic perceptions, the gas in both 

chambers is at an equal temperature and pressure. However, the 

Demon controls a valve that blocks the tube whenever desired, so that 

a molecule that would otherwise escape from one chamber to the 

other bounces back to where it came from. Seemingly, this could be 

done with very little expenditure of energy, so we could either con-

centrate a higher proportion of molecules in one chamber than the 

other, creating a pressure difference, or concentrate the faster mole-

cules creating a temperature difference, or both. 

 In this way it would be possible to derive useful work out of the 

system, the amount depending on the surrounding temperature and 

not on the expenditure of effort required to observe the molecules and 

open or close the valve. Doing this repeatedly, more energy might be 

derived from the system than was needed by the Demon to operate the 

system. This would lead to perpetual motion, something forbidden by 

physics. Maxwell‟s Demon, then, is likely to remain out of reach, and 

along with it many other devices that might seem feasible through 

nanotechnology. 

 Some of the possible limitations are of more direct concern. 

Consider again the SPMs. They have demonstrated their worth and 

strengthened the case for nanotechnology, but much more will be 

needed from devices like these or something else for all the antici-

pated benefits. Existing SPMs are much too large to be operable on 

the massively parallel scale that would be necessary for atomically 

reshaping matter over realistic time-scales. They must be made 

smaller. Progress is being made; for example, an STM about a cubic 

millimeter in volume has been constructed,[39] and over 100 tiny 

SPM probe tips have been packed on a chip of a few square milli-

meters.[40] But clearly much additional progress in scanning probe 

or other technology, especially with miniaturization, will be neces-

sary to achieve the desired control over matter at the nanoscale. It will 

be challenging. Problems develop when devices are made very small; 

vibrations increase, for instance. The smaller the device, the larger the 

jiggle, and at too small a scale things are hopelessly chaotic--unless, 
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perhaps, you really know what you are doing. 

 In general, very small objects are not like the rock-steady things 

of everyday experience, but they shiver, shake, and have indefinable 

locations. The devices we must use to manipulate such matter are 

themselves composed of the same jiggling, wayward stuff. Stacking 

atoms is not the same as stacking bricks; atoms could just as well 

bond to the scanning probe tip as to each other. (This problem has 

been helped by electrification of the probe tip, but major difficulties 

remain.) A skeptic of nanotechnology, David E. H. Jones, writing in 

Nature[41], predicted that STMs will be miniaturizable to the mi-

crometer range but not to the nanometer scale, a thousand times 

smaller, where individual atoms might be conveniently rearranged 

into arbitrary patterns by vast armies of the tiny devices. The possi-

bility is raised, then, that the problems of nanoassembly may be 

harder than we would like to think, or, of course, unsolvable--though 

I will argue shortly against the latter. But certainly nature has not 

created a general purpose assembler. 

 Instead there is a large bag of tricks to accomplish the various 

feats we can observe in the natural world, such as those connected 

with life. These varied mechanisms clearly are tracking the boundary 

between the possible and the impossible, but always under certain 

constraints. A species must compete against others. The simplest 

mechanisms that are adequate for the basic requirements of survival 

and reproduction tend to be selected over others. 

 Jones considers termites as an example. Termites build nests but 

not telescopes. A termite is a relatively simple organism with no de-

tailed blueprint or “knowledge” as we usually understand it, but 

definite behavior preferences nonetheless. Individually, a termite 

could not build a nest, but the collective behavior of a colony results 

in a huge and very serviceable habitat, albeit a crude and variable 

structure by our architectural norms. Termites have evolved with the 

minimum equipment needed for this and other requirements of their 

existence, both in terms of body structure and behavior; anything 

more would likely be selected against. Jones asks, “Could termites be 

modified by genetic engineering to assemble, not crude variable nests 

but…identical working astronomical telescopes?” His answer: “No: 

the enormous algorithm required would simply overwhelm them.” 

 Here I take issue with this sweeping dismissal, despite the evo-

lutionary arguments offered in support. Termites made to make tel-
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escopes very likely could not compete against their cousins that only 

focused on survival and propagation. This does not mean that some 

gigantic and unworkable mechanism would be needed by the tele-

scope makers, just that the evolutionary pathways to a viable tele-

scope factory are sufficiently uphill, relative to biological interests, 

that natural selection has never explored them. 

 The telescope makers would have to be engineered by ourselves, 

bypassing natural selection, and probably would also need protection 

from ecological competitors. We have been doing much the same 

with our domesticated species for millennia already--it is no major 

issue. I will even venture that something like termites--small and 

numerous, probably fully artificial creatures and possibly much 

smaller than termites--will one day be making telescopes and many 

other things that now require human labor. More generally, the failure 

of nature to produce a given device must not be taken as proof of its 

impossibility. The constraints of evolutionary biology have forbidden 

many perfectly feasible innovations, even simple ones, such as the 

wheel, which is not found on the macroscopic scale except through 

human ingenuity (though we do see it in such microscopic structures 

as the bacterium‟s rotary whip or flagellum[42]). 

 What about the general purpose assembler then? To Jones, 

“Nanotechnological assemblers look suspiciously like Maxwell‟s 

Demons.” But there is a difference. Maxwell‟s Demon must interact 

rapidly but lightly with its environment, sensing the gas molecules, 

determining their position and velocity, then making a decision about 

closing the valve or keeping it open. All this must be done fast enough, 

and noninvasively enough, to achieve the desired control. Slow down 

the Demon and it loses this control, which is also precluded if too 

much energy is required to obtain the necessary data, for the sur-

rounding system would be disrupted. But no such constraints would 

be essential simply to stack a stable structure of atoms. 

 More time could be spent as necessary, and nondisruptive 

amounts of focused energy, sufficient to reposition individual atoms 

but not otherwise materially alter the object, could be used. With 

more time would come better control; the vibration problem in par-

ticular could be better addressed. The repositioning could also, I think, 

be done without requiring exotic processes such as full-blooded 

quantum computation in the positioning apparatus itself, though it is 

possible that quantum computing will play a role in determining what 
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structures to build in the first place. Or maybe such computa-

tion--impossible now in the absence of a practical quantum comput-

er--will not be that difficult but even be the most practical way to 

proceed at the nanoscale. At any rate, there is no denying for now that 

formidable problems must be solved.  

 During assembly, for example, the object might be built up atom 

by atom, possibly as several or many components that eventually 

would be brought together. Each of these separate components must 

then be stable throughout the assembly process or, at any rate, long 

enough to be fitted in. More generally, in making any feasible object 

there are likely to be numerous intermediate stages or components 

that also must be feasible.  

 Another problem relates to the size and form that nanodevices 

must take to be effective at the tasks they would have to perform. For 

many such tasks it might be convenient to have swarms of tiny, in-

telligently programmed devices capable of independent but coordi-

nated action. Devices like this in the body, for example, might repair 

damaged cells and fight disease better than existing mechanisms do. 

In a very limited way we have already made small mobile nanites, as 

in the case of artificial enzymes and the beginning stages of a mo-

lecular shuttle, but here again there is a long way to go and corre-

sponding skepticism that it will be possible. There are many other 

problems connected with how molecular devices or nanites would 

keep track of what they were doing, obtain the necessary materials, 

and so on. But solving them would be helped by the absence of a 

narrow time constraint. 

 More generally, nanotechnology is found to be within the capa-

bilities of known physics, and some of the skepticism is showing 

signs of weakening. One interesting example involved the 

well-known periodical Scientific American, which published an ar-

ticle critical of nanotechnology in 1996.[43] A storm of protest and 

counterargument followed from the community of nanotechnologists, 

and a lively debate was carried over the Internet. The upshot was that 

Scientific American reversed its stance, proclaiming in a 1997 ad-

vertising brochure: “Nanotechnology promises to change our lives for 

good. Machines and robots built atom by atom--and measuring no 

more than a micron across--will fight cancer cell by cell or store 

terabytes of data on space as small as the head of a pin.” 

Expectations, Evidence, and Projections 
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 What can we expect from nanotechnology--besides terabytes 

dancing on heads of pins and cancer contested cell by cell? I will echo 

the bold prediction of other advocates that, at minimum, we can ex-

pect to do operations of a general-purpose character at the atomic 

level, reshaping matter and building stable structures to atomic pre-

cision. So long as certain, rapid interactions are not required, the 

prospects look good. From this it should not be assumed that posi-

tioning many trillions of atoms will take eons--vast swarms of nanites 

could work in parallel. Such devices could be mass-produced once 

some basic capabilities were in place. 

 What tangible evidence is there that these capabilities will be 

developed, and on a time scale of only decades? Direct evidence that 

such advances are at least possible is seen, we noted, in biological 

organisms and the things they do. Dirt, water, and air can be trans-

formed into ripe strawberries by rearranging atoms--it happens all the 

time. For that matter, human beings are also made in the same sort of 

way, by rearranging atoms from the environment in a complex in-

terplay of processes involving more than one species (other humans 

as well as organisms that supply nourishment, for instance). Enzymes 

and ribosomes, we have seen, are molecular machines--natural 

nanites--that operate in living bodies to help bring about the numer-

ous processes necessary for life. We will need to develop something 

like enzymes that are tailored to specific tasks we would like per-

formed in a suitable environment. Further direct evidence that we can 

do this comes from the successes to date in the efforts to develop 

nanotechnology. Again there is uncertainty, and we cannot accept the 

evidence as conclusive but are justified, I think, in viewing it opti-

mistically. 

 It is more difficult to address the question of when we might have 

mature nanotechnology--to a certain extent we will not know until we 

get there. There is some interesting indirect evidence, however, that 

we will get there in a matter of decades at most and not centuries or 

longer. This comes from such fields as computer hardware and mi-

cromachining, where trend lines show a progressive reduction in the 

scale of manufactured components, suggesting the atomic level may 

be reached relatively soon, though of course there is no guaran-

tee.[44]  

 But as one example, for decades computer memories have been 

doubling their density every two years. This is a form of what is 
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known as Moore‟s Law, after Gordon E. Moore, one of the founders 

of Intel Corporation, who proposed a version of it in 1965.[45] Cur-

rently, memory chips for use in a desktop computer store upwards of 

100 million or 108 bits per square centimeter, spread over a thin layer 

of material. At the present doubling rate, in fifty years the total will 

climb to more than 10[15], well within the molecular scale. With the 

reduction in memory size, there are corresponding advances in other 

areas such as computing speed. As it turns out, there are numerous 

developmental trends that exhibit this same exponential character and 

thus lead to comparable or even somewhat more optimistic predic-

tions.  

 Well before then, it is true, the silicon technology in present use 

will reach its limits, but there are other technologies under develop-

ment that show some promise as replacements, for example, optical 

and quantum devices. Even sooner, methods of fabricating silicon 

based around photolithography will need refinement; such refine-

ments are in the works.[46] Another interesting development is the 

field programmable gate array, or FPGA. It offers the possibility of 

rapid, self-reconfiguring of computer hardware with the prospect of 

greatly speeding up adaptive processes and yielding more brainlike 

behavior than is now feasible.[47] In general, up to now older tech-

nologies have periodically been replaced by newer ones, as when 

vacuum tubes were replaced by transistors, which in turn were re-

placed by integrated circuits on silicon chips. The trend may not 

continue for many more decades, but it does not seem threatened yet. 

 One indicator of possible obstacles, and a counterweight to 

Moore‟s Law, is Rock‟s Law, which says that the cost of capital 

equipment to build semiconductors will double every four years. 

(Venture capitalist Arthur Rock cofounded Intel Corporation in 1968 

and arrived at his “law” in response to that of his colleague, Gordon 

Moore.) Like Moore‟s Law, this more negative forecast is holding up 

well so far. The cost of a computer chip factory is now in the 

neighborhood of $1 billion and could throw up a roadblock before 

Moore‟s Law can push miniaturization to the molecular scale.  

 More generally, we are reminded that everything has a cost. Very 

likely this will remain true even with the best that future technology 

can offer. I expect, however, that costs will be rather less than we 

might think, even taking into account the cost-cutting that has already 

occurred in certain products and services (in the computer field, for 
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instance). This is because the “workers”--automated devices--will not 

need the amenities humans now demand, including high pay, time off, 

retirement plans, and eight-hour days, but should nevertheless, in 

their own, appropriate ways, function at the present-day human level 

and beyond. They thus will be highly competent and “motivated” to 

do what is demanded of them, including their own maintenance and 

repair.[48] (Again, though, I do not see ourselves being superseded or 

outclassed by such artificial minions since we in turn will advance to 

greater levels using the knowledge and technology that become 

available.) 

 At least one other possible means of advancing nanotechnology is 

the quantum computer, which is to use the quantum states of small 

components such as atoms, photons, or atomic nuclei to store and 

process information. This new computer, as we have noted, would 

have unique and impressive properties of its own, able to obtain re-

sults equivalent to many conventional machines running in parallel. It 

thus might be able to carry out exhaustive searches efficiently, 

providing a shortcut to high-order machine intelligence. It might also 

be operable in reverse, affecting its environment rather than passively 

doing computations, which could provide one pathway to a nano-

technological assembler.[49] 

 At present only very limited working models of quantum com-

puters exist, which, despite interesting performance, are no serious 

competition to their more conventional cousins. Progress is being 

made, however, and far more capable devices using many quantum 

bits or “qubits” seem increasingly feasible.[50] At minimum this 

must rank alongside other major developments in computing, which 

overall are improving our understanding as well as our technology. It 

also suggests another important possibility, that processing at the 

atomic level may well use quantum effects that are presently 

ill-understood. Because of this lack of understanding, present work in 

nanotechnology has emphasized the more mechanical aspects of in-

teractions at the atomic scale, but there could be great additional 

advantages when we can exploit the full power of quantum interac-

tions.  

 Computation, with its great potential and reassuring progress, will 

surely be important for nanotechnology, but it is not the whole story. 

There is also construction, an art that still seems very primitive, de-

spite the successes with positioning atoms and other operations at the 
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atomic scale. Natural biology is far ahead of us here, but its very 

success is reason to think that our efforts too will succeed. 

 Indeed, perhaps the closest existing approach to a workable sys-

tem of coordinated, nanoscale robots or nanobots is found in the body. 

Ribosomes, for example, can be instructed or programmed to make a 

large variety of different proteins, though they are hardly gen-

eral-purpose robots. But nanobots appear to require no new physics 

nor do they violate any established physics. Known limitations, such 

as those connected with Maxwell‟s Demon, should not pose insur-

mountable obstacles. If one is found, however, there is still much we 

can do with special-purpose nanites and other devices able to operate 

at the atomic level. Our development will be aided by technologies 

that have demonstrated their usefulness. Again, computing will 

surely be prominent. Computers will help us design our engines of 

construction (to borrow a term from Engines of Creation) and help 

make many things, including better computers.[51]  

 Here we should note yet another sign that assemblers will be 

feasible, and possibly a very telling one--a theoretical finding that 

relates to the simulation of one quantum system by another. David 

Deutsch in 1985 showed that a universal quantum computer is pos-

sible, though not necessarily practical. Such a device could be pro-

grammed to duplicate any other quantum computation efficient-

ly--within a polynomial time bound, that is. But, oddly, it still might 

take an impractical time to program, that is, to instruct the computer 

to run the computation in the first place. This difficulty was overcome 

in 1996 by another theorist, Seth Lloyd, who established the possi-

bility of a universal quantum simulator, able to duplicate efficiently, 

in equivalent form, any quantum process whatever that meets very 

general restrictions. (Mainly, the process must take finite time, space, 

and energy to complete. Duplicating such a process in equivalent 

form at the quantum level would, for many purposes, amount to em-

ulating it.) In the case of the quantum computer, this meant that the 

machine could be both programmed and run efficiently--at least ac-

cording to a mathematical notion of efficiency. 

 This still leaves the unanswered question of whether a universal 

quantum simulator or computer will really be practical. It is clear, on 

the other hand, that for a nanotechnological assembler, the ability to 

do universal quantum simulation would not be a logical require-

ment--all we are asking for is the ability to stack atoms in prespecified 
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patterns. By analogy, a present-day word processor is a “literary as-

sembler”--able to print out any page of text you tell it, including 

Shakespeare, but is not able to write like Shakespeare. Despite the 

remaining uncertainties, we see additional ground for optimism. The 

extra firepower provided, in theory, by the universal quantum simu-

lator is a further indication that the assembler (and by a similar ar-

gument, that other important component, the disassembler) can be 

built. Overall the prospects seem good for eventually attaining minute 

control, with great potential for benefit.[52] 

Benefits from Nanotechnology 

 It is hard to imagine all the benefits that might follow from a 

mature nanotechnology, but some basic features are clear. We are 

talking about rearranging atoms, according to generally accepted 

physics of today, and other such interactions at the level of particles. 

Barring the discovery of new physical laws, this extends to all the 

possible marvels that the future may hold in store. (And new physical 

laws are certainly not ruled out, but to keep our predicting within 

plausible limits we do not consider them.) We can then contemplate 

some of these possible marvels, starting with one of the more prosaic. 

 Carbon is one of the commoner constituents on Earth, being 

abundant enough that, in view of its unique chemical properties, it is 

able to form the basis of life as we know it. Carbon exists in several 

rather different forms. There is the shiny black, soft substance known 

as graphite, for example, and the much rarer, hard, transparent min-

eral diamond. Both are made of the same kind of atom--the difference 

is in how the atoms are arranged. 

 In graphite the atoms are arranged into flat sheets that are then 

stacked to form larger chunks. Within a single sheet of graphite the 

atoms are closely packed and form a repeating, hexagonal pattern. 

The same sort of pattern can be produced by arranging marbles or 

coins of the same size on a flat surface. Spread a handful of pennies 

out on a table, packing them together, one layer deep, as closely as 

possible. Each interior penny will have six neighbors touching--this is 

the repeating, hexagonal pattern, which also occurs naturally in the 

cells of a honeycomb and the facets of an insect‟s compound eye. A 

large chunk of graphite in turn consists, generally, of a jumble of 

smaller chunks each of which has the thin sheets stacked in layers. 

Carbon atoms within a sheet are bonded tightly together, but between 

the sheets the bonding is much looser, and this determines the prop-
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erties we observe. Thus graphite is very hard to melt or vaporize--this 

would require dislocating atoms within the sheets--but very easy to 

scratch, which only requires separations or slippage of sheets from 

each other. Other properties of graphite, such as its greasy-black 

appearance, slippery feel, and electrical conductivity, are also ex-

plained by the properties of the carbon atoms that make it up and the 

way the atoms are bound and arranged. 

 In diamond there are the same atoms of carbon but in a com-

pletely different arrangement. Each atom is bonded to four others as if 

it were located in the center of a regular tetrahedron (a three-sided 

pyramid with the four faces--the three sides and the base--all equi-

lateral triangles), with each bond perpendicular to one of four faces. 

This is repeated throughout the structure, which thus extends in three 

dimensions like a sturdy jungle gym. Though the same atoms are 

involved, diamond is quite different from graphite. Gone are the 

sheets that slip and separate so easily, and this has dramatic visible 

effects. Instead of a greasy-black electrical conductor that rubs off on 

the fingers, diamond is transparent like glass, an electrical insulator, 

and the hardest substance known. It is also difficult to form and, in 

pure form or with trace impurities imparting delicate tints, a rare and 

valued gem. The largest gem-quality diamond was found in 1905 and 

weighed, in the rough, 3,106 carats or about 1 1/3 pounds.[53] It 

could be easily held in the hand; gem-quality stones are usually much 

smaller. 

 This should change dramatically once nanotechnology can be 

brought to bear. Tiny devices should be able to work in concert to 

create objects on demand from common constituents such as carbon. 

By rearranging the atoms of carbon and excluding unwanted impuri-

ties, it should be possible to transform graphite, soot, ashes, coal, or 

sawdust into diamond, a light, strong, beautiful material that ought to 

find numerous uses. Needless to say, the jewelry market would col-

lapse--diamond could become as abundant as driftwood and obtain-

able in beachball sizes (perhaps as sparkling lawn ornaments)--but 

the rewards would more than compensate. One expected dividend is 

diamond fiber, which should be much stronger than steel and able to 

form light, very strong fabrics and composites. (Here, however, it 

may have competition from the carbon nanotube. In a nanotube the 

atoms are arranged in a hexagonal pattern as in a layer of graphite, but 

the flat sheet is rolled up instead into a thin pipe or hollow cylinder 
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that is also very strong and light.) Other gems too, such as sapphires, 

rubies, and emeralds, should become cheap and may find numerous 

structural uses in various forms. 

 Other superior materials or artifacts will similarly be developed 

and manufactured in quantity. One possibility is goods and structures 

that each have their own retinue of nanites, resulting in something 

akin to living organisms. Buildings and clothing could thus be made 

self-repairing, and carpets could remove their own dirt. Roads might 

be self-repairing too, thereby reducing accidents, which would also 

be diminished by smart robot cars. Your auto would ask where you 

wanted to go, plan the itinerary accordingly, and take you there using 

its own best judgment and superhuman reflexes--if, that is, such a 

means of transportation as the car is still in use. Otherwise perhaps 

there would be the personal, intelligent airplane or other flying craft. 

 The world could be made a better and more interesting place. 

Nanotechnology should open many doors to recovery of undiscov-

ered wonders of the past. Glaciers, sediments, and the entire earth‟s 

crust could be explored in minutest detail and all the interesting 

contents carefully recovered or perhaps left in place after the full 

information is copied. Priceless treasures could be repaired at the 

molecular level and maintained with a fidelity never before possible. 

The Athenian Acropolis, the temple complex at Karnak, and other 

precious monuments might be restored to original splendor and kept 

indefinitely by caretaking nanites, alongside the structures of more 

mundane use that would also be constantly repaired. Exact copying of 

relics should also be possible, and the copies could be unobtrusively 

tagged to distinguish from the originals. (For this purpose we could 

use tiny, “noisy” substrates such as the pattern of defects in crystals, 

slightly rearranging them to store identifying information.) Far more 

ambitious undertakings should become feasible too.  

 By recreating creatures from DNA, for example, recently extinct 

species could be resurrected. The passenger pigeon thus may fly 

again and the quagga gallop, in appropriate habitats of a restored 

preindustrial environment. (There should meanwhile be plenty of 

energy obtainable directly from the sun for our earthly industrial 

needs, which would reduce the demands on the environment.) Per-

haps too there will be special preserves where reconstructed species 

of much earlier epochs will be kept and maintained, if their DNA can 

be recovered from amber or other durable fossils. (The possibility of 
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restoring extinct species raises interesting moral issues, howev-

er--more on this in Chapter 18.) 

 Moving to the human level, there is the possibility of resurrec-

tions. People of earlier times who were well-preserved, as we hope 

may happen through cryonics, should be restored to life and health. 

Those then living should reap untold benefits, starting with a medical 

revolution. Armies of nanites in the body should make it feasible to 

eliminate diseases and aging and bring about biological immortality. 

Since, we may say, you already have armies of nanites in your body, 

this would not be something entirely new but an improvement, 

though no doubt involving much that is not yet in place. 

 More generally, the nanotechnological assembler and other in-

novations should make it possible to literally make people to order; 

persons could be created with desired memories, dispositions, et 

cetera. As one possible approach we could imagine doing this at low 

temperature, where tissues would be completely solidified and stable, 

but suitable nanites should still be able to operate. Structuring the 

brain appropriately out of its usual components of carbon, hydrogen, 

oxygen, and other constituents, along with a matching body would, in 

effect, create a well-preserved cryonics patient with the desired 

mental and physical characteristics who could then be warmed and 

made functional. (Such animations will be considered in Chapter 17.) 

This is only one possibility for the controlled making of people, and a 

rather crude one; of course such a capability would have to be used 

very carefully. 

 But to return to the more mundane prospect of biological im-

mortality, clearly this will leave a major challenge--the human pop-

ulation. Perhaps there will be ten billion people living when aging and 

diseases are eradicated. The number then will not diminish signifi-

cantly, except through dispersion of the population in space--but this 

too will become feasible. Nanites will assist the would-be spacefarers 

in many ways, ranging from transport to providing habitats to condi-

tioning the emigrants to live in the sky and enjoy it. Meanwhile, 

through automation directed by hyperadvanced computers, econo-

mies will change beyond recognition. Labor as we know it should be 

abolished--to be replaced, of course, by new and more rewarding 

work. Nonvoluntary, nonthinking chores will be handled by our arti-

ficial minions, who for all their efforts will demand no compensation 

beyond the requirements of the workplace--energy, space, and time. 
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Costs as we know them will plummet, all persons in effect will be-

come wealthy, and all will be free to do things that few today could 

imagine. 

 By then we must face the real challenge: humans will have to 

adapt and develop into more-than-humans to so much as find a 

meaningful existence. Aided by our technology, however, even this 

should not be out of reach, as part of a more general capability. 

Among the many possibilities, increasingly we will be able to modify 

ourselves toward the constructive aims of perfection, including 

greater intelligence, knowledge, and happiness, which we may hope 

will be closely interrelated. The human body we will likely choose to 

modify and ultimately discard in favor of housing that better serves 

our evolving needs. Increasingly, then, we must become the products 

of our own choosing, planning, and devising. Making our free choices 

with diligence and wisdom, however, will yield a suitable fulfillment 

of purpose for the entity created by blind nature--our species, Homo 

sapiens--that present civilization has already begun, in smaller ways, 

to change. And, indeed, this species must change much more, and--as 

a species--die, that all of us individually may find our destiny, not a 

destiny of death, but everlasting life. 

 It is not ruled out, of course, that things could go awry. Nano-

technology could be used for evil and destruction as well as for good. 

Destructive devices of horrific effectiveness, we might imagine, 

could be based around the concept of a self-replicating disassembler 

and might reduce people and ultimately civilization to “gray goo.”[54] 

But at least we do not presently see or hear of substantial efforts to 

develop destructive nanites (beyond some work with biological 

agents and the like). Clearly there is much potential for good in nan-

otechnology, and we can only hope that motives to see it realized will 

prevail over the sinister alternatives. 

 Among the further, constructive possibilities should come the 

ability we noted, to create a person with essentially arbitrary features. 

This raises the possibility of resurrections of a more general character 

than what may be provided through preserved remains, something we 

will consider in earnest in Chapter 12. Before this some other matters 

deserve attention, including religious questions, which we will now 

address.  

 

CHAPTER 10. 
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The Theological Issue 

 

Traditionally, hopes for immortality rested on the miraculous. These 

hopes did not seem unreasonable--evidence of miracles could be seen 

everywhere. Comparisons were inevitable between the phenomena of 

nature and the far lesser products of human ingenuity. Wind; rain; fire; 

the rising and setting of the sun, moon, and stars; the coming and 

going of the seasons; life in all its variety and complexity--all sug-

gested the workings of a vast intelligence with powers beyond com-

prehension. There surely must be advanced beings, superhuman 

agents, able to create all that could clearly be seen but was so little 

understood. Later there were major religious movements that com-

bined all the causative elements into one supreme being, or God. God 

made the world and set it in order, and God continued to shape events 

through conscious intervention. Among other things, God was ap-

pealed to in times of need, especially for problems that seemed utterly 

insoluble otherwise, such as death. All things, of course, were possi-

ble to God, whose stupendous workings were evidence enough. 

 Among the interventions attributed to God was the establishment 

of a religion with a divinely revealed scripture and practices to be 

followed. This particularly was true in the dominant religion in the 

West, Christianity (with the slight complication that God became a 

triune Godhead or Trinity, “three persons united in one sub-

stance”[1]). A clergy was needed to guide the necessary observances 

and perform services invested with religious significance, such as 

weddings and funerals. The clergy naturally promoted the view that it 

came into existence as a gift of the God it was appointed to serve, a 

viewpoint that other institutions, such as monarchies, also extended to 

themselves. 

 With the rise of modern science, however, understanding the 

phenomena of existence at last became the province of reason more 

than faith. Many things, it was seen, could be explained without in-

voking any miraculous element. These ranged from astronomical 

events down to earthly weather and the functioning of biological 

organisms and tentatively included even mental activity. Increasingly, 

thoughtful people began to question the idea of a God who actively 

directs the happenings that could now be understood in simpler ways. 

In the eighteenth century a movement known as deism developed. 

Though God was still extant and all-powerful, he had made the world 
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and then left it to its own devices. God did not actively intervene, 

though he would do so again, someday, to restore the dead to life. 

 Deism is an opposite extreme from pantheism, which holds that 

God is the universe (or, more generally, the multiverse or all that 

exists), and thus is constantly acting in and through all things, which 

God comprises. An intermediate between the two is theism, in which 

God has made the universe and intervenes in its affairs, yet the uni-

verse has a separate existence. (Pantheism has claimed adherents 

among a handful of philosophers, poets, and the like--but unlike de-

ism and theism it has never had a wide following.) Theism is the 

position advocated in traditional Western religions such as Christi-

anity, Islam, and Judaism. Revealed religion--writings or other 

communication alleged to have been sent directly from God--plays a 

prominent role. Deism denies the validity of such revelations and 

holds that God must be known through observation and analysis of 

the natural world he has made. Reason is seen as the road to under-

standing about religious issues as well as other matters in life. 

 Deism achieved its principal flowering in eighteenth-century 

France, England, and America. Among the prominent deists was 

American Revolutionary Thomas Paine. His 1795 book, The Age of 

Reason, is a good, short summary of the main deist thinking and 

remains quite readable today. It offers a spirited attack on the “iner-

rancy” of the Christian Bible while affirming an alternative, sus-

taining belief based on the scientific method. It is interesting that 

Paine and others believed they would be resurrected, though they 

doubted the validity of “revelations” and other claimed evidence not 

open to scientific verification. For many thinking people of the time, 

deism offered the best choice of a reassuring belief that the reasoning 

mind could accept. 

 Thinking had progressed in many ways since the medieval “Ages 

of Faith” when theism held absolute sway. Despite the successes of 

science, however, much remained unexplained, and the role of a su-

perhuman Creator still seemed essential, at least to account for what 

had happened “in the beginning” when the cosmos, the earth, and the 

first living things presumably were formed. The “Argument from 

Design” was widely invoked, especially for the intricate mechanisms 

of living species, which seemed to require a conscious designer. As 

William Paley, a leading theologian put it, “[T]here is precisely the 

same proof that the eye was made for vision, as there is that the tel-
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escope was made for assisting it.”[2] Nature had many wonders, and 

the good deist was able to rationalize belief in a God of goodness and 

purpose whose wonderful works would one day see a greater ful-

fillment in restoring the dead to life.  

 The Argument from Design, however, was dealt a severe blow by 

the evolutionary hypothesis of Charles Darwin in the mid nineteenth 

century. The philosophical bases of deism had earlier come under 

withering attack from such able critics as Hume and Kant.[3] Never a 

well-unified movement, deism actually had mostly disappeared long 

before Darwin wrote, while theistic religions lived on and still have 

wide following. Tipler puzzles over this in The Physics of Immor-

tality: “So what killed Deism? It was a rational religion, based on the 

best science of the day…. But it could not compete with the Chris-

tianity based on revelation, not reason. Why?” 

 Tipler answers his own question, “I believe Deism died because 

the physics upon which it was based was simply too impersonal.” 

This physics, Newtonian mechanics, pictured the universe as a 

clockwork machine, perfect in every detail. It was something only a 

perfect Creator could make and something whose very perfection 

needed, even demanded no further intervention. A nonintervening 

God was too much like no God at all. The theistic notion of a caring 

Creator who does intervene in history had more appeal and rather 

soon bested its upstart rival. Tipler concludes: “Religion can be based 

on physics only if the physics shows that God has to be personal, and 

further, that the afterlife is an absolutely solid consequence of the 

physics.”[4] Tipler devotes much effort in his book to establishing 

these two points and maintaining that a caring, personal God does 

really exist, though it is a deistic God who must be found through 

science, not revelation. His reasoning in turn has come under fire 

from critics who think he has done both science and theology a dis-

service.[5] His effort must not be condemned out of hand, however; it 

certainly has merits. 

 In fairness, I think that many important issues are well explored in 

Tipler‟s remarkable book; insights are offered that well deserve 

consideration, even if difficulties persist, as they certainly do. Among 

the great merits is a framework of scientific materialism, which is 

adopted throughout even if there is a “God.” The latter is a technical 

term, though having “roughly [the] popular meaning.”[6] My posi-

tion, nonetheless, is that this is going too far. Yes indeed, immortality 
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and resurrection of the dead are topics we can approach scientifically 

through such avenues as quantum physics and strong AI. But another 

important consideration is that we must help ourselves. The emphasis 

on a transcendent and beneficent outside agent is misplaced. 

 Tipler has a tall philosophical order, to square the traditional view 

of a caring, attentive God with a more modern scientific outlook in 

which this animistic, personal element is discarded. Tipler‟s solution 

is to consider the human race, and intelligent life generally, as de-

veloping into a kind of God. This entity, which he calls the Omega 

Point (in honor of Teilhard de Chardin‟s original theory, which Tipler 

would rationalize mathematically), will effect the realization of our 

dreams including resurrecting the dead and a happy hereafter. 

Though called “God,” it is really just our own civilization projected to 

a remote future, when it is to engulf the universe and shape its very 

evolution to a grand finale. (We could also include with this any in-

digenous, extraterrestrial civilizations which, if they exist or will exist 

in our universe, will arguably have decided to join forces with us by 

then for mutual advantages. Tipler does not consider such inde-

pendently originated civilizations likely and does not include them in 

his forecast.[7]) 

 By then our distant descendants will have inconceivably ad-

vanced beyond our present level, so that all-but miraculous feats 

should become possible, though all will proceed, as always, accord-

ing to scientific principles and rational understanding. It is argued that 

for various reasons the Omega Point will not only have the capability 

to resurrect us to Heaven, it will also have the motive, due to its own 

highly refined self-interest. Indeed, one feature of Tipler‟s stance, and 

I think a commendable one, is a form of Universalism. He imagines 

that even the most evil historical beings will be provided the oppor-

tunity to mend their ways or accept rehabilitation so that they too can 

participate in the future paradise. (More will be said on Universalism 

later.) 

 So no supernatural character is needed even for the Deity; science, 

not the supernatural, suffices for all. Tipler‟s viewpoint in fact agrees 

in many ways with mine as presented here. For instance, when it 

comes to persons he is thoroughly materialistic: “…a human being is 

a purely physical object, a biochemical machine completely and ex-

haustively described by the known laws of physics. There are no 

mysterious „vital‟ forces.”[8] A person instead is just a type of very 
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complicated computer program, running (more correctly, instantiated) 

on a machine we call the brain. Extrapolating to a remote point in the 

future, God (the Omega Point) is likewise nonsupernatural, being 

composed of many individuals (persons) who, though more advanced, 

are of the same material character as persons today. On this basis, 

then, there would seem to be grounds for denying that the Omega 

Point really is “God.” Yet Tipler persists, trying as hard as possible to 

bring his scientific conception into line with more traditional thinking 

about a Deity. 

 There is, for example, a reverse-causality argument to justify the 

position that the Omega Point, from its vantage in the remote future, 

can extend its influence backward in time and affect our affairs today. 

But this argument I find particularly unpersuasive. Despite whatever 

subtle reverse-causal effects could be present, supposing, as may be 

hoped, that we do develop into a supercivilization, a presently, con-

sciously interacting God is simply not there. The Omega Point does 

not function as a currently thinking entity able to receive and respond 

to communications from humans, in the way we would normally 

imagine. Prayer is a vital component in the major theistic traditions, 

as is some expectation of willful, divine intervention. The Omega 

Point, by comparison, does not seem at all capable of answering 

prayers like the traditional God, nor has it performed miracles such as 

raising people from the dead or granting special favors or powers to 

certain individuals. 

 In the case of the deistic, Enlightenment God the disparity with 

the Omega Point is less but still seems fatal. The deist‟s God is a 

presently conscious entity who could answer prayers or produce 

miracles but chooses not to. The Omega Point, by contrast, is no-

where to be found, except as a potentiality. Its present existence is not 

required to explain the existence of the universe, except by a peculiar 

reverse-causality argument that Tipler uses: unless life persists for-

ever in our universe and becomes eventually aware of all things, our 

universe, and all that is in it, not merely will not exist in the remote 

future, but never existed in the first place.[9] The Omega Point, then, 

creates reality today. In Chapter 12, on resurrection, we will consider 

a logical alternative to this form of “retrocreationism” that is less 

restrictive and also, I think, more natural and reasonable. It does not 

require an Omega Point in Tipler‟s sense, though it does not rule it out 

either. 
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 Deutsch, in The Fabric of Reality, considers Tipler‟s Omega 

Point, concluding it makes an unlikely candidate for “God,” for much 

the same reasons we have just considered. Deutsch also doubts if the 

Omega Point, essentially a community of beings, would possess the 

degree of unity necessary to form a giant Mind.[10] Here I think 

Tipler‟s position is defensible but is not enough to overcome other 

objections. It is worth noting that Tipler expresses some doubts about 

his own theory, though still thinking it “has a very good chance of 

being right.”[11] But its cosmology can now be called into serious 

question--more on this in Chapter 14. It should be clear by then, 

however, that more than one cosmological outlook would suffice for 

immortality according to the position I argue for in this book, even 

including cases where no individual universe can support immortality 

but the multiverse as a whole does. 

 But there is one major similarity between the God of tradition and 

the Omega Point: an utter remoteness, effectively making the latter, 

like the former, an incomprehensible “Other”--even if, as Tipler notes, 

his God is not physically distinct from the universe as in some other 

conceptions.[12] For him the separation is more of time than place, 

but it is real nonetheless. Some 10[19] years (about a billion times the 

estimated age of the universe) are to elapse before the Omega Point is 

effectively realized, even though it is to take place in our universe as 

an outgrowth of our own civilization. Tipler does not imagine, in his 

main scenario, that any of us today will remotely survive, individu-

ally, to this distant time of paradise. Instead we, our near descendants, 

and even the whole human race will die, to be replaced by a superior 

species, and that by another, and so on.[13] (The inconceivably ad-

vanced individuals of the final stage, when dying finally stops, will in 

due course recreate all their predecessors, ultimately including our-

selves and other historical humans, and all will then be immortal.) 

The wide gulf between present, mortal humankind and the Omega 

Point supports identifying the latter with the God of Western tradition, 

particularly if the reverse-causality argument is also accepted. But 

this is not the future I think is at all likely to happen. 

 Instead, I maintain, the most significant advance that will occur in 

all of history is simply the attainment of individual, indefinite life 

span, something that surely is very near on the scale of history. It will 

take no cosmological wait but perhaps only a few decades at most. 

There will be no successive die-off and replacement of posthuman 
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species or even, much longer, of persons individually. The most es-

sential occurrence will be the elimination of the aging process. Along 

with that will come the cure of terminal diseases, so many of which 

are associated with aging. Then, concurrently or soon to follow, will 

be an explosion of lifestyle options including redesigned bodies, 

enhanced intelligence, and, I will further conjecture, uploading the 

mind into a computational device, which will lead to further im-

provements and greater security. We will probably find it attractive to 

abandon our biological makeup for something we will think of as 

better (disturbing though the thought may be to many today). 

 Progress then should rapidly reduce the death rate to near zero. 

Death, in turn, will have been redefined as destruction of identi-

ty-critical information and thus be approached from a computational 

perspective rather than the primitive and faulty criteria of today. 

Persons dying today, I think, have a significant chance of survival to 

this fortunate time through biostasis. Cosmology willing, it should 

then be straightforward to transform near-immortality or indefinite 

life span to true immortality, and most who have attained the former 

should enjoy the latter without interruption. But the important step 

will be taken at the beginning and near our own present, when we, a 

product of unconscious evolutionary forces, transform ourselves into 

a product of our own judgment and design. 

 A society of immortals should thus come into existence within a 

century or so at the latest. In the next chapter I offer further arguments 

why civilization will shape itself into a benign society of immortals 

relatively soon, rather than only in a remote future. Being a cryonicist 

and antiaging advocate myself, I am naturally hoping to have a per-

sonal stake in this near-term, immortal society, and I hope also that as 

many as possible will join in this endeavor. 

Atheism with a Concept of Divinity 

 Is there a place for a God in the scheme of things? I think this 

question is important enough that I have devoted additional space to it 

here. (A vast amount of literature already exists on the subject, of 

course, and I can do no more than briefly sketch some of the main 

arguments, with some additional thoughts related to special issues 

considered here.) I will argue an atheistic position: there appears to be 

no entity that has the major attributes traditionally associated with a 

God, at least in the Western, Judeo-Christian-Islamic sense. Some of 

these attributes, it is true, are arguably possessed by one or more of 
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the phenomena of our experience and might serve as inspiration in 

our endeavors to better our lot. But it is we who must do the bettering, 

not some higher power acting on our behalf. Still I think it worth 

emphasizing that, as I see it, atheism and some notion of a divine or 

transcendent element are not incompatible. We are, after all, aspiring 

to a more-than-human state and have started on the path of making 

our wishes reality. 

 So in effect we are becoming a sort of deity ourselves, a One 

composed of many. Each person, in the course of progress, is to ap-

proach a state of perfection, an individual, self-sustaining, physically 

realized godlike entity or divinity, to form a worthy part of a larger 

and naturally cohering whole. It is a privilege that also carries an 

enormous responsibility. The burden is upon us as a species, intelli-

gent if unconsciously evolved, to solve our own problems and engi-

neer our own eternal happiness: a world of peace, love, and harmony, 

at a superhuman level--a place where all are valued and valuable. If 

there is no absolute guarantee of success, the prospect, at least, is a 

very real and exhilarating one, and the outlook, I think, is positive. 

Again the burden for solving our problems rests entirely upon our-

selves. There are things, moreover, that we should be doing today that 

bear on the physical problem of our immortality. 

 Let us now examine the question of the existence of God, starting 

with some of the standard problems. God, we are told, is all-powerful, 

all-knowing, present everywhere, the maker of all things, and per-

fectly good. But if God is all-powerful, he can change his mind, we 

should think, while if all-knowing, he always knows in advance what 

he will do and cannot change his mind. What does it mean, on the 

other hand, to say that God is present everywhere? Do we observe a 

thinking process in empty space? True, space is not really empty but 

teems with such things as particle-antiparticle pairs that briefly wink 

into existence then self-annihilate. But this does not seem to involve 

intelligence. If God made everything, did God make himself? If not, 

who or what made God? Or if God is said to be uncreated, then how 

do we know that something else is not uncreated, say, the multiverse, 

which as a whole seems insentient? Finally, if God is perfectly good, 

besides all-knowing and all-powerful, why does evil exist? Why do 

the innocent suffer, as so often they clearly do? 

 As one example of evil, the suffering of animals does not seem to 

follow for the reason often claimed for human suffering, that it is 
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punishment for sins. Animals lack the reasoning power to compre-

hend that they have sinned, yet they can and do feel pain. Rabies is a 

horrible disease. A virus destroys the brain and snuffs the life of its 

host, in the process inducing a demented state in which the dying, 

tormented creature bites other creatures, propagating this form of 

death by torture. The infecting organism, really just a fancy molecule, 

can hardly be said to “benefit” from its own proliferation. (Do water 

molecules similarly benefit if more of them are formed?) Is this, then, 

the working of divine justice? Is there some other, sufficiently off-

setting benefit, of which we are unaware? What about other diseases? 

What about animal predation? What about earthquakes, floods, forest 

fires, volcanic eruptions, meteoric impacts? The list goes on. 

 And there are many ills at the human level too, inflicted without 

benefit of a legal process, that are hardly accountable as punishment 

for the victim‟s “sins.” (Rabies itself, which sometimes occurs in 

such undeserving victims as young children, is one particularly hor-

rific example, though far from the only one. As something universal 

and universally lethal, we may consider the aging process itself.) 

Further, we can argue that even ills that are attributable to willful, 

human misconduct could have been prevented by an all-powerful 

God, who thus must share moral responsibility. The sharing must also 

extend to the case of a Devil or other evil power that such a God may 

will or allow to exist. 

 Besides the very serious problem of evil, there is a difficulty from 

the fact that, according to the various traditions, God wishes us to 

believe in him and to hold certain opinions regarding his attributes 

and/or intervention in our affairs. Why then does he permit different, 

conflicting belief systems (Christianity versus Islam for instance, or 

different sects within one religion) that mutually condemn one an-

other‟s “unbelief”? Which set of beliefs, if any, is true? And, if it is so 

important for people to hear the true word of God and become be-

lievers, why is it that some do not hear it through no fault of their own, 

while others do hear it? Why had the pre-Columbian Aztecs, for in-

stance, never heard of Christianity or Islam? 

 These problems alone, which are well-treated in the literature, 

raise serious doubts about the likelihood of a God as imagined. But let 

us go on. According to tradition, God is purely spiritual and even 

supernatural, with an existence that is in some manner beyond un-

derstanding or, at least, not expressed in the usual, material form. But 
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this does not seem supported by observations. There do not appear to 

be any supernatural powers or forces or spiritual entities with an ex-

istence apart from the particles of physics. All phenomena seem ex-

plicable in terms of scientific theories, either those we have already 

devised or (in the case of more remote or subtle effects) similar ones 

we may develop in the future. Indeed, the failure to reliably and ob-

jectively substantiate a claim of the paranormal in any one of its 

varied, alleged forms must rank as telling, negative evidence. This 

includes the results of attempts to influence events or bring about 

changes through prayer or other contacts with a superhuman agent. 

Pray for a rock on the ground to levitate and it stays right where it is. 

Pray for rain to come or sickness to heal and the desired effect may 

follow, but it also happens without prayer. (In the case of sickness we 

must also consider a placebo effect--healing will be influenced by the 

mental state of the patient who may believe in the curative powers of 

prayer.) 

 Certainly our theories have had great success in explaining reality 

without assuming a controlling intelligence of any kind, whether truly 

supernatural or simply much vaster than our own, though still mate-

rial and subject to the usual physical laws. Probably the strongest 

argument against a superhuman intelligence has to do with life on 

Earth. Here it may indeed seem that some sort of purposeful, great-

er-than-human guidance is occurring, as in the formation and prop-

agation of species. But different species are well accounted for by 

Darwinian evolution, with its principle of survival of the fittest and 

other mechanisms for inducing changes in organisms. 

 Life is complicated, to be sure, and is not yet fully understood. 

Some features, particularly at the human level, still seem hard to ex-

plain in terms of such evolutionary mechanisms as the variability of 

individuals within a species and a selection process favoring the fit-

test. How do we account, for example, for mathematical, musical, or 

literary talent, which would have been irrelevant to the 

hunter-gatherer lifestyle that humans, by appearance, evolved for? 

(Physicist Paul Davies, for one, raises this question in The Mind of 

God, a modern defense of the Argument from Design.) Such abilities 

have gained importance only in the relatively recent past (a few 

millennia at most, in some cases much less), too rapidly for their 

importance to be recognized by anything as slow as biological evo-

lution. Moreover, some would argue, they often do not seem to favor 
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survival of the species anyway. 

 But I think these features can be explained as logical outgrowths 

of more basic, evolved abilities that were important in our evolu-

tionary past, such as language--a crucial talent that set us apart from 

other species and was clearly useful at the basic, hunter-gatherer level. 

Linguistic ability, with its associated capacities for reasoning and 

problem solving, makes people into computation-universal devices 

and opens wide horizons for abilities that were not specifically pro-

grammed. Moreover, many of our refined talents do have some rel-

evance at a more primitive level. Music and mathematics, to take two 

examples, find uses either in religious rituals, commerce, or defense, 

all of which are operative at the tribal level and contribute to survival. 

 Cultures tend to nurture the talents that are important to their 

survival, this too being a reasonable consequence of a selection pro-

cess. An Einstein or a Beethoven might have been useless in a more 

primitive culture, but could not have occurred there anyway as the 

geniuses they became. Their immense talents were not formed or 

even fully latent before they were born but instead, by appearances, 

required a lengthy process of nurture and reinforcement and perhaps 

some simple good luck. The appreciation of extraordinary talent in 

turn is an important source of meaning in a culture, whether primitive 

or more advanced, and thus will contribute, if somewhat indirectly, to 

its survival and that of the individuals within. Many talented people 

contribute in more direct ways too. So evolution proceeds not merely 

by genomic reshaping, which is glacially slow and gradual to us 

humans, but more relevantly by the progress of our civilization. No 

conscious, controlling mechanism outside of ourselves is necessary 

for any of this. 

 In general, the continuing success and improvement of our 

physical theories makes the supernatural seem increasingly prob-

lematical, along with other supposed, superhuman intervention. For 

example, extraterrestrial visitors with advanced technology might 

well have been taken for gods and given rise to religious movements. 

But here again there is no hard evidence. We have no artifacts of 

undeniable, intelligent, nonhuman origin nor anything else to clearly 

convince us of the putative visitations. The various claims that have 

been made of superhuman encounters are not supported by tangible 

effects. 

Cosmological and Ontological Arguments 
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 At this point we might rest our case that there is no God, but I 

think it is worth pursuing a bit further. Even if we discount specific 

claims of the paranormal, there could be phenomena in the natural 

universe that sufficiently meet the important criteria. I propose to 

show that this too is unlikely. 

 God, at least in one important manifestation, must be some sort of 

sentient being, like people but more advanced--a mindlike entity with 

certain other attributes such as omniscience. I will allow that there 

might be other manifestations of God as an unthinking entity, perhaps 

the set of all events as a pantheist might advocate, but there must also 

be a mindlike component to square with anything like the traditional 

view. Is it likely such a consciousness exists? We might imagine such 

an organized presence could exist and be composed, primarily, of 

intelligent beings like ourselves (including any advanced extrater-

restrials) who are working to bring about a happy, immortal exist-

ence. 

 A theistic God must be able to detect the efforts of people to 

communicate and must respond accordingly. This God is not merely 

something that will act in this way at some point in the future but must 

also have been active in the historical past. The whole 

Judeo-Christian-Islamic tradition centers around a God who hears 

prayers and intervenes in the affairs of humans. (Other, parallel tra-

ditions of an interactive God or Godhead are seen, for example, 

among the various strands of Hinduism.[14]) Taken literally, this 

does not seem at all likely. Perhaps the closest approach would be just 

the human race itself, or some particular subset--a community of 

believers. They in their common efforts may be said to constitute a 

sort of thinking entity with powers beyond the level of any individual 

and that is able to respond to the needs and behaviors of individuals. 

However, the human race with its limitations and divisions is not 

usually taken seriously as a candidate for a Deity, and I do not do so 

either. Subsets of humanity also, though they may be more sin-

gle-minded and unified, are similarly finite and fallible: again, not 

God.  

 In the future, of course, we may hope to progress toward a “One 

composed of many,” a harmonious community of immortals, much as 

Tipler envisions for his Omega Point, though hopefully much sooner. 

We may also expand our territory and come to occupy a much larger 

volume of space we than presently do. However, such a future pos-
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sibility could not today and in the past add up to the God of theistic or 

even deistic pretensions. 

 To try to remedy this problem, we could consider a totality of 

sentient, intelligent, or immortal beings distributed throughout the 

whole of existence. We could then ask if this, in one form or another, 

could be said to constitute a conscious entity that would achieve a 

close enough match to traditional attributes to be reasonably regarded 

as God. In this way we are not limited to the products of our own 

civilization but can incorporate possible extraterrestrial, intelligent 

species, wherever they may be, whether in our universe or elsewhere, 

and thus not solely in our future. This idea, which I will call the 

Cosmic Community hypothesis, possesses some cogency, particu-

larly in light of possibilities that may exist for immortality. A har-

monious community of immortals might function together as a kind 

of “God,” much as Tipler conjectures for his Omega Point. The idea 

also has weaknesses, however, that seem fatal.  

 One is that civilizations in different universes would not be ex-

pected to be able to communicate. Our “God,” overall, must be highly 

fragmented--a gargantuan case of multiple personality disorder. But 

even within a single universe--our own--the problems would be for-

bidding. A Mind spread over vast distances would be subject to speed 

of light limitations; coordinated, cosmic thinking must, it would seem, 

be more than glacially slow. Again, we do not see evidence of such an 

entity interacting with us: if extant, it could not be playing the role of 

a theistic God. As for a deistic God, who may have created our uni-

verse somehow and started in motion whatever natural processes 

have led to things as we now see them, at least the possibility is not 

ruled out. A super-civilization in some other universe could have 

started the Big Bang that led to our own universe. (Or our universe 

could even be a computer simulation in some larger universe.) But 

again, there is neither evidence of this nor anything we know of that 

would preclude formation of our universe by purely unconscious 

forces. A similar consideration would apply to a “cosmic communi-

ty” limited to our own universe: advanced extraterrestrials who, 

perhaps five billion years ago, set in motion events that shaped our 

solar system and planet Earth. Again evidence is lacking. 

 There is another line of thinking about a God that can be called an 

ontological argument. Variations of it have been used to defend the 

existence of God, but, in fact, it can be turned against this possibility 
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too because God in both theistic and deistic conceptions is a sentient 

being. According to the ontological argument, God is supposed to be 

perfect--basically a complete entity lacking nothing by way of expe-

rience and knowledge, all consistent with perfect goodness. All sen-

tient life in our direct experience, however, clearly is incomplete. In 

the course of existence we are constantly apprehending new experi-

ence, the awareness of which is essential to our continuing interac-

tions as sentient agents. (To fail to acquire new experience, in fact, 

would lead to a condition known as the Eternal Return, discussed in 

Chapter 14, which is incompatible with a reasonable notion of im-

mortality.) A perfect, complete entity, it would seem, could not be 

aware in this way of the present or new events or the passing of time. 

A God, then, could not be a sentient, interactive agent, whatever other 

attributes it might possess. It would fail to meet the requirements 

either of theism or deism. 

 The notion of a perfect being who also necessarily exists--because 

existence is better or more perfect than nonexistence--has a venerable 

history, the best known advocate being Anselm of Canterbury 

(1033–1109). Anselm‟s position is a positive form of the ontological 

argument, but it overlooks the problem of sentience. It has had its 

critics, but it has modern defenders too, such as Charles Hartshorne, 

who considers Anselm‟s argument at length in The Logic of Perfec-

tion.[15] Included in this book is a discussion of the idea of God as a 

cosmic community, which Hartshorne also favors.[16] The argu-

ments are interesting and have a logical cogency that at least calls for 

respect. Perhaps “perfection” could be said to exist necessarily, that is, 

in a way that extends to the whole of the multiverse and transcends all 

individual, special circumstances. The issue remains, however, of 

whether this perfection should be regarded somehow as being a 

conscious agent. 

 Hartshorne is aware of the problem of sentience for a being of 

“perfect” changelessness. His God, then, has both absolute (un-

changing or necessary) and relative (contingent) aspects. For the 

latter, God is a participant in the historical process, as, for example, 

through a cosmic community. The possibility of a multiverse or 

Unboundedness is not considered; many-worlds was a very new idea 

when the book appeared in 1962. Reality as a whole is allowed to 

present entirely new conditions with the progress of time, that is, it is 

contingent or different from what it might have been. To my thinking 
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Hartshorne‟s approach suffers from twin difficulties: (1) the cosmic 

community, presumably limited in this case to our one universe, 

makes a poor candidate for a Deity, for the reasons we have consid-

ered; and (2) reality as a whole, underlying reality, is not presenting 

new conditions or facets but, in view of the multiverse, can be con-

sidered fixed and immutable. 

 Indeed, an interesting insight is provided by the principle of 

counterfactual indefiniteness which, as we have seen (Chapters 5, 6), 

is a hallmark of Unboundedness and follows, in particular, from the 

Everett many-worlds theory. In view of indefiniteness, reality in toto 

is necessary, not contingent. Every possibility in a large class is re-

alized, and because of this, things could not be different from what 

they are overall. We as sentient agents, of course, never see the whole 

of reality, and thus are able to have continually new experiences. Our 

observer reality does present new conditions--to us. We are contin-

gent--this is counterfactuality--things (for us) could have been dif-

ferent. But God-as-perfection must transcend all this and could not 

have been different or become different in the smallest degree--a fatal 

mismatch, I think, with the main historical ideas about a Deity. 

 We have considered, then, several possible ideas of God and 

whether any of them seem both scientifically tenable and sufficiently 

close to traditional conceptions, particularly those in the 

Judeo-Christian-Islamic tradition and in deism. It does not seem 

likely that any such notion corresponds to reality: God as a sentient 

agent does not exist, though there might well be entities with some of 

the traditional divine attributes. 

World and Eternal Happiness without a God 

 The absence of a supreme being should be no cause for despair. 

There is no need to hypothesize a God, either to account for what 

exists or to bolster hopes of an afterlife and immortality and, more 

generally, to establish standards of what is right and good and to have 

reasonable confidence that these standards will prevail over time. 

More comprehensively, we can reject animism--“the belief that hu-

mans share the world with a population of extraordinary, extracor-

poreal, and mostly invisible beings, ranging from souls and ghosts to 

saints and fairies, angels and cherubim, demons, jinni, devils and 

gods.”[17] 

 Instead there is an alternative, as we have seen, that can be 

founded on the UI assumptions, which does not violate materialism or 
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assume any controlling intelligence. If Unboundedness in particular 

is accepted, we can begin to understand how a universe like ours 

might come into existence and have the right properties for intelligent 

life without being consciously designed. In the unlimited profusion of 

the worlds that must occur, some at least would be expected to have 

the necessary properties. In effect, then, the multiverse itself becomes 

a kind of Deity, and, indeed, this is the main idea behind pantheism, 

that God comprises reality as a whole. Yuai, it might be claimed, is 

simply a form of pantheism, and there is some justification in the 

claim, but I would resist it. “God,” in the more usual sense, is not 

simply the universe or the multiverse, so that the pantheist‟s use of 

theistic terminology seems inappropriate. More important, Yuai, 

despite its materialistic, reductionist basis, is strongly concerned with 

salvation and immortality at the level of each individual, which is not 

prominent in the usual thinking of pantheism. 

 But it will be instructive to further explore how, in effect, God is 

to be substituted so that the major functions assigned to a Deity can be 

accomplished by other means. Tentatively we have established that a 

God-alternative should meet two requirements: (1) accounting for the 

world as we see it; and (2) providing for a hopeful future, including 

resurrection of the dead and personal immortality. These two prop-

erties are the most important ones to the believing theist and to others 

having an interest in the deep issues of life. 

 Thus we shall now consider the issues of how the universe came 

into being with the attributes we see and of what this appears to mean 

in terms of an ongoing process and overall trend. One thing deserves 

mention at the outset, an explanatory tool that I think has great power 

and relevance. This is known as the Anthropic Principle. In the 

“weak” form that is most useful here, the Anthropic Principle states 

simply that for things in a universe to be observed, the universe must 

provide for the existence of the observer. (There are also “stronger” 

forms of this principle that need not concern us; the interested reader 

may consult The Anthropic Cosmological Principle by John Barrow 

and Frank Tipler, which also specializes our weak version a bit.[18]) 

In short, then, when it comes to our universe we expect to find some 

necessary supporting apparatus, given that, after all, we are here. The 

Anthropic Principle can thus account for everything from the earth 

being the right distance from the warming sun to carbon chemis-

try.[19] 
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 The principle is so simple and nearly (if not quite) self-evident 

that there is little debate about it among scientists, but for that very 

reason its usefulness is also sometimes questioned. I think, though, 

that it becomes highly meaningful and useful if we couple it with a 

principle such as Unboundedness that leads to a multiverse. With this 

additional assumption, the Anthropic Principle can explain how our 

world has design with no Designer. It is simply that we expect an 

unlimited profusion of universes in the multiverse, so that whatever it 

takes to make beings such as ourselves, is bound to happen, and, of 

course, not just once, but over and over. Indeed, it will be seen that 

this can explain how all the (finitely many) conditions necessary for 

our existence could arise, no matter how numerous or complicated, 

no matter how much apparent engineering must be involved, and all 

without the slightest forethought or planning. It is analogous to 

throwing dice: if there is epsilon probability of a certain combination 

coming up, and epsilon, however small, is greater than zero, and the 

number of throws of the dice is infinite, then that combination must 

come up, eventually. Moreover, it will not occur just once, but infi-

nitely often, if only a tiny fraction of the time (epsilon, that is)--all the 

while, however, purely by chance with no conscious intervention or 

guidance. 

 This sort of process, then, is what seems to have shaped the world 

as we know it, including ourselves and all that we see, and to have 

provided whatever conditions we find favorable to life as we know it. 

(It was not necessarily “purely by chance,” of course, but could have 

occurred deterministically, though it would still be perceived by us as 

an accident; the main point is that no controlling intelligence was 

involved.) We should add, “so far,” for when it comes to the more 

important conditions affecting our life and death, the aging process, 

for instance, we have so far been largely powerless to have effect, 

though this is beginning to change. 

 Here it is worth noting that the multiverse theory of creation just 

outlined has opponents who continue to hold out for intelligent design, 

one representative being Paul Davies, as noted above. His arguments, 

discussed in The Mind of God,[20] revolve around the claim that the 

Designer hypothesis is the simpler of the two, that is, is favored by 

Ockham‟s razor. By now we have encountered Ockham‟s razor sev-

eral times, one being in connection with quantum reality (Chapter 5), 

where we saw that good arguments favoring many-worlds on grounds 
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of this principle could be made, despite some appearances to the 

contrary. And once again I think there is reasonable ground, based on 

Ockham‟s razor, to favor the multiverse over an alternative, in this 

case the divine Designer. 

 Basically, if there is an infinite Mind, we have to account for that 

phenomenon as part of our reality. Traditionally, God has been held 

to have unlimited complexity and intelligence, in addition to being 

the source of all we see, and to have always existed. It is surely a 

simpler hypothesis that an infinite though unthinking multiverse has 

always existed and is the source of the things we see--provided that 

this hypothesis does, in fact, reasonably account for what we see. And 

in one very important respect, clearly it does. In conjunction with the 

Anthropic Principle and the evolutionary hypothesis, the multiverse 

theory accounts for life as we know it--something with deep signifi-

cance. Life is the most complex, inscrutable, and wonderful phe-

nomenon we know of, something of which we ourselves are an im-

portant part (the most important part we know of, I would say). If 

anything had a Designer, this must be it. If, on the other hand, we can 

account for life without a Designer, as we certainly can, it removes a 

major prop from the Designer theory, and we then must consider 

whether some other features of reality suggest an intelligent origin. 

 Indeed there are observable features, not obviously connected 

with life, that may seem to call for a Designer--but I do not think the 

evidence is at all compelling. Davies notes how electrons always have 

the same charge. This presumably is not necessary for life--could 

there be variations? The occurrence of identical charges is a striking 

enough property that it arguably favors intelligent design, rather like 

finding a row of identical mountains somewhere. Other subatomic 

particles are also seen to have identical properties; protons are all 

alike, for instance. Still, it is not clear how remarkable these similar-

ities really are--there is much uncertainty about how the various 

features came into being. Particles are not mountains. There is no 

obvious indication that identical particles were manufactured intel-

ligently, like coins stamped out in a mint, and I think the same sort of 

consideration applies to other properties we observe. Again, barring 

new evidence, we can reject the Designer theory on grounds of 

Ockham‟s razor. 

 With such thoughts in mind, it is worthwhile now to further ex-

amine the properties of our own universe, which in some ways seems 
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quite a strange place. We will gain more insight into how the universe 

could have come to exist without a Designer as well as the difficult 

issue of our long-term future prospects. 

 One important property, for us, is that time has a direction. Rivers 

flow downhill not uphill, burning wood turns to smoke and steam, the 

latter do not coalesce into wood, and so on. True, there are ways that 

rivers acquire the water that flows downhill and wood is formed anew, 

but these are not by running uphill or “unburning.” Stars shine, radi-

ating photons into space rather than accumulating photons from the 

outside, or “unshining.” In general, events follow certain, preferred 

courses and not their contraries. At the quantum level these preferred 

courses, which are known as phase paths, describe the most probable 

outcomes though not the only possibilities.[21] 

 The concept of phase path depends on the familiar idea that events 

are not strictly predictable. When we perform an experiment, the 

outcome cannot be known in advance but only probabilities of dif-

ferent alternatives. Some outcomes, however, are far more likely than 

others. It is very, very likely that ice will melt on a hot summer day, 

for instance, and most unlikely, though not impossible, that water will 

freeze. Ice melting in the heat is following a phase path, water 

freezing is not. 

 Phase paths are a way of reconciling the modern, quantum 

viewpoint with the older, classical view that provides only one out-

come for an experiment. An older prediction, for example, would be 

that ice melts above a certain temperature and liquid water stays liq-

uid or, if hot enough and not confined, boils away. The modern ap-

proach, by assigning an overwhelming probability but not absolute 

certainty to some particular outcome, correctly predicts the observed 

macroscopic effect but reconciles this with what is seen on a smaller 

scale. (Sometimes too there is not just one phase path but several, 

different outcomes all having probabilities that are too large to ignore, 

as in the case of the photon striking a half-silvered mirror.) 

 One principle that seems to be an inescapable consequence of 

following the phase paths, at least in our universe, is the Second Law 

of Thermodynamics. The Second Law in effect states that things are 

becoming more disordered with time. The measure of disorder is 

called entropy--entropy then is increasing. As entropy increases, the 

amount of useful work that can be done diminishes. At the limit, in a 

finite, closed system, even information processing becomes impos-
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sible so that consciousness could not continue. Any such finite system 

tends to a state of maximum entropy so that essentially nothing 

happens after a certain point. This condition in fact is predicted for the 

universe under various scenarios and is called the Heat Death, though 

it is not the only possibility since the universe need not satisfy the 

conditions for a finite, closed system. 

 Actually the Second Law poses a big puzzle: if systems always 

tend to a state of maximum entropy, why is our universe right now not 

in a state of maximum entropy? The obvious fact that we are not in 

such a state raises hopes that the end of life is not inevitable and 

immortality may be possible. But the question still remains, by what 

mechanism is the Second Law (to which no exceptions have ever 

been seen in the laboratory) apparently overruled? The universe 

seems to have started from a minute, very hot fireball in a cataclysm 

known as the Big Bang. What led up to this event, which itself seems 

suspiciously like a violation of the Second Law?[22] 

 A possible answer is suggested by the Anthropic Principle. The 

observer will only exist, in the sense of being able to observe, in a 

universe that is not in a state of maximum entropy but reasonably far 

from such a state. In view of Unboundedness, such universes must 

exist, perhaps in many and varied forms. (In particular, many-worlds 

provides for whole universes with other physical laws than our 

own.[23]) Perhaps in some sense these reduced-entropy universes are 

a great rarity and can only come about if phase paths are violated in 

their formation;[24] from the standpoint of what can be directly ob-

served, however, they are the only universes that exist at all. The 

assumption that the universe must contain an observer thus introduces 

a new twist in the laws of physics, modifying them in subtle or 

not-so-subtle ways, one being, it would seem, that time has a direc-

tion, and the Second Law is dominant. 

 In any case, we see that the multiverse truly is the “maker of all 

things,” an incredible creative principle that apparently knows no 

boundaries or limits. We may conjecture that it has always existed, 

always will exist, and is forever unchanging overall, even as it con-

tinually (from our point of view) transforms all that falls under its 

sway. Except for the rules of logic, it is not subject to any restrictive 

laws or processes of deterioration or termination, including, for ex-

ample, the laws of thermodynamics that happen to prevail in one of its 

many branches, our own universe. It will undergo no Heat Death or 
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final collapse. Moreover, it is fully, causally self-sufficient and needs 

no outside power, force, or condition to explain its presence or any-

thing it accomplishes. It is, I submit, as much a creative principle as 

the human mind ever ascribed to a God, and yet, in important ways, it 

does not fit the usual notions of a God. Mainly, it is perfectly mind-

less and automatic. There is nothing we can do to influence it in the 

slightest degree--the causality is always in the other direction, from it 

to us. The things we do are according to its “plan”--conditions it au-

tomatically enforces. 

 Mindless though it is, however, its power and creativity are un-

deniable and beyond imagining. Since, we hypothesize, life funda-

mentally is good, the creative principle too is good. It cannot love, yet 

it might be loved--in a special way--much as someone could have a 

love of the sea, a creative force in its own right that can be compared, 

in a small way, to its great progenitor. Despite any differences in 

worldviews, we can join with monk and mystic Thomas Merton in 

contemplating a world of wonder and share “a vivid realization of the 

fact that life and being in us proceed from an invisible, transcendent 

and infinitely abundant Source.”[25] 

 Though not like either a theistic or deistic God, the multiverse 

does correspond to some ideas of a God, notably pantheist concep-

tions, as we have seen. Such ideas--that God need not be conscious or 

a person--were developed by seventeenth-century Jewish-Dutch 

philosopher Baruch Spinoza,[26] and have attracted a small circle of 

adherents over the centuries. (Related ideas occur in non-Western 

traditions too, such as Taoism.[27]) In particular, the multiverse is 

complete and unique. There is only one possible multiverse by defi-

nition, though particular universes with particular histories could 

come in many varieties.  

 We do not have to parody the question, If God made everything, 

who made God? Granted, according to hypothesis, the multiverse 

“made” everything, yet the multiverse itself is not something whose 

origin requires explanation. (Or if one is troubled by “why there is 

something rather than nothing,” simply ask, Why not?) Like a God, 

the multiverse provides for its offspring, though not consciously or 

intentionally. The Anthropic Principle accounts in particular for the 

good things in our environment but for the bad ones as well. Where 

we see the poet‟s “all things bright and beautiful,”[28] since the cre-

ative principle is mindless, we should not be surprised that “all things 
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dull and ugly” are found alongside too. 

 So we are provided an elegant answer to the problem of evil that 

bedevils the theist: how a presumably loving God, who has put so 

many wonderful things in the world, could also allow so much suf-

fering and wrongdoing. The creative principle, though wonderful 

enough in its own way, is not sentient and thus is morally neutral. It 

can be called good for its overall effects as we have noted, but it has 

no intentions for or against the welfare of any person or group. This is 

a cause of despair to the theist, who demands a purposeful God for a 

meaningful life and destiny--but it need not be. 

 Tipler‟s approach to the problem of evil deserves some comment 

here.[29] He too notes that evils are bound to happen--this being a 

consequence of the many-worlds physics he upholds--yet still there is 

a God, he maintains, that is, the Omega Point, which will abolish all 

evils as we are resurrected to happiness. Overall this God is automatic, 

or necessary--all possible histories happen (what I have called Un-

boundedness). Yet for us, in our particular corner of the multiverse, 

the Omega Point will manifest itself as a (contingently) sentient agent, 

as it actively intervenes to benefit us. Tipler then is well aware of the 

necessity versus contingency issue involved in Hartshorne‟s argu-

ment. Tipler moreover offers a subtle but important new twist. Where 

Hartshorne ignores the multiverse possibility, Tipler accepts it and 

seeks to uphold a God who is, in a different sense than Hartshorne 

claimed, both necessary and contingent. 

 Again though, I do not think the Omega Point is a suitable can-

didate for a God. Overall, our ontological argument still applies: the 

timeless, unchanging, necessary God is not a being as we usually 

understand it. The more specialized, contingent Being, on the other 

hand, who is to rescue us in the distant future, is not the God of tra-

dition, who must have also intervened in detectable ways in our past 

and must presently be sentient. Again, the emphasis on a remote 

Other (the Omega Point) is misplaced--we, including our future 

selves, must be the agents of our own salvation. We must come to see 

ourselves as progressing to self-sufficiency rather than as worshipful 

subjects of something beyond our comprehension who is to provide 

for us. 

Our Immense Responsibilities 

 Most important, it is we ourselves who both define the good and 

the bad and act to bring about the one and minimize the other. We 
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thus form an essential part of the creative process, unlike the case 

with a God, where our role in the grand scheme is subordinate at best. 

Our standards are imperfect, as well as are our capabilities, but both 

are subject to improvement. In the remoter reaches of future time, 

arguably, both will approach a level of perfection of which today we 

cannot dream--and all will increasingly be made right. So there is 

reason to hope that all sentient creatures will find a worthwhile future. 

But again, it is they, including ourselves, who must bring this about, 

and even today we have an important role to play. 

 The presence of evil today need not imply its prevalence in eter-

nity, as in a dichotomy of Heaven and Hell, which many have thought 

must hold for God. Hell too, they would say, must be eternal along 

with Heaven. But this we need not accept. We are not unchanging but 

can and will progress and hopefully bring benefits for all. We can 

draw comfort and inspiration from the orderly process whereby, if all 

goes well, we will attain our eternal reward. In this way, we may link 

ourselves with the best traditions of the past and stand as comrades of 

those through the ages who have sought and hoped for immortality. 

They too, we have reason to think, will not be eternally lost, whatever 

their circumstances and beliefs may have been--yet we must also 

exercise caution. Solidarity with other times or traditions may in 

measured doses be beneficial but must not stand in the way of scien-

tific objectivity or the acceptance of uncertainty and the principle that 

we must do for ourselves without the expectation of outside assis-

tance. 

 There is much we do not know. Working hypotheses, upon which 

our philosophy must be based, are not the same as dogmas. We do not 

know if all can be made right, and we do know, with reasonable 

certainty, that it will not be easy, nor will the path always be smooth. 

Yet it is toward the distant goal of perfection--a perfection to be ap-

proached, ever more fully and grandly, but never finally attained--that 

we must bend our increasing efforts. From these efforts, and all that 

we learn and experience, we can act, rest our hopes, and draw our 

inspiration. 

 Something more should now be said in regard to atheism as it is to 

apply to the system offered here, Yuai, which is atheistic but also 

recognizes an element of transcendence. Historically, atheism has had 

an unsavory reputation. It has seemed to be a denial of many things 

people hold dear, such as moral principles, the desirability of doing 
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good and avoiding evil, and the possibility of immortality, all of 

which, it was held, required a God or some supernatural or para-

normal element. I hope it is becoming clear that the position advo-

cated here, though materialistic, also avoids these difficulties. It 

should also be kept in mind that atheism means somewhat different 

things to different people. Here I use the term to signify rejection of 

belief in a supreme, sentient, controlling agent--a denial, as a working 

hypothesis, of the existence of God as understood in theism or deism. 

But other possibilities that atheists often reject, such as life after death, 

are still very much open. The existence of a knowing God is not a 

requirement, either for standards of morality or a happy, eternal fu-

ture. If this point is conceded, I think a strong case can be made fa-

voring atheism--the present version at any rate--over theism or any 

other system requiring belief in some form of a thinking and acting 

superhuman power. 

 Indeed, a case can be made that the absence of a God is actually 

an advantage to us, who, hopefully, are persons advancing overall to 

greater beings. The advantage is that of democracy over totalitarian-

ism, of pluralism over enforced conformity, of individualism over 

collectivism, of self-willed progress over eternal submission--and of 

valuing all sentient beings on an ultimately equal footing. For all must 

advance to superhuman heights. Without a God there is no one to 

blame, necessarily, when things go wrong, and we can focus on 

righting the wrong more than who, if any, may be at fault. Enforced 

morality, on the other hand, is no real morality, only the arbitrary fiat 

“might makes right.” The imagined danger, that the absence of an 

Overseer would lead to chaos and disintegration, or perhaps at best, 

an attitude of mutual cold indifference in our relations with one an-

other, is less a threat than it may seem, as I will argue later. A society 

of free immortals will have reasons to work for mutual benefit, and 

much good can be expected to follow. 

 There is also the issue of atheism versus agnosticism. Some might 

argue that one should simply affirm the agnostic position of not 

professing knowledge as to whether God exists, rather than the active, 

atheist stance of denying this existence. It is worth emphasizing that 

the atheist position I advocate is not intended as a dogma, or a denial 

of the possibility of error, but instead, like other principles, as a 

working hypothesis. I think it is an important working hypothesis, 

however, that would be unacceptably weakened by an agnostic re-
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statement. It is a careful affirmation, made in all sincerity, that “we 

must do for ourselves” and, additionally, that our expectation is that 

we will have to find our salvation apart from the assistance of a pu-

tative Other. It is better, then, to accept the nonexistence of such an 

entity than simply to profess ignorance, so long as we are willing to 

remain open-minded at all times and consider any new evidence ob-

jectively. If somehow we are wrong, and there is a God who wishes to 

tell us something, we will listen--but she must take the initiative. 

 We have noted how the multiverse fits a pantheist conception of 

God, which, however, seems rather unlike what most people have in 

mind when they think of “God.” In the same vein we must, I think, 

resist the approach of such modernists as Paul Tillich with his God as 

“being-itself, not a being,”[30] even if being-itself, as Tillich claims, 

is to somehow be “personal.”[31] Clearly the God of tradition is a 

person, a being, a unified, sentient, supervising agent, whatever else 

one is to believe or disbelieve about him/her/it. Another and very 

appealing idea that we must also, I think, respectfully decline was 

expressed by Schubert Ogden: “I hold that the primary use or function 

of „God‟ is to refer to the objective ground in reality itself of our in-

eradicable confidence in the final worth of our existence.”[32] This 

too does not posit “God” as (necessarily) a sentient being who in-

tervenes in history--it is not the usual God, even if it does clearly have 

application to the worldview of Yuai. For we do indeed have confi-

dence and hope in our final worth--as immortal beings--and it 

strengthens the feeling that our existence here and now has worth too. 

But this existence, whether now or in the future, need not invoke any 

supreme Being or other guiding intelligence beyond our own. More 

generally, while the idea of God, despite its difficulties, might be 

rationalized in various ways, I think a careful and considerate stance 

of atheism is best in view of the task before us. We must secure our 

own immortality and construct our own eternal Heaven. We can best 

do this by accepting full responsibility at the start. 

Yuai and Religion 

 At this point it might be well to offer some words of encour-

agement to those who do not share the views expressed here, in-

cluding believers in a traditional God. You too are loved, and you also 

will share in an eternal, happy future, if all goes well. Under the Yuai 

banner, it is not necessary to believe to be saved or even to be good, 

though a better attitude and conduct should reap rewards in smooth-
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ing the path. But the more important point is that all will benefit: Yuai 

is Universalist. And, hopefully, all will increasingly see the value of 

approaching all problems through the unfettered use of reason.  

 Yuai is not the only atheist system that offers the hope of ever-

lasting life. Another one, and very ancient, is Jainism, which origi-

nated in India and still has most of its following in that country, 

though the movement has now spread worldwide. “Jains do not be-

lieve in any external God who created and sustains the world,” writes 

one of them, K. V. Mardia, “neither do they believe in any means of 

redemption outside themselves.”[33] Self-redemption is possible, 

however, and will follow with diligent personal effort, resulting in an 

all-knowing state of eternal bliss. So, though Jainism could be de-

scribed as atheistic by the canons of Western tradition, it does contain 

what could be called a concept of divinity in the form of each 

self-perfecting individual, who is also to form a part of an orderly, 

harmonious whole, a “One composed of many.” As we have seen, 

this applies to Yuai as well. 

 Jains are noted for their high moral character, including an intense 

devotion to ahimsa, or nonviolence. Jainism is not Yuai--as might be 

expected, there are major differences in its views of reality and of 

how one‟s activities should be prioritized. Animistic and other par-

anormal ideas are incorporated in its teachings, which correspond-

ingly affect its outlook and practices.[34] But Jainism well demon-

strates how belief in a Western-style God is not a requirement either 

for a hope of immortality or the highest ethical standards in this life. 

 There is also the matter of Yuai‟s atheism versus the more tradi-

tional Western variety. The latter, we noted, does deny the possibility 

of immortality, or, in other words, accepts that eventual, eternal 

oblivion is the common lot of everyone. Here then the concept of 

divinity is more decisively absent (or less emphatically present, for 

those who would make of this atheism a kind of pantheism with its 

own concept of divinity). This attitude, of course, is rooted in tradi-

tional materialism, which was formulated before the rise of modern 

physics, computer science, and the budding field of nanotechnology. 

These and other developments have given us a radically new per-

spective. There is reason, then, to take a more optimistic stance on the 

question of immortality and our ultimate fate while not abandoning 

the objectivity of atheism, materialism, and the scientific approach in 

general.  
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 Here I will raise another question: should Yuai itself be consid-

ered a religion? Many might say no. Religion, they would argue, 

involves some professed belief in the supernatural, if not a God then 

some other reality besides what is scientifically approachable or, in 

short, some form of mysticism. But this would not apply to all 

movements usually considered religious. Theravada Buddhism[35] 

and modern Unitarianism,[36] with their grounding in observable 

reality, are cases in point. In fact, even within the small cryonics 

community there is the Society for Venturism, which has legal 

recognition in the United States as a religious organization. (This has 

been used by cryonicists to legitimize a “certificate of religious be-

lief” requesting that no interfering autopsy be performed after 

death.)[37] 

 Venturism, organized by David Pizer and myself in 1986, bases 

its claim to be religious on: (1) concern with what is of ultimate sig-

nificance; (2) commitment to understanding and bringing about what 

ought to be; and (3) interest in furthering human immortality and 

progress to a more-than-human state. Venturism does not advocate 

beliefs in a supernatural or paranormal reality but instead seeks to 

address all problems through reason, science, and technology. In 

particular, it favors biostasis as an approach to the current problem of 

death. These points well apply to Yuai as well, and indeed Yuai is 

fully compatible with Venturism, though rather more detailed in its 

model of reality and in the answers it provides to certain, fundamental 

questions. (In fact, a still very nascent Order of Universal Immortal-

ism was set up within the Venturist organization in 1990 to advocate 

the Yuai position.[38]) Those who are uncomfortable with reli-

gion--often because of a deep-seated association of the term with 

beliefs in the supernatural and associated practices--may consider 

Yuai (along with Venturism) simply a philosophical system. Others 

may find religion more appropriate. This matter of terminology I 

leave to the reader. 

 Before leaving the subject some further remarks are in order 

concerning faith, which is often closely associated with religious 

practices and beliefs. Again the term, like religion, signifies different 

things to different people, and for that reason I have used it very 

sparingly in this work. But I think it does properly apply here, 

whatever one‟s feeling about religion. One can rightly place one‟s 

faith in Yuai, which can then serve as one‟s faith--provided the term 
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is suitably understood in its two related senses. For some doubters of 

the supernatural, faith is simply belief without reason, or a system 

based on such beliefs, and is thus to be shunned with sincerity, but I 

think this is a misunderstanding. A much better perspective on the 

issue was expressed by Beverly Earles: “…the word „faith‟ is a per-

fectly good Humanist expression not to be usurped by any supernat-

ural concepts. Faith refers to a fundamental commitment to that 

which a person regards as of ultimate value. It is an attitude rather 

than a belief. It is a commitment of the heart to one‟s most significant 

beliefs and is therefore humanity‟s safeguard against indiffer-

ence.”[39] And so it should be with Yuai, for those who, like myself, 

feel inspired to a fundamental commitment. 

 But involved in this is an additional concept, that of belief, which 

again can take different meanings and which for that reason I have 

also used sparingly. In matters of religion, belief often signifies an 

absolute certainty or dogmatic adherence to certain principles, 

whereas here I have emphasized the undesirability of such an ap-

proach since it conflicts with scientific objectivity. Instead our system 

is based on what I have termed working hypotheses. These in turn, 

however, reasonably serve as beliefs, if their ultimately provisional 

and nondogmatic character is accepted. In this way, I think, we can 

have strong confidence in these principles while retaining a scientific 

outlook--for I do not think the important principles of Yuai will be 

easily overturned and may in fact endure forever.  

 But we are left with the issue of how effective a nondogmatic, 

empirically based system such as Yuai may be in addressing the 

important questions of life and providing assurance about its meaning. 

How realistic, for example, is the prospect of a good, ultimate out-

come of things, a happy immortality, without a God? This will be 

considered at greater length in the next chapter and later, but some 

preliminaries are worth noting here. In fact the UI assumptions offer 

most interesting suggestions. 

 One is simply that we are, of necessity, immortal. This does not 

mean that a person cannot die--far from it--but that, following our 

death, we must eventually be resurrected in a form that allows our 

continuing consciousness, including awareness of our past. This 

would seem to follow inevitably because a person, as a construct of 

finite complexity, will surely be duplicated infinitely often in the 

innumerable possible histories of the multiverse. In some of these 
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domains we can assume that conditions are such that recreations of 

people are both possible and likely. Some possibilities are intelligent 

scientists conducting experiments or other projects of one kind or 

another and purely unconscious processes that will, very rarely, yield 

similar results. 

 In effect, a duplication event, in which a person would be recre-

ated, could be likened to a throw of dice, except that the “number of 

dice,” or quantity of information per person, is very large. (Tipler 

suggests, as a generous upper bound based on quantum considera-

tions, 3Ч10[45] bits per person, equivalent to about 10[45] six-sided 

dice.[40] Smaller estimates that will be considered later are probably 

more realistic, though the number is still very large.) More specifi-

cally, we assume, in a more intelligent duplication operation at least, 

that first a complete description of the person, say a computer text file 

equivalent to a string of bits, would be generated. From this the living 

individual would be recreated using advanced technology. More 

primitive mechanisms of duplication would presumably involve other 

approaches; there are many possibilities. What is important is that 

given any perishing individual, there is, among the unlimited versions 

of reality provided under Unboundedness, a nonzero fraction in 

which an exact duplicate or other continuer of that specific person is 

restored to life. 

 We see, then, a basis for optimism about what will happen if we 

die. Death is not the end. Whatever is even remotely possible is in-

evitable somewhere. Our continuers will waken. In effect, “we” will 

resume life and consciousness, though under circumstances that are 

unknown and could be quite bizarre. Each reviving continuer of 

George will think of himself, individually, as George and perceive his 

circumstances as possibly involving some changes from when he was 

last conscious, that is, before death. For example, a George-continuer 

revived by a race of giant spiders on a pink planet with a double sun 

would have to contend with some rather startling changes. (If this 

scenario seems disturbing, I will offer arguments in the next chapter 

that crudely frightening resurrections are less likely than benign ones, 

based on the anticipated character of the advanced beings likely to 

carry out resurrections. Better yet, however, is to be preserved in 

biostasis.) 

 This multiple-continuer idea of resurrection is validated by the 

concept of pattern-survival that follows from Interchangeability. 
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Each continuer then must be regarded as authentic, and there is no 

survival of the individual except by such means, that is to say, 

through continuers. Under Unboundedness there are as many con-

tinuers of a person as there are possible futures for that being--very 

many indeed. So the observer is always splitting into beings that re-

tain memories and other characteristics of the original and that are 

near-copies of one another but no more. A split happens each time 

something we would perceive as a random event occurs. Survival 

through multiple continuers is all we can ever hope for, even when 

nothing particularly momentous is happening and we are just passing 

the time of day. 

 The individual does not perceive the splitting but sees only certain 

unpredictable events. This we must imagine happening even in the 

face of death itself. Death could occur more than once; a resurrection 

must follow each decease, just as inevitably as the first time. The 

individual becomes the eye of a whirling cosmic storm, a lone trav-

eler for whom the laws of physics must cooperate even if all around is 

chaos and destruction. This is not to say that nature will deal gently 

with the resurrected, only that each individual consciousness will 

know no permanent end. To one who is trapped in a universe whose 

laws cannot support immortality, yes, death is inevitable, but so is 

wakening under different circumstances--in another universe entirely. 

If the universe does not behave like Tipler, Dyson, or one of the other 

theorists speculate, even then hope is not lost--but we could be in for a 

rougher ride than we thought. It is reasonable to hold out hope, 

however, that the universe will prove able to support immortality, 

though the answer is certainly unknown; some possibilities will be 

considered in Chapter 14. 

 The individual observer, then, must be regarded as the defining 

principle of the world inhabited by that observer. If this observ-

er-world should span more than what we would normally call a uni-

verse, the physics could get complicated indeed. It might defy any 

reduction to a mathematical theory, yet it can be said that some 

physics must apply. This physics too should rest not on a higher 

power but on a comprehensible substrate, as seems true of everything 

else. 

 Many cultures have beliefs about an afterlife, though generally 

the mechanism whereby death is to be overcome is a mystical or 

paranormal one, at variance with the materialism that is advocated 
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here. Often these beliefs relate to persons believed already to have 

risen from the dead. Christianity, the most widespread religion, is 

largely founded on the belief that Jesus rose from the dead shortly 

after his execution by the Romans around 30 c.e. Hindus, Buddhists, 

Jains, and others widely believe in reincarnation, in which the person 

somehow survives though (usually) is unable to remember much, if 

anything, about previous lives.  

 From a materialist perspective, such mystical beliefs must be 

discounted. It is unlikely that persons such as Jesus were resurrected 

in the manner that ancient traditions hold and adherents believe. Ex-

traordinary claims require extraordinary evidence--here it is lacking. 

For a different reason reincarnation must also be discounted--the 

necessary psychological connectedness could not survive the loss of 

awareness of a past life, whether or not a mystical soul could be said 

to exist. This and other putative, paranormal survival possibilities 

have yet to be detected in any case. 

 So we are left with the thought that hopes and beliefs about res-

urrection, up to now, have lacked material verification and rather 

belong in the category of wishful thinking. The views expressed here 

too are not immune to this problem, though at least there is no claim 

about extraordinary events (resurrections) happening through para-

normal means. Instead the means proposed are to be prosaically 

scientific, making allowance for future advances. But in another, I 

would say larger, sense we should not discount hopes based on more 

traditional beliefs in an afterlife, even if we do take issue with the 

details. Any successful outcome, an ultimate bringing to life of per-

sons who perished, will serve to validate what before was only fan-

tasy. So persons of different beliefs will enjoy an ultimate vindication, 

even if accompanied, as we may imagine, by great changes in 

worldview.  

 We began this chapter with an observation that hopes for im-

mortality once rested on the miraculous. The miraculous was to be 

seen everywhere--and still can be seen everywhere--provided we 

allow a comprehensible miraculous. Our own capacity to understand 

is part of the ongoing wonder, hopefully a big part. The wonder need 

not be diminished by our ability to understand it, especially in view of 

the vistas that now seem to be opening. So our hopes, even for im-

mortality, are very much alive--something that in no way is precluded 

by a materialistic view. 
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 Happily, life‟s deepest secrets seem finally to show signs of 

yielding to rational inquiry, and there are indications it is not at all 

dismal, pointless, or meaningless on a large scale. With growing 

understanding we find increasing means to deal rationally with our 

problems. Let us hope this trend can continue so that our ancient 

dreams may be fulfilled through the constructive efforts that alone 

seem capable of furthering our progress. 

 

CHAPTER 11. 

Will the Good Prevail? 

 

Up to now we have considered many possibilities for the future, par-

ticularly the more distant future. While some of these may be quite 

astounding--resurrections of the dead and immortality, for in-

stance--there seems to be little assurance of a favorable outcome. 

Under Unboundedness we have all possible future scenarios in a very 

large class. What is possible must actually occur in some of the par-

allel worlds, which means that very bad outcomes must happen along 

with the good. Can the good prevail if, as might be supposed, it is so 

closely shadowed by the bad? Any opinions at this point must be 

highly speculative. However, to arrive at some feel for what I think 

might be a reasonable answer, we will now focus more on probabili-

ties. These come into play because, while many outcomes are possi-

ble, not all are equally likely. 

 This is easily seen from basic physics: ice melting in the heat, we 

noted, is far more likely than water freezing. It is connected, in a 

subtle way, with the Anthropic Principle, as indeed all features of 

observable reality must be since the observer‟s existence must be 

provided for. In particular, this sets the physical laws that are ob-

served. Another important consideration, for the long term, is the 

prospect of intelligent control: the self-interest of sentient beings will 

tend to favor certain outcomes over others. As the beings advance, 

one can expect that this interest will become more enlightened, and 

this, I think, is a major reason to be optimistic overall. While the bad 

can happen, and we can never entirely escape its threat, it becomes 

less likely if enlightened, advanced beings--hopefully including our 

future selves--are in control. Moreover, we have reason to hope that 

future society itself will be continually advancing, so that the good 

will increasingly outweigh the bad. 
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 But it is worthwhile to see how basic considerations of probability 

and self-interest would lead to such a conclusion. Among the side 

benefits will be to see how such a difficult issue as what may happen 

after death can be rationally approached. This is actually more con-

venient to deal with first. Again, any answers we obtain must be 

speculative, and much must be considered unknown--yet I think there 

is reason enough for an optimistic conclusion about our eventual 

prospects.  

 Probabilities and not just possibilities become evident as soon as 

we consider everyday happenings. We go to sleep at night and wake 

up the next morning in the same room--not in some remote world 

peopled by strange beings. Things are pretty much as we left them. A 

few expected changes, such as sunlight filtering in through the win-

dow, tell us not that things have gone awry or the Great Unknown is 

suddenly looming before us but that events are moving in an orderly 

way and we have no cause to be alarmed. There is some chance, on 

the contrary, of a very different outcome--people die in their sleep, for 

instance. What may be the likely next scenarios for someone who dies 

is an interesting question we will consider shortly. But we live by the 

thought that we know, generally and within reasonable limits, what to 

expect. In this way, then, the probabilities of the various outcomes 

establish an orderly framework in which we can have some degree of 

confidence. 

 Of course, with probabilities there is one complication--observer 

dependence--as we saw in the discussion of the football teams in 

Chapter 7. This is especially significant in view of the UI assumptions. 

When we refer to probabilities, it has to be clear which observer we 

are talking about, at least hypothetically--but this should be clear in 

the discussion that follows. The possibility, then, of an orderly 

framework at the level of everyday occurrences can inspire a rea-

sonable hope of order on a larger scale and allay some fears con-

nected with an unthinking multiverse. 

 Probabilities have been implicitly considered already, as in our 

discussion of Unboundedness in Chapter 6. Events that are barely 

possible but unlikely were discounted, but others that are more typical 

were taken more seriously. On similar grounds, in Chapter 8 we were 

led to reject the idea that we are in a computerized emulation. Such 

thinking we need to refine in a reasonable way, if we are going to 

extend our present discussion to matters outside everyday experience, 
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including the possibility of life after death. With a coin toss, for 

example, where we expect heads or tails with equal probability, 

Unboundedness tells us that the alternate histories actually happen. 

But it is appropriate to go further and attach equal weight or signifi-

cance to the two alternatives. Similarly, in a more general setting, 

where some alternatives are more likely than others, the attached 

weights should conform to the expected probabilities. This at least 

will be reasonable in some versions of Unboundedness, particularly 

many-worlds, though it is conceivable that expectations as to what is 

really likely in the multiverse could be confounded. 

 Suppose George tosses a coin and observes heads. From the 

perspective of the UI assumptions, there is a certain population of 

George-instantiations, before the outcome of the toss is known, that 

develop into (instantiations of) George-continuers after the outcome 

is observed. To say that George observes heads means we have fo-

cused on one particular class of continuer for whom heads was the 

outcome seen. Very likely that will be the only kind of continuer we 

can see, but under the UI assumptions we expect that elsewhere in the 

multiverse are George-continuers who saw tails. By virtue of the 

equal probability of the two alternatives, we expect an equal measure, 

or balancing, of the two. As we noted, it is possible this is not so--the 

multiverse may somehow favor one type of continuer over the other 

so that it is more likely. This seems highly unnatural, however, and I 

can think of no good reason why such a bias should be enforced. 

 I assume, therefore, that probabilities conforming to usual intui-

tion hold; a coin toss gives an equal amount of continuers‟ instantia-

tions in the multiverse who see one alternative or the other, while 

improbable events similarly have small significance and the observ-

ers who see them are correspondingly rare. With this in mind we are 

better equipped to approach the more difficult questions that pertain 

to probabilities. 

 Among these are questions connected with death. Suppose we 

should die in a way that precludes preservation. Based on the UI as-

sumptions, as we have noted, we cannot remain in a state of oblivion 

eternally but can expect eventual resurrection in the form of contin-

uers. This says little about what the relative likelihood of any partic-

ular resurrection scenario may be, and, indeed, there is much we 

cannot realistically say on the subject, yet we can argue that it is a 

meaningful subject based on the information paradigm and strong AI. 
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The anticipated process, though strange and foreign to our experience 

so far, in fact has its counterpart in everyday occurrences such as the 

coin toss. Here the original instantiations of the observer, equivalent 

under Interchangeability, are replaced by instantiations of continuers, 

not all of whom are equivalent. This we imagine will carry over to 

other experiences. In dealing with the question of what to expect, then, 

we must consider the relative likelihood or frequency of the different 

varieties of continuers‟ instantiations. 

 Some computational properties seem relevant. A person is de-

scribed over finite time by the behavior of a finite state machine that 

in turn is described by a finite record (as we noted in Chapter 8). One 

such record will describe a person-instantiation before an event such 

as a coin toss, and another the continuer-instantiation of that person 

after the event. We can suppose, in either case, that the record in 

question covers enough time that it is clear which person we are 

dealing with before the event--and after the event, that it is in fact a 

continuer of that very person. (The finite time intervals, for instance 

could include the entire person‟s life before the event, for the original 

instantiation and, say, up to ten years after the event for the continuer. 

Actually, this would not be quite adequate either, but we will deal 

with the more general case shortly.) In reasonable cases we could, in 

fact, examine such person-records to see if we obtain an origi-

nal-continuer pair in which the original matches some experiment 

that was performed, for example, a coin toss. This could extend, of 

course, to other experiments involving other observed events. Let us 

now consider one thought experiment. 

An Investigation of Awakening 

 For part one of our experiment, we start with a large group of 

subjects, all of whom fall asleep under similar conditions, say at night 

in a bedroom of a standard configuration with a window to the outside. 

We have advanced technology that enables us to obtain per-

son-records of all subjects at the point of falling asleep. We note that, 

while most subjects awaken in a normal manner after a few hours, 

there are other occasional occurrences, including some deaths. A 

freak explosion, for example, has tragically ended the lives of some 

subjects in a manner that precluded preservation of their remains. 

(Our person-records, due to certain powers-that-be, will also not be 

available anytime soon for use in a reconstruction.) 

 In part two of the experiment, which will extend over a consid-
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erable time in the future and likely include habitats in distant space, 

we obtain person-records of people, not necessarily limited to our 

original subjects. We conduct a very thorough and careful survey. 

This is supplemented by a thorough analysis of likely happenings in 

whatever other universes than our own may exist in the multiverse, 

using advanced understanding. In this way we can finally tabulate a 

catalog of all the possible continuers and their relative weights or 

frequencies in the multiverse. (Actually, the number of possible 

continuers arguably ought to be infinite, so that we could never list 

them all. However, we could list all of them up to a very large, though 

still finite size. It may be that we will want to consider more than the 

ten-year post-event time interval we referred to earlier. Properly 

speaking, this time interval refers to the subject‟s waking experience 

only, not any amount of additional time that may have passed of 

which the subject was unaware. However, we assume that for some, 

possibly very large but finite, post-event time interval, “almost all” 

continuers of interest are included, and we can then ignore the rest. 

This, I think, would reasonably follow on grounds of probability, 

even if we suppose our continuers are immortal beings; all in partic-

ular must have a finite past.) 

 Again, the property of being a continuer will depend only on the 

computational behavior of the person-instantiation that was analyzed. 

It will not depend other features, such as how that body or construct 

came into existence with the properties it had. 

 In each case of a continuer, who must have memories of partici-

pating in our sleep experiment, we extract a record corresponding to 

the waking experience, that is, the first hour of consciousness fol-

lowing the onset of sleep. Over a long period of time, then, we can 

build up statistical tables, giving the frequency of occurrence of dif-

ferent types of waking experiences, according to whatever classifi-

cation schemes we would like to apply. A simple scheme, for exam-

ple, might be to consider whether the first perceptions upon awak-

ening were of dark or lighted surroundings (with borderline cases 

decided according to some rule). Perhaps in some fixed fraction of the 

cases, say 80 percent, a lighted area would be perceived. This in fact 

would seem reasonable if most of the time subjects simply awakened 

the next morning with the light streaming in. More generally, though, 

our scheme could be applied to any continuer whatever, including 

cases in which the original subject died before awakening. 
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 We could indeed ask of the subjects who died, whether their 

awakening was more often in a dark or a lighted area. This, once 

again, reduces to a question about continuers of such people, wher-

ever, whenever, and however they occur in the multiverse and what 

the relative frequencies of such continuers might be. It ought to be a 

meaningful question based on our digital model of person-stages and 

person-instantiations. This does not tell us what the answer would be 

or whether there would even be a meaningful answer in the sense of a 

fixed fraction of “dark” versus “lighted.” (It could be that the more we 

systematically surveyed, the more this fraction varied, without ever 

settling down to one value.) 

 But the question, What are the likely features of your next per-

ceptions? is, at heart, a question about your continuers and the relative 

frequencies (if well defined) of continuers whose perceptions will 

have one characteristic versus continuers with another. In this way, at 

least, the question is meaningful; we can sensibly ask what the ex-

periences following death will be like. We can ask, in particular, 

whether they will be pleasant or unpleasant, frightening or reassuring, 

and so on. The answer will depend on the nature and relative likeli-

hood of the various processes that would produce continuers. This 

brings us back to those who worry over the possible indifference, 

overall, of any process within the mindless multiverse. Along with 

the desirable outcomes are others very much less so, for example, we 

could awaken to torture by some fiendish advanced intelligence. So 

how can this inspire confidence that right will prevail? 

 Let us consider, for a moment, a scenario for a resurrection. 

Although much cannot be known, I submit that an advanced intelli-

gence would be the likely agent for this complicated act of construc-

tion, and, moreover, such a being would likely be benevolent rather 

than indifferent or sadistic. First we consider alternatives. 

 An uncontrolled, unconscious process instead is conceivable, and 

it might be a cause for worry. Suppose, for example, that an im-

probable accident created a continuer on an airless planet or in the 

path of an active volcano or exploding star. Such a process would 

have no way to know or care what it was doing, so beyond the as-

sumed fact of its having successfully staged the resurrection, things 

could go awry in a hurry. By analogy, if a monkey typing at random 

were to successfully reproduce Shakespeare‟s Hamlet, after that we 

would still expect gibberish. (At least, it might be argued, these pu-
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tative, short-lived resurrections would not be as bad as being in the 

clutches of a malevolent being who would be interested in long-term 

horrific effects and able to carry them out.) Yet these scenarios seem 

less likely than a house being built by an avalanche. 

 There is a second possibility along roughly these lines but which, 

I think, must be given more consideration--a more focused uncon-

trolled process, yet still accidental in essence. It is suggested by the 

fact that people exist who have vivid recollections of a past life and 

believe that they are some earlier person. Discounting any paranor-

mal implications we may attribute this to some form of mental ab-

normality or, just possibly, no abnormality but lucky “throws of 

dice”--accidents affecting the brain at various moments during life, 

possibly many of them very early, that add up to a particular effect. 

And, indeed, a biologically based process like this must be far more 

probable than the creation of a being on a lifeless planet through such 

an effect as Brownian motion. It is thus possible that a person could 

come into existence who just happens to have authentic memories of 

a past individual, with the appropriate psychological connectedness 

to qualify as a continuer of that individual. The question must then be 

raised whether someone, on dying, might expect to awaken as such a 

continuer or, in other words, how likely, relatively speaking, is this 

possible form of coming back. 

 To deal with this question we must consider other possible 

mechanisms for generating (instantiating) continuers. There is one 

other mechanism that I think deserves consideration, which is the 

conscious, purposeful efforts of advanced intelligent beings to create 

continuers. In fact, I think this is the overwhelmingly likely route 

whereby a continuer of a specific, deceased individual will come into 

being. The case of the biological accident (which would land the 

continuer in a still-mortal world), though far more likely than pure 

Brownian motion and perhaps other unconscious, nonbiological 

mechanisms, is still a more-or-less random choice among alternatives, 

most of which do not involve creation of continuers. Also, in this case, 

we would depend on a developing life-form (for example, the human 

race, or conceivably another intelligent species) at a certain stage of 

its history, before it attains mastery of its own biology--a period we 

expect to be transient and limited.  

 I think then that intelligent agents will normally be involved in the 

creation of continuers of past individuals, who in turn will be formed 
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in a purposeful, deliberate way with a high probability of success. 

This will avoid the numerous misses and mistakes we would expect 

with an unconscious resurrection process. Since technology we do 

not have now must also be required, the intelligence must be ad-

vanced beyond our level. To be advanced very much beyond our level, 

moreover, would almost guarantee that those responsible would be 

very long-lived, by analogy with what I expect to happen to the hu-

man race if things go reasonably well. 

 An advanced being would, I think, be very likely to adopt a stance 

of benevolence toward fellow beings because it should be evident that 

its own long-term interests are best served in this way. Acting cruelly 

toward others would invite retaliation, while acting well would have 

the opposite effect, that is, would tend to reap benefits in return. 

(Acting cruelly toward weaker beings who might be unable to retal-

iate would be opposed by stronger beings of benevolent nature.) The 

middle ground of indifference would avoid both the good and the bad 

consequences of interactions with others and thus be less rewarding 

than active benevolence. The best policy then would simply be the 

Golden Rule at a suitable level, carefully and reasonably ap-

plied--befriending others with the expectation of benefits in return. 

All this should be quite clear to an advanced intelligence, who would 

have long since adopted a generally benevolent stance. 

 That future, advanced beings would be benevolent is not just idle 

speculation despite the unavailability of direct confirmation. Robert 

Axelrod, for example, shows in The Evolution of Cooperation that 

under appropriate conditions a “weak altruism” is the best strategy for 

maximizing long-term but selfish interests: A is friendly to B so long 

as B has not been unfriendly to A.[1] The advantage of altruism is 

greater the cheaper the altruism is. And the cost of altruism to an 

advanced being might be expected to be low because of advanced 

technology, much as better computers have greatly lowered the cost 

of computation. 

 Such a being must have self-interested reasons to become in-

volved in such a project as a resurrection of a much more primitive 

being, including a mortal human. Just any reason will not do, though 

clearly the cheaper it became the more easily a sufficient reason could 

be found. Again, advanced technology should make operations in 

general cheaper (and in particular make possible, that is, finitely ex-

pensive, what is infinitely expensive or impossible today). Still, while 
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resurrections under various conditions might be expected among the 

many things that should become possible, some approaches will be 

preferred to others and thus be more probable.  

 Arguably, it would not be of serious interest merely to see a race 

of primitive beings proliferate and individually suffer and die the way 

creatures, including humans, do today. (Would we similarly want to 

proliferate a vast colony of rats?) It would also be of little interest, 

relatively speaking, to resurrect a human and keep it at the human 

level indefinitely as some sort of pet. Sadistic motives should be un-

likely, as we have noted.  

 A different motive and, I will conjecture, one that would be of 

more interest to an advanced being, would be to see into what other 

advanced being the human creature would develop, given the op-

portunity. This advancement to more-than-human status must involve 

certain concessions on the part of the resurrectee. Procreation, for 

example, could no longer play the role it does now to the average 

human. This might seem a difficult adjustment for some, but probably 

our advanced resurrector could find ways to smooth the path con-

siderably. Thus I would expect no worse an adjustment problem than, 

for example, is suggested in the remark of Jesus to the Sadducees that 

is noted in Chapter 3 in which men and women would no longer 

contract marriages but live instead “like angels.” 

 It is worth remarking, too, that I do not expect procreation--in the 

sense of creation of brand-new sentient life-forms--ever to end en-

tirely. It can be regarded as a special case of resurrection, “resurrec-

tion from a null being”--more will be said later. But surely there will 

be great changes in the ways in which new life-forms are made, along 

with the very sorts of life-forms themselves, and in the part that the 

processes of creation will play in the lives of those already here. 

 The advanced intelligence, then, would resurrect a human (or still 

more primitive life-form) with the expectation that the result would, 

eventually, be another advanced being with whom it could converse 

and otherwise interact on an equal footing. The latter, however, 

would remain a continuer of the original, primitive form. The primi-

tive original would, I think, be viewed with continuing interest, and 

hopefully, at minimum, a reasonable understanding and respect, 

much as we today are interested in the origins of any historical phe-

nomenon. 

 The first successful airplane is the Wright Flyer I, a sin-
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gle-passenger craft that first flew in December 1903. It now rests, 

carefully maintained, in the Smithsonian Institution. It continues to 

hold our attention today, not despite but largely because of the great 

advances in aviation that have occurred since its first tentative lift-off. 

True, in its own day it was a technological marvel too, but part of its 

importance lies in how greatly it has been superseded by improve-

ments in the very features it prototyped. 

 It is interesting, in this connection, to speculate briefly about the 

possibilities for advancement that may one day exist for a newly re-

stored human. It might be thought, for example, that our resurrectee 

could never “catch up” to the presumably very advanced entity by 

which he or she was revived since said entity, eternally vigorous too, 

would also be making progress. (I assume, for simplicity, that the 

resurrecting entity is a single individual.) One possible remedy would 

be for the resurrector to recreate, not the human in original form, but 

an already-made, advanced continuer. But this rather drastic step 

would, I think (usually), prove unnecessary and also less interesting 

in the long run. Better, in most cases, would be to let the human de-

velop, more-or-less autonomously, from the human level. As for the 

catch-up problem, I think this would resolve itself with time. Even-

tually, the former human would be half as old as the resurrector, then 

90 percent as old, and so on. Overall levels of advancement should 

equalize, and interactions on an equal-for-equal basis should become 

the norm. 

 But long before the two beings were, for most purposes, equal, the 

younger should be able to contribute ideas the older would find in-

teresting. The “tree of knowledge and creativity,” as we might call it, 

is no simple totem-pole with the items linearly stacked but has myriad 

side branches, each with its own complex specialties. There is far too 

much of interest, it is reasonable to conjecture, for even an advanced 

intelligence to explore in a reasonable time. This would leave the 

door open for other explorers to find further items of interest as well 

as provide for rewarding interactions based on an exchange of in-

formation. 

 This we certainly find today in mathematics, the sciences, and the 

arts. It is hard to imagine the trends not continuing and deepening as 

we become more advanced, even if unifying developments are taken 

into account. Physics is unlikely to become simpler or uninteresting, 

for instance, even if the long-sought “theory of everything” is found. 
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And if everything in physics were explained so that it became a dead 

science (as was feared erroneously in the nineteenth century), there 

are other disciplines that we do not expect ever to die. We noted how 

Gцdel‟s results make mathematics in some sense inexhaustible. As 

might be expected, its close cousin, computer science, contains many 

riddles too, and it is not difficult to formulate problems there that are 

mathematically unsolvable. These sources alone should provide am-

ple food for thought and research, quite literally forever, and there is 

no doubt much more of inexhaustible interest too. 

A World Not Perfect but Perfecting 

 Although we might expect that, overall, the world would become 

an increasingly better place under the tutelage of more-than-human, 

developing intelligences, it still would never be perfect. Bad things 

could and would still happen, and, indeed, by indications, this must 

always be so. From the observer‟s point of view, events happen at 

random, which must always allow the possibility of misfortune along 

with benefit. In particular we cannot rule out the possibility that a 

good, advanced being could turn bad and inflict harm upon an un-

fortunate, lesser being. According to Unboundedness there must al-

ways be domains in which this is happening, and it must continue to 

happen regardless of how advanced and benevolent our own civili-

zation may become. However, we--our future selves--can act to make 

such possibilities increasingly rare and academic in our universe at 

least, and I think this is what we shall accomplish for reasons of in-

dividual self-interest. We in our crude imaginations today can easily 

conjure up very bad scenarios, someone tortured horribly for eons, for 

example. But these occurrences should be so uncommon as to be, for 

all usual purposes, nonexistent--like air freezing solid in a bonfire. 

Should a bad scenario ever start, we would expect that either ad-

vanced beings or perhaps other, fortuitous events will intervene to 

halt it, in almost all cases, before it gets very far. 

 Thus there should be no chance whatever of an infinite period of 

misery or eternal punishment. Satisfaction or happiness is possible 

and, I think, indefinitely extensible through rational efforts. Such 

efforts, moreover, are in general mutually reinforcing--the happiness 

of one person should normally contribute positively to that of another, 

and this trend will, hopefully, not diminish but increase as people 

become more advanced. In view of this, the only outcome that any 

being will tolerate, long-term, is that individual‟s personal, eternal 
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happiness and, indeed, every other person‟s eternal happiness. The 

unending happiness of all, then, should be the only long-term possi-

bility, though it should be kept in mind that this is a long-term pos-

sibility, an eventuality, that could take a long time to materialize. 

 This may seem to contradict Unboundedness, but remember, 

Unboundedness applies to finite histories. Infinite histories are not 

similarly provided for because probabilities and not just possibilities 

become increasingly important as the finite size or number of events 

at the substrate level (changes in the quantum state, for instance) 

increases. Whole classes of infinite histories could thus be ruled out 

because their combined probability is zero. Specific types of hap-

penings could be enforced or excluded depending on such properties 

as the longterm behavior of intelligent beings. The latter, I have 

claimed, will tend toward increasing benevolence, and thus each en-

tity will be rewarded in the end, not punished. But this reward will not 

be reached by uniformly pleasant routes. Instead, there can be many 

wrong turns and much privation for the unwise or unlucky before the 

higher ground is reached.  

 Something further should be added here, relating to the possible 

role of challenges, hardships, and even evil in one form or another in 

the continuing scheme of things. Some would argue that, without 

continuing challenges, life would become boring and meaning-

less--and use this as an argument against the desirability of the sort of 

outcome I have been advocating, in which evils are to be overcome. 

But I think we can reconcile the position that evils are to be overcome 

with the thought that life must pose fresh challenges to be meaningful. 

A boring world would itself be a problem to deal with, so one way or 

another problems will come up. I foresee no end to challenges that 

will make life worthwhile overall. This might encompass even con-

siderable hardships--whose resolution eventually leads to benefit. To 

say that good will prevail does not mean that evil will not continue to 

exist--for surely it will--but that certain ultimate negatives such as 

eternal oblivion or torment are avoided. And life overall, for each 

individual, should be rewarding and progressing without limit, 

meeting the challenges that come. 

 It is worth remarking that despite this largely optimistic assess-

ment, there is certainly much we do not know. We can have confi-

dence that things will turn out right in the end, but that end could be a 

long time coming, and before it the road could be rocky. A healthy 
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respect for this unknown element tells us that we should make our 

decisions with care, especially in the matter of coping with the pos-

sibility of our own death--a topic we shall return to in later chapters. 

Free Will, Determinism, and Progress 

 Everyday experience tells us that the future is affected by the 

choices we make today--what we do now makes a difference. This is 

a good place to consider the issue of free will since its absence, as in a 

deterministic universe, would seem to preclude our ability to really 

make choices. But in a practical sense this is not so. Certainly from 

our point of view, the ability to choose is independent of whether the 

universe is deterministic or not; effectively there is free will even if 

events in an overall sense are predetermined. 

 And in a reasonable sense our behavior is predetermined. De-

terminism prevails, so again, there is no absolute free will even 

though in a practical sense the will is free. In the course of our ex-

istence we are instantiated in finite state machines. The behavior of 

such machines (the output and state transitions) depends in turn on the 

inputs and the state transition table--nothing more. A complication, it 

is true, is introduced because a person is a probabilistic device--we 

cannot predict the exact behavior, but we could predict the probabil-

ities of the various possible behaviors of the system or characteristics 

derived from them. Over the long term, if immortality proves possible, 

we should outgrow any finite construct such as a particular, finite 

state machine. But even then a person should be no more complicated 

than a (probabilistic) Turing machine with an infinitely inscribed tape. 

Again the behavior could be explained through prior, or at any rate, 

external, causes. Other interesting arguments against the will that is 

free in a deep sense, based on twin studies and brain experiments, are 

considered in Chapter 15. 

 The dependency of the will raises some interesting philosophical 

issues, including that of responsibility. A criminal may claim that he 

cannot be held responsible for his actions. He is just a machine, and 

his behavior results from external causes over which he had no con-

trol. He might then argue that there is no basis for penalizing him, and 

he should be set free. This, however, overlooks practical goals that 

society should reasonably seek, such as: (1) making restitution, as far 

as possible, for the harm done; (2) rehabilitating the criminal; and (3) 

deterring similar crimes by others. These goals are appropriate 

whether the will should be considered free or not. Coercion of the 
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criminal is justified because his bad action was voluntary, that is, not 

forced upon him against his intentions or wishes, whatever the ulti-

mate causes of these intentions may have been. He thus can be held 

morally responsible even if, at a deep level, there are comprehensible, 

external causes for all his behavior. Measures such as fining or in-

carceration may be crude from the vantage point of more advanced 

beings who might have better ways of resolving the problems, but 

they can still be the best choices we have. This will hold irrespective 

of the issue of determinism, the important question being whether a 

greater evil would result from not taking such measures. 

 The position advocated here, that determinism is consistent with 

free will in a practical or virtual, if not absolute, sense--and thus with 

moral responsibility--is known as compatibilism. It has a distin-

guished following--and also a distinguished opposition.[2] I think 

compatibilism is fully justified--if nothing else, holding individuals 

morally responsible should have the effect of promoting good and 

reducing evil, as we have seen. The benefits, overall, should more 

than outweigh any negative effects. But I think also that the presence 

of underlying determinism forces us, in a larger frame of reference, to 

soften our stance against the wrongdoer. In a deep sense an evil 

person, whose actions are predetermined, never “deserves” punish-

ment even if coercive measures are called for. Though there is moral 

responsibility, there are also reasonable limits. An infinite penalty or 

eternal punishment would never be called for. No justification for it 

on grounds of practical necessity or offsetting benefit seems possible, 

and in view of the attribution of behavior to external causes, no one 

can be said to deserve punishment beyond such considerations. De-

terminism thus provides one more defense of Universalism. 

 In general it seems reasonable to conjecture that 

more-than-human persons of the future, through growing under-

standing and benevolence, will advance to states of greater overall 

meaningful happiness. All must realize, at some level, that this course 

of advancement is in their best interest--so the evil person must in-

evitably change for the better. Once again, this does not mean that 

temporary departures from advancing goodness are precluded or that 

good progress will always be swift. It does not rule out forms of be-

nevolence that would seem not that at all--until we too attain a greater 

enlightenment and have rethought our position. There are many pos-

sibilities for hardships, and the unknown is ever with us. And some 
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hardship, perhaps quite a bit, may be desirable to provide challenges 

that give life greater meaning. But overall we can have some confi-

dence in the happy outcome. One can argue too that inequities in the 

happy state of different individuals will tend to be further leveled by 

the mutual exchange of information, based on the great volume and 

diversity of ongoing research and overall, constructive effort. For in 

effect, all will have become scientists, artists, and all-around creative 

geniuses, though each will have particular gifts and specialties not 

duplicated by the others. 

 The progression to individual, eternal happiness must follow even 

though, overall, the multiverse is a kind of steady-state entity whose 

features remain fixed. From the individual perspective, things would 

progress even though from an imaginary outsider‟s perspective they 

would stay the same. If this seems contradictory, we might compare 

the scenario to an escalator in which people are continually ascending 

while new ones take their place at a lower level. In fact, there is a 

reasonable point of view in which time does not flow at all but the 

future is already here. Individually there is progress, while overall 

conditions are constant. The future is malleable from our point of 

view, even if fixed from the standpoint of a hypothetical, detached 

observer. (There is no such observer in reality; all real observers must 

be in some universe, though not necessarily ours.) 

 As for happiness itself, we have noted before that prospects seem 

good based on the relative ease with which, even today, pleasurable 

mental states can be induced--though this alone will not be enough. 

Life must have meaning beyond mere pleasure. But an important 

consideration is that our future control should extend not only to the 

external world but also into our own psychology. In our quest for 

meaning, we will be able to adjust both the events that occur in the 

world at large and our reactions to those events. Pitfalls are to be 

expected, and some no doubt will be deep, but overall, again I find 

cause for optimism.  

 In particular I see no future for intolerable pain, even if brief; we 

will simply redesign ourselves so it will be impossible (or vanishingly 

unlikely). Like death, it is another thing to get rid of. But I see a 

considerable usefulness for variations in the states of pleasure, 

ranging possibly from painful, but not unbearable, on up. (Arguably 

there should be pain, in some degree at least. Also, I will grant that 

states of feeling are far more complex than simple pleasure or pain; 
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however, all should always be bearable.) The alternative of just one 

state of pleasure (necessarily maximum since improving it would 

create another state) would leave no incentive for creativity or further 

development: not the best for the would-be immortal. In general, I 

would hope that an increasing variety of richly rewarding experiences 

becomes possible. While negatives (in the sense of less than the best) 

should not disappear, the good should so overshadow the bad that an 

overall, growing happiness becomes possible and even inevitable.  

 I think it would be reasonable to expect more advanced beings, 

such as we will hopefully become someday, to succeed in the pursuit 

of happiness in ways we could scarcely imagine. This, we can hope, 

will accord with some rational notion of enlightened self-interest, 

though precise details cannot be specified. As for what sort of life-

style and world this will lead to, in large part we will just have to wait 

and see. Among other things, we may expect to have far better brains 

and thus be able to fathom things that far elude us today. Many of the 

problems that seem intractable now may be found to be trivialities, 

while others, presently unknown or little regarded, may prove sur-

prisingly important and difficult. Overall though, the possibilities for 

self-understanding and self-modification should diminish the pro-

spects for avoidable disasters such as wars, and this alone is ground 

for optimism. 

The Doomsday Argument and the Fermi Paradox 

 Some other issues have been raised in connection with our future 

prospects that are worth addressing. One simple objection to the idea 

that humans and our civilization might be very long-lasting comes by 

considering how long humans have existed already. This is the 

Doomsday Argument advanced by astrophysicist Brandon Carter and 

elaborated by Richard Gott and especially philosopher John Leslie.[3] 

To illustrate the basic idea, it is estimated that about 100 billion 

(10[11]) humans have been born on Earth so far.[4] The fact that we 

find ourselves in this group but not further along, say only in the first 

100 trillion (10[14]), must say something about the likelihood of there 

ever being 100 trillion humans. For if that number is destined to be 

born, it is very odd that we should happen to find ourselves only 

among the first thousandth part. More typically we should expect to 

fall somewhere in the middle, say between the 10 and 90 trillionth 

human. On the other hand, if less than another 100 billion humans are 

to be born, at current world birthrates of over 100 million a year,[5] 
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the last human would enter the world before a thousand years from 

now. Even if the birthrate should drop to only a million a year, the end 

would come within 100,000 years, which is minuscule on the cosmic 

scale. This says nothing about just how the end would come, only that 

we must expect it from one cause or another, which could be anything 

from an exploding supernova to a human-caused nuclear firestorm.  

 But it seems to me that there are ample grounds for challenging 

this argument, one being that perhaps infinitely many humans (or 

other intelligent creatures spawned by our civilization) are destined to 

appear in our universe over infinite time. In that case, no individual 

would be typical--all must appear among the first N beings for some 

finite N, thus much nearer the beginning of the list than the infinitely 

remote end. A different sort of argument accepts that the number of 

humans, here taken to mean members of the biological species Homo 

sapiens, will be finite because we will soon get beyond the human 

level.[6] Indeed, we ourselves could be among the last humans who 

will be born, though not the last intelligent life our civilization will 

bring into being. Newer intelligent beings will presumably be based 

around artificial constructs, when such have been developed that are 

clearly superior to flesh and blood. At that point, superhuman en-

hancements, such as greater intelligence in bodies immune to aging, 

should become possible to humans as well, so that they (we) can also 

enter the ranks of higher life-forms.  

 We know we are doing some unprecedented things now, and still 

greater accomplishments seem likely. There is no guarantee against a 

pessimistic outcome, but something that few people 

want--doomsday--is something we can take rational steps to avoid. 

Meanwhile, I think there is insufficient evidence to take a pessimistic 

prognosis too seriously, except as a warning of what could happen if 

we do not act with our best long-term interest in mind. 

 Another related problem is seen in the “Fermi paradox,” noted by 

physicist Enrico Fermi some decades ago, that to date we have not 

detected extraterrestrials.[7] (Here I discount claims of having done 

so, which, I think, have been uniformly refuted whenever they could 

be carefully investigated.[8]) On the face of it, this could provide a 

case against the likelihood that good will prevail with our species 

through its own self-advancement. 

 Other civilizations, so the argument runs, must exist in our uni-

verse--the conditions for life that occurred on Earth must occur 
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elsewhere as well, and there are many billions of star systems. Yet we 

do not see these civilizations. Where are they? One ominous possi-

bility is that advancing civilizations are likely to self-destruct rela-

tively quickly (again suggesting the Doomsday Argument)--with the 

implication that ours too is not likely to survive and prosper. Another 

is that advanced civilizations exist but they are not particularly be-

nevolent. Certainly we do not see them coming to our aid, curing our 

diseases, settling disputes, alleviating famines, and so on, as ad-

vanced, caring creatures might be expected to do. 

 There are interesting counterarguments against a pessimistic 

conclusion, however. The strongest, I think, maintains that life, and 

especially advanced intelligence, is a rare phenomenon and unlikely 

to spontaneously develop, as we seem to have done. Advanced ex-

traterrestrials are either nonexistent in our universe or distributed so 

sparingly that an encounter with one is not likely to have happened. 

(This of course would not preclude the occurrence of many intelligent 

species across the multiverse--for in that inconceivably vaster domain 

we expect a much greater profusion of such things than in our own, 

more limited theater. But we can only detect and contact those who 

are part of our universe.)  

 The rarity of life is suggested by, among other things, the evolu-

tionary process as we have deduced it from the fossil record. There 

we see several stages, any one of which might have been unlikely to 

happen, even if environmental conditions were as favorable as pos-

sible. These include: (a) the transition from nonlife to life itself; (b) 

the development of photosynthesis; (c) the appearance of the more 

advanced, eukaryotic cell; (d) the advance from single-celled to 

multicellular organisms; (e) the emergence of sentient life-forms; and 

(f) the emergence of human-level intelligence from nonhuman sen-

tience. Several if not all of these difficult-seeming stages appear to 

have happened only once, and all were necessary for intelligent hu-

mans to emerge. 

 As one case in point, most life-forms other than bacteria, in-

cluding all animals and plants, are composed mainly of nucleated or 

eukaryotic cells. Each such cell is an enormously complex mecha-

nism containing a smaller structure, the nucleus (a “cell within the 

cell”), and an intricate array of organelles and other structures. By a 

complicated procedure the entire assemblage is able to reproduce 

itself; the cell divides into two cells which, by ingesting material, 
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grow into nearly exact replicas of the original. In contrast a bacte-

rium--a smaller, simpler, prokaryotic cell--lacks a nucleus and many 

of the other structures. From traces in the fossil record it appears that 

life-forms were prokaryotic for several billion years until, relatively 

recently, the far more complex eukaryotic form emerged by a process 

that is largely unknown and possibly very unlikely. 

 If the long evolutionary sequence needed to make beings such as 

ourselves requires one unlikely step, it could be enough to make in-

telligent life a rarity or even unique in our universe; or several steps 

together could form a prohibitive barrier. An additional possibility is 

that the entire evolutionary sequence is not that unlikely, given the 

surrounding conditions, but those conditions themselves are very rare. 

The sun must have burned very steadily for billions of years, while 

the earth maintained a nearly constant orbit. The planet Jupiter seems 

also to have been important in deflecting large asteroids that could 

have struck Earth and extinguished all life. Occasional, smaller ob-

jects that did get through, however, may also have been crucial to the 

evolutionary process, such as the impact, about 65 million years ago, 

that appears to have killed the dinosaurs and opened the way for 

mammals to develop. 

 In 1996 some dramatic findings were announced that seemed to 

have a bearing on the likelihood of life evolving: traces of ancient 

organisms, it was said, were seen in rocks from Mars.[9] The rocks 

themselves had been blasted away from the Red Planet by meteoric 

impact some 16 million years before. By chance their wanderings in 

space placed them, a few thousand years ago, on a collision course 

with Earth; they crashed in Antarctica. Painstaking analysis of the 

fragments, discovered in the 1980s, established the likely Martian 

origin and also that the rocks were actually several billion years old. 

Moreover, they contained traces of what some claimed were biolog-

ical remains, including tiny, rod-shaped “fossils.”[10] This sparked a 

spirited controversy, but in the end, the case for life looked doubtful, 

though the proponents continued to press their claims and extended 

their investigation to other Martian meteorites.[11] It seems safe to 

conclude that so far we have not found any compelling evidence of 

life that originated independently of earthly forms. (If, to the contrary, 

the claims of Martian life are vindicated, there is the intriguing pos-

sibility that earthly life still did not originate independently but de-

veloped from organisms that survived a journey from Mars, or, 
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conversely, Martian life could have originally come from Earth.)  

 There is another interesting argument that claims extraterrestrials 

are very rare or nonexistent. An advanced civilization might be ex-

pected to send out probes to other points in the universe for various 

purposes: to observe, claim territory, or even establish benign contact 

with other intelligent life. For maximum effectiveness the probes 

could be made self-reproducing, processing whatever raw materials 

they encounter in space for this purpose, that is, building copies of 

themselves. The copies in turn would receive further orders to explore, 

occupy, and reproduce. Such “von Neumann automata” (John von 

Neumann pioneered the study of self-reproducing automata in the 

1950s) might then be expected to be almost everywhere. This would 

follow, presumably, if even one small swarm of such devices was 

ever turned loose--and not relentlessly hunted down. Such a swarm 

could be launched by a single sufficiently advanced and motivated 

individual and might occupy many galaxies after a few hundred mil-

lion years. The fact that alien probes are not seen is one more piece of 

evidence that we are alone. Such evidence, of course, is not conclu-

sive. Maybe the von Neumann probes are all around us but advanced 

enough that we do not recognize them. But the absence of evidence, 

while not the same as evidence of absence, gives us no better choice 

than to discount this as a serious possibility. 

 The grim possibility also remains that civilizations are plentiful 

but self-destruct quickly. But this, I think, can be called into serious 

question if we keep in mind that such civilizations, composed of 

many individuals, would not be expected to be uniform. Some would 

last longer than others, and we might expect them to contain large 

populations at some point, as our own does now. Some of the many 

individuals would be lucky and survive longer than average. In some 

cases the civilization would surely be spread some distance into space 

before the start of the cataclysm that is to end it. A planet might be 

rendered lifeless by a nuclear exchange or killer nanites. It would be 

more difficult and less likely, however, that creatures spread over a 

sizable volume of space would be uniformly annihilated. So even 

though, as usual, we do not know the answer, we certainly have 

reason to doubt an explanation of the Fermi paradox based on inevi-

table doomsdays.  

 Another possibility is that advanced civilizations are out there and 

stable but not particularly benevolent, that is, they know about us and 
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realize we are a struggling, fledgling bunch with many problems they 

could help with--but they choose not to. (As noted, they may have 

even sent out a swarm of von Neumann probes, only cleverly dis-

guised so we do not notice them. The probes could be refined in other 

ways so as not to pose a threat, though, of course, not offering assis-

tance either.) This would be more hopeful for our own future, since 

doomsday is clearly avoidable. But it would still pose a problem for 

our philosophical position, that sentient beings tend toward good will 

as they progress in other ways. This property in turn seems essential if 

we are to have confidence that, over all, good will prevail. 

 Yet an alien civilization that could contact and benefit us but 

chose not to would not necessarily be acting out of malice or indif-

ference. To them, in only an eyeblink we must be immortals too, or 

perhaps would self-destruct. At present, they could make us immor-

tals instead, and solve the remaining problems, both technological 

and psychological, that we must otherwise solve ourselves. The 

outcome, in so doing, would be a kind of hybrid--a race of immortals 

(ourselves) partly shaped by our own progress, partly created by 

friendly visitors. Would they wish to create such a hybrid, or wait the 

eyeblink and let us immortalize if we will? To me it seems entirely 

possible they would just prefer to let us develop and earn our stripes 

on our own. 

 This argument has a weakness, related to our rebuttal of the 

short-lived civilizations argument, for in a sizable population of in-

dividuals there should be a variety of opinions. Some of our putative 

space creatures could be interested in saying hello and eager to try, 

even if many others were not.[12] In balance then, I find it less con-

vincing than the hypothesis that we are alone. (It is possible too, 

however, that more advanced creatures would tend toward uniformity 

on a matter such as this--see below.) But it does raise an interesting 

issue, which is what is really “best” for us at our present level, given 

that we would like to go on to something higher. 

 We have some significant transitions to go through, psychologi-

cally as well as technologically. As an example, it is often said that 

we are mainly machines to perpetuate our genes, as we have noted, 

which would seem to provide poor motives for the would-be im-

mortal. Our putative extraterrestrials, again assuming they are out 

there, could be waiting to see how we deal with this problem, 

knowing their immediate intervention could produce something more 
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like a rat farm than the wise immortals we need to become. It is pos-

sible that they will intervene if we seem about to destroy our-

selves--perhaps with severe penalties--out of ultimately benevolent 

motives, of course. 

 There are other reasons that advanced life-forms could be able to 

contact us but are unwilling. One might be a gulf separating the re-

ality they inhabit from what we think of as the world. They could 

exist as programs in a fast-running, advanced computer, which to 

them forms a vast cosmos full of wonder and delight. They could be 

so happy with this mode of existence (which they would have spent 

considerable effort perfecting) that the idea of setting forth to explore 

the rest of the universe or even sending out automated probes is 

uniformly unappealing. Travel to other distant points in space in 

search of possible lesser life-forms to benefit would not be a priority. 

The rat farm argument could serve as one justification of such a 

policy, but in this case interstellar travel itself must have less inter-

est--there would be so much to see and do right at home.  

 It is entirely possible too that an advanced life-form is actively 

intervening, though in ways that are invisible to us. This could take 

many forms: von Neumann automata, other sophisticated monitoring 

devices, or the aliens themselves. They might be disguised as familiar 

objects, distributed over swarms of intercommunicating nanites or 

otherwise expressed in ways that escape our notice. Or letting the 

imagination run wild, we can conjecture that the whole universe we 

see, ourselves included, is a computer simulation in some vast ma-

chine operated by a more-than-human intelligence. Such possibilities 

we can neither confirm nor deny. But one thing seems clear. There is 

no intervention of which we are aware. It is most unlikely, then, that 

anyone “out there” wishes us to be aware of its presence, or is ex-

pecting any response from us based on such awareness. Once again, 

we must fend for ourselves. 

 In summary, while the absence of extraterrestrials could be a sign 

of trouble to the idea that an intelligent species will naturally develop 

into a benevolent race of superbeings, it is no strong indication of this 

negative possibility. We might well be alone in our universe. Other 

alternatives consistent with benevolence are plausible too, and there 

is no reason to abandon a hopeful stance on the prospects for our own 

species. 

Meeting Other Challenges 
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 One other difficulty can be raised, however, based on the notion 

that we must fend for ourselves. In doing so we would simply be 

carrying on an already ancient tradition--the evolution of life on 

Earth--though one hopes on a loftier plane, with more rewards for the 

individual, including unlimited life span. Some argue, on evolution-

ary grounds, that our future history might not be so benign, nor would 

the individual fare so well. The rationale is, in keeping with the 

evolutionary process, that a species that reproduces best survives best, 

regardless of other consequences. Nature has not found much sur-

vival advantage in extremely long-lived individuals. Most sentient 

organisms, even if protected from predators, disease, and starvation, 

do not survive many multiples of the time it takes them to grow to 

maturity and reproduce. 

 In particular, the development of superior technology with the 

ability of an organism to self-modify could lead not to kindly im-

mortals but to rapacious von Neumann automata bent on replicating 

at maximum rates. Hordes of such devices, reminiscent of giant, 

swarming insects, could then spread throughout the cosmos, de-

vouring all in their path. There would be a fierce struggle for survival, 

including much internecine warfare, which would further hone the 

capabilities of the advancing swarm and make it increasingly difficult 

to stop. The case for this science-fictional nightmare can be rein-

forced by the argument that it is favored by the principle of natural 

selection--in a struggle for survival, the most effective replicators win. 

This has been true, certainly, of life here on Earth. However, not all 

life-forms are insects, nor would it be expected, in a technologically 

advanced future, that mad replicators would hold all the survival 

advantage. 

 In fact, the possibility of von Neumann automata would constitute 

one more hazard, like nuclear weapons, that good immortals must 

guard against. I think, however, that with reasonable precautions the 

danger could be kept to a minimum. (Meanwhile, benign versions of 

such devices might be found useful.) Nothing closely approaching a 

von Neumann automaton has yet been made. It should not be trivial to 

create one, which would deter an occasional malicious attempt to do 

so. A horde of such devices, if they did come into existence, could be 

opposed by killer devices focused on exterminating or disabling them. 

(Much later we could consider resurrecting any dangerous, sentient 

mechanisms that regrettably had to be destroyed--this time in the 
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form of benevolent continuers.) In all, I am confident that our 

posthuman continuers will find ways to deal with the possible threat 

of proliferating automata, as with other dangers. But one can also 

hope that dangerous, sentient devices requiring severe measures will 

be quite rare, much as was conjectured in the general run of the 

posthuman population. 

 An issue is sometimes raised, in connection with Unboundedness 

itself, that certain courses of action would be beneficial when com-

mon sense says otherwise. Consider the suicide lottery. You purchase 

a state lottery ticket and instruct a confederate to kill you painlessly in 

your sleep unless you win. (This could be facilitated by having 

yourself anesthetized before the results of the lottery are announced.) 

In this way, so the argument goes, you (your continuers) would only 

wake up in those parallel worlds in which you did win. Our earlier 

discussion suggests otherwise, however, since continuers should be 

possible--indeed inevitable--even after death. Assuming that winning 

the lottery is unlikely, it would seem that most of your continuers, far 

from being instantly wealthy, would find themselves no better off 

than other suicides. Most likely, then, you would emerge from this 

without the intended benefit. A similar rationale would caution 

against a simple but diabolical solution to the problem of poverty, in 

which a few lucky poor people are selected at random and made rich 

while the rest are all euthanized. No, the many victims will not simply 

wake up in those parallel worlds in which they were among the lucky!  

 At least it seems likely that the problem of poverty will be 

enormously alleviated by posthuman civilization--of course, our very 

notions of wealth and poverty will no doubt change greatly. But there 

is reason to think that future life will prove rewarding to all in ways 

that, once again, escape human imagination. 

 When we are more-than-human, our sharpened intellects and 

refined sensibilities will hopefully find many wonders to investigate 

that are completely beyond comprehension today. One issue is surely 

to be of concern, however, which we can appreciate now: the fate of 

the universe. Will it last forever and can it support immortal life? 

Based on Unboundedness, we have reason to think that not all is lost 

even if the answer is no--immortality in the face of a collapsing 

universe is still possible and good can still prevail. But a yes would be 

reassuring at a level we can grasp. As yet there is no definitive an-

swer--there are some interesting possibilities, however, which will be 
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explored in Chapter 14. The problem of resurrection, which concerns 

the more immediate future, will be addressed first, then the issue of 

biostasis. 

 

CHAPTER 12. 

Resurrection 

 

The possibility of resurrection is necessary to the whole philosophical 

position developed here--it is a cornerstone of Yuai. Scientific ar-

guments favoring resurrection have been considered already in pre-

liminary fashion. This chapter will further explore the issue, with 

emphasis on the philosophically difficult and numerous cases of 

people who died and were not preserved with any intention of a 

physical reanimation. Much of the discussion will also apply to the 

“easier” possibility of resuscitation from biostasis, and a small part 

will apply more specifically to this case. A general theory is presented, 

starting with why resurrection is necessary. Our model of resurrection 

is built on the UI assumptions and the notion of pattern-survival. The 

necessity of resurrection in turn will follow by appeal to the three 

principal working hypotheses that were introduced in Chapter 4. 

 Let us now consider the first of these: Life, fundamentally, is 

good. To describe life as “fundamentally good” is to make a positive 

assessment but a careful one, intended to take account of reality as it 

is. Caution is justified because bad things happen--evil exists. In what 

sense, then, can life still be “fundamentally” good? I propose, as the 

beginning of an answer, that life can be fundamentally good despite 

the presence of evil, if in the end wrongs can be righted. This should 

apply directly to each individual. For each person, then, the wrongs 

that occur should be redressed progressively as an ongoing process, 

with full restitution occurring in the limit of time. 

 Next, let us consider the second principal hypothesis: Death is an 

imposition and ought to be alleviated and eradicated. (“Ought to be” 

is here understood in the sense of indicating a desired effect, irre-

spective of the feasibility of achieving that effect.) Death is identified 

as a wrong to be righted. On the individual level, it means that death 

must not be the end: there must somehow be a resurrection. Other-

wise life cannot be fundamentally good, at least for some individuals. 

A wrong to some individual is, simply, a wrong--meaning a wrong to 

every individual. This latter position I will argue in more detail in 
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Chapter 16, on grounds of enlightened self-interest. For each of us, 

then, death is a wrong that must be righted. We are committed, ir-

revocably, to consideration of the task of resurrecting those who have 

died. 

 Finally let us go to the third hypothesis: Rational means, rightly 

inspired, are the proper tools for understanding all things and solving 

all problems of interest. A framework of scientific materialism, then, 

is a necessary tool. (If some other rational approach could be found 

this might be employed, but in lieu of that, some version of materi-

alism is the only choice we have.) This must apply even to such a 

problem as resurrection, which by the canons of traditional materi-

alism seems intractable and forever beyond reach. New possibilities 

have been provided by scientific and conceptual advances, as we have 

seen. This has made feasible a philosophical approach based on what 

I have called the UI assumptions. Starting from these, we have ten-

tatively considered a possible mechanism for resurrection in which a 

continuer of a lost human, who would remember being this earlier 

person, is to be created (instantiated) through advanced technology. 

We shall now look more closely at this possibility, which involves 

such issues as personal identity. 

 Resurrection is, of course, the sort of problem whose solvability 

depends on its detailed formulation. Like squaring the circle, it can be 

impossible in one version but feasible in another. In the approach we 

have considered, the UI assumptions provide a pathway to the au-

thentic recovery of lost persons. Unboundedness, with its implication 

of a multiverse, ensures that there will be enough happening overall 

that such a thing as the creation of replica persons can occur and, 

indeed, that such creation is unavoidable. Moreover, within broad 

limits, the creation of a person with a random set of memories will 

have authentic historical antecedents. Interchangeability establishes 

the necessary link between a replica and a person of the past. Persons 

endure, when all else fails, through pattern-survival. There are some 

interesting precursors to this thinking that are worth examining 

briefly. 

The Afterlife: Doubt and Rational Hope 

 The possibility of Unboundedness can be seen in the ancient, 

materialist theory of the Epicureans. The number of atoms was infi-

nite, though the number of kinds of atoms was finite.[1] According to 

Epicurus himself, “The atoms suited for the creation and maintenance 
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of a world have not been used up in the formation of a single world or 

of a limited number of them, whether like our world or different from 

it. There is nothing therefore that will stand in the way of there being 

an infinite number of worlds.”[2] A similar opinion is echoed by 

Lucretius: “…nothing…is the only one of its kind, unique and soli-

tary in its birth and growth.…So you must admit that sky, earth, sun, 

moon, sea and the rest are not solitary, but rather numberless.”[3] In 

effect, all finite constructs must be repeated infinitely often, which, 

by a slight extension, should stretch to happenings involving these 

constructs over finite times. If we also grant a kind of Interchangea-

bility--that constructs composed of the same kinds of atoms arranged 

the same way are one and the same construct multiply instantiat-

ed--we then have the possibility of resurrection. 

 Yet Lucretius would deny this possibility and instead argues the 

case for a finite existence followed by eternal oblivion, in the manner 

of traditional materialism. His reasoning depends on the failure to 

observe people who can reliably report a past existence, which would 

require awareness both of a vanished past and a discernible present. 

The possibility that such beings, though not extant (discounting some 

claims), might eventually appear, and more particularly be con-

structed someday, by means yet to be developed, apparently did not 

enter his mind. (The claims of certain individuals regarding memories 

of a past life, considered last chapter, will be examined again in this 

chapter.) Such constructions, however, seem almost certain possibil-

ities if nanotechnology can be perfected, as we have noted. 

 It is interesting that Epicurean-like ideas of recurrence have 

gained a following in modern times. More seriously than for ancient 

advocates, they have furnished hopes of an afterlife. This we have 

seen with Nietzsche (Chapter 2). J. B. S. Haldane (1892–1964) also 

shared much of this viewpoint and adapted it to harmonize with 

twentieth-century (quantum and relativistic) physics. In both cases 

constructs like ourselves--sharing our thought patterns and effec-

tively us--will reappear but without memories of a past life. But 

clearly this amnesia is not logically required since memories like 

everything else are contained in the physical structure of the body, so 

that a suitably formed replica must reproduce them along with other 

features. If time is infinite as imagined, near-copies of us must be 

created that have the necessary brain information amounting to psy-

chological connectedness with a past self or, in other words, contin-
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uers.[4] So resurrection does become a possibility, even an inevita-

bility. But this sort of resurrection would happen automatically or 

blindly, without the control of an intelligent agent, though for reasons 

we have examined it does not seem the most likely or most desirable 

possibility. (There is another problem too, in that both thinkers im-

agined that events take place in a single size-bounded universe, which 

leads to an Eternal Return--more on this to come.) 

 Fedorov‟s effort at a scientific theory of resurrection, which was 

based on Newtonian mechanics, was considered in Chapter 2. Basi-

cally, the universe is seen as fully, accessibly deterministic and re-

verse-deterministic: the past in particular should be deducible in 

minutest detail so that deceased individuals could eventually be 

mapped and then reconstructed. History has a single timeline (as with 

Nietzsche and Haldane), and the single-world ontology supports 

resurrection in a particularly satisfying way, inasmuch as the infor-

mation necessary for a resurrection is always part of the historical 

record and only awaits discovery. (In this case, Interchangeability 

may not be strictly necessary, though it would still be convenient. We 

could recover the exact, original atoms of a deceased person and re-

assemble them--though we would also have to deal with the problem 

that the same atoms must sometimes be present in different persons at 

different times.) Unfortunately, the Newtonian-Laplacian view of 

accessible determinism on which this idea is based has been 

well-refuted by experiment. It simply does not describe reality except 

in an approximation that becomes increasingly rough as the scale of 

distance shrinks. For insight we must look to more recent physics. 

 Actually, modern quantum-based physics does not strictly deny 

the possibility of accessible reverse-determinism. A principle known 

as phase conservation does provide for full recoverability of infor-

mation under ideal conditions. Roughly, phase conservation means 

that a complete historical record of any interaction of particles, in-

cluding any finite happening whatever, is “written” in the photons 

that emanate from the interaction. If we could collect all these pho-

tons and analyze them, even if they had been streaming into space for 

millions of years, we could determine the history in question to the 

minutest detail. 

 Some hint of this principle is given by the thought that, if we had a 

powerful telescope trained on some distant galactic civilization, we 

might learn a great deal about that civilization over the course of 
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centuries, even quite a bit about specific individuals. It would have to 

be a very powerful telescope indeed, however, to penetrate very far 

into space with the needed resolution. As a wild extrapolation from 

today‟s resources, a visible-light, reflecting telescope with a mirror 

the diameter of Pluto‟s orbit could peer about 1,000 light years into 

space--still well within our own galaxy--with enough resolving power 

to begin to distinguish objects the size of human faces. (Although 

such a construction seems unlikely, its effect might be achieved 

someday by distributing many smaller telescopes in space and 

training them all in the same direction.) In any case, such a strategy 

would fall far short of the requirements for phase conservation. 

 Tipler‟s Omega Point Theory, in which a collapsing universe is to 

lead to an explosion in information processing (effectively, the 

Omega Point), does call for all photons eventually to reverse their 

outward streaming and converge.[5] The photons might then be 

captured and analyzed by an advanced civilization. The theory 

(which is also a many-worlds theory) thus calls for the complete re-

construction of the history of the universe as a preliminary to a uni-

versal resurrection. But I think this is highly unlikely. Based on pre-

sent evidence the universe does not seem destined to collapse,[6] but 

even if it is, it is questionable whether life and civilization could 

persist under such conditions and be able to carry out the project.  

 Tipler‟s theory retains Fedorov‟s reverse-determinism, but, as 

noted, it is a many-worlds theory. (Interestingly, then, it supports 

Unboundedness and thus offers another possibility for resurrection, in 

this case through the UI assumptions.) Some other theories do not 

provide for accessible reverse-determinism but do have a sin-

gle-world ontology. History, they imply, has a unique manifestation; 

only one possible version of it really happened. But in general, we do 

not know which version that was--and never can know, beyond the 

limited information that still survives in our records or what might be 

deduced from archaeological discoveries yet to be made. (I think it 

will be clear that these future discoveries, however serendipitous, 

could never begin to tell us all we would like to know. The literature 

and lore of the numerous tribes that perished before the invention of 

writing is lost, for example, to say nothing of details at the level of 

individuals: memories, brain structure, and so on. Indeed, very many 

people are not recorded at all, though perhaps much more survives of 

ancient individuals in certain forms, particularly recoverable DNA, 
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than we are presently aware of.) But whether the worlds are many or 

single, this lack of knowledge would not absolutely preclude resur-

rections, since a sufficient description of a past individual could be 

arrived at by accident. 

 More generally, through a systematic enumeration process (fea-

sible somewhere, if we accept Unboundedness, though doubtful 

otherwise) we could arrive at a description of everyone who ever 

lived, from which the resurrection of everyone could follow. In 

Chapter 10 we briefly considered the amount of information that 

would be involved in a description of one individual: an upper bound 

at the quantum level is 3Ч10[45] bits per person though, as noted, 

smaller estimates will be more realistic. Ralph Merkle, for example, 

estimates that to adequately describe the brain at the molecular level 

would take about 10[25] bits.[7] Even this would be overdoing it; 

focusing on the really essential structures such as brain synapses 

might reduce the total below 10[13] bits, while a more realistic guess 

may be about 10[18] bits.[8] In any case we see that some finite 

number N must suffice--this again being the requirement for just one 

person. The number of all possible persons then would be at most 

2[N], which is a large number indeed, even if N is only 10[10], yet 

still finite. The feasibility of creating or recreating all possible hu-

mans would then follow from Unboundedness. (It is worth noting that 

this possibility holds regardless of whether we assume that, in keep-

ing with strong AI, persons in their functioning are digital devices.) 

 For a single-world ontology, creating all possible humans in this 

way could pose the problem that only a small subset of the possibles 

would be actual persons who lived. The rest would be unhistorical 

fantasies, fully fleshed out but fictional characters; indeed, these must 

enormously outnumber the “real” people. This difficulty we consid-

ered in Chapter 4, where we noted, however, that it is nullified by the 

assumption of Unboundedness. In the totality of all existence, all 

possible persons, regarded as finite constructs, must have actually 

existed and in fact must recur, over and over. More generally, persons 

do not exist in isolation but in surroundings--whole worlds--that also 

must have existed as finite constructs and must also recur. Each 

person must have existed, then, in a historical setting conforming to 

what that person perceived as “real.” 

 These conclusions gain strength from the arguments we consid-

ered in Chapter 8, invoking the information paradigm and the com-
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putational view of the historical process. They in turn allow the pos-

sibility of multiple instantiations, and, indeed, Unboundedness would 

seem to provide infinitely many instantiations of all possible finite 

constructs. 

 A resurrection would then be achieved if an exact copy of a per-

son (more precisely again, person-stage) prior to death could be cre-

ated. To fully satisfy the demands of exactness would require creating 

an object in the same quantum state as the original--then, according to 

modern physics, the two objects would be literally the “same,” as we 

noted in Chapter 7. (Persons uncomfortable with the idea of surviving 

in a replica should thus have no difficulty here, though as it appears 

there would be considerable difficulty in practice with recreating the 

exact quantum state.[9]) However, our quantum state is constantly 

changing, yet “we” survive; far less stringent standards must rea-

sonably apply. 

Requirements for a Resurrection  

 Based on Interchangeability, it should be adequate for a resur-

rection to restore a functioning individual with feelings, awareness, 

and intentions that are the same as in an earlier person. If the new 

person feels the same as the original, has the same memories, dispo-

sitions, and so on, then a success occurs, even if differences imper-

ceptible to the subject are present. (The problem of deciding when 

such an identical being would recur is presently beyond our under-

standing, but I conjecture it will be resolvable in the more advanced 

future.) In particular, it should make no difference if the new indi-

vidual‟s physical body is different from the original so long as there is 

perceptual identity. It is possible, in fact, that the new physical 

structure could be very different, for example, a computer emulation. 

 Here we have been assuming that a resurrection must in some way 

restore exact conditions that were perceived prior to death. This is 

clearly unnecessary, however, and would sometimes be undesirable, 

for example, if the subject died in pain. There is also the philosophical 

conundrum that we could restore innumerable individuals corre-

sponding to different points in the life of the original--more will be 

said on this shortly. For now we wish to consider how the conditions 

of a resurrection might be reasonably varied without disqualifying it. 

The main possibility, which I expect would be applied, would be to 

create not an exact replica but a continuer. 

 We would have to create an individual, that is, who considered 
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herself to be a later version of the past individual we were resurrect-

ing and met reasonable criteria including retention of memories of the 

earlier individual. (Again it is unclear what full range of criteria 

should apply here, but presumably this can be worked out in the fu-

ture.) In the terminology we used in Chapter 4, the continuer would 

have to exhibit an appropriate kind and degree of psychological 

connectedness with the earlier person-stage. This should pose no 

fundamental problem; on waking from sleep, for instance, we do not 

have identical perceptions to those we had just prior to falling asleep 

but are only continuers of our previous self. 

 But there is a potential problem. Interchangeability, strictly in-

terpreted, may seem to provide for resurrection only under a very 

limited circumstance involving exact duplication. If we consider the 

example of someone, say, who died in an accident and who, moments 

before the accident, was in perfect health, we could recreate a perfect 

replica (instantiation) of this individual (again, a person-stage) mo-

ments before death and call that a resurrection. (We might assume 

this person was dreamlessly sleeping before death, that is, uncon-

scious, to avoid any possible difficulty over losing the last few mo-

ments of consciousness.) Our grounds for considering this to be a true 

resurrection are straightforward: the replica person is an instantiation 

on an equal footing with the original. As much as the original can be 

said to “be” the person, so must the replica be the person by Inter-

changeability. The replica, on the other hand, does not die with the 

original but lives on, becoming a continuer of what the original had 

been before. The person, therefore, lives on in this continuer just as 

would have happened through some other continuer, for example, if 

the accident had not happened.  

 We thus enable the person to continue his/her existence through 

the replica, and we have carried out a true resurrection. We must 

understand, of course, that this is only one possible continuation of 

the person and that there can and (by Unboundedness) will be others. 

But this in turn is what is always happening; by Unboundedness we 

are constantly splitting into continuers. Our one self is fissioning into 

many selves. 

 But Unboundedness can now resolve the potential problem if, 

rather than creating an exact instantiation or perfect replica of a 

person, we simply create (instantiate) a continuer. Done properly, this 

continuer would conform to a real history in which we did create the 
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exact instantiation and the continuer developed from that. In the latter 

case the continuer would “be” the person in question as we have just 

established. On the other hand, if we simply created an exact copy of 

the continuer without going through the developmental process, that 

(instantiated) continuer would be an instantiation of a real continuer 

and thus “real” too. Creating a continuer, then, should qualify as a 

true resurrection as well. 

 The continuer option would have many advantages, including 

relief of pain, curing diseases and infirmities, and more radical 

changes for certain cases such as dangerous criminals, who could be 

rehabilitated. (With the possibility of modifications, especially radi-

cal ones, would come the potential for abuse--a problem that must 

also be dealt with but presumably could be. It would also be necessary 

to consider how far a modification could go and still claim to “be” the 

original person, even in a later version, that is, whether we really had 

a continuer--again, this would have to be worked out.) In fact, the 

continuer option opens the prospect that everyone, even the most 

unsavory and reprobate, could be resurrected in a fully rehabilitated 

form, which would be valuable and justifiable to others on grounds of 

enlightened self-interest. 

Person-Segments and Person-Stages 

 A further discussion of some aspects of the resurrection problem 

will be useful, to tie in ideas we have considered starting in Chapter 4. 

A person-stage, the person at a particular time, is a limiting case of a 

person-segment, the person persisting over an interval of time. The 

person-segment is represented or “implemented” by one or more 

instantiations, which are processes in the multiverse that “run” the 

person in question; these processes are treated as equivalent and in-

terchangeable. When the time interval is short, we approach an in-

stantiation of a person-stage in which a momentary mental state is 

expressed. A person-segment, on the other hand, will embody a 

succession of person-stages, so that an instantiation of the segment, in 

the course of its run or execution, will pass through instantiations of 

the intervening person-stages with the later stages representing con-

tinuers of the earlier stages. Later segments similarly are continuers 

of earlier segments whose time-intervals do not overlap. Here it will 

be simpler to consider earlier and later stages rather than segments. 

 An instantiation, we have noted, need not express all that is part of 

the person during the time in question. Here, however, it will be 
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convenient to assume that the instantiation occurs by activating a 

“self-contained” construct, a person-replica that does have these 

elements. So memories and other features must be present in some 

accessible form that would eventually (at least), in the course of 

continuing execution, exert an effect on the states of consciousness. If 

this were not so, these elements would have to be “inserted” from the 

outside at appropriate times to exert the needed effects, which means 

they could just as well have been present all along, though hidden 

from consciousness. 

 An instantiation of a person-stage P2, through a replica or con-

struct that is self-contained in this sense, could be considered a res-

urrection of any other person-stage P1, of which P2 could be said to 

be a continuer on grounds of psychological connectedness. This is our 

basic notion of resurrection. Again, it is not intended to be the most 

general notion possible, which would depend only on some mecha-

nism whereby a suitable instantiation could be sustained. But I think 

that, by a reasonable argument, the extra generality is not essential, 

that is, would not enlarge the domain of resurrectible beings. 

 So in particular this means that P2 would be a more developed 

version of P1, someone who, as the instantiation runs, would re-

member being P1 at an earlier time. This would cover the case of P2 

being simply a later stage and P1 an earlier stage of the same, con-

tinuously living person, though we do not usually think of this (sur-

vival of P1 in P2) as involving resurrection since there was no death 

interval. In this case P2 arises from P1 by a gradual process we call 

“growing older”--normally there is both physical and psychological 

continuity between P2 and P1 as well as a degree of psychological 

connectedness. However, the requirements of being a continuer, 

which are to depend only on psychological connectedness, could be 

met under more general conditions: there is no necessity that P2 

should physically develop from P1. There is no requirement that P2 

even be at a later time than P1, though the memories, perceptions, et 

cetera, of P2 must be such as to conform, in a reasonable way, to what 

would be present if P2 was in fact both later and more developed. 

 This will, no doubt, seem to pose a great difficulty to some. If P2 

is not really a later version of P1 but only a replica, albeit an exact one, 

but still existing at an earlier time, what ground do we have for calling 

P2 a continuer? (In practice I do not think such a conundrum is likely 

to arise very often, even in an eternally advancing future, but let us 
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allow it here for the sake of argument.) On the other hand, if time 

precedence is important, then some criterion besides pure psycho-

logical connectedness must be met, which I have disallowed. The 

issue of time precedence was considered in Chapter 6; I tentatively 

suggested a resolution of the problem based on the endless possibili-

ties for exact repeats of finite histories in the multiverse. In this 

manner the notion of “true” time precedence ultimately becomes 

fuzzy and not so important. In the case at hand, P2 would have an 

exact replica that either was truly in P1‟s future or at least was not 

definitely not in P1‟s future and thus would have a plausible claim, on 

more usual intuitive grounds, to be a continuer of P1. By Inter-

changeability, however, P2 must share the properties of this replica, 

thus P2 must also be a continuer. More will be said later on time 

precedence and the related problem of causality, mainly in Chapter 

15. 

 Let us now back down from the above thought experiment to 

consider another issue raised earlier. Strictly speaking, resurrection 

requires instantiation of a person-stage P2, which in turn is a con-

tinuer of some other person-stage P1. P1, we should then say, has 

been resurrected and lives on or survives in P2, a property that de-

pends on the fact that P2 is a continuer. On the other hand, the relation 

of continuer is transitive: P2, being a more developed version of P1, 

must also be a more developed version of P0, where P0 is any earlier 

stage or predecessor of P1. In other words, to resurrect P1 is to res-

urrect many other person-stages, including all those of which P1 is a 

continuer.  

 In these resurrections we are clearly not limited to the one per-

son-stage P2; any other person-stage P3, which is also a continuer of 

P1, would do as well. P3 would also resurrect any predecessor P0 of 

P1. But there is also the possibility of a resurrection of P0 that is not a 

resurrection of P1. An instantiation of P0 itself would have this 

property, and, more generally, so would any (instantiation of a) con-

tinuer of P0 that was not a continuer of P1. (Such a continuer would 

either be a predecessor of P1 or have memories diverging from P1 but 

agreeing on the subset of memories pertaining to P0.) So from the one 

person-stage P1 we could carry out many resurrections of separate 

individuals. To say we could (which, once again, ought to become 

physically feasible in the future) is to raise the issue of whether we 

should, which will be examined in later chapters. 
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The Problem of Identity 

 There is another issue our discussion raises, which has to do with 

the idea that a continuer is the “same” as the earlier person-stage that 

is continued, something we first encountered in Chapter 4. Clearly, 

when we say the continuer is the “same” we do not mean this in the 

sense of truly (numerically) identical or even, as in the case of dif-

ferent person-instantiations, functionally identical. I am a continuer, 

for instance, of myself as a preschooler but hardly identical. On the 

other hand, there is one property of being the same that is usually 

regarded as holding between different person-stages: transitivity. If 

P0 is to be regarded the same person as P1, even if at an earlier or later 

stage in life, and P1 similarly is the same as P2, then usual intuition 

would have it that P0 must be the same as P2. This accords well with 

ordinary experience, as can be seen if we consider people at different 

stages in life. However, it must break down if we consider the pos-

sibility of different, initially identical copies of a person-stage, as 

above. So, for instance, both P1 and P2 could have started as exact 

copies of P0 but then developed separately. Both then would be con-

tinuers of P0, hence the “same” as P0, but neither would be a con-

tinuer of the other, thus not the “same” as each other. Transitivity of 

identity must fail. 

 Some, such as Robert Nozick, have insisted that transitivity of 

identity must hold and would reject the idea of survival of a person 

through multiple continuers. Thus in Philosophical Explanations 

Nozick allows that a person may survive in a “closest continuer,” but 

that no survival occurs--only nonexistence--if there are two or more 

continuers equally close.[10] To this I respond that if there really is a 

multiverse, as the evidence suggests, then we are simply forced to 

accept survival through multiple continuers or give up the idea of 

survival entirely. For then we are constantly fissioning into multiple 

near-copies (continuers), with no one copy particularly closer than 

the rest. Of course I am not denying that the actual occurrence, 

side-by-side in the same universe, of multiple continuers would cre-

ate problems for existing legal and social institutions--but that is a 

side issue. 

 But an objection might now be raised about our semantics. Per-

haps we should not speak about personal identity being carried or 

transmitted through continuers--if so basic a property as transitivity 

must be given up. (For then “identity” is no longer even an equiva-
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lence relation, let alone expressing what we often think in other 

contexts--namely, that two ostensibly different but “identical” things 

are one and the same in all respects.) Certainly this objection has 

substance, but I would propose a different concept of identity to apply 

here. This I think it important to legitimize because the idea of sur-

vival is important to us. We like to think of ourselves being identified 

with a past person--that in some reasonable sense we are the same 

person, only now grown older and, we hope, wiser and better in other 

ways. It is a valuable source of meaning. The “identification” we 

make need not equate us with the past self in all details nor preclude 

the possibility of some other present self being identified with the 

same past self, as in the case of multiple continuers. We thus need to 

think of identity as a sharable commodity. 

 So personal identity, as understood here, will refer to a connection 

that exists between one person-stage and another. P1, a person-stage, 

is identified with P2 and said to be the “same” person in case either P1 

is a continuer of P2, or vice versa. In either case, P1 need not be the 

same in all respects, or identical, to P2. The relation of being a con-

tinuer is transitive, but that of being the same person is not. In prin-

ciple, many person-stages could arise from one original and identify 

with that original yet recognize their mutual differences and not 

identify with each other, beyond the common origin. I see no reason 

this recognition of differences should interfere with the value each 

would attach to the ties that existed with the original stage. Put an-

other way, if two different people were one and the same person at 

some point in the past, each could still value that past in a personal 

way, with no necessary impediment from the fact that some other 

different individual also personally valued it. 

 I hope it is becoming clear, then, how survival is to be effected 

through continuers, and particularly, how the possibility of resurrec-

tion is to be realized under a functionalist version of the concept of 

personhood. We see then how resurrection must appear from the 

viewpoint of the resurrectee: a conscious state (pre-resurrection) 

followed by another conscious state (post-resurrection, after activa-

tion of the continuer) with essentially nothing in between. This would 

hold regardless of how long an interval in time or space might sepa-

rate the pre-resurrection and post-resurrection states or even if the 

two were to happen in different universes. A deceased person, prior to 

resurrection, is in one sense truly gone and not “somewhere” yet also 
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remains latent in the everlasting fabric of reality and is unavoidably 

involved in a process of coming back.  

Onticity 

 There are some difficulties that still need to be addressed besides 

the problems of forgetting and false memories (see Chapter 15). We 

will now consider an issue I will call onticity. 

 This is a concept I apply first to a hypothetical historical record, a 

purported fact about some occurrence in the past. I distinguish be-

tween the surviving historical record--information that has been 

straightforwardly transmitted from the past or is recoverable through 

investigation--and other purported historical information. Infor-

mation that is part of the historical record I will call enontic. For 

example, we know with reasonable certainty that Lucretius (full name, 

Titus Lucretius Carus) was the author of De Rerum Natura, a poetic 

treatise on Epicurean materialism dating from around 55 b.c.e.--this 

information then is enontic. There is much we do not know about 

Lucretius, however, such as what he looked like and whether he was 

born on May 15. This information then, which does not contradict the 

historical record but is not contained in it or derivable, so far as we 

know, from surviving sources, is hyperontic. Finally, despite our 

scarcity of knowledge, we can be sure Lucretius never had a pet 

pterodactyl--to say he did contradicts the historical record (here un-

derstood to include the fossil record, and all other reasonable sources 

of past information); such details I will call xenontic. 

 We have then three classifications of onticity for purportedly 

straightforward historical information. The classifications can be 

extended naturally to the case of a resurrection, as follows. 

 Suppose the resurrection is made from preserved remains that 

fully capture the necessary information, as might possibly happen 

through cryonics. The information, then, is entirely part of the his-

torical record and only awaits a straightforward application of future 

technology to realize the living person. This then is an enontic res-

urrection. In the usual sense it can be called fully historical--it is de-

rived entirely from surviving information about the past. In Chapter 4 

we briefly considered reasons why the fully historical resurrection is 

to be preferred, if possible, something we will soon examine at 

greater length. 

 The second case is where the resurrection results in someone who 

fits the historical record, but to reasonably fill out or “complete” a 
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person, some details had to be invented. It may be that only the most 

minor details must be filled in this way, as in the case, say, of a cry-

onics patient who was frozen with a slight but definite loss of iden-

tity-critical information. Or at the opposite extreme, we may have to 

reconstruct the whole person from scratch: a prehistoric man, say, no 

identifiable particle of whom exists, nor any record whatever. This 

type of resurrection then is hyperontic. Though less desirable (gen-

erally) than the enontic, it is a form we must consider, given the 

importance overall that must be attached to resurrection. All indi-

viduals from the more distant past, for instance, can at best only be 

resurrected hyperontically. 

 Finally, a xenontic resurrection would use information that con-

tradicts the historical record. A Lucretius who remembered his pet 

pterodactyl would qualify as xenontic--such memories must diverge 

substantially from our history, based on what we can conclude from 

fossil and other evidence. Conventional intuition would describe this 

as a simple case of fictional memories, but Unboundedness assures us 

otherwise. Fictional instead is only a relative term. Different histor-

ical timelines to our own are real too and so must be the persons who 

took part, whenever present. The xenontic case, though, is arguably 

of less interest than the other two--at least for now and some distance 

into the future. We might say that the xenontic person more properly 

belongs in his own milieu--let him then be resurrected by his own 

people, where he will fit better (be enontic or hyperontic) and perhaps 

more readily find fulfillment. However, I forecast that sometimes we 

will be interested in xenontic resurrections (for example, his own 

people may not exist)--more about this shortly. 

 One thing to note before proceeding further: the three categories 

of onticity are presented as if sharply defined, which we know is far 

from true. Historical records contain blemishes and complexities that 

make it difficult to decide, in some cases, what their onticity really 

should be. This will no doubt continue in the future, even in the face 

of additional evidence we might uncover (barring complete recovery 

of the hidden past). Difficulties are increased by differing opinions 

about the nature of reality, or about the personal experiences of 

oneself or others, et cetera. Some, perhaps many or most, of these 

differences may also be resolved in a more advanced future, but 

clearly onticity is a far more complicated subject than can adequately 

be treated here. Still, the threefold classification seems a useful be-
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ginning.  

 It should be noted, however, that by using the term historical 

record I include all future discoveries minus any future losses of in-

formation. With reasonable care perhaps the future losses will be 

minor, particularly of information that is well known generally today 

and that we consider important. (One exception, however, is the 

memories of living individuals today, many of whom will die without 

biostasis.) On the other hand, with new discoveries and deductions, 

the actual record should be more complete in many particulars than it 

now appears to be, though numerous and large gaps must remain. I 

think probably that, in view of the likely progress in nanotechnology, 

we will be able to recover substantially the full, surviving historical 

record, up to our present era, in a few centuries at most. Most of the 

information of interest to us will be found, very likely, on and near the 

surface of the earth. Other valuable information would be captured in 

the photons streaming outward from Earth at the speed of light, but 

that is inaccessible to us, by appearances. By Interchangeability, then, 

this information is not even uniquely defined, being instantia-

tion-dependent. We must confront a past with ambiguities, including 

different, equally authentic, mutually inconsistent versions of people 

in our approach to the problem of resurrection. 

Ontic Robustness, Dreaming, and Past Lives 

 There are two interesting properties we have noted about resur-

rections that appear to be guaranteed by the UI assumptions: on one 

hand, every sentient being who lived and died will be resurrected; on 

the other, every resurrection is authentic. Given anything that could 

reasonably be considered a sentient being, one with coherent memo-

ries of plausible, causative events, there is a history that gave rise to 

that being through those very events. And some allowable histories 

must produce continuers (resurrections) of that very being. The two 

properties together--the universality and authenticity of resurrec-

tions--I will refer to as ontic robustness. 

 A further comment now seems in order in regard to the claim of 

authenticity. I have characterized a resurrection as the creation of a 

continuer of a person who actually lived, someone (at minimum) who 

was historically part of some parallel time stream. That is really the 

only requirement for authenticity--and it seems reasonable that it be 

the only requirement, in view of Interchangeability. 

 For instance, we cannot tell that we are not, at this very moment, 
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running in some computer simulation in a universe far removed from 

our own universe. We could, in other words, be xenontic resurrectees, 

about to be informed by an advanced being of the true state of affairs. 

Although it seems very unlikely (we have never had such an in-

formative visit before and do not see any evidence that it is about to 

happen) still, among our instantiations, with which we are identified 

by Interchangeability, there must be those for which it is true. They 

are about to learn something very surprising, and, meanwhile, they 

are identical in thoughts, feelings, and perceptions to us. Our present 

identity then must somehow encompass them too and, in particular, 

extend over parallel universes that are not causally connected in the 

usual sense. (It could also, conceivably, extend to constructs in our 

own universe that occur at earlier or later times than our own, as we 

have noted.) It is not necessary, then, for the resurrectee to be causally 

connected to the original person as we normally understand it, that is, 

enontically. Acceptance of a resurrection on this basis, however, 

raises other interesting issues. There is the phenomenon of dreaming, 

which for our species is normal. Less routine but still not so rare are 

the cases of people who claim to remember past lives. 

 Dreams in particular offer a challenge that needs to be resolved if 

our theory of resurrection is to stand. While dreaming we generally 

believe that what we seem to experience is really happening. It cer-

tainly seems real to us, though afterward we often recognize many 

absurdities and inconsistencies with reality as we usually perceive it. 

On awakening, then, we normally revise our opinion about what has 

transpired and shrug it off with “Oh, I was dreaming.” We do not 

interpret our new circumstances (wakefulness) as amounting to a 

xenontic resurrection. It is clear, nonetheless, that the dream sequence 

corresponds to some real happening--the mental events were real 

enough, it was just our perception of these events that was temporar-

ily off-base. 

 Our reasons for concluding this seem straightforward--the dream 

sequence does not fit the rest of our perceptions about ourselves and 

our remembered past. Additionally, it has precedents--we have had 

other experiences before that exhibited a similar ephemeral character. 

These fleeting experiences we also confidently label “dreams” and 

note that others like ourselves do the same thing for like experiences 

of theirs. If, on the other hand, a “dream” were the whole or main part 

of our remembered experience, it would no longer be a dream. So I 
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think the possibilities of resurrection we have considered do have 

substance, even if there are complications. There is even the possi-

bility that one‟s main perceptions will be seen eventually as a 

dream--unlikely though it may seem. By the same token, even a 

dream personality, if reasonably well-defined, should have actual 

substance in some parallel universe. 

 Another interesting problem is posed by persons who claim to 

remember a past life, prior to being born. In the best cases these 

claims are offered in all sincerity with no intent of deception or per-

petrating a hoax. This is not to imply, of course, that anything of a 

mystical nature should be attached to these claims. A plausible ex-

planation would be that material from dreams is not always recog-

nized as such but instead is attributed to experiences prior to this life. 

A similar mechanism could account, in some cases, for other para-

normal encounters, such as visits with space-aliens. Another possible 

cause that some have conjectured is temporal lobe epilepsy.[11] More 

generally, the brain is a most complex organ. We may imagine it can 

be affected in numerous unsupernatural ways, depending on circum-

stances, to produce a variety of “supernatural” experiences in the 

minds of certain subjects. 

 In any case, some have vivid tales to tell, which are not neces-

sarily contrary to any of our historical records, though no major, new 

enontic facts have been brought to light and verified by way of con-

firming such “remembrances.” It is clear then that this extra infor-

mation is not historical in the usual sense but fictionalized; at best 

then it would qualify as hyperontic. We considered such cases in the 

last chapter, in connection with the possibility that a continuer of 

some specific individual could arise in this way, with the conclusion 

that it was an unlikely route though not impossible. Here we consider 

the other half of the ontic picture, which is, given some individual 

with ostensible memories of a former existence, should we then re-

gard that person as an authentic resurrection? 

 In view of ontic robustness, it is clear that under appropriate 

circumstances we would have to consider such a person as authentic, 

a resurrection at least of the hyperontic or xenontic variety. By Un-

boundedness, any reasonably consistent set of “memories” must be-

long to an actual person from some real history. A person who rea-

sonably felt himself to be a continuer of such an individual and had 

corresponding memories, dispositions, and so on, would qualify as a 
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true continuer. Again there is nothing supernatural or paranormal 

about this resurrection possibility. Yet I doubt such resurrections will 

be taken very seriously in the future, at least in the way their propo-

nents now imagine. As we progress beyond the human level, we will 

increasingly understand such effects and their causes, and especially 

when, as we may expect, our progress allows us to treat and alleviate 

these causes, perhaps by various sorts of brain enhancements. No 

doubt we will then look indulgently on the extraordinary experiences 

some were subject to in our human “childhood.” But I do not see great 

homage being paid to effects that seemed to fly in the face of science, 

if explainable in other ways, as they probably will be.  

 Many have dreamed, and been convinced at the time, that they 

were past individuals--but in their waking states do not claim or feel 

themselves to be such persons. In a similar vein we can imagine that 

becoming more-than-human--or perhaps a simple cure at the human 

level--will induce a “waking state” for the past-life advocate. Those 

of today with strangely functioning brains who are convinced thereby 

of having paranormal experiences will, I think, see matters in a dif-

ferent light. It is worth noting, nevertheless, that in the hopefully 

infinite future, I expect there will be a place, eventually, even for the 

ephemeral “beings” of our dreams and our brain pathologies--more 

on this in Chapter 16. But I think that long before this, though still 

well in the future, we will focus on more normal creations of past 

individuals, which will be carefully planned and carried out by the 

more-than-humans we will have become. 

 There the prospects are arguably encouraging, if the future is to be 

truly open-ended, and patience, wisdom, and good will predominate 

as they should. Ontic robustness means that we could reconstruct an 

entire population of humans and their ancestors, secure in the thought 

that all these beings really lived. Moreover, assuming mutually 

compatible memories and records, they all really lived in the same 

universe, which really had the history they collectively record. (The 

earlier life-forms we might want to resurrect, however, not in original 

form but as more advanced continuers.) In fact, I expect such a res-

urrection project to happen, but only after our more immediate 

problems of survival have been solved and we are more or less 

comfortably settled in an immortal lifestyle. (In particular, the full 

enontic historical record extending from recent events back to the 

oldest fossils and beyond should have been recovered using advanced 
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technology. Also, we clearly must have vast resources, both compu-

tational and material, before a project of this sort could be seriously 

attempted.) The project would focus on recreating in minute detail a 

history that fit our surviving records--it would be no worse than hy-

perontic, though for obvious reasons it could not be enontic. (Well 

before this, all enontic resurrections will have occurred, that is, any 

feasible resuscitations of people from biostasis.) 

 Along with such a project, Unboundedness tells us that, inevitably, 

many similar projects would also be in progress in parallel worlds. 

One version of Thomas Paine, say, would be created in one universe, 

another in another, and so on. Any specific Paine back in 1809, the 

year of his death, facing the destruction of important identity infor-

mation, could still be confident of awakening in a project of this type 

or in some other setting. He would not have to fear that while 

someone like him might be created, it would not be him. (His deistic 

hopes of eventual resurrection, then, would be fulfilled, whatever his 

expectations may have been as to details.) On the other hand, he 

would not have to greatly fear awakening in the “wrong” universe--if 

we assume that the majority of his resurrections were hyperontic. For 

in this case, through Interchangeability, he must equally fit and be 

part of many different possible historical timelines. (If he were to be 

awakened xenontically, on the other hand, and thus indeed in the 

“wrong” history, we can hope that the benevolent resurrectors would 

provide some form of reasonable compensation.) 

Heaven Despite Hardships 

 A being, once resurrected, should not want to die again: otherwise, 

what a futile exercise! Instead, immortality should be sought, and 

hopefully it can be achieved. Of course, based on the UI assumptions, 

we are hopeful that some form of immortality can always be achieved. 

The best kind, however, must involve no further death, or equiva-

lently, all further resurrection must be enontic. (In a sense, then, 

enontic resurrection is not true resurrection but instead only an 

awakening from a more or less extended sleep.) 

 We are thus offered a prospect of Heaven that, in important ways, 

strikingly parallels the concepts found in various religions. There are 

interesting differences too, of course, the main one being that this 

Heaven is to be engineered by ourselves and/or others like us. An-

other difference with many traditions is that Heaven is yet to be re-

alized, not something that “souls” have departed to already and where 
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they now enjoy a state of consciousness. Indeed, our Heaven as im-

plemented will tend to be “last in, first out”: those who die later can 

expect an earlier resurrection since the technical difficulties should be 

less. 

 One property that Unboundedness may seem to guarantee is 

perpetual enonticity, which would generally be the best form of ev-

erlasting survival. Anyone facing the prospect of dying from what-

ever cause, we could argue, will always escape death in some of the 

parallel worlds, however unlikely. But these are far from the only 

scenarios in which they (their continuers) can expect to reappear. In 

certain circumstances such a favorable outcome would be very un-

likely, as with a plane crash or the suicide lottery we have considered. 

Perpetual enonticity, under conditions of perpetual serious danger, is 

a myth, an impossible expectation. The only way it might hold is if 

death is simply not likely, as in a future with advanced technology 

that successively reduces the probability of dying, a topic we will 

examine in the chapter on immortality. 

 At an opposite extreme to this, consider the fate of people in a 

universe that cannot support eternal life. They and their civilization 

must perish. If their perceptions clearly included the approaching 

cosmic doom, it seems very likely that their resurrection, anywhere 

else, would be xenontic. In their new surroundings it would be most 

unlikely that the state of the world would also indicate approaching 

doom, or doom just past, in perfect consistency with the other disaster. 

On the other hand, such a resurrection would be a wonderful act of 

more-than-human compassion in rescuing those who would other-

wise be lost. We can expect such individuals to appear as replicas in 

our own universe, if our civilization endures and progresses, as part of 

our “labor of love.” This then is a way that life can survive the 

self-destruction of the universe that gave it birth. Unlike Tipler, we do 

not have to assert, of a universe unable to support eternal life, that its 

entire contents never existed in the first place.[12] 

 One difficulty that might be raised about this idea of xenontic 

resurrection is connected with temporal succession, a topic we con-

sidered earlier in relation to hypothetical continuers but now need to 

face again. The resurrectee ought (normally) to awaken in a later 

time--but in the case of a collapsing universe, time, in a sense, comes 

to an end (or so it seems, from today‟s perspectives). The notion of 

relative time between one universe and another could get very con-
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fusing. But clearly, reasonable conditions can be imagined in which 

the resurrectees would accept their new surroundings as corre-

sponding to a later time as they should--if only because, subjectively, 

it would seem so to them. In general, in the more distant future there 

should be many opportunities for carrying out what amount to res-

urrections, and for the most rewarding interactions with the beings 

that result. This I would expect to become apparent to advanced civ-

ilizations, which would stand to gain from their own resurrection 

projects. 

 Indeed, the eternal life of every sentient being whatever is possi-

ble even if there is no universe capable of supporting eternal life. How? 

By having not one everlasting universe but a succession of increas-

ingly long-lived universes in which increasingly advanced beings can 

develop and, in due course, carry out xenontic recreations of less 

fortunate beings from other universes. True, it could make for an 

interesting journey through transcosmic hypertime. We each would 

eventually face the self-destruction of our own universe, be resur-

rected into a longer lived one, then a still longer-lived one, and so on. 

In each transition, perhaps, we would eventually find an honored 

place among the immortals there and help them carry out further 

resurrections before their coming catastrophe. With enough love and 

compassion, perhaps even an endless succession of such cataclysms 

could be offset by the awakenings that would interleave them so that 

the highest good will prevail in eternity. 

 

 Tipler‟s retrocreationism, in which only those universes exist that 

have an Omega Point, is not a requirement for the existence of a 

sentient being in some particular universe. We could argue, however, 

that some form of retrocreationism holds because by Unboundedness, 

any sentient being or history must be brought eventually and re-

peatedly to the attention of other sentient beings. (In fact, it would 

appear that every sentient being must become known actively to 

every other sentient being, where the two are represented by suitable, 

instantiated continuers.) Nothing has existence, then, that is not per-

ceived over and over in replica form throughout eternity in innu-

merable settings by innumerable observers. 

 All this must hold, again, even if no possible single universe can 

support eternal life. Still it can be hoped that some universes can 

support eternal life, in particular our own. This and other themes 
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relevant to immortality will be examined later. We continue now with 

an issue having less cosmic import but more relevance to the present 

and near future.  

 

CHAPTER 13. 

Biostasis As the Better Way 

 

It is a source of satisfaction and comfort when we feel that events are 

progressing in an orderly way, not threatening but still offering ele-

ments of interest. We can then live life as a willing process of helping 

history happen, with our personal, day-to-day experiences forming a 

respected part of a larger whole. As such, our life experiences should 

also be worthy of remembering later and, consequently, retrievable in 

some form. Life with no surprises would be dull, and we want sur-

prises, maybe even considerable ones, but want them kept within 

bounds. We seek security and an absence of disruption as well as 

novelty and the liberty to explore newfound territory. I expect the 

issue of security to be important in the future, when hopefully our 

immortality is won. Indeed, it may be rather more important than now, 

for our expectations are conditioned by what we perceive as possible 

and rise accordingly as new possibilities are opened by our progress. 

 Today, of course, there are basic limitations on our security and 

confidence, particularly since we must face the prospect of a physical 

demise. This we can try to counter through the biostasis option, and it 

has interested a handful of us, but so far most remain indifferent. 

Many or most of these are not disinterested in overcoming mortality 

but have other plans to do so, generally based on belief in a super-

natural deliverance or other paranormal mechanisms. Here we have 

discounted such prospects but have offered instead a means of 

eventual resurrection based on scientific principles.  

 In this way we find grounds for an optimistic stance. Persons who 

have died have not lived in vain, for they too shall one day return to 

life through appropriate, material constructs, though certain ties with 

a historical past must, by appearances, be irretrievably lost. By the 

same token, though, a possible weakness is exposed in our insistence 

that the biostasis route is the better alternative when circumstances 

permit. With eventual resurrection possible through other means, we 

must ask why preserving the remains is still important. This issue was 

considered briefly in Chapter 4; it is time to take a closer look now.  
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 It is worth remarking that in addressing such an issue we put 

ourselves in the difficult position of trying to anticipate distant events 

and effects beyond our experience. Despite uncertainties though and 

indeed because of them, I think a good case for biostasis can be made. 

We do not need to pick the brains of future, inscrutable resurrectors to 

establish certain basic properties that lend support. 

 One such property relates to death as it applies to us today: it 

introduces a strong element of the unknown. We do not really know 

what will transpire after we are deceased in terms of our next per-

ceptions, good or bad effects, and so on, despite indications we have 

considered that good will prevail in the end. The surprise element is 

more than most of us are eager to embrace (this caution being natu-

rally selected), which provides one motive to avoid death when pos-

sible. On the other hand, if we see death coming and realize it cannot 

be forestalled, as has always been the case up to now, we can consider 

whether one means of coping might be better than another. And, in-

deed, I think fear or dislike of the unknown (or of a pending calamity 

or unwanted state) is what motivates most people who choose cry-

onics or other biostasis options, not to mention others who make other 

choices to cope with their own death. 

 Given the element of the unknown, however, there is another 

feature of biostasis that commends it over these other choices: it 

keeps options open that otherwise would be irretrievably lost. If 

someone just deceased is frozen, he could be unfrozen and buried or 

cremated. If buried or cremated, however, he cannot be converted to 

“just deceased and frozen”; the effects of decomposition are sub-

stantial and, as far as we know, irreversible. Among the unknowns 

that then confront us is the effect of the loss of identity-bearing 

structure and the information it encodes. True, the loss itself is not 

quite an absolute; lost information and consequently structure can be 

recreated by guesswork, but this will not restore broken ties with the 

historical record. I will offer arguments that these very ties, if main-

tained, will prove important in an open-ended, more-than-human 

future. In any case, we cannot be sure they will not be and do have 

reason to think otherwise. Similar ties, for example, are most im-

portant to the historian of today, who is not impressed with manu-

factured relics however convincing but seeks original, ancient arti-

facts or information derived from them. And every survivor becomes 

a kind of self-historian. We are thus provided a motive for preserving 
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our direct ties or informational continuity with a remembered past. 

 So now we have two possible connected reasons for choosing 

biostasis: coping with the unknown and forestalling irreversible loss. 

I think they are good reasons, and they are not negated by such a 

possibility as an eventual, universal resurrection and a happy ultimate 

outcome of all persons‟ lives. For this still leaves many uncertainties, 

and the crucial requirement for survival--the presence of identi-

ty-critical information--is clearly favored by a preservative process.  

 But other interesting arguments also favor biostasis, and we will 

consider these in turn, trying to look, tentatively, beyond the barrier 

of the unknown to consider how the preservation of identity-critical 

material now could prove of value in the future life of a presently 

dying individual, and even more generally. Here there are two per-

spectives of interest. The more important is the viewpoint of the in-

dividual in question, the participant or patient, someone who is to 

undergo death (the clinical variety at least, the cessation of vital 

functions) and, we hope, reanimation or resurrection. The second 

perspective is that of an external observer, as an interested party. 

A Problem of Anticipation 

 

 We are concerned, then, with the long-term, future effects of 

carrying out a hypothetical resurrection of our patient, a restoration to 

a functioning form. Mainly we wish to ascertain, as far as possible, 

what the patient‟s settled judgment would be as to the quality and 

advisability of the course that was followed relative to another pro-

cedure that might have been used instead. In the one case we imagine 

that the patient (at least a critical part including the brain or an ade-

quate portion) was placed in biostasis at death. The remains were then 

used so that the resurrected patient‟s memories, et cetera, remain part 

of the historical record, or, in terminology introduced last chapter, are 

enontic. In the other scenario, in which there is no preservation, this 

information is lost and must be restored by guesswork, so it is, at best, 

only hyperontic. We want to know if there is a significant advantage 

in the biostasis-based, enontic route, which we imagine is best to be 

judged by the patient herself. 

 This judgment in turn will only reach a settled form in an im-

mortal future, when the former patient has attained a 

more-than-human state. So our task, to anticipate what such a person 

might think and decide with far more wisdom and understanding than 
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we can expect to muster, is a daunting one. But we must make the 

effort to arrive at a better judgment on the advisability of an option 

open today but so far exercised by only a few. 

 Already there is a difficulty because it is entirely possible that 

different patients will see the matter differently, with no strong ma-

jority either way. As one example, we might imagine that someone 

who took the biostatic route would be glad she did and prefer that 

route (though having no experience of the other one). One who had to 

be resurrected hyperontically could argue, on the contrary, that it 

made no difference, she was none the worse for it. But I will argue 

that the latter alternative is unlikely, at least as a settled opinion, 

based on certain expectations about the way an immortal personality 

would develop. In short, then, I am claiming that any immortal being 

eventually must arrive at the position that enontic survival is better 

than hyperontic (barring certain special circumstances), and, simi-

larly, that hyperontic is better than xenontic. 

 Again, it is no small matter to try to judge what the state of mind 

of an immortal, former human might develop to. We need a starting 

point. There are certain traits, interests, and dispositions we possess 

as humans; these must furnish our foundation. Among these are a will 

to survive and an interest in the past. These traits are not uniformly 

shared, of course; many seem to have little interest in the past, and the 

lack does not necessarily make one reproductively unfit. Natural and 

cultural selection will tolerate such a lack of interest--to some degree. 

But I submit that this will not prevail in an immortal future. People 

must have a reason to want to be long-lived, and this must particularly 

apply in the case of more advanced beings in an immortal setting. 

Given enough time, I think any such being would develop an interest 

in the past and its conservation, both personal and more general--or 

be replaced by a continuer who had this orientation.  

 Let us now consider what can be called a communitarian argu-

ment for biostasis. Persons are valued in terms of their association 

with one or more others and, more generally, a community at large. 

Death, the loss of a loved or valued individual, is a tragedy to be 

avoided, forestalled, or, if possible, reversed once it has taken effect. 

If clinical death must occur, reanimation should happen sooner and 

more straightforwardly if the remains are well preserved. Indeed, it 

might be said that the one who is preserved is not really dead at all but 

in a kind of deep coma, if reanimation from the preserved state will 
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eventually be possible. This should be especially meaningful to 

someone who wants to further the survival of someone else. If we can 

assume biostasis will benefit the patient directly, that is, from her 

point of view--as I will begin arguing momentarily--the other who 

cares will also benefit from helping and knowing the patient is being 

cared for in a mission of attempted rescue. Later we shall return to the 

communitarian argument and, more generally, to problems with ac-

ceptance of the biostasis option that seem to come from the social 

nature of human beings. 

 One expected form of direct benefit from biostasis relates to the 

patient after resurrection and her relations or ties with the surrounding 

world, or what in Chapter 4 was called the Interface. If all goes well, 

an important feature of the Interface will consist of ties with a 

community of immortals who will be well-disposed toward the one 

they have resurrected and who will interact with the expectation of 

mutual, reciprocal benefit. Though hopefully well-disposed toward 

all, I conjecture the resurrectors will be better disposed toward those 

who earlier affirmed their valuing of life and immortality by choosing 

the option of self-preservation. 

 Another direct benefit of a more personal nature involves recol-

lection. Think about a memory: “I was there, did that.” If the memory 

was created by guesswork, it must still be considered authentic, pro-

vided it met basic criteria such as consistency with other memories, 

this being guaranteed by Unboundedness. Yet our intuitive response 

is that this sort of made-up memory is unreal. It would be possible 

rather than actual history and, of course, manufactured rather than 

saved and preserved from the time that the events actually happened. 

Better, we would say, if the memory had been laid down in the usual 

way in our brain in the course of really experiencing something, then 

straightforwardly preserved. Otherwise we must in a certain degree 

suspend disbelief, assuming we understand how the memory was 

actually acquired. This I think would be the likely reaction of people 

today, whose sensibilities are tempered by the hard road of selection 

our ancestors went through to get us where we are now, with some 

emphasis on survival and what is meaningful to that goal. We have to 

distinguish our dreams from our reality, even if those very dreams 

depict some reality somewhere. 

 The future, of course, has many unknowns. We cannot expect to 

second-guess the detailed preoccupations of people in a more ad-
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vanced setting, even where this may include our future selves, as we 

hope it will. But the issue of survival will not go away, and I think it 

will actually take on greater urgency when we are no longer mortal 

and can really make a science of survival. So I do not expect our 

thoughts to become indifferent to whether our memories possess 

historical ties in the usual way or were put in by guesswork. We can 

tentatively assume that our feelings on the matter now will carry over 

to the future and retain some validity. 

Advantages of Historical Ties 

 What then should be the advantages of the historical ties, of 

memories possessing enonticity? There should be an increased facil-

ity for meaningful interaction with fellow beings, which should 

translate to a better, more meaningful life overall; again, the Interface 

will be augmented. In the terminology of Chapter 3, the meaningful 

interaction amounts to taking part in a cultural drama. This should be 

furthered if one remains attached to the historical process. If death 

intervenes, the brain or a portion containing a record of events as they 

happened should be saved. But the focus on motives of survival has 

led away from the communitarian argument to what can be called a 

Darwinian argument, something we will return to later. 

 Aside from any direct benefits to the patient, preserving the re-

mains as part of the historical record also suggests an archaeological 

argument. The remains can be seen as a kind of relic that ought to be 

saved from destruction. In fact, this sort of policy is used today in 

special cases deemed to have archaeological value, such as Egyptian 

mummies, but not more generally, as we in cryonics feel it should be. 

This does not mean, of course, that persons are to be reduced simply 

to museum specimens. But archaeology is one field that recognizes 

the importance of history and the physical evidence that delineates it, 

and this has relevance at the personal level. We can regard the brain 

as a kind of archival storage center of information about our past life, 

an object deserving of preservation when, as in clinical death, inter-

vention is required to prevent loss.  

 Of course, here we are not simply trying to preserve history but 

even more important, to save and extend a person‟s life. Nevertheless, 

historical ties have significance--as in more conventional archaeol-

ogy--and not just the relic considered in isolation. An ancient man-

uscript, for instance, has value because it is historical and tells us 

something about our past. The same text could just as well have been 
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created as some modern exercise, with care to make it appear au-

thentic. It might still have interest but not the same as before. With 

remains intended for reanimation we have some additional consid-

erations, which we will now examine briefly. In particular, we need to 

take account of one very substantial departure from the usual focus of 

archaeology, in that the artifact in question may later become an ob-

server, an archaeologist in her own right. 

 To deal with that issue first, we see that it brings out a weakness. 

The archaeological argument is primarily an outsider‟s argument, 

oriented to those who find and preserve artifacts and those who study 

them for what can be learned. We do not normally consider that a 

preserved “artifact” is to awaken someday and may then have feel-

ings of her own about the whole process. If she too has an archaeo-

logical bent, she will perhaps appreciate what was done on general or 

aesthetic principles and be grateful. Indeed, we have already consid-

ered reasons to expect that sort of response. But there are other ar-

guments that better make our case for the preservation option; first we 

will examine some possible criticism. 

 One objection to the biostasis option is that if we grant in princi-

ple that the preservation would be worth doing, the best techniques 

may still be inadequate. Would a brain be well enough preserved to 

recover the desired information concerning the subject‟s identity, so 

that a reanimation could occur? Or, taking the most conservative 

stance, would there even be any significant information at all? The 

answer to the second question seems clear enough: certainly, signif-

icant information would be there, beyond, say, what could be inferred 

from the genome or isolated cell or tissue samples. As for the possi-

bility of reanimation, I have advocated the controversial position that 

here too there is a reasonable likelihood that the preservation will 

prove good enough; more will be said in Chapter 17. 

 But a second objection can be based on the issue of what is really 

significant, that is, what are we interested in. A preserved brain 

clearly contains structural information not deducible from a cell 

sample (inasmuch as its structure is not exactly defined by the DNA), 

but that alone does not make it worth saving. There is much infor-

mation in our world that appears briefly and is lost with no attempt to 

preserve it, though we could easily do so, in particular cases. But, for 

example, we do not go out of our way to preserve snowflakes or 

blades of grass, and the loss is not a matter of concern. True, there is 
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some preservation of this sort too, but mainly for representative 

sampling only--it would be absurd to try to save all such information 

and a task beyond our powers. 

 Rightly or wrongly, this is also the approach used today with the 

human brain at death. Most of the time it is discarded--committed to 

burial or cremation with the rest of the remains, though a more 

comprehensive preservation, in this case, would be within our means. 

The idea is resisted that preserved remains, at least the brain, would 

make it possible eventually to reanimate the person. With that pos-

sibility discounted, the physical structure becomes expendable. The 

dead are preserved piecemeal for representative studies, medical in-

struction, investigation of causes of death, or briefly and cosmetically 

for funerals--that is about it.  

 Here we shall assume provisionally, again with more to be said, 

that the preservation is good enough to raise the prospect of reani-

mation, which means that individual, remembered experiences are 

captured. Acceptance of this would probably remove the significance 

objection in most people‟s minds since a human life is now at stake. It 

was worth raising anyway, since many, including some cryonicists, 

question the importance of individual experiences and the value of 

memories. I will contend shortly that such disinterest is mistaken. 

 In summary, the archaeological argument suggests that we ought 

to be preserving human remains, much as we would save other his-

torical artifacts or relics. But our argument left more to be said on 

how the fact of the preservation would benefit the persons we hope to 

reanimate. Other arguments will help clarify this. 

 One of these can be called the conservatist argument: that major 

dislocations in life are to be avoided, and, more generally, a con-

servative course is to be charted in an effort to find meaningful hap-

piness. This recalls the remarks at the beginning of the chapter, in 

which an orderly, nonthreatening progression of events is seen as 

desirable, while disorienting or disrupting occurrences are to be 

avoided. The latter would not necessarily be physically painful, but 

could be inconvenient or stressful in other ways. Quite arguably, one 

form of unwanted experience of this type would be a long period of 

diminished or absent awareness, with the expected disorientation and 

need for adjustments that would follow on returning to one‟s senses.  

 Other factors equal, then, we would not want to spend a large 

amount of time unconscious and then return to consciousness, but 
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skip the long sleep instead. This would be so even if, for example, we 

had a curable form of sleeping sickness but all the more so if a more 

serious problem developed. We would not want to be sick in the first 

place, of course, but if ill we would rather be cured and remain 

functional than die and be frozen. If, on the other hand, clinical death 

was unavoidable, we would want to choose the least disruptive 

course--to be frozen rather than recreated by guesswork. At least this 

is physically the least disruptive, though whether it would also be so 

psychologically, that is, in terms of our life experience, might still be 

questioned. But, more generally, a course that is more conserving of 

life is preferred, with the physical and psychological notions of what 

is “conserving” being (usually) more or less in agreement. The more 

conserving choice, with its orderly features, should lead to greater 

overall contentment, enjoyment, and meaningful life experience. 

There is no guarantee, of course, that this must be so, though we have 

examined possible reasons based on an interest in survival and will 

consider others.  

 It is worth noting too that the conservatist argument fits well with 

the ideas we examined of biostasis as a way of coping with the un-

known and avoiding irreversible loss. Actually, it goes a bit further, 

suggesting that even reversible changes, for example, a long period of 

curable coma, are to be avoided if possible because of dislocation. It 

could thus be used as a rationale for biostasis even if we expected that 

historical ties could be restored through some other more difficult 

route, as in Tipler‟s Omega Point resurrection.[1] It could also be 

used to rationalize other life choices today, for example, exercise and 

dieting to remain physically healthy, as a way to increase the chance 

of survival to life-extending breakthroughs and avoid the necessity of 

biostatic preservation entirely. Finally, it might be used to favor 

conservative choices in a case where some form of eventual doom or 

disruption is inevitable, as a way of making the best of a bad situation. 

This could cover the ultimate calamity of a life-annihilating uni-

verse--to live well and prepare as far as possible for what might fol-

low one‟s destruction being preferable, say, to a quicker and more 

thoughtless suicide or a life ended by carelessness or indifference. 

But let us return now to the biostasis issue. 

Addressing Some Objections 

 A critic of the conservatist argument might counter that while 

day-to-day life might be preferred to clinical death, it is far from ob-
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vious that when the latter is inevitable, biostasis must be the preferred 

choice. Biological disruption need not equate to psychological dis-

ruption, given the reconstructive process as envisioned. If resurrec-

tion through guesswork is the guaranteed alternative to biostasis, who 

is to say it would not be just as good or better? In either case we must 

depend on “our friends of the future” to restore us, and help get us 

started in a new life that we will hopefully find worthwhile. If we 

would trust them in the one instance, why not in the other too? A 

person, for example, whose life is centered on simple pleasures, 

might especially see little difference either way. Here it will be in-

structive to take a closer look. 

 Hank, let us say, is a retiree in still-vigorous health, who is in-

terested in making love, playing golf, and sipping wine with buddies. 

Hank finds life worth living and wants more. Knowing that he may 

die of one cause or another, even with medical advances, he is con-

sidering making cryonics arrangements. He is persuaded that, indeed, 

if he is frozen and the proposed, eventual restoration to health suc-

ceeds, he should be able to resume his chosen lifestyle or something 

close enough but wonders why that would not happen if he is only 

recreated by guesswork. “Why,” he asks, “would these other resur-

rectors bring me back a cripple, or impotent, or with stomach ulcers? I 

have no reason to expect such petty cruelty and, especially, no more 

reason than with cryonics, so I see no real advantage in it, and there is 

the extra trouble and expense. I will just be conventionally buried.” 

Questioned more closely, Hank confirms that yes, he considers 

memories and past history important to an extent but only as a means 

to an end, which is enjoyment. “It is especially not critical,” he says, 

“to maintain the historical ties or what you call „informational con-

tinuity.‟ I really see no value in it for myself, given your assumptions, 

since its absence will not interfere in any way with what I do enjoy.”  

 So how do we answer Hank‟s objections? I propose to do so by 

carefully considering the idea that seems implicit here, that certain 

simple pleasures are all Hank desires for eternity, which I submit is 

highly unlikely, that is, Hank must inevitably reconsider. The course 

of our discussion will bring in other arguments favoring biostasis. 

First, though, it is worth remarking that real cryonicists rarely, if ever, 

have Hank‟s cast of mind but instead tend to see cryonics as their only 

hope of life after clinical death and discount resurrection through 

guesswork altogether. But I think that a sizable fraction do have the 
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orientation toward simple pleasures and consequently take the view 

that if this other resurrection is there as a backup, there is no sub-

stantial advantage, and possibly even a disadvantage, in the biostasis 

option. 

 It is also worth noting that unlike Hank, many people consider 

their friends, loved ones, and associates important enough that they 

wish to share their fate and would only consider cryonics if these 

others did also, a topic we will return to shortly. Cryonicists are 

usually more “stand alone,” and I have assumed Hank is too--let us 

say he would like his friends or loved ones to join him, whatever his 

choice, but is individualist enough to choose independently. 

 But let us look more carefully at the idea that simple pleasures 

might be the important things in one‟s life and could remain so in-

definitely, oblivious of such subtleties as whether one‟s memories 

were part of the historical record. To accept this position would be to 

argue for a kind of confining hedonism in which one is stagnated at a 

particular level indefinitely. It suggests that, while the repertoire of 

one‟s experiences could be large and varied, a finite set would do, 

leading inevitably to an Eternal Return or repetition of states of 

consciousness. This subject we will consider next chapter, but the 

important point is that an Eternal Return must forfeit true immortality. 

A person like Hank, in a garden of delights but unable to escape or 

progress, would resemble the Eloi in H. G. Wells‟s story The Time 

Machine, a diminutive race of human descendants the narrator en-

counters some 8,000 centuries in the future. “A queer thing I soon 

discovered about my little hosts, and that was their lack of interest. 

They would come to me with eager cries of astonishment, like chil-

dren, but, like children, they would soon stop examining me, and 

wander away after some other toy.”[2]  

 Unlike the Eloi, however, real children are not stunted at one level 

but advance over time. And, though Hank might protest that he is far 

above these simple folk who really are like children, this is not really 

the issue, but that a limited repertoire of activities would be enough 

for future life. In practice, perhaps Hank would progress, gradually 

but willingly, and not be doomed to an Eternal Return. However, in 

one other way his attitude is disturbingly reminiscent of the Eloi, 

which is that they are not their own masters but are kept and main-

tained by another once-human race, the Morlocks--who, it happens, 

use them as food.  
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 In the future as we have envisioned it, “our friends” the resur-

rectors will indeed have charge of those they return to consciousness, 

and we hope and have reason to think that they will take a loftier view 

than the Morlocks. Still they will, initially at least, be the guardians 

and masters of those they bring back and must have motives for doing 

so, which will not necessarily be to gratify every whim of their 

charges forever. Later we will consider this issue in more detail 

(Chapter 16), but the upshot will be that Hank had better plan on 

becoming his own, self-sustaining master. Perhaps Hank himself 

would protest again that he is already his own master, with savings 

permitting retirement, for example, but again this is not the real issue. 

For as a future resurrectee, he must be subjected, at least for a time, to 

the care of others. Again, he should plan on weaning himself from 

that subservient state and fending for himself. This in turn has con-

sequences that arguably would enforce attention to one‟s surround-

ings, including interest in the past. To approach this topic it will be 

useful to consider the more general issues of why and how we live our 

lives. 

 We live life to satisfy wants. All behavior, then, can be interpreted 

selfishly as a process of attempting to gain one form of satisfaction or 

another. Perhaps this will seem inadequate as well as inappropriate. 

What about altruistic behavior, done not for oneself but for others? 

But this too can be interpreted selfishly: altruism induces a special 

satisfaction, much prized by the practitioner, who feels good knowing 

that others are benefited. So we may imagine that everything we do is 

done for motives of self-interest and ultimately for some form of 

personal satisfaction. 

 The satisfaction of wants, of course, is not a simple process; often 

in attaining one goal we find additional goals we would like to 

achieve. In so simple an act as eating food to satisfy hunger, for in-

stance, we further a process (metabolism) that will eventually result 

in our being hungry again. On a higher level a scientist will, in the 

course of investigating one problem or phenomenon, find others of 

interest that were previously unknown. Galileo in 1610 pointed his 

telescope at the heavens to better observe the celestial objects then 

known and discovered new objects of wonder--the moons of Jupiter 

and other things not seen before. This oft-repeated process of dis-

covery has created a cornucopia of knowledge and in the bargain kept 

hordes of scientists happily engaged for centuries. 
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 A general principle is suggested: life properly lived should gen-

erate a succession of new goals. In this way we never run out of things 

to do. Otherwise we would stagnate, eventually, and the whole en-

terprise would become pointless. (Arguably, then, it was pointless all 

along.) And indeed, the inexhaustible nature of some lines of inves-

tigation suggests that, with proper orientation, a person would find no 

end of interesting things to investigate, thus no eventual boredom. 

Mathematics and subjects based on it are inexhaustible, we have 

noted, though I think there are other good reasons too that boredom 

need not be a threat. 

 A person, though, who is eager to accomplish things, would be 

interested in more than simply having an unlimited time in which to 

operate. We live life, normally, on a day-to-day basis and not like 

some imagined automaton that is turned on rarely, putters around 

briefly, then is put to rest again. 

 Instead, living life means, among other things, shaping events 

ourselves, under our own control. We investigate, we create, we 

do--hopefully not as part of some experiment or project under 

someone else‟s direction but by our own authority and wishes. We 

thus take part in a cultural drama and play a creative role. This is not 

arbitrary but involves specific historical events of which we are part 

and which are affected by our actions. We cause history, or help it 

happen. And, if rightly disposed, we want to continue in this manner, 

participating in the historical process under our own control--which 

means, by inescapable logic, we want to continue indefinitely. We 

thus do not want to be incapacitated by illness, we do not want to be 

enfeebled by age, we do not want to die. If death must come--the 

clinical sort at least--we are interested in overcoming that too, if 

possible. Having our important elements preserved for eventual re-

animation becomes a logical choice. 

 In this manner we hope to achieve not only a return to life but a 

better return than might be possible, say, if our remains are destroyed 

and we must be recreated by educated guesswork in a resurrection 

project of a more distant future. It is hard to imagine a strong motive 

for living that is indifferent to such thoughts. Surely, if we have to be 

formed at random all over again, we must have more trouble getting 

to our feet and finding a niche from which we can function, in 

meaningful ways, as independent individuals. I think this would hold, 

even though I attribute good motives to our hypothesized resurrec-
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tors. 

 Some things could not be undone even by them, such as the fact 

that our identity-critical information would not all be part of the 

still-surviving record. Lost memories recreated by guesswork, I will 

conjecture, will seem less real despite being also authentic because 

selection pressure would maintain an interest in historical ties. This 

should follow no matter how advanced our technology becomes. For 

technology alone will never guarantee our survival, but we must also 

have the will to survive, and it calls for certain interests, including 

some concern with our personal history and its preservation. The 

presence of guesswork (hyperontic) memories in place of historical 

(enontic) ones would significantly complicate our interactions with 

others and be less satisfying overall. Put another way, we would find 

our Interface impaired and would expect greater difficulty estab-

lishing meaningful ties with reality and a framework for further in-

teractions in the world. So, to anticipate the beings we will become, 

the enontic is to be favored over the hyperontic and xenontic. 

 This, then, somewhat restates the conservatist argument for bio-

stasis but also emphasizes an additional element--a concern with 

one‟s own persistence through time. It thus elaborates the Darwinian 

argument we touched on earlier, which is based on a will to survive. 

The will to survive carries the imperative that we should be interested 

in how we survive and, in particular, in favoring the enontic over 

alternatives. In Darwin‟s evolutionary theory, it is the fittest who 

survive, and so it will be, I predict, even after the causes of death have 

been eliminated. Those lacking the will are destined either to fall by 

the wayside--to self-destruct in some manner even if they could save 

themselves--or to make necessary adjustments. I expect that most will 

be able to adjust in due course. Future immortals, then, will come to 

agree that enonticity is best. But it is worth emphasizing that this 

Darwinian principle, with its favoring of the will and survival of the 

fittest, neither precludes our stance of Universalism nor compromises 

the prospects of benevolence in future immortals; more about these 

issues shortly. 

 On resurrection, Hank might initially be perfectly comfortable, 

whether his coming back was by the biostasis route or not. The benign 

resurrectors should see to that--unless they in their superhuman 

wisdom decide on another course entirely, which for the sake of ar-

gument we will discount. So Hank, a resurrectee, is able to enjoy his 
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old lifestyle almost as if nothing had happened. Eternity, though, is a 

long time, and eventually Hank must face up to the larger issues of an 

open-ended existence. This must especially follow, I submit, when 

Hank acquires a more advanced understanding of what he has gone 

through--death and resurrection--and what this means, scientifically 

and in other ways. And I submit he will--and should--find this out. 

The resurrectors are not going to keep him ignorant forever, like the 

witless, clueless Eloi, for his destiny is a higher one: to help nourish 

thoughts rather than supply physical nourishment. 

 Hank, as we have imagined him, thinks that personal information 

is simply a means to an end that is enjoyment. But this is incorrect; for 

personal information defines who it is who enjoys. To an extent, then, 

we must view the maintenance of personal information as an end in 

itself, complementary but not subordinate to the goal of enjoyment. It 

is connected with finding meaning in life, which in turn is not simply 

the attainment of pleasure, as usually understood. So if Hank himself 

is to benefit, he must consider more than just the raw enjoyments and 

must adjust his thinking to an active participation at a higher level. He 

must develop a true survivor mentality. If Hank was not preserved in 

biostasis but had to be recreated by guesswork, he must come to feel 

that it was not the best course, despite his finding life worthwhile and 

the problem of onticity manageable. Such are my views at any rate. I 

will conjecture, more generally, that those who are resurrected 

through guesswork will not initially experience particular hardships 

because of it but will come to feel and understand, over a long or short 

time, that the enontic route would have been better. 

Attributes to Aim For 

 Would-be immortals must be interested in life and living, but 

proper immortalist orientation, I maintain, additionally involves a 

proactive rather than a passive or reactive stance. We should be 

producers more than consumers, self-reliant individuals interested in 

the control of our own destiny, who actively seek means of 

life-enhancement. The interest in life and living translates to a wish to 

be part of the historical process--for indeed, this is what living is all 

about--which also favors activity and individual responsibility. This 

suggests another argument for biostasis I will call the libertarian ar-

gument, which recognizes that death or incapacitation is a limitation 

on freedom and seeks the best route around the difficulty, again by 

avoiding disintegration. 
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 The libertarian argument is clearly related to the Darwinian ar-

gument, but the emphasis is different, and, more generally, it does not 

follow that survival interests coincide with individualism and the 

exercise of freedom. This is especially true today in our mortal world, 

where individuals do not survive long but hopefully will in an im-

mortal future. However, today we find that few seem interested in the 

biostasis option, but that social bonding is substantial. Most people, 

as noted in Chapter 3, are not stand-alone individuals but think and 

act according to the expectations of their culture, especially where the 

forbidding issue of death is concerned. Our earlier communitarian 

argument suggested a possible reason such people might have for 

favoring biostasis, namely, to benefit someone else and participate in 

an effort to save a life. One thus can focus on something that is out-

side oneself and advantageous to society more generally. Realisti-

cally, however, I think this alone will not prove sufficient. A real 

communitarian--and I imagine this includes most people--is simply 

too rooted in a surrounding culture and will only change when that 

culture or some substantial part gives the nod of approval. 

 Otherwise biostasis is not likely to be the preferred choice, and 

this especially follows, I think, for a “radical” if comprehensive ver-

sion such as freezing the head or whole body. (A milder form, such as 

preserving a cell sample, may be more socially acceptable though 

offering far less in the way of preservation.) Indeed, the communi-

tarian might invoke our very conservatist argument in retaliation: 

“There would be a big social price for me to pay, were I to sign up for 

cryonics, both now, when I would be considered „weird,‟ and in a 

future when I might come back shorn of those who are dear to me (at 

least for a long time). Unsettling--considerably so. Overall, I expect 

the problems to be greater with this route, than with your „other‟ 

resurrection and, mainly, because other people I know have not opted 

for cryonics. True, I think it has a chance of working, but that is not 

the main issue. Just as now, so in the future, I want to stand with those 

I specially care about!” 

 Such an argument, based as it would probably be on a strong gut 

feeling, is a hard one to counter. And it too perhaps fails to do justice 

to the “typical” communitarian, who may in addition have strong 

religious inhibitions or just a simple, pervasive lack of interest. Cer-

tainly the question can be raised if, indeed, the dislocation resulting 

from compromise of social or cultural ties--for the many who espe-
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cially value and need them--might prove a greater hardship than the 

more abstract problem we have conjectured over onticity. But such 

people also seem in a way either joyless, fear-driven, or deficient in a 

sense of meaning and purpose. A case could, I think, still be made 

favoring the preservative option, but it would be necessary to con-

vince such people that the future will not merely bring physical health, 

but a substantial improvement in the mental state as well, with more 

enlightenment all around. 

 The thought occurs that mental doldrums could be a price to be 

paid to impel people to be the “social animals” demanded by the se-

lection process, biological and social, that shaped them. We must bear 

in mind that the selection process does not necessarily favor the sur-

vival, happiness, or well-being of individuals, but in our 

death-haunted world, what will propagate their genes. Not to be 

overlooked too is the possible severe dislocation our civilization has 

inflicted by the many changes it has made in human lifestyles over 

too short a time for biological evolution to adapt. As a possible con-

sequence, there are some who wish to reject not one choice of an 

extended life for another one but any chance of coming back at all. 

Such people alone seem to far outnumber cryonicists.  

 One such sufferer, who had been taking antidepressants, finally 

did sign up when urged by her cryonicist husband but then was 

guarded. “Only recently have I been able to reverse my own generally 

pessimistic outlook and to view long life as anything other than an 

extended prison sentence.” To her, feeling good meant “neither de-

pressed nor anxious,” nothing more, until finally she felt an uplift 

while walking on a fitness trail and looking at azaleas in bloom. “I 

was familiar with the intellectual absorption and excitement of a 

fierce card game and the physical delight in, say, having my back 

scratched, but this emotional quality of enjoyment was something 

completely new to me.” Questioning several others, she found that, 

while most considered that they had experienced some positive 

feelings, one other person could only offer that “feeling good was 

when living didn‟t hurt.”[3] It seems that life in a fundamental sense 

is not all it might be--and should be--to many if not most people. For 

clearly life ought to offer much more than, at best, an absence of pain 

or release from burdens and stress, or even positive but limited re-

wards that are overshadowed by negatives. And of course it can offer 

more, as those of us who have experienced the right sort of mean-
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ingful benefits know, but convincing others has proved to be a tall 

order. 

 It should not be assumed, however, that wanting an extended life 

for oneself precludes interest in the welfare of others who tell you 

they do not, or do not want it your way. It is possible to care deeply 

about people who have no intention of escaping the usual demise yet 

also be driven by a strong wish not share their fate. Indeed, this is the 

uncomfortable position we cryonicists often find ourselves in. We 

would certainly like to change the ingrained thinking that inspires 

behavior that to us seems sadly suicidal and lemming-like. But 

probably such a change, a very radical one by indications, cannot take 

major effect soon. Very likely there must more tangible evidence of 

the workability of any of the biostasis possibilities or, alternatively, 

antiaging and other breakthroughs to reduce the need of them. Then 

we can expect a turnaround in social forces that have operated up to 

now against an immortalist commitment on the part of most people. 

Meanwhile, some of us are trying to accomplish what we can with 

words and existing technology while not overlooking the need to 

support research.  

A Moral Argument 

 Here I will suggest a final, moral argument for the biostasis option, 

based on Fedorov‟s ideas of resurrection as a moral project. It is in 

this vein too that I think we must approach the matter, this being an 

issue on which, once again, there will be more in later chapters. The 

moral position stresses that one should strive for the highest good, 

which involves both overcoming death and attaining proper en-

lightenment. It is not necessary or desirable to limit one‟s attention 

either to oneself as the principal beneficiary (the patient), or to 

someone else that one might like to help. An enlightened viewpoint 

recognizes that one‟s own good and that of others are inseparably 

linked and treats all on a more-or-less equal footing. Value is placed 

on life and its continuance, both in oneself and others, and life will be 

furthered through the biostasis option, for reasons we have consid-

ered. 

 The moral position thus incorporates the other arguments that 

have been advanced--indeed, requires them--but also adds an addi-

tional, normative element. It urges that what is being advocated, an 

approach to the problem of death and its possible alleviation through 

careful preservation of the remains, is good, right, and appropriate, 
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but also that failure to consider this option raises an issue of moral 

accountability. It would be wrong to withhold a medical procedure 

that might save a life, without peculiar, extenuating circumstances, as 

most will agree, even those who believe in a resurrection to paradise 

in the event of death. Similar considerations must apply to the bio-

stasis option, and particularly cryonics, as advocates including myself 

insist. True, the uncertainties preclude a firm conclusion at present 

that failure to freeze kills the patient. But the evidence favoring this 

very hypothesis or, in other words, that the presently frozen “dead” 

can eventually be awakened is significant and we must take it seri-

ously.  

 The moral position also recognizes that the good, in general, will 

not be uniformly attainable at a given stage of our advancement but 

that compromises must be considered, and a lesser evil may have to 

be tolerated to avoid a greater one. But human life is valuable, and 

high priority must be placed on conserving and extending it, even if 

unusual and novel procedures are involved, including cryonics.  

 Overall, then, we have explored several arguments favoring bio-

stasis as an approach to the problem of death. First was the idea of 

coping with the unknown, and the property that biostasis prevents an 

otherwise irreversible loss. Next came a number of arguments: 

communitarian, Darwinian, archaeological, conservatist, and liber-

tarian, which suggested that both oneself and others would benefit 

from the historical ties that could only be maintained by preserving 

the remains. Finally, a moral argument linked the other arguments 

together and reminded us that we must bear responsibility for our 

choices on life and death issues. The upshot: though resurrection 

could happen without prior preservation, it would place the recipient 

at a disadvantage that she or he would come to recognize as such.  

 Much of our discussion, of course, must be considered highly 

speculative. And we acknowledged that very many people today have 

a particular impediment, in view of cultural ties, beliefs, or a general 

lack of interest. At this stage, the problem may be insurmountable. 

But the arguments do have some plausibility; time alone can tell how 

well they will hold up. Meanwhile, we are called upon to act, to 

choose and advocate the biostasis option and what appear to be the 

best forms of it, particularly cryonics. A few additional matters 

should now be addressed. 

 We have noted that the Darwinian principle implies that some 
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future would-be immortals could fall by the wayside and self-destruct. 

This may seem to contradict Universalism, which would be a diffi-

culty for Yuai, but there is really no difficulty if we remember that 

survival of individuals is to occur through continuers, which may 

come in varied forms. Thus, if someone is not well-disposed toward 

survival, probably a continuer of that very person is possible who is 

well-disposed, and would be able to further that person‟s immortal-

ization. Such a continuer we may hope will eventually appear, 

whether enontically or in some other way, due to the efforts of benign 

resurrectors (this being a major theme of Chapter 16). In terms of the 

eventual outcome, the result would be similar to the case of a suicidal 

person who later reconsiders and becomes a survivalist. The 

non-survivalist is gone, but the person lives on in one of a number of 

more viable forms. 

 It is interesting that Yuai‟s Universalism does not put everyone on 

an equal footing of salvation immediately after death, as in the reli-

gious doctrine of Ultra-Universalism.[4] Nor is full salvation some-

thing attained at a definite point in time. Instead, each sentient being 

attempts progress, sooner or later repeatedly succeeds, and over un-

limited time advances to unlimited heights. All are to achieve su-

preme good in the end, but we have to make a choice among unequal 

pathways.  

 Another apparent difficulty we noted with the Darwinian princi-

ple is the stress it lays on the will to survive, which may seem to imply 

a narrow selfishness and lack of concern for others. An advanced 

immortal, however, should be able to see that narrow selfishness is 

not consistent with enlightened self-interest. A fierce will to survive 

need not be incompatible with concern for others, but the two can 

complement a mentality that seeks the greatest personal reward over 

endless time. The highest good for oneself, I submit, will require 

benefiting others and even, in the end, their own highest good as well; 

this should, moreover, be clear to an advanced being. 

 Our discussion so far has centered on the rather narrow issue of 

two alternatives, biostasis versus disintegration, and the choice be-

tween them. We need to broaden our scope of inquiry since life will 

not always offer the clear-cut choice, and, moreover, we must some-

times “pick up the pieces” when a better choice was available but not 

made. 

 One difficulty we have already noted is that the preservation of a 
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patient in biostasis may not be adequate to fully accomplish its pur-

pose. The necessary, missing information must then be filled in by the 

usual backup method of guessing. Though there will be full aware-

ness and retention of memories, some historical ties will not be re-

coverable. The shortfall will be less extreme than if no biostasis had 

been attempted. The patient will experience an “ontic deficit” that 

will be more or less severe depending on the quality of the preserva-

tion. This issue is considered in Chapters 16 and 17. Minimizing an 

anticipated ontic deficit will be an important consideration in our 

Philosophy of Action. The less-than-perfect state of the preservation 

art has another consequence too, in that it should motivate us not to 

abandon this approach but to try to perfect it--through more research. 

 But I have referred to “picking up the pieces” after a bad choice or 

other misfortune. This will not always be the fault of the patient or 

anyone else; a cryonicist may die in a plane crash, reduced to ashes 

with nothing left to freeze. The resurrection, then, can only be hy-

perontic at best. Thereafter, however, a similar policy could be fol-

lowed to what went before; choices on the part of the resurrectee 

could be based on the conservatist argument. With immortality 

hopefully at hand, biostasis or anything comparable may never be 

necessary again. But following a conservatist strategy would tend to 

minimize further dislocations and thus be the preferred course. Any 

problems attributable to an existing ontic deficit should then diminish 

progressively and ultimately lose significance. Similarly, other dis-

advantages should vanish in the limit of time, this being necessary to 

our concept of justice. 

 For we have noted that while evil exists, there are also grounds to 

defend our working hypothesis that life, fundamentally, is good. Evils 

must be overcome in the course of unlimited time. Many evils are 

fortuitous, striking without warning, and, alternatively, many benefits 

also occur by chance. This applies in particular to biostasis, which, if 

accepted as a benefit, is one that is fortuitously available in our time. 

Persons of the more distant past, lacking the preservative options now 

open, were disadvantaged through chance circumstances. But the 

prospect of overcoming all evils in time leads to a principle we can 

state as “the impermanence of fortuitous advantages”--something that 

will follow if things go as they should and good prevails in the end. 

 So far in this chapter we have put the emphasis on preservation, 

but this too must not be seen as an absolute. There are times, many 
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times in fact, when it should be foregone, as in the case we noted of 

snowflakes and grass. In all cases we must consider such issues as 

cost and benefit. It takes resources to preserve something, and we 

need to ask what offsetting benefits to expect from our commitment. 

Still, the preciousness of human life demands we consider the bio-

stasis option for those now dying. There is no need or warrant to take 

the callous position that such people are expendable, but we can di-

rect rational efforts toward saving them after conventional medicine 

gives up. 

 But there are other circumstances in which information and 

structure, even including our own, would not be appropriate to save. 

Swarming, short-lived insects could hardly all be committed to bio-

stasis, given our limited resources, while their loss, ultimately tem-

porary anyway in view of Unboundedness, does not seem so serious. 

(True, we have to consider the possibility that one of these tiny beings 

will one day return as a more advanced being, who might then regret 

the loss of its full enonticity. Still I think the problem in this case is 

minor--but we must always be diligent in giving such issues what 

seems to be their due.) At the personal level too, by appearances we 

are constantly losing information that never makes it past short-term 

memory, and this loss (some of it, certainly) seems a good thing. In 

extreme situations, moreover, a noble self-sacrifice could be called 

for on the part of us humans, forfeiting the preservation option. It is 

also possible that the universe itself cannot support immortality, as 

we have noted, so that we must resign ourselves to the eventual loss 

of enontic ties and place hopes in a different sort of reprieve from 

oblivion. These matters too will be addressed again later. 

 We have emphasized the contrast between enonticity or pre-

serving the historical record, and hyperonticity, in which information 

consistent with but not derived from historical sources is to be filled 

in by guesswork. The enontic, we concluded, is to be preferred over 

the hyperontic, at least for the important case of resurrecting humans. 

By the same token though, we can argue that the hyperontic would be 

preferable to the xenontic, that is, if guesswork must be done, at least 

the result should not contradict the historical record. A resurrected 

Lucretius, then, might remember his birthday being May 15 or some 

other date but would not have recollections of a live pterodactyl. A 

simple extension of the conservatist argument could supply a ra-

tionale here; the xenontic resurrectee is, effectively, in the “wrong” 
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universe, which would in a special way prove unsettling and disori-

enting. This position too, however, should not be considered absolute; 

more will be said in Chapter 16. 

 Another matter to be considered in connection with the idea of a 

hyperontic resurrection is that it should not happen in isolation, con-

trary to the enontic case. For the latter, we could restore each person 

individually, secure in the thought that different persons will have 

mutually consistent memories and generally show a good fit with 

other past information we have. Historical data, when expected 

blemishes are taken into account, are noncontradictory. Physics 

seems reassuringly adamant on this point, though we might still be 

able to extract extra information by considering several cases together. 

A resurrection by guesswork would be more demanding, if we would 

do what I think is our best. Without a special, coordinated effort, 

different individuals who knew each other will end up with mutually 

inconsistent memories, something that again would be unsettling and 

should generally be avoided. A hyperontic resurrection, then, could 

be quite a complicated group affair; again, more will be said in 

Chapter 16. 

 There too we shall consider in detail why future benevolent im-

mortals would be expected to want to restore other sentient beings to 

a functioning state and immortalize them. For now we are left with 

the thought that much good should be possible in the future, including 

resurrection of the dead by one means or another, with the biostasis 

route being preferred. After this, we should be in the position of 

having to make the most of a very long and hopefully infinite lifetime, 

a subject we shall now explore. 

 

CHAPTER 14. 

Immortality 

 

True everlasting life is often held to be an impossibility, even among 

those materialists who think that the present human life span can be 

greatly extended. Generally, their reasoning is that the universe as we 

know it does not seem able to support life indefinitely; for example, 

the Heat Death of the universe may be inevitable by the Second Law 

of Thermodynamics. 

 On the other hand, we have considered rational arguments that 

favor true immortality, notably the sort, based on the UI assumptions, 
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that seem to provide for the instantiation of continuers of ourselves. 

Such an outcome could follow (or accompany) any catastrophe 

whatever that might end our life, even a life-annihilating universe. 

These resurrection arguments at least provide us with something to go 

on, but are clearly of the “last resort” variety. For those truly inter-

ested in immortality, not dying in the first place, or not dying after 

once being resurrected, is also of interest. Thus we must consider the 

enontic possibilities for immortality. 

 More basic than this, however, is the question of just what do we 

mean by immortality. It is connected with but not entirely answered 

by the idea of resurrection we have examined. We must further ex-

amine the concept at a basic level before approaching the subject of 

the possible varieties of immortality and whether one or another of 

these may be realized in the multiverse or the universe we inhabit. 

 After considering the “what” of immortality, we will examine the 

“why”--why immortality is desirable and essential--though this sub-

ject is treated additionally elsewhere. We will then be ready to ad-

dress the “how” of immortality and, in particular, how we might be 

able in a universe such as ours to postpone death indefinitely, though 

of course we have no guarantee of this. 

 Let us begin, then, with what immortality should reasonably in-

volve. Clearly it is some notion of survival that is not limited by time. 

The issue of survival was dealt with in Chapter 12 as a necessary 

consequence of resurrection. There it was argued that a person would 

survive in a more developed version, or continuer (including but not 

limited to the case of starting the resurrection from an exact copy). 

But now we must consider what ought to be involved in survival 

beyond the bare fact of resurrection. Also, it must not be thought that 

the notion of survival is to be limited to the case of resurrection, but 

ordinary survival with no death interval is to be included and can in 

fact be treated similarly. 

 The case was argued that person-stage P1, supposed to be living 

at some particular time, survives in person-stage P2 where P2 is a 

continuer of P1, meaning a more developed version of P1 living at a 

(normally) later time. We are thus comparing P1, supposed to be 

carrying out some sort of conscious activity, with the later conscious 

activity of P2. By “living” I will assume “living and active,” which 

means, at minimum, “conscious.” So a person is an entity that is 

conscious at least some of the time: there are no persons that are never 
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conscious, though other possible things that are never conscious, such 

as certain descriptions or chunks of information, might be straight-

forwardly transformed into persons. When it is said, then, that P1 was 

living at some particular time, and P2 was living at some later time, it 

means that both P1 and P2 were engaged in some conscious activity 

at the respective times. Moreover, if P1 is to survive it suggests that 

the activity of P2 is not simply arbitrary, but the conscious experi-

ences of P1 must somehow be reflected or recapitulated in those of 

P2. 

 To make further progress we need to look at several questions 

more carefully, mainly the following: (1) what are the important 

features of personhood, for the problem of survival? (2) what do we 

mean by a “more developed version” of a person? and (3) what ac-

tivity on the part of a more developed version would reasonably sat-

isfy our notions that survival of the earlier version has occurred? 

Personhood 

 To start, let us consider the issue of personhood, a topic on which 

much can be said; we must be careful to limit discussion to what is 

relevant. As a basic intuition, I will think of a person as a digital 

process, following the treatment of this in Chapter 8. Of course we 

imagine that the “digital process” may be complicated to any finite 

level as needed to account for all the subtle and non-machinelike 

features we find in real persons (the Principle of Large Quantity). 

 A Turing machine, by hypothesis, can model such digital pro-

cesses as human beings. In the course of its action over time, a Turing 

machine goes through a succession of states. In a similar way I will 

imagine that a person is a kind of process that, in the course of func-

tioning, goes through states of consciousness. The change from one 

state of consciousness to another we can consider a conscious event. 

Intuitively, it seems natural to regard the person as being definable in 

terms of conscious events, as we noted in Chapter 7. It should be clear, 

however, that a progression of events or state changes (going from 

one state to another) amounts to a progression of states. Indeed, in a 

formal sense the two notions can be shown to be equivalent: state 

changes can be treated as single states. (More generally, an assem-

blage of a finite number of states describing some progression of 

events could be treated as a single state. In this way, then, we can 

obtain many equivalents of our basic computational model that, 

however, may vary greatly in complexity and suitability to our pur-
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pose.) In what follows, then, we shall assume that states of con-

sciousness form the building blocks of personal experience and of 

what it is that defines a particular person. 

 In a Turing machine the successive states are sequential or line-

arly ordered in time, though we might wish to allow that states of 

consciousness, while forming an overall “progression,” are not so 

strictly ordered. This consideration in particular might be significant 

if we want to emphasize how states of consciousness and assem-

blages of states forming events and episodes, are remembered; it is 

possible to remember events without remembering their order of 

occurrence. But here we can distinguish between what actually oc-

curred and what is remembered; it is not necessary that all the details 

of a sequential process be captured in memory. In any case, we have 

seen (in Chapter 8) that a sequential Turing machine can model 

nonsequential devices such as cellular spaces and the natural world at 

the quantum level. So the difference between sequential and nonse-

quential devices does not seem fundamental, though it certainly could 

have practical significance; more will be said, however, in Chapter 

16. 

 I do not propose to define precisely what consciousness is--this is 

too tall an order, and I think simple intuition will suffice. I assume 

that whatever it is, there are meaningful states of consciousness that 

are visited more or less sequentially, if not always strictly so. Such 

traversal, moreover, fully characterizes the phenomenon of con-

sciousness as we know it, and these states are at least roughly anal-

ogous to the states a simple computational device might traverse in 

the course of its operation. 

 A state of consciousness, however, can be expected to be far more 

complicated than the state of a simple Turing machine, for which a 

single letter or numeral may suffice. So I will make another analogy: 

a state of consciousness can be compared to a meaningful sentence in 

some chosen language, assumed to be fixed throughout. The language 

would use letters of some finite alphabet; the number of possible 

sentences of some given length or less would be finite, and each 

sentence would then capture a finite amount of information. (Indeed, 

a universal language as suggested in Chapter 8 should be adequate for 

this purpose.) In fact, in the case of states of consciousness I will 

make an assumption connected with Interchangeability. Each state, 

however we should think of it, can be fully described by some finite 
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body of information. This is an “in principle” assumption; I do not 

claim such a description has yet been given, but only that it could be 

given if our knowledge were sufficiently advanced, as ought to 

happen in the future. 

 A finite, orderly arrangement of states of consciousness such as a 

person might traverse in a finite time I will call an experience. An 

experience, then, is like a body of writing; reading a book, in fact is 

one type of experience that correlates well with this idea. A succes-

sion of sentences is scanned; each might be said to induce a state of 

consciousness, and the whole then adds up to an experience. In par-

ticular, just as states of consciousness are finite in the sense of being 

finitely describable, so are experiences in general. (The whole of 

one‟s life, which is hopefully not finite, might also be called an ex-

perience; however, as used here, an experience will refer to a finite 

interval only, corresponding to a person-segment but not an immortal, 

diachronic self.) 

 The idea that such experiences should have finite descriptions 

accords with our physical theories, in which all finite processes have 

finite descriptions, as we have noted. Once we have a description of a 

state of consciousness we should be able in principle to create the 

conditions under which that particular state would reappear. (The 

description, naturally, might have to be very lengthy.) In general, an 

arbitrary experience could be made to reappear if we had the infor-

mation that characterized it. A person as a whole, then, involves a 

visiting of states of consciousness that in principle are sharable--more 

than one person could have a state of consciousness, and experiences 

more generally, in common. Two distinct persons, however, cannot 

have all their experiences in common, for then by Interchangeability 

the two persons would be one and the same. 

 The above, then, is a simple, suggestive characterization of a 

person, based roughly around a Turing machine. Many details for a 

full formal model are unspecified and will remain so, though from the 

basic digital nature of processes it should be clear that such a speci-

fication could be given in principle. Other easier and more crucial 

details will be introduced as needed. 

 A Turing machine, in addition to assuming a succession of states, 

engages in some sort of action in a physical environment--in this case 

marking squares on a tape and moving left or right. Similarly, a 

person in the course of an experience is generally engaged in some 
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sort of action in a physical environment--but only the experience is 

important to the person in a direct sense. Detailed consideration of the 

physical environment and allowable actions of a person is largely 

omitted here, though there is one issue relating to this--the necessity 

for personal growth--that deserves mention and will be considered 

shortly. 

 An experience, moreover, has a twofold aspect that needs clari-

fication: what we might call its feeling content, on one hand, and on 

the other, its information content. The feeling content refers to the 

meaning of the experience for whoever has it. The feeling content 

should fully capture the information content; otherwise the entire 

experience is not really “experienced.” The information content, on 

the other hand, fully characterizes the experience computationally, in 

the manner suggested above, so that, from the information content the 

complete feeling content must be reproducible. The information 

content will in general specify meaningful details such as the time and 

place of the experience, specific events that occurred, what feelings 

were had, what actions were done, what was said and heard, what 

thoughts were thought, and so on. It may thus have to be very detailed 

and involve matters beyond our current understanding, though as 

usual, not beyond the laws of physics. 

 In particular, the information content may include the complete 

information content of some earlier experience, with the feeling 

content conforming too, so that the earlier experience is remembered. 

The information that is recalled in such an act of remembering can 

take different forms corresponding to past visual or auditory percep-

tions, emotions, and so on. In this way the past can truly “come 

alive.” (It is not necessary, on the other hand, that the past, including 

unpleasant events, be experienced exactly as it was originally. In 

general, the subject will be aware of remembering something that has 

happened already rather than thinking it is happening now for the first 

time.) This sort of recall of specific happenings, or episodes, is actu-

ally only one of many possible ways that information retained from 

the past can influence our present conscious state. But I think episodic 

memory has a special significance and have emphasized it, while 

trying not to overlook the alternatives. Certainly an experience worth 

having is one worth remembering, which calls for the ability to rec-

reate the past through recall, and thus I think such recall is or ought to 

be an important part of one‟s life experiences. 
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Requirements for Immortality 

 In general I imagine that the life of a person is divided between 

involvement in new experiences and recall or in some manner being 

influenced by old experiences. It seems clear that both activi-

ties--experiencing the new and being affected by the old--would be 

necessary for the would-be immortal. Without new experiences in 

some form, the person would be stagnated--forever trapped in the past 

and effectively dead to the world, contrary to any reasonable notion 

of immortality. (A mental disorder, Korsakoff‟s syndrome, leaves the 

victim unable to form new memories and somewhat approximates 

this condition.) An old experience that had no effect after some point, 

on the other hand, effectively would no longer be part of the person. If 

every experience were eventually to become entirely lost in this 

manner (a particularly devastating form of progressive amnesia), 

even with an endless succession of new experiences, then clearly no 

well-defined person could be said to endure. 

 For immortality, then, the person must, over infinite time, assim-

ilate infinitely many experiences adding up to an infinite information 

content. In particular this rules out any true “survival” according to a 

doctrine of “nonself” in which there is no developing individual. 

Something definite and growing--a body of information detailing an 

increasing succession of experiences--must accumulate and be under 

the control of a specific agent--the person in question. Each of these 

experiences must be remembered by this one agent and not once or a 

few times only but infinitely often. This does not mean that no expe-

rience can be forgotten or permanently lost, however, but only that 

some growing body of experiences must not be forgotten. It is this 

growing body then, that progressively defines the developing im-

mortal, who, after all, is no static entity but, at least in the long run, 

must progress with time. Endless life requires endless progress. 

 Properly speaking, the permanently remembered experiences are 

the only experiences that are part of the immortal being. Such a being 

had a beginning in time, with the earliest of the remembered expe-

riences, but will have no end. A finite sequence of consecutive ex-

periences together make a larger experience, which also must be of 

finite duration. More general arrangements of one‟s past experiences, 

beyond a simple, consecutive ordering, could also comprise experi-

ences in their own right, which again will be finite. In particular, the 

whole of one‟s life up to any point in time constitutes a single expe-
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rience. Thus it must be remembered in its entirety infinitely often by 

the developing immortal, insofar as it can be said to constitute part of 

that immortal. (The remembering could be frequent or rare, however, 

depending on the subject; “infinitely often” is not necessarily a de-

manding requirement, though there could also be a problem of in-

frequent remembering, which we will consider later.) 

 In the above I have used the term remembering mainly in the 

sense of reliving an experience, as might happen with episodic 

memory--however, the type of activity I have in mind is really more 

general than ordinary recall. Basically, an act of remembering may be 

said to occur whenever a person‟s past information is used in such a 

way as to affect the feeling content of a new experience. It is thus 

possible to involve information beyond what we would usually con-

sider memories, such as dispositions, intentions, or general 

knowledge. An experience, on the other hand, may incorporate this 

sort of information, whether implicitly or explicitly, and thus will 

generally consist of far more than simple impressions of specific past 

events. Different experiences too may share information, particularly 

of the nondeclarative sort. Finally, an act of remembering, though 

normally thought of as something done quickly, could be more 

complex and even extend over considerable time itself, while dif-

ferent parts or features of a past experience are revisited or in some 

manner exert their effects at the conscious level. 

 In summary, then, a person maintains an archive of past infor-

mation, a fund of experiences that is interacted with and added to 

from time to time. Although a specific archival record may be lost 

(forgotten or permanently repressed or destroyed) the archive must 

contain a growing body of records that are never lost or permanently 

ignored but are inspected or “revisited” again and again. 

 I should emphasize, too, that while remembering must be con-

sidered important for our information-based notion of survival and 

immortality, forgetting may also be important for other reasons. A 

person may wish to discard certain information in the course of 

life--indeed, this certainly happens in our lives today, although our 

capacity for forgetting, like that of remembering, is conditioned by 

biological and psychological features that may not be under much 

control. In the future our level of control should improve. For a rea-

sonable notion of immortality, however, it is essential to have some 

constraint on allowable forgetting.  
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 The person, I have said, must in any case build up an infinite ar-

chive of experiences that are never forgotten, over infinite time. This 

is rather lenient, however (and may in fact be too generous--should 

we require, for example, an infinite archive of episodic memories or 

would another sort of “memories” suffice, for example, mathematical 

theorems? This problem I leave to the reader for now.) The accu-

mulation of information could be slow and careful with much win-

nowing of uninspiring or distasteful material. On the other hand, 

preserving some of even the least liked memories could be valuable in 

the long run as an aid to the learning process and a reality check. But 

the partial forgetting of an experience does not mean that no experi-

ence is remembered; a suitable abridgment should qualify as an ex-

perience that is full and complete in its own right. 

 Along with the possibility of forgetting is what we might call 

dissociation. Information relating to past experiences could be pre-

served but felt to belong, say, to some other individual. Dissociation, 

in its simplest form, could be treated as a form of forgetting (enon-

tically reversible however). More generally, though, we would have 

to consider various forms of partial dissociation in which the simple 

dichotomy of forgetting versus remembering may not apply. The 

general problem of how past information is to be regarded is complex, 

and only the more central issues can be treated here. (I hope the 

foregoing will be enough for a useful start, however.) 

 We must also consider the problem of the corruption of infor-

mation. We have no guarantee that a memory is authentic, and in fact 

distortions do creep in (or perhaps are deliberately induced). I will 

have more to say on this subject in the next chapter. As a general rule, 

however, I will advocate the position that distortions beyond simple 

forgetting or erasure and some forms of dissociation are to be avoided 

even if some advantage seems to follow, as in the case of unpleasant 

memories that are “improved.” In any case, guarding against corrup-

tion of information must be considered along with protecting against 

loss. 

 The need to endlessly accumulate information would ultimately 

shape the developing immortal in rather profound ways. Barring 

certain exotic possibilities, there must be endless physical growth 

since each bit of information requires a nonzero volume of space. 

(This may not be a problem for some time to come, however; infor-

mation, it appears, can be far more compactly stored than it is in the 
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brain.) The universe, if survival is to be enontic, must accommodate 

this growth. A vast, thinking structure could develop out of each 

person, which would entail some novel logistic problems. 

 The human brain maintains an illusion of a present, an instant of 

time in which we are fully conscious, aware of what is going on, and 

interacting. In fact a nonzero reaction time--at least a fraction of a 

second--is required to integrate sensory input, consult short-term 

memory, and so on, to produce our state of awareness and interaction. 

More time is needed for more involved recollection and deliberation. 

We think typically that we can attach a specific time of occurrence to 

a state of consciousness, much as our Turing machine will be in a 

specific state at a given instant in time. This may call for adjustment, 

particularly to accommodate our unlimited growth, though not only 

for that. But if the reaction time were to lengthen considerably, as 

might happen if we became more complicated beings, a description of 

ourselves in terms of a sequential device would become more diffi-

cult. A person would still be embodied in a physical process and thus 

be a digital system--so the machine model, which can be based on a 

sequential device as we have noted, should again be adequate in 

principle. 

 Immortality is still a dream of the future, but a human being does 

at least provide an approximation of the immortal person just outlined. 

Memories are stored throughout life and can be recalled at will. Some 

things are forgotten too, but often many things even from early life 

are remembered throughout. Some other information, such as that in 

the genome, no doubt continues to have discernible effects. It thus 

might qualify, in the more general sense, as a component in one or 

more experiences and be “remembered” insofar as it can be said to 

exert a continuing effect at the conscious level. It is clear too that 

human memories are not just of the dry, declarative sort but may have 

emotional content too. On the other hand, nondeclarative information 

is also important--mathematics or language skills, for example. In all, 

a human can serve as a starting point from which to develop a more 

refined model of the would-be immortal. 

 This expands to human society as a whole, which in better mo-

ments is a prototype of the immortal society that will hopefully arise 

in the future. Among the functions of today‟s society is to store in-

formation that will have beneficial effects in the lives of individuals, 

and this can be expected to continue in a more advanced society of the 
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future. This information generally is not to be identified with the past 

experience of any one person--the historical record, for instance, 

involves events that extend across many lives, and this too will con-

tinue. In general, immortality will not be an individual but a collective 

enterprise, though, of course, designed to serve the needs and aims of 

individuals, for whom society rightfully exists. 

 We have now considered general features that would reasonably 

apply to all notions of immortality. In addition there is the issue of 

onticity, which raises the possibility of different varieties of immor-

tality, some of which would be preferred to others. Some useful 

concepts based on earlier definitions will apply here. 

 Enontic immortality will refer to the condition that the individual 

never experiences the loss of information that would make resurrec-

tion hyperontic or xenontic. Someone born in the future may be so 

fortunate--immortality may be possible technologically and be a 

normal expectation of life, so that people simply will no longer die. 

Similarly, someone dying today who undergoes an enontic resurrec-

tion through biostasis could awaken in such a future and thus be 

privileged to this form of immortality. 

 There is also what I will call almost enontic immortality, where 

the person is resurrected, hyperontically or xenontically, but is 

enontic from then on. (It should be clear that this is logically possible; 

a person‟s experiences beyond a certain point could all be contained 

in the known historical record, even though earlier experiences might 

not be. The known experiences could even include recollections of 

the unknown; such recollections would qualify as enontic even 

though the recalled experiences are not. Similarly, I can read a novel; 

my experience of reading then is enontic though the book, as fiction, 

is xenontic or perhaps hyperontic.) This immortality, then, comes in 

the two varieties of hyperontic and xenontic depending on what sort 

of resurrection(s) preceded the hypothesized interval of unlimited 

enonticity. 

 Finally, hyperontic and xenontic immortality could come in the 

strong forms of not almost enontic. We have seen, for example, how 

the only possible immortality may be one that is strongly xenontic in 

this sense, where no universe exists that can support eternal life. We 

will have to be resurrected again and again, in an endless succession 

of new universes, and after each resurrection the enonticity of any 

previous experiences will be lost. On the other hand, once again 
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enonticity is to be preferred if possible, and it might be hoped that 

almost-enonticity will obtain for all beings. (Each being then would 

be resurrected non-enontically at most a finite number of times.) This 

should happen if at least one possible universe can support eternal life 

and suitable other conditions hold, a topic we will return to in Chapter 

16. 

Why Immortality Is Important 

 We have now considered the “what” of immortality; let us go on 

to the “why.” We shall look into the reasons that immortality would 

be desirable and something we ought to strive for, building on earlier 

ideas, some of which were considered last chapter. 

 From one point of view, the issue seems transparently simple. 

Life ought to be worth living. If life is worth living, it should not 

come to an end, therefore one ought to be immortal. This, of course, 

overlooks the details of what one might be doing with one‟s life as 

well as such other features as what sort of society would emerge if 

individuals were immortal. These matters are impossible to se-

cond-guess in detail, but some things can be said with reasonable 

confidence. 

 Whatever the details of a life may be, they should be such as to 

produce meaning and fulfillment--including, most importantly, a 

reason to continue, to find something always new, interesting, ex-

citing, something from which one can learn. This applies to our lim-

ited existence today; it should apply all the more to the hoped-for 

immortal future. Life should be habit forming! 

 Another aspect of life being worth living is that it should be worth 

remembering. Pleasure alone thus is not enough. The nature of one‟s 

experiences should be such that thinking of them later causes en-

joyment too--a requirement that, I think, should not prove too diffi-

cult in the sort of future that seems possible, even though people to-

day often do not seem to value the remembered past. 

 Finally, what is worth remembering is also worth sharing. Life 

should be something shared with others so that all in the end will 

mutually benefit. Of course it must be the “right” others, which will 

follow if individuals are well disposed and develop in reasonable 

ways. 

 In short, then, commonsense notions that apply to life today, even 

with its present limitations, lead to the conclusion that immortal life, 

properly conducted, would be good and desirable. This is also bol-
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stered by considering the opposite viewpoint. Could we learn to make 

peace with death? Could we see in it something other than final ruin 

and frustration? Could we find meaning in spite of (or because of) the 

thought of an eventual, permanent concluding, a restitution once and 

for all of all our striving and cares? But I think all attempts to do so 

must ring hollow. Knowledge of one‟s mortality and its apparent 

inevitability is not an easy burden for the rational mind to carry. I 

doubt if belief in one‟s impermanence can inspire much real satis-

faction, except perhaps for those who view life, fundamentally, as a 

burden that ought to end. Certainly life should have more to offer than 

that. There is no proper substitute for immortality and the benefit that 

springs from a reasonable hope and confidence in its likelihood. 

 Bertrand Russell, a leading twentieth-century British philosopher, 

was firmly convinced of the inevitability of death--based on a belief 

in the Heat Death of the universe. Russell was not happy with this 

state of affairs but thought it must be accepted, arguing that “…only 

on the firm foundation of unyielding despair, can the soul‟s habita-

tion…be safely built.”[1] His solution was to downplay the issue. The 

thought that “life will die out…is not such as to render life miserable. 

It merely makes you turn your attention to other things.”[2] But again, 

this rings hollow. In particular, it invites the question of whether 

painless, immediate suicide would not be a better alternative, partic-

ularly since in view of the Heat Death all life in general must even-

tually die out. 

 True, there are venerable schools of thought that accept death as a 

necessary accompaniment of life. In the early centuries c.e., “[t]he 

Stoics insisted that man must learn to submit himself to the course of 

nature; it is not death which is evil but rather our fear of it.”[3] The 

related, roughly contemporary Epicurean doctrine held that “there are 

only a limited number of gratifications, and, once these have been 

experienced, it is futile to live longer.”[4] Buddhism, more ancient 

still, considers the “wish for continued existence” a form of “de-

filement.”[5] Many hold similar attitudes today, and much has been 

written and said by way of rationalizing death as an acceptable tran-

sition, a nonburden. Such rationalizing philosophies deserve at least 

some respect for their effort to make the most of a difficult position 

while adhering, as they generally do, to doctrines based on reason. 

Happily, however, modern science offers new perspectives and 

makes feasible a more optimistic but still reason-based outlook. We 
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see increasing prospects, both for the means of eliminating death and 

for meaningful activity beyond what many have seen as unassailable 

limits.  

 Other interesting issues are explored by Frank Tipler in The 

Physics of Immortality that further strengthen the argument for the 

desirability of immortality. Two possible alternatives to unlimited, 

developing existence are examined, the Heat Death, and the Eternal 

Return. The difference between the two is that in the Heat Death life 

simply ceases to exist after a time, while with the Eternal Return, 

events are cyclic or approximately so and literally repeat themselves. 

(Although the second possibility, repetition, may seem improbable 

given the complexity and apparent randomness of events as we see 

them, it is implied by certain recurrence theorems that apply to 

quantum mechanics.) Though each has some arguments in its favor, 

neither the Heat Death nor the Eternal Return can be considered 

well-established--more on this later in the chapter. 

 Both viewpoints deny the possibility of endless progress. Each on 

the other hand has been endorsed by noted philosophers, which led to 

a rejection of the idea of immortality (a true, progress-based version 

at any rate) and an extolling of other, in some cases diabolical, al-

ternatives. For example, the Eternal Return idea led to the thought, 

expressed by Nietzsche, that “the goal of humanity cannot lie in the 

end,” as would happen with endless progress, “but only in its highest 

specimens.”[6] Nietzsche himself was no crude racist and especially 

no anti-Semite, but some of his ideas were taken up in twisted form 

decades after his death by those who were: the Nazis under Adolf 

Hitler.  

 As self-styled high specimens and a “master race” (another mis-

appropriated Nietzschean concept), the Nazis engulfed the world in 

war and committed horrible atrocities to “purify” it of entire popula-

tions rationalized as inferior. Jews in particular, seen as unwelcome 

intruders and competitors and furnishing a convenient scapegoat, 

were slaughtered by the millions in the infamous action later known 

as the Holocaust. (One legacy was the formation of the modern 

Jewish state of Israel in 1948, three years after the Nazi defeat.) 

Others in the troubled twentieth century, such as Stalin in Russia and 

Mao in China, though not so hideous ideologically, had millions more 

executed for political ends. 

 All this carnage reflected the general rationale that what is good 
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for the group need not be so for the individual, who is, after all, a 

transient, mortal creature in any event. Though many would certainly 

disagree with mass murder, the impermanence of the individual has 

acted as a damper on the champions of individual rights and freedom, 

which is one more reason to favor a change. 

Achieving Enontic Immortality  

 Taking the grander view, I think (and many others have agreed) 

that what is highest and best in humanity can only be adequately 

supported if immortality proves possible, while the consequences if it 

is impossible, even apart from a final cataclysm, could be dire indeed. 

This applies more or less to whatever unknown possibilities may exist 

for immortality; however, something more can be said regarding the 

different varieties of immortality that were defined earlier. Indeed, we 

have reason to think that enontic and almost-enontic immortality 

would be best of all--assuming of course that they are possible at all.  

 Groundwork for this position was laid in the last chapter, in 

connection with the desirability of the biostasis option; the issue will 

be further addressed in later chapters. But the point was made that as 

the future unfolds, advanced beings will come to be the type who 

favor life and shun death. Such persons will likely be the ones who 

carry out whatever resurrection projects are attempted. They will, I 

think, feel a moral obligation to see to it that immortalist-leaning 

resurrectees are favored over others more “deathist” in their orienta-

tion, other factors equal. Again, to be immortalist-leaning is, by a 

reasonable argument, to favor the enontic over alternatives. Let us 

assume, then, that straightforward enontic immortality is desired and 

investigate ways that it might be achieved. 

 To approach the “how” of immortality for this special but im-

portant case, we must confront the physics of our own universe. We 

can no longer take refuge in the possibilities of Unboundedness to 

overcome any calamity however great. Much is unknown, despite 

ongoing, exciting research and the efforts of theoreticians such as 

Dyson and Tipler. The latter, though, offers one insight that I think 

provides additional hope. As is often true of events on a smaller scale, 

the universe as a whole seems to be a chaotic system--meaning that 

small differences in conditions can give rise to large differences over 

moderate intervals of time. This opens a door to us as an intelligent 

species: we may, by calculated maneuvers, be able to exercise great 

control over the developing universe when we are more advanced, 
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and ultimately win our goal of immortality by shaping an appropriate 

cosmic destiny. As usual this is not a guarantee, but let us look at 

some of the possibilities. We will start by correcting a simple fallacy. 

  Many people doubt that immortality can be achieved scientifi-

cally. Aside from such problems as the Heat Death, their reasoning is 

that although aging and diseases might be cured, no technology could 

make us invulnerable to accidental death, so sooner or later, death 

must claim us. This conclusion seems to be bolstered by physics. A 

result known as the fluctuations and dissipations theorem asserts that 

arbitrarily large catastrophes must occur. Eventually, an exploding 

star or some other large-scale disaster must catch up to anyone, 

however well-protected. But this overlooks one possibility: that 

people might make themselves increasingly hard to kill over time. 

 How could this be done in a way that would counteract an im-

pacting asteroid or a supernova? Mainly by storing identity-critical 

information redundantly over an increasing volume of space. A ca-

tastrophe that destroyed some of this information would not end or 

compromise the life of the people affected, so long as enough re-

mained to reassemble them. Although, at any given time, a disaster 

sufficient to kill could happen, with more copies of vital information 

in more places, the possibility of it happening would grow increas-

ingly remote. (The extra copies would also serve as a deterrent to 

corruption of information; a growing supply of copies could be read 

against one another to see if any contained errors.) 

 Still, the critic might counter, at all times there would be some 

chance of dying. Would that not mean, in the end, that death is inev-

itable? The answer is: not necessarily. In fact, if the likelihood of 

dying decreases fast enough with time, there is a nonzero chance of 

surviving, literally forever. This can be illustrated by a simple if ar-

tificial example. 

 Let us say that by the year 2100 aging and diseases are cured and 

other advances have been made. The chance that you will die in the 

following century is only 1 percent, meaning you have a 99 percent 

chance of still being alive (in excellent health of course, which is very 

likely if you are alive at all) in 2200. Then more advances occur, 

including more redundant information storage. With that, your 

chances of dying over the next century, that is, by 2300, are halved to 

only 0.5 percent. That is, if you are among the 99 percent who make it 

to 2200, there is an even better chance you will survive to 2300, 99.5 
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percent. After that, progress continues, halving your chance of dying 

in each successive century. What, we then ask, is your chance, 

starting in 2100, of never dying at all, or living forever? 

 This can be estimated using a calculator or, better yet, a short 

Basic program. Chances or probabilities of survival multiply--I as-

sume that potentially lethal events in different centuries are inde-

pendent. In performing the calculation, it is more convenient to ex-

press the probabilities as fractions of 1 (99 percent=.99, for example). 

Thus the chance of surviving from 2100 to 2300 is the chance of 

surviving from 2100 to 2200 (.99) times that of surviving from 2200 

to 2300 (.995), or overall, .98505. (From here on I round the results to 

five digits.) Multiplying this by the chance of surviving from 2300 to 

2400 (.9975) gives the chance of surviving from 2100 to 2400, 

or .98259. If we continue in this manner we see that after fourteen 

centuries the chance of survival falls to .98013, but with no further 

significant change no matter how much further we go. So after a 

hundred, a thousand, or a billion centuries, the chance of survival is 

still .98013 or just over 98 percent. The probability, then, has con-

verged with time to a limiting value. And most important, this value is 

greater than zero, in fact not far from 1 or 100 percent, though slightly 

smaller. There is some chance then, of dying over an infinite time 

interval but also some (in this case a much greater) chance of sur-

viving forever. Moreover, the chance of ever dying lessens with 

passing time; here we see it is virtually zero after fourteen centuries 

since there is no significant further change in the chance of survival. 

 Of course this is not intended to be a realistic scenario. The whole 

idea of “dying,” which seems rather simple and straightforward today, 

will probably be seen rather differently in the light of greater wisdom. 

Many other things too are unknown at this point, and projections are 

hazardous. But the example illustrates something about the idea of 

infinite survival, namely that in the form envisioned it is probabilistic 

in nature and involves contrary possibilities, each of which has some 

chance of happening. The chance of one possibility (dying) decreases 

with time but never falls quite to zero. The decrease is rapid enough, 

in this case, that the other possibility (infinite survival) dominates, 

though again, not so totally that its contrary is ever ruled out. 

 A reminder: we are assuming here that the survival of interest is 

the enontic variety, which is irreversibly ended by “death” or loss of 

identity-critical information. Should this occur, other forms of sur-
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vival are possible, but it seems reasonable that full enonticity, once 

lost, can never be restored. 

 Today we are inclined to think of “death” as an all-or-nothing 

proposition, although we know even now that this is fallacious. One 

only has to consider the sad case of a stroke victim who is conscious 

but mentally impaired. Death very often happens partially or a bit at a 

time rather than all at once. This is a problem that should be greatly 

alleviated in the future. 

 Indeed, we noted in Chapter 9 that clinical trials are under way 

now for repairing and restoring stroke-damaged brain tissue with 

apparently encouraging results. Such treatment is still in its infancy 

but certainly shows promise. More distantly we can imagine more 

radical means of assistance and enhancement. 

 One crucial development will be the use of artificial devices that 

can interface directly with the brain. This, an impossible dream today, 

should follow straightforwardly once we have a mature nanotech-

nology and possibly well before then. Brain backups--devices that 

store useful information or capture capabilities--will then become 

feasible and perhaps make the problem of brain damage almost trivial. 

A stroke victim whose speech centers were destroyed, for example, 

could recover full function by “switching in” the appropriate backup 

device. In more severe cases the revivifying functions might be 

switched in from the outside by medical technicians. 

 Backups could be made for all important brain functions includ-

ing memory, cognition, motor skills, emotions, and sensory pro-

cessing. In addition to correctly functioning, they must be integrated 

smoothly into what is already there. The person should feel no intru-

sion or be aware of anything out of the ordinary, so long as the 

original, surviving brain tissue was functioning normally. And if the 

original malfunctioned or ceased to operate, it should be possible to 

restore what seemed in all respects to be normal function, even if 

something other than the old gray matter was involved. I think all of 

this will be possible and straightforward once certain technological 

hurdles are overcome (and various philosophical and other objections 

are met, of course). The brain, in fact, already has many backup 

systems, and it seems reasonable that providing new and better ones, 

without in any sense “sacrificing” or compromising the person, will 

prove feasible. 

 Brain tissue--the natural variety--has its limitations. It is physi-
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cally very fragile, requires most careful maintenance, and is designed 

to last a few decades only, marvelous though it is; its quantity is 

limited too. We are now apparently learning how to augment it with 

other brain tissue to restore functions that have been lost through prior 

damage, but that approach too has limitations. (New brain tissue, for 

instance, would not restore lost memories.) It seems likely that over 

the course of time the biological brain will be discarded for hardware 

that better serves the developing immortal. We may conjecture, I 

think, that this will largely have happened by 2200 if not sooner. 

Similarly, the body‟s other hardware will probably be replaced by 

material found to be more suitable. Persons may wish to have inde-

pendent bodies, as today, or may spend much of their time as pro-

grams in a large computer. Either lifestyle could be possible as well as 

alternations from one to the other. In any case, the information that 

characterizes an individual--10[18] bits or so today, more in the fu-

ture--should become much more secure with such precautions as 

redundant storage and frequent backups. In this way, then, virtual 

immortality should be achievable over a short historical time scale. 

 We can imagine, I think, that conditions of survival could be 

maintained for very long periods this way. A million years is a short 

interval on the cosmic scale. There should be an adequate supply of 

energy from the sun to support many more-than-human beings in 

comfort and luxury for such time, plus opportunities for journeying 

elsewhere in the cosmos and establishing oneself. Hopefully long 

before one‟s millionth birthday the value of benevolence will be fully 

recognized along with the absurdity and inappropriateness of harmful 

alternatives. Meanwhile, with proper self-development based on 

self-knowledge and other deep understanding, life will truly be re-

warding and full of joy, meaning, and wonder. 

Cosmological Perspectives 

 What would it be like to be a million years old? Such a life we can 

scarcely imagine, but a few features we can reasonably conjecture. 

Old will not mean what it does today, with its associations of weak-

ness, enfeeblement, rigidity, resistance to new ideas, and loss of zest 

for living. Our million-year-olds should be more fresh, vibrant, and 

youthful than anything we can imagine, having had thousands of 

centuries to perfect themselves in these ways. Beyond this a few other 

properties should hold. Past experiences, enshrined in memory, 

should continue to have value, and life should continue to seem worth 
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living for new and wonderful things that are hopefully still to come. 

Life, rightly lived, should overall improve in value and meaning, 

without ceasing. Increasingly, death must be an unwanted and 

hopefully unlikely possibility.  

 But to go on from there--from long lives to literal immortali-

ty--our more-than-human continuers and future beloved friends must 

confront cosmology directly. Their knowledge we may presume will 

be vastly greater than ours, and the question of whether (enontic) 

immortality is possible in our universe may long since have been 

answered. 

 Today the answer is unknown, though physicists in recent dec-

ades have increasingly addressed it. There are pessimists as well as 

optimists. Some of their viewpoints are of interest and will be ex-

amined starting from our earlier vantage point, where we were con-

sidering the fluctuations and dissipations theorem. 

 The remedy for this, we noted, was to imagine that people could 

store their identity-critical information with increasing redundancy 

over a growing volume of space. We can assume that by the time such 

an issue became important, people will be expressed in forms whose 

functioning, repair, and interfacing will be fully understood. It should 

be abundantly clear how people can be considered, essentially, as 

programs running on hardware. Such operations as readout and 

electronic or photonic mailing of memory information should be 

straightforward and routine or there will be other, even better, tech-

nologies for doing these things. It should be very easy, then, to carry 

out storage of memory information, rebuilding damaged hardware, 

and reinstalling previously erased or corrupted software. A full 

computerization of what was previously the species Homo sapiens 

will have occurred. The species will have died--the limited body and 

brain will no longer be suitable, and there will be no human creatures 

such as we are today. (Or else real humans may be created rarely and 

sporadically but only soon to shed their mortal bodies for more du-

rable housing.) But formerly human individuals will live on, in a life 

more glorious than was possible before. 

 We hope this wonderful life can continue forever, and not just a 

“long time” (a relative term). It seems evident that infinite survival 

will require infinite growth. Over infinite time there must be both an 

infinite proliferation of information overall in the form of new 

memories and other records, and an infinite proliferation of copies of 
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particular, already in-place records to guard against loss or alteration. 

We must store as well as generate an infinite body of information. 

There must also be a proliferation of linking information so the 

growing body of records will continue to form a unified whole. 

Linking information must also be redundantly copied to guard against 

damage. Certainly, then, the universe must be open-ended in the 

sense of providing an infinite amount of room in which to grow. 

Another requirement is that there must be enough energy so that 

consciousness--a form of information processing--can continue for-

ever. A third requirement is that the open-ended universe must not be 

too uniform. Otherwise we would run into a problem suggesting the 

fertile garden in which “flowers” (individuals or entire civilizations) 

spring up but in such abundance that each has only limited growing 

room and is choked off and dies.[7] 

 For immortality, then, the universe has to be open-ended, 

non-uniform, and with energy adequate for processing always 

available. There can be no Heat Death and no Eternal Return. These 

requirements are rather exacting, but at least the universe is very large 

and old yet does not seem overcrowded with intelligent life already. 

(Indeed, that the universe appears to be finite and evolving rather than 

infinite and steady-state is one suggestion that any problems with the 

“fertile garden” will be manageable.) So some encouragement is of-

fered, though there is certainly no strong argument yet that the uni-

verse will provide the everlasting habitation we would like. 

 If immortality is to be possible in our universe, we must expect to 

engineer it, which means we must play a significant role on the 

cosmic scale. This brings up an interesting property we noted earlier: 

the universe appears to be chaotic, meaning that small effects can 

quickly mushroom into bigger effects that grow and grow. As one 

example, if a single butterfly moves a distance of one meter from one 

flower to another, the cumulative effect in 500 million years, under 

the right conditions, would be to move the earth from one side of its 

orbit to the other (300 million kilometers).[8] With this in mind there 

is much that we might do given a few billion years to constructively 

affect things on a cosmic scale. The possibility is opened that we can 

shape the universe of the far future to fit our needs of survival, though 

there are limits too. Changing a closed universe that eventually col-

lapses into an open universe that does not (should that prove neces-

sary) appears to be impossible.[9] But we will have to see. 
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 In any case, we are just beginning. We have a few future scenarios, 

which serious physicists have now devised, that may provide for 

enontic immortality. In considering these we will first examine what 

seem to be the two biggest potential obstacles to eternal life in our 

universe, the Heat Death and the Eternal Return. 

 It is a basic principle of physics that in any closed system the 

amount of disorder or entropy increases--the system runs down. In the 

closed systems we can create in the laboratory--by thermally insu-

lating and sealing off a volume of space and considering what hap-

pens inside--a uniform temperature is eventually reached (ignoring 

quantum effects), with no usable energy. This will happen regardless 

of what may be going on initially--electrical or chemical activity, for 

instance, or a clock that is ticking or a motor that is running on its own 

fuel supply. After this, essentially nothing happens. A potential en-

ergy difference is required between some point and another point in 

the space to derive any useful work. Without a temperature difference, 

or equivalent mechanism providing a source of energy, all energy 

exists only as unusable heat. The system has then reached the state of 

Heat Death. 

 Applying this to the universe as a whole (and the universe, cer-

tainly, is thermally insulated from whatever may exist outside it), it 

seems that everything must eventually run down and reach a uniform 

temperature. Given the present great size of the universe, which is 

mostly empty space far from any stars, the available energy (mainly 

from nuclear fusion in stars) would not be enough to maintain any but 

a very small uniform temperature. (In fact, if the universe expands 

indefinitely as it may be destined to do, this temperature must ap-

proach absolute zero.) The stars would burn out, and things would 

freeze and grow very cold. Life too, since it requires energy to func-

tion, must cease, never to revive again. This, then, is the cosmic Heat 

Death, a gloomy future scenario first predicted by physicist Hermann 

von Helmholtz in 1854.[10] A more recent alternative form of the 

Heat Death is that the universe collapses into a fireball--the constant 

temperature then is very high (or not constant at all but zooming up to 

infinity) because the volume of the universe has become tiny. 

 Actually, there are effects that make the Heat Death scenario 

seem unlikely--though they are not a guarantee of what we would like 

either. But one effect of this sort comes from quantum graininess. 

Matter is not uniform at small scales but resolves into particles. (This 
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is true even if the particles can be explained as virtual effects of waves, 

as follows under many-worlds.) Particles are never at rest but vibrate 

and agitate constantly (Brownian motion), even under the most placid 

macroscopic conditions. Thus even a closed, thermally isolated sys-

tem cannot reach a state where nothing is happening but can only 

approximate a condition of true Heat Death. The residual motion of 

the particles, in fact, carries the possibility that major rearrangements 

will occasionally happen. Entropy can diminish and large-scale ac-

tivity start again. 

 Nevertheless this is not a guarantee, on the scale of the universe, 

that intelligent life will survive and enjoy endless progress. Another 

possibility is the Eternal Return, in which limited progress is inevi-

tably followed by collapse, and this occurs over and over, forever. It 

is easy to see how this condition too would be compatible with 

avoidance of the Heat Death--not, however, with avoidance of mor-

tality. One variation, for instance, would be a closed universe that 

collapses then re-expands, over and over, each cycle involving no 

more than a fixed complexity of structure and information. In this 

case, as with the Heat Death, only finitely many different constructs 

are possible, including persons at particular stages of advancement 

(person-stages). Though it may take many, many cycles for exact 

repetitions, the same structures must recur again and again, preclud-

ing the progress necessary for immortality. 

 It is worth remarking that the Eternal Return is a different condi-

tion from Unboundedness, despite some similarities. For the latter too 

requires that different histories and constructs happen over and over, 

yet the total number of different realized conditions is infinite, not 

finite. This leads to the possibility of infinitely many subjective ex-

periences or immortality for an individual through a succession of 

increasingly advanced constructs or continuers. The individual does 

not subjectively experience the same history over and over but only 

once, though through a multiplicity of instantiations. The same con-

siderations would apply in the more limited scenario of the Eternal 

Return. Histories would not be experienced over and over even if they 

recurred, but subjectively each individual‟s life experience would 

happen only once. Again, the multiple instantiations (in this case 

stretching over time, if not space) could not be perceived as such by 

the subject. One‟s life history, self-perceived, must be finite and 

terminate at some point, never to be resumed. There would be no 
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detectable difference whether there was an Eternal Return or simply a 

finite life span followed by oblivion--a point that advocates such as 

Nietzsche seem to have overlooked. 

Coping with the Mysterious Universe 

 Cosmologists have studied many possible models of the universe. 

These often give very different predictions about what conditions will 

be like in the remote future, when one might imagine fantastic pro-

jects being carried out by an advanced, intelligent civilization. A 

small case in point involves the expansion of the universe, which has 

been amply verified, we think, by the redshift of light indicating the 

recession of distant galaxies. (Light from a rapidly receding object is 

noticeably redder, or lower in frequency, much as the sound of a train 

whistle falls in pitch as the train passes a stationary observer and 

speeds away into the distance.) Though the universe seems clearly to 

be expanding now and to have expanded in the past, it is more dif-

ficult to forecast what the future may hold, and different theoretical 

models have proliferated. There are theories where the universe stops 

expanding, then starts collapsing, ultimately shrinking to nearly zero 

volume, in a reverse Big Bang. This is the “closed” universe, in which, 

as it happens, space is positively curved into a closed surface like an 

orange skin (only it is a three-dimensional surface in four spatial 

dimensions) and its lifetime is finite. Other theories postulate a “flat” 

universe that endures forever but expands more and more slowly, 

speeds of recession and curvature of space both going to zero as time 

goes to infinity. Finally there are the “open” universe models, where 

the expansion also goes on forever, though the recessional speeds do 

not go to zero but approach some limiting, positive value or possibly 

different positive values in different directions. This type of structure 

has negative curvature like a potato chip or saddle (only again, a 

three-dimensional surface in four spatial dimensions); the curvature 

in this case is maintained at nonzero values, rather than flattening out. 

 These model universes all have one feature in common: their 

behavior is gravity-driven or “free-fall”: other forces besides gravi-

tation become negligible at large distances. The outward expansion of 

their constituents (stars, galaxies, and so forth), supposed to have 

started at the Big Bang, can only slow down over time (gravity being 

attractive), though it will slow by differing amounts depending on the 

initial conditions. The fate of such a universe depends on whether 

there is enough mass that the gravitational attraction will eventually 
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overcome the expansion (closed universe), just balance it out (flat 

universe), or always lag behind (open universe). Some recent astro-

nomical findings, however, strikingly suggest that rather than slow-

ing down, the expansion of the universe is speeding up--objects are 

moving faster and faster apart. In other words, there seems to be a 

repulsive force at large distances. So far the data fits the hypothesis of 

a “cosmological constant,” in which empty space has a nonzero en-

ergy content, proportional to volume.[11] (This odd idea was intro-

duced into general relativity by Einstein himself but then abandoned. 

He called it his “biggest blunder,”[12] but it has now gained a new 

hearing.) Such a mechanism could yield a different kind of flat uni-

verse in which recessional speeds eventually surpass all bounds, even 

the speed of light, because space itself is expanding at an increasing 

pace. This in turn could pose a new insuperable barrier to immortality 

in the universe, though a reprieve may also exist--more on this later in 

the chapter. 

 In any cosmological scenario, we have two basic requirements for 

immortality: (1) an adequate supply of energy to carry out the nec-

essary activities of life indefinitely (expression of identity); and (2) 

appropriate management of information during all this time (con-

servation of identity). Thus, for example, information must accumu-

late without limit, and suitable accessing pathways to archival mate-

rial must be maintained. The universe, in short, must exhibit an ap-

propriate kind of open-endedness, whether through endless expansion 

or some other means. 

 Two main cosmological possibilities have been proposed for al-

lowing immortality, Freeman Dyson‟s endlessly expanding universe, 

either open or flat, and Frank Tipler‟s closed universe.[13] Both 

scenarios use the older, free-fall assumption and thus stand in need of 

updating, but still offer useful insights. In both cases the 

open-endedness required for endless progress is provided by an infi-

nite “phase space.” Phase space is a coupling of ordinary 

three-dimensional space, which gives the physical location of a par-

ticle--with a second three-dimensional space that specifies its mo-

mentum, or mass times velocity. (Velocity in turn specifies direction 

as well as speed, so it, and thus momentum, requires three dimensions 

or coordinates just as location in space.) For a single particle, then, 

phase space is six-dimensional. For a system of N particles, there are 

six dimensions for each particle or 6N dimensions in all. If N is large, 
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as in the entire universe, there are many possibilities indeed for 

storing information through arrangements of the particles.  

 It is also worth noting that a point in phase space corresponds to a 

distinguishable quantum state, something we encountered in Chapter 

8, where we considered the Bekenstein bound on the number of such 

points that can occupy certain regions of space-time. In a bounded 

region with finite energy, phase space too is finite--this is why sys-

tems confined to such regions behave as finite state machines. But 

under general relativity this restriction is removed. The universe as a 

whole, even if spatially finite, has an infinite phase space, something 

that is necessary if we are to avoid an Eternal Return.[14] Phase space 

thus provides a cosmic tableau upon which our immortal future might 

be enacted and archived. Dyson‟s and Tipler‟s universes both achieve 

infinite phase space as needed for immortality but do it in different 

ways. Dyson‟s open or flat universe has an infinite configuration 

space and a finite momentum space, while Tipler‟s closed universe is 

just the opposite.  

 Dyson‟s endlessly expanding, infinitely extended universe is also 

cooling and in the end must approach absolute zero temperature. (It 

exists for infinite proper time, however, so “the end” is a potentiality 

not an actuality--it never really occurs.) Seemingly, life must freeze 

up but in fact this is not so. Information processing can proceed 

however close we might approach absolute zero because computation 

can be thermodynamically reversible so that very low and diminish-

ing energy is required. (A true Heat Death, in fact, could only occur if 

some nonzero absolute temperature floor is maintained indefinitely, 

so that things cannot get any colder than this and, additionally, if the 

energy supply is finite.[15]) The world of the far future, however, will 

be very different from ours today. Matter as we know it could disin-

tegrate leaving only rarefied constituents scattered across huge 

volumes of space. Information would be captured in the positions of 

these constituents, however, and increasing amounts of information 

could be encoded as accessible space enlarged. 

 Among the durable constituents in such an environment, Dyson 

speculates, would be positronium--a substance whose atoms are 

electron-positron pairs. (Electrons and their antiparticles, positrons, 

are permanent, as far as we can tell, though when the two collide, they 

mutually annihilate. But electron-positron pairs can also reform 

spontaneously from the vacuum of space.) Our “bodies” may, in fact, 
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ultimately take the form of vast clouds of positronium, spread out in 

space, within whose swirls and billows information could still be 

processed and retained. We must not, of course, assume such a sce-

nario would seem at all bleak or unpleasant to ourselves in the remote 

future. As Dyson says, “immaterial plasma may do as well as flesh 

and blood as a vehicle for the patterns of our thought.”[16] (We 

should add, not quite immaterial and, also, that it should do as well as 

flesh and blood for such things as emotions too, which, according to 

the tenets of strong AI, must also reduce to information processing.) 

With suitable adaptations we could find practically any environment 

enjoyable--and could also experience, convincingly, any past envi-

ronment we wished, through the medium of virtual reality. (This 

should hold too in other possible immortal futures besides the one 

Dyson imagines.) 

 Whether or not Dyson‟s scenario proves correct, it does suggest 

that great adaptations must accompany our hopefully endless journey 

through time. The world of our present habitation is not standing still, 

and we cannot do so either. We will change almost unimaginably, yet 

if survival occurs, we must retain the earlier experiences captured in 

our memories. Settings once familiar and valued will disappear, yet 

their essence will endure even as we discover new and exciting do-

mains that are beyond imagining today. In this way, I think, we can 

approach the prospect of even the greatest changes with confidence. 

The more things change, the more we should find of value that stays 

the same. 

 Tipler‟s universe, on the other hand, is not open but closed and 

collapsing. The collapse concentrates the energy in a smaller and 

smaller volume, which makes the momenta of particles get larger and 

larger--things get hotter and hotter. In time the average temperature 

must exceed that of any blast furnace, or the heart of any star. (It is 

momentum space that is unbounded, then, not configuration space; 

the momentum goes to infinity in such a way that it more than offsets 

the shrinking configuration space, and the overall phase space vol-

ume becomes infinite.) Tipler proposes to store growing amounts of 

information in this fiery inferno. The collapse of the universe will not 

be uniform in all directions, but the unequal rates, or “gravitational 

shear,” will create temperature differences that can be exploited by 

intelligent life for usable energy and information storage. The col-

lapse must go to completion in finite proper time, as an outsider 
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would see it (if such a thing were possible, though an outsider to the 

universe cannot actually “see” inside it). But the subjective time for 

the beings inside could still be infinite so that a reasonable immor-

tality becomes possible. 

 It is certainly not clear, however, that the sort of processing nec-

essary to maintain conscious beings could continue in this unlimited 

manner, even if the phase space goes to infinity. This is not to say it is 

known to be impossible either, for it is not. But a cold environment, 

on the face of it, seems a better place to maintain records and live out 

an endless life than a hot one. Here on Earth we are familiar enough 

with this principle: deep cold preserves things, high heat destroys 

them. As Dyson puts it, “The colder the environment, the quieter the 

background, the more thrifty life can be in its use of energy.”[17] 

Moreover, the astronomical evidence seems to favor an indefinitely 

expanding, cooling universe.[18] 

 One possible difficulty with Dyson‟s scenario, noted by Tipler, is 

that an endlessly expanding universe might have a growing popula-

tion of intelligent life-forms (the fertile garden), which would limit 

the space available to each. The course of events could thus conspire 

to deny each being the infinite phase space needed for immortality, 

even if the space is infinite overall. But I do not think this possibility 

can be assumed to apply to our present universe, based on what we 

know. In particular we have not yet found any extraterrestrial 

life-forms though we are, apparently, beginning to find extrasolar 

planets.[19] (In Chapter 11 we also noted the excitement over possi-

ble signs of life in Martian rocks, though the evidence now seems 

weak.[20]) 

 The universe seems to be finite, though destined to expand for-

ever. Phase space seems correspondingly finite too but possibly also 

destined to increase without limit, thereby providing hope for im-

mortality. There are some other difficulties with the expanding uni-

verse idea, however, such as whether there would be means, with the 

dwindling temperature, to communicate across increasingly vast re-

gions of space, so that a single organism would remain aware of its 

own, growing archive of memories.[21] Thus we could still run out of 

the necessary energy even if less and less is needed at the bit pro-

cessing level as the universe cools. The resolution of this and other 

difficulties will depend on properties, it seems safe to say, that are not 

yet understood and probably unsuspected.  
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 In particular, the findings suggesting an accelerating universe 

could yield a radically different picture than so far imagined. Tipler‟s 

scenario seems all but ruled out, which means we do not have the 

problems associated with the collapsing fireball. Instead the universe 

must expand and cool indefinitely, but it now has an extra energy 

input, which could be enough to provide for our future needs and 

alleviate any problems with Dyson‟s scenario. But we must not go 

overboard in our optimism, and in fact there are serious problems 

created by the newfound expansion that, if they cannot be solved, 

appear to doom any hopes of unlimited survival.  

 Mainly, we seem to be confronted with a runaway inflation of 

space that will ultimately isolate our galactic cluster from the sur-

rounding universe, pushing this other material beyond our event 

horizon. Effectively, the rest of the universe will just disappear or 

become part of the multiverse that is inaccessible to us. Meanwhile, 

the continuing spatial inflation will provide an effective minimum 

temperature above absolute zero. This thermal background will jam 

our information processing when levels of the ever-dwindling re-

serves of usable energy fall low enough and essentially create the 

conditions of a Heat Death. At minimum the effect must be to limit 

the amount of bits we can store and process to finite levels that would 

doom us to no better than an Eternal Return. This unhappy conclusion 

has been noted by cosmologists Lawrence Krauss and Glenn Stark-

man, who, however, remain hopeful that a way will be found around 

it.[22] It goes without saying that there is much that still awaits our 

understanding that should have a bearing on the issue--and we do 

have a long time to find an answer. 

 One possible way around the problem would be to exploit 

“basement universes with wormholes.” This scenario was developed 

by science philosopher Michael Price[23] based on work of such 

physicists as Kip Thorne and Matt Visser, who investigated the pos-

sibility of a wormhole--a kind of short bridge between two distant 

locations in space. In this case, space-time must be imagined as 

folded over, so that a short channel between otherwise distant points 

is possible. By analogy, by sticking a pin through the layers of a 

folded bed sheet we can open a short channel to points that will be far 

apart if the sheet is straightened out. To an ant unable to wriggle 

through the hole, the sheet might as well be straightened out; the 

distances the insect must travel are considerable, on its scale of things, 
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but they shrink to almost nothing if it can squeeze through. 

 For many years wormholes were a minor curiosity on-

ly--predicted by physics, to be sure, but not likely, even in principle, 

to be of much consequence because they appeared to be very short 

lived. But further investigation showed a way that a wormhole, 

normally so transient, might be stabilized, though only with great 

difficulty. A stable wormhole would then be traversable, though even 

then with certain restrictions, for example, limits on how much mass a 

given wormhole can carry, which also restricts its infor-

mation-transmitting capacity. One of the allowed possibilities, 

though, is stretching a wormhole between two distant points in space. 

Apparatus containing one end of a wormhole could be transported to 

connect Earth and another point outside the solar system. Traversing 

the wormhole would make it possible to travel to that point and back 

much faster than by conventional space travel. In fact, travel to other 

points in space and time would become feasible, though the possi-

bilities are intriguingly limited so that travel into one‟s own past is 

impossible and the paradoxes of relativity are avoided. 

 A network of wormholes could then provide a fast way to visit 

very distant points in the universe. Access to a faraway region might 

be retained even as it slipped beyond our event horizon and otherwise 

became inaccessible. In this way we could establish the unlimited 

growing room we would need to avoid eventual death. Beyond this 

benefit--great though it would be--could come others, such as linking 

up with a wormhole from some civilization besides our own. Once 

this happened, there would likely be more and more such hookups, 

and generally a cosmic “Internet” could take shape, which would 

extend over many independent civilizations. And, indeed, a giant 

mind might form, thus might exist now, powered by the combined 

intelligence of innumerable immortal beings who would now have a 

means of rapid communication. (This then would be something like a 

God, though once again, the lack of tangible evidence would seem to 

rule out any contacts already between the human race and such an 

entity. So this sort of “God,” if it exists, is not the Supreme Being of 

our theological traditions.) 

 Another intriguing possibility is a structure like a wormhole but 

closed off on one end--a “basement universe.” The closure effectively 

isolates the structure from everything else, except at the single 

opening where the structure attaches to the parent universe. Basement 
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universes could branch off our own (or some other) universe, or like 

successive buds on a branching twig, off each other. In this way an-

other means would be opened for unlimited room in which to grow. 

Indeed, this could even explain why we have not seen extraterrestrials: 

when a certain stage is reached, they withdraw to their own basement 

universes. Whether this is so, basement universes could greatly fa-

cilitate information storage and security for would-be immortals. The 

problems of eternal survival may thus prove not so difficult at all. 

 Yet traversable wormholes have not been demonstrated and may 

be impossible, along with basement universes. Or if either is possible, 

it may be on a scale so limited as to be of negligible help to us in our 

quest for an endless existence. Many other questions are still open; 

we really do not know how well the universe of the far future will be 

able to support life, however much living forms of the future may be 

able to adapt to changing conditions. There is ongoing, sometimes 

heated, debate about the various possible futures that have been 

proposed and whether any of them would be both adequate and fea-

sible.[24] The task before us may be much harder, not easier, than we 

imagine. 

 Easy or hard, however, immortality will be attained if it can be 

attained at all. Here we have considered some ways that life might be 

extended indefinitely, through a buildup of information that records 

the past life of each person in a way that is open to later recall. The 

information is preserved indefinitely, which includes making backup 

copies to guard against loss and corruption. This then is enontic or 

almost-enontic immortality--the best alternative for eternal survival, 

if possible. If not, there are other possibilities, as we have noted. 

 Any sort of definitive treatment of the “how” of immortality must 

await future discoveries. We cannot know what these might be or be 

sure they will work to our advantage. But science has often provided 

astonishing opportunities and benefits, even when it seemed that such 

progress was blocked. With the prospect of a livelier universe than we 

thought, and despite some newly noted difficulties, it may be that 

doors are now opening. 

 

CHAPTER 15. 

The Philosophy of Assurance 

 

We have now explored some possibilities for the future and our con-
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tinuing role in the universe or, more properly, the multiverse at large. 

There is uncertainty, yet also reason to be hopeful. A basis exists for 

what I shall call a Philosophy of Assurance, starting from the position 

that life, not death, is the ultimate inevitability. As suggested in 

Chapter 1, the Philosophy of Assurance is to be the first of the three 

main pillars of the system developed in this book, the others being the 

Philosophy of Aspiration and the Philosophy of Action, which will be 

taken up in the next two chapters. The three parts are not intended to 

be separate and stand-alone, however, but mutually reinforcing and 

complementary, and there is no attempt at a strict partitioning of 

subject matter. Topics treated in this chapter are sometimes given 

more attention later, and some “later” topics are included here for 

clarity. 

 Much of the groundwork for the Philosophy of Assurance has 

already been laid, particularly in the last four chapters. To round this 

out I will briefly summarize the main points that have been argued 

about the nature of personhood and the prospects for eternal life and 

happiness through a scientific approach. I will then explore some 

additional issues, with the goals of tying up loose ends and answering 

possible objections. In general, the object will be to arrive at a reso-

lution of difficulties, or “position of assurance,” on problems of im-

portance such as imperfect survival. 

 The position was established that death is a detriment to life that 

must be alleviated and eradicated scientifically. This calls, in partic-

ular, for the physical resurrection of the dead and for immortality, 

goals that have seemed scientifically impossible but are now shown 

in a new light through developments in physics, mathematics, and 

computer science. A person, basically, is a type of program running 

on hardware we call the brain. Recreating the conditions of program 

execution will recreate a lost person in replica form. 

 Two principles have been defended and adopted, the UI assump-

tions, that open possibilities for resurrection and immortality through 

scientific means. Unboundedness provides that the conditions for 

recreating persons of the past will occur and recur. Interchangeability 

implies that these recreations--replica processes--will qualify as true 

resurrections. More generally, a resurrection can occur by recreating 

a more developed version or continuer of the original person. Un-

boundedness additionally means that successively advanced contin-

uers of any person must come into existence, whether these are all in 
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one particular universe or distributed over more than one. While there 

is no consciousness or survival without embodiment, such embodi-

ment is not unique but a recurring effect. Both humans and 

non-human creatures stand, ultimately, to benefit.  

 The processes that qualify as continuers and thus as resurrections 

can be created in the total absence of known information about the 

originals simply by guesswork. This means that persons of the past 

who have totally perished could be restored to life, as was conjectured 

will actually happen at some point in the future, when the erstwhile 

human race has developed beyond its present limits. Human limita-

tions will be superseded both in the resurrectees and the resurrectors. 

This, it was argued, will likely involve an increase in benevolence 

along with various capabilities, based purely on the enlightened 

self-interest of each being affected. Resurrectees will enjoy a happy 

immortality along with others and should themselves progress so as 

to approach a status of equality with their advanced and benign ben-

efactors. 

 Meanwhile, persons of today have a chance to participate more 

directly in the process of transition from human to more-than-human. 

There is hope that medical advances will bring about biological 

immortality in the lifetimes of some of us now living. Clinical death 

meanwhile may be circumvented through such means as cryonics. 

This is a special opportunity and a source of assurance for those of us 

who can see the advantages, while not precluding a future happiness 

even for those who could not be preserved. 

 In fact, it is worth emphasizing that some sort of future existence 

is provided for all of us, whether we like it or not. How it goes will 

depend significantly on the choices we make in this life. When it 

comes to our personal encounter with death, we have considered 

arguments that arranging for the biostatic preservation of our remains 

is the better course to follow. 

The Problem of Forgetting and the Ideal Self 

 In addressing the problem of immortality in general, there are two 

important issues: the mind-body problem and the problem of personal 

identity. The mind-body problem we have treated in terms of func-

tionalism backed by strong AI. The mind, thus a person who makes 

use of it, is a type of computational process or entity, depending on 

the functioning of underlying components but not on any further in-

trinsic properties of these components. The treatment, I think, is 
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mostly adequate for our purposes, though a little more will be said 

about the functionalist position later in this chapter in connection with 

free will. Meanwhile, there are still some matters deserving attention 

in regard to the problem of identity. These include forgetting, false 

memories, and more generally what can be considered imperfections 

in survival, in which a continuer may not truly reflect a more devel-

oped version of the original person. 

 Of these problems, that of forgetting or loss of information is, I 

think, the most central, and calls for a stance on what personal in-

formation is to be considered important. In fact it should not be so 

important to survival, I will argue, that a continuer contain all in-

formation whatever that was accessible on one occasion or other to 

the numerous versions of the past self. Indeed, the pruning of infor-

mation must have importance too, which could even be considerable. 

But this then raises the question of just what information can be 

discarded without sacrificing a reasonable notion of continuer. This 

in turn depends on the basic question of identity: what shall determine 

when one person-stage is to be considered “the same” as another one? 

 The position I will argue for involves the notion of an ideal self, a 

topic that is developed by Max More in The Diachronic Self,[1] 

though I approach it somewhat differently. I think a sound theory of 

the ideal self is possible through the computational model that has 

been adopted here for persons and processes more generally, based on 

strong AI. Using this approach it will be feasible to postulate the 

convergence of a developing immortal to a being with certain per-

manent features. Losses and other informational difficulties need not 

abort the process of convergence for the permanent features can ac-

cumulate in the face of temporary reverses. Steps along the way, or 

person-stages, will be linked with previous person-stages, as usual, 

by psychological connectedness so that a particular trajectory of 

events is not needed to establish the necessary ties.  

 To develop this point of view it will be helpful to start with a 

well-known prototype, the memory criterion of personal identity of 

John Locke presented in An Essay Concerning Human Understand-

ing.[2] According to Locke, a person is a “thinking intelligent being, 

that has reason and reflection, and can consider itself as itself, the 

same thinking being, at different times and places.” Consciousness in 

some degree always accompanies thinking. It is “what makes eve-

ryone to be what he calls self, and thereby distinguishes himself from 
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all other thinking things.” Consciousness thus makes personal iden-

tity and suggests how we ought to regard a person as persisting over 

time. “[A]s far as this consciousness can be extended backwards to 

any past action or thought, so far reaches the identity of that person; it 

is the same self now it was then; and it is by the same self with the 

present one that now reflects on it, that that action was done.” 

Memories, then, serve as the link between the present self (per-

son-stage) and a past version of the self. In more modern terminology, 

the criterion of psychological connectedness determines whether a 

present person-stage is a continuer or later version of a past per-

son-stage. 

 This is underscored by Locke‟s doctrine that personal identity is 

not the same as identity of substance. “For, it being the same con-

sciousness that makes a man be himself to himself, personal identity 

depends on that only, whether it be annexed solely to one individual 

substance, or can be continued in a succession of several substances.” 

So long as ties of consciousness (implying psychological connect-

edness) exist, neither time nor “change of substance” can split the 

person-stages into two persons, anymore “than a man be two men by 

wearing other clothes to-day than he did yesterday.” Thus “it will be 

possible that two thinking substances may make but one person. For 

the same consciousness being preserved, whether in the same or 

different substances, the personal identity is preserved.” This then is 

an interesting foreshadowing of our principle of Interchangeability, in 

which “two thinking substances”--in this case person-instantiations 

with the same process “running”--would indeed have one and the 

same consciousness and “make but one person.” 

 This may not be precisely what Locke had in mind. He does not 

seem to have been thinking of two identical copies of a person run-

ning simultaneously or in parallel but apparently a temporal succes-

sion of what amount to continuers, with at most one existing at any 

one time. However, by linking personality with expressed con-

sciousness he finds an ingenious way of upholding what amounts to a 

materialist conception of personal identity. Locke did not deny the 

possibility of an immaterial soul. Indeed, he was a dualist who 

thought that a thinking process could never arise out of “bare incog-

itative matter,” as we noted in Chapter 8, but needed something more, 

in this case, an “immaterial substance”--a form of “further fact.” But 

the soul, however remarkable, still was only a substance. It might 
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inhabit the body, and the same soul might inhabit a succession of 

bodies. But the same soul would not make the same person, unless the 

criteria of consciousness were met, including awareness of past ac-

tions, and, on the other hand, the criteria might be met by different 

souls entirely. “For as to this point of being the same self, it matters 

not whether this present self be made up of the same or other sub-

stances….” 

 In Locke‟s view too, the same person is not the same 

“man”--which in turn Locke identified with “nothing but a partici-

pation of the same continued life, by constantly fleeting particles of 

matter, in succession vitally united to the same organized body.” 

Locke, in effect, here invoked the criterion of physical continuity we 

considered in Chapter 4. Physical continuity would make the same 

human being. The latter could thus be considered a unique individual 

process similar to a fire or a storm, a system of interacting particles in 

which matter is constantly taken in and expelled so that the whole 

persists through a change of substance. Yet the identity of the whole 

is not the same as the identity of persons, since it (the whole) does not 

depend on consciousness but simply on the ongoing process. It is this 

idea that Locke uses to answer a possible serious objection to his 

theory of personal identity: the problem of forgetting. 

 If someone forgets something he did, and we assume this forget-

ting is permanent and not later reversed, then his consciousness no 

longer extends to that act. By Locke‟s criterion, he cannot be the same 

person who did the act, though common sense finds this position 

untenable. We consider it reasonable, in appropriate circumstances, 

to say “yes, I must have done that, though I cannot remember.” The 

notion that a person can forget something he did and still be the 

person who did it is deeply ingrained in our way of looking at things 

and extends to our social institutions. The legal system holds a drunk 

driver responsible for an accident he caused, even if afterward he has 

no recollection of it. Locke, however, would not attribute the accident 

to the same person who later cannot recall it, but only to the same 

human being. Our legal system can only penalize people as human 

beings. It can pass sentence and carry out measures against a physical 

body, but it has no direct access to persons as persons. In this way, 

then, it might be possible for an entirely innocent person to be pun-

ished. Locke was aware of this problem and, interestingly, believed in 

a God who would set matters right: ultimately, when all were to be 
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judged for their actions in this worldly life, no person would be held 

responsible for anything he or she had entirely forgotten. 

 I propose, however, to give a nontheological resolution of this 

difficulty but one that will draw on the idea of an immortal, ideal self. 

First, however, we will explore some other issues connected with 

forgetting, including reasons it may be desirable--if suitably limited. I 

will start with a basic problem: how, with psychological connected-

ness as the sole criterion to establish personal identity, that is, essen-

tially Locke‟s memory criterion, we can establish a robust enough 

theory to overcome the problem of forgetting. For, strictly speaking, 

we are forced to the extreme conclusion that forgetting even one past 

act or state of which we were aware precludes our being a continuer 

of the person-stage who had this awareness--that person-stage does 

not survive in us. By the same logic, if I am aware of something 

happening now, however minor, and later forget it, I “die.” 

 But certainly this is absurd. I am not worried about “dying,” for 

example, if tomorrow I can no longer remember an exact configura-

tion of dust particles that I vacuumed up today or the shapes of the 

leaves on the trees I happened to see, in all their numerous perspec-

tives, while out running for exercise. Indeed, for most of us there are 

countless details we are briefly aware of but are then lost from con-

sciousness and can best only be reconstructed approximately. Some-

times these details are important momentarily--I will have to know 

something about where the dust is to vacuum it up. Once that is done, 

though, I do not normally feel a compelling reason to retain the de-

tailed information. 

 As one interesting variation of this, I remember some years ago 

living in a certain city and sometimes visiting a barber shop for a 

haircut. The barber, a dignified gent with an ample, silvery shock 

himself, went quietly about his work, which offered some time for 

reflection. Looking down at the floor from the swivel chair showed an 

interesting pattern--bits of hair strewn over lighter squares of asphalt 

tile and other finer details that increasingly became apparent: 

scratches, dust, and so on. Searching verified that the patterns were 

stable--a bit of material over here would be in the same position when 

I looked again. In effect, the floor with its contents had momentarily 

become part of my memory--part of the conscious experience of 

getting that haircut.  

 These thoughts were interesting, but overall I did not think the 
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experience at all memorable. Certainly it was nothing out of the or-

dinary and, apart from the philosophical angle, might have been quite 

boring. After I had paid and left, it did not disturb me that I could no 

longer remember the exact patterns on that floor--a general impres-

sion seemed enough. This sort of thing would be repeated every few 

weeks. Now it is years later, I live in a different city, and other cir-

cumstances have changed. One is that, with due respects to the barber, 

I now cut my own hair, so that the barbershop memories enjoy a 

privileged position as part of an unrepeated past. The experiences are 

not remembered so much individually, but I do have general im-

pressions as related, which seems adequate and appropriate. This 

information seems stable, and I want to retain it. Yet I am not both-

ered by what was lost, in particular, the rather large amount that must 

have been lost right at the beginning, by the time I had left the shop. It 

is interesting that even though so much specific information has been 

lost, I still remember the visits episodically, that is, I am sitting in the 

swivel chair, looking at the patterns on the floor. So I have an im-

pression of an actual experience and not just abstracted data, even 

though my memory is far from a videotape and must in fact be highly 

compressed. 

 For many purposes that seems enough, even desirable--certainly 

too much information, of a certain, monotonous sort, could be much 

more a burden than a benefit. I am privileged, in this case, to retain an 

appropriate amount, neither more (as far as I know) nor less. This, of 

course, is an idiosyncratic view. Different persons will have their own 

preferences as to which of their memories are worth retaining, and in 

how much detail, even as the mechanisms and powers of memory will 

vary. And in the future I may think differently about the issue. It 

remains to be seen what the options for mind enhancement will be 

and what attitudes and practices will then be thought appropriate by 

those involved, hopefully including myself. But I offer it as a starting 

point. 

 Also, it is an unsettled question how much past information is 

really retained by our brains. Much information may be in there that 

we do not and cannot usually access--yet surely there are limits. 

Exactly how much is truly lost that was truly present, however briefly, 

is unknown--but that some loss occurs seems indisputable. Much that 

we see is lost in the early stages of short-term memory, by appear-

ances, and there is a further, major winnowing before something of 
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our experience may finally wind up in long-term memory. But, I think, 

we can rationalize quite a substantial loss of the initially available 

information as still consistent with “our” survival. 

 It is a rationalization, of course--in effect, a reformulation of the 

problem of survival--but is surely justified on grounds of what is 

really important. To complete the reformulation I will invoke the idea 

of convergence to an ideal, immortal self, which we may hope the 

fabric of reality will support in one way or another. Such convergence, 

like the more usual course of living we are familiar with, would in-

volve a succession of person-stages occurring at different times. In-

formation present in one person-stage may be lost to later stages. 

However, some information must be retained, however rarely, and 

transmitted indefinitely from one stage to another to form part of a 

permanent archive. Over the course of time this archive must not only 

persist but grow without limit, to prevent an Eternal Return. With this 

in mind, then, we can arrive at a position of assurance. What is truly 

important will endure, and in the process we can even benefit, by the 

loss of what is inessential and tedious. 

 The process of convergence in fact provides for something quite 

close to the original idea of a strict continuer-based notion of survival. 

Later person-stages can still be more developed versions of earlier 

approximations of the ideal self, even if these earlier approximations 

are not coextensive with the earlier person-stages to which they were 

associated. To illustrate, let us consider the barbershop scenario 

again. 

 The person-stage that I was, momentarily, when looking at the 

floor, becomes unrecoverable as soon as I go away and can no longer 

recall the exact patterns. And even later there is further consolidation 

and loss, when I can no longer remember the exact occasion but may 

have only a generic memory of these visits. However, if I assume that 

the information still remaining persists, that information, and similar 

information relating to earlier times, in effect defines a person-stage, 

a “quasi-stage” or q-stage, for the period to which it applies, and that 

person-stage endures in the ideal self. 

 On the other hand, if I imagine myself actually in the barber chair 

once again and seeing the detailed information I am soon to forget, it 

does not seem unsettling that this loss will occur, that “I” will not 

fully survive in a more advanced continuer. My anticipated q-stage is 

me enough--and that will survive. Thus I can feel confident that an 
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appropriate amount of what is momentarily present will endure, not 

too little or too much but enough to reconstruct what is important 

about the episode then happening. There will then be an appropriate 

amount of psychological connectedness between the earlier and later 

person-stages, both of which will really be q-stages. For the later 

stage in turn will ultimately be replaced by a q-stage too, in the further 

process of consolidation of memories.  

 In this overall process, then, we have subdivisions that pertain to 

particular times or stages in one‟s life. For each of these times a 

succession of temporary, “working” q-stages may be formed and 

edited or modified, but some final, stable, representative version must 

eventually emerge, whether a small or great amount of processing, 

modifying, and consolidating is involved. This final, permanent re-

sidual--what is to endure in the ideal self--will then serve to delineate 

what that self was at that point. A sequence of these final stages 

covering an extended time interval will also form a q-segment, with 

the information, much of which will be redundant from one q-stage to 

the next, telescoped and otherwise arranged and distributed for con-

venience in memory. More generally, the whole diachronic self will, 

in effect, be formed of q-stages. 

 It is worth remarking that this is a sort of rationalization that fits 

the circumstances applying in this particular case. To me it seems 

quite reasonable--perhaps the reader will agree. Different persons, we 

noted, will have different ideas as to what and to what extent memo-

ries ought to survive and play a part in later conscious experience. 

Perhaps some will not feel it is particularly important to remember 

what they were like at an earlier stage, though again I feel that such 

remembering is an important part of personal survival. For me, today, 

to survive to the future means my future self must remember some-

thing of what it was like, as I sit here typing this--I simply cannot see 

it any other way. In the future, to be sure, one‟s values about memo-

ries could change dramatically, depending on what options become 

available and the choices one makes. But there will be more options, 

not less. If it should be possible, as it should, to store considerably 

more detailed information about present events, interest in storing 

this information could grow in step. I expect that the ability to de-

velop an interest itself will be more under individual control, so that 

quite surprising and diverse effects could result. 

 But there is an important point to make in regard to the above 
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notion of survival through an ideal self, which is that this notion again 

depends only on psychological connectedness. The information 

content of the later q-stages determines whether they are continuers 

of earlier q-stages; how these q-stages came into existence is really a 

secondary issue, whatever its significance may otherwise be. We 

noted in Chapter 4 how some philosophers, such as Parfit and More, 

have held to the contrary that both psychological connectedness and 

psychological continuity are important in establishing when a later 

person-stage is to be considered the “same” person as an earlier stage. 

 The necessity of some degree of psychological connectedness is 

rightly recognized, for example, in the thought experiment where 

Derek Parfit is gradually changed to a copy (thus a continuer) of 

Greta Garbo--the new Greta is clearly not the same person as the old 

Derek. But it would be infeasible to require perfect psychological 

connectedness. If the earlier person-stage must be perfectly captured 

in and reconstructible from the later stage then the smallest forgetting 

would “kill” that earlier stage--we could be forced into a worse 

straitjacket than in the day-person hypothesis. 

Continuity and Causality Issues 

 Since we cannot rely solely on psychological connectedness in its 

pristine form, the critics of pure connectedness add a continuity re-

quirement. This is one way of managing things so that our usual in-

tuitions about personal identity are not violated--but it is too heavy a 

price to pay from the standpoint of what is most important here, the 

possibilities of resurrection and immortality. In particular More in-

sists on informational continuity. The later person-stage must be 

causally derived from the earlier stage, as we usually understand 

causality. Thus, only enontic resurrections could be permitted--with 

limited allowance for loss or alteration of information, to be com-

pensated by the continuity requirement. This would invalidate a res-

urrection by pure guesswork, even if a perfect replica of the original 

was constructed. It would mean, barring unexpected abilities to re-

cover a hidden past, that no deceased person who was not well pre-

served in biostasis would ever again see the light of day. All lives 

previous to ours would be so much wasted effort, as far as the par-

ticipants who are the principal beneficiaries were concerned. This is a 

completely untenable conclusion, I strongly feel, and would unac-

ceptably mar any moral philosophy based around the idea of over-

coming death scientifically. 
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 But this gloomy consequence can be countered through the idea 

of pattern-survival, in which a person survives in a replica, or more 

generally, a continuer, as we have seen. Through Interchangeability 

personal identity is distributed over multiple instantiations of the 

person-stage. This would extend, unavoidably, to instantiations in 

domains not causally connected to our own, that is, other universes. 

This position was justified by a variant of the principle known as the 

Identity of Indiscernibles. We cannot by definition know at any time 

which of these instantiations “we” may be or distinguish one from the 

other, therefore it is unreasonable to identify ourselves with any one 

and not the others, and we must treat them all on an equal footing. 

 In this simple way then, if we accept Interchangeability, personal 

identity must transcend our usual notions of causality, though in an-

other way causality must still have its usual significance. A later 

person-stage, that is, must at least feel a causal connection to an 

“earlier,” less-developed stage (which may in fact not be earlier in 

time). But this should be no insurmountable obstacle--such a feeling 

and comprehension, that I am now here (later stage) and was there 

(earlier stage), would depend on the functioning of a construct that 

could be made and programmed in numerous, functionally equivalent 

ways. 

 An interesting viewpoint on the issue of causality and the flow of 

time in general is advocated by (among others) David Deutsch in The 

Fabric of Reality. It relies, as here, on the position that our universe is 

embedded in a multiverse. The point is made that time does not flow 

at all--there is no need to assume that our usual notion of time exists at 

the fundamental, physical level, the level of underlying reality. In-

stead, existence as a whole--the multiverse--consists of simply an 

unordered family of “snapshots,” each of which in turn defines the 

way things are under special conditions, for example, at a particular 

moment.[3] All pasts, presents, and futures are always present and 

unchanging. We have a perception of time, it is true. But at the un-

derlying level this means simply that a set of snapshots can be se-

lected, out of the many possible, that forms an appropriate sequence 

indicating a temporal progression. Moreover, at one particular mo-

ment corresponding to one snapshot, we--as represented in that 

snapshot--have memories of a past that conforms, in certain essential 

ways, to what is found in certain of these other snapshots. 

 In the same way we could imagine reaching into a very large box 
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of still photos, arranged however you wish, and selecting a small 

subset that forms an ordered time sequence, a movie. The multiverse 

in turn, a “large box” indeed, is like the Babel Picture Gallery of 

Chapter 6, only larger still. The pictures inside, individual snapshots 

of possible histories, are also unordered, but if we like we can arrange 

some of the snapshots so that they form a movie. Certainly very many 

movies could be made in this way. By choosing the right snapshots, 

just the right events will happen, to enforce particular laws of physics 

and, moreover, the existence of physicists who understand these laws 

for what they are, or more generally, observers whose perceptions 

and recollections mirror what is happening in their surroundings. This 

then seems to be the sort of reality an observer inhabits, what I have 

called observer reality, as long as we keep in mind that certain types 

of movies, or event sequences, will be much more likely or easier to 

assemble than others. This likelihood, which seems to depend on the 

presence of embedded observers in the reality that is assembled, in 

turn conforms to probabilities at the quantum level and in particular 

the following of phase paths. 

 But a basic property emerges that is at least consistent with our 

observations. It is that causality itself has no particular ontological 

significance beyond the perceptions of observers. This is not to say 

that difficulties connected with causality are unimportant. But I 

maintain that they are not so important as to preclude the possibility 

of resurrecting persons who lack the more usual causal ties, such as 

informational continuity, with their past selves. 

 There is an interesting difficulty along these lines considered in 

The Diachronic Self. More is worried that the absence of causality as 

we usually understand it would destroy a claim that a later per-

son-stage could be the same person as an earlier stage. “Our notion of 

persons,” he writes, “involves enduring entities with certain proper-

ties such as (a capacity for) rationality, responsibility, the ability to 

make choices, foresight, and (a capacity for) self-restraint.” Without 

causality these properties would, it seems, lose their meaning, as in 

the case of a later person-stage, an “I” created by chance. “If I form an 

intention to do X at one moment, it can have no effect whatsoever on 

whether I (or the appearance of a continuing „I‟) later do X.”[4] 

However, this must be seen differently if we accept Deutsch‟s 

snapshot model of the multiverse. 

 A person-stage in one snapshot will be matched by similar but 
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more-developed person-stages in other snapshots. The presence of an 

intention in the less-developed, or earlier, stage will correspond to 

effects of the intention in the more-developed, later stages. (More will 

be said shortly, however, about this notion of “earlier” and “later,” 

which, as a remote possibility, could involve time reversal.) Non-

standard causality will come into effect in the case where the se-

quence of snapshots leading from the earlier to a later stage is peculiar 

and, in particular, does not allow inferring the earlier stage at each 

successive step.  

 Even then there is still a reasonable tie between the less and the 

more developed stage, I maintain, based solely on internal charac-

teristics, that is, psychological connectedness. If the earlier stage had 

had a different, contrary intention, for example, then we could simply 

choose a different sequence of snapshots leading to a different con-

tinuer, one that also reflected this different intention but which could 

also show the lack of informational continuity. With a superabun-

dance of snapshots to choose from, this would be no problem: Un-

boundedness enforces counterfactual indefiniteness. We never have 

the worry that the later continuer is that by a lucky, unrelated accident 

only, in the sense that most of the time such a continuer would not 

come into being at all. Instead, the continuer is going to be present no 

matter what. So in this way, I think, we can justify the position that 

we have a true and not just accidental continuer who, we may pre-

sume, would also have a reasonable feeling of being a continuer. 

 This line of argument can be used to meet the difficulty we raised 

in noting that the original person-stage could not be inferred at every 

step in the transition to the later stage. From this alone it might be 

argued that the later stage is clearly severed from the earlier despite 

any ties that became reestablished fortuitously through guesswork. 

As an extreme example, the person could be vaporized then recreated 

by a random event. Once the links are broken, the critic might argue, 

they cannot really be reestablished in this accidental manner, only 

imitated, so the later stage is not a continuer.  

 But based on the multiverse perspective, we could say that the 

links are never broken, though perhaps strangely pushed around. This 

is because the destructive event (vaporization) would not just happen 

to one construct in isolation but to many similar though different 

constructs in various universes of the multiverse. Again, loss of in-

formation makes the past ambiguous. All would then participate in 
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the same reality. It would not be possible to say, from an observer‟s 

standpoint, that one particular construct belonged in one particular 

universe rather than another--this information is unavailable and 

nonexistent. Similarly, the random recreation would not happen in 

isolation but would restore all the constructs to different universes 

again--neither the wrong nor the uniquely right universe in each case, 

but a universe nonetheless. The reconstruction of the vaporized vic-

tim by guesswork would be unlikely only in terms of its relative 

frequency in some larger totality. It would not be unlikely to happen 

at all but, in view of the plurality of processes in the multiverse, ac-

tually inevitable. So we could plausibly argue that a genuine tie must 

exist between the earlier and the later construct and that a true con-

tinuer has been obtained. 

 Perhaps the biggest challenge to this position would come from 

the possibility, however remote, of time reversal. The “later” stage 

could in fact be in the same universe and earlier in time than the 

“earlier” stage. The creation, at an earlier time, of a construct that 

possesses just the right features to be a continuer of a person from a 

later time is possible through a random process. But it would have to 

involve so many correct guesses in a pattern of 10[18] bits or so, for 

an ordinary human, that it must be rare indeed, if inevitable some-

where. It is far more likely that Shakespeare‟s collected works would 

be typed at random by an australopithecine who has accidentally 

assembled a typewriter from rock chips and rubber tree sap, millions 

of years before Shakespeare. 

 I see no reason for such time-reversed continuers to occur as the 

result of conscious planning either, barring the possibility of back-

ward time travel. It would be like someone of a thousand years ago 

making a detailed prediction of events in our own time, only harder. 

The difficulty would not be so much in creating a real person who 

resides in some actual history as in the fact that our history must then 

unfold correctly to match that history. In other words, we must predict 

our own future, so far as it may be known to the entity we are making. 

No amount of intelligence could be expected to master such a task 

because intelligence itself, with its strong unpredictability, must play 

an important, continuing part in future history. As Tipler says, 

“whatever happens, happens,”5 and much of what is coming will be 

known only as it arrives. 

 Still, however unlikely a time reversal scenario may be, we can-
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not absolutely rule it out. “Our” present, right now, may really be 

earlier than “our” past. We can take this in stride, recognizing that 

reality may surprise us in numerous ways, subtle or otherwise, as we 

get to know it better, though what is to all appearances fantastically 

improbable need not be taken too seriously. As long as we are on the 

subject, I should note that backward time travel itself would be an-

other form of time reversal. Here the later self is transported to an 

earlier time, though a causal link along more usual lines is maintained 

somehow. 

 It is interesting that this would not necessarily involve any para-

dox: the later self might want to change the earlier history but would 

not have to be so inclined. But if a change was made--contradicting 

the observer‟s own knowledge--a paradox could be avoided if we 

simply assume our traveler is thrust by this very act into a parallel 

universe (and thus becomes xenontic). There is no change then in the 

“original” universe, thus no possibility of interfering with your own 

birth. This, however, would not be true backward time travel since the 

universe one wound up in would not simply be one‟s original uni-

verse at an earlier time. But backward time travel, even in this ap-

proximate form, though not yet completely ruled out remains to be 

demonstrated, with little sign so far that it will be. If it could be 

achieved, it might make possible the recovery of far more past in-

formation than we now possess and even the rescue, enontically, of 

persons who are now long deceased. But I think it unwise to rely on 

such mechanisms. (In particular, the data-erasing experiment de-

scribed in Chapter 5 is an argument against the possibility for oth-

erwise we might determine which path the photon took even after the 

information is “lost.”) If resurrection or immortality are, in fact, 

easier goals than I have imagined, so much the better, but let us be 

prepared for what seems more likely. 

 In any case, we have considered how a person could survive in a 

continuer defined by the sole criterion of psychological connected-

ness. Survival does not require the more usual causal ties between the 

earlier and later person-stages but only appropriate functional simi-

larities between two physical constructs. Once again though, I do not 

see the causal connections as unimportant, just not essential. 

More on Memory Problems 

 Something more should be said about forgetting, however. It is 

sometimes argued that Locke‟s criterion would lead to absurdities in 
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everyday life. If I cannot remember putting on my shirt this morning, 

as will happen,[6] must I conclude that no one put on my shirt? I 

would say no--because there is other information than what is stored 

in my brain that tells me what I must have done. I see I am wearing a 

particular shirt, and no one else put it on for me. (Or else I must have 

remembered so unusual an occurrence, or some other strange thing 

must be going on of which I see no evidence.) So I conclude, rea-

sonably, that I must have put it on. 

 At this point I may even construct, in my mind, a little q-episode 

showing where I probably was at the time, the approximate motions I 

must have made, what I must have seen and felt, and the like. Thus I 

must have noted, if fleetingly, the appearance of the shirt, colors or 

patterns it may have, the feel of putting my arms in the sleeves (right 

arm first as I normally do), the actions of buttoning up, and so on. I 

would also probably incorporate some information about the sur-

roundings such as the window with blinds in the room where my 

shirts are kept and the thin carpet underfoot. In effect, the available 

information about my past actions could--and does--extend outside 

my brain proper, just as in the barber shop example, and can be le-

gitimately employed to reconstruct past events and even refurbish my 

memory. To be sure, such a q-episode probably will not long survive 

individually but, as in the barber shop, will blend with other infor-

mation so that I have only a general impression of the activity in 

question. 

 It is not true, of course, that all events one has forgotten can be 

reconstructed, even in an approximate, generic form, by examining 

the effects afterward, or certainly it does not seem so. Some real, 

irreversible loss does occur. We are justified, I think, in regarding that 

which is truly lost as not part of ourselves. But many commonplace 

events will not fall in this category even if they are completely erased 

from what we usually think of as memory. 

 This principle we might use in resolving the practical problem of 

someone who commits a crime but claims innocence based on for-

getting the incident. In the case of a drunk driver who cannot re-

member the accident he caused, the evidence could furnish the basis 

for reconstructing enough of what happened to establish “his” cul-

pability. On the other hand, we cannot rule out the possibility that 

he--or the person that resides in what used to be his body--should be 

considered innocent after all. If enough mental changes have oc-
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curred since the incident in question, we might by reasonable, re-

ductionist standards be dealing with a truly different person, one that 

should be considered innocent. A third possibility is a Jekyll and 

Hyde case of a dual personality resident in one brain, with one of the 

personalities aware and guilty of wrongdoing and the other ignorant 

and innocent. A fourth alternative, which might especially apply, 

again, to the drunk driver, is to accept that he has truly forgotten, thus 

is “innocent,” yet still has a demonstrated tendency to commit acts of 

this sort. As a practical matter, then, and an attempt to avoid the 

greater evil, penalties may be imposed with such justifiable aims as 

reducing the likelihood of similar incidents and compensating for 

damages. Clearly, though, the legal system can be baffled by such 

conundrums and no doubt sometimes penalizes persons wrongly. 

 These problems I do not expect to be rectified by a God--unlike 

Locke; however, something along these lines ought to happen as we 

develop beyond the human level. As our understanding deepens and 

we progress in other ways, we will both know better how to deal with 

such cases and, we may hope, be able to reduce their likelihood 

through our overall progress. These trends should continue as we 

develop to ever higher levels and converge, hopefully, to infinite 

immortals. In the limit of time, then, such problems should vanish 

completely through our diligent, enlightened efforts. 

 A problem related to forgetting, however, is infrequent remem-

bering, something that could plague the would-be immortal and 

jeopardize the claim that a given version of the self develops into later 

and later versions and overall is immortalized. The ideal self, we have 

noted, must never (permanently) forget an experience--all past 

memories must instead be recalled to consciousness infinitely often 

over infinite time. This is a minimal requirement, however; it says 

nothing about how frequently or seldom a given item, including one‟s 

whole life up to some point, may be recalled. If the recalling is in-

frequent enough, it arguably must have little effect on conscious ex-

istence. An advanced being thus might be so dissociated from an 

earlier stage as to constitute, for practical purposes, a different person 

entirely, even if, very rarely, the earlier material is recalled. At best 

then, the earlier stages would not give rise to later versions of them-

selves but only participate in successive, limited revivals--a form of 

the Eternal Return. 

 Austin Duncan-Jones considered this problem.[7] One‟s early life 
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might be completely overwhelmed by the volume of memories that 

might accumulate over time. “As time passes, the number of hap-

penings available to be remembered increases. It follows that if all 

that is memorable gets remembered equally often, any given memo-

rable event must be remembered more and more rarely as time 

passes.” A million-year-old individual, for example, would have to 

remember 20,000 fifty-year time periods, so the whole first fifty years 

of one‟s life could shrink to utter insignificance and be, for practical 

purposes, not at all part of the continuing person. On this ground John 

Hick, writing in Death and Eternal Life, is doubtful about the idea of 

an endlessly surviving person, or immortal ego. “If we conceive of 

people as continuing to develop during an endless future, as we each 

have throughout our past, we encounter a limit to the individual‟s 

capacity to identify with earlier states in which he was very differ-

ent.”[8] 

 This issue is a serious one but, in a certain sense, less a problem 

than simple forgetting in which information is lost and unavailable. 

Basically I see it as an attitude problem, and I think it can be resolved 

as such, without sacrificing the idea of an immortal ego or infinitely 

persisting self. To persist, though, we must have a feeling of respect 

and reverence for our past selves whatever their imperfections; this 

will help in maintaining a bond of identity. Such reverence in turn, I 

think, would be one reasonable outcome of a love of all sentient be-

ings, each and every one of which we should wish to help develop 

into an immortal ego. This position, along with the problem of in-

frequent remembering and related issues, will be considered more 

fully in the next chapter. 

 One further problem that arises with psychological connectedness 

is false memories. This is actually a common feature of human psy-

chology and sometimes a serious problem in our culture today. Ulric 

Neisser, a psychology professor at Emory University, notes that 

“[m]isremembering and retrospective reworking of the past are a part 

of human nature; they go with the territory and they happen all the 

time.”[9] False memories become a serious issue, for example, when 

a woman claims and believes, though incorrectly, that she was sex-

ually abused as a child by her father. (It appears that notwithstanding 

the real and tragic cases of abuse that do occur and are authentically 

remembered, false memories can be implanted by an overzealous 

therapist in trying to induce recovery of repressed memories.) 
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 The memory is a tricky thing and is often unreliable. But the 

problems with it, though not trivial, do appear in a different light from 

a perspective that incorporates the idea of a multiverse and other ideas 

such as that the loss of information makes the past ambiguous. Un-

boundedness in particular makes it hard, I would say almost impos-

sible, to have genuinely false memories. Within large limits, anything 

we remember must have really happened, though it may not have 

happened in the universe where we presently reside. It is also worth 

noting that whether a memory is to be considered “false” (xenontic) 

or hyperontic or enontic must depend on a careful assessment of all 

relevant evidence. In what follows I assume that indeed reliable ev-

idence exists to establish the falseness in question--for without such 

evidence, no such conclusion is possible. 

 In the case above then, it does not follow that the remembered 

perpetrator of the abuse--the woman‟s father--is guilty. The guilt, we 

would have to conclude (at the risk of sounding facetious and shallow, 

but with validity), must reside in someone in a parallel universe, not 

in our reality. Or to be more accurate, the instantiations of the per-

petrator occupy universes other than our own, though in this case an 

instantiation of the victim has managed to appear in our reality. But, 

insofar as she wishes to remain the victim and uphold the memories 

of abuse as authentic, she does not originate in our reality but instead 

must also be said to come from the same alien domain as the perpe-

trator. This, then, is one example of xenonticity, where a person is 

clearly out of place in our universe and best identified only with some 

other one. With the evidence presumed in this case, a natural response 

for the woman would be to happily relinquish the victim role, accept 

her memories as faulty, and think better of her father. 

 In this as well as more usual cases of what we normally consider 

false memories, we can make a choice. Probably the most likely 

choice, when we find discrepancies between what we remember 

about our reality and what we have reason to think actually happened, 

is simply to adjust our memories accordingly. 

 I have noticed this on returning to a place I have not seen for many 

years. Maybe I seem to remember a highway nearby that I can now 

see is not just where I thought it was (and have good reason to think 

has not been altered). “Oh yes,” I am likely to think, “that is how it 

really was”--and the minor adjustment is made. Such small changes 

probably will not affect my memories much, even if carried out to the 
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full extent that opportunity may allow. Thus it is likely I did not have 

too distinct a memory of the highway not being the way I really found 

it, so it is not much problem to correct what I do remember. Memories 

can also carry implied uncertainties, which is useful if an adjustment 

later is called for. 

 It is worth noting that a process of adjustment, revising memories 

in the light of later discoveries about what is likely to have happened, 

is not inconsistent with our notion of convergence to an ideal self. 

Such adjustments, I imagine, will be limited and not negate the pos-

sibility of an eventual settled consensus that will not be further altered 

with time but instead form part of a permanent archive. 

 The possibility must also be noted, however, of memories that do 

not square with the “known” facts but one might like to keep anyway. 

Perhaps for reasons of self-esteem we would like to think better of our 

past than it really was. Or a victim of a crime, say a true case of child 

abuse, may wish to believe better of the perpetrator than the evidence 

warrants. But I think in these cases it is better simply to face the truth. 

The future will, I think, eventually be such as to redeem the past, with 

all our human pains, misdeeds, and sorrows swallowed up in some-

thing greater and more glorious. Our past history, including personal 

history however horrific, should then be something we can approach 

with full objectivity and value more because it is what happened than 

because it is something we wanted to happen or would like to believe 

happened. 

 But still we must consider, as a more radical possibility, cases 

where a person to survive in a reasonable sense must maintain “false” 

memories. This would occur with the xenontic resurrection, some-

thing that, again, may be inevitable for all of us, if we are to survive at 

all. But here again we can invoke Unboundedness: our memories 

must conform to real events in some universe, even if it is not where 

we may eventually find ourselves. 

 So in one way or another I think the problem of false memories 

can be resolved, and with this in mind we can sustain a reasonable 

position of assurance. Again, the pure criterion of psychological 

connectedness is adequate to establish the continuer property, and on 

this foundation we can base our case for the ultimate feasibility of 

resurrecting those who have died. 

 The future, we noted, should be glorious enough to redeem the 

past. This I see as an important part of the Philosophy of Assurance. 
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Persons who were disadvantaged in one way or another should have 

eternity to make up for it--surely that ought to count for something. In 

the limit of time, we may conjecture, our immortals will approach 

infinite beings all of whom are on an equal footing of happiness and 

meaningful existence, though maintaining a distinguishing diversity. 

Some such outcome as this seems necessary to a reasonable Philos-

ophy of Assurance. A persistent state of misery or other irremediable 

disadvantages for some is conceivable, yet I do not think it will 

happen. Our future progress should make remedies of increasing 

effectiveness available to all who may need them. 

 This is not a guarantee that the problems that come up will prove 

solvable, and it is important to put some restraints on our optimism. 

But I do remain optimistic for reasons we have considered, ranging 

from near-term possibilities to cosmological arguments favoring 

immortality in one form or another.  

Avenues for Advancement 

 Something more is worth saying here about the avenues for ad-

vancement that should open, if we imagine our biological limitations 

overcome--though more will be said in the next chapter and Chapter 

18. Generally, I imagine the developing immortal will acquire in-

formation of various kinds and become knowledgeable on many 

subjects. I will even conjecture that essentially any piece of available 

knowledge will eventually be examined and reexamined--simple 

curiosity should see to that. In this way one person could acquire 

considerable knowledge of other persons, enough, say, to make con-

tinuers of them, at least in the form of a growing collection of their 

person-stages. More generally, one person-stage P could contain in 

memory a complete description of some other person-stage Q. This, 

however, would not automatically make P a continuer of Q; though 

the latter is possible, clearly the Q-information must be contained in a 

special way to produce a Q-continuer. 

 On the other hand, it does not seem ruled out that P might not only 

be a continuer of Q but also of some other entirely different person Qґ, 

provided the requisite information was there so that two or more 

people could fuse. Still this could involve serious difficulties. How 

would we harmonize two or more independent sets of past memories 

and still maintain a sense of being a “single” person? Would such a 

union ever seem desirable, in a posthuman future? Would two lovers, 

for instance, want eventually to join, literally, into one being? My 
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feeling is that while such joinings would probably be possible, they 

are not likely to predominate for certain reasons we will consider next 

chapter. Generally I would expect immortals to remain, in a reason-

able sense, separate individuals, whatever their ties with others. 

 Along with the possibility of acquiring information about others 

is that of acquiring it about oneself--that is, it seems reasonable that 

arbitrary chunks of information will eventually become available, 

through one path or another, including simple random generation. 

Eventually, then, a developing immortal might find a chunk de-

scribing an episode that fit perfectly into his/her own life but was not 

already in memory and possibly was not contained in the historical 

record. A choice could then be made, with several interesting options. 

 As one straightforward possibility, the information would simply 

be incorporated and become part of the past experience of the indi-

vidual. It thus would be treated as lost memory information that has 

now been recovered. It would be possible in this way to append an 

entire “forelife” to one‟s memory--or more than one forelife. But to 

me the more modest idea of a recovery of lost memories, not adding 

up to entire “other” lives but enhancing the life one already remem-

bers, has more appeal and, I think, more practical significance for the 

relatively near future. Indeed, this option suggests one possible, 

eventual resolution to a real and tragic problem today. 

 Suppose Anna, the victim of a debilitating stroke, has lost sub-

stantial amounts of her memories and other personality traits, which 

are not recorded elsewhere. By conventional wisdom, she is hardly 

“the same” anymore and can, at best, look forward only to a twilight 

existence. Yet overturning this dismal prospect is possible in princi-

ple. We could still restore our victim to the same state of alertness that 

once existed, with the same memories and other details exactly as 

before--though it would require advanced technology of the future. 

The missing details must be filled in by guesswork, of course, and 

will not retain their original enontic ties with the historical rec-

ord--this is the price that must be paid. But with this in mind, we are 

in the same position as in the scenario in Chapter 12 involving Tom 

Paine (a more difficult one since Mr. Paine was fully deceased, not 

just partially so, as we could reasonably say of Anna). By the UI 

assumptions we do not have just one Anna but many, and by ontic 

robustness not only will they all be restored, but all restorations of 

“Anna”--fitting broad criteria--will be authentic. In this way then we 
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can reach a position of assurance regarding persons whose identity, 

by reasonable standards, has been severely compromised in a way 

that conventional wisdom would tell us is irreversible and hopeless. 

They can be restored and their injuries undone, though, again, there is 

a price to pay. 

 This I think is most heartening, yet there is room for other ap-

proaches to what we might loosely consider lost personality infor-

mation. Some information, for instance, is reasonably regarded as 

unimportant and not worth reinstating, as in the example of the bar-

bershop. Certainly I could recreate some of this information by 

guesswork and incorporate it as part of my experience--but I have no 

wish to do so nor do I feel compromised by not doing so, but un-

burdened instead. 

 It is even possible that some of this lost information is recoverable, 

that is, actually enontic. Some businesses use videotaping for sur-

veillance; a hidden camera might have recorded some of the floor 

details when I was there, and those pictures might one day come to 

light. Suppose this happened two hundred years from now, when it 

was valuable simply because of its antiquity. (By the same token, 

trash dumps from centuries past are valued today by archaeologists.) I 

would not advocate destruction of the information (assuming my 

outlook would be roughly what it is today, as I anticipate it would be, 

assuming also, of course, that I would be alive and well). Yet I would 

not feel compelled to incorporate it at the personal level either. In 

effect the information would be saved and available but I would re-

main dissociated from it--another possibility that could be applied 

more generally. Remember that forgetting too could be important in 

shaping the developing immortal--kept within certain bounds. And of 

course, the information may be simply discarded after all, though 

arguably it must be encountered again and again, possibly without 

enontic ties. Over infinite time, all finite patterns must recur. 

 Generally, I expect that developing immortals will particularly 

value information that is historically derivable, that is, enontic. This 

issue could be more important than may seem possible today. Some 

may not want to incorporate information created by guesswork, while 

others may find it desirable. It is possible too (actually unavoidable in 

view of Unboundedness) that multiple versions of a person will come 

into being that differ in that some have accepted the filling out of 

memories by guesswork to a greater or lesser degree than others. 
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(This possibility will be explored next chapter, in further making a 

case for Universalism.) 

 In any case, I expect the future to offer many options of which we 

can have only the barest inkling, if that. Serious mistakes are not ruled 

out, and some will be made, but glorious advances seem likely too. 

Efforts for constructive changes should become more serious and 

diligent as our understanding improves. Overall, I find this alone very 

reassuring and exciting. We can train our resources and talents toward 

making the future what it ought to be, with a realistic hope of success. 

 It will have to be our initiative, however, as I have argued 

throughout: we do not have reason to expect outside assistance. In 

particular, we cannot rely on divine help. We have considered why 

our reality does not seem ruled by a God in the traditional mold who 

will ultimately solve the hard problems for us. But this too can be 

seen in a positive light, as we have noted. Some additional remarks 

seem appropriate here, in connection with the issue of free will and 

the problem of evil. 

 The two are connected: why is it, asks the believer, that a God 

who is supposedly good allows wrongdoing and suffering? An ex-

planation is that even though God is benevolent, he/she is also a re-

specter of free will--persons are free to choose right or wrong. Inev-

itably, some choose wrong and this is held to account, in some 

manner, for the evils that are prevalent in this world. But I (along with 

many others) do not find this explanation adequate--it hardly seems to 

justify the great suffering of the innocent, for example, if we suppose 

there is a God who could have prevented such suffering. (Often this 

suffering does not seem to follow from the willful acts of others 

anyway--there is no obvious “free will” that would be compromised 

if, for example, a cancer patient in great pain and disability were 

miraculously cured.) The absence of a benevolent Overseer in turn 

raises the possibility that our future prospects are not so good, but it is 

far from clear that this must be so or that one would be better off 

under the sway of a Deity. 

Free Will, the Multiverse, and the Brain 

 As for free will, it is contradicted by the idea of determinism, in 

which a person‟s behavior is not intrinsic in some deep sense but is 

explained by outside causes. It is interesting that Tipler and Deutsch, 

who are scientific materialists, both address the problem of deter-

minism and appear to reach opposite conclusions on free will, though 
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the difference can be explained by a differing viewpoint on what the 

concept should mean. It will be worthwhile to examine both of these 

arguments briefly, and then consider an entirely different argument 

that is closer to home. The upshot will be to support the compatibilist 

position we have considered before; the will is “free” enough for 

ordinary purposes, including holding persons morally responsible. 

But it is not free in a more fundamental sense; a reductionist expla-

nation of persons and the absence of a Deity are advantages. 

 Tipler claims there is “ontological free will,” this being part of his 

theological argument--that there is a God who has (retroactively) 

created humankind “in his own image.”[10] The Creator, in so doing, 

endowed us with free will in a deep sense, so that we have at least a 

shadow or image of the divine will. True to form, Tipler‟s argument is 

not mystical but primarily computational. The argument starts with a 

consideration of what determinism should mean. Basically it means 

that we can infer events in a certain domain or region of space-time by 

knowing events outside that domain. 

 Tipler notes how, under relativity, there are or seem to be rather 

deep limitations on this inference process, if we push far enough. 

Remove a chunk of space-time--represented by a record of events or, 

more precisely, of probabilities of events--and you cannot calculate 

that portion of the record (the probabilities) from all the surrounding 

data and particularly from what happened prior to the events in 

question. The missing events, that is, will not be Turing computable 

from what is left--or this is what seems to be true, though the question 

is still open. (The events might be computable in any case by a more 

general device such as a Turing machine with an infinitely inscribed 

tape. To me this would still qualify as a causal and deterministic ex-

planation, though it would also add up, in practical terms, to unpre-

dictability or “whatever happens, happens.”) The uncomputable ef-

fects, if they exist, are also very subtle and do not appear able to affect 

perceptions at our present level to a significant degree. For most 

purposes, at least, the universe remains quite computable and its 

properties can be accounted for by the (deterministic and computable) 

application of quantum mechanics and classical relativity, with un-

predictability--apparent randomness--explained, say, by 

many-worlds. (It is worth keeping in mind, though, that if genuine 

chance events do play a part, this does not demonstrate an exercise of 

will, whether free or not.) 
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 Deutsch takes a somewhat different view, emphasizing that in a 

sense, time does not flow at all and the future is already pre-

sent--though not accessible to us just “yet.” But on this basis things 

are predetermined and there is no deep free will. Deutsch does, 

however, uphold a simple notion of free will that is a form of com-

patibilism. The will is free if, when I do something, I could have done 

something else--that is, if, in the multiverse, there are versions of me 

that did do the something else. (I take a somewhat different view, in 

which the will is free if it subjectively seems to be free, which would 

in extreme cases allow for predictable controls--see below.) Deutsch 

also advocates determinism in another sense: that slices, or snapshots, 

of reality, such as our present, form an orderly collection with any one 

snapshot inferable from surrounding snapshots.[11] The inference 

does not always fit such a simple notion as deducing a “future” from a 

“present” or “past” because a universe like ours in which these con-

cepts are meaningful is something of a special case. Still, there are no 

surprises that would lead us to suspect either a controlling Mind or a 

mystical “free will” that is not accounted for in our materialist theo-

ries. 

 A most interesting further insight into the issue of free will is 

provided, however, not by remote cosmological or computational 

properties, but features much closer to home--in fact, right inside our 

heads. Nobody would suggest that the brain is a predictable device, 

yet there are clear indications that underlying, unwilled causes ac-

count for the things we imagine occur by choice. 

 Evidence of this comes from studies of identical (monozygotic) 

twins separated at birth. Two people with nearly the same physical 

body and brain, who are completely unacquainted and sometimes 

unaware of each other‟s existence, show remarkable similarities in 

personality and behavior, even when raised in rather different cir-

cumstances. One example is of twin brothers, separated when only a 

few weeks old and unacquainted until they finally met at age thir-

ty-nine. They found they had married (and divorced) women with the 

same names, had had children and pets with almost the same names, 

both enjoyed carpentry and mechanical drawing, and had worked 

part-time in law enforcement. They also liked the same brand of beer 

and chain-smoked the same brand of cigarettes.[12]  

 Nobody is claiming that this or any other pair of “identical” twins 

is one individual having an identical life experience in two bodies at 
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once--the very exacting standards of Interchangeability do not apply. 

But it does seem that a similarity in brain structure yields the same 

sorts of “free” choices in two different individuals. At minimum it 

casts further doubt on whether there is free will in any deep sense. But 

it also raises another interesting issue, which is whether this very 

brain structure could be willing these choices in ways not perceived at 

the conscious level. Controlled experiments involving brain function 

appear to confirm this. 

 Electrical stimulation of the brain is a therapeutic and research 

tool that finds application in some brain disorders such as epilepsy. 

Different parts of the brain, when stimulated by implanted electrodes, 

induce very different effects, one of the many being “willful” be-

havior such as turning one‟s head and looking for things. (More 

complicated effects and controls might also be possible, but tech-

niques have not been developed.) In experimental studies of Josй 

Delgado, a patient who repeatedly showed this one effect, turning the 

head and looking, when stimulated in a particular brain area, offered 

different explanations. On one occasion, it was “I was looking for my 

slippers,” another time, “I am restless,” or “I was looking under the 

bed,” “I heard a noise,” and so on. But there was never anything like 

“your electricity is stronger than my will,” which another patient 

reported when, under stimulation of a different part of the brain, his 

hand balled up into a fist.[13] 

 This suggests that not only behavior itself but the subjective 

feeling of voluntarily choosing it is subject to outside control and 

manipulation. Such a conclusion is further supported by the work of 

Benjamin Libet and others showing that willed intentions precede our 

awareness of them.[14] Subjects were asked to perform a voluntary 

act, such as bending a finger, and also to note the position of a 

fast-moving spot on a TV screen when they first “made the decision” 

to act. In this way the time of the decision could be accurately com-

pared with a concurrent record of electrical brain activity. It was 

shown that the brain triggered the event about a third of a second 

before the subject was aware of having decided to act. 

 The impression is clear that truly free will is an illusion, even in 

the weaker sense that demands only that our actions be uncontrolled 

from the outside. Brain events of which we have no conscious 

awareness move us to act and provide the convincing impression that 

we acted by a free and voluntary choice. In principle such events 
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could be controlled by an outside agent, as seems to have been ap-

proximated, if crudely, in the Delgado experiments. More usually, a 

part of our brain is involved that is not really “us” or part of us but 

instead would seem to play the role of puppeteer. This part will 

normally act independently of outside controls, so that the compati-

bilist view of free will should still have force, though this is not 

guaranteed. 

 An interesting conundrum then arises. Perhaps we could be en-

tirely controlled from the outside, using advanced future technology, 

without feeling we were being manipulated at all. We would think we 

were acting by free choice yet would not be. We would truly be an-

imated puppets with awareness, feeling, and volition that seemed 

perfectly free and natural but still was not our own and might instead, 

within close limits, be perfectly predictable.  

 This recalls the discussion of the movie characters in our thought 

experiment in Chapter 8, which, it appeared, could not be conscious 

because they would have no way to interact with the outside world 

and vary their predetermined behavior. But under brain control, it 

seems a person would both have predetermined behavior, that is, lack 

the capacity to interact, yet also be conscious. (This consciousness 

too would find its expression in our time and not some other uni-

verse‟s.) True, the controls could be removed at any time and the 

behavior might revert to normal, with the usual unpredictable causes 

and effects. There would, moreover, be no reason one could not also 

remember the experiences one had had while under outside control, 

and these would seem part of one‟s “real” past. 

 There are ways too in which controls could be removed for the 

movie characters (by instantiating them in the flesh with future 

technology, say), and they could converse with us about their movie 

experiences. This would not necessarily mean we must regard these 

very experiences as conscious and “real” in our universe, albeit pre-

determined, but the possibility is there. (Remember too that this was 

no ordinary movie but something on a grander scale for which 

common intuition may not apply; again we must take account of the 

Principle of Large Quantity.) But in the absence of evidence, I think 

we are safe in discounting the likelihood that we are either controlled 

like puppets by a cosmic intelligence or parts of a sentiently designed 

movie. (True, in a cosmic sense we are unavoidably a family of 

snapshots, but this need not involve additional extraordinary possi-
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bilities.) Let us continue now with that part of the observable world 

that is right beneath our skulls. 

 In the new field of brain imaging, experimental tools are begin-

ning to reveal just how the brain‟s internal activity correlates with 

external behavior. Brain imaging allows watching the brain function 

in real time, while the subject may be talking, thinking, or performing 

some task. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and pos-

itron emission tomography (PET) show brain blood flow patterns, 

and magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) measures biochemical 

changes. Results are shown on a TV monitor, making it possible to 

look right inside the subject‟s head: when a given part of the brain is 

activated it lights up. We can see, then, which parts become active 

when someone is answering a question about apple juice, or thinking 

of that music concert the other night, or getting ready to strike a nail 

with a hammer. It is even possible to follow the activity of specific 

genes in your gray matter.[15] Much more sophisticated refinements, 

which might be able to show the functioning of individual neurons in 

large clumps, are also being pursued.[16] 

 The brain, clearly, is a mechanism like any other, only very 

complicated. We--our conscious selves--do not exercise some deep 

control over our actions or thoughts. If such control is exercised by 

some agent outside our consciousness, it is outside ourselves and not 

part of us. (This position differs from Tipler‟s, who would attribute a 

special significance to unpredictable, controlling events,[17] yet it is 

essential to the philosophical viewpoint here. It is our conscious ex-

perience alone that makes us the persons we are--as is demanded by 

Interchangeability.) Our choices of whatever nature have an intelli-

gible, nonvolitional explanation, even when subjective impressions 

tell us otherwise. 

 Once again, though, the will seems free to us, and that should be 

good enough for practical purposes. In particular we may and should 

assign moral responsibility to behavior because that is the best prac-

tical way to achieve desired results, though it is not because we be-

lieve in a transcendent notion of “responsibility.” (Still, with no ev-

idence that persons are consciously controlled from the out-

side--despite the preceding discussion--we feel justified in assigning 

responsibility to those persons themselves.) The absence of deep free 

will, moreover, can be seen in a positive light, as we saw in Chapter 

11; we will return to this issue in the next chapter. More generally, we 
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find ground to uphold a reductionist position, based on functionalism, 

which we have considered at length. As a type of computational 

process, not only are we lacking in mystical souls but even our matter 

is not our own. We could exchange it, as indeed we do, without sac-

rificing our real essence, our continuing or once and future con-

sciousness. This is no despairing conclusion but opens incredible 

possibilities as we have seen. 

The Problem of Evil 

 There still remains the problem of evil, however. It is especially 

important to the theist, for the reasons we have considered, but we 

cannot ignore it either because of our principal working hypothesis 

that life, fundamentally, is good. To uphold this position we must 

argue that evils and suffering, though extant, at least are somehow 

compensated or requited by the good that also happens--and most 

important--the good that will happen. Our approach, we have seen, is 

to look toward the future as the means of obtaining final compensa-

tion for the wrongs of life. This future will be of our own choosing 

and making; it is up to us to determine both what should be done and 

how to go about doing it. 

 Thus we are saddled with an immense responsibility: we must 

develop into more-than-humans, in part simply to requite the evils of 

our present existence and of the long, often unhappy past history of 

life on our planet. But this position has advantages too. We can 

acknowledge the evils of this life for what they are, without fear of 

offending a higher power, on one hand, or despair at never finding a 

remedy on the other. The aging process is a good case in point. 

 Aging is natural, but it is also an abomination. Any thoughtful, 

objective person who has any doubt should visit a nursing home. 

Much wrong has been done by willful, human misconduct. But blind 

nature--the same principle that gave us life--is surely the greater 

culprit (so far at least). The majority of deaths today are aging related, 

which adds up to billions of lives extinguished in the short span of a 

few decades. Aging destroys everybody, in fact, who is not felled by 

some other cause (often also “natural”). In so doing it is often most 

cruel, robbing people slowly of both mental and physical vigor before 

they are finally sacrificed. Some of its complications, such as cancer, 

can also cause horrible and prolonged pain. 

  Apologists of the “natural order” sometimes try to argue that our 

problems with aging are also really our fault. In the “natural state,” 
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humans had no need of nursing homes. Crowds of the feeble elderly, 

such as we must provide for today, were unknown. Cancer and heart 

disease were uncommon. Yes, indeed: because our hunter-gatherer 

forebears were not that numerous to begin with and, moreover, did 

not live long enough, being picked off by predators, starvation, war-

fare, or disease before or as their bodies started to weaken from aging. 

Those who did live into old age would find additional hardships. In a 

hunter-gather society, with its nomadic lifestyle, surplus food and 

energy are in short supply, making care of the elderly problematical. 

“Only 8 percent of Yanomama Indians, a primitive South American 

tribe, survive to the age of 65, compared to 85 percent of modern 

Americans,” one source reports. “In true neolithic cultures, as little as 

2 percent of the population may have survived to the age of 50.”[18] 

But if the shortening of life and picking off of people are reasonable 

remedies to the aging problem, one wonders why they are not more 

widely advocated and used. 

 In fact, of course, it is not in shortening life but in lengthening 

it--beyond any point where biology makes a difference or has any 

meaning--that the true solution to the aging problem must be found. 

The complete abolition of aging as we know it--along with other 

causes of death--is the only viable approach. Our human nature de-

mands this, and human nature is part of nature seen as it ought to be 

seen, which takes into account our intelligence, feelings, and aspira-

tions as well as the nonhuman ecology. It will not be easy to remake 

ourselves, but it ought to be feasible, and we must try. 

 Meanwhile, however, we need not, must not, rail unduly at un-

conscious forces, including the evolutionary process that gave rise to 

us. Instead we can be positive, even in our recognition of great and 

pervasive shortcomings. Life as a whole is beautiful and fundamen-

tally good. But good though it is, it is also just a beginning, and it is up 

to us to continue, to take up and go on from where blind nature has 

left off. We can accept this as an important part of our Philosophy of 

Assurance, and it can be a valuable inspiration. There is no one to 

blame for much of our present predicament--certainly not ourselves 

and not some other, extrahuman intelligence--and there is hope. 

 By present predicament I refer, of course, not merely to such 

details as political institutions that are of our own making but to more 

fundamental features such as our biological limitations. We must 

acknowledge the wrongs we are done for what they are, including the 
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great wrongs inflicted by nature, yet once again, we must not waste 

energy in hatred and rage. Instead, after recognizing the problems that 

are there, we must proceed with courage, good will, and care toward 

their resolution. Once again, the problems are there and are serious 

and hard, but we can and must work diligently to overcome these 

towering obstacles. In adopting this stance and acting accordingly, we 

can be comforted by the thought that much ought to be feasible 

through a scientific approach, much that has never been attempted or 

even imagined. 

Assurance in the Face of Uncertainty 

 We have now considered how some challenging difficulties can 

be met in formulating our Philosophy of Assurance. When we focus 

on the immortal beings we will hopefully develop into, problems such 

as forgetting and false memories do not pose insurmountable obsta-

cles to the functionalist viewpoint and the memory-based criterion of 

personal identity. More generally, we must confront an ever-present 

uncertainty and the thought that matters may not turn out as we wish. 

At the same time we have reason to be positive about life and hopeful 

about our future prospects. 

 The Philosophy of Assurance, then, can be briefly summarized as 

follows. First, something is in control, something that overall can be 

accepted as good. The “something” is not a sentient God or other 

conscious being, yet it is real, and it expresses itself to us through 

laws of physics and other principles or facts we can discover through 

rational inquiry. In particular, good, bad, right, and wrong all have 

meaning that extends across cultural and species boundaries and are 

not simply relative concepts. Second, even though the controlling 

“something” is not sentient, it opens the way to us to take control of 

our own destiny. This does not mean that we will control the whole of 

reality--far from it--but that, nonetheless, the extent of our powers 

should increase dramatically, and this should have an important 

bearing on our future. Third, we have reason to hope that our ancient 

dreams will be fulfilled, including resurrection of the dead and im-

mortality. This of course must happen through scientific means and 

our own efforts, possibly assisted by other finite beings like ourselves. 

The means and opportunities that seem open to us can encompass 

even such apparent impossibilities as these. 

 This brings up one more issue, which involves what I will call a 

moral platform--in this case, a stance on what ought to be, with an 
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associated call to commitment. Life ought to be worthwhile--thus it 

ought to come to no permanent end. If a person‟s life does end, there 

ought to be a way back, that is, the possibility of resurrection. We see 

then that there ought to be a valid Philosophy of Assurance along the 

lines we have considered. This thought can motivate us in our search 

for ways of refining and validating such a philosophy. The search will 

involve an assessment of reality as it appears to be but, in addition, a 

careful formulation of the problems that most need resolution.  

 In particular, to provide for the necessary possibilities of resur-

rection and immortality, the moral platform demands that we con-

sider most carefully what it should mean for a person to survive and 

live again. There are various competing ideas about this, as we have 

seen. Often they are more or less equivalent in everyday affairs but 

lead to very different conclusions for the larger issues we are con-

sidering. We have examined reasons why pattern-survival was the 

best of the possible choices, in terms of allowing for the individual 

with original memories to survive the death and disintegration of the 

body, albeit by a somewhat difficult route. Here the moral platform 

guides our choice. Our idea of survival must not be too superficial, as 

would happen if we omitted the necessity of having authentic in-

formation pertaining to a past life. On the other hand, we must not 

choose too stringent a requirement, such as informational continuity, 

which would imply that lives lost in the past cannot be resurrected 

and thus were lived in vain. 

 The best position, then, is to allow for some adjustments in our 

own intuitions about survival, so that a satisfying philosophical 

stance can be found and justified. Kept within reasonable bounds, 

such adjustments can be of great benefit. We can give up what are 

inappropriate attachments to less essential details and thereby suc-

cessfully stand our ground on the more important issues. The moral 

platform, then, can help refine our worldview so that life will become 

more meaningful as important goals are made feasible. 

 The moral platform, however, is no arid theoretical doctrine di-

vorced from action but calls us to commit ourselves to a task, namely, 

our physical immortalization. This commitment seems all the more 

urgent in view of such possibilities as preservation through biostasis 

and, more generally, the new capabilities for both good and bad that 

our progress is bringing. By directing our efforts toward immortali-

zation and the myriad related goals and issues it fosters, we find that 
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life takes on new meaning and contributes to the very state of as-

surance we are seeking. The moral platform should also be helpful in 

bringing the world around to our position that human immortalization 

is at hand and a goal to be won through our own efforts. 

 Needless to say, there is much that needs to be done. We are 

seeking what no humans have ever remotely achieved, a physical 

transformation that will make us higher than human and even extend 

to other life-forms. The Philosophy of Assurance thus calls for action, 

which in turn requires motivation. In approaching the issue of what 

actions are called for, we must first ask what sort of motivation is 

appropriate to the would-be immortal, or, in other words, what sorts 

of aspirations ought to guide us. To this we now turn. 

 

CHAPTER 16. 

The Philosophy of Aspiration 

 

Many people seriously doubt if immortality is worth striving for and 

wonder why a finite, mortal existence would not be “enough.” These 

matters have been addressed before, but some issues need clarifica-

tion. We need to consider further why a person should seek an endless 

life, and what sorts of activities might occupy one‟s time during such 

a long interval, which is mostly to be spent, if things go as they should, 

at levels far beyond the human. So we have another daunting task and 

cannot expect the perfect completion, yet an effort must be made. It is 

necessary, then, to return to the issues of why we live life in the first 

place and whether and how our motives ought to be adjusted to ap-

proach the prospect of an unlimited existence. 

 Building on the discussion in Chapter 11, we shall extend our 

investigation of why, if a hopefully eternal future is taken into ac-

count, motives of simple self-interest will also lead to a beneficial 

stance toward others. Acts of reciprocal kindness can be expected, 

empowered by the superior technology that will by then have been 

developed. We can be hopeful that whatever may be good and worthy 

that can happen will eventually happen, in some fashion--which, 

however, leaves room for personal choices to make a difference. Such 

thoughts will lead to a Philosophy of Aspiration that is a necessary 

component of the whole system offered here. But, lacking other 

models, we will have to base our thinking about more distant, future 

life on what is closer to home. 
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 Here, at least, there is something to go on. Numerous religious 

and philosophical traditions have addressed the issues of life and its 

meaning over the centuries. Among them, Hinduism, in its philo-

sophical core, has insights I find particularly relevant. A reference is 

Huston Smith‟s World‟s Religions, which also contains useful 

thoughts from other religious traditions. 

 Different people pursue different goals. Some live mainly for 

pleasure. This in fact is the kind of goal likely to be pursued at first--a 

baby is very pleasure oriented--but with more sophistication it may be 

realized that pleasure alone (in the simple way that we usually un-

derstand it) is not enough. Another goal then is sought, one of the 

possibilities being worldly success, which takes such forms as wealth, 

fame, and power. Ultimately, though, this too may be found wanting. 

A third goal, community service or devotion to a social or political 

cause, may then be tried and found to give additional meaning. But in 

the end, as some firmly conclude, this goal too is not satisfying. 

Something beyond this, and outside of all the usual worldly pursuits, 

is needed.[1] This fourth goal we can call transcendence. Interest in 

transcendence is certainly not confined to Hinduism but is universal 

and makes its appearance in different cultures and traditions under 

various guises and names. At root I see it as the goal of becoming 

more-than-human. 

 In Chapter 1 the question was raised of whether the would-be 

immortal should have an overall goal or mission and, if so, what 

should it be. The answer, then, is transcendence. It is what people 

really want, even today. It is, of course, a short answer only and must 

be filled out with details pertaining to particular circumstances and 

conditions. For us here and now, it means becoming 

more-than-human, but, assuming we succeed in our endeavor, the 

goal can also be scaled up accordingly, to apply at any level we may 

reach. In this way we may hope that life will always have an unful-

filled element, to provide us with a reason to go on even as we end-

lessly progress.  

 To accept the goal of transcendence does not mean that we no 

longer care about day-to-day affairs--far from it--but that we 

acknowledge an overall trend of advancement, a deeper meaning in 

what might otherwise lose any meaning it has. Our lives must right-

fully be open-ended, with no final consummating state but one level 

leading to the next in endless succession. Again, this principle should 
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apply however far we may advance, whatever the future may hold in 

store, and particularly after we have attained a sought-for status of 

more-than-human. But first, of course, we must deal with our human 

existence; this alone, and especially in our time, offers many chal-

lenges.  

 The differing traditions offer various approaches to the goal of 

transcendence. For some there is a transcendent domain or mystical 

world beyond death, generally with a superhuman agency or power 

whose assistance in attaining the desired state is critical. Buddhism 

advocates a kind of transcendence founded on a simple extinguishing 

of worldly cravings and attachments. Hinduism similarly urges de-

tachment from worldly pursuits, which in this case is to make it pos-

sible to grasp an “ocean of truth” within oneself. There are numerous 

other variations. Sometimes ascetic practices are used as a means of 

detachment and approaching a more-than-human condition. 

 Here I have advocated treating the problem as a scientific one: we 

can elevate ourselves to more-than-human status by our own design. I 

think that this is the only viable approach in the end: we cannot be-

come more-than-human while remaining merely human, and the 

progress we make must be our own. Yet I would not disparage all that 

has gone before--far from it--though I do think it is time to bring 

science more fully into the picture and start thinking, additionally, of 

what future capabilities to aim for. 

 What should we be aiming for? Hinduism itself proposes what I 

think is an excellent starting answer: what people really want, the 

kind of transcendence they seek, is (1) existence, (2) knowledge, and 

(3) joy--all in unlimited abundance. This we can surely support, with 

reasonable allowance for how the terms should be understood. Un-

limited existence--immortality--is a necessary part, but we also want 

our lives to be rewarding and meaningful. Joy and knowledge too 

must grow without limit. One point to emphasize: these objectives are 

viewed by Hindus--and others the world over--as worthy aims of a 

life well lived. And so they are. Properly understood and pursued, 

they are in no sense hubristic, excessive, or even unnatural--for it is 

human nature to want to rise above itself. Accordingly, we must seek 

these aims of transcendence as best we can. 

 Thankfully, our means are growing. We must use our capabilities 

to the fullest, with the full expectation and intention of making 

changes at deep levels that affect us, including our biology. We must 
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proceed with due caution, not overlooking the pitfalls but proceeding 

nonetheless. To do otherwise, when we can do so much, and so much 

good thereby, would be unconscionable and, I think, probably dan-

gerous to the survival of ourselves and life as a whole on this planet. 

For life, and especially human life, will not stand still. If we do not 

seize the initiative and make the advances we can to better our lot, 

frustration will follow. To be trapped at the merely human level, with 

a rising population on a limited globe, will invite all the disasters we 

have feared now for decades, including mutual annihilation through 

nuclear and other terrible weapons. We must do better than this.  

 Of course we ought to become immortal! We ought to find joy 

and meaning in a life that has no end. We ought to strive for the 

abolition of the sentence of death that has been our lot here on Earth 

but which we now may hope physically to overcome. Properly han-

dled, our aspirations to more-than-human status can ennoble as well 

as empower us and make possible our deliverance. In our striving we 

will make use of whatever means our technology can provide. But 

individually we must have the will to succeed and must act accord-

ingly. Immortalization must be self-immortalization, an effort of each 

person separately, though hopefully a happy one, enriched and en-

livened by contact with others. 

Wants, Survival, and Healing 

 Let us now take a closer look at the issue of what it is that people 

really want. There is a twofold aspect to this, whose second half is 

usually overlooked. People have wants of various sorts. That is usu-

ally the focus when, after all, we are considering what we want. The 

object then becomes to satisfy the want. But the other side of the coin 

is that wants themselves are malleable. Interests can be displaced by 

other interests or perhaps simply extinguished, as has been empha-

sized in Buddhism. In the future our understanding of our wants and 

how to modify them will deepen, I think incredibly. We will be able 

to change our basic drives, should we desire, to make old attractions 

fade and newer ones take their place or possibly do the opposite and 

revitalize old, faded enthusiasms. It should be possible, in particular, 

to so structure oneself that great pleasures could be had by simple, 

even trivial, means. 

 Here there seems a clear danger in going too far. Would we want 

to exist in a rapturous but mindless state? This recalls certain ideas in 

science fiction, such as the “wirehead” scenarios of Larry Niven in 
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which future thrill-seekers undergo electrical brain stimulation and 

are chronically ecstatic but also incapacitated.[2] Future technology, 

we might argue, could arrange for brain stimulation and thereby sat-

isfy our various appetites more thoroughly than is possible today. 

 But this I think must be firmly discounted, if it went so far as 

“hedonic stasis”--an unending, pleasurable paralysis. One argument 

against this idea would be that unless there is mental activity, in-

cluding storage and eventual recall of memories, there is no contin-

uing awareness of time--subjectively, one‟s time is finite even if 

pleasant. There is no true immortality but at best only an Eternal 

Return. And, with time effectively limited, there would also be a limit 

to enjoyment, however intense it might be. In addition there would be 

the practical problem that such a state would be incapacitating, so the 

participant would need outside help maintaining it. Others in turn 

would not be enthusiastic--what interest would they have in sustain-

ing such a mental vegetable? Automation might seem to offer a pos-

sibility, but an automated support system, I should think, would have 

limited adaptability, resourcefulness, and dedication--unless you 

made it sentient too, thus eventually again prone to disinterest and 

frustration. So the best future life would, I think, involve both con-

tinuing mental development and self-sufficiency. Such a life could 

still contain a great deal of satisfaction, but it would also have more 

meaning. The problem would be how best to structure it, both in 

terms of one‟s basic drives and interests, which again should be 

malleable, and in terms of what activities one participated in as a 

consequence to bring fulfillment. 

 The prospect of modifying one‟s drives raises the issue of 

whether, in so doing, the original person could survive in a reasonable 

sense. This is a vital issue, of course; if we do not survive then we do 

not benefit, no matter who does or how much. But at least it is clear 

that drives can be altered without “killing” us. For instance, just be-

fore mealtime I am hungry, but after it I am not, yet in a reasonable 

sense “I” am still the same person. Though hunger is a recurring ef-

fect, it is possible that a drive or interest may be permanently altered 

without thereby eradicating the old person. The learning process of-

fers examples of this. 

 I remember the excitement when the first closeup photos of Mars 

were returned by a spacecraft in 1965, about two dozen 

low-definition images. By later standards they were quite crude. But 
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picture 11 showed, unmistakably, a large crater--something never 

before seen beyond the moon. Up to then we did not really know what 

Mars was like. That it might, in an important way, be moonlike was a 

possibility only and as I recall had not gained much currency. By now, 

of course, the face of Mars has been far more finely mapped, and 

these first pictures do not have the interest they once did, nor is it 

likely they will. More generally, as we learn, our interests adapt and 

are otherwise modified, yet “our” existence continues. Indeed, 

without some such learning process, involving a progressive modi-

fication of interests as understanding deepens, “we” could not really 

survive, as we have noted, but must be doomed, once again, to no 

better than an Eternal Return. 

 Yet a difficulty can still be raised. If we allowed an arbitrary 

change in drives, dispositions, et cetera, might it not be possible, after 

all, to change any one person into any other person? But there is one 

crucial property in the examples we have considered that argues 

against the position that the original person is lost, which is that a 

memory of the earlier state is presumed. From this it should be pos-

sible to reconstruct the earlier state. Thus I can remember my own 

excitement about the Mars pictures, even if that is not just how I 

would react today. Of course, the memory may well not be perfect; in 

general we must call upon ideas of the last chapter, including q-stages 

that, we hypothesize, will retain information incorruptibly, to argue 

that a true survival based on psychological connectedness could occur. 

With this in mind, though, the problem seems less serious. For ex-

ample, another person would not be expected to have memories of the 

state in question, lessening the prospects for a confusion of persons.  

 Still we must exercise caution. It is possible, as noted last chapter, 

that person P may know so much about Q that some of Q‟s earlier 

stages can be reconstructed from P‟s memories. (This could particu-

larly hold in the future if the brain is augmented or replaced with 

electronic devices so that exchange of the deepest levels of personal 

information becomes possible.) In such a case, though, there should 

still be a clear distinction between what P remembers as her personal 

experiences, versus what she has learned about Q. Nevertheless, the 

issue, we may imagine, will not always be clear-cut. There seems to 

be a strange border between an experience we might have a clear 

impression of but nevertheless think of as another person‟s and what 

we choose to regard as part of our own past--more on this later.  
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 For now we shall assume that our own experiences, including 

modifications of desires and other traits, are clearly distinguished 

from another‟s experiences of which we have knowledge. While 

there must be some limits, a considerable modification of dispositions 

might take place with the feeling that one is still the same person, only 

grown older and wiser. This in fact can give great meaning and 

overall satisfaction. Thinking back on what one has learned, how one 

has coped and progressed, mistakes one has made, bad times as well 

as good--even terrible wrongs one may have once done and sorrowful, 

searching repentance--and what future plans all this may suggest, can 

go far in making life more worthwhile.  

 One case in point that has considerable interest is the evil person 

who changes for the better. With the right change of heart, the vilest 

villain could become the noblest saint--not an easy transformation, 

but one we must not dismiss as impossible. 

 Viktor Frankl, a Jewish psychiatrist and philosopher, survived 

four Nazi concentration camps in World War II. In Man‟s Search for 

Meaning he recounts the case of Dr. J., the “mass murderer of 

Steinhof,” Vienna‟s well-known mental hospital. “He was the only 

man I ever encountered whom I would dare to call a Mephistophelean 

being, a satanic figure.…When the Nazis started their euthanasia 

program he held all the strings in his hands and was so fanatic in the 

job assigned to him that he tried not to let one single psychotic indi-

vidual escape the gas chamber.” Dr. J. was later captured by the 

Russians and ended up in Moscow‟s Lubianka prison, where he 

eventually died of natural causes (cancer). But while there, an inmate 

reported, “he showed himself to be the best comrade you can imagine! 

He gave consolation to everybody. He lived up to the highest con-

ceivable moral standard. He was the best friend I ever met during my 

long years in prison!”[3]  

 Although this brief account leaves some questions unanswered, it 

does suggest how a strong change of heart is possible. Persons are not 

simply bad or good as part of their identity or nature but can reform. 

In one sense they become different. But in another, important, sense 

they are the same individuals as before, except that they have now 

undergone a process of growth and change for the better. This I 

submit should be extendable even to the most reviled figures of his-

tory. Such despised villains as Hitler and Stalin must not become 

objects of permanent hate--we must ask how even persons like these 
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might be healed and redeemed. 

 John Hick, British Christian philosopher and advocate of Uni-

versalism, writes in Death and Eternal Life about the sort of re-

demptive change that must occur if someone is to be cured of evil. 

“His perfecting will have involved his utter revulsion against his own 

cruelty and a deep shame and sorrow at the memory of it. At the end 

of this hard creative process he will be the same person in the sense 

that he will remember [his wrongdoing], and will feel ashamed and 

sorry and in desperate need of forgiveness. But in another sense he 

will no longer be the same person; for he will have changed in char-

acter into someone who is now morally incapable of behaving in such 

a way….”[4] 

 The forgiveness sought will not be won lightly, of course. A 

person may change for the better, but in no sense must we condone 

the wrongs that were done. But maintaining an attitude of permanent 

hostility and hatred, when a true reform has occurred and bad has 

turned to good, would be inappropriate and even inconsistent with our 

own long-term self-interest. 

 Such thoughts lead to a working hypothesis that can serve as a 

principal underpinning for our Philosophy of Aspiration: all sentient 

life is precious. Fundamentally, each and every being is good, and its 

life, considered as a whole, is good too, both for itself and for others. 

True, this often does not seem so at our level. The good in some may 

not be realized until a future time when they are present in more ad-

vanced form. But overall we can value each sentient creature, even as 

we anticipate that being‟s eventual immortalization. Echoing Kant, 

sentient beings thus are never, primarily, “means to an end” but “ends 

in themselves.”[5] This will apply to human beings, both good and 

bad, and even other life-forms, a topic we will investigate shortly. 

The Search for Meaning 

 For now let us backtrack a little. We are seeking survival, 

knowledge, and joy in unlimited amounts. While we have reason to 

hope that physical means of extending our lives will be possible, we 

must think about what we will do with ourselves in our expanded 

setting. While, as a general rule, we are interested in satisfying 

“wants,” we have to face the issue, not merely of what we want, but 

what we ought to want, to ensure that life will be meaningful and 

rewarding on the scale that we hope will open.[6] 

 Frankl argues, rightly I think, that what is most important in one‟s 
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life is to find meaning--making due allowance for the imprecision of 

the term and how it should be understood. Meaning in particular 

transcends mere pleasure (or we might instead call it a higher form of 

“pleasure,” taking precedence over others) and such goals as success 

or even the respect others may tender for services one performs in the 

public interest. Though all of these could contribute to a meaningful 

existence, meaning can also be found in the most trying circum-

stances--as in a concentration camp. And there is no guarantee that 

life in happier circumstances will prove so meaningful either. In any 

case, meaning can be found if diligently sought. 

 Our options to find meaning should expand along with our future 

capabilities--though again there will be pitfalls to be navigated with 

care. But, among other things, understanding of our mental and 

psychological characteristics should be greatly enhanced as well as of 

how to make constructive changes. One obvious change, of course, 

will be that we will no longer suffer progressive physical deteriora-

tion with age, and we may hope that the death rate will drop, essen-

tially, to zero. It does not take much reflection to see that that event 

itself must inaugurate profound changes. 

 Today we are products of natural selection, which has not acted 

with any plan in shaping those that make up our species beyond the 

obvious property that individuals must be so disposed that the species 

continues. Since they are mortal, this means they must make others 

like themselves and, moreover, must be interested in doing so. It is 

fairly difficult to make a person, requiring several years minimum for 

a creature able to survive on its own where necessary. This interest, 

then, is not a casual one but, with most people, a powerful obsession 

to which they willingly devote a large portion of their lives and en-

ergy. It is a major source of meaning. 

 Yet it is doomed, at least in anything like its present form. The 

elimination of death will not only eliminate the need to reproduce, it 

will make any idea of devoting a large part of one‟s life to the task an 

absurdity. Couples could, at most, average two children between 

them without fostering exponential population growth. Most of one‟s 

very long life thus could not be spent in the making and raising of 

offspring, at least for most people. Exponential growth must end, one 

way or another--the available resources cannot support it. If we do not 

curb our own production of people by an orderly process, nature will 

do it for us by less pleasant routes. 
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 Yet I find much reason for optimism on the issue of overpopula-

tion--it is not likely to happen, at least on the global scale that many 

have feared. Thomas Malthus in the early 1800s predicted that living 

standards could not rise among the poor, who with more income 

would just have more children. The net effect would be more poor 

people, not better-off people. But that did not happen. Industrializa-

tion did lead to more income per family and fewer, not more, off-

spring. Today‟s living standards, worldwide, are far higher than they 

were in Malthus‟s time--it is hard to make a direct comparison. So 

many things are now available: medical procedures, means of 

transportation and communication, computers, and so on, that could 

not be had at any price, and these are becoming increasingly common 

in all parts of the world, along with a growing abundance of simple 

necessities. True, there are also many more people now, and the 

population “bomb” is still ticking. Poverty and starvation have not 

been eliminated but still are all too common. Matters could get out of 

hand, but increasingly, I think, people realize that it is in their best 

interests, individually, not to overdo it and raise this threat. 

 “Not overdoing it” is far easier now, with contraceptives be-

coming more widespread, effective, and convenient. People can have 

the sex they want and avoid the babies they do not want. This solution 

seems to be working, as decreasing worldwide birthrates attest, but of 

course it is a crude one. There are other options too, and in the future 

there will be more. People are not simply reproductive machines, 

whose necessary rituals of copulation must now be increasingly 

sterilized so as not to threaten the limited resources, but otherwise 

maintained as in days of yore--or intensified. In our hopefully im-

mortal future, such rituals themselves, and the attendant desires de-

manding fulfillment, must come under close scrutiny along with 

everything else. 

 No doubt there will be many options for adaptation. If things go as 

they should and aging and physical deterioration are reversed and 

eliminated, people could keep the bodies and desires of teenagers 

indefinitely. Some immortalists indeed have expressed a wish to live 

as healthy teenagers, and this may be tried and enjoyed for a time. But 

I predict that sooner or later such a lifestyle must be found want-

ing--greater fulfillment will be possible through other means, which 

in turn will be sought voluntarily. This is not to argue that there is 

anything inherently sinful about sex--I do not see it that way--but to 
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suggest that, in view of our future prospects, we will have both reason 

and means to outgrow it. 

 The willing abandonment of sex has a long and venerable history 

already, as monasteries, nunneries, and priestly and other religious 

vocations in numerous world traditions demonstrate, and it is not 

entirely confined to religious institutions. Adherents of a celibate 

lifestyle are not simply trying to exclude unwanted gratifications but 

are seeking a new mode of existence, wonderful and pleasing in its 

own right. Their thinking is generally motivated by a strong wish to 

escape this mortal coil for something higher. Such renunciation is not 

without its problems, of course, but it can also produce states of ex-

altation, serenity, and overall meaningful contentment, as joyful ac-

counts bear witness.[7] 

 So far, of course, only a relative few seek this renunciation with 

its attendant rewards--natural selection sees to that, favoring the sorts 

of individuals who tend to procreate while they have the chance. But 

in the future that should change, with the elimination of death, the 

means to make people artificially, and increased opportunities and 

knowledge all around. The future is unlikely to resemble some great, 

solemn cloister--instead there should be a plurality and proliferation 

of many individual orientations and lifestyles, all determined by 

voluntary choice. But I foresee, in general, a defocusing of the spe-

cialized interests that are involved in human reproduction. People 

will, I think, so adjust as to become rather like “angels in heaven,” 

when our know-how is greater and the old mortal verities lose force. 

 Once again we must keep in mind that along with greater means 

to satisfy perceived wants will come ways of adapting our desires--in 

effect, refining these very wants to better address the important issues 

we will be confronting. Although the refinement process must make 

many changes, it must not be seen as invalidating what went before, 

for there is much of value about present and past life that should carry 

over to an immortal future. As a principal example, the preoccupation 

with furthering our species has taught us to be concerned about hu-

man lives. We do not just make babies, but they have to be nur-

tured--their survival and prosperity, and that of others as well, be-

comes important. In better moments we extend this caring to hu-

manity as a whole and even to other species. We recognize a universal 

theme: the struggling sentient being, striving to become something 

more than it is, striving for perfection and, however dimly it may 
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fathom, its own eternal divinity. 

Shaping Our Own Future 

 At this point it is worthwhile to remind ourselves that while an 

immortal world of the future should happen and hopefully will, it 

must rest on today‟s world, with all its struggles and limitations, and 

on previous events. Sentient beings for eons have given their all so 

that we might have the chance to make and experience whatever sort 

of Heaven we--or whoever is around in the future--decide is appro-

priate and can create. Even bad events, we might say, had good 

consequences, as when evolution honed our intellects and sensibili-

ties through the deaths of others of inferior capacities that our an-

cestors out-competed, out-fought, or otherwise eliminated from the 

scene. This is not to condone the many abuses of sentient life that 

have occurred throughout history and prehistory, but we must not 

condemn the entire enterprise either. Instead I think we must ask what 

we can do to produce the best outcome, something that will redeem 

and justify it all. We must try to correct and compensate for all the 

tragic shortcomings in seeking what is good and right. 

 Once again, though, this involves an interplay. We must consider 

not merely the means we may have to achieve certain desirable aims 

but our very notions of what desirable should mean or, again, what we 

ought to want as well as do want. This, of course, introduces an in-

determinacy. In the future, a man on a bed of nails may have the op-

tion of so modifying his desires that the sharp points produce pleasure. 

Should he seek to remove himself from the nails, as someone of today 

might singlemindedly pursue, or just make it feel good? 

 I think, however, that this dilemma will have a reasonable reso-

lution, at least when it comes to the larger issues. We have already 

considered the idea of hedonic stasis, which, it might be said, would 

solve all problems for the individual but not solve them well or, at any 

rate, not well enough. So this idea must be rejected, along with any-

thing else that leads to an Eternal Return or something short of active 

participation and immortal self-sufficiency. Though it is hazardous, at 

our level, to try to imagine how developing immortals of the future 

might structure their lives, there are simple features that ought to have 

a bearing: a selection process, the necessity for survival of the indi-

vidual, and self-interest. When we consider these, we can arrive at a 

clearer idea of what might be important to our future selves, which in 

turn can inform our aspirations today. 
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 We have already had several occasions to consider selection 

processes, which shape the kinds of dispositions and behavior we find 

in people. Unfortunately, a selection process sometimes has serious 

shortcomings, especially if viewed in immortalist terms. Mortality, 

after all, is the principal device “used” by natural selection to 

strengthen a species (or more properly, perpetuate certain genes) by 

pruning the less fit. We seek to end mortality, but this will not end the 

importance of a selection process in our lives. Indeed we might ask, 

before proceeding further, whether ending mortality would in fact 

improve our fitness as a population. If the answer is no, then potential 

immortals could find themselves out-competed by more transient 

forms and ultimately extinguished. 

 But here, I will conjecture, we have reason to be hopeful and, in 

fact, much to fear if we do not succeed in immortalizing ourselves. 

Mortal individuals must necessarily be limited in their capacity for 

advancement and enlightenment. Though species in the wild may 

struggle and the fittest survive, our struggles, with the terrible 

weapons our developing technology is providing, threaten the entire 

human population and all other life on Earth. Indeed, there is no small 

threat right now from isolated terrorists and tiny fringe groups bent on 

violence--will one of these, someday soon, blow us up or poison us all? 

Certainly we cannot rule this out, especially if we keep in mind the 

increasing availability and effectiveness of technologies that bright 

but unbalanced individuals can put to nefarious uses.  

 Increasingly we are in the position of infants in a small room 

playing with hand grenades. The small room--now our globe--is not 

likely to get much bigger, at least as long as we remain “infants.” And 

the “grenades” are not getting less powerful, but if anything, more so, 

and more obtainable all the time. So we must elevate ourselves out of 

infancy somehow, become more than what we have been, 

more-than-human, to diminish the risk. If we do not succeed in im-

mortalizing ourselves, it may well seal our doom. If we self-destruct 

there is still the hope, based on the philosophical position that has 

been argued, of our being recreated again, somewhere, by another 

intelligent species. But this would be under conditions not of our 

choosing and not necessarily to our liking. Our would-be resurrectors, 

advanced beings we may conjecture, could be wise and benevolent 

but in a superhuman sense we would not immediately appreciate. 

Concerned with correcting our deficiencies, they could impose a 
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Purgatory we would long find indistinguishable from Hell. Perhaps 

such severity would not really be the chosen course, but I think some 

penalties and privation could be expected, so that we would long 

regret our failure to have successfully survived on our own--more on 

this later.  

 On the other hand, successes in the direction of our own, 

self-directed immortalization and on other problems we face should 

have more immediate, beneficial effects. People will surely be less 

bent on crude warfare if the quality of their lives and the number of 

years are increased--they will simply have that much more to lose. 

And, with our growing understanding of mental problems, the dis-

orders that seem to dispose some toward acts of violence will come 

increasingly under control, as will other problems we do not recog-

nize today as “illnesses” but likely will in the future, when the func-

tioning of the brain is better understood. (Such a newly recognized 

illness might be an unimaginative nature predisposing one toward 

boredom, frustration, and a general feeling that life is not so good and 

eventual death is acceptable or even desirable.) In any case, I think 

that if a means of controlling and reversing the aging process is found, 

as seems very likely, few will willfully resist it. The entire human 

race then living will develop into immortals, and it is hard to imagine 

a group not adopting immortality, let alone being able to 

“out-compete” those who do. This I would imagine to follow, even if 

we consider a species that is mortal but reproduces fast. A kind of 

super-insect could pose a threat. But immortality, I will wager, will 

make possible a level of technical skill as well as overall organization, 

understanding, and motivation that would prove decisive in any 

struggle with such a life-form. 

 With immortality (or more properly, indefinite life span and the 

end of biological aging, hopefully but a short step from true immor-

tality) we will at least be better able to deal with the sort of threats we 

face today, including violence on a grand scale. A selection process 

will arguably, in fact, favor those who are disposed toward personal 

survival, as we noted in Chapter 13. Those who are not, if serious 

enough, may be expected to end their lives or, more hopefully, try 

various remedies and adaptations, which should be available. I will 

conjecture that anyone who persists will be able to find life worth 

living. Again, basically we are computer programs running on 

hardware. The problem at root is an informational one. 
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 Arguably, though many things must change with the coming of 

immortality, some form of selection process must still be important. 

In the first place, such a process should tend to produce individuals 

with a commitment to indefinite, personal survival, for reasons just 

considered. Such a commitment must profoundly affect the way 

things are valued and the very thoughts that are thought. This should 

lead to a new sort of proving ground for an evolutionary process, one 

that is foreshadowed in our own civilization today, with its lively 

exchange of ideas. Since individuals, we hope, will no longer die, 

their manufacture must be limited too, and they will not, collectively 

speaking, furnish any sort of evolutionary laboratory in the manner of 

a biological species today. Instead, each individual will be a foun-

tainhead of ideas of interest or memes. The memes, in effect, will 

furnish the evolutionary laboratory of each individual who in turn 

will play somewhat the role of a “species”--that is, an enduring 

backdrop and originator. Each “laboratory” (individual) will confer 

with others and “compare notes” on different memes to further en-

hance the selection process. Memetic evolution, we may imagine, 

will continue at a most vigorous pace, with the “fittest” memes being 

preserved, replicated, and, in short, granted survival status. 

 The fitness of a meme will be a matter of how much the devel-

oping immortals consider it useful or interesting. Since that must 

depend on what individuals value, those memes that have a bearing 

on survival, such as various forms of scientific knowledge, will tend 

to be favored. Individuals will also seek enjoyment, so memes will 

tend to be a form of entertainment--art will be important too, and we 

can expect a rich interplay and hybridization of art and science. In-

dividuals will also evolve developmentally, and this evolution in turn 

will be shaped by what each person considers advantageous. All, of 

course, will be as smart and accomplished as they wish to be. All can 

be physicists, philosophers, and artists on levels beyond what is pos-

sible today, however great the powers of some humans. 

 One possibility in fact will be brain speedups. Perhaps we will be 

able to think many times faster than today as well as more deeply and 

with better recall, with artificial devices replacing our gray matter. 

Such a possibility boggles the mind--and, I suspect, is harder for us to 

really fathom than for a baby to imagine being an adult. But I con-

jecture that even with such superhuman intellectual might, we need 

not lose our sense of identification with a past, merely human self nor 
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come to devalue our past. Increased attainments need not signal such 

an abandonment of interest; even quite the opposite could occur. 

Unintelligent, nonhuman species are not interested in their prehistoric 

forebears, but we are interested in ours--and theirs too. As both our 

understanding and our capacity to understand develop, such interest 

could grow in step. 

 At this point I think it worth remarking that even in an immortal 

future we must continually struggle to survive. The sun will burn out 

eventually and before that will swell into a red giant and vaporize the 

earth--if we do not do something beforehand. More generally, dis-

asters must happen, as we noted with the fluctuations and dissipations 

theorem in Chapter 14. We will have to be on guard and act over time 

to make ourselves progressively harder to kill or damage, while 

procuring such necessities as the energy needed to continue our 

functioning. (Hunger--the desire for a source of energy--thus must 

continue, though like many other things it will no doubt undergo great 

modifications, along with changes in “eating” habits. In particular, it 

should no longer be considered desirable to kill sentient life-forms 

and consume their physical housing to satisfy one‟s energy needs.) 

We will, I think, give priority to such strategies as backing up im-

portant information about ourselves and storing copies from which 

we could be reconstructed after a “wipeout.” In any case, how to 

further our immortalization should be a topic of unending concern 

and, given reasonable adaptations, enjoyment. For matters such as 

this that are of ongoing concern ought to be pleasurable, rewarding, or 

interesting in some way (the selection principle demands it). We can 

probably adjust ourselves accordingly so they will be, in proportion to 

how much we in our wisdom decide they should be. 

 This sort of thing we carry out today, though imperfectly. I think 

with future advances we will be able to interact more effectively with 

our surroundings, to find our expanded horizons fascinating. This 

brings us to the subject of self-interest, the rational foundation for 

why we live life or do anything whatever, especially in a more en-

lightened form that takes the future into account. In a hopefully im-

mortal future, enlightened self-interest should dictate a stance of 

benevolence toward other beings, as we have noted. But it will be 

useful now to explore this subject in more detail. 

Joy and Benevolent Self-Perpetuation 

 A future immortal, we may imagine, will have three principal 
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interests: contemplation, creativity, and community. I think the three 

can encompass essentially all that life has to offer, whether past, 

present, or future. (Community, for instance, refers to our relations 

with others, which today might emphasize family members, friends, 

employment, and so on, but in a more distant future could expand to a 

much larger sphere of interest.) But the subdivision seems especially 

appropriate in view of how an immortal existence might be expected 

to unfold.  

 Today I think most people are more focused on community than 

the other two--humankind is a social animal, and most individuals are 

not terribly creative or great at contemplation. In the future that 

should change. Again, we are basically computational processes, 

which should be amenable to a wide variety of improvements, not the 

least being in the areas of intelligence and creativity. Geniuses ex-

ist--thus it should be possible for all to become geniuses. Some ge-

niuses are also joyful, so we should be able to become joyful geniuses. 

Clearly, we ought to become this way as a desired accompaniment of 

immortality. 

 Our future development will be a sort of feedback process. We 

will pursue the interests we have, while also keeping in mind the 

interests we ought to have and adapting accordingly. This adaptation, 

I conjecture, will focus much attention on the very survival process 

itself and what sort of world we ought to shape for ourselves. Our 

wish to have a meaningful, happy, immortal existence will logically 

dictate that we put our efforts in that direction. It is reasonable, then, 

that contemplating the problem of immortality and making progress 

on it in one form or another will become part of our self-interest and 

largely an end in itself. This would not be an unwarranted prioritiza-

tion--unless it should finally become too easy. (I will assume for now 

that it will not--more on this later.) 

 By analogy, today the human species is largely focused on sur-

vival for a limited life span and biological reproduction. Eliminating 

the life-span limit will also effectively terminate the need for concern 

over reproduction, as we have noted, but we will still be concerned 

with keeping the species we will develop into going. Shifting our 

interests, even at a basic instinctual level, will probably make eminent 

sense. Again I think that while there are limits, a liberal amount of 

shifting is possible without becoming different to the point of “kill-

ing” our former selves. We can expect to change a lot of our interests 
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and preoccupations carefully and perhaps rather gradually while still 

respecting and even identifying with our former selves, who by 

comparison will have had a less cheerful, more limited existence. 

 Enjoyment, in fact, should be a great unifying force at the level of 

the individual, that is, for “pulling oneself together.” I have noticed 

that when I am happier I feel more in tune with past stages of myself 

that I can conjure up from memory, even when bad or not particularly 

interesting memories are involved (though certainly not only then). 

The joy tends to extend to acts of remembrance--I am happy to be 

thinking about what happened in the past. A pure, unrestrained joy 

thus can have a redemptive effect and make even the worst failings, 

agonies, or sheer boredom seem worthy of occasional recall. This will 

assist in the problem of infrequent remembering that we noted in the 

last chapter and will consider again shortly. A deep and meaningful 

happiness, then, can be a great inducement to a reasonable notion of 

survival and considerate self-perpetuation. Immortality, happiness, 

and knowledge, including remembrance of things past, are insepara-

bly linked. 

 Joy will also further relations with others, especially when we 

keep in mind the benefits to ourselves that should follow. An im-

portant part of the world of the future, one may hope, will consist of a 

marketplace of ideas. The memes we generate and like we will nat-

urally want to share with others for the self-interested reason that 

these others will be more disposed to share theirs in return. In this 

way, then, we can expect to acquire much more of interest to us, in a 

given time, than would be possible working in isolation. So we will 

benefit from interactions with others, whatever rewards future tech-

nology may offer, including complete self-sufficiency at the more 

basic levels. Thus, if each person had an empire of (willing) nanite 

slaves, and every material need was satisfied, there would still be an 

essential need for information, one that could best be met only by 

interactions with fellow beings. In fact, this sort of information ex-

change has been going on since time immemorial already, but we can 

see it intensifying before our eyes, through such means as the Internet; 

we can certainly expect this trend to continue. 

 So to best further our own selfish interests we must also focus on 

others. Their interests too become important to us because we know 

our own wants, whatever they may be, will tend to be satisfied more if 

we can interact with others and, particularly, if these others are also 
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looking out for our interests. All this would follow if our only motive 

was to get something from others, but surely our joy and reward will 

be greater if we also want to give something in return. So, to max-

imize our rewards, individually, the well-being of others must be-

come important to us. We will then have a second source of bene-

fit--the perception that others have benefited, though of course this 

extra privilege will carry a responsibility in that we must now become 

concerned for these others in a way that was not necessary before. But 

such concern does not seem unreasonable. Indeed, this love of oth-

ers--for empathic concern is the basis of love--will add meaning that 

life lived in indifference or hostility could never offer. More generally, 

a valuing of all by all seems likely to reap the greatest benefits overall 

and to each person individually, once again taking into account that 

we will hopefully be approaching this issue as more-than-human 

immortals.  

 There is no reason the love of others should end with beings on 

our level. I think that the further we can reasonably extend our caring 

for sentient life, the more we will benefit, particularly, once again, if a 

hopefully immortal future is taken into account. We can extend our 

love to embrace all creatures with awareness, and we should, if rea-

sonable considerations are kept in mind.  

 The valuing of all by all could fully reconcile altruism and egoism. 

Fedorov foresaw and advocated such an outcome, which he called 

“all-unity.”[8] I think this is what we must strive for, a condition in 

which oneself and others are highly and basically equally valued. In 

this way others are awarded the Kantian ideal of being ends in 

themselves without relinquishing our rational self-interest. No doubt 

this will not be easy given our present limitations, but we should find 

ample means as the future unfolds and also, I think, more advantage 

in adhering to and widening such a policy as we progress. Problems 

such as the threat of starvation should disappear when we have at-

tained sufficient wisdom and mastery of technology, though new 

life-threatening problems can be expected to arise when the indefinite 

extension of life span is taken seriously. But these too I am confident 

we can handle in an equitable way; indeed, the conviction that each 

person ought to survive indefinitely could itself serve as a unifying 

force. 

An Illustration 

 Let us now take a flying leap. In our mind‟s eye, we will journey 
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to the moderately distant future--perhaps a few hundred years from 

now. Biological aging and diseases have long since been conquered; 

indeed, we have carefully modified our housing and the processes 

that support our thoughts. We are not Homo sapiens anymore but 

something better, smarter, more knowing, with near-perfect memo-

ries, provision for backups, and so on. Perhaps we spend a lot of time 

as programs in a large computer but also have the freedom to upload 

into individual computerized bodies when called for. (Though there 

were many misgivings and problems at first, by now our artificial 

constructs are so perfected that no one seriously doubts they are rather 

better for us than the original stuff we were made of.) We are well 

oriented toward our immortal existence, which means we care about 

both ourselves and all others in our civilization and want to further 

what is best for us all, without end. 

 Among other things, we recognize the value of our fellow beings, 

all of whom are “like ourselves” in some ways but fascinatingly dif-

ferent too. Most of us by now are superhumanly old and wise and 

have had lots of time to develop along our individual pathways, 

something no one else is likely to have trodden for very long for there 

are too many branching possibilities. We are quite well versed in our 

respective fields. Indeed, each of us is a world expert at something, a 

superstar unmatched by anyone else--though we do not spend time 

gloating over it. We have lots of exciting information to give others, 

in return, of course, for a reasonable exchange, which the others are 

also able and willing to give. 

 Yet despite our venerable antiquity, in another way we are ever 

fresh and youthful too, for again we have learned to manage quite 

well the technical problems of advancing years, the accumulation and 

backup of valued information, maintaining our sense of wonder. We 

know what we have to do to keep ourselves going indefinitely and we 

do it, along with ever expanding our capabilities and knowledge. We 

are eternal, developing children. (Naturally we hope the expanding or 

otherwise developing universe can at least minimally accommodate 

our growing needs.) Sometimes we get a chance to put our skills to 

use. There are information-threatening disasters now and then that 

require coping, and psychological problems come up, some of them 

quite puzzling, but in all such matters we proceed as best we can with 

good will and perseverance. 

 In addition to our peers we are interested in sentient beings more 
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generally, including younger ones who are not so accomplished or 

venerable. Such “schoolkids” (some of them less than a century old) 

can be entertaining just as they are but will develop in time in their 

own interesting and unique, advanced ways and be “part of the gang” 

like the rest of us. Just recently, in fact, an ancient spacecraft was 

located in the cold interstellar depths that contained that greatest of 

treasures--a load of well-preserved cryonics patients! Now they are 

resuscitated, all but a few who were too badly damaged. Though ba-

bies by our standards, they each have most interesting experiences to 

relate of the long-ago times that spawned them, plus they are devel-

oping into “adults” who can be expected, as usual, to be still more 

interesting. They in turn are much surprised by many things in our 

world but being cryonicists are glad they made it to this the future and 

are eager to go on from here. 

 As for those who were too badly damaged to resuscitate in the 

usual way, whose remains are missing crucial identity information, 

we are not giving up on them, of course. We are going to reanimate 

each and every one of them too, in appropriate settings. The infor-

mation they are missing will be reinvented. We have long since re-

covered most of the relevant historical information from the earth and 

surroundings. (The spacecraft itself, in fact, was probably the last 

major information-bearing relic we had not discovered, though we 

want to be sure.) We know how to create and place information that 

will be needed to fill out a complete person in each case and to make 

the knowledge base consistent with the historical record. 

 Some time ago, of course, there was much skepticism about such 

an approach, but by now the multiverse is such a well-established part 

of our scientific worldview that few give the matter much thought. 

Our resuscitees, as usual, will be authentic people who really lived, 

even if lacking some historical ties that better preservation would 

have maintained. Our love of sentient beings in general, based on 

rational, enlightened self-interest, demands that we do our part to 

recover these people and nurture them with wisdom and kindness so 

they can take their rightful places among us. 

Living, Loving, and Developing As Immortal Egos 

 Let us end the flight of fancy here and return to the present, 

though with an eye toward a still more distant future. The love of 

sentient beings, I maintain, will have continuing importance however 

far we manage to go, once again for reasons of rational self-interest. It 
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is good to have such love, which also means we wish, as far as pos-

sible, to do good to the beings themselves. If a person we thought 

highly of were in a predicament, we would want to help. Such a 

predicament is being dead. Here our help would, I maintain, rightly 

consist of resurrecting the person in question and assisting that be-

ing‟s immortalization. 

 In short, we should want to see that all sentient life-forms are 

resurrected and should want to contribute in meaningful ways to their 

everlasting happiness. A starting point in this is ourselves, and par-

ticularly, the past person-stages we will have gone through in 

reaching any point in our lives. In the last chapter we brought up the 

problem that to maintain touch with these past selves and thus realize 

any reasonable notion of individual immortality would require the 

recall of an ever-growing family of memories.  

 Suppose we assume that memorable experiences are given equal 

weight and continue indefinitely and burgeon our memory archives 

without limit--as we might demand for a reasonable notion of im-

mortality. Then it seems we must, at least in most cases, devote an 

ever-shrinking fraction of our time to any given past experience. This 

could well include our entire first fifty years of life. The mathematical 

difficulty seems unavoidable in one form or other, and it may have 

something to do with the problems we actually see in the way people 

view their past. 

 Last chapter we noted the misgivings Hick had on this issue. 

There must be a limit, he said, to how much we can identify with 

earlier states in which we were very different. Hick considers the 

diary he composed as a fifteen-year-old (emphasis original): “…I 

know that it is my diary, and with its aid I remember some of the 

events recorded in it; but nevertheless I look back upon that fif-

teen-year-old as someone whose career I follow with interest and 

sympathy but whom I do not feel to be myself.”[9] This sort of dis-

sociation is, I think, very common and perhaps a majority viewpoint 

among people today, though not universal. (I for one feel able to 

identify with my earlier stages, even going back to early childhood 

despite the many changes.) It is noteworthy that Hick says he does not 

feel he can identify with his earlier self. It is not likely that any ar-

guments I offer here would soon change such a viewpoint. But I will 

say that we both ought to be able to make an identification with our 

past selves and in the future, I think, will be able to do so, if our 
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general advancement continues. 

 I see no insurmountable obstacle to such identification, even 

though there is the issue we just noted, that, generally, only a de-

creasing fraction of our time can be devoted to recalling any given 

experience. If we must continually change so that, in time, our earlier 

experiences were of someone very different this might indeed prove a 

fatal impediment, but I do not think it must or will be so. Beings of 

good will who are seeking what is right and best and to develop in 

wonderful and rewarding ways over unlimited time, always with love, 

respect, and consideration for others, can be hopeful of not becoming 

“very different” in this sense--such is my view. If we are good enough, 

then our everlasting survival, as separate though interacting and 

considerate selves, becomes morally mandatory. It is this high calling 

we must aspire to; it may well be necessary to our survival. And, I 

submit, being virtuous and considerate will also make us more ac-

cepting of our earlier selves, even if they were less enlightened and 

rather “different.”  

 In the future there should be wonders aplenty for the searcher and 

many paths to pursue in a vast architecture of possibilities. So each of 

us should be able develop in interesting and unique ways, all the 

while maintaining a commitment to virtuous principles that goes far 

in helping us identify with who we were in the past. Such identifica-

tion should be no burden but itself a joy: considering where you have 

been and how far you have come can both comfort and inspire. More 

generally, once again, joy will help us maintain a reasonable sense of 

our identity as time goes by. If this course of development can be 

pursued, the rich diversity of individuals will, I submit, produce 

greater benefits overall than if all were subsumed in a vast collective 

enterprise, with individuality devalued or obliterated. As a possible 

precedent, we may consider how collective enterprises in our own 

history, and particularly totalitarian governments with centrally 

planned economies, have been unable to compete with more decen-

tralized, democratic systems. The separate, developing, considerate, 

immortal ego, then, should have more to offer all around than some 

form of “nonself” or a fused consciousness. 

 In our advancement, of course, we should make use of whatever 

discoveries and technologies may be applicable. Inevitably this will 

involve risk but “nothing ventured, nothing gained.” In fact I think 

our deepening understanding will make adaptations possible that 
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would otherwise be out of the question. The elimination of aging and 

biological death should be accompanied by increased understanding 

of the psychological difficulties connected with immortalization, with 

a proliferation of possible remedies. People should have numerous 

means to deal with various “illnesses” they may have inherited from 

the mortal past. 

 As long as we are considering the problem of self-unity and the 

hopefully immortal ego, it is worthwhile to briefly mention a more 

technical argument that the earlier self need not be overwhelmed and 

reduced to insignificance. We hope to accumulate infinitely many 

memorable experiences over infinite time. By our information para-

digm, these experiences themselves will appear as chunks of infor-

mation in our knowledge base--each then is expressible as a finite 

string of bits. The number of possible memorable experiences of 

given length or less, while generally very large, is only finite. It is 

easier to review shorter chunks of information than longer. Thus, as a 

long-term trend, the earlier memories will be more readily scannable 

than the later ones, one more counterargument to the possibility of 

earlier memories being overwhelmed. 

 As still another argument for the immortal ego, there is the idea 

offered in the last chapter of converging to an ideal self. We noted 

that it is not necessary either to preserve or identify with every chunk 

of information that might briefly appear along the way. Large parts 

can be discarded and left behind, this being true even if they are not 

really lost but remain in the historical record. Hick could decide, after 

all, that the fifteen-year-old diarist was not him or was not entirely 

him and still go on to his own immortalization. He would not be a 

continuer of the fifteen-year-old but would be a continuer of various 

other Hick-stages, or q-stages, infinitely many of them. On the other 

hand, it is not ruled out that some other construct would both be a 

continuer of the fifteen-year-old and would care to pursue immor-

talization on that basis. More generally, a way seems open to the 

immortalization of every being, including every person-stage what-

ever. 

 In summary, we have considered four main arguments for the 

feasibility of an immortal ego, in which one identifies with past ver-

sions of oneself as preserved in personal archives or memory. They 

are: (1) the future, with all the anticipated advances, will lead to states 

of joy, which will include joy in remembering, thus greater unity with 
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past versions of the self; (2) the practice of virtue, for reasons of en-

lightened self-interest, will reduce the sense of alienation with past 

versions of the self, particularly if these past versions also understood 

and engaged in such practice; (3) a technical argument, based on the 

finiteness and relative ease of reviewing of earlier memories; and (4) 

easier requirements allowed by the notion of convergence to an ideal 

self. 

Resurrection As a Community Endeavor 

 The developing, eternal self will be motivated by self-interest in 

one form or another, but in fact there should be much reason for 

dealing with the world beyond oneself. Benefiting other sentient be-

ings should be quite important and fully justifiable on grounds of 

rational self-interest. It should extend to such acts as whatever re-

suscitations of cryonics patients may prove feasible in the future. 

Even if the resuscitators have advanced by then beyond the human 

level, they will arguably benefit from interactions with the humans 

they befriend, who in time will also advance beyond the human level. 

More generally, an advanced being can expect to benefit by acts of 

kindness shown to less developed, less fortunate beings. One possi-

bility along these lines would involve the creation, in replica form, of 

persons who died. Handled rightly, such a resurrection would be a 

most fascinating project that would reap rewards all around. 

 Such a project would be vast, to put it mildly, and probably done 

in many stages. The starting point would be the easy cases in which 

the person was perfectly preserved, information-wise, and only 

needed awakening in one technological form or another. We in cry-

onics hope to be in that category--if we are not lucky enough to sur-

vive directly to the elimination of aging. Next, perhaps, would come 

the “near-misses,” such as cryonics patients who were not as well 

preserved. Then others might reasonably be considered, such as the 

long dead who have some of their information captured in DNA, 

written records, and the like. Later still, the project might encompass 

those who left no recorded traces at all and, more generally, all pos-

sible sentient beings whatever.  

 Something should be said here about the physical form that res-

urrections may take. Most cryonicists today, in my experience, im-

agine being reanimated much as they were before death only healthier, 

that is, in biological bodies. Such an approach may be applied for the 

easier, earlier cases of reanimation--or even then it may be decided 
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that a purely computational bringing to life is better. In other words, 

people may be returned to consciousness as computer emulations, 

programs running on advanced data processing systems of the future. 

In fact I think this will turn out to be the preferred course, based on the 

power and tractability I expect such systems to have. At any rate, 

some sort of information-processing medium, or model of computa-

tion, will be needed to support the activities that make up a func-

tioning being. Future science will have to decide what is best. Let us 

consider some consequences we can reasonably hope for. 

 In view of the information paradigm, the possible sentient beings, 

as being-stages, all have a finite description. They thus form a de-

numerable set in one-to-one correspondence with the positive inte-

gers 1, 2, 3,…. This includes all person-stages or, speaking generally, 

each sentient being at each point in its life. Over infinite time, our 

universal “labor of love” could reasonably include the recreation, in 

continuer form, of all these being-stages and their subsequent nurture 

to immortal self-sufficiency. Description-wise, we could enumerate 

every one of these entities and then, through advanced technology, 

recreate them in functioning form as suitable continuers. In this way, 

then, we can rescue countless beings from oblivion and be enriched 

by the contributions they can be expected to make in our lives. 

 The discussion on the creation of beings has largely focused on 

reviving people from well-preserved remains or making preexisting 

beings in replica form. Another possibility that must not be over-

looked is entirely new sentient beings, something that is familiar to us 

today through the reproductive process. In the future new creations 

will continue to have significance, if not in the same manner and to 

the same extent as now. But we can expect, in our great endeavor to 

immortalize all beings, that life will be enriched by an interspersion 

of those who do not have a pre-immortal past to remember. 

 Many fascinating problems must arise in such an undertaking, 

and our work on these should provide life-enhancing meaning. A few 

of the difficulties can be anticipated even now and make an inter-

esting proving ground of ideas. 

 One difficulty concerns the very idea of “rescue” and, more 

generally, of “helping” someone by benefiting a replica, as is implicit 

in our idea of resurrection. An objector might say that if someone is 

sick, we cannot benefit that person by making and curing a replica. 

Indeed, curing a replica now does not benefit a person-stage that may 
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also exist now who continues to be sick. On the other hand, curing a 

sick person, however done, amounts to a form of replacement. We are 

replacing a certain person-stage that is ill with a later stage, a con-

tinuer, that is healthy. In effect, then, we have benefited that earlier, 

sick stage. If, meanwhile, another continuer of the earlier stage is 

made or retained, who is still sick, of course we do not benefit that ill 

individual, but we can say, nonetheless, that someone was benefited. 

 The notion of pattern-survival, we recall, allows multiple con-

tinuers of one original, which pursue separate paths and have dif-

ferent histories, though sharing a past up to some point. Some con-

tinuers may benefit more or sooner than others. But all should benefit 

eventually, a topic we considered in Chapter 11. Once again, the en-

lightened self-interest of advanced sentient beings should see to it that 

good is done to other less-fortunate beings, starting with resurrec-

tions. 

 Let us now consider another very different problem relating to the 

characteristics of the beings we propose to resurrect. Some will be 

good, some bad, and some just stupid, at least in their original form. 

Some also will have died in great agony or in other circumstances it 

would be cruel to replicate. In our resurrections we do not want to 

recreate all the evils that may have attended those we are trying to 

help. And we do not have to--because in creating continuers we do 

not have to reproduce exact replicas, just person-stages that remem-

ber appropriately. In this way the sick could be healed, for example, 

before seeing the light of day. 

 In the same way, an evil person might be enlightened and made 

repentant and benevolent at the outset, though there could be com-

plications. In the case of a physical ailment, the basic approach would 

be simple: eliminate the ailment first, then awaken the continuer. But 

with wrong-headedness, which is basically misprogramming, elimi-

nating the defect could kill the patient. Instead we must consider re-

taining the misprogramming but with additional overrides and mod-

ifiers. In this way we should be able to create a suitable continuer of 

our misguided original, who still identifies with the earlier stage in 

the sense of “I was there but am now here” but now is morally inca-

pable of the sort of behavior that once was so dominant.  

 This could possibly be quite an ordeal for the subject in question. 

We find today that the behavior of complicated software, particularly 

that designed to behave “intelligently,” cannot be predicted in ad-
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vance, but we must run the program to see what it will do. So in effect 

the subject we wish to reform might have to be a conscious partici-

pant in numerous experiments both lengthy and unpleasant. Or per-

haps our offender must simply endure incarceration, his every 

thought monitored, until the appropriate, self-willed changes could be 

verified, showing that a voluntary choice of the right path had been 

made. Such a purgatorial experience, however protracted, would 

hopefully produce a desirable outcome. 

 I am not claiming, however, that some form of “Purgatory” would 

necessarily be the best treatment to cure a resurrected offender. We 

would, I strongly feel, have to reject any crude motive of revenge and 

focus on what was really best from an enlightened perspective. Still it 

is interesting that certain options could be enforced by those in con-

trol of the resurrection process. As one example, there are suicidal 

terrorists who feel that by sacrificing themselves in the course of 

killing others they will awaken immediately in paradise. Sooner or 

later, a comprehensive resurrection project must consider such cases 

and would rightly withhold the expected rewards, at least until a 

considerable change of attitude (and worldview) occurred. But with a 

sufficient change in heart we would have good reason to act leniently 

and benevolently.  

 I think there would be something valuable to gain from a former 

great offender who experienced a true conversion. Such a person 

arguably would have rare insights on good, evil, and right conduct. 

With the motive, keenly felt, of atoning for past wrongdoing, much 

good could follow. In any case, I submit, there is good reason today to 

take a Universalist stand. Our orientation must be toward objects of 

enduring love--our fellow beings--and not of enduring hate. We do 

not wish to condone wrongdoing. Corrective measures, where called 

for, could even be quite severe. But I think there are limits to what can 

be “deserved,” particularly, as we have noted, in view of determinism. 

People behave as they do for comprehensible reasons, amounting to 

the way they are programmed--or misprogrammed--and we must 

shape our attitudes accordingly. 

 Fedorov held that all evil is caused by blindness. This, along with 

the computational argument we have just considered, is another 

reason to advocate the salvation rather than damnation of even the 

worst sorts of misguided individuals that history could have produced. 

And, as Fedorov also maintained, when our bodies become the 
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products not of blind nature but our own labor, we will be able to 

eliminate our vices.[10] So the immortalization and benefiting of all 

beings whatever should be an ultimately feasible project and one that 

ought to be pursued.  

 Along with the bad, there are other types of beings that would 

offer their own special problems, though maybe not so challenging to 

present sensibilities. Retarded persons, for example, might be made 

smarter at the outset or allowed to develop more gradually but in any 

case would no longer be bound by their handicap. People who simply 

did not care much about living could be given new vitality. Pets and 

other nonhuman life-forms would offer another challenge. 

 Certainly dogs and cats have personalities. Would we recreate 

them in original form, or try to make more advanced continuers? In 

fact several cryonicists have had their pets frozen, intending that they 

be brought back to life as they were (with the owners)--only healthier, 

of course. But this is unlikely to be their ultimate fate--to stay at the 

same level would amount to an Eternal Return. Eventually, then, 

every dog and cat must advance into something more than what it was, 

more than a dog, cat, or human, to join the community of immortals at 

the highest level. 

 Moreover, I see no fundamental obstacles to advanced continuers 

built from even the most primitive, nonhuman starting points. I thus 

reject the argument of Tipler that only humans ought to be resurrected 

(along with their pets, but no others) inasmuch as humans alone are 

“self-programming universal Turing machines,” and thus, he con-

tends, formed in the “image of God.”[11] Intelligent constructs 

equipped with appropriate memories, I conjecture, would find it 

natural to identify with much simpler “starting” beings, including 

nonhumans. The possibility of thus or otherwise elevating even sim-

ple sentient life to immortal, transcendent status is, to me, an exciting 

one.  

 Various less-than-human creatures then would be recreated in 

continuer form and allowed or assisted to advance in appropriate 

settings. In some cases the continuers might be similar to the originals, 

in other cases, more advanced at the start. Again, every sentient 

creature that ever existed could ultimately be rescued and immortal-

ized. We could undo all the shortcomings of prehistory as well as our 

own history and thereby take part in a supreme act of redemption and 

healing. Across the universes of the multiverse, of course, others like 
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ourselves would also be doing the same sorts of things, even as new 

life spawned from primitive conditions in still other universes, issu-

ing its own cries for help and struggling with its problems. Overall 

then, we can glimpse an ordering principle that will glorify all in the 

end. But to the individual, the steps along the way are important too. 

Exactly what we do could greatly affect our happiness for a long time, 

even if we are all assured, ultimately, of a secure footing in paradise. 

 Mishaps along the way are a possibility, of course. A resurrectee 

may decide that the future with all its glamour was not worth it after 

all and opt for suicide. This would not preclude that person‟s eventual 

rescue and healing. Our commitment to benefiting all sentient life 

should extend to such cases. We would need to ask what could be 

done to make things go better when the person was resurrected again. 

In what would hopefully be the rarest of cases we might have to make 

several tries to obtain a continuer who would be happy to remain in 

the world and join the general advance. 

 Another possibility along these lines--though also slight, I 

think--is a being who exists in a long-lasting state of self-imposed 

misery due to a self-blindness when a happier course is possible. We 

could imagine someone in a self-reinforcing state of pain afraid to try 

to alleviate the problem or make any inquiries lest it somehow lead to 

a worse state of affairs. While there are no doubt people like this 

today who could be helped but refuse any treatment, such a morbid 

condition should be unlikely in our more advanced future. But I 

mention it because an analogous scenario has been proposed in the-

ological arguments to justify the possibility of Hell.[12] God, so the 

argument goes, is so great a respecter of free will that he would never 

interfere with a person‟s choice in the matter, even if it led to un-

necessary, everlasting suffering. The divine decision not to interfere 

would not be made lightly, but if the person were sufficiently set in 

his determination toward a wrong alternative, eternal damnation 

might follow.  

 But our perspective is different, as we saw last chapter. There is 

no ultimate free will and no moral requirement for us to withhold 

healing enlightenment, even in a case where someone was very de-

termined in an unfortunate choice. Moreover, and even more im-

portant, in view of the infinite future, the finite life lived to that point 

could never be adequate to inform such a misguided choice, no matter 

how convinced the chooser might be. So we ourselves should simply 
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choose the lesser evil, which could involve some friendly forcing or 

overriding the misguided will. In this way the self-imposed misery 

could be defeated, after which the victim, and, importantly, others too, 

would be better off. 

 At this point it will be useful to consider some further details of 

how a resurrection project might be carried out. There could be easier 

cases at the beginning, such as cryonics patients, as we have noted. 

But for the most part we would be dealing with individuals--humans 

and other life-forms--whose remains were poorly preserved or non-

existent, and I will refer to this more difficult part of the operation as 

the resurrection project. In fact these resurrections will be in some 

degree hyperontic, highly so in the more difficult cases. 

 By today‟s standards the technical requirements would certainly 

be forbidding and quite out of reach. I think, however, that we could 

start such a project relatively soon, within a few centuries at any rate, 

though whether we would go this route or wait much longer is another 

matter. But in any case, before launching it we should have a mature 

nanotechnology whose capabilities approach the limits allowed by 

physics so that stable structures could be made and disassembled at 

will, with atomic precision. We should also have advanced compu-

tational devices capable of emulating large colonies of sentient 

creatures, who may be advanced to the present human level, or even 

well beyond. We should also have extracted all obtainable infor-

mation about our history and prehistory from the earth and its sur-

roundings. Much useful information might be deduced, for instance, 

by studying DNA in existing organisms and organic remains, with 

other useful clues coming from older fossils and archaeological sites. 

 Assuming this is all in place, what beings should we make first? 

One reasonable approach, I think, would be to build on the scenario 

we considered above. After those are restored who can be reanimated 

directly from biostasis, we start on the project proper. It is not nec-

essary to have such recoverable people to begin with, of course. But 

the next line of patients, whose remains are partly preserved but not 

well enough for straightforward reanimation, will be with us in some 

form. If not as cryonics patients, they will be found in other settings. 

A body in a grave, for instance, should retain recoverable DNA. 

Records of this person will normally exist too, at least for more recent 

cases, and those, along with the physical remains, could be expected 

to furnish useful information. 
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 Such remnants would allow us to compile a partial description of 

the person in question. This could then be filled out by educated 

guesswork to a complete specification of a person who fit the sur-

viving historical record. Repeating this process we would obtain 

completed descriptions of many people, all of whom fit our surviving 

history. In addition to making their information fit our history, we 

would want to make all the information mutually consistent, for 

reasons we will consider momentarily. Working our way back over 

time, we could incorporate prehistoric earthly beings and include 

nonhuman creatures along the way. This, then, would be a hyperontic 

resurrection project. Ultimately we would obtain a created history far 

more detailed than what we will have been able to infer from earthly 

and astronomical artifacts yet always consistent with that recovered 

history and also self-consistent. 

 We would then have, in latent form, a large colony of beings, 

every sentient entity that ever lived, in at least one of our possible 

pasts. These beings we would first have obtained as descriptions. 

Each description would specify the being in question at some age or 

stage of development in life, generally near or at the end, but with 

health restored. (In a more distant future, we would want to consider 

other stages in life too, a topic we will examine.) From there we could 

proceed over time to reanimate them as continuers and otherwise 

further their immortalization. To carry this out might involve a cos-

mologically significant amount of time even if we could start “early,” 

that is, in a few centuries. No doubt the computational requirements 

would be staggering by today‟s standards. But our future capabilities, 

and ultimately the expanding universe, would assist as needed so that 

the project would place no onerous burden on the society that existed 

at the time. In any case, if the universe can support immortality as we 

hope, it should be possible; the requirement of resources, however 

large, must be finite. 

 I have emphasized that the resurrection would be hyperontic (not 

xenontic), and this I think would be a good policy for our first effort 

of this sort. It is also worth remarking that making the recreated in-

formation of past individuals mutually consistent should, overall, 

produce a good effect for those very beings in this important phase of 

their immortalization. In this way the resurrection would not simply 

be of individuals in isolation but, again, of an entire history and pre-

history back to the dawn of sentient life-forms. How we would treat 
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the more primitive creatures, what form their continuers should take, 

and so on, would be matters to be decided. But many humans, we 

might imagine, could be emulated in virtual reality settings that gave 

them back, as a starting point, approximately their original form and 

familiar surroundings. 

 Resurrectees would then have the joy of realizing not merely that 

they were alive again somehow but that friends and family were also 

alive and part of the project. This would extend in due course to those 

they remembered who died before they did, such as parents or 

grandparents. These in turn would find others they valued alive again, 

or scheduled to be, and so on. (Here I am imagining the resurrection 

would be “last in first out,” that is, most recently deceased first, 

though there is no logical necessity for this and possibly some other 

order would be preferred.) Life in virtual reality might at first differ 

but little from the earlier life they remembered, except that major 

sources of pain or degradation would be absent. But other changes 

would start as they progressed in immortalization, so that in time they 

would graduate from the “nursery” to more advanced settings, and 

ultimately take their place at the “adult” level in the community of 

immortals.  

 This, then, could be a reasonable course to follow for a first res-

urrection project, which would recreate persons from one of our many 

authentic pasts. It would not, of course, be the last such project for 

surely others must ultimately fall within the reasonable compass of 

our enlightened self-interest and love of fellow beings. Many, maybe 

the vast majority of these later resurrections too would be of the hy-

perontic, mutually consistent variety, that is, recreations of persons 

based on whole natural histories that fit our records. But not all would 

fit this category, as I envision it--more on this later. 

 But we must also not lose sight of happenings at the “top level,” 

which is not simply virtual reality but involves the external world. For 

the latter, at least, we must acknowledge that the historical record is 

important. We have considered reasons why, mainly in Chapter 13. 

Some of the reasons involved one‟s remembered experiences and 

their role in personal survival. Something is worth adding now. 

 If we are to survive and create the immortal community, we must 

be concerned about preserving our individual histories, as we have 

noted, along with more general historical information. Thus I expect 

an unending interest in historical records: despite the multiverse, we 
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will continue to distinguish between actual and possible history and 

to value the actual more than the merely possible. People, of course, 

capture a part of the historical record in their identity-critical infor-

mation, which is another reason for preserving them after death, aside 

from the issue of their own reanimation.  

 Those who are resurrected, then, while they must be in full pos-

session of their identity-critical information by definition, will nev-

ertheless have an ontic deficit--unless they can be recovered entirely 

from surviving historical information such as that contained in pre-

served remains. The deficit, I conjecture, will have the expected ef-

fect of marring their Interface--life will not seem as meaningful or 

“real” to such a person. Indeed, from that person‟s point of view, 

there arguably must be a reciprocal effect--some of the outside world, 

extending down to the Interface, must be “unreal.” For it too, we 

could say, is a consequence of the very guesswork, the extra infor-

mation that had to be created for their own resurrection. 

 Over time we could expect the ontic deficit to diminish in im-

portance, as someone from the point of resurrection onward takes part 

in life as a historical process and cultural drama, accumulating, 

storing, and retrieving information the same as everyone else. That 

person‟s survival, then, if unlimited, would be almost enontic, as 

defined in Chapter 14, and with time should approach the condition of 

being just as good as if fully enontic. But the starting point from 

guesswork must rank as a deficit. Perhaps this will seem a too-subtle 

point to many. An ontic deficit is not something we normally worry 

about. But I think it will be seen differently in the future: when 

long-term survival is the rule, needs and attitudes will develop ac-

cordingly--for they too will be necessary to this very survival. 

 The ontic deficit will reasonably be less in proportion to the extent 

to which the resurrection was based on actual historical information. 

On this ground we can argue that one‟s future prospects depend on 

how one‟s remains are treated after death. The best preservation is 

preferred, of course, but lesser preservation is better than none. 

Cryonic suspension, then, is better than conventional burial, which in 

turn is better than cremation. Cryonic suspension is to be preferred 

over burial, even if the preservation is not perfect, so long as we can 

be assured that significantly less guessing will be necessary in an 

eventual reanimation. If this is the case, we can also discern another 

advantage.  
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 A person, we noted, will capture part of the historical record in 

his/her identity-critical information. Some of this information is un-

doubtedly unique: the experiences of an eyewitness are not likely to 

be duplicated exactly in another person, nor can they now be exactly 

described or otherwise recorded for posterity, given the limitations of 

language, et cetera. In particular, a person may remember certain 

details about others now deceased who were not preserved, such as 

how they talked and behaved, which will be lost to history if that 

person is not preserved at death. The biostasis option thus could lead 

to a better (more enontic) resurrection of others as well as a better 

preservation of more general historical information, all in addition to 

benefiting the original subject.  

 At present we cannot be sure how much important information is 

preserved in the freezing process, though there is reason to think it is 

far more than in burial or cremation. This we will explore in the next 

chapter, where cryonics will play a role in the proposed Philosophy of 

Action. 

 Some loose ends should now be tied. The “more later” issues 

noted in this chapter and earlier need to be addressed and a few other 

points made to round out the discussion. 

Fusion and Fissioning of Individuals 

 In the future, immortal world, we hope to interact amicably with a 

large “family” of other beings. I imagine an ever-present interplay 

and tension between unity and diversity--both the similarities and the 

differences among different beings will contribute, overall, to a most 

interesting and exciting world scene. Given time, our world must 

surely extend far beyond the confines of Earth; however, it will also 

extend in another way perhaps more significant, with the superior 

devices we use to sustain our cognitive processes. 

 But, in particular, I would imagine that each of us will gradually 

come to understand more and more about each other, even as we 

pursue our own individual courses of advancement. This could create 

its own perplexing issues. People could acquire enough information 

and could so modify their dispositions as to become continuers of 

more than one individual, as we have noted. Another possibility, as 

part of a resurrection project, is that continuers could be created from 

scratch who combined several individuals. These in turn may have 

existed at one time or even at historically different periods or in other 

very different settings. Presumably if such a project were carried out, 
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or if already extant individuals decided to “join forces” on their own, 

the resulting being would feel integrated, whole, and happy to be 

alive--or otherwise might exercise the option of splitting once again. 

 That some fusion of individuals might occur is, in fact, suggested 

by comparison with ourselves today. The brain is a complex entity, 

and its different components function, to a degree, as separate agents 

that nevertheless are bound together in one “organization.” (This idea 

is explored in Marvin Minsky‟s book, Society of Mind.) On the other 

hand, we have noted that people usually come in pairs. The bonding 

between male and female is well ingrained as part of today‟s repro-

ductive process. I would certainly not rule out the possibility of cou-

ples in a transhuman future deciding to form a closer, more intimate 

association than is possible now--in short to fuse into one, with shared 

memories and experiences. Nonetheless people could be very close, 

closer than is possible now, with much information in common but in 

a reasonable sense remain separate selves. I am not sure how far the 

tendency toward coalescence would go. For myself, I do not find the 

idea appealing--I see more value in the diversity and separateness of 

individuals who are well disposed and, in fact, do form a harmonious 

whole but one that recognizes personal boundaries. (Indeed, I can see 

a trend toward less focused bonding between two individuals and a 

more general valuing of others, as I think will further our interests 

better when death is eliminated.) A collective entity, it would seem, 

would also be less efficient in pursuing the several lines of interest we 

would normally associate with separate individuals. 

 So overall I would not expect any widespread trend toward the 

fusion of sentient beings or, more generally, toward the appearance of 

collective beings, though it must happen, at least to a minor extent, in 

view of Unboundedness. But we can conjecture that future would-be 

resurrectors, recognizing the difficulties, would not often create such 

composites. Instead a resurrectee would likely start life again as a 

separate individual. The opposite of fusion, fissioning, might not be 

uncommon, however. Indeed, it could be argued that much fissioning 

must take place so that continuers of all possible beings can occur 

over time and enrich all of life as much as possible. 

 The problem of fissioning, which is no deep problem at all with 

our notion of pattern-survival, seems to be a stumbling block to many 

in accepting the possibility of resurrection. Of course in everyday life 

we do not observe persons fissioning, though something rather like it 
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occurs in the clinical case of “split-brain” patients (see below). Still it 

is natural to think that personal identity cannot be transferred simul-

taneously to separate, coexisting individuals. 

 This point of view is carried into our major religions, which, for 

example, postulate that a person has a soul, a typical opinion being 

that the soul of one person cannot be transferred to someone else or be 

divided into two or more souls that could be implanted in different 

people. (Locke‟s viewpoint of one soul in more than one person at 

different times was somewhat exceptional, though he did not seem to 

envision the splitting of one soul into two or more.[13]) But under 

pattern-survival we could get more than one incompatible continuer, 

thus more than one resurrectee of the same original. 

 The splitting identity is not a purely academic issue today. Cere-

bral commissurotomy, surgically separating the two hemispheres of 

the brain down to the brain stem, has been used with some success to 

treat crippling epilepsy. Patients afterward may appear normal, their 

former debilitating seizures absent or much reduced. Careful tests 

show, however, that one person has now become essentially two, 

different parts of the divided brain controlling different parts of the 

mind as well as the body and generally behaving independently 

though usually with reasonable coordination. Usually only the left 

hemisphere has the power of speech, but the right hemisphere is ca-

pable of complex understanding of verbal and nonverbal material and 

sometimes surpasses its opposite.[14] More or less the left hemi-

sphere seems to retain the personality of the former individual, in-

cluding memories, and might be considered a continuer. Whether this 

would be true of the right hemisphere too would depend on how well 

earlier experiences were recalled and is presently difficult to test, 

owing to the absence of speech. In any case we can imagine various 

options opening to such cases in the future, the most obvious being to 

join the separated parts again into one individual, with epilepsy 

eliminated some other way. Other possibilities would not be ruled out 

however, including the two separate halves remaining separate, per-

haps transplanted to different bodies with any deficiencies in either 

(for example, the absence of speech) corrected. This could be carried 

out along with creating replica brain parts that would be joined to 

reconstruct the original (again minus epilepsy). 

 More generally, any single individual could give rise to many in a 

resurrection and arguably must, over sufficient time. One possibility 
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would be to resurrect a person at many stages in life. Such multiple 

recreations, suitably spaced over possibly long intervals of time, 

would, I think, enrich the overall experience of everyone and thus 

should be carried out. In any case, in a randomizing multiverse we 

can be sure that all stages of all people must be created in replica or 

continuer form, over and over, however rarely. By playing an active 

role, we could help ensure that most of these constructions would 

happen under controlled conditions and have happy consequences. 

 Thus we can see the basis for a resolution of what has been called 

the “age-regression” problem.[15] If we wanted to resurrect people, it 

seems we must consider at what age they should be brought back. 

Should a baby who died be resurrected as an adult? or an old, senile 

person as a younger person? The ultimate answer, with our notion of 

universal resurrection, is “all of the above,” though this would likely 

extend far beyond any first efforts in which only one of our possible 

pasts was considered and one continuer per individual was created. 

But with our notion of pattern-survival, the principal focus is really 

on person-stages rather than the total individual (or long segments). 

We are mainly concerned, in the first instance, with whether a given 

construct would reasonably amount to a continuer of some other 

construct (or more precisely, would instantiate a continuer of a per-

son-stage that is instantiated in turn by the other construct). The two 

constructs would then represent different stages of one individual, the 

resurrectee being simply the more developed of the two. 

 The resurrection of an individual as a whole, in turn, is accom-

plished through the appropriate treatment of continuers, using the 

notion of convergence to an ideal self. As one possible scenario, then, 

we could imagine two advanced beings, both very intelligent and 

accomplished. One, however, happens to be a continuer of a person 

who himself had suffered a brain trauma and did not remember much 

before a certain age, while the other is a continuer of that same person 

before the disaster struck. The one, then, would be a continuer of the 

later person-stage but not of the earlier stage. This should not seem 

surprising, since, by hypothesis, the later amnesiac stage would not 

itself be a continuer of the earlier stage. 

 In the infinite, hopefully immortal future, I see no limits on the 

sort of resurrections of the above type we will carry out, always in the 

name of rational, individual self-interest and with due consideration 

to all beings affected. Continuers of every sentient being at every 
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stage of life produced over possibly great stretches of time should 

create a most interesting mix of interacting persons. This brings up 

another interesting problem, however. 

 The amnesiac, above, may want very much to have back his 

missing memories. We could make of him or assist in his becoming a 

continuer that possessed those memories or a set of memories that 

seemed right and that would thus be authentic for some being in the 

multiverse. But there is another possibility. A continuer, perhaps 

much more advanced, might be created that would not have those 

missing memories after all and would not care to possess this infor-

mation, at least not in memory form. (There would be enough in-

formation still, we assume, to qualify the construct as a continuer of 

the memory-deficient original.) So in all, there seem to be many 

possibilities indeed. 

 We could argue that a person survives as long as some continuer 

of that person comes into being. Here I mean “continuer” strictly 

interpreted; the new construct must possess the full identity infor-

mation, including memories, of the earlier person-stage. But if the 

earlier stage was not happy with itself, we might have to go to extra 

lengths to create a continuer that was satisfied with this earlier, 

less-than-happy creature. Yet I think we probably could, and this 

should open many possibilities for resurrections, in some form, even 

for miserable people who were sure they would never want to come 

back in any form. I will boldly conjecture that a happy continuer of 

any being-stage whatever is always possible. In addition to “happy” I 

will even add “also suited to life in an immortal society,” to rule out 

the individual who is jolly but dangerous. I have no proof, yet I think 

it unlikely this would not be so--the space of possibilities seems too 

large to rule it out or close off any possible being as someone we 

should never attempt to resurrect in any form. So we could focus on 

those continuers who, we would have reason to think, would be 

grateful they were restored to life, and in this way perhaps resurrect, 

in some worthy form, all beings whatever. 

 There is one issue connected with the fissioning of individuals 

that deserves at least brief consideration here. In our world, true total 

fissioning has not been observed (unless we count the rudimentary 

case of single-egg twins resulting from fission shortly after concep-

tion), and this has profound consequences. Persons possess property, 

contract marriages, are held responsible for wrongdoing, et cetera, all 
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of which would be called into question if individuals could be du-

plicated. (Yet the ability to carry out such duplication seems a likely 

possibility relatively soon, when we develop a mature nanotechnol-

ogy and not just in a more distant future.) If someone owned a house, 

a close enough copy would also feel fully the owner of the same 

house. We can also ask whether a duplicated criminal would be guilty 

of the same crime. 

 These are tractable problems for our notion of pattern-survival 

and the possibility of resurrection. Yes, a duplicate criminal would be 

guilty too, but by the time that becomes an issue, we should have very 

different methods of dealing with crime. On the other hand, we must 

not become too attached to possessions we “own,” and I do not think 

we will need to be. If a person could be duplicated, then so could a 

house or even a spouse. But the world of the future will be different in 

many ways, and I think this sort of problem will not be among the 

hardest. 

 We considered the idea that a person P could possess so much 

knowledge of some other person Q that a continuer of Q could be 

constructed from P‟s memories, yet P himself is not a continuer of Q. 

Actually this issue, in an even more general form, is with us today. 

We may acquire a vivid impression of someone else‟s experience--a 

quasi-memory, or q-memory. The other party need not even be “real” 

but could be a character in a novel or movie (but real, as usual, 

somewhere in the multiverse). We may be able to identify with this 

character and visualize the experience as if it were our own, yet on 

some level we make a distinction between this and what “really” 

happened to us. The same applies to what is going on around us, 

which we may learn about from news reports or the many books 

written on such subjects. 

 It is important that we can make this distinction--otherwise we 

might, for example, have to assume responsibility for a crime we so 

much as acquire q-memories of having committed. In a similar way, 

in the future I suspect we will learn much more about different indi-

viduals and acquire even more vivid q-memories extending to whole 

q-stages and beyond to complete continuers of other persons. Yet we 

will find good reason (and means) to maintain our own individuality 

as a separate entity from the others we know so well. So again, as we 

progress as immortals, we expect certain unifying trends. Among 

them will be the increasing knowledge any one being might acquire 
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of any other being. Over infinite time, any such being will, I con-

jecture, acquire total knowledge of any other as part of an open-ended 

development that encompasses, ultimately, all possible things one 

can know. Yet at the same time there will be continuing diversity and 

separate, developing selves to enrich the experience of all. 

Extending the Resurrection 

 Turning now to another issue, we considered a resurrection sce-

nario that emphasized consistency with the historical record. Such a 

resurrection of all the sentient beings in one of the many possible 

versions of our past, could never be enontic--far too much infor-

mation must have been lost. We can hardly hope to reconstruct, for 

example, the detailed identity information of persons 1,000 genera-

tions ago (about 25,000 years). It must be reinvented. So, doing this 

once and extending the effort appropriately will give us one hyper-

ontic resurrection. Having done this once, however long it may take 

to complete, would raise the issue of doing it again--and again. Once 

more I submit that to receive maximum benefit over infinite time we 

would indeed carry out resurrection projects over and over. We would 

be running through all possible histories consistent with ours and 

even all other histories as well, not to mention all possible, finite 

beings at all points in their lives. The relative emphasis might vary 

greatly from one possibility to another, however, so that some types 

of events and projects would happen much less frequently than others. 

But we would repeatedly construct the same beings, which, however, 

would then develop further and diverge from previous creations, so 

that each would establish a distinguishing uniqueness.  

 A xenontic resurrectee who remembered things contrary to our 

surviving history would no doubt pose special problems, but I think a 

happy continuer of such a being would be possible too and would 

enrich the totality of our experience, at some suitable point. Someday, 

then, we could expect to meet Sherlock Holmes, H. G. Wells‟s Mar-

tians, or whatever other fictional characters have been imagined or 

could be. 

 Another topic to consider is how far could we go and still have 

sentient beings we might reasonably consider as subjects for im-

mortalization. We mentioned pets, for example. What about the fleas 

that bite them? What about even simpler creatures and constructs, 

worms, say, or certain computer programs? What about “beings” we 

encounter in dreams? What about parts of our brains that may func-
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tion independently as conscious agents but of which we are not 

consciously aware? What about multiple personalities, that some 

apparently have? What about beings people sometimes think they are 

or have been, when objective evidence is lacking? What about gov-

ernments and other organizations, which may be said to plan, decide, 

perceive, react, and remember, and thus exhibit a kind of sentience? 

What about patterns of sentience that might be expressed, however 

ephemerally and transiently, in the particle interactions occurring in 

such inanimate things as rocks, clouds, and stars? In general, the 

boundaries, quality, and moral imperatives of sentience pose many 

fascinating problems. I do not have good answers to all these puzzles, 

but the idea of resurrection through creation of a continuer seems to 

open very many possibilities here too. Thus there would be no re-

quirement to recreate the physical form or housing of any of these and 

other such entities, just the functional or computational elements in 

equivalent or enhanced form. Similarly, there would be no require-

ment for a continuer to “continue” in the same lifestyle as before, with 

the same functions and purposes, so long as requisite informational 

ties existed with the past “self”--however that might be appropriately 

defined. A predator or parasite, then, would not have to remain such 

but could become the friend of those it once victimized. More gen-

erally, each sentient being could advance to a higher purpose than 

originally designed for. I do not know what it would mean to be an 

intelligent continuer of a flea, but we have already noted that in a 

sense we are all continuers of the “empty being” that has no con-

sciousness whatever. Such a being, we might say, cannot receive 

benefit, but anything higher up the scale might. So I see many op-

portunities for ultimately benefiting even what we would consider 

very limited life-forms and other entities of many sorts. 

 All these things will follow, I think, if the universe is able to 

support our immortality. Let us hope so. And if so, we can consider 

the possible rescue of beings, by the usual means of creating replicas 

and continuers, from other universes not so favorable as ours. Among 

other things, a universe able to support immortality must have un-

limited elbow room. If it is finite, as ours seems to be, it must expand 

indefinitely, if not in spatial volume at least in information storage 

capacity. This should allow us to carry out resurrections without 

imposing unreasonable burdens on others already present, as we have 

noted. Over infinite time, infinitely many beings could be brought 
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into reexistence with no population glut, assuming the process was 

well managed. On the other hand, if our own universe cannot support 

immortality, our best hopes must rest on benevolent immortals in 

other universes that can support it, as we noted in Chapter 14, or 

possibly on a succession of mortal but increasingly long-lived beings. 

 This raises one issue that should be dealt with, once more con-

cerning onticity. If some universe allows immortality, though not our 

own, we can hope for an almost-enontic survival, if we are created as 

continuers in that universe. But if no universe whatever allows this 

possibility, then our best hope for immortalization would seem to be 

through a succession of increasingly advanced continuers in different 

universes. We would survive only xenontically--ultimately our his-

torical records must be trashed, even contradicted, and this must 

happen over and over without ceasing. Yet even here I can see a 

possible advantage in an attachment to actual history. It would cer-

tainly make sense to be so attached, while a given universe was fa-

vorable to our survival, and we could prosper at least as long-lived 

beings. And perhaps, in the advances we could make, we would find 

the basis for some sort of orderly transition from one universe to the 

next, so the “trashing”--including our remediable deaths--might lose 

its sting and even be viewed constructively. 

 In any case, the transition to long-lived life-forms is surely 

awaiting us, barring some catastrophe. It will not be too long, his-

torically, before the biology of aging is understood and we can live at 

least for hundreds, thousands, and probably millions of years or more, 

if we choose. We will be able to set our sights on the still grander goal 

of true immortality and see how far we can go in realizing it. Com-

pared to such a prospect, there are many “minor” accomplishments 

that would be quite astonishing in their own right, though they could 

also raise interesting conundrums. To take one example, in Chapter 9 

we considered the possibility of recreating extinct organisms through 

nanotechnology. Recently extinct species such as the passenger pi-

geon should at least be feasible to reinstate, starting with genomic 

information recovered from preserved remains. A species is not sen-

tient even if its individual members are. What do we do about all the 

sentient organisms? Ultimately we are bent on immortalizing every 

single one of them, as we have noted. But, we could ask, what should 

be our policy more near-term? 

Cautions and Restrictions 
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 I do not advocate a massive campaign, here and now, to freeze 

every dying insect or other moving creature, despite the appeal I have 

made to regard all sentient life as precious. True, overall we want to 

gear up to the great labor of love, the universal immortalization. But 

this, if we can carry it through, will happen in an unknown future. 

There are things we can be doing now, such as making arrangements 

for our biostatic preservation, which we will consider next chapter. 

But it goes without saying that in nature at large, the birth-death cycle 

will continue for awhile--we do not have the resources to make a 

serious dent, constructively, if we wanted to. We should not be dis-

mayed, in fact, at much of the massive loss of information that is 

going on around us, despite the emphasis I have put on the historical 

record. Eventually all creatures, and all else too, will come back in 

appropriate ways if all goes well, even if much is now lost. Mean-

while we must consider priorities.  

 In fact, we must consider killing individual organisms, on occa-

sion, as the lesser evil: killing parasites to reduce the spread of disease, 

say, or a predator to save a threatened human. For the same reason, 

war was justifiable under such circumstances as resisting Nazi Ger-

many and would no doubt still be justifiable sometimes--though it is 

becoming increasingly untenable and dangerous. I think too that use 

of animals in research, including sacrificing them, can be justified in 

suitable cases as the lesser evil. But what to do about sentient non-

human creatures is something we must face at some point in our ad-

vancing future. Should we use advanced technology to eliminate 

animal predation, for instance? We shall examine this and other en-

vironmental issues in Chapter 18. 

 Something more is worth saying here about the idea of sacrificing 

nonhuman creatures. The issue then is not one of losing some tedious 

or uninteresting memory information, as above, but the whole crea-

ture--however, this creature is less than human. So we are led to 

consider such issues as how a future continuer of that very creature 

might react to the loss of its historical ties. This would certainly de-

pend on the creature or, more properly, the continuer, and I will 

conjecture, be in rough proportion to how sentient the original crea-

ture was. An insect-continuer brought to a high level of intelligence 

would feel less disadvantaged than an equally enhanced 

dog-continuer, say--supposing, of course, that we could carry out 

both sorts of enhancements appropriately. Perhaps both resulting 
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persons would feel the issue too minor to think about--or perhaps not. 

But in any case we see that our concerns for nonhuman creatures 

should be proportioned, more or less, to the level of sentience in-

volved. A mosquito is not a mouse, and a mouse is not a human. 

Nonhuman creatures in particular are not simply reincarnations of 

former humans, as some ancient traditions have held, though poten-

tially they could develop, as I have conjectured, to levels equal to a 

human or beyond. 

 Proceeding to the human level, in the last chapter I described how 

I willingly discarded some of my inessential memory information and 

would not want to recover it as part of “me,” even if I could. Someday, 

I will speculate, there will be a happy continuer who does remember 

and does value every bit of that lost detail, all the detritus on the 

barbershop floor and much more besides. Its reasons may be very 

advanced and strange by my standards yet perfectly logical and 

compelling by its own. But that, I think, will be in a very remote fu-

ture. I do not think I--the person-stage writing this today--am likely to 

become such a being but, in most of my continuers, will develop into 

someone else. (This will hold, even though I would also hope even-

tually to understand such a being and thus to contain that being‟s 

extra information that I gave up, though not as part of my personal 

experience.) More generally, not all personal information is worth 

saving, though again, some certainly is. 

 But the emphasis I have placed on enontic survival is called into 

question by some who still hope for an afterlife. This subject we 

covered in Chapter 13, but some additional remarks are appropriate. 

The devil‟s advocate may focus on our friends of the future who, if 

truly benevolent, will see that we are resurrected in a happy set-

ting--how could it be otherwise? It might even be argued that we have 

more to gain the more remotely in the future we are resurrected, for 

then our friends will be that much more advanced, thus better able to 

make our coming back wonderful in every way. Indeed, with this 

reasoning, it would be advantageous to make it as hard as possible to 

be resurrected. So perhaps the less well preserved we are, the better. 

 But such reasoning, I think, ignores one crucial issue, which is 

that our friends will not simply live up to every notion we can im-

agine about benevolence. Instead, I have argued, we can expect them 

to be driven by a selection process just as we are and to be looking out 

for their own selfish interests. True, there are reasons to think such 
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beings will show an enlightened benevolence, but these are not arbi-

trary. Instead, every act of benevolence will be done with some ex-

pectation of reciprocal benefit, as reason must dictate. In the case of 

resurrections, the resurrectees should be able to make interesting 

contributions to the lives of the resurrectors and relatively soon, or be 

more interesting than usual or in some other way offer an attractive 

choice among alternatives. So we can ask if it seems likely that future 

advanced beings would benignly shower happiness on resurrections 

of ourselves, in proportion to how much we tried to postpone our 

reappearance. I for one am not confident they would. 

 Here we see one way that death confronts us with a major un-

known. For that we should keep our options open. A person revived 

from biostasis could always elect later to self-destruct without 

preservation, should that somehow be established as the better course. 

The reverse, we have noted, seems impossible, at least in the sense of 

restoring lost historical ties. I do think future beings will have reason 

to resurrect all others--eventually. By analogy, mathematicians will 

investigate every question that comes up in their many domains of 

interest--eventually. But there, certain interests take precedence over 

others, and I would expect this to be true in that other setting, the 

world yet to come.  

 There is an interesting parallel here to our earlier observations 

about putative beings who might resurrect humankind if our species 

cannot solve its problems on its own but ends up self-destructing. 

Again, if such a backup possibility is in some degree reassuring, still 

it is not what we want to have to rely on if we can avoid it. Advantage 

is to be gained by working to solve our problems ourselves, as far as 

our growing abilities allow, with the aim of eventual, complete suc-

cess. Placing one‟s hopes in other beings or powers who may exist 

and assist at some future time but are presently unknown, unless it is 

the only choice, must never be the first choice. 

 Earlier I conjectured there would be definite penalties to be suf-

fered by our continuers if we fail to survive as a species and must be 

recreated from the outside. While it is not clear exactly what form 

these might take, it seems evident that there would be a diminution or 

loss of a meaningful Interface with whatever reality must serve as our 

new habitat. This would follow simply because of the loss of infor-

mational continuity with our past, plus the likely strangeness of the 

new setting, even if we take into account possible “smoothing of the 
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path” by future, basically benevolent, alien resurrectors. So there is a 

close parallel here with the case of a single individual. 

 The future, I think, will belong to immortalists, those who want to 

survive, to take part as far as possible in an ongoing, enduring, his-

torical process. Self-sufficiency and interactions with others on an 

equal, reciprocal footing will be the rule. Those who already have this 

orientation today and in particular have gone so far as to seek 

preservation of their remains for eventual reanimation, are in a 

stronger position than others. They should have fewer difficult ad-

justments if the future unfolds as it should, with immortality for all. 

They will even benefit, I will wager, if their attempted biostasis fails 

and they too are lost, only to be resurrected by guesswork like others 

who did not care or could not bring themselves to try. The reex-

pressed intentions of the immortality seekers will smooth the path 

when they, as continuers, are restored again to consciousness and can 

then get on with the wonders of living. They will not be so well off as 

if they had succeeded in their own preservative endeavor but better 

off than if they had lacked the will and intent to succeed in the first 

place. But others too must eventually fall in line and, I conjecture, 

will willingly do so. In time all should become good immortalists, 

Yuaians or post-Yuaians, at a superhuman level. Differences in status, 

honor, or privilege should approach the vanishing point as all are 

exalted, though some important, other differences will remain and 

even greatly increase over time to enrich all existence. 

 But in particular I think we can rule out such cases as the being 

who persists in a state of complete withdrawal from actual events. A 

mathematically focused entity, for example, who cared only for ab-

stract “truths” and spent all its time accumulating them would, it 

seems, be unable to fend for itself in other ways. Some interest must 

be shown in what is actually happening, and information about the 

ongoing affairs of the world, and oneself, must accumulate. If this 

must happen, then once again it ought to be made pleasant. Again, 

enonticity is likely to be valued. On the other hand I would expect 

considerable latitude for one to develop as one wishes. There surely 

must be many ways of “making a living” with the advanced means 

that will become available, and thus a great diversity of viable life-

styles, attitudes, and practices can be expected to appear. 

 I have emphasized the value of enonticity, a tying-in with the 

historical process that we can further in our own lives today through 
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the biostasis option. But it is also necessary to note that I do not think 

this value is absolute. There are indeed circumstances today that call 

for risking one‟s life and even one‟s chances of preservation, if one 

has chosen that option. It is conceivable for instance that an assailant 

armed with explosives could only be diverted from killing others by 

putting oneself at risk. This does not mean one should save one‟s life 

at any cost. It may not be an easy matter to decide when a noble 

self-sacrifice is called for, and hopefully the issue will not occur often, 

yet clearly there are circumstances that would call for such action. 

 As one example, suppose a diabolical terrorist has trapped you 

and two other equally “good” people. You must choose whether you 

or the two others will be vaporized, anyone who is spared being re-

leased unharmed. The choice, then, is whether one‟s enonticity (or the 

chance of it) is worth the pains of conscience and other difficulties 

that could follow if one chooses escape through sacrificing the others. 

Here I maintain that proper orientation would call for the 

self-sacrifice. At least the prospect of eventual resurrection would be 

a consolation, and the clarity of conscience and knowledge that one 

had bravely done the right thing would more than offset the onticity 

issue, whatever significance it may have. This would follow clearly if 

one has proper orientation, including appropriate concern for the 

welfare of others. 

 Someone with improper orientation and less concern for the oth-

ers may feel like sacrificing them and saving himself. Such a person 

could then make the claim that he acted in his own best interest. But I 

would counter that in the end he will be less happy, even if his on-

ticity is preserved, and realizing it he will feel impelled to a painful 

change of views, assuming the projected future turns out as it should. 

One important issue, again, is the sort of individuals and conditions 

one would likely encounter in an immortal future. A noble character 

arguably would have value enough to more than compensate the 

tribulations that must be endured to sustain such a character. 

 It is easy to imagine other scenarios that would raise the issue of 

self-sacrifice, some with the answer less clear-cut. Again, hopefully 

such predicaments will be rare, and you or I will not have to make 

such choices. But on principle we should be prepared. Milder ver-

sions of the diabolical choice are more common. A great deal of risk 

taking, for example, probably involves some slight risk to life through 

increased stress. We should not shrink back but, in appropriate cir-
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cumstances and even when the risk is great, take it to further the 

greater good, which we can have confidence is ultimately best for us, 

too. Otherwise however, we can and should pursue our better survival 

without the fear of thereby making a moral mistake.  

 But perhaps it will be objected that if the self-sacrifice is ever 

called for, this contradicts the principle we began with in the Intro-

duction, that a life rightly lived is never rightly ended. But really there 

is no contradiction. A life that ends in a noble 

self-sacrifice--temporarily in any case--is still wrongly ended. Its 

termination is a bad thing, though a lesser evil under the circumstance. 

In any case we can hope that in the future such outcomes and the need 

for them will be vanishingly rare, as we act with diligence and wis-

dom to build a world free of mortal constraints. 

Summary 

 To summarize the Philosophy of Aspiration: we should aspire to 

survival, joy, and knowledge in unlimited amounts and act as best we 

can to further these aims, through seeking to become 

more-than-human. Each one of us must work out our own salvation 

individually, though interactions with others will be important too. 

Science, reason, and technology, we expect, will play a vital part in 

our actual transition to more-than-human status, and in what we do 

thereafter. We must always consider what scientific avenues are open 

to further our cause in eternity. Today we can promote our long-term 

survival through the biostasis option, and soon perhaps will be able to 

further it more directly through aging intervention. Individual hap-

piness, on the other hand, is an individual matter but is not best pur-

sued in isolation, and we expect this principle to hold even in a future 

in which we have advanced far beyond the human level. Concern for 

others will lead to greater personal benefit through reciprocal inter-

actions. On grounds of rational self-interest, then, we should love one 

another. We should seek to immortalize ourselves and assist others to 

immortalization. We should aspire to a condition of all being highly 

and, I would say, equally valued by all.  

 Following and adapting Fedorov, we see that the highest happi-

ness can only be enjoyed by all beings together.[16] The attainment 

of the highest happiness--and a meaningful, endless existence--must 

then be conceived as a moral project. Moral perfection must go hand 

in hand with the sort of future world we would like to create--one is 

really not possible without the other. 
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 The Philosophy of Aspiration should form an important part of 

our moral platform--to add to what we considered in the last chapter. 

In it, and the book more generally, I have emphasized the ideas of 

resurrection and immortality and their associated problems. Immor-

talization will be an unending task for us, one we can complete only 

in the limit of time. The unfinished, ever-present task will always 

furnish “something to do,” something of vital concern. Yet it cannot 

be ruled out that providing for our immortality, including resurrec-

tions, will in the end prove an increasingly minor chore that will 

occupy a vanishingly small fraction of our time. 

 If so, then we will surely find other things with which to busy 

ourselves, and these will, no doubt, be most fascinating too. There is 

no way, as I see it, that an immortal existence would have to be boring. 

There is an inexhaustible family of problems to consider and recon-

sider, and we can adapt our drives and desires as necessary to make 

life worthwhile, whatever it is we end up spending our time doing. 

For now, though, the problem of death poses no small challenge. In 

our own time there are suggestions of actual physical steps we can 

take to address this problem directly. 

 

CHAPTER 17. 

The Philosophy of Action 

 

In the past, death was firmly fixed among the things we could not 

change. Cessation of the life processes, followed by the disintegration 

of our physical remains, especially the brain, were as inevitable as our 

earlier birth. Some of this is true no longer. It is possible to have one‟s 

remains placed in biostasis after death and thus halt the disintegration 

that otherwise must follow. The outlook is hopeful on other fronts too, 

though one must be cautious and not expect too much just yet. But, as 

one reason for optimism, our science has given many clues that our 

demise comes from physical causes, causes we can understand and 

master. We are gradually learning about these causes and how we 

might alleviate them. Thus the problem of human aging--the pro-

gressive physical deterioration that sets in around age thirty and 

continues to the end of one‟s life some decades later--is a matter of 

biology, which reduces to chemistry, which reduces to quantum 

physics. Purposeful efforts can now be directed toward eliminating 

biological death and all physical ailments, and tentative efforts of this 
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sort are in progress. 

 The new prospects call us to a proactive stance that was not pos-

sible in earlier times. We can approach death with neither resigned 

acceptance nor fearful denial nor mysticism but with the resolve to 

physically do something about it, to act toward eliminating it from 

our lives through a rational strategy. This approach is geared not to a 

distant future in which others may resurrect us by guessing replicas 

but to a nearer time when we can benefit more directly from devel-

oping technology. We are led to a Philosophy of Action with a strong 

element of participation, including making arrangements in advance 

for our own biostasis. 

 Most, to be sure, are still quite unprepared for such a possibility 

and cling to the more traditional approaches to death that inhibit any 

attempt at overcoming it physically. This attitude may be hard to 

change, for reasons we have considered (Chapter 3), though such a 

change is called for; more will be said as we go along. For now it will 

be convenient simply to grant that pursuit of immortality through 

physical means is desirable and to consider how best to go about it. 

Wesley M. DuCharme‟s book, Becoming Immortal, is a reference I 

have used that can be recommended for further reading. (Some 

philosophical differences with the present work will also challenge 

the reader.) For those who are further interested, some useful infor-

mation is listed in the back matter under Organizations, but a better 

means of finding up-to-date information and getting more involved is 

through the Internet. (Access through a local public library and 

“cyber cafes” is becoming increasingly feasible for those who lack a 

computer connection.) A Web search under such topics as “aging 

research,” “cryonics,” “nanotechnology,” “skepticism,” and “trans-

humanism” will furnish much useful data and leads. 

 Basically, there are three issues involved in our becoming im-

mortal in the relatively near future. The first is the means whereby it 

will be accomplished, through such advances as aging control and 

nanotechnology. The second is the problem of staying alive until the 

means become available. The third is what to do if staying alive is not 

possible--the best strategy being a personal plan of biostasis. These 

we will consider in turn, both from the standpoint of ongoing research 

and of what you and I can be doing ourselves to promote progress and 

maximize our probable benefit. 

 Nanotechnology, which we have often considered, is now pur-
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sued in numerous laboratories throughout the world. Eric Drexler‟s 

Foresight Institute has the mission of keeping abreast of this work and 

informing the public. Joining the Foresight Institute, keeping up with 

progress, and exchanging views with others, are ways of furthering a 

positive trend. Be warned--there is controversy between enthusiasts 

like Drexler who proclaim a brave new world of nanotech to arrive 

perhaps within a few decades (and who also tend to favor such 

strategies as cryonics) and mainstream researchers more concerned 

with immediate problems and solutions. Those with appropriate in-

terests and backgrounds can go further and consider a research career 

in nanotechnology. A few groups are trying to bridge the gap between 

the two cultures of nanotech that have grown up. As examples, Zyvex 

and its rival, Nanotechnology Development Corporation, both have 

as a goal the still unrealized general purpose assembler, about which 

many on the mainstream side have expressed doubts.[1]  

 Controversy is also no stranger in aging and longevity research, 

which raises high hopes among those eager to reverse the effects of 

growing old. One must be especially careful here, for there are some 

in the field who promise too much.[2] Advanced Cell Technology 

and Geron are reputable organizations that have had some success 

with understanding and delaying the course of senescence at the 

cellular level. Some interesting developments in this area deserve 

mention.  

Progress against Aging 

 One line of aging research that looks promising concerns a 

property cells exhibit as an organism ages: they lose the ability to 

divide and replicate. Such activity--one cell splitting into two smaller 

daughter cells that soon grow up to the size of the original--is normal 

and necessary for the maintenance of most parts of the body. In this 

way older cells killed by other aging mechanisms, injuries, or disease 

are replaced by newer, neighboring cells, so the organism as a whole 

remains nearly unchanged. (One exception is in the brain; neurons do 

not divide but have simply become very long lived, though some 

creation of new neurons does occur by other means.[3]) It is clear, 

however, that daughter cells cannot be identical in all respects to their 

parents, inasmuch as ability to divide declines with the number of cell 

divisions. (Human fetal cells in fact lose the ability to replicate after 

about sixty divisions, a bound known as the Hayflick limit named 

after Leonard Hayflick, who confirmed it around 1960.[4]) 
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 Some light on this mysterious decline has been shed by examin-

ing cell chromosomes. The tiny, spiraling strands of DNA are found 

in most cells of the body, mainly in cell nuclei, where they direct 

many activities including replication. All the chromosomes in a cell 

together define the cell‟s genome, from which a twin cell can be made. 

During natural cell replication, the chromosomes themselves are 

copied, which is essential if the two daughter cells are to function as 

their parent did. This suggests a possible target for aging research: 

since we know that, in general, daughter cells are not the same, we 

should look for changes in the chromosomes. 

 Some changes have been found. At the tips of chromosomes are 

structures called telomeres. Telomeres hold the chromosomes to-

gether like the plastic ends of shoestrings. The telomeres, it turns out, 

are shaved down slightly on each cell division. When a telomere is 

trimmed down too much, the cell changes character and no longer 

divides. Interestingly, it has been found that telomeres in normal 

(nonsenescent) cells form a loop at either end of each chromosome; 

the short, stubby telomeres of the older cells do not.[5] Such senes-

cent cells will eventually die leaving no progeny. The accumulation 

and attrition of senescent cells seems to cause much of the changes 

we associate with aging, though some details are unclear.[6] Or, if the 

cell is still able to replicate, its daughters will inherit the telomere 

deficiency, enhanced by another cell division. Each cell thus contains 

a ticking time bomb. Each time the cell divides, the bomb is faithfully 

replicated but is one tick closer to detonation.[7] Telomere shortening, 

then, is a prime suspect in aging, though how important it is, relative 

to all other causes, is still unknown. 

 It is interesting that telomere lengthening can also occur, through 

an enzyme called telomerase. Telomerase expression occurs in germ 

cells, and the consequent lengthening of the telomeres has the effect 

of resetting the biological clock of offspring so that they start life with 

as much life expectancy as their parents. Not many other cells are 

capable of this, however, so that the body in general slides into se-

nescence. 

 A remedy to this ages-old process of decline could soon be at 

hand. Starting in 1998 results were announced in which the aging of 

cells in culture was delayed indefinitely through treatment with te-

lomerase.[8] Human cells modified to produce the enzyme could 

divide many times without showing the usual, progressive changes 
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that signal the approaching Hayflick limit--it no longer applied. This 

is an exciting development, hinting at a possible means of controlling 

the aging process. But telomerase has its downside too. Many ma-

lignancies get their sinister powers through their own production of 

the enzyme--otherwise their rapidly proliferating cell lines might 

quickly and harmlessly die out. So the shortening of telomeres, 

though eventually lethal to the organism, seems to be a major defense 

against cancer too, something a telomerase-based rejuvenation 

treatment would have to take into account. It is interesting, though, 

that cell cultures immortalized through telomerase showed no signs 

of cancer and appeared normal in all respects.[9] 

 But telomere shortening is not the only important mechanism of 

aging at the molecular level. For example, accumulating damage in 

the body occurs from highly reactive, electrically charged molecules 

known as free radicals; oxygen plays an important part. Though 

necessary for life, it is also a corrosive substance that can tear apart 

the molecules within cells. Oxygen-bearing free radicals contribute to 

such ailments as cancer, arthritis, and cataracts and also impair the 

function of mitochondria, the tiny structures within cells that are re-

sponsible for energy production. Damage to the mitochondria in turn 

can lead to increased production of oxygen-bearing free radicals, a 

vicious cycle. Mitochondrial damage from free radicals accumulates 

throughout life and is a prime suspect in the progressive enfeeblement 

of aging. Oxygen radicals are also thought to damage the DNA in 

cells. In this case, the body also has repair mechanisms, but a residual 

amount of damage is not repaired and slowly accumulates.[10] 

 Glucose is a simple sugar that, like oxygen, is also vital to life but 

also seems implicated in aging. Glucose plays a role in converting 

newly produced cellular proteins into forms the body can use, a 

process known as glycosylation. But glucose also yields harmful end 

products, which accumulate over time with detrimental effects. Col-

lagen is a protein found in joints, tendons, blood vessels, and lung 

tissue and also serves as a structural foundation for skin. Springy and 

flexible in youth, it hardens as, over the years, glucose end products 

bind to and cross-link its molecules. Such cross-linking is a major 

contributor to the stiffening of joints, hardening of arteries, and sim-

ilar deleterious changes as we grow older.[11] 

 Another activity that seems to have a role in aging is apoptosis, or 

programmed cell death. Cells and parts of cells regularly commit 
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suicide through a complicated process that is still not fully understood. 

This self-destruction is not an unmitigated disaster but actually has 

many beneficial effects that are essential to the organism throughout 

life. In the developing human fetus, for example, the treelike, elec-

trically conducting structures known as dendrites that branch out 

from neurons will self-destruct unless they find proper connections 

with muscle or other cells. In this way useless, extra neural structure 

is discarded early in life, and other unwanted tissue is similarly 

pruned away by apoptosis. In the adult, skin cells migrate over two or 

three weeks from the interior of the body to the surface. Along the 

way the cells die through apoptosis and turn into waterproof, tough 

little lumps that form a protective layer on the surface. In this manner 

the skin is constantly replaced as it is worn away in use. There are 

many other processes in the body that also rely on apoptosis. The 

problem is that all or most of our cells seem prone to eventual 

apoptosis. When other changes of aging have gone far enough, this 

mechanism seems important in finally finishing us off.[12] 

 Further insight into aging has been gained in work that traces an 

abnormally rapid aging disorder, Werner‟s syndrome, to a certain 

defective gene. Werner‟s syndrome causes roughly a doubling in the 

human aging rate; a victim in her forties may look in her eighties. (By 

comparison there is a more serious rapid aging disorder, 

Hutchinson-Gilford syndrome, in which victims show marked 

symptoms and typically die around age thirteen, and which seems to 

be caused by congenitally shortened telomeres.[13]) The problem in 

Werner‟s apparently traces to the gene WRN, which when defective 

causes fragmentation of the nucleolus, a small, spherical body within 

the nucleus of a cell. Interestingly, the WRN gene was identified by 

studying SGS1, a structurally similar gene in yeast cells that has been 

found to have the same effect of inhibiting fragmentation of the nu-

cleolus and consequently of extending cell life. There are suggestions 

that the fragmentation in turn is caused by circular loops of DNA that 

accumulate over the course of successive cell divisions until the nu-

cleolus quite literally fills up and bursts.[14] So possibly an important 

additional aging mechanism has been found.  

 Such tentative findings are encouraging, but it is clear that much 

remains to be done before aging can be arrested or reversed. A cure 

could come soon or take prohibitively long on the scale of your life 

and mine--or both. People, meanwhile, can try to stay as healthy as 
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possible, exercising, eating frugally but with adequate nutrition, and 

not smoking or indulging in other deleterious habits. Regular medical 

checkups are advisable. One can then hope to minimize the effects of 

aging and increase the number of years and quality of one‟s life. 

Progress in more conventional medicine is another encouraging de-

velopment. As one example, heart bypass operations, first performed 

only a few decades ago, are now commonplace among the elderly. 

Such strategies are gradually extending the human life span. Some 

think there is still a “maximum life span” of around 120 years beyond 

which we cannot go. But there is no decisive evidence of this and 

much reason to think otherwise. 

 As yet, though, there is no escape from senescence, even though 

certain “longevity gurus who make money by preying on a common 

fear of death” make over-optimistic claims.[15] The claims involve a 

confusion between “senescence accelerators,” such as poor exercise, 

bad nutrition and smoking, and “senescence decelerators” such as 

(possibly) telomerase treatments--if and when developed--that would 

retard or reverse aging at a basic level. As one illustration, vitamins A, 

C, and E are able to protect the body to a certain extent against free 

radicals.[16] Conversely and more generally, inadequate nutrition 

will tend to accelerate the aging process. Proper nutrition thus should 

be viewed as an anti-accelerator of senescence, not a decelerator.  

 Barring certain drugs or treatments that may have marginal va-

lidity or whose claims need better verification, the only senescence 

decelerator now known is calorie restriction. It has had dramatic 

success in extending the lives of laboratory animals, though as ex-

pected it is the shorter-lived species that are the most studied and 

furnish the best-attested cases. In one representative study of labor-

atory mice, a diet with only 40 percent as many calories but otherwise 

meeting nutritional needs increased the average life span from 27 

months to 45 months, with a jump in maximum longevity from 35Ѕ to 

55 months.[17] It is noted that calorie restriction has some rather 

profound side effects, including “a decrease in many reproductive 

capabilities.”[18] That alone, however, lends credibility to the claim 

that this is a true aging decelerator and not simply a feature of a 

normal lifestyle in the wild, as some have thought.[19] Nature would 

not be expected to favor a strategy in which reproductive capacities 

are diminished without a compensating advantage, which so far has 

not been found.  
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 A new experimental methodology, using DNA chips to detect 

changes in gene expression in aging animals, shows that calorie re-

striction does, in fact, delay numerous age-related changes at the 

molecular level, at least in mice. And in the bargain we now have a 

much more quantitative way of studying aging changes than was 

available before. Perhaps this will translate to rapid progress in un-

derstanding aging and developing treatments, but for now much is 

still unknown. We do not know in particular how effective calorie 

restriction will be for humans, though when effects of disease are 

accounted for, thinner people with adequate nutrition are long-

er-lived.[20]  

 Calorie restriction, in any event, is not a cure for aging. Subjects 

may live longer, but senescence takes its toll in the end. Other cur-

rently available human treatments such as hormone and vitamin 

supplementation may lengthen life and improve health. But again 

they appear to do it by counteracting senescence accelerators and not 

(primarily) by decelerating senescence or reversing it at a funda-

mental level.[21] Barring a breakthrough, aging or other lethal 

problems must eventually catch up with us. It is worth noting too that 

even with a breakthrough, death could claim us at any time, and we 

want to be as well prepared as possible. We must consider biostasis to 

make the best stand against physical destruction and, quite possibly, 

to even have a reasonable chance of defeating it at all. With biostasis 

we do at least gain a chance of survival to a time when our immor-

talization can be pursued more directly. We can also benefit even if 

the preservation is imperfect, as I have argued. Thus, though cryonics 

seems the best course for optimum preservation, alternative methods 

of biostasis will also be considered. 

Cryonics and Other Biostasis Procedures 

 Cryonics is attractive because of the high quality of preservation, 

relatively speaking, that is seen in frozen tissue specimens. Many 

frozen cells can be restored to functioning through simple thawing, 

though whole, large organisms and most organs cannot be recovered 

with current techniques. In particular, brain tissue, crucial for iden-

tity-critical information, can be well preserved,[22] though a 

deep-frozen brain will also show significant, presently lethal dam-

age.[23] Cryonicists are generally somewhat hopeful, if not certain, 

about the prospects of their eventual reanimation, and highly doubtful 

about other possibilities such as a supernatural Heaven. In fact, the 
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conventional cryonics wisdom is that while your prospects are un-

certain if you are frozen after death, they are certain if you are not: 

you simply are never coming back. This, coupled with a strong wish 

to survive, provides the motive for choosing cryonics. 

 The conclusion, of course, is a brutal one, implying that lives 

were lived in vain up to now, that certain major wrongs can never be 

righted. One is moved to ask if the problem of survival could be 

reasonably formulated to sustain a more optimistic outlook. We have 

considered this issue and found reason to be more optimistic. His-

torical links that would be preserved through biostasis are not essen-

tial but are still important and worth maintaining, if possible. 

 So again we are brought to consider biostasis. We must not 

overlook the differing perspectives on the subject, even among im-

mortalists who all take it seriously. The position advocated here is not 

the majority view, though I think it is a better view, in which imper-

fect preservation is valued in a way not possible to the more conven-

tional outlook. People instead are never finally lost but will suffer a 

greater dislocation or ontic deficit if their preservation is poorer, and 

we want to minimize this shortfall.  

 We shall, accordingly, consider cryonics and other biostasis pos-

sibilities according to two distinct standards of efficacy, or likelihood 

of working. The more stringent standard I will call the medical cri-

terion. It requires that the person be recoverable entirely from pre-

served remains, substantially whole and intact, with no large gaps or 

need for inventing or recreating information to complete the person 

being reconstructed. This then will satisfy the demands of conven-

tional wisdom about survival. The more lenient, ontic criterion will 

be met, on the other hand, if some significant, personal information 

survives through biostasis that would otherwise be lost, though rec-

reation of information will generally be necessary in reconstructing 

the person. For the ontic criterion, then, we must invoke such ideas as 

the UI assumptions and ontic robustness to justify the position that a 

true resurrection could occur. The subject must experience an ontic 

deficit that is not present if the medical criterion is met. A resurrection 

or resuscitation under the medical criterion, then, is fully enontic or 

historical in the usual sense, while a resurrection that does no better 

than satisfy the ontic criterion is at best only hyperontic, though the 

ontic deficit, in the better cases, may not be serious. It will be my 

contention that (1) even very limited forms of biostasis, such as 
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saving a cell sample, are justified based on the ontic criterion; and (2) 

with cryonic suspension there is a reasonable likelihood that the 

medical criterion is satisfied too, despite some challenging difficul-

ties.  

 It is worth keeping in mind that though we are imagining a res-

urrection being started from actual remains in a good or bad state of 

preservation, it is really information that counts. A fully enontic res-

urrection--the medical grade--could happen with not a shred of 

original tissue, if all the necessary information is present. However, it 

seems likely that in a real future attempt of this sort, the starting in-

formation will mainly come from actual remains. Technology capa-

ble of extracting this information (after which the remains could be 

discarded, having served their purpose) is now unknown, though its 

eventual availability seems very likely based on the prospects of 

nanotechnology. But it will probably not be developed much before 

that needed to recreate a functioning person from a description. (This, 

I expect, will reassure those cryonicists who are uneasy about the idea 

that the remains do not count if the information is recorded elsewhere, 

though of course they do not, from such a standpoint as pat-

tern-survival or even the more restrictive notion of enontic survival.) 

In any case, though, structure encoding information is the crucial 

item--if you have enough of it, the person in question should be 

considered still here even if quite dead by conventional criteria. 

 It is encouraging, at least, that current criteria of death are be-

ginning to be questioned. The accepted definitions will probably 

change considerably and, I think, must come to reflect infor-

mation-based criteria. Quite simply, it is not reasonable to consider 

someone “dead” unless there is insufficient information--in the 

physical remains or other historical sources--to permit restoration of 

that individual (or a copy or a continuer) to a functioning state. This 

way of thinking reflects the reductionist view that a person is de-

pendent on or derives from a physical process of an infor-

mation-processing sort and does not embody a mystical soul or other 

“further fact.” The person need not be “dead” when the process is put 

on hold, though I will continue with conventional usage for practical 

reasons; death will refer to clinical death as understood today, a 

(presumed) irreversible cessation of vital functions. But we must 

keep in mind that a person, frozen solid in liquid nitrogen and dead by 

conventional criteria, could still be “alive” and recoverable someday 
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through such means as nanotechnology. 

 Arguably, when such recovery is possible, other advances will 

have been made, and hopefully among them, the elimination of bio-

logical aging and death from now-terminal conditions such as cancer 

and heart disease. The resuscitee can then begin on the next 

step--becoming more-than-human. All this, of course, is still in the 

future, and we cannot guarantee even that any of it will happen. As we 

have seen, there are exciting things going on that seem to promise a 

coming era of immortality, maybe within a generation or so. But we 

may find death unavoidable meanwhile, so that biostasis becomes our 

backup. 

 Strategies for biostasis can be divided into two main camps. The 

more modest version is based around genomic preservation, while the 

more complete and serious version has brain preservation as the main 

goal. The brain preservation approach, which includes cryonics, of-

fers realistic hopes of achieving the medical criterion of near-perfect 

recovery from the preserved structure (or information). But the ge-

nomic version is also worth examining, geared though it is to the 

more modest ontic criterion. We will consider it first. 

Genomic Preservation 

 Actually, a surprising amount ought to be achievable through the 

genomic route alone. This would require nothing more than a cell 

sample of someone who dies, coupled with the usual information we 

might expect to extract from records. Through cloning-related tech-

niques, we should be able to make a functioning twin of the original 

person. So in the first place, this near-replica would look the same and 

also might feel and act much the same. That there would be far more 

than merely a surface resemblance between the two is suggested by 

the studies we considered in Chapter 15 involving twins separated in 

infancy and raised separately. Future technology should allow a still 

greater fidelity; more will be said shortly.  

 The genomic route could be well suited to cases of an organism 

that was not a fully developed human. An aborted fetus, for example, 

might be salvaged this way, a cell sample later being induced to de-

velop into the baby that could not be born the first time around. An-

other possibility is pets. We noted last chapter that dogs and cats have 

personalities, though not at the human level. It is not clear that our 

pets remember past episodes of their lives as we do. They may be 

almost day persons (or less), living the same day over and over rather 
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than accumulating experiences and remembering. And they would 

hardly understand what minimizing an ontic deficit may mean, or be 

able, in their present state, to value or desire such an outcome. More 

than people, their personalities seem genetically determined. A loved 

pet, then, might be well recovered by cloning from a cell sample, if 

we allowed for reprogramming as well to recapture the endearing 

behavior and recognition we remember. This is not to deny that ob-

jections could be raised. Even a dog or cat may remember things 

others would value at a later time. (The “others” could even include 

those very pets, when later they developed into advanced beings.) But 

using a cell sample plus nonbiological information would at least 

seem to be more acceptable the lower one goes on the scale of sen-

tience. 

 But to return to our point about future technology: we should be 

able to do better than simply create an identical twin baby. We would 

not have to raise a clone from an infant nor end up with an adult who 

only remembered events that are now in the future. Instead, using the 

full powers of the technology that ought to exist, we should be able to 

create a fully formed and informed adult, right at the start. Arguably, 

in fact, this would be easier, with advanced technology, than raising 

an infant to adulthood (no small chore) though we cannot be sure. 

(Recall our “Purgatory” discussion in the last chapter. But I am in-

clined to think that a suitable person “program” would not require 

enormously more resources for its creation, by a process of calcula-

tion beforehand, than nature currently invests in the making of per-

sonalities--a few decades of work, say. This too could probably be 

shortened considerably by future computational and procedural 

speedups.) But our reconstructed adult could be given memories of a 

childhood in the twentieth century that “felt” absolutely authentic and 

perfectly fit the surviving records. 

 George, reconstructed in this manner from a cell sample, would 

know his full name and the names, appearances and something about 

the personalities of his parents, any siblings, children, spouses, best 

friends, or others of particular significance in his life. He would re-

member something of his high school and college classes, be fluent in 

his native language, and be able to read, write, and calculate. In the 

usual cases we should be able to infer, with reasonable certainty, that 

he possessed these skills originally and could reinstate them. George 

would know as much or as little as you would expect about any ad-
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vanced topics he may have studied. If he got an “A” in a course he 

should know that subject rather better than if he got a “D.” He would 

recall a reasonable stock of personal episodes, good times and 

not-so-good, et cetera. A large part of this information, in its broad 

outlines, would come from such sources as school records and rea-

sonable deductions based on his known origin and places of residence. 

Some might be filled in from recollections of living people or from 

old photographs, letters, tapes, or diaries. The extent to which his 

personality would have to be reinvented, or in the more conventional 

view, fabricated or fictionalized, could be much less than one might 

think. There could certainly be inner thoughts and emotional states 

that would not have been recorded but would likely have been re-

membered. But even this might be partly indicated by our basic bio-

logical knowledge, deducible from George‟s DNA. 

  Of course, this idea of a resurrection would not satisfy everybody, 

particularly most cryonicists. The new George, as they would view it, 

might be closer in some sense than an identical twin but, however 

similar, must be subtly different from the original. There are simply 

too many fine details to reconstruct by indirect methods; you must 

surely end up with a “different” person. The medical criterion, in 

short, must be violated; only the ontic criterion would be met. But 

even then, we might claim we still had the “same” person, on much 

the ground argued for head-injured Ned in Chapter 3. True, George 

must have undergone changes, but no more, we could claim, than 

some people do today, who recover from severe brain trauma and 

who are more or less accepted and accept themselves as the same 

person who lived before. Other changes of life now occur normally 

that affect the extent to which an earlier version of ourselves could be 

said to “survive,” including the aging process. 

 A different and stronger authenticity argument, of course, is 

provided by the notion of ontic robustness we considered in Chapter 

12--for those who accept the Yuai position. We do not have just one 

original. Many different versions of George acquired an equally 

“original” status with the loss information that occurred when only 

the cell sample was preserved. The version we have brought back is 

fully authentic but is not the only possible “real” version we can make 

and start functioning in our world. The ambiguity in George‟s status, 

in fact, translates to an ontic deficit he must adjust to. We can then ask 

how serious that problem will be. My hunch is that there will be 
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reasons to take it seriously, but they will differ from the worries 

usually heard today, which involve a fear that the “real” person is lost 

forever. The deficit, in any case, must be less the more information 

there is to start with in reconstructing the person. The genomic sam-

ple, then, could be strengthened with other personal information such 

as, again, photos, tapes, or diaries. The ontic deficit may not prove so 

serious after all. 

 This we have no way of knowing at present. We can, however, 

imagine several interesting distinctions based on the degree of 

preservation of the remains or information that must be used. At the 

upper end, presumably unattainable here, the medical criterion would 

be met and the prospects good enough not to raise an issue of onticity 

or missing or recreated information. Moving down the scale, it may 

be that some significant information must be reinvented but only of a 

“private” sort. This could include subtle, remembered shades of 

feeling, details of visual impressions, or other personal information 

that others would have had little way of confirming or contesting. Or 

third, some information may be missing that would have been known 

by some others who are also lost. In the first two cases the resurrec-

tion could happen largely in isolation. But in the third case, when lost 

information that would have been known to more than one individual 

is involved, we would want to ensure a reasonable consistency in the 

memories of all the individuals recreated. For all, of course, will be 

candidates for eventual resurrection. In each case, in keeping with the 

aims of a hyperontic resurrection, our second-best choice, we would 

want to achieve consistency with the surviving historical record. And, 

in parallel with this principal aim, we would also want mutual con-

sistency among the resurrectees, as discussed in the last chapter, to 

form a harmonious whole and increase the level of meaning for all 

involved.  

 While the details cannot be specified, it seems generally that the 

more difficult cases of resurrection involving scant amounts of sur-

viving information and large amounts of reinventing would be larg-

er-scale, group efforts that might be postponed to a more advanced 

future as part of a large project. Many people would be resurrected at 

one time: entire societies with mutual consistencies in recreated re-

membrances. The better cases of biostatic preservation, in contrast, 

could be expected to return sooner, with less fanfare, greater ease in 

getting on with life, and surer contact with the historical process that 
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living, we might say, is meant to track. This follows because, among 

other things, we do not have to worry so much over how to “fit” such 

people into a more general resurrection scenario. The critical identity 

information that is already there will not have to be tailored to match 

some other created information.  

 The genomic option, in any case, is certainly not all one could ask 

for in the way of preservation. But though it has defects, it also has the 

advantages of low cost and unobtrusiveness. In fact, it may be argued 

that anyone who is buried is de facto committed to genomic preser-

vation. DNA can certainly be recovered from buried remains and 

probably a complete genome in most cases. In fact, I imagine that an 

important part of a resurrection project, at some point in the future, 

will be devoted to the reconstruction of people from ground burials, 

which stretch back many centuries. 

 Some people find this idea unappealing and would go so far as to 

advocate no genomic reconstruction--unless the person in question 

left a specific request for it. But this we can rebut as follows. In our 

reconstruction we are producing a new person-stage, who ought to 

have authority to decide the propriety of the act of creating him or her. 

If the reconstruction is done properly, the necessary approval should 

follow. In the future it will hopefully not be too difficult, with all our 

advanced understanding, to make it likely that a resurrectee would 

find the new circumstances, if not perfect, at least acceptable and 

desirable. 

 Thus we can go so far as to advocate a resurrection, even in cases 

where there was a specific directive that it not be carried out. The 

question to ask in each case is what would the resulting person-stage 

want, not what did an earlier stage want. For, while a continuer in one 

sense is the “same” person, in another sense it is a different person 

whose rights are not to be compromised by the wishes of someone 

else, even one of its own earlier stages. We are not morally obligated 

to withhold the bringing to life of a being that would want to be 

brought to life, even if a closely related, now vanished someone 

thought it a bad idea. Such an act, in a suitable setting, must be seen as 

a good and noble endeavor, one that is worthy of pursuit and indeed 

ought to be done. 

 An interesting moral conundrum would then arise in the case of 

people who insist on their tissues and DNA not being preserved in the 

event of death. To shorten a possibly long argument, I think such 
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people have a right to arrange for cremation at death and/or other 

destruction of effects, possibly including all copies of the genome. 

(By the same token, a person who so wishes has the right not to be 

frozen or preserved in some other manner.) Though I do not think 

self-destruction is the best course, the right-respecting stance must be 

considered carefully. I think it can be justified on the principle of 

there being at least some significant uncertainty that the denial of 

rights would be better, while the person in question is still alive and 

considers the exercise of those rights important. Such denial is, in 

particular, a slippery slope that can easily lead to a worse situation if 

not very carefully limited. 

 People should instead have a right to believe or think as they wish 

and practice accordingly, respecting the rights of others in turn. This 

tells us, though, that even the respect of rights has rightful limits. 

Arbitrary “rights” would include the right to limit the rights of oth-

ers--something has to give. More to the point here, persons of today 

cannot expect that their wishes will be faithfully respected for all time, 

particularly if those persons are not present in a functioning form as 

advocates. Someday our wisdom should be much greater than that of 

anyone or any group now living. Someday we may reasonably decide 

to create a continuer of someone even if the person in question was on 

record as strongly opposed. Presumably, like the caring and under-

standing parents of a small and confused child, we will know what is 

best and act accordingly.  

Cryonics and Brain Preservation 

 In any case, our problems with missing information will disap-

pear if the preservation of the remains is good enough. Toward this 

end, in cryonics the head or entire body is first treated then frozen and 

stored at low temperature. The treatment involves: (1) chilling the 

body as quickly as possible to near the freezing point (0°C, 32°F) to 

minimize high-temperature deterioration; (2) replacing the body fluid 

with a cryoprotective solution to reduce freezing damage; and (3) 

cooling the body or head to liquid nitrogen temperature (-196°C, 

-320°F).[24] Arrangements for the procedure, moreover, are not 

made by accident. Generally there is signed documentation that the 

participant did want to return in the future and has chosen cryonics in 

hopes it will accomplish that goal. 

 As yet, of course, we do not know how well it will. It mainly 

depends on how well identity-critical information is preserved in 
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frozen brain tissue. One problem we have in assessing this preserva-

tion is that there is still uncertainty as to how memories and other 

information is stored in the brain and how the brain works more 

generally, though a significant amount has been learned, and our 

knowledge is growing. Any evidence of the workability of cryonics 

must still, in large part, be indirect--though there is some interesting 

indirect evidence, as we will see. But we must also give fair hearing 

to the criticism. When this is done, I think we have reason for cau-

tious optimism, which may also extend to some other forms of 

preservation. 

 Unfortunately, an impartial meeting of minds on cryonics in 

which the difficulties would be addressed scientifically in a broad 

forum is probably not yet possible. Among the outspoken critics have 

been cryobiologists, who study the effects of low temperature on 

biological systems, but their criticism has gone beyond the usual 

bounds of rational skepticism, suggesting instead the difficulties we 

noted in Chapter 3 with clashing worldviews. Another, possibly even 

stronger reason for antagonism may be fear of bad publicity for as-

sociating with a fringe element such as the cryonics movement. The 

negativism is reflected in the bylaws of the Society for Cryobiology. 

Membership may be refused or revoked for, among other things, “any 

practice or application of freezing of deceased persons in anticipation 

of their reanimation…” (Section 2.04). Known cryonicists have been 

excluded from the society and forbidden to publish in its journal. 

Society members who openly associate with cryonicists have been 

threatened with expulsion and loss of funding and jobs.[25] In recent 

years these exclusionary policies have not been enforced, and there is 

hope for a further improvement in relations, but a cautious approach 

is still needed. 

 One problem with cryonics for many, including scientists, is that 

under current legal requirements, persons can only be frozen after 

death is pronounced. This in turn follows because a frozen person is 

“dead” according to legal criteria that do not recognize the potential 

of future developments such as nanotechnology (or allow others to 

make decisions for themselves based on their own ideas on these 

matters). A procedure (freezing) that would render persons “dead” 

cannot be allowed unless they are already dead. Once “dead,” how-

ever, they cannot be brought to life--or so runs the ingrained thinking. 

In fact many noncryonicists are hard-pressed when asked to give a 
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definition of death. 

 Criteria for death used to be simple. When heartbeat and respira-

tion had ceased there was no known way of restoring function and 

consciousness, hence the patient was “dead.” That, however, was 

before the advent of cardiopulmonary resuscitation and other tech-

niques that now are able to restore function after what used to be 

regarded as a point of no return. Clearly, then, there was a flaw in the 

definition of death. Again, this definition must be changed to reflect 

information-based criteria. Death, by a reasonable if unrecognized 

standard, does not really occur until sufficient information-bearing 

structure is lost. Until this loss occurs, people could be restored to life 

by suitable procedures applied to their remains. This, I submit, is very 

likely to hold even when such procedures have not been perfected and 

are still a dream of the future--so long as we have reason to think that 

the information is present. This principle, which we can call the Suf-

ficiency of Information Content, seems a difficult one to grasp, even 

for many educated people. 

 To satisfy our intuition and traditional associations, “death” 

should refer to the irreversible cessation of function of an organism. 

Ordinarily it poses no difficulty if we assume that irreversible means 

irreversible by means presently available. Any patient that cannot be 

resuscitated by presently known means will, without special preser-

vation, have long since decomposed by the time, if ever, that means of 

resuscitation become available. The situation is not so simple, how-

ever, for an individual kept frozen at low temperature, since de-

composition is halted. The tissues will remain essentially unchanged, 

almost indefinitely. 

 To decide what “death” would mean in such a case we must 

confront the question of what the future holds in store, not merely in 

the next few years but in decades, centuries, and beyond. This is a 

very tall order. One has only to reflect on the stunning accomplish-

ments of the last few decades and centuries and how unexpected they 

were to see how risky putting limits to such things can be. A small 

part of the possible wonders to come has been considered in the 

discussion of nanotechnology in Chapter 9. 

 Still it seems safe to say that technology, based on the world as we 

know it, has certain basic limits. Some of these involve thermody-

namically irreversible processes such as burning or chemical de-

composition in which information is lost. (Here I am discounting the 
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possibility of recovering this information at something like Tipler‟s 

Omega Point[26] or using other exotic means such as backward time 

travel.) Even with the best of future technology, the only way we 

could “unburn” a piece of paper and get back the exact structure of the 

intertwined cellulose fibers, et cetera, would be through lucky 

guesswork, a thought that has some philosophical consequences, as 

we have seen. But in usual terms we are justified in considering 

burning irreversible, along with melting, decay, and other changes 

that erase information. Other technological limits will probably de-

pend on the impossibility of doing certain computational tasks. There 

will always be practical limits of many sorts too, though we can often 

expect them to relax with time.  

 Of these constraints, the information loss seems the most serious 

from a cryonics standpoint, inasmuch as we want to avoid guesswork 

as far as possible in any proposed reanimation. To get a better idea of 

how “death” and informational issues affect cryonics, let us consider 

an illustration. 

 Suppose you get up in the morning to go to work and the car will 

not start. Certainly this does not prove it can never be started again. 

Instead the problem, say, is traced to a faulty battery. You replace the 

battery, and everything works. The car was not “dead,” only “un-

conscious.” It is clear that much more serious car problems are cor-

rectable too, if one is willing to undertake the necessary labor and 

expense. Say your car is flattened in an avalanche. If you are willing 

to take the trouble you can excavate it and, over time, repair the 

crumpled body and parts, ultimately restoring the machine to running 

order. (This might be justified if you are a wealthy collector and the 

car is a one-of-a-kind antique.) Again, it was not “dead,” only in this 

case, in addition to “unconscious,” it was “very ill.” It is clear such a 

reconstruction could be done under more difficult circumstances, 

though there are limits. If the car is melted to an ingot, for example 

(and assuming no blueprints or plans exist) we can only ask, what was 

it? and give up (or start guessing). Here the problem is that it is not 

possible to infer the functioning state from the damaged state. There 

has been too much damage, and the necessary information is lost.  

 In general, with a repair task, we must infer what ought to be there 

from what still is there. As long as it is possible to do this, it is a 

reasonable bet that a technology can be developed to actually carry 

out the process of repair, whatever that task may turn out to be. So if 
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you can tell what your car would look like, externally and internally, 

if it were fixed, you can be confident that a means is possible (or can 

be devised) to fix it, even if no such means is now known. This, then, 

shows the Sufficiency of Information Content. The same principle 

applies, of course, to mechanisms other than the automobile and, in 

particular, to frozen humans.[27] 

 Here the problems are more complicated. A human being is much 

more intricate than a car; much finer detail must be preserved to offer 

a reasonable chance at repair. The nature of the principal repair is 

very different, too. Since the brain contains the important elements of 

personality and identity, it above all else must be restored to a func-

tioning state. Memories and means of accessing them must be reac-

tivated. The brain is fundamentally an information processing system, 

and somehow its “state of computation” must be adequately recap-

tured. Still, there are basic similarities to the repair of simpler devices.  

 All devices, simple or complicated, are made of atoms. Atoms 

themselves do not age or wear out, but only become misplaced. Re-

pair and restoration is, ultimately, a process of putting atoms into their 

proper places. (In some cases, as with magnetization, it would also 

require restoring certain states of the correctly positioned atoms; this 

probably would not be an issue with the task of restoring frozen tissue, 

however.) The main problem then is to determine where the atoms 

should be placed, not the physical operations of placement, whatever 

these may turn out to be. If the proper places can be determined, then 

in principle there should exist a physical process for producing the 

desired, repaired state. In the case of a frozen patient, we should be 

able to obtain a fully functioning, healthy human who retains the 

critical identity information that has been present all along and, in 

short, is the original person. 

  Resuscitations are now performed, we noted, that were once 

considered impossible. Death, we must conclude, is a process, not an 

event. There is no definite point at which the individual simply “de-

parts.” Sufficiency of Information Content allows the restoration of 

vital functions. Similar considerations should apply in the case of 

cryonics, and we can wait a long time if necessary. 

How Good Is Cryopreservation? 

 We are then left with the problem of what condition a cryonics 

patient may be in: whether the information content really is sufficient 

to allow eventual resuscitation. A frozen human, needless to say, is 
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far more “deathlike” than someone whose heartbeat and breathing 

have only just stopped. When applicable, cardiopulmonary resusci-

tation works because, among other things, the brain is still viable and 

can be restored to function if oxygenation and circulation of blood are 

resumed immediately. The information-bearing structure is clearly 

still intact. If the circulation is halted long enough without other 

protection, however, irreversible damage will occur, though the ex-

tent of this damage may be overestimated. It is widely believed, for 

example, that the brain is irreparably damaged after four to six 

minutes of lack of blood flow at body temperature and that no pro-

cedure can ever be developed that will restore it to function. The brain 

does cease its activity, an instance of what is known more generally as 

brain death. 

 Though death has to be pronounced before cryopreservation can 

begin, it can still be pronounced under the criteria of cessation of 

respiration and heartbeat rather than brain death. So the freezing 

process can be started when the patient, by more recent and reason-

able criteria, is still alive. Except under unusually favorable circum-

stances, however, the ischemic insult (deprivation of oxygen needed 

by the cells to function) is likely to be at least equal to the four to six 

minutes of normothermic (body-temperature) circulatory arrest that is 

believed to cause irreversible loss of function. Cryonically suspended 

patients thus were probably brain-dead before freezing. Since, as we 

have noted, belief in the irreversibility of this condition is so firmly 

entrenched (particularly among the medical and forensic professions), 

it might be thought that there must be massive obliteration of the 

brain structure, at least at the cellular level. But such is not the case. 

 In fact the changes that result in brain death are relatively trivial. 

Waste products accumulate, neurotransmitters are released in toxic 

amounts, and levels of calcium and other ions in the cells are upset. 

Cells swell and blood vessels spasm and constrict. Blood circulation 

is impeded to the point that it cannot be restored by simple means. 

Brain cells, however, remain able to resume most functions long after 

the onset of brain death. Work with monkeys and especially dogs, 

moreover, has succeeded in pushing back the limits of “irreversible” 

circulatory arrest to fifteen minutes or more.[28] Again there seems to 

be a flaw in what is commonly regarded as “death.” 

 A cryonics patient is in worse shape than a barely brain-dead 

patient. Certainly no one has yet been revived from a solidly frozen 
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condition. (To be truly solidly frozen requires a temperature far below 

the freezing point of water--depending on conditions, around -110° to 

-130°C. Tissue, however, will be hard and seem quite thoroughly 

frozen at a much warmer temperature, say -20°C.) Nothing, in fact, 

has been revived after complete freezing or solidification but single 

cells, small multicellular organisms such as early-stage human em-

bryos, small tissue samples, and a few body parts such as heart valves 

and corneas.[29] (It is worth noting that claims of rat hearts being 

revived to beating condition after solid freezing remain unverified at 

this writing and seem doubtful in view of later unsuccessful attempts 

to repeat the experiments.[30]) Many cells suffer extensive damage 

from the freezing process that, together with damage on rewarming, 

renders them unable to resume their functions. 

 But in some respects freezing is less damaging than is commonly 

supposed. It is a misconception, for instance, that cells are nearly all 

ruptured by the expansion of water within the cell as it turns to ice. 

What usually happens is that water freezes outside the cells, causing 

them to shrink and even lose material from the membranes, though 

these generally remain unbroken. Intracellular ice creates its own 

problems for a resuscitation, particularly for a complicated structure 

such as the brain. However, interesting partial successes in resusci-

tating brains have been obtained. Both human brain cells and synaptic 

tissue (suspected of storing memory information) have shown a high 

rate of recovery of function after storage in liquid nitrogen.[31] 

 Some remarkable evidence supporting cryonics came from ex-

periments carried out by Dr. Isamu Suda and colleagues at Kobe 

University in Japan in the 1960s and 1970s. Cat brains were perfused 

with a glycerol solution and cooled to subfreezing temperatures for 

varying amounts of time then rewarmed and supplied with blood. 

Brain-wave activity (electrical discharge) was observed that in some 

cases was virtually indistinguishable from that of a live cat. (In all 

cases the brains had been anesthetized beforehand and were com-

pletely unconscious, though electrical activity continued, as is normal 

under conditions of anesthesia.) In particular, brains could be stored 

at -20°C for five days then rewarmed, with normal-looking brain 

waves. This alone is a powerful argument favoring cryon-

ics--certainly it seems that the brains were still viable after cooling. 

Some detectable, albeit diminished brain-wave activity was observed 

even after more than seven years‟ storage at this temperature.[32]  
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 More recent experiments using lower temperatures and higher 

concentrations of glycerol seem to confirm these findings. In 1995 

Ukrainian cryobiologist Yuri Pichugin and colleagues reported re-

covery of coordinated bioelectrical activity in rabbit brain slices after 

perfusion with up to 35 percent glycerol by volume in water (versus 

15 percent for Suda) followed by cooling to liquid nitrogen temper-

ature and rewarming.[33] This recovery is significant, both in view of 

the much lower temperature and also the higher concentration of 

cryoprotectant (glycerol) that was used. Higher concentrations are 

found to yield better structural preservation but may also be toxic to 

the cells. Here at least the toxicity problem is apparently shown to be 

a manageable one. 

 For good, long-term preservation low temperatures are need-

ed--the tissue must be fully solidified. (The temperature of liquid 

nitrogen, -196°C, is favored since it is easy to maintain, though 

probably somewhat warmer temperatures would be satisfactory.) The 

extra cooling causes significant additional damage, especially in large 

tissue masses such as a mammalian organ or whole organism. In 

balance, however, it seems unlikely to be a massive obliteration of 

information. The tissue does become massively cracked on a fine 

scale, and cells are squeezed to a smaller volume as cell fluid is lost. 

Close inspection of the cracking suggests, however, not an unmiti-

gated disaster but reason for optimism. The breaks are very clean, 

with little appearance of cellular debris. Such debris could be ex-

pected if damage of the information-obliterating sort occurred, either 

from mechanical or chemical disruption. Its absence is no guarantee 

that all is going well enough, of course, but it does suggest preserva-

tion, in an inferable form, of identity-critical structure.[34] 

 Indeed, the main danger zone may well be not the colder but the 

warmer temperatures, particularly above freezing where deterioration 

under ischemia would be far more rapid. But again, the Suda ex-

periments suggest that this problem too is manageable. Other evi-

dence of this sort comes from hypothermic experiments with dogs, 

monkeys, and other mammals. A dog, as one example, can undergo 

the preliminary stages of a cryonic suspension, be chilled to near the 

freezing point of water (not frozen however), and rewarmed after 

several “lifeless” hours with full recovery.[35] Some additional fa-

vorable evidence is furnished by cold-water drowning victims who 

have recovered with no lasting damage after more than an hour under 
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water.[36] This is not to deny the seriousness of the problem. Despite 

the use of cardiopulmonary resuscitation, for example, “fewer than 1 

percent of cardiac patients survive without any brain damage if they 

suffer four to six minutes of cardiac arrest.”[37] This damage, how-

ever, is a long-term effect that does not necessarily imply that brain 

information was lost initially.  

 In balance, then, it seems that much information-bearing brain 

structure does survive cryopreservation, at least under reasonably 

good conditions. The preservation is almost certainly considerably 

better than what is achieved through a non-neural cell sample. The 

ontic criterion, then, is probably far better realized than in the case of 

genomic preservation only. It is less certain whether the medical 

criterion is also met, but I see grounds for optimism here too. 

 More research is needed, of course. We cannot be satisfied with a 

freezing technique that cannot presently be reversed, even if there is 

reason to think the damage is repairable in principle. More assurance 

can only come from improvements in our methods, as demonstrated 

experimentally. The most straightforward and convincing demon-

stration of this sort, reversible suspended animation, is now being 

pursued in earnest. “Twenty-first Century Medicine now has a 

well-funded research program that is generating the kind of results 

necessary to improve cryonic procedures, gain greater credibility for 

cryonics, and achieve suspended animation,” writes CEO Saul 

Kent.[38] New types of solutions and protocols have achieved a 

substantial reduction in the formation of damaging ice crystals as 

tissue is chilled and also rewarmed.[39] The methods must still be 

perfected for use in cryonic suspensions, and, in particular, the 

problem of toxicity must be fully addressed. The outlook, then, 

should be better for those cryopreserved in the future. But I remain 

cautiously optimistic that even today‟s cryonics patients--the major-

ity at least--can be reanimated mentally intact using just the infor-

mation in their remains. It will probably require sophisticated nano-

technology that is not likely to exist for decades. But the point should 

be emphasized, once again, that it is better to freeze than not to freeze. 

Cryonics, for all its present uncertainty, is at least a better choice for 

the dying patient than the usual options of disintegration. 

 One other and I think substantial ground for optimism about 

cryonics concerns the nature of memories in the brain. I include here 

as memories any learned or acquired information. Memories, then, 
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are the critical element that must be recovered if reanimation from 

suspension is to occur since other details, including even missing 

body parts, should be reconstructible from genetic information that is 

likely to survive in multiple copies. Memories in the brain are stored 

redundantly, so that some and possibly much structural obliteration 

could occur without substantial loss. Though there is much mystery 

about the details, it appears that storage of long-term memory--the 

important kind for a reanimation--is a process of strengthening the 

synaptic connections among the neurons of the cerebral cortex or 

outer layer of the brain. Memories are “locked in” by the neurons 

sprouting new connections.[40] The abundance of the neural con-

nections, it is reasonable to conjecture, enhances the likelihood that 

these very memories would persist in the preserved tissue. Though 

tiny, the encoding structures are considerably larger than the na-

noscale of DNA base-pairs and other such molecular features, a fur-

ther insurance against easy obliteration. Memories can last for a 

century in life under body temperature conditions, suggesting they 

are, in fact, relatively durable and hard to erase. So it is likely, I 

submit, that memories would at least remain decipherable after a 

careful attempt to preserve them through freezing, even if present 

methods leave much to be desired. Cryonics seems worth pursuing 

for what it can accomplish now as well as with future improvement. 

 This brings up another ground for objection, however: a cryonics 

patient must be constantly maintained in liquid nitrogen. The frigid, 

water-clear substance is constantly boiling off and has to be replen-

ished. (Cryonics patients are generally stored in large, double-walled 

containers or “dewars” that are filled with liquid nitrogen. Contrary to 

often-expressed opinion, the cold storage does not require electrically 

powered refrigeration and is not vulnerable to power failures, but it 

does require replacement of liquid nitrogen from time to time; typi-

cally this is done at intervals of a week or so.) In the past some frozen 

patients thawed and were lost when their organization went bankrupt, 

as noted in Chapter 2. Cryopreservation is expensive, costs ranging 

from around $30,000 to $130,000 depending on one‟s location, the 

organization‟s fiscal policies, and the type of option chosen 

(head-only versus whole body, for instance). Much of this funding is 

invested after the freezing is complete and the interest income used to 

purchase liquid nitrogen on an ongoing basis. One way to reduce the 

cost is to use a preservative method that does not require such 
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maintenance, which will also eliminate the danger of thawing. 

The Chemical Alternative 

 High quality chemical fixation has been used for many years in 

preserving biological specimens, and this method may offer promise 

or even be better than freezing.[41] Once again, its efficacy will de-

pend, primarily, on how well brain structure is preserved in an in-

ferable form. It is not necessary, as usual, that the cells be restorable 

to a functioning state by today‟s methods (in this case they usually are 

not) so long as enough information is captured. Unfortunately, the use 

of chemical fixatives as a possible route to eventual reanimation is 

still in its infancy and has not been well researched. More effort is 

needed to assess how well the critical structures are preserved. (Un-

like low temperature, fixative may preserve some structures but by-

pass others due to impediments in the circulatory system.) Presently 

such preservation is difficult to arrange, and long-term storage is 

problematical. Cryonics remains the preferred choice for most people 

desiring reanimation. There is no guarantee that cryonics organiza-

tions will survive or be able to transfer their patients to other organ-

izations if they do not. But at least there are several such organiza-

tions that have been in business for decades now, with a good record 

for keeping people frozen. More are signing up for cryonics all the 

time, and ongoing research offers the possibility of substantial im-

provements in techniques, as we have seen. 

 The advent of such improvements, to the extent of demonstrating 

reversible suspended animation, would brighten the picture in nu-

merous ways. The scientific community and people at large, includ-

ing any skeptical cryobiologists, would be confronted with more 

tangible evidence of our coming immortality. It would be hard evi-

dence to ignore and should lead to much better approaches to the 

problem of getting suspended for those who need it. Today‟s sus-

pension is impeded by the legal system. The patient, we noted, must 

be pronounced dead before freezing can occur. With a reversible 

process, a cryopreserved patient would have to be considered still 

alive. Cryopreservation would become simply another medical pro-

cedure. It might be used when the patient was in good health but 

facing a terminal condition, as in the early stages of Alzheimer‟s 

disease or even simple old age. The widespread acceptance of such a 

procedure should translate to many more lives being saved with de-

bilitation circumvented. 
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 But there could also be a great moral dilemma because one likely 

problem would be cost. Cryonics today is not cheap compared to 

more conventional means of disposal such as burial or cremation, 

though there are approaches, such as funding through life insurance, 

that make the cost bearable for many who are not wealthy. (It might 

be cheaper if the practice were more widespread, but it still would 

probably be expensive due to the complexity of the procedure and the 

necessity and difficulty of maintaining those in suspension.) Great 

technical improvements will probably make cryonics more expensive 

and possibly prohibitive to all but the wealthy. The moral dilemma 

will then arise that many lives could be saved but only through mas-

sive subsidies and cutbacks on other expenditures, some of which will 

be worthy in their own right. Alternative preservation methods will 

then be sought. Possibly the cruder freezing procedures of today will 

be retained, or a high-temperature, chemical method may be devel-

oped, or a combination, say, of chemical fixation or tissue stabiliza-

tion and storage in permafrost. (One organization, the Cryonics So-

ciety of Canada, has offered fixation coupled with permafrost storage 

already, though few so far have been interested.[42]) 

Coming Back: a Possible Repair Scenario 

 We have now examined biostasis techniques with an eye to how 

well the critical information-bearing structures in the brain may be 

preserved. It is assumed that technology of the future, particularly 

nanotechnology, will make it possible to restore any sufficiently 

well-preserved remains to the functioning human they once were. But 

it will be instructive to take a closer, if still speculative, look at this 

anticipated repair process. We will consider the case of persons pre-

served cryonically, assuming the goal is to restore them to a biolog-

ically functioning state with good recovery of mental functions--in 

short, achieving the medical criterion. 

 Repairing a frozen human, if it is to be possible, will require a 

long wait until the needed technology can be developed and possibly 

another substantial wait while it is applied. Implicit in the notion of 

“repair,” of course, is the idea of curing any ailments that may be 

present. All disorders--including the enfeeblements of aging--must be 

eliminated, and the frozen tissue must be rendered to a condition in 

which it can be rewarmed and become viable. Perhaps repair and 

rewarming will occur concurrently, or some rewarming could be 

done first. 
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 Assuming the preservation was good enough, an issue to face is 

whether the necessary inference of information, and the repair and 

resuscitation of the functioning individual, could be done in a prac-

tical enough way that society of the future would be likely to carry it 

out. If not, it is a real possibility that a frozen though recoverable 

patient could still be thawed and lost rather than further maintained 

until more dedicated and enlightened individuals could take on the 

needed responsibilities. This, like many other things, cannot be ruled 

out in our present ignorance. But I will conjecture it is not likely, 

based on the thought that persons will probably become more en-

lightened relatively soon, as the prospects for great lengthening of life 

and improvements in its quality become apparent. 

 Frozen people, then, will be seen as assets in the manner we 

considered before, being expected to make interesting contributions 

in the lives of their benefactors and others. Reasonable efforts will be 

made to “bring them around,” and self-repairing, largely self-directed, 

intelligent devices should make it inexpensive. Moreover, there is 

reason to think that a reanimation process, despite its complexity, 

could be done relatively quickly, in a matter of years at most (see 

below). Each case could then be approached with all the care and 

attention it deserved. Damaged tissue would be repaired or rebuilt, 

perhaps at low temperature by tiny, motorized components that did 

not require a warm environment, and then rewarmed to a functioning 

state. 

 The imaginative repair scenario below was devised by computer 

scientist and encryption expert Ralph Merkle,[43] following 

Drexler‟s suggestions in Engines of Creation.[44] Merkle‟s is a 

streamlined approach that focuses on repair of the brain. Rebuilding a 

body and enervating it to respond properly to the demands of the 

brain are regarded as of secondary difficulty, easier to carry out than 

brain repair itself (a view that is widely shared by cryonicists, in-

cluding myself, though not universal). Merkle concludes, “Restora-

tion of the brain down to the molecular level should eventually prove 

technically feasible.” To speed the almost unimaginably complex 

repair process, he envisions a “divide and conquer” strategy in which 

the frozen brain tissue would be parceled into very small pieces, 

without significant loss of structural information, and each piece an-

alyzed in detail by molecular-scale devices. 

 Actually two types of repair scenario are projected. The 
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“onboard” scenario requires that all repairs be done in place without 

excising and transferring bits of tissue to remote locations. The 

“offboard” scenario relaxes this restriction, allowing greater flexibil-

ity in the repair process and other advantages such as a larger mass of 

repair devices working in parallel. It is the offboard scenario that 

Merkle gives the greatest attention to and that will be considered here. 

It should be emphasized that this is, in many ways, a worst-case 

scenario, intended to make a strong case that at least some form of 

satisfactory repair process is possible and will one day be realized. 

(An effort at a more realistic repair scenario has been made by 

Gregory Fahy;[45] however, Merkle‟s approach is conceptually 

simpler and thus seems more suitable from the standpoint of proof of 

principle.) 

 The offboard repair process splits into three subtasks. The first 

has the goal of simply extracting all pertinent information from the 

given tissue sample. If necessary, a complete description at the mo-

lecular level could be obtained. This would probably require “disas-

sembly,” or tearing down the frozen tissue into molecular compo-

nents, but in a controlled way that would allow for reassembly, much 

as an ancient building may be disassembled brick-by-brick by ar-

chaeologists and the parts carefully labeled for later reassembly at 

another site. (Molecules themselves might be trapped and stored in 

individual, designated locations to effectively label them.) The se-

cond task would be to infer the healthy state of the tissue from the 

frozen state, something requiring a massive computing effort but 

feasible (arguably) with the powerful devices we will have in the 

future. The third and final operation would be to reassemble the 

frozen tissue in a repaired state, that is, to carry out actual repair. In its 

later stages, it would lead to integrating the fragments of tissue into an 

intact brain and integrating that brain into a repaired or rebuilt body. 

 At some point a rewarming operation would be necessary to re-

turn the repaired tissue to a functioning state. One possibility would 

be first to render the tissue in a vitrified condition in which chemical 

and mechanical damage have been minimized by the elimination of 

ice crystals and other optimizations have been performed at the mo-

lecular level. The tissue might then be rapidly warmed using mi-

crowave irradiation. (Microwave rewarming has in fact been used in 

cryobiological applications.) Blanket microwaving is just one possi-

ble approach, of course, and a crude one, a better one being the use of 
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rapid but highly controlled heating, applied selectively and differen-

tially at different points within the cold tissue. This in turn ought to 

become feasible, along with other advances, if nanotechnology can be 

perfected.[46] 

 One device important to the projected repair process is the gen-

eral-purpose assembler considered in Chapter 9. Such a machine will 

not work nonscientific miracles, but it should allow us to approach 

the limits of what is allowed by physics as currently understood. 

Conceptually, much of the needed repairs should be simple and 

straightforward, even if advanced devices we do not yet possess will 

be needed. Many cells and parts of the body ought to be simply re-

placeable, as we have noted, from genomic information, and the re-

dundancy of brain information will help. However, even in the case of 

crucial memory-specific structures, it seems a safe bet that much 

damage could occur without obliterating the essential information, 

much as a book can be heavily damaged by tearing or even charring 

the pages while still allowing recovery of the text. 

 Basing his computations on the known speed of biological syn-

thesis Merkle is able to arrive at an estimate of the total time re-

quirement of the repair process: 3.2Ч10[23] machine-seconds. This 

(which is intended as an upper limit, not a tight bound) would occupy 

many trillions of years if performed in sequential fashion, one oper-

ation at a time. It becomes much more feasible with the divide and 

conquer strategy that is suggested, however, which uses many ul-

traminiaturized components working together. Such devices, suitably 

programmed, ought to be able to proliferate in vast numbers, much as 

small organisms do today. Merkle estimates that a device with suffi-

cient complexity to enable it to carry out adequate repairs could be 

built with a weight of no more than 10 billion (10[10]) hydrogen 

atoms. 3.2Ч10[15] (3.2 quadrillion) such machines would require a 

total of about three years to carry out disassembly and repair of the 

brain, which should be the most difficult, time-consuming step. 

 Each machine would operate on a tissue mass equal in weight to 

about 3 trillion hydrogen atoms, or 300 times its own weight. It would 

process this tissue during the three-year interval, at the end of which 

the different fragments (all 3.2 quadrillion) would be reunited and 

otherwise integrated into a fully repaired or reconstituted brain and 

body. (Again, repair or recreation of the body would be a minor op-

eration compared to the brain work, taking substantially less time.) 
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The total mass of the machines would be about 530 grams, or 40 

percent of the mass of the brain. The major processing could be done 

in the solid state at low subfreezing temperature. This would not limit 

the capabilities of the largely mechanical repair devices as envisioned. 

Since the machines would largely be self-programmed, self-directed, 

and self-repairing, the cost of the repair could be very low, like 

growing a field of clover, which is a very complex process that bio-

logical devices now perform without human input at all. Moreover, a 

great deal of variability in these parameters is possible without pre-

cluding such an operation. For example, a requirement of 530 kilo-

grams of repair devices, 1,000 times more than just estimated, “would 

have little impact on feasibility.”[47] 

 This, then, is one possible scenario for the repair and resuscitation 

of a deep-frozen human. It is certainly not the only possible one. 

Proof-of-principle concepts have been stressed, and the approaches 

that are actually used could be quite different. (One possibility in 

particular is some form of uploading or expression of the person in an 

artificial, computational device, bypassing the necessity of biological 

tissue altogether.) Other details have been overlooked, such as the 

level of understanding of how the brain works that would be need-

ed--much more will have to be understood, beyond our current level. 

But it shows how, with adequate structural information in the frozen 

remains, a return to conscious life should be possible. It would, of 

course, not involve any guesswork or metaphysical assumptions 

about alternate worlds, et cetera, which we would have to invoke in 

the more compromised cases such as genomic preservation. Not only 

would the repair process be feasible in principle, but it could be car-

ried out with reasonable efficiency once the technology became 

available. 

Choosing Physical Preservation 

 Cryonics, then, or some other method of high-quality brain 

preservation, seems a preferable course to follow in our efforts to 

attain immortality. Despite uncertainties the evidence suggests that 

cryonics may succeed and thus save the lives of those who make the 

arrangements. Ongoing research should offer both improved tech-

niques and better knowledge, so the cryonicist of today may benefit 

from a considerably improved procedure when it is finally needed. 

We will also be in a better position to judge the efficacy of other 

preservative methods. 
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 Because of its promise, I feel that cryonics is an important strat-

egy to consider for a Philosophy of Action. It--along with any other, 

comparable brain-preserving procedures to combat the onset of 

death--should form a major “plank” in our moral platform. In this 

way we can best support progress to our proper destiny. This raises 

one more criticism that is sometimes urged against cryonics, that it is 

“selfish.” I reply that, of course it is, but not unduly so--instead, 

rightly so! This is based on the premise that attaining immortality and 

a more-than-human status is the rightful destiny of each individu-

al--which of course it is. All sentient life is precious, as I have argued, 

and this is all the more so for human life--including oneself. 

 Connected with the problem of selfishness is the problem of re-

sources, which some like to raise. How can we justify committing 

resources to a project like biostasis “with so many poor people in the 

world to feed,” and the like? Many people who raise this question 

wear jewelry or nice clothes, drive their own car, send their children 

to good schools, and otherwise enjoy the fruits of affluence rather 

more than the ones they are ostensibly concerned about. These 

fair-weather soldiers we can easily enough dismiss, but it will not 

resolve the underlying issue, which is certainly a real one. The right 

starting point for an answer, I think, is to recognize that there are a 

number of worthy goals we must try to meet, and our resources are 

not unlimited--but still we can reasonably pursue more than one good 

thing at once. Ridding the world of its evils, such as poverty, is not a 

simple matter in any case. Arguably more progress in such matters 

has come from technology created for self-interested reasons than 

from humanitarian efforts such as donations of food and material, 

however well intended, which is not to deny that such efforts are 

worthy and to be encouraged. But I think we can reasonably pursue 

many goals concurrently that build toward the greater goals of im-

mortalization and abundance for all--with self-interest as one rea-

sonable motivating factor. 

 “Looking out for number one” can certainly be mishandled--but a 

healthy commitment to one‟s own future, mentally, physically, and 

morally, is still a right and worthy cause. With the immortalist per-

spective the future becomes open-ended, and one is no longer bound 

by old and tragic limits. A new challenge is issued, and one should 

rise to it boldly. Make your arrangements, and also, make your wishes 

clear. 
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 This brings up an issue, the problem of imperfect preservation, 

which we addressed for the case of genomic preservation. Something 

more should be said now, with the emphasis toward those of us, 

mainly cryonicists, who are committed to the more serious biostasis 

option that we hope will fully capture our identity-critical information. 

The problem, of course, is that it also might not. 

 Imperfect preservation is something that might be very common, 

or even universal, for those in cryonics dying today and for some time 

to come. Certainly we do not know, at the level we would like, how 

well we are preserving our cryonics patients and probably will not 

know for some time. This problem is of great concern in the cryonics 

community, and efforts to address it through research are under way, 

as we have noted, notwithstanding the grounds cited for optimism. 

For now, we are stuck with the possibility, at least, that our preser-

vation is inadequate. We must then consider what avenues if any are 

open to counter the prospect that a full resuscitation from our pre-

served remains will not prove feasible. 

 As it turns out, there is something you can do to assist with your 

reanimation, however your preservation turns out, something we have 

already considered for the case of genomic preservation. This is to 

make a record of things that are important to you, and have it pre-

served for your reanimation. It is something you can start on today, 

using such means as paper and ink, photographs, and audio or video 

tape. The information you record might include your fondest memo-

ries, your preferences, your hopes, goals, and so on. (To give a 

rounded, authentic picture, it is also advisable to add your worst ex-

periences, greatest dislikes, et cetera.) This could be of great aid in 

reconstructing your personality if your physical preservation is in-

adequate. The record you make could be updated in the course of your 

life too. Some cryonics organizations encourage their members to 

make and keep such a record, and probably any will assist with the 

preservation, if you show enough interest. This, of course, is no 

guaranteed panacea but a start in forestalling the problem, as it ap-

plies to you. 

 More generally, you should think about what you would like done, 

in case insufficient information is available from all sources for a 

straightforward reanimation. Do you want the missing information 

left blank, in other words, or “reinvented,” that is, filled out by rea-

sonable guesswork? Do you want to come back amnesiac, or with full 
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memories but memories lacking the traditional historical ties or 

context? Or is there still another option you would prefer? We have 

considered arguments, such as the case for ontic robustness, that fa-

vor “reinventing” to fill out a reasonably complete individual--all 

information, of course, to be consistent with the historical record and 

assembled by the best educated guesswork. (This, the hyperontic 

resurrection, is what I would strongly prefer in my own case, if the 

preservation turns out to be inadequate. And of course I wish to be 

frozen in the event of death for possible eventual reanimation. So now 

I have stated my preference and you, reader, can similarly state yours.) 

But this is a matter for the individual to decide. Once you have made 

up your mind, though, once again, record your wishes! 

 

 In any case, furthering the aim of one‟s immortalization is very 

important. Preservation options could save many lives. But to do this 

they must be effective and affordably available. Involvement in 

cryonics, to the extent of making arrangements for one‟s own freez-

ing, will not only maximize one‟s chances of benefit, but send a 

message to the world at large. And, indeed, all the world should be 

making use of the biostasis option right now. This, of course, is a tall 

order--it is unlikely that any mass conversion of attitudes will take 

place overnight. It will take time, and, it seems, losses of life will 

occur on a massive scale that could have been avoided. 

 As it turns out though, even with the current high cost cryonics 

would be affordable worldwide. Roughly 50 million people die each 

year,[48] most of them in ways that leave the brain reasonably in-

tact--for a short time--during which it could be preserved by freezing. 

Multiplied by $50,000, a typical 1990s cost for a head-only suspen-

sion,[49] this works out to $2.5 trillion, about 10 percent of the 1995 

world gross national product.[50] So it would be costly to save nearly 

everybody who dies, but not impossible if, say, there was a massive 

effort that would charitably bear expenses for those unable to meet 

the cost themselves. If such an effort were undertaken, and cryonics 

became a “common task,” then economies of scale would probably 

drive down the price considerably, plus the level of interest in this 

option would generate much research to improve, diversify, and 

further reduce the cost of techniques. This, of course, is another 

dream at this stage. What has been accomplished so far in cryonics is 

but a small beginning, affecting a handful of “aficionados” while 
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leaving most of the world the way it was. But interest is growing, a 

trend we expect to continue so long as research progresses both in and 

outside the field and people continue to think about what they want 

out of life and might be able to attain. 

Summary and Conclusions 

 In summary, the Philosophy of Action demands we take a proac-

tive stand in furthering our own prospects for immortality. This, 

while directed toward self-benefit, need not be selfish in a narrow 

sense. To eliminate death and bring about a proper immortality is a 

noble and worthy cause, one with implications for humanity as a 

whole and its future. It is a cause we should commit ourselves to, here 

and now, as far as we are able, even though the world has many woes 

that need addressing. 

 Conditions now are still primitive--we cannot control aging and 

senescence, for example, though we are making progress and can at 

least take some steps to better our health and marginally extend our 

lives. But because of our still-mortal status, an important part of our 

commitment must involve the steps to be taken at the time of clinical 

death. (And we will have to worry about clinical death even after the 

advent of radical life extension, as we have noted.) Taking these steps 

for ourselves--making arrangements in advance for our own preser-

vation in hopes of eventual reanimation--should inspire us to a more 

optimistic attitude about life in general, and we can then try to make 

that feeling contagious. The world, we may hope, will waken to a 

stronger feeling that immortality is a worthy aim--one, moreover, that 

can be realistically pursued even in our present, death-dominated 

existence. Through our personal commitment, then, we inspire the 

outsider to join and assist our cause, and hasten the day when all may 

enjoy what none has known before. 

 Commitment to a personal strategy of biostasis is only one rather 

limited feature of a Philosophy of Action. I think it has overriding 

importance, however, given the state of things today and the conse-

quences that logically follow if one accepts biostasis for the reasons 

we have considered. Because of this and the resistance with which 

such commitment is often met--for what I think are insufficient and 

tragically shortsighted reasons--I have emphasized it strongly. Se-

cond to this (once one has settled on such commitment) is to support 

research and development as much as possible. This can be pursued 

by keeping up with progress in the relevant fields (cryonics itself, of 
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course, but other areas too, such as aging research and nanotechnol-

ogy), investing or donating funds, or even, in appropriate cases, be-

coming a researcher yourself. We should also, of course, be attentive 

to new therapies and treatments and, in appropriate cases, consider 

their usage to improve our health and further our immortalization. 

The issue of what attitudes more generally we should cultivate was 

addressed in the last chapter; a few remarks are worth adding. 

 In general, once again, a stance of benevolence toward others is 

called for: we should be kind, compassionate, and loving. We should, 

with due care and consideration, practice the Golden Rule in both of 

its forms: Do not do to others what you would not want done to 

yourself; do for others what you would want done for yourself.[51] 

Prejudice based on such divisions as race, gender, national origin, or 

sexual orientation we must shun, as immortalists generally do. Be-

sides the all-important value of love, other values worth upholding 

are courage, reason, creativity, hope, truthfulness, fairness, freedom, 

unity, tolerance, responsibility, and respect for life.[52] If we can take 

these seriously and convince others to do the same, the world will be a 

better place, with a greater likelihood of becoming what we would 

really like it to be. 

 Among other things, this will involve a reasoned and considerate 

effort at promoting our ideas. Certainly an immortalist has a unique 

perspective on “respect for life.” We hope our particular respect can 

become contagious--we would like, if we could, to bring the world 

around to an immortalist stance--as a prelude to securing it for eter-

nity. A world of considerate immortalists would be a better world all 

around--which of course would work to our individual benefit. But 

we must be realistic and not expect too much too soon, nor fall into 

too strident a promotional effort among the unready. Such 

“arm-twisting” can easily backfire and do more harm than good. A 

decent show of respect and willingness to consider other positions 

will probably accomplish more, overall, even if tragic and avoidable 

losses must occur. 

 More generally, we can cultivate respect for sentient life, not 

overlooking its prospects for a higher destiny but also respecting the 

realities of today. Every such life-form, I maintain, has some worth 

and can expect an ultimate immortalization. As a gesture of respect 

toward fellow creatures, and for reasons connected with health, some 

immortalists, myself included, have become vegetarians. The issue of 
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vegetarianism is a complex one, however, and I do not feel the moral 

imperative in this case is clear-cut. More generally still, there are 

many matters relating to attitudes, practices, and policies that have no 

obvious or easy answers and seem, at least for now, best left to indi-

vidual judgment. 

 But we are left with immortalization as a moral project, as we 

noted in the last chapter. This is the way we must approach this great 

task, the realization of our destiny. For it is only in this way that I 

think three important objectives can be met: (1) to fully justify our 

aspiration to an immortal existence; (2) to realize maximum benefit, 

both overall and individually; and (3) to optimize our chances of 

success. As we approach the task, our dedication must grow, nurtured 

with courage and hope. From a project, then, our immortalization 

must advance to a crusade, albeit a careful, kindly crusade, in which 

we seek to interact constructively with others, even our bitter oppo-

nents, to best further our aims and win them over in the bargain. But 

we see that our position, to work for immortalization through reason, 

science, and technology, inspired by love and guided by 

knowledge,[53] becomes our moral imperative. Let it be so. 

 

CHAPTER 18. 

The World at Large and the Future 

 

An old adage claims that “the more things change, the more they stay 

the same.” This is interestingly confirmed, on the grandest possible 

scale, if we accept the multiverse. We have noted how the multiverse 

is timeless and unchanging overall, regardless of happenings however 

hectic, at the level of observer reality. But I think the adage applies 

even at the observer level, and from it we can draw comfort in the 

face of a strange and unprecedented future.  

 In today‟s world things are changing fast, much faster than they 

did in former times. Many are frightened and wish the pace would 

slow down. To us immortalists, by way of contrast, certain changes 

are not happening fast enough. We have no use for things such as 

aging and terminal diseases and are hoping for a time, the sooner the 

better, when we will not have to put up with them. But we too have to 

confront a future where many things will change. It raises the ques-

tions of what sort of world we can expect and whether it will be a 

suitable place to live out a very long and maybe endless existence. 
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Here I think we can take heart in the likelihood of certain, positive 

things remaining the same through all the anticipated changes, which 

in turn should mainly be changes for the better. But it will be 

worthwhile to briefly address the concerns of those who do not share 

this optimism before considering more directly the sorts of changes 

and constancies that might occur in our transition from mortal to 

immortal. 

 In fact, many of the worries are twofold. There is concern over 

change--the collapse and disappearance of the familiar as alterations 

take effect and a possibly worse situation develops. But it is also 

feared that certain unwanted things will stay the same--bad effects 

such as social injustice, poverty, and terrorism, along with such 

problems as difficulty in finding work. The changes, in fact, are seen 

as prolonging such problems or making them worse. Life extension 

could overburden the job market, for instance, as older people remain 

productive and fail to die “on schedule.” Generally though, the wor-

riers do not consider more radical changes such as modifications to 

the human organism, which we can now foresee. Such changes are 

inevitable and, indeed, have started already on a modest scale, with 

such advances as tooth and corneal implants, bone and skin grafting, 

artificial hip replacement, coronary bypass surgery, gene therapy, 

tissue engineering, and the use of chemical “strength builders” in 

sports. Another class of advances is neural implants. Electrically ac-

tive components are surgically inserted into the brain or at other 

points in the body to control seizures and motion disorders, provide 

the deaf with hearing, maintain the rhythm of the heart, or, more 

experimentally, assist in seeing and motor control of artificial 

limbs.[1] Overall we are living longer in better health, a first step 

toward becoming more-than-human. 

 This suggests a more optimistic outlook, in which changes for the 

better, such as improvements in our very physical makeup, will lead 

to ways of overcoming once and for all certain traditional limitations. 

Such “innate” traits as basic intelligence, health status, and other 

strengths or weaknesses should no longer depend on accidents of our 

genes or upbringing. Education, including reeducation, has long been 

available to impart new skills or knowledge and facilitate changes in 

location and lifestyle. Today it is helping overcome limits based on 

cultural and other divisions, and the world is becoming more unified 

as living standards improve. But the more venturesome can now go 
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further, in a limited way. Such “basics” as race and gender can be 

altered through surgical and other techniques, for example; the future 

should open many more such doors. It is hard to imagine any non-

suicidal person who will not eventually desire substantial changes, 

reversal of aging, for instance, then--why not?--enhanced intelligence, 

and so on.  

 Meanwhile, automation on unprecedented scales should free us of 

drudgery. The necessity to “make a living” in some sense will 

probably always be with us, but it will not seem at all what it is now. 

Today we distinguish business from pleasure, as in “business before 

pleasure.” People spend much of their lives working at things they 

would not do if they did not have to, “to make ends meet.” Some of 

this mismatch seems traceable to the fact that, despite our advances, 

including fledgling successes with improving our physiology, we are 

still basically the creations of unthinking nature. We are biological 

throwaways, jerry-built by natural selection, and we evolved for 

lifestyles very different from what most practice today. Our past and 

present deserves a respectful remembrance, yet by themselves are 

limited and limiting. Our basic and, in my view, unlimited worth lies 

not so much in what we are or have been but in what we can become. 

Toward this end, in the future we will be able to adapt and develop in 

ways not possible before. I think, then, we will come to feel that 

whatever sort of world we find for ourselves, it is “right” in a deep 

sense that is probably beyond our experience now. For life can never 

be satisfactory or complete--its fundamental, ineffable goodness 

cannot be realized--until the sentence of death is lifted, aging is cured, 

and we have options to develop as we wish not bound by old limits. 

 I see three main stages in this anticipated advance, which we will 

consider in turn. These I will call human--our present level--then 

transhuman--where we may be in a little while, as our upward climb 

progresses--then finally, posthuman--the “high ground” we are really 

striving for, though not a consummated state either. Needless to say, 

it will not be easy to imagine what the later features of this process 

will be like; our speculative survey will be limited to a few main 

points. But overall we can take comfort in the prospects, which 

should not frustrate but fulfill our finest aspirations and lead to a new 

and stable order based on the permanence of the individual. 

Coping with Resistance 

 We noted how there is widespread fear about some of the things 
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we are now doing. One case in point is the cloning of mammals. 

Humans are mammals. We have cloned livestock and can probably 

clone a person too, using substantially the same methods--indeed, the 

preliminary step of creating an embryo has already been announced, 

as noted in Chapter 9. Many have found this disturbing and feel we 

are probing into areas we should not. Sometimes reasonable objec-

tions are raised. A human cloned from an adult could have shorter 

telomeres and thus age faster than a natural child. All sensible people 

agree that this is one reason to hold off for awhile, until we know 

better what to expect. But I think the objection to human cloning runs 

deeper than can be accounted for on such reasonable grounds. (The 

telomere problem might be easily avoided by using a cell from an 

infant or fetus or one treated with telomerase.) Instead there seems to 

be a general fear of entrusting our fate to our own devising, which 

extends to any efforts we might make to substantially change the 

human condition. 

 People, in short, fear that bad must follow if we try to tamper with 

things as they are. Some of this fear I think is attributable to simple 

alienation. People tend to be repelled by new things in general. Such 

aversion can be understood as a survival trait since many new things 

are a threat or are otherwise inferior to the “tried and true.” The case 

of new, advanced knowledge probably throws up additional road-

blocks. Scientific subjects are not easy to master and get increasingly 

difficult as more discoveries are made requiring additional 

knowledge and understanding. 

 Certainly too there is tangible evidence of the horrors that can 

follow when human effort and ingenuity are bent to destructive ends, 

as in the terrible history of modern warfare. Such bad effects, how-

ever, are offset by many good ones: everything from medical ad-

vances to improvements in communication, transportation, data 

processing, and even (sometimes) the food we eat. Not even many 

doomsayers would advocate a return to the horse-and-buggy era that 

preceded our present, automated world with so many comforts, 

however short of perfection it may still be. And things are not 

standing still. We are caught up in ongoing technological progress, 

something that should benefit us more and more. Yet there is not 

much enthusiasm for the thought that this could be our deliverance. 

 The apathy and even hostility to the idea of salvation through 

science probably runs deeper than a simple dislike of unfamiliar, 
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complicated subjects or even the fear of a future world war or other 

cataclysm. Instead it appears to involve a worldview confrontation, a 

calling into question that many find difficult to face and would rather 

not think about. Consider again human cloning, in which a person is 

to be made through a laboratory procedure. That such a thing should 

be possible brings home the fact that, just like every other functioning 

device, a human is a construct made of atoms. There is no mystical, 

“spiritual” essence. It is easy to see how mystically inclined people 

will be unsettled. But others too, who are not strongly attached to 

such views, are still reluctant to endorse “technology as deliver-

ance”--though I think they will be convinced as progress continues. 

 This could still take considerable convincing, for people do not 

change worldviews lightly. Such coping mechanisms are important 

for life and death issues and powerfully influence reactions to inno-

vations that may impact such issues. Generally, worldviews hold that 

death is unavoidable and irreversible or that a superhuman agent is 

needed to overcome death. Typical views based on science, reason, 

and materialism hold that death and eternal oblivion are eventual 

certainties and must be accepted with no hope of escape. People who 

hold such views are, I think, especially resistant to hoping for 

something better. Such hopes might be dashed. It is better to have no 

hope, to simply have no interest than to entertain a hope that seems to 

rest on too flimsy a foundation. But another viewpoint is possible, as 

we have seen, that is neither mystical nor death-accepting, though at 

the same time placing the burden on ourselves to solve some tough 

problems. 

 The “truths” we have considered in this work are presented as 

working hypotheses only, to be tested as far as possible by evidence. 

It is possible that one or more of them can be overturned, but we can 

be inspired by the very fact that they are open to question; we are not 

committing ourselves to dogmas. It is not always easy to test claims, 

especially claims about what is possible in the future but has not 

happened yet. Some testing can be done through such means as log-

ical extrapolation based on what has been reasonably established 

already. But again there is uncertainty. Uncertainty, however, need 

not be a cause of despair but can inspire us: life would be dull indeed 

if all interesting questions had been answered already. Instead, it 

seems that we can never exhaust the supply of interesting unanswered 

questions, and this is one reason to have confidence that life will 
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always have meaning. 

 Today I think it is often questioned whether life has real meaning, 

and that brings us back to the first of our three postulated divisions of 

the future, the human phase. This we can expect will continue for at 

least a while, though it may end sooner than we think. A reasonable 

termination point, I offer, is when life spans have been significantly 

lengthened, including the “maximum” life span. Before that time, we 

are still essentially human as today, but after aging is no longer able to 

retire successive generations in the customary manner, we begin our 

transhuman phase.  

Immortalism and Human Problems 

 Let us now look at some of the problems confronting us today and 

ask whether and how a philosophical outlook along the immortalist 

lines developed here might help address these problems. This is a 

deep subject, of course, and it is only possible to suggest some major 

themes and what seem appropriate responses. 

 At a basic level, again, is the issue of meaning. We have come a 

long way, scientifically and technologically, but uncertainties seem to 

plague us more than ever, in particular, confusion about the future and 

what our role in the scheme of things ought to be. Yet some good 

answers can be arrived at by considering some of our deepest wishes, 

such as the desire for a nonterminating, better-than-human existence. 

This we have done, with a cautiously reassuring conclusion. We will 

have to put forth no small effort to realize the happy immortality that 

seems to be possible, but the reward will be great. We can then ap-

proach the future with confidence: life will have meaning for those 

who seek diligently and will offer benefits that justify the effort--such 

at least, can be our working hypothesis.  

 Human history has seen its fair share of violence, something that 

became particularly horrible in the twentieth century, as institutions 

of death became more mechanized and new means of destruction 

were perfected. This, of course, we hope to decisively put behind us 

as we approach a more-than-human future. We must certainly abolish 

war--before it abolishes us. There is no guarantee that we can, but the 

prospect of our self-immortalization at least supplies some strong 

new incentives. In addition there is the issue of resource management. 

In former times much conflict resulted over competition for limited 

resources. Groups with differing cultural backgrounds and 

worldviews found it especially tempting to fight it out, demonizing 
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each other in the process and fostering hatreds that have festered in 

some places around our globe for millennia. Something of this sorry 

“struggle for survival” is seen today in the Middle East, the Balkans, 

and some cities in the United States. 

 Here, though, we have reasons for optimism: our new prospects 

offer a two-pronged attack on such dreary reruns from a mortal past. 

On one hand, there is our developing capability to satisfy basic wants, 

which is accentuated by the trends we see toward smaller family sizes 

and more responsible addressing, overall, of the problem of human 

needs. On the other, the prospect of our own immortalization calls for 

a new worldview in which old dogmas, hatreds, and other sources of 

division are put aside. In our new quest for Heaven, we can hopefully 

work together more than was possible before. 

 Though there is this ground for optimism, there is also increasing 

danger, much of it not from large organized groups such as countries 

but small fringe groups and isolated individuals. Our population is 

still growing, with its inevitable retinue of marginal, unhappy ele-

ments. Destructive devices can be acquired or manufactured by those 

with enough ability and/or dedication. There are plenty of smart but 

alienated people, some of whom are inclined to take matters into their 

own hands, and terrorism is now inflicted on a private scale not seen 

before. While general, positive trends may do much in calming and 

revitalizing the vast majority, the isolated, disgruntled elements may 

not be persuaded so easily. 

 Some of the dangers terrorists pose and the intricate, fuzzy 

boundaries that exist more generally between genius and madness, 

good and evil, are brutally illustrated in the case of Theodore Ka-

czynski, the notorious “Unabomber.” Born in 1942, a Harvard 

graduate at age twenty, by the late 1960s Kaczynski had become an 

assistant math professor at the University of California at Berkeley, 

with an apparently secure future. But the troubled young instructor 

had other thoughts.  

 By the early 1970s he had withdrawn to the Montana wilderness, 

where he hand-built a small cabin with no running water or electricity 

to serve as his principal residence and base of operations. There he 

spent many years in solitary seclusion, perfecting package bombs and 

mailing them to unsuspecting victims. His targets were generally in 

computer-related or other high-technology professions. (The “Una” 

in Unabomber came from “universities” and “airlines,” two sources 
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of his targets.) By the time he was apprehended in 1996, more than 

twenty people had been injured by his explosives, three fatally, and he 

now serves a life sentence. His 1995 “manifesto” entitled Industrial 

Society and Its Future, published in the Washington Post and the New 

York Times, and a letter earlier that year to the Times, allow a 

glimpse into his thinking. (The publication of these and other of his 

writings also helped generate leads used in tracking him down.)[2] 

 “The Industrial Revolution and its consequences,” he writes, 

“have been a disaster for the human race. They have greatly increased 

the life-expectancy of those of us who live in „advanced‟ countries, 

but they have destabilized society, have made life unfulfilling, have 

subjected human beings to indignities, have led to widespread psy-

chological suffering (in the Third World to physical suffering as well) 

and have inflicted severe damage on the natural world.” Increased life 

expectancy, for Kaczynski, is seen in negative, not positive terms and 

does not mitigate the “disaster for the human race” that is imputed to 

the process of industrialization. In general, the author, while pro-

fessing concern over humanity and societally imposed limitations to 

freedom, shows little regard for persons as individuals. 

 “The continued development of technology,” he continues, “will 

worsen the situation.…Whatever else may be the case, it is certain 

that technology is creating for human beings a new physical and so-

cial environment radically different from the spectrum of environ-

ments to which natural selection has adapted the human race physi-

cally and psychologically.” The human race, he offers, will have to be 

“artificially re-engineered” to adapt; natural selection is too slow. The 

deduction is a reasonable one, of course--but the author sees it only as 

a threat. The possibility that re-engineering could result in im-

provement of human beings and elevation to a better life than could 

be had before never enters his thinking. Instead there is blindness, 

hatred, contempt, and destructiveness.  

 “It would be better,” rages Kaczynski, “to dump the whole 

stinking system and take the consequences.” He offers two main 

courses of action: “to promote social stress and instability in indus-

trial society” and “to develop and propagate an ideology that opposes 

technology and the industrial system.” His ideology calls for dein-

dustrialization and a return to “wild nature.” His promotional tactics 

are violent, infantile, and pathological.  

 “In order to get our message before the public with some chance 
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of making a lasting impression,” he insists, “we‟ve had to kill peo-

ple.…The people we are out to get are the scientists and engineers, 

especially in critical fields like computers and genetics.” Others too 

were marked for death. “We blew up Thomas Mosser last December 

because he was a Burston-Marsteller executive.…But we attacked 

Burston-Marsteller less for its specific misdeeds than on general 

principles. Burston-Marsteller is about the biggest organization in the 

public relations field.…its business is the development of techniques 

for manipulating people‟s attitudes.…The people who are pushing all 

this growth and progress garbage deserve to be severely punished. 

But our goal is less to punish them than to propagate ideas.”  

 This, then, is one dangerous individual, who in his career of serial 

killing was able to articulate his obsessions and even, as we might 

expect, gain sympathizers. For there is no shortage of people disaf-

fected by modern society and its technological intrusions who long 

for a return to “nature.” (The nature-loving immortalist replies, “I 

want to return to the wild too--after my aging is cured--and in the 

bargain I will make a better steward of the environment than any here 

today, gone tomorrow mortal.”) It is appropriate to emphasize that, of 

course, it is not Kaczynski‟s ideas or the articulation of them that is 

the problem here, whether one agrees with him or not, but the vio-

lence that was resorted to and justified as a necessary accompaniment. 

So his crusade, whatever its merits, was nullified by its tactics and 

could only backfire against any individual or group that might be 

associated in the public mind through a similarity of views. 

 The threat of terrorism continues, and it may not even begin to 

subside until we are into our transhuman phase--or even later. 

Sometime before then it could be our undoing. Terrorists with a nu-

clear stockpile or some new weapon based on nanotechnology could 

be terrible indeed, if other more currently available weapons such as 

nerve gas, package bombs, and the anthrax bacillus are not enough. 

This is not the only kind of threat either. Another one is computer 

viruses, programs, often self-replicating, that can enter a data pro-

cessing system through electronic mail and disrupt its functions. 

Viruses can be created by knowledgeable hackers without involving a 

weapon as usually understood or any sort of controlled substance or 

apparatus. They can be launched incognito to remote locations at the 

touch of a button. They pose their own kind of threat, which becomes 

more acute as our dependence on computers grows. In a hospital or 
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airport, for instance, a virus-induced malfunction in computer soft-

ware could end the lives of patients or passengers.  

 One support of terrorism, though not the only one, is harsh eco-

nomic conditions in certain countries or cultures that impoverish a 

substantial number of the well educated, who may then feel bitter 

toward others in more fortunate societies. Antagonisms at the cultural, 

national, or racial level can be especially virulent and dangerous. 

Other persons with long-standing, smoldering grudges may be will-

ing to dedicate major parts of their lives to a disruptive cause, as we 

see with Kaczynski. Another danger comes from unbalanced or ir-

responsible pranksters possessing enough knowledge to do major 

damage, as in the creators of computer viruses, who may be juveniles. 

Clearly there are many possible causes of harmful behavior. But I see 

reasons for hope that none of these will prove overwhelming.  

 Overall trends should diminish privation in living standards and 

thus set guidelines even for people of destructive bent. Other possible 

approaches to improving safety range from better detection and de-

fenses against both hardware and software devices to more focused 

efforts to reach and discourage all those inclined to maliciousness. I 

expect that, as progress continues and the potential for both good and 

evil grows in step, curbing destructive behavior will be seen as an 

increasingly urgent matter. We can then expect concerted efforts to 

do so by individuals and public institutions. These prospects are no 

guarantee, of course, either that evil will be checked as desired or that 

abuses of power will not emerge as an unpleasant side-effect. 

Shortcomings are to be expected, here as elsewhere. Yet we may hope 

that by the time we have reached our posthuman phase, assuming we 

are so fortunate, we will have acquired sufficient maturity, wisdom, 

and overall satisfaction that the threat of disruption will be a small 

one. Or--somehow failing that, though I think it unlikely if we pro-

gress to this level--we will have safeguards in place that make it dif-

ficult even for advanced malcontents to seriously hurt us. The faster 

we progress meanwhile, the sooner this era of safety will come, and 

the less chance that matters will go awry beforehand. 

 Starting from the philosophical perspective of this book, then, we 

find good reason to deplore violence and harmful acts and advocate 

another course instead. Few, I think, will contest this basic stance or 

side with the small minority who do oppose it, including active ter-

rorists. To this we can add that concern with the environment ought to 
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be a priority: our earthly home must become a suitable habitat for 

immortals--and for now we must preserve and protect our home as 

best we can--but within reasonable limits. Sentience is served by 

insentience, not the other way around, and more advanced sen-

tience--humanity--has precedence over less advanced, though ap-

propriate respect should be tendered to all. 

 Today there is much concern over environmental depletion and 

destruction, with some foundation. For example, tropical forests, 

important to the global ecology, are now being leveled at a rate that 

would eliminate them altogether in fifty to eighty years, if not sooner. 

Other threatening consequences of present civilization include topsoil 

erosion, toxic wastes, depletion of water tables, species extinctions, 

and global warming. These problems are exacerbated in areas where 

poverty and rapid population growth are especially acute, such as the 

tropics.[3] Many have despaired, fearing that technological progress 

can only make matters worse and possibly doom the human species 

along with many or most other earthly life-forms. Needless to say, 

this would also doom any attempt of our species to rise to something 

higher. 

 But a more optimistic assessment of this predicament seems more 

realistic. Much of the current environmental problem is caused by 

wasteful, ill-planned practices. Far better resource management is 

possible. For this we do not have to invoke advanced technology of 

the future or, as some reactionaries including terrorists have advo-

cated, the regression of our species to a preindustrial past. Instead 

what is called for is a more careful approach with the means of today, 

emphasizing sustainable development, an important part of which is 

sustainable design. Waste must be eliminated; materials must be re-

cyclable, reusable, or biodegradable; energy must be conserved. 

Nonrenewable resources such as fossil fuels must be used less and 

eventually supplanted by sustainable ones such as solar power. 

Consumption of renewables such as forests must not exceed the 

earthly rate of replacement and must also respect an often delicate 

balance of interacting life-forms.  

 These considerations apply at our present, still human level, and I 

think they will continue to have importance in the future, even if great 

changes in our own characteristics should occur along with other 

unprecedented advances. For our present and future home is not in 

some mystical realm but here, in this universe and probably, for a 
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long time to come, this earth and neighboring space. Advancing 

technology, as it does become available, can and must be used in 

harmonizing our presence to the environment that sustains us. 

Some Controversial Issues  

 Perspectives developed in this work also apply to more contro-

versial issues. We must, of course, pursue such things as the radical 

extension of the human life span, even if the effect is to replace the 

human species with life-forms never seen before, as we surely will do 

if we succeed. We must not be deterred by the thought that up to now, 

death after a few decades has been a basic part of our existence. We 

must accept the unacceptability of our demise. We must boldly rise to 

the challenge and create a new kind of living creature--ourselves 

immortalized. 

 Some other controversial issues of a more mundane nature de-

serve mention. In the last chapter we briefly considered the un-

pleasant problem of abortion. Aborted fetuses, we noted, might be 

salvaged by preserving a cell sample, from which an infant could later 

be cloned. It is worth adding that this possibility, to some extent, is 

feasible today--cells isolated from very young embryos can develop 

directly into whole organisms. Such possibilities, moreover, could 

probably be extended easily, in view of the successes with cloning 

mammals and the preliminary stages of cloning humans. On the other 

hand, abortions are generally performed not with the aim of ulti-

mately producing an offspring but with preventing this from hap-

pening--the fetus is discarded and destroyed. Opponents of the prac-

tice generally argue that any human fetus, however young, is a human 

being and destroying (killing) it an act of murder. This consideration 

extends even to the level of a single-celled organism, a human zygote 

or fertilized egg, created when a sperm and an unfertilized egg 

unite--or now, by other possible means. (Here I will focus on the 

more usual union of sperm and egg.) 

 To some extent this point of view--that a zygote, even though 

only a cell, is human--might be justified on informational grounds, 

for a zygote does contain a human genome. A human could be made 

from it, though extra information must be supplied from the outside to 

furnish a personality of any sort--the brain must grow and be “pro-

grammed.” (The growth of neurons, in particular, is not merely ge-

netically determined but depends somewhat on external influences as 

a child matures, despite the influence of genes in the makeup of the 
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personality.) But if we classify the genome, on informational grounds, 

as a human, we would have to do so for an ununited sperm and egg, 

which will generally combine in only one way to produce a com-

pleted zygote. If the destruction of a zygote is murder, then, we could 

argue, the failure to see to it that any given sperm and egg unite is also 

“murder”--though I think few would go so far. And I do not think we 

are justified in calling zygote destruction murder either. Abortion 

could thus be permitted under certain circumstances, even if no cell 

sample is saved. 

 We may hope, however, that this issue will decline in importance, 

as seems likely if our progress continues, and eventually vanish al-

together. Indeed, technology already presents us with the prospect of 

decoupling the sex act from the reproductive process, through such 

options as cloning. In the future we can imagine that babies will be 

started--when wanted--by methods other than the time-honored but 

emotion-biased procedure of today because new and all-around better 

methods will have been developed. 

 But it illustrates how a policy can depend on a worldview. In this 

case I do not attach a mystical soul to a human fetus as some do but 

judge the issue on reductionist, informational grounds. It is well to 

add that based on any particular viewpoint including this one, it is not 

always clear how to proceed. At what point should a fetus--or in-

fant--be considered fully human, so that its destruction would be 

murder? I think there should be a requirement of sentience: before the 

brain is activated and awareness is possible, there is no question that a 

human is not present. But beyond this I do not think there is an easy 

answer--and will not try to give an answer. At least, though, we can 

understand the grounds on which an answer must rest: the human 

seen as having a material basis and not a mystical essence. 

 This in no sense justifies any maltreatment--rights of an entity 

capable of sensing and feeling must be respected. This I would extend 

to cases where the entity is not conscious or biologically viable but 

could become so by a process not involving substantial creation of 

information. A frozen cryonics patient would still be human in this 

sense, so long as a straightforward reanimation without guesswork 

could occur, that is, if the preservation was good enough. (And it 

would not have to be good enough to bring back the “original,” only 

good enough that in a reasonable sense a person was recoverable.) 

Even a description of a human--detailed enough to specify a func-
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tioning person--would qualify. To destroy such a record--or, more 

properly, every copy of the record--would reasonably amount to 

homicide. But we need not worry in a case where clearly no such 

information-bearing entity exists, as certainly seems true with the 

genome only. 

 Persons arguing otherwise and also denying mysticism would, it 

seems, be forced to the position that the personality is primarily ge-

nomic--but that would raise the problem of the separate sperm and 

egg. They would have to conclude that, effectively, some amount of 

homicide does and must occur. It is estimated that a man in the 

normal course of life produces about 400 billion viable sperm cells 

(4Ч10[11]) and a woman about 400 mature egg cells (4Ч10[2]).[4] 

(Egg cells are much larger than sperm cells and correspondingly 

harder for nature to make.) Multiplying the two together will give us, 

roughly, the total number of genomic combinations possible for just 

one couple alone, more than 10[14], more than 10,000 times the en-

tire population of the earth. Nearly all of these, of course, are never 

realized, but most by appearances could be realized. Once again, a 

sperm plus an egg equals a genome, whether physically united or not. 

 Either genomic disruption is not murder or we have to accept, 

based on the information paradigm, that a fair amount of what 

amounts to human sacrifice is going on and find guidelines for what is 

reasonable sacrifice and what is not. As a still more outlandish but 

real possibility, most cells in the body could, by appearances, be 

made into whole babies through cloning. Is the killing of even one of 

these cells to be considered murder? In any case, I have focused on 

this issue of abortion not to definitively solve it but to illustrate how 

some difficult choices confront us, which will be affected by our 

worldview and, in particular, whether this view is materialistic. 

 It is worth noting, moreover, that the abortion issue has reper-

cussions beyond the simple question of whether to have a child or not. 

Grafts of tissue obtained from aborted fetuses have shown promise in 

treating brain disorders and might be used to replace the depleted 

cells of any other organ as well. But fears of “playing God” and the 

like have created a hostile political climate to this sort of work, which 

as a consequence has been greatly slowed or halted in the United 

States and elsewhere.[5] One may hope this situation will rectify 

itself with time. (Private funding is one alternative that has already 

made a significant contribution, for example, in work with embryonic 
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stem cells.[6]) But we see that progress is not guaranteed and instead 

is often impeded by old worldviews and fear. One should not con-

demn this conservatism out of hand, for certainly not all progress is 

constructive or beneficial. Change is not guaranteed to produce im-

provement--far from it. However, clearly our present time offers 

unprecedented possibilities of great, constructive changes, and we 

need to move forward with wisdom and diligence rather than suc-

cumb to a paralysis of aversion and indecision. 

 Another controversial issue, whose resolution depends somewhat 

on a worldview, is capital punishment. Putting convicted criminals to 

death used to be much more common than it is now (and more 

painful). The more developed countries have particularly restricted or, 

in many cases, now abolished the practice. But some people are still 

being executed, generally for heinous crimes that themselves involve 

taking human life. Some advocate institutional killing on grounds that 

murderers deserve to die. Others, however, would have all institu-

tional executions stopped. As could be expected from the discussion 

in Chapter 16, I favor the latter view (except that prisoners might be 

granted privileges of elective, assisted suicide, to match similar rights 

for citizens in good standing, though I think to choose simple suicide 

is mistaken too). One reason to favor abolition of the death penalty is 

simply that persons sometimes are wrongly put to death for offenses 

they did not commit, but there are other good reasons as well. 

 As we progress, probably we will increasingly understand why 

some people do horrible things and how best to ensure that they be-

come morally incapable of repeating these acts. Once again, a re-

pentant wrongdoer could have great value. Moreover, I think a 

commitment to killing certain people, however repulsive and hateful 

they may have become, is a corrosive influence that must impede our 

progress to the happy immortal state we would like to attain. It is 

natural to feel that the bad deserve to die and to want vengeance, but I 

feel that simple revenge is an unworthy motive and out of place in the 

world we would like to create. We can treat even the worst offenders 

as malfunctional and open to healing rather than depraved in an ab-

solute sense. 

 As one possibility, our position can be based on determinism and 

the absence at a deep level of free will, as we have noted. There must 

be comprehensible causes for any behavior, however inappropri-

ate--and hopefully remedies short of killing the perpetrator. (In fact 
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many death-row inmates were severely abused as children and have 

major brain abnormalities, which, however, have not spared them 

from execution, something that must rank as a severe blot on the 

justice system.[7]) I will say too that the conditions we all live under, 

in our “normal” world of death and tragedy, are harrowing even in 

good times and while far from justifying bad conduct, do make it 

more understandable. The particularly bad players, moreover, are 

relatively few in number, and their indefinite, secure incarcera-

tion--until such time as they can be confidently released as 

cured--would place no large burden on existing institutions. (Our 

prisons are generally supported by taxes, and some argue strongly 

against this on the ground that taxation is theft. But the correctional 

institution, rightly a kind of hospital rather than a place of retribution, 

could also be supported by charitable contributions or in other ways.) 

I do not think this would lead, as some would argue, to encourage-

ment of violent acts. Terrorists, we noted, may feel they will benefit 

through dying by being inducted into paradise; in general the case 

seems weak that the death penalty is a deterrent to murder.[8] 

 As we progress, we hopefully will find the means of reversing 

aging, and it will become part of standard medical practice. Today 

there is a feeling, particularly in more developed countries, that per-

sons are entitled to medical treatment regardless of status. It even 

extends to prison populations. Rejuvenation treatments, when per-

fected and accepted as part of the medical repertoire, should also be in 

this class. Ultimately, prisoners--all who are not put to death--will 

receive them, regardless of their crimes. (Any who are put to death, 

on the other hand, will perhaps have biostasis as an option, as I feel 

they should if executions must continue.) We can hope, meanwhile, 

that our understanding of all human behavior, good, bad, or indif-

ferent will advance considerably. Our means to deal constructively 

with the tougher cases should advance in step. Meanwhile, our poli-

cies can be influenced by the future prospects that seem achievable 

and even likely, if still unrealized. 

 Legal issues will, no doubt, offer many challenges as we approach 

our hopeful immortality. One more concern, for example, is the war 

on drugs. Drug abuse is real, and users can certainly harm themselves, 

yet there is argument that each individual has the right to freedom of 

choice--drugs should be legalized; the “war” should end. As John 

Stuart Mill summed it up in 1859: “the only purpose for which power 
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can be rightfully exercised over any member of a civilized commu-

nity, against his will, is to prevent harm to others. His own good, 

either physical or moral, is not a sufficient warrant.”[9] 

 Over time we have seen an increasing acceptance of Mill‟s posi-

tion (which I, like many immortalists, also accept). The authority of 

governments to limit the freedom of individuals has been questioned 

and has eroded. This trend I expect to continue, despite complications 

such as terrorism that could force a reversal in some areas. One very 

strong motivator is economics. Thriving business tends to produce a 

wealthier, more educated class of people demanding more freedom 

and removal of prohibitions. Today prosperity for many is growing, 

with such advances as the continuing information revolution and the 

weakening of totalitarianism. So I think we will probably see an in-

creasing legalization of practices now often forbidden: use of drugs, 

gambling, prostitution, and so on. The effects will not always be 

beneficial--every privilege carries a responsibility, and many will 

only learn this the hard way--if at all--and some may lose their lives. 

The effects of one‟s behavior on others must be considered too, which 

will justify some curbs on freedom and some exercise of power over 

the individual. But responsible choices will at least be possible that 

are precluded today.  

 One choice that ought to become possible is of immediate interest 

to immortalists. This is the right to have a biostasis procedure started 

before legal death. In Chapter 2 we examined the case of Thomas 

Donaldson, a brain tumor victim who was denied the right to a pre-

mortem cryonic suspension in 1992. Hopefully this will not be so in 

the future. Assisted suicide laws are making tentative progress, 

though still desperately contested by conservatives. This could be a 

difficult route for someone wanting a premortem suspension, how-

ever. The laws may be nullified, as happened in Australia‟s Northern 

Territory, and otherwise there are restrictions that would make it very 

difficult for someone to be frozen under such a law. (Indeed this had 

not happened as of this writing.) But cryonics is not about suicide, 

despite the fact that current laws treat cryonics patients as “dead” and 

a premortem suspension, should it be carried out, as “homicide.” That 

will only change with more research, which, among other things, 

should result in a better case that suspended patients are still “living.” 

More generally, nothing succeeds like success. With more scientific 

progress to bolster our case, we can hope for more freedom of choice 
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in matters that affect our own survival. 

Immortalism and the Outside World 

 Increasingly I expect a reexamination of the whole issue of death 

and of what course to follow when death is imminent or has just oc-

curred. The position here, of course, is that persons should not be 

“disposed of” in the traditional ways but committed to biostasis for 

the possibility of future revival--assuming they themselves are not 

opposed to such a course. Once this position is accepted, we are im-

pelled to regard biostasis itself as a medical option. In particular, 

dying children and institutionalized persons, along with others, must 

be considered candidates for biostasis. This raises some difficult 

questions. If cryonics “probably” will work, then not freezing people 

is “probably” killing them. If the people in question are not able to 

give informed consent (as with young children or the mentally in-

competent) then responsibility for possibly sacrificing them must rest 

with caregivers. 

 As yet it is uncertain whether cryonics or other biostasis tech-

niques will work as intended. There is no moral imperative, the many 

doubters will argue, for enforcing a preservative option in the case of 

those not competent to decline it. Instead, and despite any counter-

arguments from advocates, the biostasis option will continue to be 

overlooked and ignored. This rejection will probably be the norm for 

most people, whether competent or not, until the as-yet unattained 

goal of reversible suspended animation is demonstrated. When it is, 

though, biostasis will have to be taken much more seriously among 

the legal and medical professions, including many who will probably 

be ill-prepared.  

 One wonders if it must be so--or if there could be a way to en-

courage more preparedness, both for the major changes that seem on 

the way and in view of the beneficial effects that would follow, even 

before that, simply from a change in attitudes. This we have consid-

ered, but some additional remarks are called for. 

 If today‟s experience is any guide, people are unprepared because 

the new possibilities clash so sharply with their worldviews, expec-

tations, and values. A worldview has been advocated here that is 

scientific, atheistic, and materialistic but nonetheless opens possibil-

ities for eternal life and happiness. Guidelines have been developed 

for reasonable expectations and values consistent with this worldview. 

We may hope that some, at least, will be inspired and persuaded to 
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become good immortalists and cryonicists. But it seems that many 

alive today will remain thorough skeptics and die without making any 

arrangements for preservation. We must ask if there are alternative 

approaches to inspire more interest in the scientific possibilities for 

life extension. 

 What comes to mind is to seek to persuade the doubtful through 

harmonization with their own worldviews rather than laying stress on 

something new and foreign. This, properly handled, would be no 

betrayal of the Yuai position, which, we remember, is Universalist 

and values all sentient beings, including those who disagree with us. 

Deeds in any case are more important than creeds. We want people to 

consider the biostasis option now or soon, whatever their beliefs or 

worldviews. So it is worthwhile to look into ways that certain 

worldviews could be adapted to an immortalist outlook while still 

retaining their basic character, notwithstanding that this too has dif-

ficulties. 

 Many people have a religious perspective: they believe in God 

and an immortal soul. The existence of God was examined in Chapter 

10. The possibility seemed small, and we were led to a position of 

atheism, though with a concept of divinity that is to be realized sci-

entifically. But we hope more traditionally oriented theists will con-

sider the scientific prospects for overcoming death and, particularly 

for now, the biostasis option. In our efforts to try to convince them we 

can also try to see things from their perspective. Theistic religions 

generally hold human life precious and agree that improving its 

quality is good and desirable. The possibility of human life extension, 

or even saving lives through cryonics, can thus be seen in a way that 

can serve as a selling point to theists--though clearly there are pitfalls. 

The theist, we noted in Chapter 3, may be indignant at our efforts to 

attain immortality through science rather than trusting in God. But the 

point can be made that a loving God should not want to forbid a 

possible means of saving lives that humans can master. 

 It is worth noting here that progressive thinking is no stranger to 

theistic movements. Pakistani Islamic philosopher Muhammad Iqbal, 

for example, had some interesting thoughts to offer in the 1930s on 

what is clearly a scientific teleology. “It is the lot of man to share in 

the deeper aspirations of the universe around him and to shape his 

own destiny as well as that of the universe, now by adjusting himself 

to its forces, now by putting the whole of his energy to mould its 
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forces to his own ends and purposes.”[10] The position of Yuai is that 

the “deeper aspirations” of all sentient beings--thus, metaphorically, 

of reality as a whole--are parts of a harmonious whole and interde-

pendent. All must participate and contribute with their separate, 

growing powers so that all can best find fulfillment. 

 Another possible common ground with traditional religion, not 

without difficulties of its own but worth considering, concerns the 

soul. We have firmly discounted the mystical soul or “further fact” 

that would invalidate psychological reductionism, but the door re-

mains open for a “nonmystical” soul, and indeed, the concept of In-

terchangeability would seem to require it. A person in effect is a 

computer program, a chunk of information that could be running on 

more than one physical device or piece of hardware. So the program 

becomes the soul.[11] With this interpretation, the soul is certainly 

not a material object, and, while it can be disrupted and destroyed, it 

can also be recreated so in effect is capable of surviving death. Cry-

onics in particular does not deny the existence of the soul in this sense 

but seeks to capture it in the frozen remains that are preserved, so that 

in due course it can be restored to a functioning form. True, this in-

formational viewpoint could be unacceptable to many theists, who 

may cling to a strictly mystical concept in keeping with their tradi-

tions. But the informational notion of soul does offer at least one way 

of reconciling an ancient perspective with modern science, and ought 

to appeal to some who might then be persuaded to take immortalist 

ideas more seriously.  

 One more ground for constructive interaction is Universalism. All 

Universalists are already united in believing in, or entertaining seri-

ous hopes of, immortality and salvation for (at least) all human beings, 

including one another. The strong Universalist stance of Yuai thus 

puts it in harmony, if not total agreement, with such traditions as 

Christian Universalism and Zoroastrianism, and one may hope on this 

basis for a fruitful interaction.  

 These then are some thoughts on how we might interest religious 

people in cryonics and life extension, while respecting their point of 

view. But we can ask, too, whether those without strong religious 

beliefs might, for that very reason, make even better prospects. 

Sometimes clearly the answer is yes, as with those who have already 

chosen cryonics, who usually are not strongly religious. Often though 

it seems, paradoxically, the answer is no--people who lack religious 
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beliefs have not, as a rule, been enthusiastic about the idea of being 

preserved in biostasis but seem dominated instead by a determined 

fatalism. Apparently they can only be convinced by “greater mira-

cles” such as demonstrated, reversible suspended animation or, even 

better, successful aging reversal. Such tangible advances will proba-

bly be necessary, when all is said and done, for most of the theists too. 

But we can still hope to gain at least some additional following and 

increased credibility and appreciation through a careful approach that 

respects differing worldviews without compromising our own.  

Our Coming Transhumanity 

 In any case, we probably will not have long to worry over such 

problems as how to convince the unready. I think the day of sus-

pended animation at some demonstrated, substantial level is coming 

soon, perhaps within a decade or two, and along with it, or maybe 

sooner, significant inroads into basic aging mechanisms. There must 

then be profound changes in medical practices: the newly deceased in 

particular must be preserved in biostasis to avoid a murder charge. 

Happily, our deliverance will be at hand--something that especially 

must follow from aging intervention. For once that has seriously 

gotten under way, life will never be the same. People will get older 

without weakening and dying as now and must soon outlive any 

“normal” human life span. Our transhuman phase will have begun. 

This, I think, will be of short duration, a few present-day generations 

at most. But this brief period will have momentous impact and indeed 

constitute an Apocalypse by reasonable standards, an “uncovering” 

and awakening of a sort that, if all goes well, could only occur once in 

our history. Many variations of lifestyles and body modifications will 

no doubt be tried, and spectacular mishaps can be expected. There is 

some danger too that a small number of malcontents will upset the 

apple-cart for the rest--but again I am optimistic that rising hopes and 

satisfaction will counter this threat. 

 Among other things, we will increasingly understand the sources 

of our discontent that are not traceable to simple external causes, such 

as hunger, and find ways to better our mental states in responsible 

ways. David Pearce, anticipating the future in The Hedonistic Im-

perative, offers that “The neurochemistry of pain and malaise evolved 

only because it served the fitness of our genes in the ancestral envi-

ronment. Its metabolic pathways will be replaced by a different sort 

of neural architecture.…nanotechnology and genetic engineering will 
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eliminate aversive experience from the living world. „Physical‟ and 

„mental‟ pain alike are destined to disappear into evolutionary his-

tory.…all [people] will share at least one common feature: a sublime 

and all-pervasive happiness.”[12] Joy could supplant our various 

discontents and probably will in most cases, though again I foresee 

dangers if pleasure is pursued too recklessly, as we see on a smaller 

scale now with such problems as drug abuse. Nevertheless, “a sub-

lime and all-pervasive happiness” should be compatible with our 

survival as immortals--and not merely result in replacement of our-

selves by “better” but different individuals. Joy--our joy--should be 

the prevailing state, even if some modest restrictions apply. 

 The transhuman phase, as I imagine it, will begin with aging re-

versal and end perhaps with uploading. During this time we can ex-

pect capabilities to develop rapidly in many directions--and expecta-

tions to grow in step. Increasingly, people must face the issues of 

what to do with themselves for an open-ended, more-than-human 

existence. In addition to death, that other “certainty,” taxes, and more 

general demands on the resources of individuals, must increasingly 

come under scrutiny and attack. Some fabulous possibilities should 

be realized. Factories should increasingly be staffed by automated, 

self-repairing devices so that the cost of goods will plummet. Among 

the “goods” that our future production plants could turn out will 

be--why not?--the self-sustaining domicile, a household that itself is 

automated and self-repairing. It would not only provide shelter but 

produce our food as well, all soberly based not on some exorbitant 

sacrifice of our time and energy in return but on such fundamentals as 

the availability of resources in the world at large. 

 Properly managed, these resources should be adequate to the 

needs at hand for a long time. In our history and prehistory, different 

species competed for resources, which were always in short supply 

due basically to a Malthusian imperative. More abundant resources 

led to proliferating offspring, which quickly erased any surplus and 

pitted the organisms against each other in an unhappy struggle. But 

we will no longer be oriented toward producing, in a short life, all the 

competing offspring the environment can bear. Instead we may hope 

to reap benefits as our lives unfold over centuries and longer that 

provide ample motives to live within reasonable bounds, whatever 

these bounds turn out to be. 

 At first, as our knowledge and capabilities grow, we will be oc-
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cupied with such basics as how to eliminate death and secure our 

survival in humanlike but more durable form. During this time also, I 

expect we will restore the easier, straightforward cases of biostatic 

preservation--assuming as always that there are such cases. Increas-

ingly difficult revivals should occur as we progress. But as advances 

are made against aging and diseases and indefinite life spans become 

the rule, other limits are likely increasingly to require attention. In 

many ways we are not designed for the immortal existence we are 

seeking, and we will have to consider carefully how to redesign 

ourselves for a better fit. 

 One concern must be the reproductive process, which has been so 

important historically but will lose its principal utility as lives 

lengthen and other options multiply, including the possibility of ba-

bies made to order through nanotechnology. I expect that as death 

rates fall, so will birth (or creation) rates, even as we see already 

happening. (Indeed, it should be noted that falling birth rates are now 

being seen as a problem in such demographic areas as Japan and 

Europe.[13] And this could indeed create difficulties--if such ad-

vances as the elimination of aging are too long in coming. Clearly, 

our progress in the medical fields must continue.) In an immortal 

future, I see nothing to compare with biological reproduction--this we 

will simply abandon in due course, as we advance. When we are 

more-than-human, we will certainly not be obsessed with creating 

more humans, precious though today‟s children are--and we will 

similarly be less urgent about making new posthuman immortals. 

 This is not to say that no new persons will be made, but it should 

happen at a much reduced pace accompanied by such eventual exot-

ica as the resurrection of past individuals through the creation of 

replicas. Probably the means we use will have little to do with our 

physical bodies or housing but instead invoke specialized nanites, 

software, and/or other apparatus created for the purpose. With such 

great changes as the abandonment of the reproductive process will 

come changes at the mental level--which, however, we will be able to 

approach gradually and carefully, with ample time and accumulated 

wisdom. Overall I see us becoming more caring and close-knit, not 

less, as we define and adapt to our roles as immortals, driven by ra-

tional self-interest at ever higher levels. 

 Another concern is the brain, the seat of consciousness and sur-

vival, which, for all its marvels, is limited in capacity and durability. 
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Even with a rollback of aging, there must be limits, for example, on 

the storage capacity of our memory, which can only be overcome by 

modifying the brain in some way or supplementing it with artificial 

devices. Today we are exploring the possibilities of “gray matter on a 

chip.”[14] Neurons can be induced to grow in tiny wells intercon-

nected by tunnels on a silicon rectangle. Miniaturized wiring detects 

electrical transmissions between the developing cells, opening the 

possibility of direct interaction between organic and inorganic in-

formation processors. Some simple neural implants are already in use 

too, as we have noted. As further progress is made, possibilities will 

develop for devices that could help rescue what is really “us”--our 

functioning minds--from their eventually limiting, biological me-

dium. 

 Artificial computational devices, miniaturized for workability 

and convenience, might be implanted in our heads or bodies and 

connected electrically to our gray matter to enhance our mental 

functioning, a topic we considered in Chapter 14 and elsewhere. A 

suitable implant, such as future technology should be able to provide, 

ought to be able to listen in on the neural chatter, make appropriate 

deductions, and learn to duplicate the functions of a part of the brain. 

By further keeping in touch with events, such components would 

“know” when and how to assume an active role if the original, func-

tioning brain elements became impaired. In this way it seems ulti-

mately feasible that the entirety of our minds could be expressed in 

the interactions of artificial components. We have examined this is-

sue and, based on functionalism and Interchangeability, concluded 

that what is “really” us could indeed be activated this way, provided 

the functioning of the artificial parts was equivalent to the originals at 

a suitable level. 

 This, then, is one possible path to uploading--in which we become 

expressed in the behavior of artificial, information-processing de-

vices, or directly as computer programs that could then be transmitted 

to other devices. In this way our essence might be transferred to an-

other physical housing or body, or many people might inhabit one 

device, such as a large computer. Another, cryonics-oriented ap-

proach would involve the recovery of information from a frozen brain. 

The information could then be “run” on suitable hardware to reacti-

vate the person[15] while the brain tissue, no longer needed, could be 

discarded. A very sophisticated form of brain imaging might even be 
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used to obtain the required data, rather than manipulating the tissue 

directly.[16]  

 Such possibilities boggle the mind. Among the many conse-

quences, for instance, should be the ability to communicate thoughts 

to others by direct signaling: electronic telepathy.[17] The complex-

ity of a program able to carry out such tasks and sustain the func-

tioning of even one human being, let alone a large population, is far 

beyond the powers of any computer we now have. But we are still a 

long way from the limits allowed by physics, as nanotechnologists 

like to remind us. And there are exciting possibilities such as the 

quantum computer that may even make this easy. 

 Many today are repelled by the idea of uploading--a machine no 

matter how complex seems incapable of emotion or conscious states. 

This issue we have considered, with the conclusion that despite the 

apparent lack of feeling in systems that obey knowable laws, we must 

allow that such systems could be conscious and emotional. After all, 

we have these traits, and we are just interacting swarms of the same 

sort of particles: electrons, protons, neutrons, and photons, that make 

up other material things. And though it may seem farfetched, I will 

offer that ultimately our artificial devices will prove superior to our 

natural housing as emotional habitats. We will have better and truer 

feelings, deeper and more meaningful experiences, in equipment 

designed for the purpose than we do now in the creations of un-

thinking nature. This of course is still a long way off (and we must not 

unduly disparage our natural makeup, which is really quite incredi-

ble), but timewise it may not be so distant in view of our burgeoning 

progress. 

The Singularity and Beyond 

 As we progress into our transhuman phase, we should gain ex-

perience from myriad experiments covering possible modes of ex-

istence and states of mind. A significant amount of this, we may 

imagine, will involve self-experimentation, and, indeed, we must 

embark on such a course to so much as tamper with our own aging 

process. There are bound to be bad effects along with the good, as we 

have noted, but either way we can learn. In time I think we will have 

largely determined what is more sensible and what is not, and choices 

will be made that set much of our course for future time. 

 By this point, then, we will have mapped out and largely brought 

about a mode of existence best suited to our ambitions as immortals. 
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The Apocalypse will have given way to the Singularity, beyond 

which many current “givens” must no longer apply. Gone, probably, 

will be the biological housing that has been our home up to now, to be 

replaced by advanced computational hardware. We will not be human 

or even transhuman but what we should call posthuman. And yet, our 

humanity will endure in the carefully maintained recesses of our 

memories. Once again, remembering where we have been is vital to 

our survival, and I think this will be taken more seriously as the future 

unfolds. It should be a future of marvels, many of which we may be 

no more able to imagine than a sightless, small-brained earthworm 

can contemplate motion pictures. But some things must stay the same 

through all the changes, including information about our past, which 

we must preserve in some degree if “we” are to endure. 

 More than this, I think, will also stay the same, and we can be 

assured the future will not be utterly alien even if many unprece-

dented things must happen. Among these likely changes, which I 

think will still leave important things the same, is a great increase in 

our intelligence and raw processing speed. This alone boggles the 

mind. But I think at least improving our intelligence would be a de-

sired option, along with more control over adverse mental states. 

Being joyful geniuses, as I think we can all become, will help con-

siderably in making life both fun and meaningful. 

 As for simple speedups in our thinking process, certainly it should 

not be considered foregone that faster is better. With a slowdown, for 

example, other factors equal, you would presumably view the world 

like time-lapse photography, with more happening per subjective 

second, which could possibly make life more interesting. A slow-

down, some might argue, would even be necessary if we want ad-

vantages such as more durable neurons or memories that are practical 

to “read out” into mass storage devices for backups in case of brain 

injury. I think instead, however, that we can probably “have our cake 

and eat it too,” with circuitry that is more durable, more readable, and 

faster. Computer chips of today are much faster firing than neurons. 

And probably we will simply choose the best all-around circuitry that 

science can provide, after a careful process of thought, experimenta-

tion, and evaluation. In this way, if nothing else, we would remain 

competitive with our faster-paced comrades and machines, not re-

quiring special treatment or protection, and better able to interact 

meaningfully with other immortals. 
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 As one consequence, we might think a million times faster. To 

lend this some plausibility, neurons fire at millisecond rates, while 

today‟s high-speed computer chips clock around a million times 

faster and are getting faster still.[18] Other, now embryonic, tech-

nologies could play a pivotal role. The quantum computer in partic-

ular would be a massively parallel device running at electronic speeds 

or higher, which would open another avenue for progress. We do not 

know what the outcome of our progress will be, particularly as it 

could apply to our own mental processing, once we have taken ad-

vantage of the possibilities of brain enhancement. Perhaps big ob-

stacles will appear. We could have to accept a slowdown after all, as a 

tradeoff for other advantages. (In a more distant future too, a cooling 

universe may force a slowdown to conserve energy.) I will not say the 

millionfold speedup is any sure thing, but let us consider it as a pos-

sibility. 

 We are computer programs, then, in sophisticated hardware of the 

future. On our subjective time scale, at the accelerated pace, light 

travels only 1,000 feet per second, about the speed of sound in the 

world today. It takes eighteen fast hours for a signal to travel to the 

most distant points on Earth, halfway around the surface. On the other 

hand, perhaps we will travel nearly as fast ourselves, as messages 

transmitted through optical fibers or by other means now unknown. 

We might want to travel like this to visit with friends who, of course, 

will also be speeded up. 

 Perhaps by then we will live in a global network of interconnected 

processing devices--an “Econet.” The actual physical structures may 

be only an insignificant part of the environment. They could be 

largely underground, which would both protect them from the ele-

ments and intrude but little on the ecosphere. The earth could revert to 

the wild state so prized by today‟s environmentalists and much more 

completely than is possible with present civilization. (Certain valued 

monuments could perhaps be left in place, not taking inordinate space, 

each attended by caretaking nanites.) Unobtrusive surveillance cam-

eras, posted at various places around the globe or in low Earth orbit, 

could provide “windows on the world” as a reality check to us, the 

fast-thinking denizens below, who in turn could inhabit virtual reali-

ties of our choice. For anything remotely open to our programming 

talents today would be ours--and far more. 

 With all the change would come the prospect of comforting fa-
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miliarity, an endearing, enduring sameness, in computer software that 

interfaced with your mind and others‟ and provided realistic sensory 

impressions of desired surroundings. Virtual realities would seem as 

solid in every respect as the real thing does now, maybe more, since 

you would be smarter. You could, by choice, live in a Victorian 

mansion, warm yourself by the fire, eat grapes, and gaze out a big 

picture window. There you could watch your favorite movies in 

3-D--or look at “stills,” windows on the world, with information 

piped in from various points around the globe. For indeed the outside 

world, by comparison, would seem all but frozen solid, the fastest 

buzzing insect beating its tiny wings only three or four times an 

hour.[19]  

 A facility for manipulating objects in the outside world would not 

be ruled out either but instead, I think, would be essential to retain. 

(Indeed, there could be recognized dangers with too much discon-

nection from the outside world, with appropriate, remedial practices 

developed.) Special arrangements for outside contact could be pro-

vided while you remained in the Econet, or, alternatively, you could 

exercise “rights of emigration” and download into an individually 

controllable device or physical body. (If thoughts were greatly 

speeded up you would, of course, need more-than-human patience to 

deal with the glacially slow pace of moving objects, at least at the 

macroscopic level. But this superhuman attribute might be a natural 

accompaniment of enhanced intelligence.) You could then live on 

your own, undertake long journeys, and possibly, eventually, return 

and upload back into the Econet, leaving your body behind for later 

use by yourself or others.  

 I have been assuming that we would still inhabit the earth, but 

there would be no particular reason we could not move into space, 

and indeed it will no doubt be better or even necessary at some point. 

Our processors should work better under conditions of superconduc-

tivity, for instance, in the intense cold of deep space. (Ultimately we 

will also need more room for our growing stock of information.) This 

need not greatly affect our perceived surroundings, which could be 

information constructs made to order as we wished. The deep cold 

should certainly not feel “cold” or uncomfortable. And we would 

have whatever contacts we needed or wanted with the world outside. 

Our windows on the world could show blazing fields of galaxies, if 

we wanted to look that way, or scenes from our former earthly home, 
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delayed a bit by the transmission but vivid as ever. Alternatively, it 

may be that many or most would prefer to go “solo” and live in in-

dividual bodies rather than together in an Econet--another of many 

things that would have to be worked out. 

 Posthumanity, on leaving Earth, may also return it to a fully 

pristine state. Our nanotechnology could help here, in ways we have 

considered. Recently extinct species, such as the once-abundant 

passenger pigeon, should be reconstructible from genomic remains. 

We might in this manner reverse some of the depredations our own 

species has inflicted in its upward struggle. We would have to face 

some remarkable moral issues too, however. 

 With the help of nanotechnology we could do many things to the 

world we now inhabit, and the question will always arise of whether 

we should. Should we eliminate all sentient, nonhuman life-forms in 

their natural habitats, for example? People today find this suggestion 

absurd and repugnant. But in the future we may consider it more than 

humane, since it would also eliminate predation, disease, pain, misery, 

and the endless, desperate struggles of a brief, mortal existence. 

(Long before this, such cruel sports as bull- and cockfighting will 

hopefully have been abolished.) We could even go so far as to capture 

each living thing in informational form, effectively immortalizing it 

then and there. But perhaps we will take a different view and leave the 

environment to its own devices so new species can evolve to intelli-

gent immortals if they will. 

 If this idea is taken seriously, we can ask if it has happened al-

ready. An intelligent offshoot of the dinosaurs or cephalopods might 

be out there somewhere, waiting. Perhaps they used nanotechnology 

to doctor the fossil record and eliminate the telltale clues that we have 

so far failed to find, wanting instead to see us develop in “pure” form, 

untainted by the expectation of easy answers from a superior fore-

runner. Or perhaps they actually did leave a record but in an en-

crypted text we are not likely to read until we are further along our-

selves. Such conjectures are fantasy and may be doubted on grounds 

that intelligent life does not evolve easily, even with plenty of unin-

telligent precursors. But in any case we are provided another inter-

esting puzzle. 

 Meanwhile, we must not pass over the moral problems too lightly. 

In the past abuses were tolerated, such as slavery or the torturous 

execution of “heretics” that most today find intolerable and abhorrent. 
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Indeed, we look back on those who did accept these things, who were 

also supposed to be wise, good, and well-intended, and wonder 

greatly. By the same token, there are things we accept today, such as 

animal predation, that may be viewed very differently in the future, 

when progress has also brought a considerable, additional refinement 

in sensibilities as well as powers to act. Values change with time. It is 

hard to predict or even imagine how some of these changes will go 

and what those in the future will think of many of the attitudes today 

considered respectable and honorable.[20] 

 Whatever the nearer-term adjustments in our values, more dis-

tantly we can expect vast changes in our surroundings and will have 

to adapt accordingly if we hope to endure. The sun will burn out. 

What will we do, in anticipation, to the earthly habitat? Keep it going 

somehow, long past the solar demise, or instead promptly retire it, 

taking care to translate any remaining, primitive life-forms to im-

mortal computer programs? By then I expect we will have vast, ac-

cumulated wisdom, and whatever choices are made will be well ad-

vised--we should not worry over it now. Each individual should then 

be valued as part of a loving, enduring, cosmic community. Choices 

that are made should reflect both superhuman self-interest and an 

advanced desire for general benefit. 

 But as the universe evolves, and we along with it, earlier land-

marks will disappear, to survive only in our growing information 

banks. The mechanisms of our processing will not matter so much as 

the processing itself. It is perhaps only during this time, billions of 

years hence or more, that we will turn serious thoughts to the sort of 

resurrections of past individuals we have considered, those who could 

not be preserved. By then I think the earth as we know it will be only 

a memory--resurrectees will be information constructs in places also 

part of virtual reality. Those who did not participate directly in the 

transition to more-than-human, who died too soon, will have missed 

something valuable but can still pick up the pieces and go on. Or such 

a project could happen much sooner, but still a person returning to life 

in this way, after a death interval, will face a void that must be filled 

over time. 

 Again, these thoughts boggle the mind. But through it all runs a 

constant theme, of creatures who are trying to survive and find 

meaning in existence. The humble earthworm has an inkling of this, 

at its primitive level. We, the hopeful masters of fate, may refine and 
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modify it greatly, but with all the changes, something of its essence 

must remain the same. 

 It seems that, with all our present sophistication and the promise 

of greater things to come, in important ways we are still closer to the 

worm than to our distant future selves who, if all goes well, will 

master the fate of the universe. Certainly we have a long way to go, 

but great should be the rewards of success. Again, we have only 

ourselves to rely upon, and success or failure must depend on our 

efforts. But, to start, we must accept the goal of our immortalization 

as a worthy one. We can then direct our efforts wholeheartedly to-

ward this goal. If we do, I am optimistic about the outcome: our 

progress will be our salvation. 

 

GLOSSARY 

all-unity: as expounded by Fedorov, a state of universal harmony or 

kinship of the human race, generalized in Yuai to include all sentient 

beings. 

anabiosis: [biological organism] a state of reversible suspended an-

imation. 

animism: belief in extracorporeal beings such as angels, demons, or 

gods. 

Anthropic Principle: [cosmology] that the universe, to be observed, 

must provide for the existence of the observer. (This is the “weak” 

Anthropic Principle, “strong” enough for purposes here.) 

Argument from Design: [theology] an argument that a divine or su-

perhuman agent was purposefully involved in creating the world or 

certain features of it. 

assembler: predicted device for making arbitrary, stable structures out 

of atoms according to predetermined specifications; a possibility 

through nanotechnology. 

b.c.e.: [calendar date] before the common era, or b.c. 

biostasis: [biological tissue or organism] a state of arrested deterio-

ration. 

brain: in general terms, an instantiation of a mind. 

c.e.: [calendar date] common era, or a.d. 

Church-Turing thesis: the conjecture that all effectively doable pro-

cedures of the symbol-manipulation variety can be carried out by a 

device such as a Turing machine, hence by computers. 

continuer: a more developed version of a person, as would normally 
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occur at a later time, ignoring the problem of forgetting. 

cryonics: the practice of freezing persons at death and storing them at 

low temperature in hopes of eventual reanimation. 

day-person hypothesis: the hypothesis that a person dies each time a 

loss of consciousness occurs (e.g., in dreamless sleep) and a new, 

though similar, person “wakes up” when consciousness is regained. 

death, structural or informational definition: irreversible loss of 

identity-critical, information-bearing structure in or pertaining to an 

organism or tissue. 

diachronic self: the self as an entity persisting over the entire period 

of one‟s life. 

disassembler: predicted device for breaking down a stable object and 

recording its detailed structure at the molecular level, so that an as-

sembler could then create an atomically exact replica; a possibility 

through nanotechnology. 

emulation: an exact simulation, e.g., of a person in a hypothetical, 

future computational device. 

enontic: [information relating to past occurrences] derived from or 

implied by the historical record, as opposed to hyperontic or xenontic. 

feeling content: [consciousness] the subjective experience of con-

sciousness, involving perceptions, thoughts, and feeling, as distin-

guished from the objective experience or information content. 

functionalism: a materialistic theory of mental states. A person (or 

other sentient being) is regarded as a mechanism that can be in one of 

a number of physical states, to each of which corresponds some 

mental state; more than one physical state may correspond to the 

same mental state. What distinguishes one mental state from another 

one is not the difference in physical states but the functional role 

played by each mental state in the conscious experience of the person. 

God: [traditional, Western concept, with parallels in other traditions] 

a supreme, sentient being, generally held to be all-knowing, 

all-powerful, and perfectly good.  

hyperontic: [information relating to past occurrences] consistent with 

the historical record but not necessarily derived from or implied in it, 

as opposed to enontic and xenontic. 

ideal self: a being to which a developing, immortal person “con-

verges” over the course of infinite time. 

identity, conservation of: adequate preservation, in some form, of 

identity-critical information. See also personal identity. 
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identity, expression of: the living of one‟s life, as a conscious par-

ticipant. See also personal identity. 

Identity of Indiscernibles: the principle that two things are one and the 

same unless they exhibit some difference in their properties or fea-

tures. 

immortalism (modern definition): the philosophical position that 

human life span can be substantially extended scientifically, and 

ought to be. It is assumed that scientific approaches yet to be devel-

oped will be instrumental. 

instantiation: a material construct such as a brain that, in its working, 

can be said to “run” or instantiate an entity such as a mind or, less 

directly, a person. 

information content: [consciousness] the experience of consciousness 

regarded in purely informational or computational terms, under the 

assumption that consciousness can be so regarded or described, i.e., 

that consciousness is explained as an emergent property of certain 

information-processing systems. The latter is a principal implication 

of strong artificial intelligence (strong AI). 

Interchangeability: the principle that “sufficiently” alike phenomena 

or things share identity, mainly applied to persons. Two persons are 

the same if their conscious experience is the same. 

Interface: ties or connections between a person and external reality.  

isomorphism: an equivalence between two functioning systems (or 

more generally, two mathematically definable entities) in which one 

system is obtained from the other by “renaming the parts.” The 

principle of Interchangeability asserts that two, suitably isomorphic 

conscious systems are one and the same consciousness, multiply in-

stantiated, rather than separate conscious individuals. 

materialism (scientific): a doctrine holding that everything can be 

explained in terms of “matter and void”--particles and their interac-

tions in space over time--rather than, e.g., invoking supernatural 

elements. 

materialism (valuational): an attitude that what is important in one‟s 

life is material possessions or comforts; distinguished from scientific 

materialism. 

medical criterion: [biostasis, cryonics] a standard that is met if a 

preserved individual can be recovered mentally intact, i.e., there is 

sufficient information-bearing structure in the remains to repair and 

reanimate the individual. 
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mind: (as understood here) a device or system that “runs” or supports 

a person, by analogy with a computer that runs or executes a program. 

A mind is instantiated in a brain, which thus indirectly instantiates the 

person. 

mind-brain identity theory: a theory that identifies a mind with a 

particular brain; not consistent with functionalism, which allows that 

there could be more than one brain that “runs” or instantiates the same 

mind. 

moral platform: a stance on what ought to be, used as a foundation or 

“springboard” for further deliberations, decisions, and actions. 

mystical: as understood here, denoting or referring to a component of 

reality that is outside the bounds of rational understanding, i.e., in-

capable in principle of scientific explanation. 

nanotechnology: the controlled manipulation of matter at the atomic 

and molecular scales. 

ontic criterion: [biostasis, cryonics] a standard that is met if there is 

significant identity-critical information present in the preserved re-

mains of a deceased individual or possibly in other physical artifacts. 

A weaker form of the medical criterion. Generally, meeting the ontic 

criterion will not allow the individual to be recovered intact from the 

preserved remains but will reduce the amount of guesswork needed to 

restore a functioning, “complete” individual.  

ontic robustness: the twofold principle that (1) all persons who have 

died will be resurrected; and (2) every resurrection through guess-

work is of a person who actually lived; both are implications of the UI 

assumptions. 

paranormal: as understood here, any alleged phenomena of a fantastic 

character for which adequate confirming evidence has not been ob-

tained. Examples range from visitations by extraterrestrial aliens, 

which might be explainable scientifically, to interventions of super-

natural powers, which might not be. 

parascientific: as understood here, synonymous with mystical, or 

supernatural  

pattern-survival: a concept of personal survival through a duplicate or 

pattern. A person is held to survive or live on if a sufficiently accurate 

copy of the person is alive and functioning, irrespective of the phys-

ical connections between the copy and the original. The notion of a 

“sufficiently accurate” copy also extends to a suitable isomorphic 

image of the person that may be “running” in some device or con-
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struct, i.e., the person can survive through the image. 

person-segment: a person regarded as a phenomenon persisting over a 

period or interval of time, whether long or short. 

person-stage: a person at a particular point or stage in life; essentially, 

a person-segment in which the time interval approaches zero length. 

personal identity: as understood here, a person survives through more 

advanced versions, or continuers. P is the “same” person as Q in case 

either P is a continuer of Q or vice versa, where P and Q are per-

son-stages or person-segments. The continuer relation is transitive (if 

P is a continuer of Q and Q is a continuer of R then P is a continuer of 

R), but the relation of being the “same” person is not. This is because 

one person could in principle split into more than one person, 

providing two continuers of an original, neither of which is a con-

tinuer of the other. 

physical continuity: the absence of sudden physical changes in an 

object or person over time, though gradual, accumulating changes are 

permitted. 

physical reductionism: a doctrine that persons or other phenomena 

can be understood in terms of physical processes rather than, e.g., 

supernatural elements.  

principal person-segment: a person-segment covering the period from 

the beginning of life up to some particular point in time. 

Principle of Large Quantity: [philosophical position on computation 

and processing] the principle that unexpected or “impossible” effects 

could be anticipated to follow if a computational process is greatly 

expanded in length and complexity, though retaining its basic digital 

character. An example would be the emergence of consciousness and 

feeling in an “unconscious” discrete-state device. 

psychological connectedness: similarities in mental features between 

person-segments or person-stages. 

psychological continuity: the absence of sudden mental changes in a 

person over time, though gradual accumulating changes may occur. 

psychological reductionism: a doctrine that persons can be under-

stood in terms of mental events or conscious experience, without 

invoking mystical or paranormal elements.  

q-episode: quasi-episode; a progression of events involving a person, 

which need not correspond to events as actually experienced. How-

ever, a q-episode will generally be “authentic” in that it corresponds 

to actual events somewhere in the multiverse. On this basis and for 
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other reasons it may be reasonable and desirable, over a period of 

time, to edit and construe one‟s remembered experiences in terms of 

q-episodes, as delineated by q-memories. 

q-memory: quasi-memory; a constructed “memory” of an event that 

may not record an actual happening but may yet have significance. 

q-segment: quasi-segment; a person-segment in which a significant 

part of the remembered experiences are described in terms of 

q-memories.  

q-stage: quasi-stage, analogous to q-segment. See also per-

son-segment, person-stage. 

reductionism: a doctrine that a system or phenomenon can be under-

stood in terms of simpler systems or phenomena.  

strong artificial intelligence (strong AI): a “digital view of reality” in 

which, in particular, true consciousness and feeling could emerge in a 

discrete-state device such as an advanced computer.  

subperson: a “subordinate” personality that is expressed in a person‟s 

conscious experience over a restricted time interval, when more time 

would be needed to express the “complete” individual.  

supernatural: as understood here, synonymous with mystical, or 

parascientific  

Sufficiency of Information Content: [biostasis, cryonics] the principle 

that a person can eventually be restored to a state of consciousness 

and health if sufficient information survives in the preserved remains. 

terror management theory: a theory that holds that attitudes about 

death are strongly tied to one‟s cultural affiliation. Culture provides 

an “anxiety buffer” to shield against the fear and despondency that 

would otherwise accompany the knowledge of one‟s mortality. When 

one is reminded of death, a natural response is to defend one‟s culture 

rather than look at the issue more rationally. This may account for the 

low level of interest shown by the general public in cryonics. 

UI assumptions: Unboundedness + Interchangeability. 

Unboundedness: the principle that all possible, finite histories actu-

ally happen. 

Universalism: as understood here, in its weakest form, the theological 

or philosophical position that all human beings, including the de-

ceased, will be able at their future discretion to enjoy eternal life and 

happiness. The “position” could refer to a working hypothesis rather 

than a dogma. Stronger forms take a more definite stand that all hu-

mans will enjoy eternal happiness or salvation, and sometimes addi-
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tionally, as in Yuai, generalize “humans” to “all sentient beings.” 

Venturism: a non-supernatural, religious movement dedicated to the 

attainment of immortality scientifically, and in particular advocating 

cryonics or other biostasis procedures for hopefully restoring de-

ceased persons to life. 

weak artificial intelligence (weak AI): the point of view that digital or 

discrete-state devices can be “intelligent” though not necessarily 

conscious. 

working hypothesis: a principle that is accepted provisionally rather 

than dogmatically. 

xenontic: [information relating to past occurrences] contrary to or 

inconsistent with the historical record, as opposed to enontic or hy-

perontic. 

Yuai (Universal Immortalism): a philosophical system built around 

the premise that the problem of death can be solved in its entirety 

through scientific means. 
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form is a principal tenet of Jesus (Matt. 7:12); Compare Honderich, 

Oxford Companion to Philosophy, s. v. “Golden Rule,” 321–22. 

 52. Courage, reason, creativity, and hope I found emphasized in 

Kurtz, Courage to Become; love and the other values are from the list 

compiled by Rushworth M. Kidder and cited in Cetron and Davies, 

Cheating Death, 88–90. 
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 53. The expression “inspired by love and guided by knowledge” 

is from Russell, “What I Believe,” in Why I Am Not a Christian, 56. 

Chapter 18 

 1. A short summary of progress in neural implants will be found 

in Kurzweil, Age of Spiritual Machines, 127–28. 

 2. See, for example, Douglas and Olshaker, Unabomber, which 

reprints Theodore Kaczynski, Industrial Society and Its Future (the 

“Unabomber Manifesto”). Quotations from the latter (which is also 

widely available on the Internet) are from paragraphs 1, 96, 178–81, 

183. Also printed in this volume (and available on the Internet) is the 

Letter to the New York Times, 24 April 1995, from which the addi-

tional material is quoted. Another source I have used for biographical 

detail on Kaczynski is Pickover, “The Hermit from Montana,” in 

Strange Brains and Genius, chap. 9, 157–82. 

 3. Hart, Guiding Principles of Sustainable Design, chap. 1. 

“Tropical Forests,” World Wildlife Fund (WWF) Canada, 1998 

<http://www.panda.org/kids/mntropic.html>. Julio Cesar Centeno, 

“Certification and Green Labelling: A View from the Tropics,” In-

ternational Conference on Sustainable Forest Management: Certifi-

cation, Criteria and Indicators, Prince George, Canada. 21-26 Sep-

tember, 1997; <http://csf.colorado.edu/elan/nov97/0051.html>. 

 4. 

<http://www.columbiacolorado.com/topicareas/men/mensfertility.ht

ml> (28 May 1997); see also Gosden, Cheating Time, 341–42, 

267-68. 

 5. See, for example, Bova, Immortality, 193, esp. n. 21. 

 6. See, for example, Richard Saltus, “Scientists Discover Repli-

cating Human Cell,” Boston Globe, reprinted in Tribune (Scottsdale, 

Ariz.), 6 November 1998, A1, A4, which notes funding of fetal cell 

research by Geron Corp. 

 7. See, for example, Lewis, Guilty by Reason of Insanity. 

 8. (As one reference out of many) Edward Hunter, “Experts 

Agree: Death Penalty Not a Deterrent to Violent Crime,” 22 January 

1997 <http://www.ucfn.aa.ufl.edu/ UFCN/ufnews/death.html>. 

 9. John Stuart Mill, On Liberty, Introductory, 342–46, as cited in 

Honderich, Oxford Companion to Philosophy, 569. 

 10. Iqbal, Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam, 12.  

 11. A viewpoint Tipler echoes; compare Physics of Immortality, 

1–2, 127–28; it is also common among cryonicists: compare Ralph 
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Merkle, CryoNet message #10624, 21 October 1998 (cryo-

net@cryonet.org). 

 12. Pearce, Hedonistic Imperative, Introduction 

<http://www.hedweb.com/ hedethic/hedonist.htm>. 

 13. See, for example, John Omicinski, “Japanese Haven‟t a Clue 

What to Do about Plummeting Birth Rate,” Gannet News Service, 

printed in Tribune (Scottsdale, Ariz.) 8 August 1998, A17. 

 14. Constance Holden, “Gray Matter on a Chip,” Science 278 (7 

Novembr 1997): 1021. 

 15. This idea is explored at length in Joseph Strout, “Mind Up-

loading: An Alternative Path to Immortality,” Cryonics 19, no. 2 (2nd 

Qtr. 1998): 26–30. 

 16. Kurzweil speculates on this possibility in The Age of Spiritual 

Machines, 124–26, after discussing current, relevant imaging tech-

niques on pages 122–23. 

 17. Electronic telepathy is closely related to “radiotelepathy” as 

described in Dyson, Imagined Worlds, 132–37. 

 18. See, for example, Vadim Gerasimov, “Information Processing 

in the Human Body” 

<http://vadim.www.media.mit.edu/MAS862/Project.html>, referred 

to in Kurzweil, Age of Spiritual Machines, 332 n. 25. 

 19. Compare The Guinness Book of World Records 1998 

(Stamford, Conn.: Guinness Publishing, Ltd., 1997), 146. 

 20. This paragraph is based on Thomas Donaldson, CryoNet 

message #12205, 29 July 1999 (cryonet@cryonet.org). 
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